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Montag / 14. Oktober 2013 – Monday / 14th of October 2013
EINZELLOSE
SINGLE LOTS

ab 9.00 Uhr
9.00 am

China Banknoten / China Banknotes 1 - 72

ab 9.30 Uhr
9.30 am

ASIEN Spezial-Auk  on / ASIA Special-Auc  on 100 - 3.694

Dienstag / 15. Oktober 2013 – Tuesday / 15th of October 2013
EINZELLOSE
SINGLE LOTS

ab 9.00 Uhr
 9.00 am

Thema  k / Thema  cs 4.000 - 4.749

ab 9.30 Uhr
9.30 am

Übersee / Overseas A - Z 5.000 - 7.348

ab 12.30 Uhr
12.30 pm

Flug-, Zeppelin & Schiff spost Weltweit 7.400 - 7.854

ab 14.00 Uhr
2.00 pm

Europa / Europe A - O 8.000 - 10.663

ab 17.30 Uhr
5.30 pm

Europa / Europe P - Z 10.664 - 11.994

Mi  woch / 16. Oktober 2013 – Wednesday / 16th of October 2013
EINZELLOSE
SINGLE LOTS

ab 9.00 Uhr
9.00 am

Altdeutschland / German States 12.000 - 12.866

ab 10.30 Uhr
10.30 am

Deutsches Reich - Zensurpost 13.000 - 16.737

ab 16.00 Uhr
4.00 pm

Deutschland nach 1945 / Germany a  er 1945 16.800 - 19.074

Donnerstag / 17. Oktober 2013 – Thursday / 17th of October 2013
SAMMLUNGEN
COLLECTIONS

ab 9.00 Uhr
9.00 am

Übersee / Overseas A - Z 19.100 - 21.242

ab 14.00 Uhr
2.00 pm

Flug- und Zeppelinpost, Schiff spost 21.300 - 21.381

ab 14.15 Uhr
2.15 pm

Thema  k / Thema  cs 21.400 - 21.745

ab 15.00 Uhr
3.00 pm

Europa / Europe A - O 21.800 - 22.828

ab 17.00 Uhr
5.00 pm

Europa / Europe P - Z, Europa Sammlungen 22.829 - 23.734

Freitag / 18. Oktober 2013 – Friday / 18th of October 2013
SAMMLUNGEN
COLLECTIONS

ab 9.00 Uhr
9.00 am

Liquida  onslose Übersee / Thema  k / Europa 24.000 - 25.311

ab 10.30 Uhr
10.30 am

Nachlässe, Wunderkartons, Nachtrag (bi  e anfordern) 25.400 - 25.670

ab 12.30 Uhr
12.30 am

Deutschland vor 1945 / Germany before 1945 26.000 - 27.105

ab 15.00 Uhr
3.00 pm

Deutschland nach 1945 / Germany a  er 1945 27.200 - 27.975

ab 16.00 Uhr
4.00 pm

Liquida  onslose Deutschland vor / nach 1945 28.000 - 28.632

ab 16.45 Uhr
4.45 pm

Ansichtskarten allgemein 28.633 - 28.700

ab 17.00 Uhr
5.00 pm

Ansichtskarten Sonderauk  on „Karl Stehle“ 29.000 - 29.400

ab 19.00 Uhr
7.00 pm

Münzen / Coins 30.000 - 30.350

Versteigerungsfolge – Auction Schedule

Wir freuen uns, Sie in unserem Auktionssaal zu begrüßen:
We are looking forward to welcome you in our auction hall:

VERSTEIGERER – AUCTIONEER:  Christoph Gärtner

© 2013 Auktionshaus Christo
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Wir freuen uns, Sie in unserem Auktionssaal in Bietigheim-Bissingen zu begrüßen. 
Die  Versteigerung der Asien Einzellose beginnt am 14. Oktober 2013, ab 9.30 Uhr. 

Sollte es in unseren Print- oder Online-Katalogen bei einzelnen Losen zu Abweichungen zwischen Bild und 
Losbeschreibung kommen (z.B. unterschiedliche Ausrufspreise oder die Losbeschreibung passt nicht zur 
 Abbildung), so gelten die Angaben der Losbeschreibung als verbindlich.

We are looking forward to welcome you in our auction hall in Bietigheim- Bissingen. 
The single lots Asia will be auctioned on 14th of October 2013, at 9.30 am. 

Given that in our print- and online-catalogues lot-numbers have differences between the image and lot 
description (f.e. starting prices are different or the picture does not fit with the corresponding description), 
the data of the lot description has to be regarded as valid.

Einzellose / single lots

asia



 2  asia 

INDEX ASIEN / ASIA

Abu Dhabi 100 - 103
Aden 104 - 121
Afghanistan 122 - 138
Ajman 139
Annam und Tongking 140 - 142
Armenien 143
Aserbeidschan / Azerbaijan 144 - 148
Bahrain 149 - 164
Bangladesch 165 - 166
Batum 167 - 169
Bhutan 170 - 174
Birma / Burma / Myanmar 175 - 193
Brunei 194 - 250
Ceylon 251 - 275
China 276 - 908

China - Lokalpost / China - Local Post 462 - 469
China - Flugpost 470 - 473
China - Provinzen / China - Provinces 474 - 485
China - Ganzsachen 488 - 559
China - Besonderheiten 562 - 706
China - Mandschurei 707 - 711
China - Shanghai 712 - 729
China - Taiwan (Formosa) 730 - 753
China - Tibet 754 - 755
Volksrepublik / People‘s Republic of China 756 - 908

Cochinchina 909
Dubai 910 - 916
Französisch-Indien / French India 920 - 928
Französisch-Indochina / French Indochina 929 - 1026
Georgien / Georgia 1027 - 1031
Hedschas / Hejaz 1032 - 1042
Holy-Land 1043 - 1063
Hongkong 1064 - 1201
Indien / India 1202 - 1663

Indien - Vorphila / India - Prephilately 1202 - 1263
Indien - Flugpost / India - Air Mail 1500 - 1537
Indien - Feldpost 1538 - 1551
Indien - Used Abroad 1558 - 1608
Indien - Ganzsachen 1609 - 1614
Kleinstaaten / Feudatory States 1626 - 1663

Indonesien / Indonesia 1664 - 1669
Irak / Iraq 1670 - 1764
Iran 1765 - 1890
Israel 1892 - 1902
Japan 1903 - 2350

Japanische Post in China / 
Japanese Post Offi ces in China

2084 - 2108

Japanische Post in Korea / 
Japanese Post Offi ces in Korea

2109 - 2117

Japanische Besetzung II.WK / 
Japanese Occupation II. WK

2119 - 2235

Japan - Ganzsachen 2300 - 2310
Japan - Besonderheiten 2311 - 2350

Jemen / Yemen 2351 - 2377
Jordanien / Jordan 2378 - 2436
Kambodscha / Cambodia 2437 - 2488
Khor Fakkan 2489
Korea 2490 - 2512
Korea-Nord / North Korea 2513 - 2560
Korea-Süd / South Korea 2561 - 2607
Kuwait 2608 - 2619
Labuan 2620 - 2630
Laos 2631 - 2651
Libanon / Lebanon 2652 - 2666
Macau 2667 - 2697
Malaiische Staaten / Federated Malay States 2698 - 2876

Malaiische Staaten - Johor 2702 - 2712
Malaiische Staaten - Kedah 2713 - 2727
Malaiische Staaten - Kelantan 2728 - 2729
Malaiische Staaten - Negri Sembilan 2730 - 2732
Malaiische Staaten - Pahang 2733 - 2735
Malaiische Staaten - Penang 2736 - 2744
Malaiische Staaten - Perak 2745 - 2756
Malaiische Staaten - Sarawak 2757 - 2781
Malaiische Staaten - Selangor 2782 - 2786
Malaiische Staaten - Straits Settlements 2787 - 2869
Malaiische Staaten - Sungei Ujong 2870
Malaiische Staaten - Trengganu 2871 - 2875
Malaiischer Staatenbund 2876

Malaysia 2877 - 2878
Mandschuko (Manchuko) / Manchukuo 2879 - 2889
Mongolei / Mongolia 2890 - 2894
Nedschd / Najd 2894A
Nepal 2895 - 2923
Niederländisch-Indien / Netherlands Indies 2924 - 2955
Nordborneo / North Borneo 2956 - 2978
Oman 2979 - 2992
Pakistan 2993 - 3010
Palästina / Palestine 3011 - 3170
Philippinen 3171 - 3200
Portugiesisch-Indien / Portuguese India 3201 - 3212
Qatar 3213 - 3227
Ras Al Khaima 3228 - 3230
Saudi-Arabien / Saudi-Arabia 3231 - 3262
Schardscha 3263 - 3272
Singapur 3273 - 3303
Syrien / Syria 3304 - 3337
Tannu-Tuwa 3338 - 3345
Thailand 3346 - 3624
Tibet 3625 - 3646
Timor 3647
Transkaukasien / Transcaucasian 3648 - 3649
Trucial Staaten 3650
Vereinigte Arabische Emirate / 
United Arab Emirates

3664 - 3666

Vietnam 3667 - 3694
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  highlights                                                                                                      

306 | 18.000 €

465 | 12.000 €

306A | 3.000 €

562 | 6.000 €

12.000 €465 | 12.000 €12.000 €

306A | 3.000 €

772 | 10.000 €

CHINA
1897, Empress Dowager 10 c. on 9 Cn. green, 2nd printing, single 
and horizontal pair (paying the Chinese domestic rate for a double-
weight letter), on registered cover from Tientsin to Fleurier /Switzer-
land, canc. with blue Tientsin Pa-kua, Shanghai transit mark dollar 
dater 16.7.97 on reverse, transferred to French P.O. and franked with 
25 c. and 50 c. Sage, canc. 30.7.97, Chinese and French registration 
cancellations, on reverse French ship canc. „Ligne N 31.7.97“ and 
Fleurier arrival mark 4.9.97. Cert. BPA (stating a surface defect at 
one of the 10 c. on 9 Cn. which we could not detect) and cert. Eichele. 
A very rare and attractive entire, which derives from the collection 
Sir Percival David and S. Beckeman.

CHINA - LOCAL POST
1897, Ichang,  (16-17 Nov.) registered envelope to Vienna (arrival d.s.) bearing on reverse I.C.P. 20c. from the top of the sheet, cancelled by 
„Ichang“ dollar chop in brown, with matching „R“ unframed h.s. adjacent, and on front France „Chine“ 50c. cancelled by „Shang-hai/Chine“ 
c.d.s (25.11), with „R“ in frame h.s. alongside, the cover is additionally franked with an array of Local Post values (16, one has defect) also 
cancelled by the „Ichang“ dollar chop, light uniform toning, fi ne picturesque franking paying the 20 cents registered letter rate for overseas 
UPU countries. PROBABLY THE MOST SPECTACULAR COVER IN EXISTANCE WITH THE SCARCE ICHANG DOLLAR CHOP.

772 | 10.000 €
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797 | 5.000 € 888 | 4.000 €

847 | 20.000 €

921A | 2.500 €

1033 | 8.500 €

1270 | 10.000 €

1033 | 8.500 €

847 | 20.000 €

634A | 10.000 €
CHINA - SPECIALS

1917, Inbound cover to Peking (soiling): Russia 15 K. (pair) tied 
„BORZOYA-ZABAIK 15 12 17“ cds (Borzoya is a small railway stati-
on on the Manchouli-Chita railway: three stations northwest of Man-
chouli near Lake Baikal) on reverse of red-band cover to Peking, on 
arrival added Russian offi ces 5 K. tied „PEKIN 22 12 17“ (julian ca-
lendar), „PEKING 4 JAN 18“ and boxed dater „PEKING 7.1.4“. There 
is a manuscript anotation in chinese, lightly written in violet crayon 
which indicates a forwarding in Peking. This most unusual cover is 
PROBABLY UNIQUE.

INDIA
1854 (Oct 2), FIRST DAY (?) or SECOND DAY COVER of QV ½a blue 
(Die I) tied by diamond of dots to entire letter from Allahabad to 
Calcutta, endorsed ‚‘2/10/54‘‘ in manuscript, also ‚pd‘ (paid), back-
stamped red framed despatch d/s and Oct arrival cds, and erro-
neously completed bank‘s fi ling datestamp. A SCARCE VERY EARLY 
USAGE OF THE LITHOGRAPHED STAMPS. 1st October 1854 was 
Sunday (Public Holiday) and so it is believed that 2nd Ocober covers 
are FIRST DAY covers. However, the fi rst day of issue was the 1st Oc-
tober. A gem item for British India/Lithograph collector. A fi ne stamp 
on a fi ne letter. B.P.A. and Sismondo certifi cate.

CHINA - PEOPLE‘S REPUBLIC
1968, „The whole country is 
red“ 8 F., the iconic stamp with-
drawn from counter sale, used, 
slight vertical wrinkle, otherwise 
fi ne. CERTAINLY A MUCH BET-
TER THAN USUAL EXAMPLE OF 
THIS RARITY. VERY RARE IN THIS 
QUALITY ! The stamp was bought 
in the 1970‘th from a german 
collector.  (Michel cat. 100.000.-)

797 | 5.000 €
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1298 | 90.000 €

1271 | 6.000 €

1299 | 200.000 €1299 | 200.000 €

1298 | 90.000 €

1303 | 6.000 €

1347 | 6.000 €

1597 | 8.000 €   from Sarawak1597 | 8.000 € from Sarawak

1767A | 6.000 €
12828 | 10.000 €

fi nd this item in our Germany catalogue

1820 | 2.500 €

1767A | 6.000 €

INDIA
1854, 4a blue & pale red, 1st printing, varie-
ty HEAD INVERTED. This well known stamp 
listed by Williams‘ ‚Rare & famous stamps, 
Vol.2‘ as example XXV was used with dia-
mond of dots, cut to shape with cut to full 
margins, thin at upper left, short closed tear 
at foot, otherwise fi ne. A good example of 
this legendary rarity. Certifi cates Sismondo 
(2012) and BPA (2002).

INDIA
1854, 4 anna blue and pale red, 1st printing (Frame 12, Head 1), 
HEAD INVERTED, extremely fi ne used example cancelled by ideal 
strike of Bombay ‚‘I‘‘ in diamond of bars, with lower part of sheet wa-
termark, cut-to-shape with very wide margins all around. THIS MOST 
ATTRACTIVE GEM IS BY FAR ONE OF THE FINEST KNOWN EXAMP-
LES OF THIS GREAT WORLD RARITY. Almost all the other copies 
known have small margins, generally touching the design or showing 
some other small faults. 
AN EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY TO BUY ONE OF THE FINEST 
KNOWN EXAMPLES (if not the fi nest), OF THE MOST FAMOUS 
STAMP OF INDIA.

1347 | 6.000 €

12828 | 10.000 €
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2016 | 4.000 €

2490 | 3.500 €

2181 | 5.000 €

2608A | 38.000 €

2630 | 5.000 €
inverted frame

2788 | 10.000 €

2709 | 30.000 €

3.500 €

2788 | 10.000 €

2709 | 30.000 €

2630 | 5.000 €

2608A | 38.000 €

2181 | 5.000 €

FEDERATED MALAY STATES - JOHOR
1926, Sultan Sir Ibrahim $500 blue & 
red mint hinged with RPSL certifi cate 
(1976), a great rarity in fi ne condition!

KUWAIT
1923, THE FAMOUS UNISSUED „KOWEIT“ INSTEAD OF „KUWAIT“ SET: stamps of India King 
George V, ½ anna to 10 rupee, complete set of 14 values with the very rare overprint showing 
the obsolete spelling „Koweit“. The extremely fi ne set shows mint very lightly hinged original gum 
for the ten small values ½ anna to 12 annas (all from position 4 in the setting of 12) and MINT 
NEVER HINGED ORIGINAL GUM for all the four rupee values (all from position 2 in the setting of 
12 showing the variety small „I“ in KOWEIT of which only two (!) can exist). ONLY 24 SETS OF THIS 
ICONIC ISSUE WERE PRINTED (two panes of 12) of which most are in less than fi ne condition, 
our 1 rupee value of position 2 is illustrated in the article about this issue published in the „The 
Philatelist-P.J.G.B“ (february 1986) on page 6. THIS EXTREMELY FINE AND FRESH SET WITH ITS  
FOUR HIGH VALUES MINT NEVER HINGED IS CERTAINLY ONE OF THE FINEST KNOWN SETS OF 
THIS MAJOR BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AND INDIA RARITY. Certifi cate Behr (1977) and Pascal 
Scheller (2013). Yvert 1-14 = 22500€ (in hinged condition; our estimate for mint never hinged 45000€)

FEDERATED MALAY STATES - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
1854, Letter from SOURABAYA (20 March 1856) to Amsterdam (28 April 1856) fran-
ked with India QV 2a green horizontal strip of four (with part of sheet margin at right) 
tied by circles of dots at SINGAPORE, with red SINGAPORE double-ring d/s along with 
Amsterdam arrival cds on back, endorsed ‚Via Marseille‘ and red ‚‘INDES OR. 2 MAR-
SEILLE/27/AVRIL/56‘‘ cds on front. Inner part of letter missing and hinge marks at 
back, but still a good and very scarce letter from Netherlands Indies forwarded and 
franked at Singapore British P.O. with a fi ne and attractive multiple of Indian QV 2a 
lithographed.
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2874 | 6.500 €

2802 | 2.500 €

2959 | 3.500 €

2962 | 9.500 €

3273 | 3.000 €

3621 | 6.000 € 3632 | 2.500 €

3273 | 3.000 €

2874 | 6.500 €

2959 | 3.500 €

2962 | 9.500 €
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142 | 200 €

254 | 600 €

283 | 150 €

289 | 120 €

306A | 3.000 €

314 | 100 €

198 | 150 €

267 | 1.300 €

284 | 80 €

290 | 200 €

307 | 100 €

317 | 100 €

252 | 7.000 €

279 | 120 €

285 | 90 €

291 | 250 €

308 | 90 €

318 | 100 €

252A | 300 €

280 | 80 €

286 | 80 €

292 | 90 €

309 | 100 €

319 | 500 €

253 | 2.000 €

281 | 90 €

287 | 80 €

300 | 200 €

312 | 100 €

253A | 250 €

282 | 150 €

288 | 120 €

303 | 2.500 €

313 | 90 €
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724 | 150 €

928A | 400 €

1071 | 130 €

1079 | 70 €

1096 | 350 €

1106 | 280 €

725 | 200 €

1005A | 800 €

1075 | 800 €

1082 | 200 €

1097 | 70 €

1108 | 100 €

847 | 20.000 €

1016A | 600 €

1075A | 600 €

1085 | 100 €

1098 | 150 €

886 | 500 €

1066 | 300 €

1076 | 150 €

1091 | 350 €

1099 | 80 €

904 | 500 €

1067 | 400 €

1077 | 250 €

1094 | 250 €

1100 | 120 €

920 | 170 €

1068 | 500 €

1078 | 200 €

1095 | 250 €

1103 | 160 €

384 | 200 € 386 | 1.200 €
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1109 | 200 € 1110 | 220 € 1118 | 160 € 1119 | 150 € 1121 | 180 €

1268 | 500 €

1300 | 200 €

1310 | 240 €

1493 | 60 €

1775 | 200 €

1122 | 160 €

1269 | 2.000 €

1301 | 200 €

1311 | 200 €

1495 | 100 €

1130 | 160 €

1287 | 500 €

1302 | 200 €

1315 | 200 €

1627 | 80 €

1149 | 80 €

1296 | 80 €

1307 | 800 €

1325 | 150 €

1679 | 260 €

1161 | 80 €

1298 | 90.000 €

1308 | 250 €

1407 | 500 €

1767 | 1.100 €

1266 | 1.000 €

1299 | 200.000 €

1309 | 240 €

1478 | 500 €

1773 | 80 €
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1911 | 100 €

1921 | 80 €

1931 | 200 €

1958 | 80 €

2015 | 250 €

2113 | 130 €

1912 | 80 €

1923 | 80 €

1933 | 90 €

1960 | 180 €

2018 | 100 €

1915 | 100 €

1925 | 90 €

1934 | 320 €

1962 | 120 €

2021 | 140 €

1917 | 80 €

1926 | 90 €

1935 | 450 €

1969 | 80 €

2098 | 300 €

1918 | 120 €

1929 | 80 €

1942 | 250 €

2006 | 100 €

2105 | 70 €

1919 | 100 €

1930 | 90 €

1950 | 80 €

2014 | 120 €

2112 | 200 €

1776 | 200 € 1777 | 650 € 1779 | 650 € 1780 | 650 €
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2187 | 2.000 € 2202 | 100 € 2203 | 180 € 2204 | 100 € 2245 | 150 €

2498 | 90 €

2707 | 2.500 €

2748 | 2.500 €

2815 | 150 €

2508 | 130 €

2708 | 800 €

2750 | 200 €

2816 | 200 €

2518 | 120 €

2709 | 30.000 €

2751 | 2.000 €

2821 | 1.700 €

2620 | 400 €

2734 | 80 €

2782 | 100 €

2855 | 300 €

2630 | 5.000 €

2745 | 200 €

2791 | 200 €

2867 | 3.000 €

2657 | 500 €

2746 | 100 €

2803 | 1.200 €

2869 | 2.500 € 2873 | 1.700 € 2874 | 6.500 € 2875 | 350 €
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3187 | 700 €

3311 | 140 €

3366 | 300 €

3553 | 80 €

3188 | 500 €

3320 | 1.000 €

3368 | 200 €

3624 | 200 €

3201 | 90 €

3352 | 750 €

3531 | 80 €

3673 | 100 €

3202 | 100 €

3353 | 200 €

3544 | 80 €

3676 | 1.000 €

3247 | 500 €

3354 | 100 €

3550 | 100 €

3275 | 300 €

3365 | 300 €

3551 | 100 €

2937 | 100 €

2957 | 1.100 €

3019 | 350 €

3020 | 2.000 € 3182 | 600 € 3183 | 600 €2892 | 300 €

2870 | 1.500 €2876 | 1.500 €
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101 | 100 €

105 | 600 €

108 | 3.000 €

112 | 270 €

117 | 600 €

103 | 200 €

106 | 1.400 €

110 | 360 €

113 | 180 €

118 | 440 €

104 | 350 €

107 | 220 €

111 | 270 €

116 | 60 €

119 | 60 €
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ex. 121 | 900 €

124 | 350 €

132 | 150 €

135 | 80 €

139 | 200 €

122 | 150 €

127 | 140 €

133 | 100 €

136 | 60 €

140 | 150 €

123 | 650 €

129 | 100 €

134 | 100 €

138 | 120 €

143 | 80 €
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143A | 1.000 €

146 | 200 €

151 | 300 €

156 | 220 €

159 | 160 €

144 | 400 €

147 | 500 €

152 | 150 €

157 | 600 €

160 | 300 €

145 | 500 €

148 | 500 €

155 | 400 €

158 | 240 €

161 | 100 €
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161A | 80 €

168 | 600 €

173 | 100 €

177 | 600 €

182 | 200 €

164 | 80 €

169 | 250 €

ex. 174 | 600 €

178 | 60 €

183 | 80 €

167 | 320 €

170 | 100 €

175 | 350 €

179 | 100 €

183A | 80 €
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184 | 850 €

187 | 350 €

ex. 190 | 350 € 193 | 450 €

196 | 1.000 €

185 | 280 €

188 | 600 €

191 | 380 € 194 | 700 €

197 | 350 €

186 | 750 €

189 | 280 €

192 | 650 €

195 | 2.000 €

199 | 120 €
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200 | 300 €

206 | 250 €

210 | 400 €

217 | 220 €

225 | 350 €

202 | 400 €

207 | 450 €

211 | 350 €

219 | 500 €

228 | 340 €

203 | 150 €

208 | 500 €

214 | 260 €

222 | 400 €

233 | 800 €
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236 | 1.700 €

242 | 850 €

251 | 450 €

257 | 450 €

260 | 100 €

237 | 850 €

245 | 850 €

255 | 500 €

258 | 400 €

262 | 60 €

238 | 6.000 €

246 | 850 €

256 | 1.000 €

259 | 850 €

266 | 80 €
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ex. 268 | 400 €

271A | 100 €

273 | 120 €

275 | 100 €

278 | 250 €

ex. 270 | 80 €

272 | 60 €

273A | 80 €

276 | 150 €

293 | 100 €

271 | 80 €

272A | 100 €

274 | 60 €

277 | 100 €

294 | 400 €
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ex. 295 | 200 €

298 | 200 €

301 | Gebot

305 | 5.000 €

311 | 100 €

296 | 2.200 €

299 | 900 €

302 | 100 €

306 | 18.000 €

315 | 500 €

297 | 600 €

299A | 2.000 €

304 | 80 €

310 | 80 €

316 | 1.500 €
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322 | 2.000 €

338 | 1.200 €

332 | 1.000 €

383 | 400 €

333 | 1.500 €

385 | 300 €
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Die Lose 1 - 72 werden bei unserer Sonderauktion „Chinesische Banknoten“ versteigert
Montag | 14. Oktober 2013, Beginn der Versteigerung 9.00 Uhr 

The lots 1 to 72 will be auctioned at our Special Auction “Chinese Banknotes“
Monday | 14th of October 2013, the auction starts at 9.00 am

  Chinese Banknotes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Bestellen Sie den Sonderkatalog  Tel.: +49-(0)7142-789400
Order the Special Catalogue   E-Mail: info@auktionen-gaertner.de
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Diese Lose und mehr werden in unserer Sammlungsauktion versteigert | 17. Oktober, ab 9.00 Uhr

See these items and more in our collection sale | 17th of October 2013, the auction starts at 9.00 am

  Chinese Banknotes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                China Collections
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320 | 2.000 €

324 | 1.400 €

327 | 100 €

331 | 1.800 €

336 | 80 €

321 | 100 €

325 | 100 €

328 | 250 €

334 | 10.000 €

339 | 600 €

323 | 600 €

326 | 100 €

330 | 100 €

335 | 300 €

340 | 450 €
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341 | 400 €

344 | 3.000 €

347 | 100 €

349 | 80 €

352 | 100 €

342 | 1.400 €

345 | 1.400 €

348 | 150 €

350 | 80 €

354 | 100 €

343 | 1.200 €

346 | 2.200 €

348A | 1.500 €

351 | 300 € 355 | 700 €



 28  asia 

356 | 150 €

360 | 200 €

365 | 400 €

369 | 800 €

374 | 80 €

357 | 150 €

363 | 300 €

368 | 100 €

370 | 8.000 €

375 | 80 €

359 | 150 €

364 | 100 €

368A | 150 €

373 | 100 €

379 | 80 €



 asia  29

380 | 400 €

382 | 350 €

ex. 387 | 100 €

388A | 2.500 €

391 | 100 €

380A | 1.000 €

382A | 250 €

387A | 2.500 €

389 | 500 €

392 | 100 €

381 | 80 €

385A | 1.350 €

388 | 100 €

390 | 70 €

393 | 70 €



 30  asia 

396 | 60 €

400 | 60 €

405 | 100 €

408 | 150 €

411 | 120 €

398 | 60 €

402 | 60 €

406 | 80 €

409 | 100 €

ex. 414 | 70 €

399 | 70 €

403 | 80 €

407 | 300 €

410 | 600 €

415 | 150 €



 asia  31

416 | 200 €

419 | 180 €

424 | 450 €

427 | 350 €

430 | 120 €

420 | 160 €

425 | 80 €

428 | 180 €

431 | 120 €

418 | 100 €

423 | 360 €

426 | 400 €

429 | 300 €

432 | 100 €



 32  asia 

433 | 300 €

437 | 300 €

440 | 700 €

443 | 80 €

450 | 220 €

435 | 220 €

438 | 100 €

441 | 600 €

444 | 200 €

451 | 200 €

436 | 400 €

439 | 350 €

442 | 350 €

447 | 300 €

452 | 280 €



 asia  33

453 | 120 €

455 | 600 €

460 | 80 €

463 | 750 €466 | 800 €

453A | 200 €

456 | 170 €

461 | 600 €

464 | 2.800 €

454 | 80 €

459 | 100 €

462 | 150 €

465 | 12.000 €

468 | 300 €



 34  asia 

469 | 130 €

471B | 80 €

473A | 100 €

476 | 200 €

481 | 180 €

471 | 250 €

472 | 300 €

474 | 700 €

478 | 600 €

483 | 200 €

471A | 80 €

473 | 300 €

475 | 300 €

480 | 380 €

486 | 200 €

467 | 450 €



 asia  35

484 | 700 €

720 | 300 € 485 | 300 €

640 | 360 €



 36  asia 

488 | 80 €

492 | 100 €

495 | 600 €

500 | 80 €

503 | 120 €

490 | 2.000 €

493 | 100 €

498 | 700 €

501 | 500 €

504 | 200 €

491 | 200 €

494 | 800 €

499 | 350 €

502 | 300 €

505 | 200 €



 asia  37

506 | 80 €

509 | 80 €

512 | 600 €

516 | 1.500 €

519 | 300 €

507 | 150 € 510 | 300 €

513 | 250 €

517 | 850 €

520 | 1.300 €

508 | 80 €

511 | 100 €

515 | 80 €

518 | 850 €

521 | 80 €



 38  asia 

522 | 800 €

526 | 150 €

529A | 600 €

533 | 100 €

536 | 1.600 €

523 | 500 €

528 | 100 €

530 | 70 €

534 | 350 €

537 | 800 €

524 | 100 €

529 | 1.400 €

532 | 100 €

535 | 60 €

538 | 70 €



 asia  39

539 | 60 €

542 | 100 €

545 | 200 €

548 | 70 €

551 | 150 €

540 | 100 €

543 | 200 €

546 | 80 €

549 | 100 €

552 | 100 €

541 | 1.000 €

544 | 150 €

547 | 60 €

550 | 100 €

553 | 200 €



 40  asia 

554 | 700 €

557 | 500 €

562 | 6.000 €

565 | 850 €

568 | 600 €

555 | 1.200 €

558 | 500 €

563 | 6.000 €

566 | 180 €

569 | 600 €

556 | 220 €559 | 60 € 564 | 450 €

567 | 600 €

570 | 2.500 €



 asia  41

571 | 350 €

574 | 3.000 €

577 | 1.000 €

581 | 100 €

584 | 1.400 €

572 | 400 €

575 | 1.200 €

578 | 150 €

582 | 100 €

585 | 360 €

573 | 100 €

576 | 400 €

ex. 579 | 70 €

583 | 300 €

586 | 600 €



 42  asia 

587 | 150 €

591 | 280 €
594 | 250 €

598 | 100 €

602 | 460 €

589 | 750 €

592 | 360 €

596 | 280 €

599 | 60 €

603 | 80 €

590 | 450 €

593 | 100 €

597 | 100 €

600 | 150 €

604 | 300 €



 asia  43

605 | 1.400 €

608 | 600 €

611 | 450 €

615 | 180 €

618 | 100 €

606 | 80 €

609 | 60 €

612 | 460 €

616 | 150 €

619 | 80 €

607 | 100 €

610 | 220 €

614 | 300 €

617 | 400 €

621 | 100 €



 44  asia 

622 | 500 €

625 | 60 €

628 | 150 €

631 | 100 €

634 | 250 €

623 | 60 €

626 | 150 €

629 | 70 €

632 | 70 €

634A | 10.000 €

624 | 300 €

627 | 180 €

630 | 100 €

633 | 240 €

635 | 150 €



 asia  45

635 | 150 €

636 | 300 €

639 | 150 €

642 | 1.700 €

645 | 350 €

649 | 120 €

637 | 600 €

639A | 180 €

643 | 100 €

646 | 100 €

651 | 100 €

638 | 70 €

641 | 600 €

644 | 450 €

647 | 2.200 €

652 | 100 €



 46  asia 

653 | 80 €

657 | 200 €

663 | 60 €

666 | 80 €

670 | 150 €

654 | 100 €

658 | 120 €

664 | 100 €

667 | 250 €

671 | 80 €

656 | 280 €

660 | 60 €

665 | 130 €

668 | 80 €

673 | 100 €



 asia  47

674 | 700 €

676 | 70 €

679 | 100 €

683 | 600 €

686 | 280 €

675 | 180 €

677 | 450 €

680 | 150 €

684 | 100 €

687 | 600 €

675A | 200 €

678 | 220 €

682 | 4.000 €

685 | 80 €

688 | 80 €



 48  asia 

689 | 380 € 692 | 380 €

695 | 1.500 €

698 | 600 €

701 | 60 €

690 | 380 €

693 | 70 €

696 | 600 €

699 | 280 €702 | 60 €

691 | 100 €

694 | 1.400 €

697 | 460 €

700 | 600 €



 asia  49

696 | 600 €

691 | 100 €

697 | 460 €

704 | 100 €

705 | 130 €

708 | 150 €

711 | 200 €

714 | 700 € 717 | 150 €

706 | 120 €

709 | 80 €

712 | 400 €

715 | 500 €

718 | 200 €

707 | 60 €

710 | 350 €

713 | 300 €

716 | 500 €

719 | 600 €



 50  asia 

721 | 200 €

726 | 600 €

730 | 300 €

734 | 100 €

739 | 150 €

722 | 70 €

728 | 300 €

732 | 150 €

736 | 200 €

745 | 60 €

723 | 80 €

729 | 220 €

ex. 733 | 300 €

737 | 160 €

746 | 300 €



 asia  51

723 | 80 €

749 | 380 €

754 | 700 €

757 | 100 €

760 | 200 €

ex. 767 | 100 €

752 | 900 €

755 | 1.700 €

758 | 100 €

764 | 70 €

769 | 60 €

753 | 70 €

756 | 130 €

759 | 200 €

765 | 60 €

770 | 100 €



 52  asia 

771 | 60 €

ex. 773A | 100 €

776 | 150 €

782 | 200 €

794 | 600 €

ex. 772 | 10.000 €

774 | 100 €

777 | 100 €

782A | 100 €

795 | 4.000 €

773 | 100 €

775 | 100 €

781 | 300 € 791 | 120 €

796 | 8.000 €

808 | 80 €

813 | 100 €



 asia  53

791 | 120 €

797 | 5.000 € 800 | 8.000 €

803 | 150 €

808 | 80 €

813 | 100 €

798 | 7.000 €

801 | 60 €

804 | 200 €

810 | 1.000 €

ex. 817 | 800 €

799 | 6.000 €

802 | 1.000 €

805 | 700 €

ex. 811 | 500 €

ex. 818 | 1.300 €



 54  asia 

819 | 1.000 €

822 | 200 €

826 | 400 €
830 | 400 €

835 | 300 €

820 | 2.500 €

824 | 120 €

828 | 200 €

833 | 700 €

836 | 100 €

821 | 1.600 €

825 | 200 €

829 | 200 €

834 | 300 €

837 | 400 €



 asia  55

825 | 200 €

829 | 200 €

838 | 60 €

843 | 150 €

846 | 200 €

851 | 150 €

857 | 600 €

841 | 150 €

844 | 400 €

848 | 200 €

854 | 200 €

859 | 300 €

842 | 300 €

845 | 200 €

849 | 2.500 €

855 | 150 €

ex. 865 | 350 €



 56  asia 

871 | 250 €

873A | 200 €

878 | 300 €

883 | 300 €

888 | 4.000 €

872 | 300 €

875A | 200 €

881 | 200 €

884 | 120 €

891 | 90 €

873 | 200 €

876 | 200 €

882 | 100 €

887 | 1.200 €

893 | 250 €



 asia  57

895 | 180 €

906 | 250 €

909 | 70 €

912 | 800 €

918 | 200 €

903 | 320 €

907 | 500 €

910 | 100 €

916 | 60 €

919 | 100 €

905 | Gebot

908 | 80 €

911 | 200 €

917 | 300 €

920A | 1.500 €



 58  asia 

920B | 2.000 €

921A | 2.500 €

923 | 400 €

926 | 200 €

929 | 1.500 €

920C | 750 €

921B | 800 €

924 | 2.200 €

927 | 350 €

930 | 300 €

921 | 1.500 €

922 | 500 €

925 | 220 €

928 | 220 €

931 | 400 €



 asia  59

926 | 200 €

932 | 1.400 €

934 | 280 €

936 | 240 €

939 | 180 €

942 | 180 €

932A | 1.300 €

934A | 130 €

937 | 300 €

940 | 280 €

943 | 180 €

933 | 180 €

935 | 60 €

938 | 180 €

941 | 1.200 €

945 | 280 €



 60  asia 

946 | 450 €

949 | 220 €

952 | 220 €

955 | 180 €

958 | 700 €

947 | 350 €

950 | 1.000 €

953 | 220 €

956 | 280 €

959 | 280 €

948 | 280 €

951 | 450 €

954 | 450 €

957 | 280 €

960 | 180 €



 asia  61

961 | 450 €

964 | 260 €

967 | 300 €

970 | 220 €

972 | 300 €

962 | 750 €
965 | 550 €

968 | 300 €

971 | 350 € 973 | 300 €

963 | Gebot

966 | 450 €

969 | 350 €

971A | 600 €

974 | 80 €



 62  asia 

975 | 260 €

978 | 120 €

980 | 220 €

982 | 500 €

985 | 380 €

976 | 220 €

979 | 280 €

980A | 80 €

983 | 350 €

986 | 280 €

977 | 200 €

981 | 300 €

984 | 600 €

987 | 220 €



 asia  63

981 | 300 €

987A | 180 €

990 | 80 €

993 | 600 €

996 | 220 €

999 | 450 €

988 | 600 €

991 | 220 €

994 | 600 €

997 | 220 €

1000 | 350 €

989 | 350 €

992 | 450 €

995 | 180 €

998 | 550 €

1001 | 600 €



 64  asia 

1002 | 450 €

1005 | 120 €

1008 | 600 €

1011A | 1.600 €

1014 | 380 €

1003 | 600 €

1006 | 180 €

1010 | 600 €

1012 | 300 €

1015 | 380 €

1004 | 350 €

1007 | 180 €

1011 | 450 €

1013 | 750 €

1016 | 450 €



 asia  65

1017 | 180 €

1023 | 180 €

1027 | 300 €

1030 | 100 €

1034 | 3.000 €

1019 | 450 €

1025 | 150 €

1027A | 400 €

1032 | 3.000 €

1035 | 1.800 €

1022 | 450 €

1026 | 380 €

1029 | 260 €

1033 | 8.500 €

1036 | 1.400 €



 66  asia 

1037 | 60 €

1046 | 180 €

1050 | 750 €

1053 | 300 €

1058 | 300 €

1038 | 450 €

1048 | 170 €

1051 | 150 €

1056 | 200 €

1059 | 1.500 €

1043 | 350 €

1049 | 450 €

1052 | 220 €

1057 | 700 €

1060 | 300 €



 asia  67

1061 | 1.200 €

1064 | 600 €

1069 | 100 €

1074 | 1.400 €

1087 | 250 €

1062 | 350 €

1065 | 1.000 €

1070 | 1.000 €

1081 | 550 €

1088 | 400 €

1063 | 200 €

1065A | 200 €

1072 | 1.200 €

1083 | 140 €

1089 | 600 €



 68  asia 

1092 | 3.000 €

1105 | 600 €

1113 | 500 €

1116 | 120 €

1123 | 60 €

1093 | 200 €

1107 | 700 €

1114 | 220 €

1117 | 2.200 €1124 | 200 €

1104 | 500 €

1112 | 1.000 €

1115 | 300 €

1120 | 850 €
1125 | 650 €



 asia  69

1126 | 600 €

1129 | 250 €

ex. 1133 | 300 €

1136 | 80 €

1139 | 150 €

1127 | 100 €

1131 | 100 €

1134 | 120 €

1137 | 130 €

1140 | 80 €

1128 | 80 €

1132 | 80 €

1135 | 170 €

1138 | 600 €

1141 | 180 €



 70  asia 

1142 | 120 €

1146 | 80 €

1151 | 220 €

1154 | 100 €

1158 | 800 €

1143 | 100 €

1147 | 1.100 €

1152 | 750 €

1156 | 450 €

1159 | 200 €

1145 | 70 €

1150 | 220 €

1153 | 350 €

1157 | 450 €

1160 | 180 €



 asia  71

1162 | 60 €

1166 | 120 €

1170 | 100 €

1174 | 60 €

1177 | 60 €

1163 | 1.000 €

1168 | 220 €

1171 | 100 €

1175 | 200 €

1178 | 450 €

1165 | 150 €

1169 | 60 €

1172 | 200 €

1176 | 380 €

1179 | 220 €



 72  asia 

1180 | 80 €

1186 | 460 €

1189 | 180 €

1192 | 300 €

1195 | 280 €

1184 | 80 €

1187 | 100 €

1190 | 220 €

1193 | 400 €

1196 | 450 €

1185 | 350 €

1188 | 220 €

1191 | 600 €

1194 | 100 €

1197 | 500 €



 asia  73

1198 | 350 €

1204 | 600 €

1210 | 450 €

1215 | 300 €

1222 | 200 €

1202 | 200 €

1208 | 100 €

1211 | 1.500 €

1217 | 200 €

1223 | 1.000 €

1203 | 400 €

1209 | 400 €

1214 | 140 €

1220 | 700 €

1226 | 400 €



 74  asia 

1229 | 4.000 €

1236 | 150 €

1244 | 200 €

1248 | 150 €

1251 | 700 €

1230 | 4.000 €

1239 | 500 €

1245 | 600 €

1249 | 400 €

1253 | 1.000 €

1233 | 400 €

1240 | 600 €

1246 | 1.000 €

1250 | 500 €

1255 | 500 €



 asia  75

1256 | 600 €

1259A | 4.000 €

1264 | 600 €1268A | 200 €1272 | 100 €

1258 | 300 €

1260 | 250 €

1265 | 350 €

1270 | 10.000 €

1274 | 60 €

1259 | 500 €

1263 | 450 €

1267 | 2.500 €

1271 | 6.000 €

1275 | 200 €



 76  asia 

1277 | 150 €

1283 | 900 €

1288 | 250 €

1291 | 300 €

1295 | 200 €

1279 | 4.500 €

1284 | 300 €

1289 | 80 €

1293 | 200 €

1297 | 150 €

1281 | 100 €

1286 | 3.000 €

1290 | 2.700 €

1294 | 400 €

1303 | 6.000 €



 asia  77

1304 | 1.000 €

1314 | 1.600 €

1319 | 1.800 €

1322 | 100 € 1327 | 200 €

1312 | 250 €

1316 | 200 €

1320 | 100 €

1324 | 450 €

1329 | 350 €

1313 | 4.500 €

1317 | 500 €

1321 | 200 €

1326 | 150 €

1330 | 400 €



 78  asia 

1331 | 300 €

1335 | 150 €

1338 | 270 €

1341 | 100 €

1345 | 200 €

1332 | 100 €

1336 | 2.500 €

1339 | 200 €

1342 | 300 €

1346 | 100 €

1333 | 150 €

1337 | 100 €

1340 | 1.500 €

1344 | 200 €

1347 | 6.000 €



 asia  79

1348 | 350 €

1351 | 350 €

1354 | 350 €

1357 | 600 €

1361 | 800 €

1349 | 13.000 €     used in Seychelles 1352 | 600 €

1355 | 800 €

1359 | 80 €

1362 | 80 €

1350 | 450 €

1353 | 3.000 €

1356 | 160 €

1360 | 300 €

1363 | 300 €



 80  asia 

1364 | 160 €

1368 | 600 €

1371 | 450 €
1377 | 1.000 €

1380 | 450 €

1366 | 450 €

1369 | 150 €

1372 | 850 €

1378 | 300 €

1381 | 280 €

1367 | 600 €

1370 | 400 €

1373 | 1.400 €
1379 | 100 €

1382 | 400 €



 asia  81

1383 | 200 €

1387 | 100 €

1391 | 100 €

1396 | 150 €

1399 | 700 €

1384 | 300 €

1389 | 300 €

1392 | 200 €

1397 | 130 €

1400 | 280 €

1385 | 300 €

1390 | 220 €

1394 | 100 €

1398 | 70 €

1401 | 350 €



 82  asia 

1402 | 180 €

1406 | 1.000 €

ex. 1412 | 200 €

1418 | 100 €

1422 | 150 €

1403 | 200 €

1408 | 450 €

1415 | 250 €

1419 | 100 €

1423 | 150 €

1404 | 200 €

ex. 1411 | 150 €

1416 | 80 €

1420 | 60 € 1424 | 500 €



 asia  83

1425 | 150 €

1428 | 200 €

1431 | 500 €

1433 | 70 €

1436 | 180 €

1426 | 150 €

1429 | 100 €

1432 | 80 €

1434 | 100 €

1437 | 220 €

ex. 1427 | 150 €

1430 | 200 €

1432A | 80 €

1435 | 70 €

1438 | 100 €



 84  asia 

1439 | 220 €

1445 | 200 €

1450 | 1.000 €

1453 | 1.000 €

1458 | 2.000 €

1442 | 1.000 €

1448 | 2.000 €

1451 | 1.000 €

1454 | 3.000 €

1459 | 800 €

1444 | 400 €

1449 | 1.000 €

1452 | 800 €1457 | 100 €

1462 | 500 €



 asia  85

1463 | 500 €

1466 | 500 €

1469 | 500 €

1472 | 500 €

1475 | 500 €

1464 | 500 €

1467 | 500 €

1470 | 500 €

1473 | 500 €

1476 | 500 €

1465 | 500 €

1468 | 500 €

1471 | 500 €

1474 | 500 €

1476A | 750 €



 86  asia 

1477 | 100 €

1481 | 3.000 €

1484 | 3.000 €

1487 | 400 €

1490 | 400 €

1479 | 6.000 €

1482 | 3.000 €

1485 | 1.000 €

1488 | 100 €1491 | 500 €

1480 | 600 €

1483 | 2.000 €

1486 | 300 €

1489 | 250 €

1492 | 150 €



 asia  87

1494 | 1.800 €

1498 | 350 €

1501 | 1.000 €

1504 | 1.000 €

1507 | 5.000 €

1496 | 350 €

1499 | 100 €

1502 | 2.000 €

1505 | 1.300 €

1508 | 70 €

1497 | 150 €

1500 | 700 €

1503 | 2.000 €

1506 | 3.500 €

1509 | 200 €



 88  asia 

1510 | 200 €

1514 | 600 €

1519 | 100 €

1521 | 300 €

1525 | 100 €

1511 | 80 €

1515 | 200 €

1520 | 2.400 €

1522 | 150 €

1526 | 100 €

1513 | 180 €

1517 | 70 €

1520A | 80 €

1524 | 80 €

1528 | 300 €



 asia  89

1529 | 300 €

1536 | 120 €

1539 | 100 €

1543 | 200 €

1530 | 400 €

1533 | 200 €

1537 | 200 €

1540 | 300 €

1544 | 250 €

1531 | 600 €

1534 | 60 €

1538 | 100 €

1541 | 300 €

1545 | 100 €



 90  asia 

1547 | 100 €

1553 | 100 €

1556 | 100 €

1559 | 300 €

1562 | 200 €

1549 | 240 €

1554 | 100 €

1557 | 100 €

1560 | 80 €

1563 | 400 €

1552 | 120 €

1555 | 150 €

1558 | 250 €

1561 | 300 €

1564 | 200 €



 asia  91

1565 | 400 €

1569 | 800 €

1572 | 300 €

1576 | 300 €

1580 | 280 €

1566 | 350 €

1570 | 350 €

1574 | 600 € 1578 | 2.500 €

1581 | 1.600 €

1567 | 250 €

1571 | 80 €
1575 | 150 €

1579 | 380 €

1582 | 80 €



 92  asia 

1583 | 100 €

1587 | 350 €

1590 | 500 €

1593 | 450 €

1596 | 300 €

1584 | 100 €
1588 | 4.500 €

1591 | 2.800 €

1594 | 850 €

1597 | 8.000 €   from Sarawak

1585 | 100 €

1589 | 80 €

1592 | 180 €

1595 | 600 €

1598 | 320 €



 asia  93

1599 | 320 €

1602 | 140 €

1605 | 2.000 €

1608 | 350 €

1610A | 80 €

1600 | 300 €

1603 | 100 €

1606 | 2.000 €

1608A | 1.000 €

1611A | 60 €

1601 | 450 €

1604 | 2.500 €

1607 | 1.800 €

1609A | 100 €

1613 | 100 €



 94  asia 

1614 | 800 €

1616 | 150 €

1618A | 100 €

1621 | 280 €

1624 | 220 €

1615 | 4.000 €

1617 | 180 €

1619 | 450 €

1622 | 60 €

1624A | 130 €

1615A | 4.000 €

1618 | 180 €

1620 | 1.000 €

ex. 1623 | 600 €

1625 | 100 €



 asia  95

1625A | 6.000 €

1630 | 800 €

1633 | 100 €

1636 | 150 €

1640 | 350 €

1626 | 150 €

1631 | 300 €

1634 | 500 €

1637 | 350 €

1641 | 300 €

1629 | 300 €

1632 | 80 €

1635 | 400 €

1638 | 150 €

1643 | 150 €



 96  asia 

1645 | 600 €

1650 | 120 €

1652 | 200 €

1655 | 500 €

1658 | 150 €

1646 | 150 €

1651 | 270 €

1653 | 200 €

1657 | 280 €

1659 | 200 €

ex. 1647 | 100 €

1651A | 100 €

1654 | 350 €

1657A | 100 €

1663 | 1.500 €



 asia  97

1787 | 5.000 €1788 | 2.500 €

1668 | 1.500 €

1817 | 1.500 €



 98  asia 

1665 | 100 €

1669 | 240 €

1671 | 250 €

1675 | 580 €

1678 | 180 €

ex. 1666 | 700 €

1670 | 1.400 €

1673 | 200 €

1676 | 330 €

1680 | 170 €

ex. 1667 | 700 €

1670A | 250 €

1674 | 400 €

1677 | 300 €

1681 | 120 €



 asia  99

1682 | 500 €

1685 | 90 €

1688 | 200 €

1691 | 160 €
1692B | 80 €

1683 | 80 €

1686 | 100 €

1689 | 100 €

1692 | 120 €

1692C | 70 €

1684 | 2.000 €

1687 | 120 € 1690 | 240 €

1692A | 80 € 1693 | 120 €



 100  asia 

1694 | Gebot

1698 | 750 €

1705 | 220 €

1714 | Gebot

1720 | 100 €

1696 | 80 €

1701 | 600 €

1706 | 220 €

1715 | 220 €

1722 | 160 €

1697 | 500 €

1704 | 220 €

1709 | 100 €

1717 | 220 €

1725 | 130 €



 asia  101

1729 | 100 €

1733 | 100 €

1741 | 100 €

1747 | 160 €

1755 | 600 €

1729A | 1.000 €

1737 | 160 €

1745 | 250 €

1751 | 100 €

1758 | 340 €

1731 | 180 €

1738 | 130 €

1746 | 220 €

1753 | 100 €

1762 | 100 €



 102  asia 

1764 | 100 €

1767A | 6.000 €

1770 | 2.500 €

ex. 1782 | 400 €

1785 | 1.000 €

1765 | 1.000 €

1768 | 2.500 € 1771 | 250 €

1783 | 400 €

1786 | 200 €

1766 | 400 €

1769 | 120 €

1774 | 3.000 €

1784 | 1.200 €

1790 | 2.800 €

1781 | 1.250 €
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1791 | 2.700 €

1794 | 150 €

1797 | 200 €

1800 | 100 €

1803 | 1.600 €

1792 | 200 €

1795 | 60 €

1798 | 1.300 €

1801 | 400 €

1804 | 1.200 €

1793 | 200 €

ex. 1796 | 2.000 €

1799 | 130 €

1802 | 80 €

1805 | 200 €



 104  asia 

1806 | 500 €

1810 | 220 €

1814 | 300 €

1819 | 400 €

1822 | 80 €

1807 | 400 €

1812 | 300 €

1815 | 250 €

1820 | 2.500 €

1823 | 140 €

1808 | 100 €

1813 | 1.000 €

1816 | 400 €

1821 | 300 €

1824 | 80 €
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ex. 1825 | 120 €

1828 | 220 €

1831 | 230 €

1837 | 80 €

1840 | 450 €

ex. 1826 | 100 €

1829 | 800 €

1834 | 230 €

1838 | 240 €

1842 | 180 €

1827 | 280 €

1830 | 450 €

1836 | 230 €

1839 | 540 €

1843 | 250 €



 106  asia 

1844 | 100 €

1847 | 230 €

1850 | 70 €

ex. 1853 | 1.800 €

1856 | 130 €

1845 | 250 €

1848 | 220 €

1851 | 1.400 €

1854 | 800 €

1857 | 400 €

1846 | 150 €

1849 | 280 €

ex. 1855 | 700 €

1858 | 750 €

1852 | 230 €
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1859 | 1.100 €

1862 | 120 €

1865 | 850 €

1868 | 750 €

1872 | 1.100 €

1860 | 90 €

1863 | 120 €

1866 | 600 €

1870 | 500 €

1875 | 100 €

1861 | 270 €

1864 | 100 €

1867 | 450 €

1871 | 100 €

1876 | 80 €



 108  asia 

1877 | 120 €

1880 | 80 €

1882 | 250 €

1887 | 200 €

1892 | 140 €

1878 | 80 €

1880A | 80 €

1884 | 700 €

1889 | 1.350 €

1893 | 90 €

1879 | 160 €

1881 | 350 €

1886 | 700 €

1890 | 150 € 1894 | 6.000 €
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1895 | 4.500 €

1898 | 170 €

1900A | 100 €

1903 | 1.500 €

1906 | 800 €

1896 | 60 €

1899 | 4.500 €

1901 | 120 €

1904 | 180 €

1907 | 600 €

1897 | 1.500 €

1900 | 6.000 €

1902 | Gebot

1905 | 700 €

1908 | 800 €
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1909 | 120 €

1914 | 120 €

1936 | 120 €

1941 | 100 €

1945 | 120 €

1910 | 240 €

1922 | 240 €

1937 | 650 €

1943 | 100 €

1946 | 300 €

1913 | 200 €

1928 | 110 €

1940 | 200 €

1944 | 160 €

1947 | 100 €
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1948 | 100 €

1953 | 120 €

1957 | 160 €

1967 | 2.000 €

1973 | 150 €

1949 | 100 €

1954 | 120 €

1959 | 160 €

1970 | 120 €

1975 | 200 €

1952 | 140 €

1956 | 100 €

1963 | 200 €

1972 | 350 €

1977 | 80 €



 112  asia 

1978 | 2.000 €

1981 | 80 €

1984 | 200 €

1987 | 80 €

1990 | 120 €

1979 | 250 €

1982 | 100 €

1985 | 100 €

1988 | 250 €

1994 | 130 €

1980 | 150 €

1983 | 90 €

1986 | 300 €

1989 | 100 €

1995 | 100 €
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1996 | 100 €

1999 | 100 €

2002 | 180 €

2007 | 1.000 €

2010 | 450 €

1997 | 100 €

2000 | 1.200 €

2004 | 100 €

2008 | 400 €

2011 | 80 €

1998 | 180 €

2001 | 1.200 €

2005 | 200 €

2009 | 450 €

2012 | 550 €



 114  asia 

2013 | 300 €

2020 | 240 €

2027 | 450 €

2031 | 100 €

2037 | 180 €

2016 | 4.000 €

2025 | 550 €

2028 | 100 €

2032 | 130 €

2038 | 160 €

2017 | 260 €

2026 | 550 €

2030 | 100 €

2036 | 80 €

2039 | 80 €
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2040 | 120 €

2043 | 200 €

2046 | 60 €

2049 | 100 €

2052 | 220 €

2041 | 300 €

2044 | 250 €

2047 | 100 €

2050 | 100 €

2053 | 100 €

2042 | 500 €

2045 | 80 €

2048 | 100 €

2051 | 80 €

2054 | 80 €



 116  asia 

2055 | 70 €

2059 | 100 €

2062 | 80 €

2065A | 130 €

2068 | 300 €

2057 | 100 €

2060 | 120 €

2062A | 80 €

2066 | 80 €

2069 | 70 €

2058 | 100 €

2061 | 100 €

2063 | 120 €

2067 | 100 €

2070 | 130 €
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2070A | 130 €

ex. 2075 | 280 €

2079 | 120 €

2084 | 450 €

2086 | 100 €

2071 | 80 €

2076 | 350 €

2080 | 90 €

2084A | 800 €

2087 | 100 €

2071A | 220 €

2077 | 100 €

2081A | 130 € 2085 | 100 €

2087A | 100 €



 118  asia 

2088 | 400 €

2091 | 150 €

2094 | 450 €

2097 | 300 €

ex. 2101 | 100 €

2089 | 100 €

2092 | 120 €

2095 | 180 €

2099 | 150 €

2102 | 120 €

2090 | 100 €

2093 | 100 €

2096 | 450 €

2100 | 100 €

2118 | 600 €
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2103 | 120 €

2104 | 80 €

2108 | 80 €

2111 | 100 €

2119 | 700 €

2106 | 100 €

2109 | 120 €

2114 | 250 €

2117 | 900 €

2120 | 1.000 €

2107 | 80 €

2110 | 80 €

2121 | 260 €

ex. 2115 | 60 €



 120  asia 

2122 | 500 €

2125 | 250 €

2128 | 300 €

2131 | 500 €

2123 | 130 €

2126 | 250 €
2129 | 100 €

2132 | 250 €

2135 | 250 €

2124 | 400 €

2127 | 300 €

2130 | 400 €

2133 | 200 €

2136 | 100 €

2116 | 60 €
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2137 | 300 €

2140 | 500 €

2143 | 300 €

2146 | 80 €

2150 | 70 €

2138 | 400 €

2141 | 200 €

2148 | 200 €

2151 | 60 €

2139 | 150 €

2142 | 200 €

2145 | 400 €

2149 | 80 €

2152 | 220 €

2144 | 300 €



 122  asia 

2153 | 100 €

ex. 2156 | 300 €

2159 | 70 €

2162 | 70 €

2165 | 80 €

2154 | 150 €

2157 | 100 €

2160 | 100 €

2163 | 100 €

ex. 2166 | 300 €

2155 | 60 €

2158 | 60 €

2161 | 70 €

2164 | 100 €

2167 | 100 €
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2168 | 220 €

2171 | 60 €

ex. 2174 | 200 €

2177 | 100 €

2180 | 1.300 €

2169 | 80 €

2172 | 60 €

2175 | 800 €

2178 | 400 €

2181 | 5.000 €

2170 | 70 €

2173 | 3.500 €

2176 | 400 €

2179 | 400 €

2182 | 1.500 €



 124  asia 

2183 | 1.500 €

2186 | 350 €

2190 | 100 €

2193 | 300 €

2196 | 200 €

2184 | 250 €

2188 | 700 €

2191 | 200 €

2194 | 1.700 €

2197 | 350 €

2185 | 600 €

2189 | 200 €

2192 | 80 €

2195 | 100 €

2198 | 250 €
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2199 | 500 €

2205 | 2.000 €2208 | 500 €

2211 | 1.000 €

2214 | 300 €

2200 | 150 €

2206 | 250 €

2209 | 100 €

2212 | 200 €

2215 | 700 €

2201 | 500 €

2207 | 500 €

2210 | 600 €

2213 | 200 €

2216 | 300 €



 126  asia 

2217 | 100 €

2220 | 100 €

2223 | 70 €

2227 | 80 €

2230 | 100 €

2218 | 80 €

2221 | 100 €

2225 | 400 €

2228 | 100 €

2231 | 80 €

2219 | 80 €

2222 | 80 €

2226 | 100 €

2229 | 100 €

2232 | 130 €
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2233 | 280 €

2237 | 100 €

2240 | 100 €

2243 | 200 €

2247 | 100 €

2234 | 280 €

2238 | 150 €

2241 | 150 €

2244 | 200 €

2248 | 100 €

2235 | 180 €

2239 | 150 €

2242 | 150 €

2246 | 100 €

2249 | 100 €



 128  asia 

2250 | 150 €

2253 | 100 €

2256 | 150 €

2259 | 250 €

2262 | 200 €

2251 | 150 €

2254 | 120 €

2257 | 250 €

2260 | 180 €

2263 | 100 €

2252 | 80 €

2255 | 100 €

2258 | 200 €

2261 | 100 €

2264 | 100 €
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2265 | 100 €

2268 | 100 €

2271 | 200 €

2272A | 150 €

2274 | 150 €

2266 | 80 €

2269 | 400 €

2271A | 150 €

2273 | 150 €

2274A | 200 €

2267 | 150 €

2270 | 100 €

2272 | 150 €

2273A | 150 €

2275 | 150 €



 130  asia 

2275A | 150 €

2277 | 150 €

2277C | 80 €

2278A | 150 €

2280 | 150 €

2276 | 150 €

2277A | 120 €

2277D | 80 €

2279 | 150 €

2280A | 200 €

2276A | 150 €

2277B | 150 €

2278 | 150 €

2279A | 200 €

2280B | 80 €
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2281 | 500 €

2282A | 200 €

2283A | 150 €

2284B | 400 €

2286 | 100 €

2281A | 150 €

2282B | 80 €

2284 | 450 €

2285 | 150 €

2286A | 100 €

2282 | 150 €

2283 | 800 €

2284A | 150 €

2285A | 150 €

2287 | 120 €



 132  asia 

2287A | 100 €

2289 | 500 €

2290A | 100 €

2292 | 100 €

2295 | 200 €

2288 | 100 €

2289A | 120 €

2291 | 150 €

2293 | 150 €

2296 | 700 €

2288A | 150 €

2290 | 700 €

2291A | 150 €

2294 | 70 €

2297 | 900 €
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2298 | 500 €

2300 | 300 €

2303 | 800 €

2306 | 1.000 €

2309 | 500 €

2299 | 250 €

2301 | 250 €

2304 | 2.000 €

2307 | 260 €

2310 | 800 €

2299A | 100 €

2302 | 250 €

2305 | 80 €

2308 | 400 €

2311 | 200 €



 134  asia 

2311A | 500 €

2314 | 130 €

2316 | 750 €

2319 | 600 €

2322 | 350 €

2312 | 150 €

2315 | 80 €

2317 | 200 €

2320 | 600 €

2323 | 280 €

2313 | 70 €

2315B | 100 €

2318 | 100 €

2321 | 100 €

2324 | 300 €
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2325 | 100 €

2328 | 450 €

2330 | 60 €

2332A | 250 €

2334 | 60 €

2326 | 600 €

2329 | 100 €

2331 | 450 €

2333 | 150 €

2335 | 500 €

2327 | 60 €

2329A | 70 €

2332 | 150 €

2333A | 100 €

2336 | 60 €



 136  asia 

2336A | 60 €

2338A | 100 €

2340 | 60 €

2342 | 100 €

2345 | 80 €

2337 | 100 €

2338B | 100 €

2341 | 80 €

2343 | 100 €

2346 | 100 €

2338 | 100 €

2339 | 150 €

2341A | 100 €

2344 | 100 €

2347 | 130 €
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2347A | 100 €

2350 | 80 €

2355 | 200 €

2360 | 270 €

2363 | 200 €

2348 | 100 €

2352 | 500 €

2356 | 180 €

2361 | 100 €

2364 | 100 €

2349 | 150 €

2354 | 80 €

2357 | 80 €

2362 | 180 €

2365 | 130 €



 138  asia 

ex. 2366 | 150 €

2371 | 200 €

2374 | 80 €

2377 | 350 €

2383 | 200 €

2367 | 450 €

2372 | 80 €

2375 | 400 €

2381 | 600 €

2386 | 750 €

2370 | 120 €

2373 | 700 €

2376 | 2.200 €

2382 | 270 €

2387 | 750 €
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2393 | 100 €

2396 | 220 €

2399 | 220 €

2402 | 340 €

2405 | 250 €

2394 | 220 €

2397 | 600 €

2400 | 400 €

2403 | 340 €

2406 | 100 €

2395 | 280 €

2398 | 850 €

2401 | 400 €

2404 | 220 €

2408 | 220 €



 140  asia 

2409 | 400 €

2413 | 220 €

2417 | 220 €

2422 | 220 €

2428 | 220 €

2410 | 220 €

2415 | 220 €

2418 | 100 €

2424 | 850 €

2430 | 500 €

2411 | 220 €

2416 | 220 €

2421 | 220 €

2425 | 600 €

2431 | 400 €
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2432 | 250 €

2437 | 600 €

2440 | 120 €

2443 | 2.200 €

2447 | 500 €

2434 | 400 €

2438 | 600 €

2441 | 100 €

2444 | 450 €

2449 | 80 €

2436 | 170 €

2439 | 120 €

2442 | 220 €

2445 | 200 €

2450 | 100 €



 142  asia 

2451 | 100 €

2454 | 600 €

2458 | 120 €

2461 | 600 €

2464 | 80 €

2452 | 450 €

2456 | 450 €

2459 | 150 €

2462 | 150 €

2465 | 200 €

2453 | 200 €

2457 | 200 €

2460 | 100 €

2463 | 1.000 €

2466 | 150 €
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2467 | 150 €

2470 | 150 €

2473 | 100 €

ex. 2476 | 150 €

ex. 2479 | 120 €

2468 | 120 €

2471 | 200 €

2474 | 150 €

2477 | 350 €

ex. 2480 | 150 €

2469 | 200 €

2472 | 450 €

2475 | 300 €

2478 | 380 €

2481 | 100 €
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2482 | 850 €

2486 | 100 €

2488A | 300 €

2491 | 280 €

2496 | 200 €

ex. 2483 | 200 €

2487 | 200 €

2489 | Gebot

2494 | 600 €

2497 | 300 €

2485A | 80 €

2488 | 100 €

2490 | 3.500 € 2495 | 750 €

2499 | 200 €
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2500 | 700 €

2503 | 450 €

ex. 2505A | 80 €

2509 | 600 €

2512 | 300 €

2501 | 600 €

2504 | 1.400 €

2506 | 180 €

2510 | 1.100 €

2514 | 280 €

2502 | 450 €

2505 | 300 €

2507 | 170 €

2511 | 70 €

2515 | 400 €



 146  asia 

2513 | 3.000 €

2570 | 600 €

2549 | 250 €

ex. 2550 | 400 €
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2516 | 400 €
2520 | 250 €

2524 | 150 €

2529 | 400 €

2532 | 120 €

2517 | 120 €

2521 | 60 €

2525 | 400 €

2530 | 400 € 2533 | 150 €

2519 | 200 €2522 | 250 €

2526 | 150 €

2531 | 150 €

2534 | 150 €



 148  asia 

2535 | 100 €

2538 | 1.000 €

ex. 2541 | 150 €

2544 | 150 €

2547 | 100 €

2536 | 130 €

2539 | 200 €

2542 | 200 €

2545 | 150 €

2548 | 200 €

2537 | 70 €

2540 | 100 €

2543 | 100 € 2546 | 130 €

2551 | 150 € 2553 | 60 €
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2556 | 220 €

2561 | 60 €

2565 | 180 €

2569 | 60 €

2554 | 250 €

2557 | 150 €

2562 | 60 €

2567 | 200 €

2571 | 300 €

ex. 2555 | 500 €

2560 | 100 €

2564 | Gebot

2568 | 60 €

2572 | 500 €



 150  asia 

2574 | 1.000 €

ex. 2577 | 350 €

2580 | 300 €

2583 | 300 €

2587 | 150 €

ex. 2575 | 400 €

2578 | 500 €

ex. 2581 | 400 €

2585 | 300 €

2588 | 400 €

ex. 2576 | 400 €

2579 | 100 €

2582 | 600 €

2586 | 300 €

2589 | 150 €
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2590 | 1.500 €

2595 | 650 €

2599 | 300 €

ex. 2605 | 200 €

2608A | 38.000 €

2591 | 200 €

2597 | 400 €

2600 | 150 €

ex. 2606 | 300 €2609 | 100 €

2593 | 200 €

2598 | 300 €

2601 | 600 €

2608 | 100 €

2610 | 180 €



 152  asia 

2611 | 200 €

2614 | 300 €

2617 | 80 €

2619 | 200 €

2623 | 180 €

2612 | 100 €

2615 | 1.000 €

2617A | 200 €

2621 | 100 €

2624 | 1.300 €

2613 | 300 €

2616 | 300 €

2618 | 80 €

2622 | 2.000 €

2625 | 100 €
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2626 | 300 €

2631 | 450 €

2634 | 450 €

2637 | 450 €

2640 | 280 €

2628 | 160 €

2632 | 350 €

2635 | 300 €

2638 | 600 €

2641 | 260 €

2629 | 150 €

2633 | 280 €

2636 | 400 €

2639 | 300 €

2642 | 450 €
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ex. 2646 | 1.700 €

2898 | 300 €

2895 | 400 €

2915 | 150 €

2896 | 300 €

2922 | 200 €
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2643 | 250 €

2650 | 500 €

2652A | 500 €

2653A | 1.000 €

2656 | 400 €

ex. 2645 | 700 €

ex. 2651 | 160 €

2652B | 1.500 €

2654 | 400 €

2657A | 60 €

2647 | 200 €

2652 | 700 €

2653 | 250 €

2655 | 220 €

2658 | 1.000 €
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ex. 2659 | 500 € 2661 | 70 €

2667 | 1.300 €

2672 | 600 €

2675 | 400 €

2660 | 100 €

2668 | 2.000 €

2673 | 180 €

2676 | 440 €

2660A | 100 €

ex. 2666 | 60 €

2669 | 500 €

2674 | 200 €

2677 | 500 €
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2663 | 60 €

2678 | 130 €

2686 | 100 €

2693 | 100 €

2697 | 120 €

2699 | 180 €

2679 | 100 €2687 | 240 €

2694A | 150 €

2697B | 200 €

2699A | 100 €

2681 | 240 €

2692 | 800 €

2696 | 600 €

2698 | 150 €

ex. 2700 | 150 €



 158  asia 

2702 | 400 €

2705 | 500 €

2711 | 300 €

2715 | 300 €

2718 | 100 €

2703 | 200 €
2706 | 80 €

2712 | 400 €

2716 | 600 €

ex. 2719 | 200 €

2704 | 1.000 €

2710 | 300 €

2714 | 350 €

2717 | 100 €

2721 | 100 €
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2722 | 100 €

2725 | 100 €

2728 | 120 €

2731 | 120 €

2735 | 60 €

2723 | 100 €

2726 | 350 €

2729 | 450 €

2732 | 80 €

2736 | 70 €

2724 | 160 €

2727 | 100 €

2730 | 300 €

2733 | 400 €

2737 | 80 €



 160  asia 

2738 | 80 €

2743 | 200 €

2749 | 2.000 €

2754 | 160 €

2757 | 5.000 €

2741 | 270 €

2744 | 80 €

2752 | 800 €

2755 | 160 €

2759 | 120 €

2742 | 200 €

2747 | 100 €

2753 | 400 €

2756 | 2.000 €

2760 | 340 €
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2761 | 320 €

2764 | 120 €
2768 | 1.700 €

2771 | 160 €

2774 | 220 €

2762 | 1.800 €

2766 | 600 €

2769 | 220 €

2772 | 130 €

ex. 2776 | 80 €

2763 | 140 €

2767 | 100 €

2770 | 180 €

2773 | 160 €

2777 | 130 €



 162  asia 

2778 | 60 €

ex. 2781 | 100 €

2785 | 100 €

2788 | 10.000 €

2793 | 1.700 €

ex. 2779 | 80 €

2783 | 500 €

2786 | 200 €

2789 | 400 €

2794 | 2.200 €

2780 | 100 €

2784 | 1.000 €

2787 | 1.600 €

2790 | 2.400 €

2795 | 600 €

2809 | 80 €
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2796 | 120 €

2800 | 120 €

2805 | 1.700 €

2808 | 350 €
2811 | 200 €

2798 | 200 €

2802 | 2.500 €

2806 | 1.400 €

2809 | 80 €

2812 | 850 €

2799 | 400 €

2804 | 1.500 €

2807 | 1.000 €

2810 | 200 €

2814 | 450 €

2801 | 800 €



 164  asia 

2817 | 60 €

2820 | 300 €

2826 | 400 €

2830 | 350 €

2833 | 200 €

2818 | 850 €

2824 | 500 €

2827 | 300 €

2831 | 120 €

2834 | 600 €

2819 | 200 €

2825 | 150 €

2828 | 100 €

2832 | 100 €

2835 | 300 €
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2836 | 800 €

2839 | 320 €

2842 | 100 €

2845 | 100 €

2849 | 1.000 €

2837 | 800 €

2840 | 60 € 2843 | 60 €

2846 | 150 €

2851 | 500 €

2838 | 1.000 €

2841 | 2.000 €

2844 | 100 €

2847 | 200 €

2852 | 140 €

2853 | 200 €



 166  asia 

2858 | 60 €

2861 | 80 €

2868 | 220 €

2854 | 650 €

2859 | 150 €

2862 | 220 €

2865 | 800 €

2871 | 100 €

2857 | 220 €

2860 | 150 €
2863 | 60 €

2866 | 600 €

2872 | 100 €
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2863 | 60 €

2876A | 600 €

2878 | 200 €

2881 | 280 €

2884 | 90 €

2887 | 70 €

2876B | 400 €

2879 | 180 € 2882 | 280 €

2885 | 220 €

2888 | 100 €

ex. 2877 | 100 €

2880 | 280 €

2883 | 100 €

2886 | 80 € 2889 | 450 €



 168  asia 

2890 | 350 €

2894 | 200 €

2902 | 60 €

2905 | 300 €

2911 | 600 €

2891 | 1.000 €

2894A | 90 €

2903 | 600 €

2905A | 100 €

2924 | 600 €

2893 | 700 €

2894B | 90 €

2904 | 400 €

2909 | 200 €

2925 | 150 €
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2893 | 700 €

2926 | 280 €

2929 | 350 €

2932 | 90 €

2935 | 220 €

2939 | 160 €

2927 | 300 €

2930 | 150 €

2933 | 130 €

2936 | 280 €

2940 | 80 €

2928 | 90 €

2931 | 2.000 €

2934 | 160 €

2938 | 250 €

2941 | 100 €



 170  asia 

2942 | 60 €

ex. 2946 | 150 €

2949 | 160 €

2951 | 120 €

2954 | 120 €

2944 | 60 €

2947 | 600 €

2949A | 120 €

2952 | 120 €

2955 | 70 €

ex. 2945 | 250 €

2948 | 240 €

2950 | 100 €

2953 | 150 €

2956 | 120 €
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2958 | 90 €

2961 | 450 €

2964 | 1.900 €

2967 | 80 €

2970 | 300 €

2959 | 3.500 €

ex. 2962 | 9.500 €

2965 | 200 €

2968 | 450 €

2971 | 280 €

2960 | 1.500 €

2963 | 100 €

2966 | 200 €

ex. 2969 | 100 €

2972 | 350 €



 172  asia 

ex. 2973 | 80 €

ex. 2976 | 80 €

2979 | 100 €

2982 | 240 €

2986 | 150 €

2973A | 80 €

2977 | 100 €

2980 | 100 €

2984 | 100 €

2987 | 120 €

ex. 2974 | 100 €

2978 | 700 €

2981 | 2.200 €

2985 | 150 €

2992 | 200 €
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2978 | 700 €

ex. 2988 | 450 €

ex. 2991 | 400 €

ex. 2989 | 800 €

ex. 2990 | 600 €
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ex. 2993 | 80 €

ex. 2997 | 250 €

3002 | 120 €

3006 | 100 €

3010 | 400 €

2994 | 150 €

3000 | 150 €

3003 | 300 €

3007 | 80 €

3011 | 350 €

2995 | 60 €

3001 | 70 €

3005 | 150 €

3007A | 80 €

3012 | 80 €
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3014 | 220 €

3018 | 550 €

3023 | 300 €

3026 | 100 €

3029 | 1.400 €

3015 | 450 €

3021 | 100 €

3024 | 250 €

3027 | 750 €

3030 | 100 €

3016 | 180 €

3022 | 80 €

3025 | 400 €

3028 | 130 €

3034 | 100 €
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3038 | 100 €

3045 | 100 €

3059 | 130 €

3070 | 100 €

3076 | 170 €

3039 | 220 €

3051 | 100 €

3062 | 100 €

3071 | 220 €

3078 | 100 €

3040 | 220 €

3054 | 220 €

3064 | 100 €

3074 | 100 €

3087 | 130 €
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3089 | 120 €

3096 | 100 €

3101 | 220 €

3115 | 100 €

3124 | 160 €

3092 | 100 €

3097 | 220 €

3102 | 220 €

3119 | 100 €

3132 | 100 €

3093 | 160 €

3099 | 100 €

3109 | 130 €

3122 | 170 €

3133 | 90 €
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3137 | 220 €

3145 | 220 €

3156 | 100 €

3161 | 220 €

3168 | 220 €

3142 | 100 €

3150 | 170 €

3158 | 100 €

3163 | 220 €

3170 | 220 €

3143 | 350 €

3154 | 100 €

3160 | 100 €

3166 | 220 €

3171 | 600 €
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3172 | 100 €

3174 | 450 €

3177 | 600 €

3184 | 220 €

3189 | 150 €

3173 | 150 €

3175 | 700 €

3179 | 130 €

3185 | 60 €

3190 | 450 €

3173A | 350 €

3176 | 600 €

3180A | 2.500 €

3186 | 1.500 €

3191 | 220 €
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3192 | 90 €

3194 | 800 €

ex. 3197 | 600 €

3203 | 180 €

3193 | 250 €

3195 | 100 €

3198 | 120 €

3204 | 80 €

3193A | 200 €

3196 | 100 €

3199 | 100 €

3205 | 100 €
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3206 | 100 €

3207 | 80 €

3208 | 180 €

3209 | 200 €

3215 | 80 €

3219 | 200 €

3225 | 200 €

3211 | 100 €

3217 | 60 € 3220 | 160 €

3214 | 350 €

3218 | 150 €

3220A | 80 €
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ex. 3221 | 1.500 €

ex. 3224 | 1.500 € 3235 | 2.300 €

ex. 3222 | 1.500 €

ex. 3226 | 380 €

3234 | 500 €ex. 3223 | 1.500 €
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3227 | 200 €

3230 | 1.100 €

3233 | 400 €

3239 | 80 €

3252 | 130 €

3228 | 300 €

3231 | 320 €

3236A | 80 €

3243 | 400 €

3254 | 250 €

3229 | 1.100 €

3232 | 400 €

3238 | 120 €

3243A | 80 €

3263 | 100 €
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3264 | 3.500 €

ex. 3269 | 500 €

3274 | 850 €

3279 | 80 €

3283 | 80 €

ex. 3266 | 2.000 €

3272 | 400 €

3276 | 60 €

3281 | 80 €

3284 | 80 €

ex. 3267 | 500 €

3273 | 3.000 €

3277 | 60 €

3282 | 100 €

3285 | 90 €
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3286 | 80 €

3292 | 90 €

3297 | 60 €

3300 | 60 €

3303 | 60 €

3287 | 150 €

3293 | 60 €

3298 | 70 €

3301 | 80 €

3303A | 80 €

3291 | 450 €

3296 | 100 €

3299 | 60 €

3302A | 80 €

3304 | 3.000 €
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3305 | 800 €

3307 | 350 €

3310 | 400 €

3314 | 750 €

3317 | 200 €

3305A | 1.400 €

3308 | 200 €

3312 | 300 €

3315 | 100 €

3318 | 80 €

3306 | 300 €

3309 | 600 €

3313 | 200 €

3316 | 850 €

3319 | 220 €

3321 | 80 €

3327 | 300 €

3331 | 150 €

3324 | 800 €
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3314 | 750 €

3313 | 200 €
3323 | 170 €

3327 | 300 €

3331 | 150 € 3331C | 2.500 €

3321A | 220 €

3324 | 800 €

3328 | 60 €

3331A | 1.750 €

3332 | 240 €

3322 | 140 €

3325 | 600 €

3330 | 500 €

3331B | 2.000 €

3333 | 100 €
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3334 | 180 €

3338 | 3.000 €

3341 | 150 €
3343A | 80 €

3346 | 2.000 €

3336 | 100 €

3339 | 800 €

3342 | 100 €

3344 | 150 €

3347 | 100 €

3337 | 120 €

3340 | 100 €

3343 | 150 €

3345 | 200 €

3348 | 150 €
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3350 | 60 €

3356 | 200 €

3360 | 200 €

3363 | 150 €

3369 | 100 €

3351 | 400 €

3358 | 400 €

3361 | 500 €

3364 | 600 €

3370 | 2.000 €

3355 | 100 €

3359 | 1.000 €

3362 | 100 €

3367 | 100 €

3371 | 100 €
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3373 | 200 €

3429 | 400 €

3416 | 400 €

ex. 3430 | 400 €

ex. 3426 | 400 €

ex. 3526 | 300 €
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3374 | 100 €

3377 | 170 €

3381 | 2.200 €

3384 | 100 €

3388 | 200 €

3375 | 100 €

3379 | 100 €

3382 | 280 €

3385 | 200 €

3389 | 350 €

3376 | 200 € 3380 | 350 €

3383 | 100 €

3387 | 350 €

3390 | 600 €
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3391 | 450 €

3395 | 450 €

3398 | 350 €

3403 | 300 €

3406 | 200 €

3393 | 600 €

3396 | 80 €

3399 | 1.200 €

3404 | 200 €

3407 | 100 €

3394 | 400 €

3397 | 350 €

3401 | 100 €

3405 | 500 €

3408 | 500 €
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3409 | 2.200 €

3412 | 100 €

3415 | 1.000 €

3418 | 100 €

3420 | 60 €

3410 | 300 €

3413 | 100 €

3415A | 120 €

3418A | 500 €

3421 | 300 €

3411 | 80 €

3414 | 500 €

3417 | 150 €

3419 | 100 €

3422 | 100 €
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3423 | 100 €

3428 | 60 €

3433 | 1.000 €

3436 | 70 €

3439 | 80 €

3424 | 120 €

3430A | 150 €

3434 | 80 €

3437 | 80 €

3440 | 250 €

3425 | 100 €

3432 | 100 €
3435 | 80 €

3438 | 60 €

3440A | 100 €
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3443 | 100 €

ex. 3447 | 1.000 €

3450 | 200 €

3453 | 100 €

3456 | 80 €

3444 | 70 €

3448 | 200 €

3451 | 150 €

3454 | 100 €

3457 | 280 €

3446 | 150 €

3449 | 200 €

3452 | 100 €

3455 | 100 €

3458 | 400 €
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3459 | 900 €

3466 | 280 €

3470 | 150 €

3473 | 220 €

3476 | 400 €

3464 | 400 €

3468 | 100 €

3471 | 100 €3474 | 300 €

3477 | 100 €

3465 | 100 €

3469 | 100 €

3472 | 100 €

3475 | 200 €

3478 | 100 €
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3479 | 2.000 €

3482 | 100 €

3485 | 100 €

3488 | 100 €

3491 | 250 €

3480 | 100 €

3483 | 100 €

3486 | 100 €

3489 | 200 €

3492 | 250 €

3481 | 120 €

3484 | 80 €

3487 | 600 €

3490 | 80 €

3493 | 270 €
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3494 | 80 €

3497 | 220 €

3500 | 100 €
3503 | 250 €

3506 | 220 €

3495 | 450 €

3498 | 600 €

3501 | 170 €

3504 | 80 €

3507 | 80 €

3496 | 300 €

3499 | 80 €

3502 | 80 €

3505 | 100 €

3507A | 100 €
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3509 | 120 €

3512 | 450 €

3515 | 200 €

3518 | 100 €

3521B | 200 €

3510 | 280 €

3513 | 600 €

3516 | 100 €

3519 | 150 €

3522 | 1.100 €

3511 | 1.100 €

3514 | 100 €

3517 | 100 €

3521A | 120 €

3524 | 80 €
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3524A | 100 €

3526A | 100 €

3528 | 350 €

3530 | 2.200 €

3534 | 350 €

3525 | 500 €

3527A | 120 €

3529 | 350 €

3532 | 150 €

3535 | 200 €

3525A | 250 €

3527B | 100 €

3529A | 600 €

3533 | 150 €

3537 | 1.200 €
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3539 | 400 €

3543 | 320 €

3547 | 60 €

3555 | 500 €

3558 | 500 €

3541 | 80 €

3545 | 300 €

3549 | 150 €

3556 | 500 €

3560 | 250 €

3542 | 60 €

3546 | 150 €

3552 | 80 €

3557 | 1.000 €

3561 | 100 €
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3563 | 200 €

3566 | 80 €

3569 | 1.000 €

3573 | 450 €

3576 | 750 €

3564 | 200 €

3567 | 100 €

3571 | 200 €

3574 | 600 €

3579 | 70 €

3565 | 100 €

3568 | 600 €

3572 | 300 €

3575 | 150 €

3583 | 900 €
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3584 | 120 €

3589 | 280 €

3593 | 100 €

3596 | 100 €

3601 | 100 €

3586 | 100 €

3590 | 1.600 €

3594 | 100 €

3598 | 1.000 €

3602 | 100 €

3587 | 600 €

3591 | 500 €

3595 | 60 €

3600 | 120 €

3604 | 170 €
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3605 | 3.600 €

3608 | 150 €

3611 | 60 €

3614 | 80 €

3619 | 160 €

3606 | 100 €

3609 | 850 €

3612 | 80 €

3615 | 250 €

3620 | 300 €

3607 | 70 €

3609A | 100 €

3613 | 60 €

3617 | 250 €

3621 | 6.000 €
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3622 | 120 €

3626 | 150 €

3629 | 1.500 €

3632 | 2.500 €

3635 | 400 €

3623 | 120 €

3627 | 1.500 €

3630 | 400 €

3633 | 100 €

3636 | 250 €

3625 | 190 €

3628 | 1.500 €

3631 | 500 €

3634 | 600 €
3637 | 1.000 €
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3638 | 1.100 €

3641 | 500 €

3645 | 300 €

3647A | 280 €

3649 | 80 €

3639 | 150 €

3642 | 600 €

3646 | 450 €
3647B | 250 €

3650 | 250 €

3640 | 100 €

3643 | 100 €

3647 | 100 €
3648 | 80 €

3664 | 500 €
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3665 | 250 €

3668 | 450 €

ex. 3678 | 400 €

3681 | 220 €

3687 | 700 €3666 | 800 €

3671 | 150 €

3679 | 140 €

3682 | 220 €

3688 | 550 €

3667 | 450 €

3677 | 80 €

3680 | 150 €

3683 | 200 €

3688A | 80 €



 208  asia 

3689 | 470 €

3692 | 1.100 €

3690 | 190 €

3693 | 700 €

3691 | 850 €

3694 | 350 €
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Die Katalogwertangaben in EURO (€) beziehen sich, sofern nicht anders angegeben, auf den jeweils aktuellen MICHEL-Katalog zum Zeit-
punkt der Katalogbearbeitung. Ausländische Spezialwerke sind gegebenenfalls zi  ert.

The catalogue value stated in EURO (€) is based, unless otherwise stated, on the actual MICHEL catalogue at the  me of our catalogue 
compila  on. In some cases, specialised foreign catalogues may also be quoted. 

ASIEN | Einzellose, Los  100 - 3.694
 Montag | 14. Oktober 2013, Beginn der Versteigerung ab 9.30 Uhr 

ASIA | single lots, lot 100 - 3.694
Monday | 14th of October 2013, the auc  on starts at 9.30 am

ABU DHABI    
100 1961/66, partial or complete fi rst series used, i.e. 8 stamps from 1st issue (including 5r, and 5np 

mint add.), 4 ‘Falcons’ (2 times the 2r with small imperfections), 1966 overprints partial set of 10 
values including 1d on 10r blue, and Trucial States 1961 1r, 2r, and 5r used. (Mi. about 420,- €)

1-25 and 
others g 80,-

P 101 1964/65, Two registered airmail covers to Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corp. at Hamburg, Germa-
ny, the fi rst one (Dec. 1964) franked 1st issue 20np and 30np pair, the second (Jan 1965) with 20np 
and 1r, both cancelled with ‘Abu Dhabi Trucial States’ cds, and with Abu Dhabi Reg. label, good/fi ne. 
A scarce commercial usage. (M) 3, 4, 8 b 100,-

102 1965, unused air letter 30 Np carmiine on light blue, on bottom and on right side ”To open split along 
here” instead of ”to open cut here”, Rare. H& G FG2 GA 60,-

P 103 1972, Complete set of 12 surcharged ‘’UAE’’, mint never hinged, fresh and fi ne. (Mi. 900 €) 84-95 **   200,-

ADEN    
see also 1381, 1559, 1562, 1608, 1608A

P 104 1858. Stampless envelope addressed to France cancelled on reverse by ‘Aden St Point/58 Oct 13/
Bearg’ with framed ‘India unpaid’ hand-stamp on face, rated ‘1s’ in m/s with endorsed accountancy 
on reverse, routed via Suez and charged ‘8 decimes’ on arrival with Toulon receiver. Scarce Aden 
cancels used as Unpaid postage due hand-stamps. b 350,-

P 105 1874 (FRANCE). Envelope written from Boulogne addressed to ‘Major Griffi th, Brigade Major, Aden’ 
bearing France ‘Type Ceres’ Yvert 57, 80c rose and Yvert 60a, 25c blue (2) tied by ‘549’ in dotted 
lozenge with adjacent Boulogne-s-Mer double ring ‘25”’ Sept’, boxed ‘PD’ on face in red, endorsed 
‘via Brindisi’, routed via Lille, Amiens and Paris with ‘Paris a Modane’ ambulant and ‘Aden Steamer. 
Point’ circular ‘Oc. 7’ arrival on reverse. Scarce destination, a very attractive cover.

France Yv. 57, 
60a b 600,-

P 106 1879 (FRENCH MARITIME MAIL). Envelope addressed to Mulhouse, Alsace bearing France Type 
Sage Yvert 93, 35c violet/yellow tied by French paquebot ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 9’ date stamp 
(Salles 1921) with Aden ‘Mar 10’ on reverse with framed instructional ‘Too Late’ and octagonal 
‘Poss. Angl. Paq. Fr. N No 9’ date stamp in red ‘14th Mars 79’, on reverse Mulhouse receiver. 
Wonderful item of Too LATE mail from Aden with very rare French Paquebot in red. (See Salles 
Tome V, Page 99). France Yv. 93 b 1.400,-

106A 1891, Indische Post: 2½ A. auf 4 A. grün als Zusatzfrankatur auf 2 A. 6 P. Überdruck-Ganzsachenum-
schlag gelb per Einschreiben mit ”R”-Stempel im Kreis und Balkenstempel ”B” auf die franz. Insel 
Reunion, vs. Transitstempel, rs. K1 ”ADEN REG JU 23 91” in guter Bedarfserhaltung.

Indien 42 
+ GA GA 70,-

P 107 1895 (GREAT BRITAIN). Great Britain postal stationary card 1d orange upgraded with SG 172, 1d 
lilac tied by octagonal Threadneedle St/L-1 duplex addressed to Aden, Arabia with hand-struck in-
structional ‘Late Fee Paid’ in red with Aden and Aden Camp arrivals on face. Very attractive item of 
incoming mail. GB SG 172 GA 220,-

P 108 KHORMAKSAR 1896, Indian QV ½a offi cial PS envelope used from Sub-offi ce Khormaksar (ope-
ned 1892) to Bombay, cancelled by ‘’KHOR-MAKSAR/SE 20/96’’ cds (in used from 15.5.96-
31.10.96 only, Proud D2), on reverse with ‘ADEN’, ‘ADEN-CAMP’ as well as ‘SEA POST OFFICE/B/
SE 22/96’’ cds’s. Minor toning (from closing fl aps) otherwise fi ne. An extremely rare early usage 
from an Sub-offi ce before 1900. GA 3.000,-

109 1905-33, Two postcards from Aden, one with India 1a. carmine to Scotland and one with 1 1/2p 
brown tied by PAQUEBOT ADEN to USA, certifi cates, fi ne pair Ak 80,-

P 110 1905 (GREAT BRITAIN). ”P & O” illustrated envelope addressed to Yokohama bearing Great Britain SG 
230, 2 ½ ultramarine tied Aden double ring ‘17/4’ with framed ‘Paquebot’ on face, routed via Singa-
pore and Hong Kong with marine sorter Singapore – To – Hong Kong date stamp (‘Webb No 4’ sent 
on the steamer ”Simla” with Yokohama arrival ‘14th Sept’ and forwarded to Tokyo with vernacular 
arrival. Superb item. Very rare. GB SG 230 b 360,-
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Cat-No. Start

P 111 PERIM ISLAND (island in the red sea between Yemen and Dschibuti), 1916, Japon to Ethiopia via Aden, 
2 sen green ‘Tazawa’ (2) on front of a colored and embossed picture postcard tied ”IPO.. JAPAN 27.8.16”, 
”ADEN 2 OCT 16”, redirected  to Perim and Egypt, PERIM Censur mark, reveiver  ”HARAR 26.11”. Ak 270,-

P 112 PERIM ISLAND (island in the red sea between Yemen and Dschibuti), 1 d red from GB on cover tied 
”PAQUEBOT ADEN ”, censured at Perim, violet strike ”PASSED CENSOR PERIM No A9”, further censur 
in Bombay sent to QUETTA, at reverse receiver. b 270,-

P 113 1917 (ETHIOPIA). Picture post card (small bends) written from Cornelius, Org. addressed to Ethio-
pia bearing Washington lc green tied by Cornelius, Org. roller l30th Jun’ routed via Aden with tran-
sit ‘6/10’ and circular ‘Passed Censor/Aden/No A 156’ censor cachet in red with Harrar receiver 
‘14/10’. Very fi ne item of censored mail and destination. Ak 180,-

114 1929, GB 1½d brown on cover (Coat of Arms at back-fl ap) tied by barred ”PAQUEBOT ADEN 23/9/29” 
cds. to Scotland. fi ne. GB 172 b 80,-

115 BERBERA (type D7): 1934 (7.1.), incoming cover from ADEN bearing India KGV 2a6p orange adressed 
to ‘The Postmaster Berbera’ with very fi ne ‘BERBERA / BRITISH SOMALILAND’ arrival cds. on reverse 
(8.1.) India b 70,-

P 116 1937, registerd air mail cover from ”ADEN CAMP REG 1 DEC37” to Stuttgart via CAIRO, franked with 
6 stamps at reverse. b 60,-

P 117 1940 (ITALIAN SOMALILAND). Censored envelope (opening faults) written in Arabic addressed to Ita-
lian Somaliland bearing Aden SG 1, ½ A. yellow green (strip of four) tied by Mukalla double ring ‘9th 
Feb 1940’ with framed ‘Passed Censor/No 10/Aden’ in violet, underpaid with m/s ‘T’ in red crayon 
and bearing Italian Somaliland postage due Yvert 48, 50c violet applied and tied by Mogadishu arri-
val. Very rare combination. SG 1 b 600,-

P 118 1949. Postal stationary Air Mail envelope ¾ A. brown upgraded with SG 16, ½ A. yellow-green and 
SG 30, 1½ A. carmine (pair) tied by Aden Camp double ring with Air Mail label, addressed to Austria 
with circular ‘Österreichische Zensursteh./352’ censor cachet in violet. Very rare item of stationery 
sent commercial Air Mail. GA 440,-

P 119 1964, 25 C rose-red and 50 C blue QEII, mixed franking with Federation of South Arabia 1,25 Sh Red 
Cross stamp on registered airmail cover from Little Aden, 20.4.64, to Cottbus in East Germany. F/VF 
condition. Scarce.

SG 55, 59, 
FSA 2 b 60,-

ADEN - KATHIRI STATE OF SEIYUN    
120 1967, ‘Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa’ souvenir sheet IMPERFORATED, mint never hinged, fi ne. (Mi. 

220,- €) Bl. 4B **   100,-
P 121 1967, 19th Summer Olympics Mexico complete stamp booklet with the set in imperforate blocks/4 

(two different on each booklet pane), mint never hinged MNH, very scarce and unpriced in Michel! (M)
172/82 B 
booklet **   900,-

AFGHANISTAN    
see also 4101

P 122 1874, 1 Abasi und 1 Rupie ”1291” von Bogen-Position 13 und 15 ungebraucht ohne Gummi, zwei 
ungebraucht seltene Marken in guter Qualität! 9, 11 (*)  150,-

P 123 1879 (SECOND AFGHAN WAR). Indian postal stationary envelope half anna blue upgraded with SG 54, 
‘½a blue (strip of three) tied by ‘L’ in eight horizontal bars square obliterator with adjacent Basawal P.O. 
date stamp ‘April 14’, endorsed ‘via Brindisi’ with ‘Outw/Bombay’ transit ‘21st Apr’, addressed to England 
with Torquay arrival ‘My 10/79’ on reverse. Very rare cover from Basawal, Afghanistan. (Ex Henry Heath). India SG 54 GA 650,-

P 124 1880 INDIEN: Mail from 2nd Anglo-Afghan War: Cover from Lachipur, Afghanistan sent on 11th July 
1880 to St. Helier at JERSEY Island (10 Aug 1880 arrival b/s) via Bombay and Brindisi, franked by 
QV ½a and 1866 4a tied by ‘’F.No.13’’ in square of bars and pen-strokes, with ‘’FIELD P.O./AUG 11/
No.13’’ despatch cds and Bombay transit cds on back. Some traces of closed roughly opening other-
wise fi ne. A scarce 2nd Afghan War cover, and a scarce destination. India b 350,-

125 1892, One rupee registration stamp slate blue on very thin siilk paper. Part-sheet of 56 with the 
inverted clichee in pos 35. The Michel cat.val is irrelevant. (M) 155, 155K (*)  120,-

126 1909, one Abasi ultramarine (3 diff. colour shades), three cpl. sheets, perforated with some little 
faults. The mill watermark  HOWARD & JONES LONDON nearly in the mid of the sheets are clearly to 
identify. (M) 181 **   120,-

P 127 1917, 2 Ab yellow, tied by blue oval datestamp on envelope sent from Kabul via Chaman (17.3.24) to 
Berlin with Postage Due handstamp of Chaman and arrival 8.4.24 188 b b 140,-

128 1920, Second Independence Day 20 P red-brown tied by oval cds on envelope uprated with India 
block of four 1/2 A green and single 1 A brown, sent from Kabul to Berlin with arrival 26.5.24.

191, Ind. 
76(4), 96 b 140,-

P 129 1924/26, 10 A., a right interpanneau margin copy (two tiny thins) tied oval ”Kabul” iin combination with 
British India KGV 1/2 A., 1 A. tied ”PESHAWAR 7 APR 24” to card to Peruga/Italy. Also 10 A. on reverse 
of native cover ”Kabul” via ”LA.DIKHANNA” 3 APR 26” plus due mark to ”PESHAWAR UNPAID 5 APR 26 Ak/b 100,-

130 1932/1936, 60 Pul violett, ‘Nationalversammlung’, ungezähnter Probedruck von 12 Marken im 
Kleinbogen und 1936 18. Unabhängigkeitstag 50 Pul lilarot vollständiger KLB von 25 Marken sowie 
eine nicht verausgabte Paketmarke ‘Staatswappen’ (ähnlich ausgabe von 1909), 2 Ab. rot im 12er 
KLB. . (M)

230 KLB, 
267(26), **   150,-
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131 1932, ‘convention of the National Assembly’ cpl set 40 Pul to 3 Afg. of Plate Proofs in cpl sheets of 
12, not perforated, ungummed on chalky paper. (M) 229-34 Proof (*)  80,-

P 132 1933, 25 P and 50 P, with cds ”3eme Blanche Kaboul” on pre-UPU airmail-cover, foreign rate paid with 
additional franking 4 x 1A3P violet KGV stamps from British India at the afghan-indian border with slogan 
cancel Landikotal and sent to Berlin in Germany. On reverse scarce type-written censor label ”Censure a 
Kaboul par le General-Gouverneur”. Except one damaged stamp in overall fi ne condition. 239, 242 u.a. b 150,-

P 133 1939, registered airmail cover from Kaboul to Red Cross in Geneva ”Via Peshawar” with 3 Pl (2) blue 
and 15 Pl green (the 15 Pl affi xed on reverse) with Kaboul handstamped registered mark and red tri-
angle censormark from Peshawar. Attractive and scarce item of the Imperial Airways line India to GB. 262 (2), 280 b 100,-

P 134 1939, registered cover from Kaboul to Prague with different adhesives of the landscape issue with 
Kaboul handstamped registered mark. On reverse MAZARE-CHERIF transit and German OKW censor 
label. Attractive item of the wartime Turkey/Balkans route.

272, 280 (3), 
288 b 100,-

P 135 1940, real photo card from BAGHLAN with 2 x 40 Pl to Prague/Protektorat Böhmen und Mähren. 
Stamps with manuscript cancellation, Kaboul c.d.s. alongside, also OKW Censorship (eagle seal and 
single ring ”C”). Scarce destination. 285 (2) Ak 80,-

P 136 1940, 75 pl. deep blue in vertical pair tied by cds. ”KABOUL 11.12” to registered cover with cen-
sorship label and cancel ”PASSED CENSOR PESHAWAR 1” to New York with arrival mark (cover cut 
at bottom) and 2. registered airmail cover 1940 with censorship ”PASSED BY CENSOR H 3” to USA

273 (2); 295, 
282 (3) b 60,-

137 1951, withdrawn 20p black original sheet of 100, fi ne mint never hinged. (Mi. 1200,- €) (M) 345 (100) **   120,-

AFGHANISTAN - GANZSACHEN    
P 138 1935, 8 Pul stationery card, uprated with 2 x 20 Pul magenta, sent from Kaboul via Landi Kotal to 

Budapest in Hungary, arrival mark on the backside. Commercial usage, as usual with some aging, 
tears and creases. GA 120,-

AJMAN  
see also 4053A, 4241A  

P 139 1965, Numbered proofs of ‘London Centenary Exhibition’ souvenir sheets on gummed paper, fi ne 
and scarce. (T) Bl. 3-4 proofs **   200,-

ANNAM UND TONGKING    
P 140 1886 (ca.), deep blue single proof of a not realised issue for the protectorate Annam and Tonkin, 

shows allegory of commerce and peace with shield for denomination imprint in the middle, printed 
on white carton-paper without gum, totally size 7x6,1 cm 150,-

141 1886 (ca.), deep blue single proof of a not realised issue for the protectorate Annam and Tonkin, 
shows allegory of commerce and peace with shield for denomination imprint in the middle, printed 
on buff paper without gum, totally size 8,9x11,6 cm proof (*)  200,-

P 142 1889, 4 C. Allegorie mit schwarzen Aufdruck ‘A - T / 1’, ungebraucht ohne Gummi und sign. Brun, Mi. 
€ 600,-- für * (Yvert 6, € 550,--) 5 (*)  200,-

ARMENIEN    
P 143 1919, 10 K, 70 K and 7 R with black overprint, mint hinged with original gum, 7 Rubel signed Grobe. Yv, 8, 16, 19A *    80,-

P 143A ”VAN” (today Turkey but in 1920 part of independant Armenia). Very rare 1876 cover bearing 2 
Ghr brick-red, perf. 13 ½ and 5 Ghr. pale blue, perf. 10 sent to Constantinople with August 1876 
arrival. Probably one stamp fell off in 1876 during postal transport (see manuscript notes of the 
receiver over that space). A VERY RARE POSTMARK RATED IN ISFILA CAT. WITH ”RR” 16 u.A. b 1.000,-

ASERBEIDSCHAN (AZERBAYDJAN)    
P 144 1921, Brief aus BAKU vom 23-5-1923 nach Berlin rückseitig frankiert mit 1921 5000 Rbl. waagrech-

tes Paar und senkrechter 3er-Streifen in zwei unterschiedlichen Farbtönen in seltener Mischfranka-
tur mit Transkaukasien 50 Kop und 1 Rbl ungezähnt - russ. Marken mit Aufdruck 5-Zack-Stern - alle 
Marken sauber und klar entwertet. Unauffällige Bugspur.

27 / Transkau-
kasien 5, 7 b 400,-

P 145 1922, Baku province issue complete set with black / violet overprints, mint no gum as issued, fi ne 
and very scarce

Mi. 28-37, Sc. 
300-309 (*)  500,-

P 146 1923. Envelope addressed to Germany bearing Yvert 55, 5000 on 2000r grey and blue (15) tied by 
Bakou double ring routed via Moscow with transit and Bremen arrival, Attractive franking. Yv. 55 (15) b 200,-

P 147 1923, 25000 R on 10 K fl ag-bearer, block of 6, all sides good to wide margins, multiple franking on 
reverse of cover from Baku, 1.8.1923, to London in England. F/VF condition. RR! Scott 57(6) b 500,-

P 148 1923, 50000 R on 20 K fl ag-bearer and 200000 R on 1 R farmer, mixed franking on reverse of cover 
from Baku, 5.9.1923, to London in England. F/VF condition. RR! Scott 58, 61 b 500,-

BAHRAIN    
149 1932 (28 Dec), Cover to Bombay, intended for airmail, with circular ‘’BY AIR’’ h/s on face but with 

endorsement cancelled by red ‘Cross’ h/s, franked on reverse by India 1926-33 3p and 1a strip of 5, 
tied by three fi ne strikes of TYPE 5B ‘’BAHRAIN’’ cds (with wide date band) and Bombay arrival cds. 
(The Type 5B cds was normally used as a backstamp only.) A fi ne and scarce cover. b 100,-
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150 1933, cover from Bahrain to Viena, Austria, franked by 9 A. 6 Pies, black cancel „BY AIR”. 1,4,9 b Gebot
P 151 1933, First Flight Bahrain-Alor Star: Cover franked with India KGV. 1a, 3a and 3a6p all ovptd BAHRAIN 

(SG 4, 7, 8) tied by ‘’BAHRAIN 12 DEC.33’’ cds, with Penang transit cds (18 DE 33) and Alorstar, Ke-
dah arrival cds (19 DE 33) on back, fi ne. b 300,-

P 152 1938, 1st FLIGHT ALL UP AIR MAIL TO BAHRAIN: GB 1½d PS envelope from Newport (20 Feb 1938) 
to Bahrain (27 Feb arrival backstamps) by 1st all up air mail, with special ‘Mails for India etc’ cachet 
on front, related Air Mail slogan on reverse. GA 150,-

153 1939, Airmail cover to England bearing BAHRAIN surcharged India KGV. 3a red tied by ‘’BAHRAIN AIR 
/ ... 39/PERSIAN GULF’’ cds, fi ne. 18 b 70,-

154 1940/41, KGVI. fi ve used Rupee values surcharged BAHRAIN, with 1r, 2r, 5r, 10r and 15r (Wmk inver-
ted), 5r with missing perf at top otherwise fi ne. (SG £170) 30-34 g 70,-

P 155 1940, Censored Airmail cover (by ‘Trans Pacifi c Clipper’) to Dayto, Oregon, USA via Hong Kong, all re-
lated datestamps, franked with 1938 KGVI. 12a strip of three, 3a6p pair and ½a, with violet Bahrain 
censor marks on front.

21, 26, 29 (SG 
21, 27, 31) b 400,-

P 156 1940. Air Mail envelope addressed to England bearing SG 27, 3a 6p blue (4) tied by Bahrain/Persian 
Gulf date stamp with ‘Opened by Examiner/P. C. 90’ censor label tied by boxed ‘Crown censor’. Very fi ne. SG 27 (4) b 220,-

P 157 1941. Registered Air Mail envelope (roughly opened) to the United States bearing SG 18, 3a carmine 
(pair) and SG 31, 12a lake, (7) tied by Bahrain double ring with registered label, routed via India with 
‘Opened by Censor’ label and ‘Postal Censor/Calcutta’ wax seat, forwarded via Hong Kong with ‘Not 
Opened by Censor’ cachet and boxed ‘69’ cachet, Honolulu, Hawaii transit and Los Angeles arrival. 
Very fi ne item of Trans-Pacifi c Air Mail. Stamps CV 350 £.

SG 18 (2), SG 
31 (7) b 600,-

P 158 1941. Air Mail envelope addressed to San Francisco bearing Bahrain SG 23, 1a carmine, SG 32, 1r grey 
and brown and SG 33, 2r purple and brown tied by Bahrain/Persian Gulf double ring, routed via India 
with ‘Opened by Censor’ tape tied by ‘Passed by Censor/B25’ cachet with hand-struck instructional ‘ Via 
B.O.A.C. to Auckland/Pan American Airways/to San Francisco’ in violet on face and reverse. Fine item. SG 23, 32, 33 b 240,-

P 159 1942. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Bombay bearing Bahrain SG 20, 3p slate and SG 
44, 2a vermilion (4) tied by Bahrain/Reg double ring with registered label with ‘Opened by Censor’ 
label tied by boxed ‘Crown/Passed/DHC/21’ censor cachet with Bombay arrival. SG 20, 44 (4) b 160,-

P 160 1943. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Switzerland bearing Bahrain SG 38, 3p slate (pair) 
and SG 44, 2a vermilion (3) tied by Bahrain/Reg double ring with Registered label, censor label tied 
by ‘Crown/Passed/DHB/20’ hand-stamp with German censor label and Dubendorf arrival in Switzer-
land. Very colourful item of censored mail from Bahrain. Showpiece.

SG 38 (2), 
44 (3) b 300,-

P 161 1944 (Oct), Censored airmail cover from Bahrain to SWEDEN, franked on reverse with BAHRAIN ovptd 
KGVI. ½a, 1a (x5) and 8a (x2) tied by fl ag cds, with censor strip and violet ‘’PASSED BY CENSOR / 
BAHRAIN’’ cachet. 21, 39, 47 b 100,-

P 161A 1945, Airmail cover to New York bearing 1935 KGV. 4a, 1940 KGVI. 1r (x2), and 1942-45 ½a, 1a 
and 6a all tied by ‘’BAHRAIN PERSIAN GULF’’+wavy lines d/s. A really unusual franking (2r+11½a) 
including the good 6a (SG 48). ex 19/46 b 80,-

162 1948/52, BAHRAIN 1948 5r on 5s and 10r on 10s, plus KUWAIT 1948 2r on 2s, 5r on 5s and 10r 
on 10s (SG 72, 73, 73a) as well as 1951/52 2r on 2s, 5r on 5s and 10r on 10s (SG 90-92) all used. 
(SG near to £150)

59 u.a. (SG 60a 
et al.) g 50,-

163 1956, Forces mail from Royal Air Force Station MEAF24 in BAHRAIN to England, franked by QEII. 2½a 
on 2½d tied by ‘’FIELD POST OFFICE/20 FE 56’’ cds. Cover with a tear at top left otherwise fi ne. 83 b 100,-

P 164 1960, ‘’Bahrain Agricultural & Trade Fair 1960 / 1st April - 8th April’’ bilingual rect framed handstamp 
in violet on airmail cover from the Danish Archeological Expedition to DENMARK, franked with 1957 
6p and 9p ‘Shaikh Sulman bin Hamed al-Khalifa’ Bahrain local stamps (un-tied) in combination with 
QEII. overprinted 1np on 5d and 3np on ½d both in blocks of four plus 9np (x2), 15np and 20np (x2) 
all tied by ‘’BAHRAIN/23 MR/60’’ cds. Minor imperfections, still good. An unusual cover with a scarce 
handstamp and scarce destination. b 80,-

BANGLADESCH    
165 1976, Two major varieties: 60p grey (SG 69) in cpl sheet of 100 variety ‘horizontal perforation shif-

ted downwards 10mm’, mnh, and 2t olive-grey two IMPERFORATED pairs (SG 73a), one mint never 
hinged, the second one on registered airmail cover from Dacca to Germany, fi ne and spectacular. (M) 64, 68 Var. **/b 200,-

BANGLADESCH - DIENSTMARKEN    
166 1974, Tiger 25p surcharged SERVICE complete sheet of 100 IMPERFORATED, mint never hinged, 

very fi ne. (M)
10 (SG O17) 
var. **   100,-

BATUM    
P 167 1919,, russische GSK ungebraucht und nach Außerkurssetzung wieder neu verwendet, Wertstempel 

überklebt mit 1 Rubel braunlila, Viererblock und ”British Occupation”, Überdruck auf 10 Kop, waag-
rechtes Paar, Stempelabschlag ”BATUMI 6,10.19”. 4, 12 b/v 320,-

P 168 1920 (BRITISH OCCUPATION). Registered envelope (opened on two sides) addressed to Switzerland 
bearing British Occupation SG 44, 50k yellow tied by Batum double ring with boxed hand-struck ‘R/
Batum’ and Berne receiver on reverse. Very scarce stamp on cover. SG 44 b 600,-
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BATUM - STEMPEL    
P 169 1907, BATUM postcard with 2 K. green tied by ROPIT KONSTANTINOPEL cds. at transit, Istanbul 

turkish transit mark, adressed to Ankara Turkey with poor arrival mark, very scarce usage and desti-
nation, attractive showpiece! Ak 250,-

BHUTAN    
see also 4128, 4374/76

P 170 1955, Thinpu to Kalimpong cover franked on reverse with Bhutan 1ch blue postal fi scal, tied by split 
ring violet cancellation with date inserted in manuscript. Envelope with minor edge faults otherwise 
fi ne. 1 b 100,-

171 1969, Silk Thanka issue complete set of 5v each in marginal blocks of four, imperfd, mint, in fi ne 
condition. Plus both m/s, imperfd and perfd. (Mi. 600,- € +) (T)

305-09, 
Bl.31A+B **   250,-

172 1973, Record complete set of 7, mint, very fi ne. (Mi. 400 €) 557-63 **   150,-
P 173 1975 (Nov.), circular ‘speeking stamp’ (record 7 Nu. silver on black) commercially used with additio-

nal stamp on registered airmail cover from Phuntsholing to Austria, reverse side with six uncancelled 
butterfl iy stamps (used as seals) and enclosed requisition form of Bhutan Posts & Telegraphs Depart-
ment, ununusual amd scarce cover! 560 etc. b 100,-

P 174 1994, 6 progressive phases and 1 IMPERFORATED for the issue »VICTORY OVER TIBET-MONGOL 
ARMY, 350th ANNIV.« (Sheet of 4 values), 28 stamps in all, mounted on 4 Courvoisier archive sheets, 
from the Courvoisier archive, UNIQUE. (Scott #1102a-d) (M)

1550/53 U + 
Probe 600,-

BIRMA / BURMA / MYANMAR    
see also 1275, 1279, 1303, 1406, 1571, 1577, 2122, 2147, 2150

P 175 1840 (BRITISH SHIP LETTERS). Stampless envelope written from Tongkoo, Burma dated ‘14th Jan 
1840’ addressed to London, endorsed ‘per Ann’ with framed ‘India Letter/Portsmouth’ on face in red 
and London receiver ‘1st July 1840’ on reverse and charged the uniform ‘ship letter’ rate of 8d after 
1840. Attractive item. b 350,-

176 1889 Mail to BURMA: Entire from Liverpool to care of Gillanders, Arbuthnot & Co., Rangoon re-direc-
ted to Kyaikto, Shwegyin District, franked by QV 5d ‘Jubilee Issue’ (Die II) tied by headed Liverpool d/s 
(23 AU) via Brindisi with ‘Sea P.O./B’ cds, Rangoon and Shwegyein transit cds, and arrival cds (17 SE). GB b Gebot

P 177 1901. Russian registered postal stationary envelope 5k violet upgraded with Yvert 38, 1k orange, 
Yvert 39, 2k green, Yvert 40, 3k rose, Yvert 41, 4k rose and Yvert 42, 5k purple tied by Moscow date 
stamp ‘18/1’ with circular ‘R’ hand-stamp and ‘Moscou’ registered label, addressed to Rangoon, 
Burma with Sea Post Offi ce transit ‘Feb 18’ and oval Sea Post Offi ce registered endorsed ‘5435’ in 
blue crayon with Rangoon arrival ‘28 Feb’. A very beautiful six colour franking into Burma.

Russia Yv. 
38-42 GA 600,-

P 178 1908, ”KEMMENDINE 3 SE 08” (Rangoon) b/s on on envelope bearing 1 A. sent to ”KARAIKEDI 10 
SE 08”, Proud KD 4 (1902-10) 100 P. b 60,-

P 179 1917, Incoming Mail from Sweden: swedisch stamp 20 öre blue, meter-cancellation ”STOCKHOLM 
10.7.17 5-6 am” on cover via Russia, at reverse russian censur, via China - SHANGHAI receiver, ”7.SEP 
17”, via SINGAPORE to RANGOON/Burma, faults very very presentable. b 100,-

180 1927, ”BOGALE 27 APR 27” b/s on on envelope bearing 1 A. sent to ”ATTANOUDI 3 MY 27” b 60,-
180A 1929, ”KYAUNGGON 26 JUL 29” b/s on on envelope bearing India 1 A. sent to ”KONAPET 3 JUL 29” b 60,-

181 1930, ”KYONSOK 25 JAN 30” b/s on on envelope bearing 1 A. sent via ”BASSEIN-BURMA 26 JAN 30” 
to ”KYONPYAW 27 JAN 30”, Proud D3 = 200 P. b 60,-

P 182 1931 (11 Dec), BURMA ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE, London: Registered local cover with the special 
cds and delivery cancel on reverse, plus certifi cate of posting acknowledgement for the letter with 
same special cds., few stains. b 200,-

P 183 1939/40, two censored air mail covers w. KGV/VI ovpt. issues to USA: 1 R. 5 1/2 A. frank tied ”RAN-
GOON 26 DEC 39” to NY w. framed ”INSUFFICIENTLY PAID FOR / TRANSMISSION BY AIR MAIL”; 33 A. 
frank tied ”NAMTU 23.3.40” (chinese border) to New Jersey. Detailed description in french included. e 80,-

P 183A 1940, 1 R 2x 2A6Ps and ½ P on airmail letter from ”INSEIN 1 FEB 40” with censor-strip and violet 
triangle ”PASSED CENSOR RANGOON 2” to s’Gravenhage, Hollande. e 80,-

P 184 1942 (JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF BURMA). GVI postal stationary envelope 1a brown with additional 
SG J8, 6p bright blue (strip of four) tied by Maubin date stamp ‘9/6’ addressed to Kyonpyaw with 
double ring arrival ‘13/6’ on reverse. Very rare triple rate use of the Peacock issue on cover. Ex S.G. 
and Gerald Davis. SG J8 (4) GA 850,-

P 185 1942 (JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF BURMA). India postal stationary envelope GVI one anna brown up-
graded with Burma SG J55g, 2r on 20s ultramarine (pair with left example variety surcharge omitted) 
tied by Rangoon Cantonment double ring ‘22/9/42’ addressed to ‘The Subpostmaster, Tamwe P.O.’ 
with arrival on reverse ‘24th Sept’. Philatelic usage but very rare on cover (Cat $3500).

SG J55g, J55g 
var GA 280,-

P 186 1942 (JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF BURMA). Envelope addressed to Kyonpyaw bearing SG J 22, 3p 
slate and SG J 23, 9p deep green tied by Maubin double ring ‘23rd Aug’ with Kyonpyaw arrival 131st 
Aug’ on reverse. Very rare Peacock issue cover paying the 12 pies single domestic rate. Ex S.G. and 
Gerald Davis. SG J22, J23 GA 750,-
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P 187 1943 (JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF BURMA). Registered cover front addressed to Henzada bearing SG 
J50, 1a on 5s claret (4) tied by Kamayut/Rangoon date stamp ‘14th Jan 43’ with Kamayut registered 
label. Very scarce stamps from the Japanese Occupation. A great rarity on cover. SG J50 (4) d 350,-

P 188 1944. Envelope headed ‘Prisoner of War Post’ written from Kilapungudy, South India dated ‘26/1/44’ 
addressed to ‘British Civilian, Bankers Agent, Mogul St, Rangoon, c/o The Japanese Red Cross, To-
kyo’, cancelled by Kilpungudy/Ramnad double ring ‘27/1/44’ with ‘Opened by Examiner’ label, boxed 
‘Passed/DHC/37’ hand-stamp and ‘DHC/34’ cachet, circular ‘Societe de la Croix-Rouge du Japan 
Tokio/Service de Secours Pour les Prisoniers de Guerre’ cachet in red with Japanese censor label and 
circular censor cachet applied in transit with instructional ‘Returned to Sender’, cover then sent back 
with ‘21/11/45’ and arrival in Kilpungudy ‘6/1/46’. A superb item written after the fall of Burma to a 
civilian internee (?) and forwarded back after the war had ended. b 600,-

P 189 1944 (JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF BURMA). Postal stationary envelope India GVI one anna brown 
surcharge ‘Red X’ with framed value hand-stamp upgraded with SG J73a, lc orange/brown (5) tied by 
Pegu date stump ‘30th Nov’. Very fi ne and rare item, lovely franking from the Japanese Occupation. SG J73a (5) GA 280,-

P 190 1944 (JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF BURMA, REVENUES). Japanese Occupation set of nine in unused 
blocks of four roulette and inmperf on thin unwatermarked paper. Very rare from an original fi nd by 
Mr C.D. Kaka the Burmese Postmaster during the Japanese Occupation. (*)/v 350,-

P 191 1944 (JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF BURMA). Japanese Military postal stationary card headed ‘Japa-
nese Military Post Agency’ and boxed ‘Ken’etsuzumi’ (censored), upgraded with SG J75, 3c light blue 
tied by Mundon date stamp ‘6th Jan 44’ addressed to Manderlay with boxed censor hand-stamp in 
violet. The message is to the Police Inspector who had been working in Thailand but was now in Man-
dalay. Very rare commercial item of mail from the Japanese Occupation on the Burma-Thai Railway. SG J75 GA 380,-

P 192 1944 JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF BURMA). Registered envelope addressed to Osaka, Japan bearing 
Japan ”Admiral Togo” SG 392, 2s vermilion and SG 395, 4s yellow-green (12) tied by Taunggyi bilingu-
al date stamp ‘20th June’ with Taunggyi registered label and framed ‘Ken’etsuzumi’ censor in violet 
with oval censor seal in carmine. A remarkable usage during the Occupation.

Japan SG 392, 
394  (12), b 650,-

BIRMA - DIENSTMARKEN    
P 193 1937, KGVI defi nitives complete set to 10rup. optd. SERVICE, mint lightly hinged SG. O1-14 *    450,-

BRUNEI    
see also 2193, 2199, 2200, 2960

P 194 1895 (22.7), registered cover bearing 2c to 5c Brunei Local Post used via Labuan (25.7.) where 18c Labu-
an stamp for UK and registration fee was added adressed to London with ‘Registered No.’ handstamp and 
transitmarks in red of London (25.8.) on front and Tottenham (26.8.) on reverse, rare commercial usage! SG. 3/5 etc. b 700,-

P 195 1898 (28.1.), Labuan 3c stat. postcard uprated with 1c Labuan stamp and 2c Brunei Local Post 
used from Brunei via Labuan at correct rate (2c local and 4c UPU rate) to London with arrival pmk. 
on front, faults but very rare with only four commercial usages recorded, sent via local post by 
James Millar, Commission Agent, great postal history item! P GA 2.000,-

P 196 1899, offi cial cover from Brunei to London which arrived at Labuan on 6th June with datestamp struck 
over where some adhesives have been removed, possibly Brunei local stamps which were not recog-
nised outside Brunei, adressed to London with cachet ‘British Consulate, Brunei’, very rare cover! b 1.000,-

P 197 1903, picture postcard written in Brunei (5/11/03) posted in Labuan with 4c Crown Colony stamp 
(12.11.) for Imperial rate to England, scarce usage!

Labuan SG. 
120 Ak 350,-

P 198 1910, ‘Huts and Canoe’ $25 black on red mint hinged and signed Diena, scarce stamp! SG. £ 600 SG. 48 *    150,-
P 199 1920, 50 c. black/blue-green, tied ”BRUNEI 1 MAR 22” on registerd cover - black registration cancel 

- to Tamarillo, USA, at reverse ” NEW YORK N.Y. REGY 4-19-22” and ”AMAREDO TEX” 34b b 120,-
P 200 1926/31, cover from „BRUNEI, 24 APR 1940”, censured, again sealed with adhesive tape and vio-

let cancel „PASSED BY CENSOR”. The letter was twice redirected, originally sent to British Solomon 
Island, then redirected to Waronge N.S.W  and in the end to Queensland where the letter  reached 
the recipient at 18.OCT 1940. 10 (!) cancels at reverse. Some soiling and a little bit rough oppened. 39,44, 56, 57 b 300,-

201 1931/33, Cover from Brunei franked with 2 cents green and 6 cents red, tied „BRUNEI 1 NOV 1939”. 41, 56 b 80,-
P 202 1936 (Mar 18) cover to Sydney bearing 50c and 2c for combined airmail rate 26c per ½oz. x2, extra-

ordinary origin/destination, the only pre-war airmail item to australia recorded by exhibitor b 400,-
P 203 1936, stampless offi cal cover ‘On Government Service’  cancelled ”BRUNEI 29 AUG 36„ To USA, oon 

front cancel from the POST OFFICE BRUNEI. b 150,-
204 1947, defi nitives part set ‘Huts and Canoe’ and ‘Native Houses’ 1c chocolate to $1 black & scarlet 

affi xed into presentation booklet for the ‘Postal Union Congress 1947’ in Paris, some faults on out-
side covers but stamps are clean! (T) SG. 79-90 *    Gebot

BRUNEI - STEMPEL    
205 BELAIT (type D3): 1923/24, three ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps with fi ne cancels of Belait in violet 

incl. earliest (15.9.23) and latest recorded date (10.10.25), scarce postmark! g 120,-
P 206 BELAIT (type D4): 1927 (22.10.), 6c ‘water village’ single use on correct franked letter (6c Imperial 

rate) from Belait to England with Brunei (26.10.) and Labuan (26.10.) transitmarks on reverse, stamp 
with small faults otherwise fi ne! b 250,-
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P 207 BELAIT (type D4): 1929 (16.9.), registered cover front from Belait with black/white registration label used 
to England at 22c rate (6c Imperial rate + 15c registration fee) , marginal faults but scarce usage! d 450,-

P 208 BELAIT (type D4): 1929 (31.8.), registered cover from Belait to Texas at 27c rate (12c UPU rate + 15c 
registration fee) with black/white registration label and several transitmarks on reverse, attractive 
and rare cover! b 500,-

209 BELAIT (type D4): 1929 (4.10.), 6c ‘water village’ single use on correct franked cover front (6c Im-
perial rate) with printed senders adress ‘V. M. Shahul Hamid, Belait, Brunei’ from Belait to England, 
small faults d 350,-

P 210 BELAIT (type D4): 1931 (25.4.), registered cover from Belait to Tacoma/USA with four ‘bush huts and 
canoe’ stamps (2 x 2c, 5c and 8c) and black/white reg. label, backstamped Brunei (27.4.), Singapore 
(4.5.), New York (5.6.) and Tacoma (9.6.), attractive and scarce cover! b 400,-

P 211 BELAIT (type D5): 1931 (21.11.), registered cover from Belait to England with 2 x 8c, 3c + 2c ‘bush 
huts and canoe’ stamps for correct 21c rate (6c imperial rate + 15c registration fee) used on reverse 
and black/white reg. label, backstamped Brunei and Singapore, scarce cover! b 350,-

212 BELAIT (type D5): 1935/37, airmail cover from Belait to London (13.11.35) bearing single 25c for com-
bined Imperial Airways rate introduced 13th Nov. 1934 (roughly opened at top), and a normal cover to 
Seattle/USA (1.9.37) at correct 12c UPU rate both using ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps, nice cover pair! b 350,-

213 BELAIT (type D5): 1938 (2.5.), registered cover from Belait with ‘bush huts and canoe’ 2c corner copy 
+ 10c and ‘water village’ 12c for 23c rate (8c per 1/2oz All up Empire rate and 15c registration fee, 
overfranked 1c) and black/red reg. label adressed to Toronto/Canada, backstamped Singapore (9.5.) 
and Toronto (25.5.), wax seals on reverse removed otheriwse a very attractive cover! b 350,-

P 214 BELAIT (type D5): 1939 (21.9.), airmail cover from Belait with six stamps on both sides at correct 55c 
airmail rate introduced 3rd Sept. 1939 used to London with violet boxed ‘PASSED BY / 16 / CENSOR’, 
nice cover b 260,-

215 BELAIT (type D5): 1939 (2.9.), registered cover from Belait with four diff. stamps for 27c rate (over-
franked 1c) and black/red reg. label adressed to Sydney/Australia with violet boxed ‘PASSED BY / 7 
/ CENSOR’, backstamped Singapore (11.9.) and Sydney (6.10.), minor tonespots nevertheless a very 
attractive cover! b 350,-

216 BELAIT (type D5): 1940 (21.11.), 4c orange ‘bush huts and canoe’ single use on printed matter 
(Christmas Card) from Belait to Australia at correct 4c Imperial printed matter rate with violet trinagu-
lar ‘PASSED FOR / TRANSIMSSION / SINGAPORE / 6’, scarce cover! b 220,-

P 217 BELAIT (type D5): 1940 (7.11.), ‘water village’ 12c single use on cover at correct 12c UPU rate from 
Belait to Springfi eld/USA with censorstrip and violet boxed ‘PASSED BY / CENSOR / SINGAPORE, 
attractive cover! b 220,-

218 BELAIT (type D6): 1941 (21.5.), 8c black ‘bush huts and canoe’ single use on cover from Belait to 
Glasgow at correct 8c Imperial rate with violet trinagular ‘PASSED FOR / TRANSIMSSION / 6’, some 
faults incl. closed tear at left where front and back stuck together! b 260,-

P 219 BROOKETON (type D1): 1895-1900, nice group of nine single stamps from Sarawak or Labuan all 
with good to fi ne cancels of Brooketon incl. some full strikes, rare postmark!

Sarawak, 
Labuan g 500,-

220 BROOKETON (type D1): 1899-1907, nice group of 19 single stamps from Sarawak or Brunei all with 
good to fi ne cancels of Brooketon incl. some full strikes, rare postmark! Sarawak g 800,-

221 BRUNEI GPO (type D11): 1945/46, stampless offi cial registered cover (31.5.46) with provisional reg. 
label to England, registered airmail lettercard (1.2.46, front only) with australian type prov. reg. label 
to England and an airmail cover (27.12.45) franked with Sarawak 15c optd. BMA to USA, all with 
three-line ‘BRUNEI’ postmarks, minor blemishes nevertheless a nice trio! b/d 170,-

P 222 BRUNEI PAQUEBOT (type SL2): 1929 (16.10.), cover front bearing 8c ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamp 
cancelled with fi ne Brunei cds. and single-line PAQUEBOT beside adressed to England, the only recor-
ded example of the Paquebot marking (Proud type SL2)! d 400,-

223 KUALA BELAIT (type D7): 1945 (22.12.), philatelic cover front bearing 15 different Sarawak defi niti-
ves optd. ‘BMA’ cancelled with three-line ‘KUALA BELAIT / 22 / DEC. 1945’ on First Day of Issue of 
that postmark, scarce postmark recorded between 22nd Dec. 1945 and 21st June 1946 only, very 
colourful front! (T)

Sarawak ex 
SG. 106/20 d 220,-

224 KUALA BELAIT (type I10 and I11): 1948/58, two registered covers from Kuala Belait or Seria both 
addressed to Kuala Belait and returned with different boxed ‘RETURN TO SENDER’ instructional mar-
kings, minor marginal faults on the earlier cover otherwise fi ne (T) b 100,-

P 225 KUALA BELAIT (type D7): 1946 (1.1.), O.A.S. (on Active Service) cover bearing 1s6d aismail stamp 
with three-line ‘KUALA BELAIT / 1 / JAN. 1946’ postmark to Victor Harbour/South Australia, scarce 
postmark recorded between 22nd Dec. 1945 and 21st June 1946 Australia b 350,-

226 KUALA BELAIT (type D7): 1946 (8.2.), airmail cover front bearing 8c North Borneo optd. ‘BMA’ with 
three-line ‘KUALA BELAIT / 8 / JUNE 1946’ used to Kuching/Sarawak, vertical and horizontal bends, 
scarce postmark recorded between 22nd Dec. 1945 and 21st June 1946 North Borneo d 220,-
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227 KUALA BELAIT (MISSENT TO) (type I8): 1958 (22.1.), cover from Chelmza/Poland with a nice mixture 
of stamps (both sides) adressed to Jesselton/North Borneo probably missorted and black single line 
‘MISSENT TO KUALA BELAIT’ applied which was in use from 15th May 1955 until 5th Feb. 1958 only 
(latest recorded date), scarce cover! Poland b 100,-

P 228 MUARA (type D2 state II): 1910, ‘bush huts and canoe’ 8c single and 2c horizontal pair both with full 
strikes of provisional postmark of Muara with year ‘1910’ dated 10th and 28th March, very scarce 
postmark! g 340,-

229 MUARA (type D2 state III): 1924, ‘bush huts and canoe’ 5c orange two singles with part or full strikes 
of provisional postmark of Muara and additoinal another 4c stamp with an 1913 Muara cds., scarce 
postmark! g 220,-

230 MUARA (type D3): 1910/17, 15 ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps with good to fi ne cancels of Muara in 
black or violet incl. several full strikes, attractive group of a scarce postmark! g 220,-

231 MUARA (type D3): 1915, three 3c ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps with clear cancels of Muara, rare 
postmark! g 170,-

232 MUARA (type D11): 1969/73, four local used covers from Muara incl. one registered with black/white 
reg. label, nice mixture of stamps and all with different rates incl. latest recorded date (14.11.73), 
very attractive quartet! (T) b 70,-

P 233 MUARA (type D5): 1931 (29.7.), small size cover bearing single 6c ‘water village’ for correct 6c Impe-
rial rate from Muara to England with Brunei transitmark (29.7.) on reverse, rare postmark! b 800,-

234 TEMBURONG (type D2): 1910/11, six ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps with good to fi ne cancels of 
Temburong incl. some full strikes in violet, scarce postmark! g 170,-

235 TEMBURONG (type D2): 1916/19, fi ve 3c red ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps incl. one on piece with 
good to fi ne cancels of Temburong in black incl. latest recorded date (21.4.1919), scarce postmark! g/d 170,-

P 236 TEMBURONG (type D3): 1921/25, fi ve ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps with good to fi ne cancels of 
Temburong in violet, scarce postmark recorded from 31st January 1921 until 14th August 1927 g 1.700,-

P 237 TEMBURONG (type D3): 1921 (31.1.), 4c ‘bush huts and canoe’ single use on cover from Temburong 
to London at correct 4c Imperial rate backstamped Brunei and Labuan (both 1.2.1921), scarce post-
mark recorded from 31st January 1921 until 14th August 1927, fi ne cover! b 850,-

P 238 TEMBURONG (type D3): 1924 (6.1.), registered cover bearing 14 ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps on 
both sides used from Temburong with boxed reg. handstamp ‘Brunei’ to London with transitmarks 
of Brunei (7.1.) and Labuan (8.1.) on reverse, faults incl. front and reverse side stuck together etc. 
but a very rare postal history item! b 6.000,-

239 TEMBURONG (type D3): 1926 (26.4.), cover from Temburong to London at correct 6c Imperial rate 
backstamped Brunei and Labuan, very attractive cover! b 600,-

240 TEMBURONG (type D3): 1926 (15.3.), cover from Temburong to London at correct 6c Imperial rate 
backstamped Brunei and Labuan, minor blemishes! b 600,-

241 TEMBURONG (type D4): 1927/31, 13 ‘bush huts and canoe’ stamps incl. fi ve on pieces with good 
to fi ne cancels of Temburong in violet with several full strikes incl. earliest (9th Oct. 1927) and latest 
recorded dates (27th June 1931), scarce postmark! d/g 220,-

P 242 TEMBURONG (type D4): 1931 (24.4.), ‘bush huts and canoe’ 2c, 5c and 10c used on cover with 
fi ne cancels of Temburong to Tacoma/USA with backstamps of Brunei (29.4.) and Singapore (4.5.), 
overfranked 5c for the 12c 1oz UPU rate or underfranked 1c for the 18c 2oz UPU rate, rare cover! b 850,-

243 TEMBURONG (type D5): 1939 (18.4.), 4c ‘bush huts and canoe’ on reverse of underpaid cover from 
Temburong to Henley-on-Thames with several tax-markings incl. boxed ‘Liable for letter rate / 1.S.’ 
and 2d Postage Due stamp affi xed on arrival, unusual cover b 500,-

244 TEMBURONG (type D6): 1947 (18.12.). locally adressed cover with correct 5c local letter rate and 
1950 (23.11.) registered cover from Temburong to England with transitmarks of Brunei (25.11.) and 
Singapore (15.12.) on reverse franked at correct 23c rate (8c Imperial rate + 15c registration fee) 
and being the latest recorded date! b 600,-

P 245 TUTONG (type D2): 1923 (30.4.), ‘bush huts and canoe’ 1c green six singles used on cover with violet 
Tutong cds. to Ontario/Canada franked at correct 6c Imperial rate, backstamped Brunei (2.5.), Labu-
an (4.5.) and Singapore (14.5.), faults but a rare postmark and usage! b 850,-

P 246 TUTONG (type D2): 1930 (2.10.), registered cover bearing three stamps on reverse for correct 21c 
rate (6c Imperial rate and 15c registration fee) used with black Tutong cds. and black/white reg. 
label to England with transitmarks of Brunei (5.10.) and Singapore (13.10.), little smudged on front 
otherwise fi ne and rare! b 850,-

247 TUTONG (type D2): 1930 (22.12.), cover front with single 6c ‘water village’ for correct 6c Imperial rate 
from Tutong to England, rare postmark! d 600,-

248 TUTONG (type D2): 1930 (3.8.), cover front with single 6c ‘water village’ for correct 6c Imperial rate 
from Tutong to England, rare postmark! d 600,-

249 TUTONG (type D3): 1936 (21.12.), cover with single 12c ‘water village’ for correct 12c UPU rate from 
Tutong to East Orange/USA, backstamped Brunei (22.12.), scarce cover! b 340,-

250 TUTONG (type D3): 1936 (14.12.), cover with single 12c ‘water village’ for correct 12c Imperial 2oz 
rate (8c + 4c) with poor strike of Tutong to Canada, backstamped Brunei (15.12.) b 340,-
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CEYLON    
see also 3281

P 251 1843. Stampless envelope written from Colombo dated ‘16 Aug 1843’ addressed to France canceled 
by ‘Crown/Colombo Post Paid/16 Au 16/1843’, endorsed ‘via Marseille’ sent on the steamer ‘Hin-
dustan’ with endorsed accountancy on reverse ‘Steam Portion 1d/Ship Letter 8d’, routed via British 
Post Offi ce Malta ‘Sept 27’, French entry cachet and rated ‘16’ in m/s with Bordeaux receiver. Very 
nice item of mail to France. b 450,-

P 252 1859, QV imperforate 8d brown on white paper WITHOUT watermark, good to large margins on 
three sides, cut-into at bottom, unused without gum and slightly creased, very rare stamp, RPSL 
certifi cate (1994), SG. £ 28.000 + SG. 7 (*)  7.000,-

P 252A 1857, 10 d. dull vermillion, unused, faults, photo certifi cate Biondi, SG 900,- SG 9 *    300,-
P 253 1859, 2 Sh. dull blue, unused without gum, margins slightly touched on two sides, the two other 

sides have wide margins. A fi ne example of this rare unused stamp, cert. Pascal Scheller. Michel 
12y = 8500€ Mi. 12 y, SG 12 (*)  2.000,-

P 253A 1863, 2 P. gelb, kopfstehendes Wz., leicht gest. Kabinettstück. Eine sehr seltene Marke! SG 51w/£ 
600,-

32I kopfsteh.
Wz. g 250,-

P 254 1863, QV 6d sepia perf. 13 on medium thin and slightly soft paper with wmk. Crown CC, unused 
without gum with RPSL certifi cate (1962), scarce stamp, SG. £ 2.750 SG. 46 (*)  600,-

P 255 1870, 1 sh. slate-violet, mixed franking with following issue 1 d. blue, on cover from ”Colombo 5.9.70” 
to Linlithgow/Scotland, endorsed ”via Marseilles”, arrival mark 3.10. on reverse. SG 35, 63 b 500,-

P 256 1878. Envelope written on board the French steamer ”Sarthe” near the Maldives ‘6o55 Lat N and 
73o29 Long E’ dated ‘16 Sept 1878’ addressed to France bearing Ceylon SG 127, 24c green tied 
by ‘B’ obliterator with Galle/Paid date stamp ‘Oct 13’, endorsed ‘via Anglaise’ with ‘Paq. Ang V. 
Brind. A. Mod’ French paquebot on face ‘16 Nov’ and Paris arrival on reverse. Lovely item with 
eight page text of journey. SG 127 b 1.000,-

P 257 1880. Envelope addressed to France bearing SG 124, 8c orange-red (pair) tied by ‘B’ obliterator with 
adjacent Galle/Paid ‘Aug 1’ date stamp sent by French paquebot with octagonal ‘Poss. An. Paq. Fr. 
N No 1’ date stamp in red (Salles 1931) with French entry cachet and Rochefort arrival on reverse. 
Lovely item of French Maritime mail with scarce French paquebot in red. SG 124 (2) b 450,-

P 258 1883, 2 C green, 6x 4 C rose (one stamp minor corner fault) and 8 C yellow (strip of 3) on registered 
envelope from ”COLOMBO AU 14 99” to New Jersey, USA with b/s arrival 13.9.1899, signed E.Diena, 
a very unusual franking!

59, 61 a (6), 
62(3) b 400,-

P 259 1883. Seaman’s envelope endorsed by ‘M. Sullivan, Shilled Shop’ and headed ‘H.M.S. Euryalus’ at 
Trincomalee, Ceyion, signed by the Commanding Offi cer addressed to Birmingham bearing Great 
Britain SG 168, 2d rose tied by London obliterator with arrival on reverse. Very fi ne and rare item. (T) GB SG 168 b 850,-

P 260 1885, Die proof of 5c (issued 1886) in black on glazed card, handstamped ‘5 AUG 85’ and ‘BEFORE/
HARDENING’, fi ne.

(95 / SG 195) 
proof 100,-

261 1885, 5 C blue rare picture stationery-card (name erased) with engraving: church beetween jungle 
landscape, sent with cds ”LOUVAIN 9 JANV 97” and ”LOUVAIN STATION 9 JANV 97” via Colombo to 
Dublin, Ireland with arrival 11 Jan 98 H&G 17 picture GA 80,-

P 262 1886/1902, 10 C braun GSK von Colombo, 1.5.1886, via französischer Schiffspost LIGNE N PAQ.
FR.No.10, nach Dresden sowie 6 C rosa GSK ab Colombo, 11.4.1902, mit seltener Burenkriegszen-
sur ovaler ”PASSED CENSOR P.O. DIYATALAWA”, nach Berlin gelaufen. GA 60,-

263 1892, QV 4c rose surcharged ‘3 Cents’ with INVERTED wmk. ‘Crown CA’, mint hinged with toned 
(tropical) gum, SG. £ 180 SG. 242w *    Gebot

264 1894/1896, 10 Pfg Reichspost GSK mit Abschlag ”DEUTSCHE SEEPOST Australische Hauptlinie 12/11 
96”, Schiff ”GERA”, postalisch verarbeitet in COLOMBO/Ceylon. Desweiteren 20 Pfg Reichspost Adler-Kro-
ne ”DEUTSCHE SEEPOST....” auf Brief nach Solingen, Schiffspoststempel ”LIGNE N PAQ.FR.No 3”, Schiff 
”YARRA” ebenfalls in COLOMBO postalisch bearbeitet. Letzter Beleg leicht stockfl eckig. GA/b 60,-

265 1901, Censored mail from Ragama Camp to Germany: Uprated (by 3c and 6c pair) 10c PS Registered 
envelope to Hamburg with Ragama Camp cds (17 Oct) and 6c PS card to Ludwigslust with similar cds 
dated 5th Oct. both with Colombo transit cds and ‘’RAGAMA CAMP PASSED CENSOR’’ large censor 
oval in violet. Probably mail from German prisoners of the Boer War from the British Ragama Camp 
were some of the P.O.W.’s were moved to. GA 70,-

P 266 1914-21, 2 Schiffspostbelege einmal portofreie Soldatenpost ”Franchise militaire”, beide Ansicht-
karten von Celon nach Frankreich je mit Schiffspoststempel ”MARSEILLE  A YOKOHAMA No5” bzw 
”No4”von 1915 bzw 1921. Desweiteren eine nicht gelaufene Ansichtkarte ”Tamiles Ladies” mit bild-
seitig Frankatur v. Ceylon 2 c. orange, Stempel ”KOAMAAMARSE” Ak 80,-

P 267 1921, King Georg V 100 r. grey, unused with full original gum (small part of hinge), fi ne, signed, 
very rare SG 359 *    1.300,-

P 268 1927-51, Meter Franking PROOFS: Group of eleven proofs from four different machines at Colombo, 
with six proofs dated ‘16 XI 27’ with denominations from 1c to 20c, three ‘10 VII 29’ proofs of 1c, 2c 
and 5c, ‘1 VIII 34’ proof (‘000 Cents’) and ‘5 VII 51’ proof (‘000 Cents’), fi ne. d 400,-
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269 1932, First fl ight cover through 3 countries: Colombo, Ceylon to MADRAS, India, then to KARACHI now 
Pakistan. a beautiful cover franked with two blocks of four of the 1 c. revalued on 5 c., the war stamp 
ovpt on 3 c., three other singles  and a 10 c. sage green tied on reverse to make the needed 31. c. 
airmail rate. Both fl ight cachets, scarce thus, fi ne. b 60,-

P 270 1942/43, 2 covers and 2 ppc’s to Switzerland (1 x ”RED CROSS POSTAL MESSAGE SCHEME”) with 
different French, British and German censor marks/labels. Interesting wartime items. b/Ak 80,-

P 271 1942, Plucking tea 20 c. black and grey-blue tied by cds. ”COLOMBO FOREIGN 26.7.” to reverse to 
Airgraph form with long text and censorship cancel ”RAF CENSOR 955”, folded at top, otherwise fi ne 
with ”nice” picture (M) SG 391 b 80,-

P 271A 1943, Censored airmail cover to ARGENTINA bearing several KGV. and KGVI. adhesives for 2r-rate, 
cancelled ‘’E.A./AP.O.61/25.1.43’’ cds, with India censor strip, circled and triangle marks 239 a.o. b 100,-

P 272 1944, O.A.T. censored airmail cover from Colombo to San Francisco bearing KGVI. 10c, 50c (Perf 
11½:11) and 1r, with large rose-red ‘’O.A.T.’’ h/s and British censor strips. 234, 239, 240 b 60,-

P 272A 1943/44, Two registered covers to AUSTRALIA both censored, 1943 from Minuwangoda and 1944 
from Wennappuwa, all related post and censor marks. b 100,-

P 273 1946-55, Six 40c (4x10c) KGVI. PS Air Letters used to Australia (5) and USA, different issues from 
1945-47, with interesting cancellations and postmarks also. A good group. ex H&G 2-5 GA 120,-

P 273A 1945, 6c PS envelope uprated by KGVI. 2c pair and 5c block of 6 used registered from Minuwangoda 
to Hornsby, N.S.W., AUSTRALIA, censored with ‘Opened by Censor’ and ‘Opened by Examiner’ strips 
and censor mark, transit and arrival b/s’s. A short tear at foot otherwise good. (T) GA 80,-

P 274 1946, 2 R black/carmine, multiple franking on registered airmail cover from Colombo, 25.5.46, to 
Wellington New Zealand. Fine condition with some creases due to transportation. Scarce rate. (T) SG 396(2) b 60,-

CEYLON - TELEGRAFENMARKEN    
P 275 1881-94, Four QV Telegraph stamps, with 25c and 50c, also 40c on 50c and 60c on 1r, fi ne mint. (SG T75, T49, 

T12-13) *    100,-

CHINA    
see also 1089, 1105, 1165, 1185, 1186, 1188, 1542, 2155, 2156, 2165

P 276 1878/97, mint and mostly used on stockcard (18) inc. alrge dragons (2), small dragons (5) g/* 150,-
P 277 1878/1902, selection of chiefl y CUSTOMS daters plus some later, on total 18 stamps g 100,-
P 278 1878/83, lot used dragons w. 1 Ca. thin paper, 3 Ca.  thin paper dark red small with black intaglio 

seal (few thins) 3 Ca. large margins, 5 Ca. thick paper (RC) (Michel cat. 1500.-) g 250,-
P 279 1878, large dragon thin paper 1 Ca. dark green unused mounted mint, gum soiled (Michel cat. 600.-) 1I *    120,-
P 280 1878, 1 Ca. green, fresh colour, used copy, slight rough perforation. 1 I g 80,-
P 281 1878, large dragon thin paper 1 C. green canc. part strike ”(CUST)OMS (NEW)CHWANG (JU)L 15 80” 

(Michel cat. 450.-) 1I g 90,-
P 282 1882, large dragon large margins 1 Ca., unused mounted mint (Michel cat. 700.-) 1II *    150,-
P 283 1878, Large dragon, 3 Ca. vermilion, clear cancelled «* CUSTOMS * NEWCHWANG | NOV 14», fi ne. 2 g 150,-
P 284 1878, large dragon thin paper 3 Ca. canc. ”CUSTOMS CHINKIANG JUL 7 81” (Michel cat. 300.-) 2I g 80,-
P 285 1882, large dragon 3 Ca. red, wide margins, fi ne cancelled, tiny thin spot and short perf. on top. Mi.350€ 2 II g 90,-
P 286 1878, 3 Ca. red, fresh colour, well perforated, used copy. 2 II g 80,-
P 287 1883, large dragon thick paper 3 Ca. red canc.  (CUSTO)MS NEW(C)HWANG FE 21  (Michel cat. 350.-) 2III g 80,-
P 288 1878, large dragon thin paper 3 Ca., unused no gum (Michel cat. 600.-) 3I (*)  120,-
P 289 1878, large dragon thin paper 3 Ca. orange unused, mostly no gum (Michel cat. 600.-) 3I (*)/* 120,-
P 290 1882, large dragon wide margin 5 Ca. yellow canc. large intaglio seal Tientsin, pulled perf., otherwise 

clean (Michel cat. 1200.-) 3II g 200,-
P 291 1878, 5 Ca. ocre, bright colour, mint copy, slight uneven perforation. 3 III *    250,-
P 292 1883. large dragon thick paper 5 Ca. yellow canc part of blue seal ”Yen(tai)” (Michel cat. 450.-) 3III g 90,-
P 293 1885/88, small dragons, lot w. 1 C. unused no gum (1) resp. used (7), 3 Ca. used (4), 5 Ca. used (10, 

inc. horizontal pair on piece tied blue seal of Peking) 4/6 ex g/(*) 100,-
P 294 1885-88, Small Dragons lot used including one pair, eight 1c. green, ten 3c. lilac and 2 singles one 

pair 5c. greenish yellow, fi ne group, ex Holcombe g 400,-
P 295 1890 (ca.), lot of 5 interesting unfranked ”Red Band Cover” with red chop cancels from LANGGOU, 

LANXI, WUXI, including scarce ship post! (T) b 200,-
P 296 1891. Envelope with full content written front Tientsin dated ‘11th Jan 1891’ addressed to France 

bearing China ‘Small Dragon’ SG 14, 3c mauve tied by Tientsin seal in blue with adjacent ‘Customs/
Tientsin’ in blue ‘Jan 10’ routed via the Imperial and French Post Offi ces Shanghai with ‘Customs/
Shanghai’ double ring in black ‘Jan 24’ and bearing France Type Sage Yvert 75, 5c green (strip of fi ve) 
tied by Shang-Hai/Chine double ring ‘24/1’ with Libourne arrival ‘26th Feb’. An historic item one of 
the few Small Dragon covers to survive with four page text. Faults and opened for display but still a 
beautiful mixed Dragon cover.

SG 14, France 
Yv. 75 (5) b 2.200,-
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P 297 1894, dowager set complete, unused mounted mint (but 24 Ca. partial gum), 12 Ca. corner fault 
(Michel ca. 1800.-) Jul-15 *    600,-

P 298 1894, Dowager 1 Ca. to 6 Ca., mint hinged with original gum (toned), 4 c. corner crease, fi ne group. 
Cat. Val. 630,- €. 7-Dez *    200,-

P 299 1894, ”SHANGHAI LOCAL POST NO 27” departure datestamp on envelope transmitted through the 
US POST franked with 5c cancelled ”U.S.POSTAL AGENCY SHANGHAI DEC 1” send to Ravenna, Ohio 
(backstamp). Rare combination between the Local Post Offi ce and the US PO. b 900,-

P 299A 1894, dowager 9 C. dark green  tied blue seal ”Peking”  in combination w. french offi ces 25 C. 
tied ”SHANG-HAI 24 JUIL 96” to small cover (slight toning and few stains), on reverse daters 
blue ”I.G. OF CUSTOMS PEKING JUL 14 96” resp. ”CUS(TOM)S S(HANG)HAI JUL 19 1896”, purple 
french railway TPO mark ”... à PARIS” ties 9 Ca. 13a b 2.000,-

P 300 1897, dowager 24 Ca. carmine, unused mounted mint fi rst mount LH, cat. number noted in pencil, 
vivid colour and fresh appearance, signed Gebr. Senf (Michel cat. 700.-) 15a *    200,-

P 301 1897, three surcharged stamps 1/2c. orangeyellow to 2c. green, all mint hinged (Chan 37-39) 16-18II *    Gebot
P 302 1897, 1 C. on 1 Ca., a top margin block-4 (pos. 3 perfs. backed/rejoined) with top appearing imper-

forated, to be inspected 17 + 17U? */v 100,-
P 303 1897, 2 c. on 2 Ca. green, showing variety ”shifted and therefore bisected overprint”, mint o.g. 18 II var. *    2.500,-
P 304 1897, 2 C./2 Ca. tied full strike brown ”PAGODA ANCHORAGE / CUSTOMS MAIL MATTER” to piece, 

attractive 18III d 80,-
P 305 1897, 10 C. sans-serif on 9 C. light green (2) each tied by full strike „CUSTOMS / CHUNGKING“ in 

combination w. french offi ces 50 C. tied „SHANG-HAI 22 JUIL 97 CHINE“ to Scotland „GLASGOW 
SP 1 97“ and fwd. to „DUNDEE SP 2 97“ on reverse, also brown large dollar „SHANGHAI 22 JUL 
97/Kwanghsü 21.6.21“. On reverse mimeographed note „address all / future mail matter / to / 
C.I.M. CHUNGKING / W. CHINA / not to Hankow“, so senderhad moved to  new workplace, attrac-
tive double weight cover, cert. BPA (2013). 23 5.000,-

P 306 1897, Empress Dowager 10 c. on 9 Cn. green, 2nd printing, single and horizontal pair (paying the 
Chinese domestic rate for a double-weight letter), on registered cover from Tientsin to Fleurier /
Switzerland, canc. with blue Tientsin Pa-kua, Shanghai transit mark dollar dater 16.7.97 on rever-
se, transferred to French P.O. and franked with 25 c. and 50 c. Sage, canc. 30.7.97, Chinese and 
French registration cancellations, on reverse French ship canc. ”Ligne N 31.7.97” and Fleurier ar-
rival mark 4.9.97. Cert. BPA (stating a surface defect at one of the 10 c. on 9 Cn. which we could 
not detect) and cert. Eichele. A very rare and attractive entire, which derives from the collection 
Sir Percival David and S. Beckeman. 23 II (3) ect. b 18.000,-

P 306A 1897, 10c on 9can. green, surcharge inverted, mint hinged with paper remnants, fi ne and very 
scarce, (Chan 79b (T67)) certifi cate Haveman 23 IV b K *    3.000,-

P 307 1897, 10 C./12 Ca. brownish orange, surcharge type II 3 mm, unused mounted mint fi rst mount LH, 
slight gum crease, fresh apperance (Miichel cat. 450.-) 24II *    100,-

P 308 1897, Empress dowager second printing 10 cents / 12 c. pale orange yellow, surcharge large fi gures, 
wide spacing, unused, mint hinged with full original gum, light horizontal crease on top, fresh color, 
fi ne, Michel catalogue value 400,- Euro

Mi. 24 III b, 
Chan 63 *    90,-

P 309 1897,30 C./24 Ca. scarlet, surcharge type II 3 mm, canc. blue ”CUSTOMS SHANGHAI JAN 2 1897”= 
fi rst day postmark, still gummed, signed Kneitschel, attractive (Miichel cat. 300.-) g 100,-

P 310 1897, small dragon 2 C./ 3 Ca. violet, a horizontal pair; and dowager 2 C. / 2 Ca. light green both 
withe clear ”CUSTOMS SHANGHAI” daters 27II (2), 18 g/p 80,-

P 311 1897, 5 C. on 5 Ca. small dragon unused mounted mint; re-engraved 1/2 C./3 Ca. unused no gum 
resp. 2 C./2 Ca. used;. Also dowager 30 C./24 Cn. type II brown customs dater (bottom scissor se-
paration)

28II, A28, B 
28; 25II */(*)/g 100,-

P 312 1897, 1 C. / 3 C. red revenue type I, unused mounted mint hinged, fresh appearance, Michel cata-
logue value 450,- Euro Mi 29I *    100,-

P 313 1897, ”one cent.” on red revenue, unused mounted mint. slight toning (Michel cat. 450.-) 29I *    90,-
P 314 1897, 1 C. on 3 C. red, type I, used copy. 29 I g 100,-
P 315 1897, red revenue 1 C. / 3 C. type I and 2 C. / 3 C., both unused mounted mint hinged, fresh appea-

rance, fi ne pair, Michel catalogue value 1.150,- Euro Mi 29I, 31 *    500,-
P 316 1897, Small Dragon 1 c., 2 c. and 5 c. large surcharge essays on thin laid paper similiar to type 

16, known as ”Pakhoi Overprint’ but actually done in Shanghai, cert. RPS (2003) (*)  1.500,-
P 317 1897, 2 C. / 3 C. red revenue, unused mounted mint hinged, very fi ne and fresh appearance, Michel 

catalogue value 700,- Euro Mi 31 *    100,-
P 318 1897, red revenue 2/cents. on 3 C. red, canc. brown pa-kua, slight paper remaidners on revrse 31 g 100,-
P 319 1897, red revenue ovpt. large one dollar cancelled by  pa-kua (Michel cat. 2800.-) 33II g 500,-
P 320 1897, 4 c. on 3 c. Red Revenue and Empress Dowager 2nd printing, 1 c. on 1 Cn. red orange, 

vertical strip of 3 with left margin and 3 singles 10 c. on 9 Cn. vellow green, tied to piece by 4 
complete strikes of cds ”CUSTOMS SHANGHAI 23.4.1897”, some slight imperfections, overall 
very attractive frankging! Cert. Exp.&Cons. Ltd.

Chan 57, 
62, 89 d 2.000,-
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P 321 1898, coiling dragon 1/2 C. (/2), 1 C. and 2 C. tied bilingual dater ”CHEFOO 17 JUL 01” to ppc ”Chi-
nese torpedo workshop” (showing 6 staff and two torpedo heads) in combination with french offi ces 
5 C. (pair) tied ”SHANG-HAI 24 JUIL 01” to Budapest/Hungary w. 11-AUG arrival 47/49-ex Ak 100,-

P 322 1898, CIP $1 red & pale rose, original page of ”Holcombe Collection” including black ”SPECI-
MEN” surcharged stamp, two used pairs, mint hinged stamp with original gum and sheet of 48 
stamps with punch hole to represent for Specimen only, without gum as usual, full margins with 
pencil notes and minor faults, a scarce offer and an important item in the study of the coiling 
dragon issue. (M) Sc. 107 */(*)/g 2.000,-

P 323 1898 (ca). Italian missionary envelope headed ‘Istituto Canossiane in Hankow (Cina) addressed to 
Hankow bearing Chinese Imperial Post EG 109, 1c ochre tied by framed vernacular tombstone with 
hand-struck instructional in red on face. Very attractive item paying the local rate. SG 109 b 600,-

P 324 1899. Envelope written from Tientsin addressed to New Zealand cancelled by Tientsin dollar 
chop ‘2nd Jan 1899’ routed via Shanghai bearing Imperial Chinese Post SG 100, 5c rose (pair) 
and SG 110, 2c red tied by ‘Pa Kua’ obliterator with Shanghai dollar chop ‘9th Jan’, routed via 
the British Post Offi ce bearing Hong Kong SG 38,10c purple/red tied by ShanghaUC date stamp 
with Hong Kong transit ‘Ja 13th’, endorsed ‘via Torres Straits’ with Auckland arrival and Railway 
Post Offi ce circular ‘21st Feb 99’ on reverse. Superb Paid in Cash envelope from China to a very 
rare destination.

SG 100 (3), HK 
SG 38 b 1.400,-

P 325 1898, coiling dragons 1 C. (2), 2 C. red (3), 4 C. brown (3) and 10 C. green total 30 C. tied bilingual 
dater ”SHANGHAI 29 JUL 01” on reverse of registered small size cover in combination with french 
offi ces 25 C., 50 C. tied ”SHANG-HAI 28 JUIL 01” to Germany w. arrival ”OBERWINTER 1.9.01” 48/52-ex etc. b 100,-

P 326 1898, 4 C. brown tied bilingual ”CANTON 26 JUL 00” on small size red band cover (vertical crease not 
affecting stamp)to ”W(UCHO)W 28 JUL 00” 50 b 100,-

P 327 1898, coiling dragons 5 C. rose (4)  tied bilingual dater ”SHANGHAI 18 SEPT 01” on registered cover  
in combination with french offi ces 25 C., 50 C. (2)  tied ”SHANG-HAI 18 SEPTL 01” to Germany w. 
arrival ”OBERWINTER 24.10.01”, some bumping and unevenly opened (T) 51a (4) etc. b 100,-

P 328 1898, coiling dragon 1/2 C., 1 C., 2 C. (2) tied ”Pa-Kua” to early colour ppc (ed. Hirsbrünner&Co.), w. 
”SHANGHAI F LOCAL POST MY 15 99” alongside, in combination with Hong Kong QV 2 C. rose (pair) 
tied framed ”:P.O.” and ”SHANGHAI C MY 15 99”, to Germany w. arrival ”LEHE”,  tonings/Ak 1899 mit 
rücks. Text wohl eines Besatzungsangehörigen an Bord ”Prinz Heinrich” Fahrt Nr. 166, Text erwähnt 
”S.M.S. Gefi on” mit Prinz Heinrich an Bord, ”S.M.S. Iltis” und ”S.M.S. Kaiser” (Flaggschiff) sowie An-
wesenheit von Admiral Fritze an Bord der ”Prinz Heinrich”. Ak 250,-

329 1898, coiling dragon 4 C. brown canc. pa-kua w. intl. dater „TIENTSIN 23 MAY 01” alongside, in 
combination w. french offi ces canc. „SHANG-HAI 29 MAY 01” on ppc (tone spots), also chinese p.o. 
”SHANGHAI 26 MAY 01„ transit,  to France w. July 8 arrival. Ak 80,-

P 330 1898, coiling dragons 1/2 C. (2) 1 C. , 2 C. red (2), 4 C. brown, 5 C. rose (2). tied bilingual dater 
”SHANGHAI 19 DECL 01” on reverse of registered small size cover in combination with french offi ces  
50 C. tied ”SHANG-HAI 20 DEC 01” via Italy  to Germany, transit ”NAPOLI 19.1 02” resp. framed ”PI-
ROSCAFI ESTERI” arrival ”WEISSENTHURM 21.1.02” b 100,-

P 331 1899. Envelope written from Tientsin addressed to New Zealand cancelled by Tientsin customs 
‘23rd April 1899’ double ring in blue, routed via Shanghai bearing Imperial Chinese Post SG 113, 
10c green tied by ‘Pa Kua’ obliterator in blue with Shanghai dollar chop ‘27th April’ routed via the 
British Post Offi ce bearing Hong Kong SG 38, 10c purple/red tied by Shanghai/C date stamp with 
boxed ‘I.P.O.’ in blue (Tientsin) and Hong Kong transit ‘May 2nd’, endorsed ‘via Torres Straits’ with 
Wellington arrival ‘16th June’ on reverse. Superb envelope from China to a very rare destination.

SG 113, HK 
SG 38 b 1.800,-

P 332 1900, CIP 1c. ocher, from ”Holcombe Collection” part sheet of 60 stamps with punch hole to 
represent for Specimen only, most without gum as usual and paper adhesions, three stamps with 
faults, margins with pencil notes and minor faults, gutter pairs rejoined, a scarce offer! (M) Sc. 111 */(*) 1.000,-

P 333 1900, CIP 20c red brown, from ”Holcombe Collection” part sheet of 140 stamps with punch hole 
to represent for Specimen only, 50 of the stamps hinged or with paper adhesion, margins with 
pencil notes and minor faults, some perfs apart and two times fold, a scarce offer! (M) Sc. 122 Spec.

**/*/
(*) 1.500,-

P 334 1900, ppc ”The Tientsin Bund”, franked with 1/2 c. brown (2) and 1 c. ocre (3), canc. by two-line 
private foreign-language school cancellation, transferred to German P.O. and franked with 10 
pfg., canc. 5.7.00, to Germany, card with some imperfections. Among the fi rst foreign language 
schools in Tsingtau, historical document. 47 (2), 48 (3) b 10.000,-

P 335 1900, CIP $5 deep green & salmon, from ”Holcombe Collection” strip of six with punch hole to repre-
sent for Specimen only, without gum as usual and tiny toned, margins on three sides, a scarce offer! Sc. 122 Spec. (*)  300,-

P 336 1900/04 (ca.), enveloped imprinted ”ON POSTAL SERVICE”  (form I.-33) with black bilingual ”SER-
VICE DES POSTES” and oval bilingual ”SHAHO 20 SEP ...” typical Shantung fancy dater, adressed to 
Weihsien b 80,-

337 1900, 2 c chinese imp. post on picture postcard ”Marktplatz in Taitungtscheng” tied by rare German 
Navy-post cancel „KAISERL. DEUSCHE MARINE SCHIFFPOST Nr.46 17 12 00” sent from Taitungs-
cheng to Kiel, Germany. Ak 270,-
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P 338 1900, CIP $5 deep green & salmon, from ”Holcombe Collection” part sheet of 35 stamps with 
punch hole to represent for Specimen only, without gum as usual and toned, margins with pencil 
notes and minor faults, a scarce offer! (M) Sc. 122 Spec. (*)  1.200,-

P 339 1901. Envelope (some faults) addressed to ‘Miss Bennett, Grimsby’ bearing Chinese Imperial Post 
SG 113, 10c green tied by Hankow date stamp ‘26th Dec’ with framed numeral dater, routed via the 
Imperial and French Post Offi ces Shanghai bearing French China SG 9, 25c black/rose tied by Shang-
Hai/Chine double ring ‘31st Dec’ with Grimsby & Peterboro/STG. Tender’ ambulant ‘Feb 3’ on rever-
se. Interesting mixed franking with rare numbered dater from this new Missionary archive discovery.

SG 113, Fr. 
China SG 9 b 600,-

P 340 1901. Registered envelope addressed to Belgium bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 110, 2c red 
(6) tied by Hankow date stamp with hand-struck ‘R’, routed via the Imperial and French Post Offi ce 
Shanghai bearing French China SG 13, 50c carmine tied by ‘Shang-Hai/Chine double ring with boxed 
‘R’ hand-stamp, sent by French paquebot with octagonal ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 6’ date stamp and Bru-
xelles receiver. Scarce mixed registered cover.

SG 110 (6), Fr. 
China SG 13 b 450,-

P 341 1901, postcard from Tientsin including POA Russia, Japan, India, US and Germany, scarce six-coun-
tries-franking, adressed to Germany, very attractive and fi ne Ak 400,-

P 342 1901. Envelope (opened at 3 sides for display) addressed to France bearing Chinese Imperial 
Post SG 127, 10c green tied by Lungchow date stamp ‘7/6’ mixed with Indo-China SG 54, 5c pale 
green and SG 12, 20c red/green tied by Lang-Son/Tonkin date stamp ‘8/6’, routed via Haiphong 
‘11/6’ with octagonal French paquebot ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr.No 6’ sent on the steamer ‘Natal’. Very 
rare mixed combination of China and Indo-China.

SG 127, Fr. Ind. 
SG 12, 54 b 1.400,-

P 343 1901, 1 Cand. geen on German Imperial stationery card 2 Pf. uprated Kiautschou 3 Pf. and sent 
from ”TSINGTAU 28 6 01” to Lichtenthal, Germany with f/s arival 4.8.01, philatelic P 41 GA 1.200,-

P 344 1902. Registered Imperial Chinese Post Red Band envelope addressed to Haiphong bearing Chi-
nese Imperial Post SG 122, 1c ochre (4), SG 123, 2c scarlet and SG 125, 5c rose (2) tied by Lung-
chow date stamp with hand-struck ‘R’ routed via Lang-Son/Tonkin bearing Indo-China SG 10, 10c 
black and SG 14, 30c brown tied by Lang-Son/Tonkin double ring with Tonquin/Hai-Phong arrival 
on reverse in blue. Wonderful mixed Indo-China combination paying the 16c Imperial internal rate 
and 40c for the Indo-China overseas postage to Haiphong from the border.

SG 122 (4), 
123, 125 (2), 
Fr. Ind. SG 
10, 14 b 3.000,-

P 345 1902. Envelope addressed to Hanoi, French Indo-China bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 123, 2c 
red and SG 124, 4c brown tied by Lungchow date stamp ‘27th Feb’ routed via Lang-Son bearing 
Indo-China SG 25, 15c grey tied by Lang-Son/Tonkin double ring ‘28th Feb’ with Hanoi arrival 
‘1st Mars’ on reverse. Very rare combination paying the internal domestic rate between Imperial 
China and French Indo-China.

SG 123, 124, 
Fr. Ind. SG 25 b 1.400,-

P 346 1902. Registered Imperial Chinese Post ‘Red Band’ envelope addressed to Haiphong bearing Chi-
nese Imperial Post SG 123, 2c scarlet (3) and SG 125, 5c rose (2) tied by Lungchow date stamp 
with hand-struck ‘R’ routed via Lang-Son/Tonkin bearing French Indo-China SG 15, 40c red/yel-
low tied by Lang-Son/Tonkin double ring. Very fi ne mixed Indo-China combination paying the 16c 
Imperial internal rate and 40c for the Indo-China overseas postage to Haiphong from the Border.

SG 123 (3), 125 
(2), Fr. Ind. 
SG 15 b 2.200,-

P 347 1902, coiling dragon 1/2 C. pair tied tombstone ”Tsinan/post offi ce” (one more stamp fallen off, 
probably 10 C.) on registered red band cover (two creases not affecting stamps via greenish blue 
”WEIHSIEN DEC 12 1902”, ”KIAOCHOW 13/15 DEC 02” to ”TSINGTAU 15 12 02” (T) 59 (2) b 100,-

P 348 1902, coiling dragon 1/2 C. (2), 1 C., 2 C. tied TPO marking ”No. 2 Peking Shanhaikwan in-between” 
to ppc (Peilo Confucius temple) via Taku (lunar dater) and ”SHANGHAI 9 AUG 04” plus french p.o.tran-
sit to Italy w. arrival ”ROMA 13 9 04” 59 (2), 60, 61 Ak 150,-

P 348A 1902, Complete set of 13 values up to $5 MH / MNH, $2 & $5 MNH, few small values with tiny 
hinge remnant, very fi ne and scarce in this quality, certifi cate Haveman (T) 59-71 **/* 1.500,-

P 349 1902, coiling dragon 1/2 C. (2), 1 C., 2 C. tied lunar dater ”Chihili Chengtehfu -.5.1” to ppc ”Great 
wall near Kupeiku”, transit ”Chihili Tsunhwa -.5.1”, Tangku lunar and bilingual dater, ”SHANGHAI 27 
JUN 03”, to Rome/Italy 59 (2), 60, 61 Ak 80,-

P 350 1902, coiling dragon 1 C. (4) tied lunar dater ”Chihili Chengtehfu -.intercalary 26” to ppc ”Jehol”, tran-
sit ”Chihili Tsunhwa -.5.1”, Tangku lunar and bilingual dater, ”SHANGHAI 27 JUN 02”, to Rome/Italy 60 (4) v/Ak 80,-

P 351 1902, coiling dragon 1 C. (2, 10 C. tied bilingual dater ”CHEFOO 25 DEC 02” to registered red-band 
cover (two vertical creases not affecting stamps) via  ”KIAOCHOW 6 JAN 03” to ”TSINGTAU 6 / I 03”.  
Sender Japanese consular service Chefoo. 60 (2), 65 b 300,-

351A 1898, coiling dragon left interleaving margin block-6, mint never hinged (4) resp. mounted mint (2). 61 (6) **/* 50,-
P 352 1902, coiling dragon 2 C. (pair) tied lunar dater ”ShantungTsinan 10.12” to small size pictorial cover 

(unevenly opened) via lunar dater ”Kiaochow 10.13” to ”TSINGTAU 9/11 05” 61 (2) b 100,-
353 1902, coiling dragon 1 C. (block-4) tied lunar dater ”Chihili Chingwangtao -.1.5” to ppc ”ruin of Great 

wall valley block near Shanhaikwan”, transit Shanghai chinese and british offi ces”, to Rome/Italy 61 (4) v/Ak 60,-
P 354 1902, coiling dragons 2 C. (pair) and 10 C. tied ”TIENTSIN 13 MAY 04” to registered ppc (tonings) 

via Shanghai (chinese and french p.o.) to Rome/Italy, senders hs. DAB Tientsin, on reverse coloured 
drawing of three Chinese 61, 65 (2) Ak 100,-
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P 355 1902, coiling dragon 2 C. (strip-4) tied two strikes large tombstone ”Weihsien/Post Offi ce” and 5 C. 
salmon tied ”R”on double registered red band cover to Tsingtau, on reverse transit ”KIAOCHOW DEC 
7 1908” (year digits upside down) (T) 61 (4), 64a (2) b 700,-

P 356 1902, coiling dragon 4 C. brown tied ”TIENTSIN 16 SEP 03” to ppc (Tientsin views - card faulty) in 
combination with russian offi ces 2 K. (2 - one stamp tear/fault) tied ”No. 13 FPO 8 IX 1903” (russian 
No. 13 FPO = Yinkou / Newchang) transits ”NEWCHWANG 21 SEP 03”, ”MOSKVA 25 IX 1903” to 
Rome/Italy, senders hs. ”DAB Tientsin”, early via Siberia 62 Ak 150,-

P 357 1902, coiling dragon 4 C. brown tied ”TIENTSIN 1 AUG 03” to ppc (great wall) in combination with 
russian offi ces 2 K. (2) canc. unclear but clear strike alongside ”No. 13 FPO 20 VIII 1903” (russian 
No. 13 FPO = Yinkou/Newchang) via Siberia, transit ”NEWCHWANG 20 AUG 03”, to Rome/Italy,  early 
via Siberia 62 Ak 150,-

358 1902, coiling dragon 4 C. brown tied ”TIENTSIN ...3” to ppc (Peitaiho german camp) in combination 
with russian offi ces 2 K. (2) tied ”No. 13 FPO 20 VIII 1903” (russian No. 13 FPO = Yinkou/Newchang), 
transits ”NEWCHWANG 2. AUG 03”, ”No. 13 FPO 22 VIII 1903”, to Rome/Italy, early via Siberia 62 Ak 150,-

P 359 1902, coiling dragon 4 C. brown tied ”TIENTSIN” to ppc (chinese miners, Tangsan) in combination 
with russian offi ces 2 K. (2) canc. ”No. 13 FPO 24 V 1903” (russian No. 13 FPO = Yinkou / New-
chang), transits ”NEWCHWANG .6 .. 03”, ”MOSKVA 12 VI 1903” to Rome/Italy, early via Siberia 62 Ak 150,-

P 360 1902, coiling dragon 4 C. brown tied ”TIENTSIN 15 SEP 03” to ppc (chinese girl formally dressed)  in 
combination with russian offi ces 2 K. (2) canc. ”No. 13 FPO 7 IX 1903” with clear strike alongside 
(russian No. 13 FPO = Yinkou / Newchang), transits ”NEWCHWANG 20 SEP 03”, russian TPO ”POST-
OVY VAGON No. 262 9 IX 1903” (Charbin-Manchuriya), ”MOSKVA 24 IX I 1903” to Rome/Italy with 
part arrival, senders hs. DAB Tientsin, early via Siberia with respective violet route mark in violet 62 Ak 200,-

361 1902, coiling dragon 4 C. brown tied ”TIENTSIN 2 JUL 03” to ppc (Tien An Men) in combination with 
russian offi ces 2 K. (pair) canc. ”No. 13 FPO 21 VI 1903” (russian No. 13 FPO = Yinkou / Newchang), 
transits ”NEWCHWANG”, to Rome/Italy with arrival and fwd. to Livorno, early via Siberia with respec-
tive violet route mark in violet 62 Ak 150,-

362 1902,  coiling dragon 4 C. brown tied ”TIENTSIN 14 SEP 03” to viewside of ppc (Chiense children in 
winter clothing) in combination with russian offi ces 2 K. (2) canc. ”No. 13 FPO 3 IX 1903” with clear 
strike alongside (russian No. 13 FPO = Yinkou / Newchang), transits ”NEWCHWANG”, ”MOSKVA 24 
IX I 1903” to Rome/Italy Firenze street, fi rst misdirected to Firenz city both with readable markings, 
early via Siberia with respective violet route mark in violet 62 Ak 120,-

P 363 1902, coiling dragon 4 C. tied boxed tombstone ”Post offi ce / Tsimo” to red band cover (horiz. crease 
not affecitng stamp) to  ”KIAOCHOW MAR 15 1901” 62 b 300,-

P 364 1902, coiling dragon 4 C., 10 c. each tied blue ”TIENTSIN 26 FEB 03” to registered ppc (Tientsin gate) 
via Shanghai (chiense and french p. o. transits) to Italy, transit ”MESSINA”, arrival ”ROMA 6 4 03” 62, 65 Ak 100,-

P 365 1902, coiling dragon 4 C. (pair), 10 C. green tied two strikes of blue oval bilingual ”WEIHSIEN OCT 31 
1902” on registered red band cover (two horiz. creases not affecting stamps) via ”KIAOCHOW 1 NOV 
02” to ”TSINGTAU 2/II 02” (T) 62 (2), 65 b 400,-

366 1902, coiling dragons 1/2 C. canc. ”Tunghing p.o.„ irregular plus 1 C. Kwangtung boxed dater on ppc 
(2) to Moncay/Yunnan Ak 120,-

367 1902, coiling dragons 1/2 C. canc. ”Tunghing p.o.„ irregular plus 1 C. (2) or 2 C. canc. Kwangtung 
boxed dater on ppc (2) to Moncay/Yunnan Ak 120,-

P 368 1902, coiling dragon 10 C. green, a vertical pair w. sheet interleaving margin at left canc. bilingual 
dater ”NEWCHWANG 12 MAY 03” on reverse of small size registered letter via Shanghai to Rudol-
stadt/Germany 65 (2) b 100,-

P 368A 1902, 7c. browncarmine MNH gutter pair and 50c. green MNH block of four with gutter margin at 
right, very fi ne, certifi cate Haveman 68, 76 **   150,-

P 369 1903, 10 c. dark green on cover to USA, canc. with black tombstone cancellation of Taiping, Canton 
transit mark 16.5.03 alongside and Hongkong transit mark 17.5.03 on reverse. 52 b 800,-

P 370 1905, 5 c. salmon, block of 6 on reverse of registered cover to Paris/France (sender´s imprint 
”Compagnie Imperiale des Chemins der Fer Chinois Ligne de Pekin a Hankow”), canc. with lunar 
dater (adopted railway canc.), transit marks Hankow 21.8. and Shanghai 24.8. alongside, further 
Shanghai transit mark 25.8 of French P.O. on front, in Paris locally redirected, 4 French transit 
and arrival marks on front, envelope opened at 3 sides and reinforced at bottom. Very impressive 
and scarce entire! 51 (6) b 8.000,-

371 1906, incoming mail, picture postcard from Aberdeen/Western Australia via Victoria/Hongkong to 
SHANGHAI (Local Post and B.P.O.) b 150,-

372 1907 (26 Jan), Chefoo to DENMARK PPC franked Hongkong KE 4c tied with British P.O. Chefoo cds, 
with Hongkong transit cds and Marstal arrival cds. Picture on reverse showing Entry of Marshal Oya-
ma, Commander-in-chief, into Mukden. Minor corner creases, but a good card, scarce destination, 
and of some historical signifi cance. Ak 60,-

P 373 1908, PPC (Temple of Haven, Peking) bearing 4c from PEKING to an engineer at Royal Railway in 
BANGKOK, with SHANGHAI local and ‘Deutsche Post’ as well as Singapore transit datestamps, bi-
lingual Bangkok arrival cds’s in blue and black. Though card creased, full of character and rare in 
this form. Ak 100,-
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P 374 1908, 2 c. green vertical pair (one stamp fault) tied on picture postcard - ‘Hankow Foreign Race Cour-
se’ - from ”KULING 28 AUG 11” sent via ”KIUKIANG 29 AUG 11” and ”PEKING 3 SEP 11” to Hamburg 72 Ak/p 80,-

P 375 1908/12, coiling dragon 2 C. green with ”China-Republic” ovpt. on 4 C. carmine (pair) tied bilingual 
dater ”HARBIN 2 AUG 13” on cover to Hamburg/Germany, on reverse embossed blue seal ”Imperial 
German Consulate Charbin”, horizontal bend not affecting stamps, unusual mixed frank of imperial 
and overprinted coiling dragons. 72, 98 (2) b 80,-

376 1912/13, coiling dragon 1 C. ovpt. „republic” tied boxed dater „Chihli Chingan 9.19” to ppc (cor-
ner crease) via ”Kwangchentze 9.21„ to Kirin/Manchuria w. 9.22 arrival; junk 4 C. tied ”TAMINGFU 
9.2.21„ to ppc to Belgium Ak 50,-

377 1909/1931, coiling dragon 5 C. violet tied boxed dater ”PEKING” to ppc ”Tsi-hwa Monn” via ”SHANG-
HAI 24 MAR 09” to Coburg/Thuringia, Germany. Also SYS 4 C. tied ”KUNMING (YUNNANFU) 13.11.25” 
to unsealed letter to USA, interesting embossing ”monoplane/biplane with National China sign” 75, 231 Ak/b 60,-

378 1908, coiling dragon 10 C. ultra tied bilingual ”KONGMOON 16 NOV 11” tied to illustrated embossed 
pictorial cover ”fl owers and spiderweb” to Winnipeg/Canada 77a b 60,-

P 379 1908, Hsuan Tung set (one more 2 C. fallen off) tied ”SHANGHAI 20 SEP 09” to registered ppc to 
Rome/Italy 79/81 Ak 80,-

P 380 1912, Shanghai ovpts., lot ex 1/2 C.-$5 unused, 50 C. NG, otherwise mounted mint, 1/2 C., 1 C. (3), 
2 C. (2), 4 C. (2), % C., 7 C., 10 C. (2), 50 C., $1 (2, one fi rst mount LH), $2 (2, both fi rst mount LH), 
$5 (Michel cat. ca. 2100.-) 94/108 ex *    400,-

P 380A 1912, China Republic surcharged complete set up to $5 on piece with clear cancellations, very 
fi ne and scarce in this quality, certifi cate Haveman (T) 94-108 d 1.000,-

P 381 1912, 1 C. coiling dragon, ”China Republic” Shanghai ovpt., top margin imperforated with large sheet 
margin, mount in margin, stamp MNH 95IIU **   80,-

P 382 1912, coiling dragon „Republic” ovpt. Commerical Press 4 C. (5, strip-3 and on reverse pair) canc. 
boxed dater „PEKING 2.11.18” on small registered cover to London w. on reverse oval „REGISTERED 
1 DE 13 LONDON-N”, printed return „Grand Hotel / des Wagons-Lits, Ltd. / Peking”. Rare multiple 
franking. 98 (5) b 350,-

P 382A 1912, China Republic surcharged four values up to 16c all gutter pairs MNH, very fi ne and scarce in 
this quality, certifi cate Haveman 99-102 **   250,-

P 383 1912, Republic surcharged issue 1c. ocher, from ”Holcombe Collection” two part sheets of 48 & 39 
stamps, one block of 12 with corner margins, mint never hinged, few gutter pairs rejoined, a scarce 
offer! (M) Sc. 147 **/* 400,-

P 384 1912, Republic overprint $1 red & pale rose, from ”Holcombe Collection”, retouch variety, fi ne used, 
scarce! Sc. 158var. g 200,-

P 385 1912, Republic surcharged issue 1c. ocher block of 20 and 3c.slate green two blocks of 25 and one 
block of 10, from ”Holcombe Collection”, few corner margins, mint never hinged or with paper adhe-
sion, fi ne and scarce (M) Sc. 164, 166

**/*/
(*) 300,-

P 385A 1912, China Republic surcharged two values $2 and $5 each MNH, very fi ne and scarce in this 
quality, certifi cate Haveman 107-108 **   1.350,-

P 386 1912, 2 $ carmine/yellow, INVERTED OVERPRINT, fresh colours, unused. 107 K (*)  1.200,-
P 387 1912, Republic overprints, three blocks of four and mint singles up to 10c., plus few London and 

Peking printings used up to $10, ex Holcombe, fi ne group **/* 100,-
P 387A 1912, Revolution fi rst year complete set MNH up to $5, very fi ne and scarce in this quality, cer-

tifi cate Haveman (T) 124-135 **   2.500,-
P 388 1913, overprint issue 3 c. grey-green, horizontal block of 6 and 2 c. green (vertical stripe of three 

and single stamp) tied by cds. „HOKOW 31.MAR.13” to registered cover with handstamp „R/HOKOW 
(China)” to St. Gallen with arrival mark 97 (6), 96 (4) b 100,-

P 388A 1912, Revolution fi rst year complete set MNH up to $5, very fi ne and scarce in this quality, cer-
tifi cate Haveman (T) 136-147 **   2.500,-

P 389 1913, defi ntive set London printing 1/2 C.-$10 complete, unused no gum (Michel cat. 2800.-) 148I/168I (*)  500,-
P 390 1913, junk 10 C. tied bilingual ”TANGSHAN 20 JUL 14” via Siberia to Belgium, german censormark of 

”Brussels military checkpoint”, early period when inbound mail to Belgium was still admitted 158 b 70,-
P 391 1913, reaper 20 C. tied ”TAIYUAN 29 JAN 16” registered to Arnheim/Netherlands, transits of Shang-

hai, New York ec. confi scated by British, then ”RELEASED BY THE / BRITISH MILITARY AUTHORITIES”, 
forwarded to Germany, 1919 transits of ARNHEM and arrival  ”DÜSSELDORF7.8.19”. Sender was a 
german staff of Taiyuan p.o. to his wife. 162 b 100,-

P 392 1914, junk 1 C. pair tied bilingual dater ”MENTSZ 27 JAN 22” on unusealed advertisement cover 
”A. M. FORTIN MONTEZU HOTEL / BOULANGERIE / BOUCHERIE / FRUITS...” to Yenbay/Tongking. On 
reverse tranits ”HOKOW 7 JAN 22”, bilingual boxed dater ”PISHIHCHAI 21.1.7”, ”LAO KAY / 8 JAN 22” 
and arrival ”YENBAY 8 FEV 22”. Slight creases overall, but amazing cover. b 100,-

P 393 1915/16, two registered covers w. 20 C. junk franks via Siberia with russian censorship: boxed dater ”KIKUH-
WANGSHAN 5.7.11” via ”PEKING 22 JUN 16” to Holland to interned belgian soldier; ”TIENTSIN A 27 DEC 15” to 
Switzerland but stopped by russian authorities and returned, back ”TIENTSIN 6.5.27” (May 27, 1916). b 70,-
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394 1921, waagr. Paar 3 C grün Dschunke und 20 c Reisbauer braunkarmin auf R-Brief von „SHANGHAI 
20 MAY 21” nach Copenhagen mit Weiterleitung nach Gjentofte, Spuren. b 90,-

395 1921/36, commemorative sets unused mounted mint (but 1936 5 C. is used) inc. 1932 expedition 
set (3 vals. stains) (Michel cat. 615.-) 178/296 ex */g 100,-

395A 1923, junk 3 C. tied bilingual dater ”TIENTSIN 1 15 AU 24” on cover (stains) to Chingwangtao (back-
stamp) 191 b Gebot

P 396 1923/36, three air mail covers Shanghai (2) or Nanking (1) to Switzerland endorsed KLM (2) resp. Air 
France ”Par Avion Saigon-Marseille seulement” e 60,-

397 1923/31 (ca.) correspondence of covers (6) with junks (5) or SYS (1) from Ching Hsing Mines via 
Shi-Chia-Chwang/Hopeh to Germany inc. two covers with ”Ching Hsing letter box agency” cancels b 80,-

P 398 1923, hall of classics $1 tied ”NANKING 23.1.29” (Jan. 29, 1934) to small size express-registered 
envelope to Geneva/Switzerland with two framed ”EXPRESS” markings via Shanghai to ”GENEVE 
3.III.34”, imprint of ”LEAGUE OF NATIONS” and sneders seel ”Legue of Nations Member/ (name), 
unusual b 60,-

P 399 1924/32, three airmail cover w. junk and SYS franks: to France (2, both by Air France) and to Belgium 
(by KLM, registered) e 70,-

P 400 1924/23, three covers from Kwangtung province: junk 5 C. (2) resp. 10 C. single ”TUNGKUN” to 
Germany; 3 C. used ?Mamoi via Sheklung to Tungkun. 5C. cover has a vermillion ”No. 2” (letter box) 
marking on reverse. b 60,-

P 402 1931, biplane airmail set 15 C.-90 C. complete etc. tied by two strikes of commemorative dater 
”Shanghai 20.9.4” (Sept. 4, 1931) to Peiping 223/27 b 60,-

P 403 1931, biplane airmails 15, 30, 60 and 90 C. w. defi nitives total 45 C. for a $2.40 rate tied pictorial 
commemorative dater ”Shanghai 20.6.2” (June 2, 1931) to offi cial Eurasia envelope (unevenly ope-
ned but complete) to Banff/Scottland, ”BERLIN C2 L 18.6.31” transit and June 19 arrival. (T)

223, 224, 226, 
227 etc. e 80,-

P 405 1929, biplane airmail 60 C., 90 C. (pair) w. reaper 20 C. and junk 5 C. total $2.75 tied ”NANKING 15.9.31” 
on air mail cover  endorsed ”EURASIA” to Stolp/Pomerania, Germany. On reverse transits ”MANCHOULI 
20.9.31” resp. ”BERLINC L2 2.10.31”, top 5 mm tear not affecting stamps, commercial usage

226, 227 (2) 
etc. e 100,-

P 406 1929, airmail 30 C. w. junk 4 C., reaper 20 C. total 54 C. rate tied ”HANKOW 13.1.30” to registered 
air mail ppc (real photo of chinese traders) via ”SHANGHAI 16.1.30” to Vienna e/Ak 80,-

P 407 1929, 13.07. Sonderfl ug Paris - Tokyo durch Rignot und Arrachart, seltene Etappe Canton - Shanghai 
auf R-Brief mit provisorischem R-Zettel und Sonderstempel in roter Farbe „Vol Paris - Tokyo / Rignot - 
Arrachart /  Section:Canton - Shanghai / Poste Aérienne Spéciale”. Nur wenige Belege befördert. (T) e 300,-

P 408 1930/31, three domestic R-airmail covers: 1931 from Belgian Consulate Hankow to Kuling via Kiu-
kiang, 25 C. and 44 C. rates with junk/reaper; 1930 Hankow-Shanghai w. airmail 15 C. and junk 10 
C., purely commercial usages (T) e 150,-

P 409 1932/41, great wall airmails $2, $1 (2), 45 C. (3), 30 C., 25 C. (3) with SYS $5 (4) canc. ”CHENGTU 
30.11.21” (Nov. 21, 1941) to England, transit ”LONDON 11 JA 42”. Endorsed ‘BOAC to Lagos via 
Calcutta and Cairo, thence by P.A.A.’, the ”horseshoe route” e 100,-

P 410 1932. Air Mail envelope headed ‘Flottille du Yang-Tse/Canonniere ”Balny”’ and written from the 
French Gun-Boat ”Balney” at Chungking addressed to France bearing SG 427, 60c blue, SG 428, 90c 
olive and SG 429, $1 yellow-green tied by Chungking date stamp with framed ‘Censuré/et Ferme/
Au Depart Par/L’Autorite Militaire’ in violet on reverse with boxed bilingual ‘Par Avion’ and routed via 
Hanoi with framed hand-stamp instructional in violet ‘Via Hanoi’ and Langres receiver on reverse. 
Very rare item of censored mail from the Yang-Tse River.

SG 427, 428, 
429 b 600,-

P 411 1932, FFC Eurasia Peiping-Loyang, air mail 15 C. and junk 1 1/2 C., 1/3 C. and SYS 4 C., 15 C. tied 
”PEIPING 4.4.21” to registered cover to ”Honan Loyang 21.4.5” and back to Peking, senders hs. in 
green ”POSTAL COMMISSIONER / 4 APR 32” PEKING”, scarce thus 223 etc. f 120,-

412 1932, SYS $1 single frank tied  ”SHANGHAI 16.2.34” on small size air mail cover endorsed ”KLN 
SINGAPORE AMSTERDAM TO ROME” nad ”Per Rawalpindi” to Geneve/Switzerland, ROMA transit on 
reverse e 60,-

413 1932, Freimarke: Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 5 $ rot/schwarz mit berichtigtem Hoheitszeichen und jeweils VER-
SCHOBENEM Mittelstück. 245 var. (4) (*)  60,-

P 414 1934/44, four commercially used air mail covers: Shanghai-CSR 1934 via Singapore (reg.), Kweilin-
England 1941 via HK, Shanghai-Yokohama 1941, Chungking-NY 1944 (censored and reg.) e 70,-

P 415 China, North China, 1945, 5th anniversary $5, a block-4 canc. „PEIPING 16.10.34” (Oct. 16, 1945) 
on reverse of registered cover to Tientsin w. „17.10.34” arrival,  transitional usage after liberation as 
no other stamps available b 150,-

P 416 1937 (Mar-Jun) Harvie, Cooke & Co Shanghai covers to Henry B Smith Melbourne, earlier endorsed 
“By Imperial Air Line/From HONGKONG” and with P.O. “By I.A.L.” handstamp, 50c solo franking, back-
stamped Hong Kong, Melbourne, later with “Via Hanoi” handstamp, 75c rate, backstamped Canton, 
Melbourne, (2). Fine pair. b 200,-

P 417 1937 (Feb 23) Harvie, Cooke & Co Shanghai cover to Henry B Smith Melbourne with P.O. “Via Hanoi” 
in red, franked $1.25 for K.L.M. service from Hanoi, backstamped Melbourne. b 100,-
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P 418 1938/48, three covers from Tingyuanning/Ninghsia to Sweden (two air, one has two stamps remo-
ved), all with letters of missionary included b 100,-

P 419 1939-40 trio from same correspondence to Sydney, earliest from Shanghai, others Tsingtao, rated 
$2.30, $1.15 and 85c, two endorsed for I.A.L. service via Hong Kong, one uncensored, other censo-
red Hong Kong (triangular Censor “9”) and Sydney, latest with Hanoi backstamp, Newcastle Censor 
tape/handstamp, (3). b 180,-

P 420 1939 (Feb-May) registered covers from same correspondence Peking to Sydney endorsed “Via Hon-
Kong” (sic) or with typewritten directive to that end, franked $1.85 and $1.70, former utilising Ex-
press service, the only such pre-war usage noted to Australia, backstamped Peking, Shanghai, Hong 
Kong, Sydney, relevant item with scarce time clock “EXPRESS/27 FEB 1939/SYDNEY” datestamp, 
little roughly opened, imminently exhibitable, (2). (T) b 160,-

421 1939/48, Partie mit 8 Briefen, dabei Einschreiben, Luftpost, Zensur und andere Besonderheiten, 
ansehen. (M) b 100,-

422 1939/40, two commercial clipper air mail covers with ”Great Wall” airmail frankings to USA: $4.30 
rate registered to Los Angels resp. $6.70 to South Carolina (West Coast/East Coast) (M) e 80,-

P 423 1940. Envelope with full content written from ‘Father Maupeu, Monastere de N. D. de Liesse, Cheng-
Ting-Fu, China’ letter dated ‘21st Sept 1940’ addressed to his mother in Auch, Gers, France, bearing 
SG 472, 25c violet-blue tied by Chengting vernacular date stamp with ‘Monastere de N.D. de Liesse/
Cheng-Ting-Fu, Hupeh, (China)’ hand-stamp in violet, underpaid with framed ‘T....25 Ctmes’ hand-
stamp in violet and routed via Bermuda with ‘Opened by Examiner/4162’ censor label and received 
in Auch ‘14/1/1941’. Father Maupeu was a French Missionary who was originally sent to ”Yang-Kia-
P’ing” Monastery in Hwailai Province and as the war progressed was sent to Cheng-Ting-Fu. Envelope 
sent by Maritime mail via the Pacifi c due to the closer of the Siberian route. SG 472 b 360,-

P 424 1940. Envelope written from ‘Father Maupeu, Monastere de N.D. de la Consolation, Yang-Kia-P’ing, Hwai-
lai, China’ letter dated ‘1st Aout 1940’ addressed to his mother in Auch, Gen, France, bearing SG 465, 5c 
green and SG 515, 10c mauve (2) tied by Yang-Kia-P’ing vernacular date stamp with Yang-Kia-P’ing cds in 
violet on reverse, underpaid with framed ‘T....25 Ctmes’ hand-stamp in violet and routed via Bermuda with 
‘Opened by Examiner/4948’ censor label and received in Auch ‘31st Juillet 1940’. Father Maupeu was a 
French Missionary who was originally sent to ”Yang-Kia-P’ing” Monastery in Hwailai Province and as the 
war progressed was sent to Clieng-Ting-Fu. Envelope sent by Maritime mail via the Pacifi c due to the closer 
of the Siberian route. This is the last letter written by Father Maupeu from Yang-Kia-P’ing dealing with his 
diffi culty in obtaining a passport from the occupied Japanese. SG 465, 515 (2) b 450,-

P 425 1940/41, censored covers (4) to Europe: May 1940 to France unoccupied zone resp. Belgium (tax 
mark) both w. british censor tapes and endorsed ”Pacifi c”, front cover of sample to Germany, cover 
”Amoy 30.10.6” (October 6, 1941) to occupied Denmark with US-danish double censor b 80,-

P 426 1940 registered air mail cover with inscription ON POSTAL SERVICE. International Money Order letter. 
Unfranked. A very rare (unique?) handstamp across the Chinese PAR AVION label reading AIR MAIL 
FEE COLLECTED + m/s in red „200”. Also in red m/s „BY A.F. from Hongkong„. Addressed to „The 
Offi ce of Exchange, Post Offi ce, Paris”. Re-registered in Bombay. Back stamped Shanghai 23 5 40. 
Provisional registration labels very scarce. As war was declared against France on 10th of June 1940 
the cover ought to have reached destination before that date. e 400,-

P 427 1940. Air Mail envelope written from a French Soldier with unit cachet ‘Btn Mixte D’lnfi e. Cole. de la 
Chine du Nord/Le Vaguemeastre’ on reverse addressed to France bearing Yvert 263,10c green, Yvert 
268, $1 brown and Yvert 270, $5 red and olive tied by Tientsin date stamp, endorsed ‘via Peking-
Shanghai-Hong Kong-USA- to France/Pan American Airways’ with circular ‘Air Transit/6’ cachet in 
blue with ‘Opened by Censor/Hong Kong’ label in red tied by boxed ‘13’ censor cachet and ‘Controle’ 
label and oval opened censor cachet applied on arrival. Very fi ne item.

Yv. 263, 268, 
270 b 350,-

P 428 1941. Air Mail envelope to India bearing SG 478, $1 sepia and brown, SG 479, $2 blue and brown 
and SG 589, 10c emerald green tied by Shanghai date stamp, routed via Singapore with censor label 
and ‘Passed by/16’ cachet with instructional ‘To be Forwarded by Air Mail From Singapore’ in violet 
with Bombay arrival on reverse. Very fi ne.

SG 478, 479, 
489 b 180,-

P 429 1941 (Jul-Oct) interesting trio of censored covers from same correspondence Shanghai to Sydney 
comprising (i) Jul 28 franked $5.70 with Hong Kong “NOT OPENED/BY/CENSOR” and rare circular 
“A.V.2.” in violet (listed Heifetz in black only), (ii) Aug 30 varying franking for $5.70 with handstamped 
“TO BE FORWARDED BY/AIR FROM SINGAPORE” and Penang Censor “5”, and (iii) Oct 17 $4.40 rate 
with Hong Kong “NOT OPENED/BY/CENSOR” and circular “A.V.2.” in black, additionally censored 
upon arrival at Sydney, opening faults, attractive for exhibit, (3). b 300,-

P 430 1941 (Sep 16) censored registered cover Swatow to Melbourne franked $4.90 bearing two Hong 
Kong scarce “OPENED BY CENSOR” black on white tapes, tied by square “20” handstamp, backstam-
ped Hong Kong, Carlton North, small fl ap fault. b 120,-

P 431 1941 (Apr 22) Imperial Chemical Industries Shanghai censored registered cover to Sydney franked $5.70, 
apparently for U.P.U. 50c + airmail surcharge per 5gms x3 + 50c registration (overpaid 5c), “OPENED BY 
CENSOR/HONG KONG” blue on white tape (two affi xed) tied by square “20” handstamp, small faults. b 120,-

P 432 1941 (May-Jun) covers from same correspondence British Consulate General Shanghai-Sydney en-
dorsed for “K.N.I.L.M.” service, rates of $4.30 and $3.10, former with “TO BE FORWARDED BY/AIR 
FROM SINGAPORE” and Penang triangular “5” Censor handstamp, opening faults, (2). b 100,-
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P 433 1941. Air Mail envelope (minor faults) addressed to the ‘Red Cross, Geneva, Switzerland’ bearing 
SG 493b, 10c green, SG 500b, $20 ultramarine and purple and SG 595, $2 black and blue tied by 
Shanghai date stamp, routed via New York by ‘P.A.A.’ with ‘Opened by Examiner 4162/I.C.’ applied in 
Bermuda. Scarce Bermuda censor on Chinese Mail.

SG 493b, 500b, 
595 b 300,-

434 1912/41, Sun Yat Sen $5 (1941) complete sheet of 50 with sheet no. 369 at top (some stains on 
back, good appearance), and 1912 coloured PPC showing Nanking Road, Shanghai to Berlin bearing 
1912 1c (Shanghai ovpt), ½c and 3c (London ovpt). (M) 407(50) a.o. **/Ak 80,-

P 435 1941. Air Mail envelope addressed to Palestine bearing SG 494a, 30c red and SG 495a, 50c blue (3) 
tied by Shanghai date stamp routed via Hong Kong with boxed ‘Not Opened by Censor’ hand-stamp 
with circular ‘A. .2’ in violet and ‘Victoria/Hong Kong’ transit on reverse with ‘Opened by/Censor’ blue 
applied on arrival in Palestine. Nice item of AV/2 mail.

SG 494a, 495a 
(3) b 220,-

P 436 1941. Censored Air Mail envelope addressed to France bearing China SG 420, 40c orange (pair), SG 431, $5 
carmine, SG 496a, $ 1 brown and grey and SG 498a, $5 carmine and green tied by Kunming date stamp en-
dorsed ‘Via Hong Kong/Pan America Airways/& Transatlantic’’ with ‘Opened by Censor /Hong Kong’ label and 
circular ‘Air-Transit/3’ in blue green with Lyon receiver on reverse. Lovely item paying $11.80c. rate.

SG 420 (2), 
431, 496a, 
498a b 400,-

P 437 1941, martyr 50 C. (4), one more fallen off, tied ”Tingyuanning 30.7.12” (July 12, 1941) endorsed ”By 
Air via Alma Ata” (deleted), violet ”TIHWA (URUMTSI)” transit on reverse, repaired with three postal 
seals tied ”KAOLAN (LANCHOW) 30.7.14” rerouted via  ”CHUNGKING 26.8.41” resp. 30.8.26, ”HONG 
KONG AUG 29 41” to Sweden, private arrival note 20 11 41, still with contents. The air route via Alma 
Ati had been suspended, remarkable cover from remote Ninghsia area b 300,-

P 438 Central China, 1941, SYS $20 (pair), $5 and martyr 20 C. total $45.20 frank tied ”SHANGHAI 5.11.41” 
on registered clipper cover to Jonkoping/Sweden. On reverse transits ”PUNING SUB SECTION * FO-
REIGN MAIL SECTION NOV 17 1941” (Philippines), ”HONOLULU NOV 25 1941” and NY Nov. 28. Item 
was censored and confi scated by British authorities at Bermuda (censortape). Marked ”RELEASED” 
after WWII. Detailed analysis in french included. e 100,-

P 439 1941. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to New York bearing China SG 423, 25c orange, SG 
426, 50c brown and SG 430, $2 yellow-brown (2) tied by Shanghai date stamp ‘13/12/40’ with Re-
gistered label tied by framed ‘Shanghai S.O. 23’ hand-stamp, routed via Hong Kong with ‘Opened by 
Censor/Hong Kong’ in red and circular ‘Air Transit/2’ in blue/green on face, routed via Honolulu ‘Dec 
23’ with New York receiver ‘Jan 2nd’ in violet on reverse. Lovely item.

SG 423, 426, 
430 (2) b 350,-

P 440 1942. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to the ‘Stabilizing Board of China, Chungking’’ bearing 
Great Britain SG 473, 9d olive and SG 475, 1s bistre tied by Tooting cds with registered label, routed 
via Calcutta with ‘Calcutta/Reg’ transit and bearing on reverse China SG 513, 5c orange, SG 519, 20c 
light blue and SG 595, $2 black and blue tied by Chungking arrival and endorsed ‘$2,25 per 5 grams’ 
A remarkable Chinese Air Mail Surtax cover.

SG 513, 519, 
595, GB 473, 
475 b 700,-

P 441 1942. Air Mail envelope addressed to the ‘Stabilizing Board of China, Chungking’ bearing Great Bri-
tain SG 473, 9d olive (2) tied by London roller with ‘Opened by Examiner/1870’ label, endorsed ‘Sur-
face Mail to Durban and Air Mail to Chungking via Calcutta’ and bearing on reverse China SG 426, 
50c brown, SG 466, 5c olive, SG 475, $5 green and scarlet, SG 519, 20c light blue and SG 594, $ 1 
black and brown tied by Chungking arrival and endorsed ‘$6.75/13 grams’. A remarkable Chinese Air 
Mail Surtax cover paying the 3 times surtax.

SG 426, 466, 
475, 519, 594, 
GB SG 473 b 600,-

P 442 1943. Registered Air Mail envelope written from the ‘Consulate General de France a Changhai’ ad-
dressed to New York bearing SG 420, 40c orange, SG 469, 10c green, SG 595, $2 black and blue 
(pair) and SG 597, $10 black and green (2) tied by Shanghai date stamp with registered label routed 
via Hong Kong with ‘Opened by Censor’ label and circular ‘Air Transit/4’ in blue on face, New York 
arrival and forwarded to Washington. Nice item paying the $24.50 Air Mail rate.

SG 420, 469, 
595 (2) 597 (2) b 350,-

P 443 1944/45, SYS commemorative $6, $10 tied ”KUNMING 27.8.44” on registered censored cover 
via India to Switzerland, 8 months in transit; also two registered airmail covers from Chengtu resp. 
Chungking to USA, detailed explanations in french included b/e 80,-

P 444 1944 covers from China Inland Mission Chungking written in same hand to Melbourne and Longue-
ville N.S.W., endorsed for airmail to Calcutta, franked scarce Provincial surcharge on 16c olive-brown 
(perf 13) and $2 pair, and $7, last censored on arrival at Sydney, roughly opened, (2). b 200,-

445 1944 (Sep 3) censored cover from China Inland Mission Taku to Maryborough Victoria with solo 
franking of imperf $10 (top margin), typewritten indication for airmail to Calcutta, thence surface, 
censored upon arrival at Melbourne. b 100,-

446 1944, Sun Yatsen $1 dark green block/8 and $5 carmine pink block/4 used on reverse of registered 
cover from KUNMING with prov. reg. label with hs. error ‘Kunmning S.O.5’ adressed to the University of 
Sydney/Australia with austral. censor marking, censorstrip and Sydney arrival cds. (11./12.9.1944), 
minor tonespots and light vertical bend between stamp blocks 456 (8), 461 (4) b 60,-

P 447 1945 (Mar-Jul?) censored covers featuring frankings of Dr Sun Yat-sen Anniversary, comprising (i) Church 
of Christ in China registered cover Chungking-Melbourne franked $47, Calcutta Censor tapes, wax seals, 
handstamps, backstamped Melbourne, and (ii) cover from Blind Girls’ School Hunan to Richmond S.A. 
endorsed “By B.O.A.C. to Calcutta/By P.A.A. to Australia.” franked $36, stamps tied by Lowti datestamp, 
Calcutta Censor tap/handstamp, another plain tape at right, reverse with large Chinese characters hand-
stamp and manuscript characters, minor blemishes, attractive and rare pair, (2). b 300,-

448 1945, Sun Yatsen, complete set of marginal blocks of 4, unused. (Chan 835-840) 625/630 (4) (*)/v 50,-
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449 1945, Li Len, complete set in blocks of 4, unmounted mint, XF (Chan 851-856) 637/642 (4) **/v 50,-
P 450 1946. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Diego-Suarez, Madagascar bearing SG 655, $ 100 

brown and SG 731, $40 grey (pair, faults) tied by Namhoi/Fatshan date stamp with matching re-
gistered label and framed ‘A.R.’ in red, routed via Canton and Mombasa/Kenya with Diego Suarez 
arrival. Nice item of destination mail during the Post War infl ation period. SG 655, 731 b 220,-

P 451 1946. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Diego-Suarez, Madagascar bearing SG 655, $100 
brown, SG 758, $2 green and SG 793, $300 carmine and blue (pair) tied by Namhoi/Fatshan date 
stamp with matching registered label and framed ‘A.R.’ in red, routed via Canton and Mombasa/
Kenya with Diego Suarez arrival. Nice item of destination mail during the Post War infl ation period.

SG 655, 758, 
793 (2) b 200,-

P 452 1946. Air Mail envelope (opened at three sides) addressed to the ‘Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank, China’ 
bearing Great Britain SG 471, 7d emerald green and SG 472, 8d carmine tied by Dorchester date stamp, 
underpaid with framed ‘T’ hand-stamp and bearing China (Post War Infl ation) SG 832, $50 on 3c brown-
lake and SG 877, $50 on 5c green (pair) tied by ‘T’ hand-stamp. Scarce usage as postage dues.

SG 832,  877 
(2), GB 471, 
472 b 280,-

P 453 1947, cover to US marked framed red ”AIR MAIL / DOUBLE REGISTERED” w. on reverse SYS plum 
blossoms $5000 (block-8) etc. ”SHANGHAI 15.10.47” to US, printed return of UNRRA offi ce Shang-
hai, unusual 795 (8) etc. b 120,-

P 453A 1947, (23.1) 50 $, 2x 200 $ and 500 $ ovrpr. stamps on airmail letter from ”SHANGHAI 25.1.47” to 
Burg, Germany,written from a German women, which was working for a doctor with very interesting 
content: ” I sent 3 pakets with food via Danmark to each of you ... The war criminal process is now 
fi nished and all will be sent home on the beginning of February.” b 200,-

P 454 1948, airmail $10.000 on $27 mausoleum (10, pair and on reverse block-8) w. airmail $50.000/$1 
and plum blossoms $500.000 (pair) tied ”TIENTSIN 11 27.8.48” to air mail cover (wert crease not 
affecting stamps) to Switzerland (backstamps), endorsed ”20 Gr 1156.” (T)

856 (10), 855, 
804 (2) e 80,-

P 455 1948. Air Mail envelope (opened at three sides) addressed to Shanghai, China bearing Great Britain 
SG 475, 1s bistre tied by Selby/York double ring, underpaid with framed ‘T’ hand-stamp and bearing 
on reverse China postage dues SG D924, $2000 purple (13) applied and tied by Shanghai receiver. 
Lovely item of Infl ation mail.

SG D924 (13), 
GB SG 475 b 600,-

P 456 1948/49, parcel stamps ovpt. set $200-1000 with SYS $20 and $80 on fi scal  canc. „SHANGHAI 
16.4.49” on reverse of „ON POSTAL SERVIC ENVELOPE” to Sweden, oval violet „District Post Offi ce, 
Cashier... 38.4.16”. Still included mimeographed bilingual list by Shanghai Postal Administration 
Philatelic dept. „List of Stamps on Sale” dated „Shanghai, March 25, 1949”.

947/49, 952, 
989 b 170,-

457 1949, postal service jubilee set (2) tied ”SHANGHAI 3.3.49” to registered cover w.on reverse consiti-
tution $ 2000/3000/5000 each strip-6, to Urugay, unusual destination, attractive b 50,-

458 1949, Silver Yuan surcharge issue for East Szechwan, complete set, unused without gum, fi ne (Chan 
S34-43) 1062-1071 (*)  50,-

CHINA - PORTOMARKEN    
see also 2894

P 459 1901, 4 c. deep brown, 5 c. salmon and 10 c. deep green with overprint „POSTAGE DUE” in block of 
four, one stamp 10 c. unused, others mint never hinged, fi ne (Chan D4-D6) 4-6 (4) **/v 100,-

P 460 1915/32, 1 C. blue (strip-3) w. 10 C. orange tied ”SHANGHAI 17.6.35” plus bilingual ”CANCELLED” on 
inbound bank cover from India w. 9 1/2 Pies frank tied ”QUETTA 12 3 35” adressed local to Captain 
of Punjab Rgt. and fwd. to Bombay, China and fi nally back to Quetta, colourful 43II (3), 56 b 80,-

P 461 1935. Envelope addressed to ‘The Captain of the P. & O. Steamer ”Corfu”, Yokohama’ bearing India 
SG 201, 3p grey and SG 237, 3p carmine tied by Landsdown double ring, underpaid with framed 
Japanese ‘Due/Sen 4’ bilingual instructional and forwarded to Shanghai with ‘T’ hand-stamp and 
bearing Chinese postage due SG D436, 5c orange tied by Shanghai receiver with boxed bilingual 
‘Cancelled’ in violet with framed British Post Offi ce ‘Inconnu/Unknown’, returned via Colombo ‘21st 
Oct 36’ and Aden with framed ‘Foreign Postage Due/Annas 6 Pies’ on face with boxed ‘D.L.O. Calcut-
ta’ and Lucknow/D.L.O. ‘23rd Dec 1936’ on reverse. Wonderful item.

SG D436, India 
SG 201, 237 b 600,-

CHINA - LOKALPOST (LOCAL POST)    
P 462 Taiwan 1887/95, fi rst issue unused no gum, on reverse top small thin; black fl ags, 2nd issue 30 C. 

blue, 50 C. red (with paper makers watermark), 100 C. violet, unused no gum as issued; plus Chefoo 
1 C. used (Michel cat. 780.-)

1, 11IAa, 
13IAa, 14IA (*)/g 150,-

P 463 CHINKIAN: 1894. Registered envelope addressed to Shanghai bearing Chinkiang SG 1, ½c rose-
red (2) and SG 5, 5c green tied by Chinkiang/Postal Service double ring with oval hand-struck ‘R’ 
and framed ‘Registered/No 100’ on face with boxed ‘Paid’ and ‘Registered’ hand-stamp in red with 
Shanghai/Local Post arrival on reverse. Very fi ne and attractive item. SG 1 (2), 5 b 750,-

P 464 CHINKIANG: 1896. Envelope addressed to Strasbourg bearing Chinkiang SG 16, 1c blue (corner 
fault) tied by Chinkiang/Postal Service double ring ‘29th Oct 96’ routed via Shanghai with Shang-
hai/Local Post/E transit in red on reverse ‘Oct 30’ and German Post Offi ce Shanghai with German 
‘Reichpost’ Michel 48, 20pf blue tied by Shanghai cds with Strasbourg receiver ‘7/12/96’ on 
reverse. Rare combination via the German Post Offi ce.

SG 16, DP 
China V48 b 2.800,-
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P 465 1897, Ichang,  (16-17 Nov.) registered envelope to Vienna (arrival d.s.) bearing on reverse I.C.P. 20c. 
from the top of the sheet, cancelled by ”Ichang” dollar chop in brown, with matching ”R” unframed 
h.s. adjacent, and on front France ”Chine” 50c. cancelled by ”Shang-hai/Chine” c.d.s (25.11), with 
”R” in frame h.s. alongside, the cover is additionally franked with an array of Local Post values (16, one 
has defect) also cancelled by the ”Ichang” dollar chop, light uniform toning, fi ne picturesque franking 
paying the 20 cents registered letter rate for overseas UPU countries. PROBABLY THE MOST SPECTA-
CULAR COVER IN EXISTANCE WITH THE SCARCE ICHANG DOLLAR CHOP. b 12.000,-

P 466 HANKOW: 1896, 2 c. green, single franking on cover to Shanghai, canc. with red cds. 27.7.96, also on 
reverse, arrival mark 30.7.96. 10 b 800,-

P 467 SHANGHAI: 1893. Postal stationary Local Post Newspaper Wrapper headed ‘Postage 1 Cent’ bearing 
SG 152, ½c on half 5c vermilion tied by Shanghai/Local Post/G in blue with adjacent ‘Customs/
Shanghai’ double ring in black ‘2/9/1893’addressed locally to the ‘Custom House’. Nice usage 
through both postal systems. Very fi ne. SG 152 b 450,-

P 468 SHANGHAI: 1898. Shanghai Local Post 1c brown postal stationary card advertising ‘Chai Luen Silk Emporium’ 
cancelled by Shanghai L.P.O. date stamp addressed to Nanking Road. Attractive advertising stationary item. GA 300,-

P 469 1917, POW card from camp „Jaroslawl-Kumar” (Russia) to Shanghai w. delivery mark „SHANGHAI C 
LOCAL POST MAY 10 17” b 130,-

CHINA - FLUGPOST    
see also 1185, 1186, 1188, 1191, 1192, 2155, 2156, 2159, 2161

470 FFC 1929, Shanghai - Nanking, 10 C. SYS state burial canc. „SHANGHAI 8.7.29” w. air mail 15 C. 
canc. pictorial propeller commemorative cds on registered cover to Nanking w. 18.7.8 backstamps (T) 221, 223 e 120,-

P 471 1931, FFC China-Europe via Siberia by EURASIA, offi cial Eurasia envelope with complete airmail set 
15 C.-90 C. and junks 5 C., 20 C. (2) canc. biplane commemorative dater „Nanking 20.5.31  regis-
tered to Berlin/Germany, on reverse transit comm. dater ”Manchuli 20.6.1„, Berlin 11.6.31 resp. 
12.6.31 arrivals, slight vert. crease not affecting stamps  (China Airpost Cat. #40) (T) Muller 36 e 250,-

P 471A 1931, FFC Eurasia Nanking - Berlin, biplane airmails 45, 60 and 90 C. etc. total $2.20 tied pictorial 
commemorative dater ”Nanking 20.5.31” (May 31, 1931), ”BERLIN C2 L 11.6.31” arrival on reverse, 
also red Berlin air mail p.o. marking ”certifi ed transported by airmail” 225/227 etc. e 80,-

P 471B 1931, FFC Eurasia Peiping - Berlin, biplane airmails 15 C. (2) and on reverse defi nitives total $1.90 for 
a $2.20 rate tied pictorial commemorative dater ”Peiping 20.5.31” (May 31, 1931) to offi cial Eurasia 
envelope to Germany, ”BERLIN C2 L 11.6.31” arrival on reverse, also red Berlin air mail p.o. marking 
”certifi ed transported by airmail”, to ”Air Captain Henke Berlin central airport / Lufthansa” (T)

204, 205, 223 
(2) etc. f 80,-

471C 1939, FFC CNAC Chungking-Rangoon/Burma, great wall airmails 25 C., 50 C. tied large commemora-
tive dater ”CHUNGKING 30.10.1939” to Rangoon with violet ”FIRST FLIGHT OCT. 30th, 1939” along-
side, to cacheted air mail cover w. backstamp ”RANGOON G.P.O. 31 SEPT. 39”, clean condition (T) 263, 266 f 120,-

P 472 1932, SYS 25 C. canc. „SHANGHAI 24.9.32” on cover „round the world fl ight by von Gronau” by fl ying 
boat „Dornier Greenland Whale” to Manila/Phillipines with pictorial arrival „Manila September 27, 
1932” plus some day dater on reverse, rare e 300,-

P 473 FFC, 1932, Shanghai-Manila by von Gronau-fl ight in fl ying boat „Groenland Wal” w. 33 C. frank canc. 
„SHANGHAI 24.9.32”, violet cachet „ROUND-THE-WORLD-FLIGHT CAPTAIN ...GRONAU 1932 / MANI-
LA, SEPTEMBER 27, 1932” with same day MANILA P.I. arrival on reverse, also three-line „Via ”DOR-
NIER GREENLAND WHALE...„, scarce, AAMC 1168h e 300,-

P 473A 1939, FIRST FLIGHT CHUNGKING-RANGOON: 25 C and 50 C on airmail cover with canc. ”CHUNG-
KING 30.10.1939” and violett cachet First Flight Oct 30’th 1939 with b/s arrival, good condition! (T) e 100,-

CHINA - PROVINZEN    
P 474 1942, ovpt. issues for Kansu, Eastern Szechuan, Kweichow, Kwangsi, Fukien, Kiangsi, Yunnan (2), 

Western Szechuan and Shensi, unused no gum as issued, Chan ex 628/41 cat. $2350.- (Michel cat. 
1780.-) 471/84 ex (*)  700,-

P 475 Singkiang, 10 c. tied ”TIHWA 18.3.25” on cover to Sweden, endorsed ”Bachty and Siberia”, sender 
Ambolt c/o Sven Hedein exhibition, on reverse censortape of Signkiang Military Govt. tied by red seal 
and ”STOCKHOLM 18.2.30” arrival b 300,-

P 476 SINKIANG: 1943, 5,00 $ red/dark-green unmounted mint plate block of four with inscription on margin 
„ENGRAVED & PRINTED BY CHUNG HWA BOOK CO LTD” surcharged in black with the province name. 116A **/v 200,-

477 Sinkiang, 1929, Unity Celebration, 4 values complete, mint. (Chan PS75-78) Prov Sinking 58/61 *    50,-
P 478 SINKIANG: 1931. Envelope written front Hong Kong addressed to Sinkiang Province, China bearing 

Hong Kong SG 123,8c orange, SG 124, 10c ultramarine and SG 126, 25c magenta tied by Hong Kong 
double ring with Kitai arrival and forwarded to Hutupi bearing Chinese Sinkiang SG 65, 50c green tied 
by circular Kitai with Hutupi vernacular arrival on reverse. Superb item of forwarding mail.

SG 65, HK 123, 
124, 126 b 600,-

479 Szechwan, 1933/34, defi nitves, 12 values complete, mint. (Chan SC12-23) Szechuan 12/23 *    50,-
P 480 SZECHWAN: 1933. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Shanghai bearing Szechwan Province SG 5, 5c 

yellow-green and SG 16, 8c orange-red (8) mixed with Chinese Imperial SG 410, ½c sepia (4) tied by Tungchu-
an-Fu/Yunnan vernacular date stamp with boxed ‘R’ hand-stamp and double hand-struck ‘R/R’ for Recipients 
Receipt, Air Mail label and Shanghai arrival. Very fi ne item of Recipients mail from Szechwan. (T)

SG 5, 16 (8), 
China SG 
410 (4) b 380,-
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P 481 SZECHWAN: 1940. Censored envelope addressed to London bearing Dr Sun Yat-sen SG 402, 25c 
blue (pair) tied by San-Ho/Szechwan Province vernacular date stamp routed via Chungkiang and 
Kunming (Yunnan) with French Indo-China ‘Controle Postal Militaire’ censor label and oval ‘Ouvert/
Par/L’Autorite Militaire’ censor hand-stamp with ‘Passed For Transmission/5’ Singapore censor in 
violet. Lovely item of censored mail from Szechwan Province with unusual routing. SG 402 (2) b 180,-

482 1943, ovpt. issues: general issue (mint 12/used 4), East Szwechuan (7/1), kweichow (setting I x1, 
III x3 inc. one used), Kwangsi (mint 3, used 1), Shensi (mint used each 1), Hunan 8 inc. corner copa, 
used 1), Kwangtung (4), W. Szechwan (wide O x3, narrow O x 2 inc. used), unused no gum as issued 
resp. used, Chan ex 642/654 cat. $950.- (M) (*)/g 220,-

P 483 Yunnan, 1926, overprints, 20 values complete, mint, 20 D. without gum. (Chan Y1-20) Yunnan: 1/20 */(*) 200,-
P 484 1949, 3$ red railway issue, mint no gum as issued, unfolded complete sheet with horizontal imperf 

error on fi ve bottom rows, full margins on all sides, very rare variety on complete sheet! (MS) Ostch.19 (200) (*)  700,-
P 485 1949, 5$ brown railway issue, mint no gum as issued, unfolded complete sheet with vertical double 

perf error between row 8 and 9, sheet imperf at right and left, full margins on all sides, very rare 
variety! (MS) Ostch.20 (200) (*)  300,-

CHINA - NORDOSTPROVINZEN    
P 486 1946, $1/$10, $2/$20and $5/$50 (pair) with pen cross on registered air mail cover from ”Harbin-

Taowei” via ”SHANGHAI 20.3.46” to Sweden, large slit not affecting stamps, cover complete, very rare 
foreign usage of this issue, soon used up and replaced 3, 4, 5 (2) e 200,-

CHINA - GANZSACHEN    
see also 645, 2116, 2163, 2217

P 488 1879, ICP 1 C. canc. oval bilingual ”KIAOCHOW” with german offi ces 5 Pf. canc. ”TSINGTAU 14/3 00” 
to Germany w. arrival ”ALTENBURG 29.4.00” GA 80,-

P 490 1897, card 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. canc. intl. dater ”LUNGCHOW 18 JAN 02„ in com-
bination w. French Indochina, 10 C. canc. ”LANGSON 10 JANV 02”, to „Transport Representative” 
(Yunann railway construction project) at Cao Bang/Tonking w. ”21 JANV 02„ backstamp. Senders 
dateline ”Long-Tcheo 17/1/1902„, exhibition item, cert. Roumet (2012) Han 1, 60, 61 GA 2.000,-

P 491 1897, card ICP uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. tied tombstone ”Chengchun / p. o.” via lunar dater 
”Kwangtung Hingning” and bilingual dater ”SWATOW 18 JAN 03” in combination with Hong Kong KE-
VII 4 C. with framed tie mark ”I.P.O. canc. ”VICTORIA HONG KONG 19 JA 05”to Switzerland w. arrival  
”ERLENBACH 21.II.05”, vert. crease not affecting stamps GA 200,-

P 492 1897, ICP 1 C. canc. ”SHANGHAI 26 SEP 21” to ”TSINGTAU 29 9 03” (domestic tariff), to staff of 
German Far East Squadron fl agship with long text. Han 1 GA 100,-

P 493 1897, card ICP 1 C. red canc. large dollar in blue ”TAKU 5 APR 99” Han 1 GA 100,-
P 494 1897, card 1 C. uprated 1 c., 2 C. canc. oval bilingual „KIAOCHOW FEB 3 1902” in combination w. 

Kiautschou 5 Pf. green (pair) tied „TSINGTAU 9/2 02” via NAGASAKI , YOKOHAMA and TACOMA to 
Kansas City/Mo., USA, slightly reduced on top GA 800,-

P 495 1897, ICP 1 C. canc. tombstone „post offi ce / Tsimo” via ”KIAOCHOW„ to  „TSINGTAU 21 / 5 00”, on 
reverse senders dateline ”Tsimo den 16.5.1900.„ Han 1 GA 600,-

496 1897, card ICP 1 C.  (2, toning, one corner bend)  tied oval ”PEKING APR 7 1901” resp. ”MAY 22 
1901”, used as german fi eld post card with transit of fi eld post station No. 2 (Peking), one with pain-
ting of faintings on reverse, german arrival markings GA 200,-

497 1898, card ICP 1 C.  (vert. bend) uprated coiling dragon 1 C. tied oval ”PEKING MAR 3 1901” to 
Spremberg/Germany, german FPO No. 3 marking and arrival, dateline ”Yang-tsun” Han 1 etc. GA 120,-

P 498 1898, ICP card 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. canc. „Tresor et Postes Aux Armees 5 China 5 3 DEC” 
with Tientsin „2nd Dec. 1900” datelinge via french mail steamer „Corps Exp. Tonkin Ligne N. 7 13 DEC 
00„ (Salles fi g. 1954), No. 7 = steamer ”Ernest Simons„ to Marseilles, slight corner creases, amazing item Han 1 GA 700,-

P 499 1898, card ICP 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1/2 C. canc. blue ”TIENTSIN 12 JAN 01” plus 6 diffe-
rent foreign countries stamps including Russia w. red Tientsin dater and German offi ces 3 Pf. with 
hand-stamp ”CHINA”, to place near Posen (Poznan), Prussia. Vert. bend and slight creases, attractive 
7-country franking, signed Köhler and photo-cert. Jäschke-Lantelme BPP (2013). (T)

Han 1; german 
offi ces 8 etc. GA 350,-

P 500 1898, reply card 1+1 C. form use with german Kiautschou 10 Pf. tied ”TSINGTAU 2-5 01” to ”COBURG 
10.6.01”, reply part adhering unused Han 3 GA 80,-

P 501 1898, card ICP 1 C. uprated Russia (unoverprinted) 1 C., 3 C. tied bluish violet ”SHANKHAI 22.11.98” 
(Tchilingirian fi g. 494 rated ”RR”), to Jena/Germany w. ”31.12.98” arrival, some toning.

Han 1; Russ. 
45x, 47x GA 500,-

P 502 1898, card ICP 1 C. uprated carps 30 C. (oxydized) tied bilingual dater ”TANGSHAN 5 MAR 02” to 
Germany, toning and few stains Han 1; 67 GA 300,-

P 503 1898, card 1 C. red uprated 4 C., 5 C. rose (2) tied ”SHANGHAI 17 NOV 02” registered to Berlin/
Germany, adresses name part razed, painting on reverse Han 2 GA 120,-

P 504 1898, CIP 1+1 C. uprated coliling dragon 1/2 C. (2), 2 C. canc. ”CHEFOO 9 SEP 01” in combination 
w. french offi ces 10 C. tied ”SHANG-HAI 12 SEP 01” to Germany w. arrival ”RUDOLSTADT 21 10 01”, 
reply part fully uprated adhering unused

Han 3; 59 
(2), 61 GA 200,-
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P 505 1898, PS card CIP reply part 1 C. red (corner crease) uprated used, bilingual dater ”TIENTSIN 10 JAN 
01” in blue via ”Shanghai 26 JAN 01” on reverse and ”HONG KONG F JA 31 01” on front, underpaid 
for the 4 C. rate (stamps fallen off) and marked bold ”T” in blue with pencil ”fr.0,05” alongside, arrival 
ms. note inc. large crayon ”10” (german Pfennigs to collect), adressed to Germany with ”FRANKFURT 
2/3/01” arrival mark, on reverse message in german and Tientsin 8/I/1901 dateline, fi ne and very 
scarce, according to Yu An Chen less than 5 copies of CIP reply part taxed known, showpiece! GA 200,-

P 506 1898, reply card 1+1 C. canc. lunar dater ”Shanghaic -.10.3” w. ”SHANGHAI LOCAL POST A NOV 9 04” 
delivery marking, printed ad for coal, reply part adhering unused Han 3 GA 80,-

P 507 1898, CIP 1+1 C. uprated coliling dragon 1 C., 2 C. canc. ”SHANGHAI 2 SEP 06” via Shanghai BPO 
and Hong Kong to Siam ”BANGKOK 16.9.1906”, reply part uprated adhering unused, printed ad for 
”Pantelegraphy” new telegraphic code, very clean condition Han 3; 60, 61 GA 150,-

P 508 1898, CIP reply part 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. tied bilingual dater ”PEKING 1 SEP 06” via 
Shanghai to Leipzig/Germany, on reverse painting Han 3r; 60, 61 GA 80,-

P 509 1898, card 1 C. red reply part canc. lunar dater ”Kwangtung Tungkun -.8.21” via Canton to Hong Kong 
w. arrival, Rhenish Mission correspondence Han 3r GA 80,-

P 510 1899, card CIP 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1/2 C., 1 C. (3), 2 C. (2) tied fi ve strikes bilingual dater 
”SHANGHAI 13 OCT 04” registered to Japan ”YOKOHAMA 23 OCT 04” and fwd. to Kobe with two paper 
slips of Kobe p.o. with native daters of Oct. 25.  To Lieutenant aboard austro-hungarian cruiser ”Kai-
serin Elisabeth”, on reverse painting ‘austrian navy rowing boats’. Special tarif to Japan from 1903, 
card rate 1 1/2 C. respectively registration fee 7 C. = correct postage. Unusual 8 1/2 C. franking.

Han 2; 59, 60 
(3), 61 (2) GA 300,-

P 511 1900, 1 c. postal stationery card with addition franking coiling dragon 1 c. and 2 c., tied by cds. ”TIEN-
TSIN 17.DEC.” via german fi eld post to Germany with arrival mark, fi ne GA 100,-

P 512 1900, stationery card 1 c. rose, uprated by 1/2 c. brown, 1 c. ocre and 2 c. carmine, cancelled with 
oval cds. ”KIAOCHOW MAR 15”, transferred to German P.O., franked with 5 pfg. green P.O.China (Kiao-
chow forerunner), canc. ”TSINGTAU 16.3.00”, to Frankfurt/Germany with arrival mark 28.4.00, card 
with slight unobstrusive imperfections, signed Bothe BPP. GA 600,-

P 513 1900, Stempel ”KAIS. DEUTSCHE FELDPOST-EXPEDITION * b 7:11” auf FP-Karte (Mittelfalte) mit 
violettem Truppenstempel ”Ostasiatisches/Pionier-Bataillon.” nach Magdeburg (Ank. Stpl. 21.12.00) 
- Stempel. Rarität!! P GA 250,-

514 1901, stationery 1c, uprated with coiling dragon 1/2 c + 1c + 5c, tied by oval ”PEKING” to Germany, 
light patina, otherwise sound. GA 100,-

P 515 1901, Stempel ”K.K. FELD-POSTSTATION No. 7 7/1 bzw. 30/1” auf 2 nicht gelaufenen Karten (1 x 
mit dekorativer Wasserfarben-Zeichnung) mit Petschili 5 Pf Germania bzw. Petschili 10 Pf Germania 
(Marken minimal zahnstockig). P V b, V c GA/b 80,-

P 516 1903. First Issue Imperial Chinese Post Coiling Dragon 1c rose postal stationary card bearing In-
do-China SG 25, 15c grey tied by Hanoi/Tonkin double ring addressed to ‘I. M. Customs, Tsingtau, 
China’ routed via Victoria/Hong Kong and Shanghai with Kiaochow receiver on face. Lovely item. GA 1.500,-

P 517 1903, stationery card 1 c. red, uprated with 2 c. red and 4 c. brown, canc. with violet oval cds ”WEIH-
SIEN 14.1203”, to Tsingtau/Kiauchow, arrival mark of Chinese and German P.O. 15.12.03., slightly 
soiled. GA 850,-

P 518 1903, stationery card 1 c. rose with 6 different cancellations province of Shantung. GA 850,-
P 519 1905. Second issue ‘Chinese Imperial Post’ coiling Dragon 1c red postal stationary card cancelled by 

Kanui vernacular date stamp with arrival cachet. Very fi ne item with ”Germania-Bräu nach Münche-
ner Brauart, Tsingtau” adverting on reverse. GA 300,-

P 520 1906, stationery card 1 c. red, uprated with 1 c. ocre and 2 c. red, from Linkow 3.6.06 to Germany, 
Shanghai transit mark and German arrival mark 28.7.06 on front, card with some imperfections 
at top. GA 1.300,-

P 521 1907, ICP card 1 C. ovpt. ”SOLD IN BULK” canc. bilingual ”CANTON 11 JAN 13” to Shameen, two 
postbox dispatch chops alongside, toning, on reverse message of ”Canton Club” Han 1a GA 80,-

P 522 1907, card 1 C. green question part canc. boxed dater ”Shantung Chowtsun 9.11„ to Tsingchow w. 
next day arrival Han 5m GA 800,-

P 523 1907, 1 C. green question part canc. lunar dater „Kiangsu Shanghai 12.11” to secretary of Club 
Concordia, on reverse printed invitation to Club’s sylvester dinner HAN 5m GA 500,-

P 524 1907, card 1 C. green oval canc. ”SHANGHAI 6 APR 08” used local, on reverse printed message ”mas-
que ball in Club Concordia” showing sketch of punch, on reverse margin 3 mm toning Han 4 GA 100,-

525 1907, card 1 C. green oval canc. ”SHANGHAI 6 APR 08” used local, on reverse printed message 
”masque ball in Club Concordia” showing sketch of punch, reverse partially toning Han 4 GA 100,-

P 526 1907, card 1 C. green upratee coiling dragon 1/2 C., 1 C., 2 C. ”SHANHGAI 27 JAN 08” to Swiss w. 
arrival ”ZÜRICH 4.III.08”, slight toning GA 150,-

527 1907, card 1 C. green oval canc. ”SHANGHAI 6 APR 08” used local, on reverse printed message 
”masque ball in Club Concordia” showing sketch of punch Han 4 GA 100,-

P 528 1907, card 1 C. green oval canc. ”SHANGHAI 6 APR 08” used local, on reverse printed message 
”masque ball in Club Concordia” showing sketch of punch Han 4 GA 100,-
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P 529 1908. Third issue coiling Dragon postal stationary- card 1c green written from Mengtsz dated 9th 
Mars 08 cancelled by Imperial Post Offi ce Mengtsz date stamp addressed to the ‘French Consu-
late Yunnan-fu’. Very rare item of stationary used from Yunnan Province. GA 1.400,-

P 529A 1908, Chinese Imperial Post stationery card 1 C yellow-green with German canc. ”MECKLENBURG-
HAUS (KIAUTSCHOU) 28.7.10” and fi ne pencil-drawing of Talau valley on reverse. H&G 6 GA 600,-

P 530 1908, card square dragon 1 C. green uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. green tied bilingual dater 
”TIENTSIN 22 SEP 09” via Tientsin french offi ce to Berlin/Germany

Han 7m; 
59, 72 GA 70,-

531 1908, square dragon 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1 C. canc. bilingual dater ”HANKOW 18 JAN 13” via 
”MOUKDEN 22 JAN 13” to Berlin/Germany (left margin toining); square dragon 1 C. (uprate missing, 
soiling) canc. boxed dater ”Shantung (Tsi)nan” via bilingual daters ”KIAOCHOW” and ”CHEFOO” (on 
reverse) and Chefoo french p.o. to Heidelberg/Germany, ink sketch on reverse GA 70,-

P 532 1908, square dragon 1 C. green uprated 5 C. violet resp. 10 C. ultra (each margin copies) tied ”TIEN-
TSIN” resp. ”HANKOW” to Coburg/Germany; UPU card junk 4 C. red  (corner crease) canc. ”HARBIN 
28. APR 21” to Germany GA 100,-

P 533 1908, square dragon double card 1+1 C.(blot top right) uprated 4 C. tied bilingual dater ”WUCHOW 2 
JAN 09” via Shanghai BPO and Hong KONG to Lilienthal near Bremen/Germany Han 7; 62 GA 100,-

P 534 1910 (ca.). Second issue ”Chinese Imperial Post” coiling Dragon 1c red postal stationery card with 
‘Sold in Bulk’ unframed hand-stamp addressed to Heang-Aug cancelled by vernacular date stamp 
with printed advertising ‘Xmas Presents’ on reverse. Very fi ne. GA 350,-

P 535 1912/13, fl ag card 1 C. uprated junk 3 C. canc. bilingual boxed dater ”NINGTU 4.5...” via ”SHANGHAI 
17 MAY15” to Hof/Bavaria, Germany, WWI usage GA 60,-

P 536 1912, stationery card 1 c. green, reply part, used from Fuitsu 30.11.12 to Canton with arrival 
mark 4.12.12. GA 1.600,-

P 537 1912, stationery card 1 c. green, question part, uprated by 1 c. ocre and 2 c. green, canc. ”PAKHOI 
8.11.12” to Germany. GA 800,-

P 538 1912, dragon 1 C. ovpt. ”China Republlic” tied bilingual dater ”SANTUAO 13 AUG 12” to Foochow with 
lunar dater arrival ”1st year 8th month 15th day”, showing already new calender, toning GA 70,-

P 539 1912, fl ag card 1 C. canc. boxed bilingual ”KWEILIN 1.11.15” (Nov. 15, 1912) via Canton to Hong 
Kong. Also form usage: GB KGV 1/2d pasted to card canc. WIMBLEDON 30 JUN 13” to Diessen a. 
Ammersee/Bavaria, marked sexagonal ”T” (british), square ”P.” (german) plus handwritten blue cray-
on ”10” (german Pf. due) Han 10 GA 60,-

P 540 1912, fl ag card 1 C. canc. bilingual dater ”CHENGTU 22 JUN 14” via Wanhsien, Hankow and Shanghai 
to Germany, uprate lost underway and marked large bold ”T”, german handwritten ”10” (amount due 
in german currency). Long typewritten text of sender mentioning reception by governor at Chengtu. Han 10 GA 100,-

P 541 1912, fl ag card 1 C. light green uprated coiling dragon 1 C. and commemoratives 3 C. Dr. Sun (2) 
resp. Yuan Shi-Kai (2) canc. fi ve strikes bilingual dater ”KWANGCHENGTZE 1 SEP 13” w. same 
boxed bilingual dater alongside, registered via Siberia to Budapest/Hungary w. ”913 SEP 17” 
arrivals, long message on reverse. Late mixed frank Empire/Republic, attractive usage.

60, 128 (2), 
138 (2) GA 1.000,-

P 542 1912, fl ag card 1 C. w. violet ”POW Mail” sent from Shanghai (15/4/15 dateline on reverse) to Mat-
suyama camp, Japan; vermilion japanese ”POW mail”, also light blue ”POW information offi ce/cen-
sorship passed” (of Tokyo, shortlived censor mark), rare GA 100,-

P 543 1912, fl ag card 1 c. light green uprated junk 3 C. tied ”SHANGHAI 31 JAN 15” to Belgium, adress cros-
sed out and pasted over by blue label of british censor ”OPENED BY CENSOR / RETURN TO SENDER” 
tied by ”TIENTSIN 15 OCT 15”. Mail to german occupied Belgium was admitted from from Germany, 
Luxemburg, Netherlands and Austria-Hungary only. Very unusual GA 200,-

P 544 1912, fl ag card 1 c. light green uprated junk 3 C. tied ”SHANGHAI JAN 3 15” to Belgium, two line violet 
”Zurück / Keine Beförderungsmöglichkeit / Retour / Pas de communications” and ”Exchange Offi ce”, 
also ”SHANGHAI 10 MAY 15” and  ”RETURNED LETTER OFFICE 10 MAY 15 CHINA”. - Mail to german 
occupied Belgium was admitted from from Germany, Luxemburg, Netherlands and Austria-Hungary 
only. Very unusual. GA 150,-

P 545 1912, fl ag card 1 c. light green uprated junk 3 C. tied ”SHANGHAI MAY 9 15” to Belgium, adress 
crossed out and two line ”Destination inaccessible / Retour à l’envoyeur”, also bilingual chinese 
”RETURNED/TO WRITER”, ”AMBULANT No.2 PUKOWKU TIENTSIN”, ”SHANGHAI SEP 8 15” and ”RE-
TURNED LETTER OFFICE 11 SEP 15 CHINA”. Mail to WWI-german occupied Belgium was admitted 
from Germany, Luxemburg, Netherlands and Austria-Hungary only. Very unusual. GA 200,-

P 546 1914, UPU card 4 C. (corner crease) uprated 2 C. / 3 C. tied bilingual  ”TRAIN POST OFFICE No. 2 / 
KIN - SUI 12.8.27” via ”HARBIN 30 AUG 23” to Berlin-Wilmersdorf, Germany GA 80,-

P 547 1914, UPU card 4 C. canc. ”SHANGHAI 22 NOV 15” via Siberia to Rome/Italy. Transits ”BUREAU 
AMBULANT PUKOWKU-TIENTSIN” resp. ”PEKING-MOUKDEN”, ”PETROGRAD 15.12.15” plus russian 
censorship ec., on reverse arrival ”ROMA 14.I.16” GA 60,-

P 548 1914, UPU card 4 C. canc. ”TIENTSIN D 28 APR 16” via Siberia and Denmark to Austria Hungary red 
cross, transits”BUREAU AMBULANT No. 2 29 APR 16 PEKING-MOUKDEN”, bilingual ”MANCHOULI 2 
MAY 16”, censormarks of Russia (violet) and Austria-Hungary (red) GA 70,-
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P 549 1915/23, card junk 1 C. light green (2): canc. ”SHANGHAI LOCAL POST E MAY 28 17” used local w. 
on reverse printed invitation of ”The Shanghai Philatelic Society” for a regular meeting signed by se-
cretary R. E. Seatehard (thins on reverse). And uprated 1923 junks 1 C. (2), 3 c. tied ”PEKING 8.5.24” 
to Muncih/Germany. Han 12, 18 etc. GA 100,-

P 550 1915, Tsitsihar POW camp:  junk card 1 C. light green canc. ”TSITSIHAR 7.11.1” (Nov. 1, 1918) to Hun-
gary, sender hungarian POW formerly of camp Berezovka/Siberia, now in chinese internment camp 
Tsitsihar(Manchuria)  with large violet bilingual censormark ”INTERNIERTEN... CHICHIHAR...”, chinese 
seal in vermilion, red double circle by US censor, uprate top left removed, but very rare GA 100,-

P 551 1915, Nanking POW camp:  junk card 1 C. light green canc. ”NANKING CITY 10.4.7” to Bremen/Ger-
many and fwd. local, transit ”SHANGHAI 6 APR 17”. Endorsed ”Service des prisonniers de guerre”, 
vermilion boxed ”Nanking POW internment camp / censorship passed”, also US-censor in violet and 
german censor in red, vermilion s. l. ”PRISONERS OF WAR” GA 150,-

P 552 1915, junk 1 C. light green. canc. boxed bilingual dater ”KIRIN 6.4.4” (April 4, 1917) to Kurume POW 
camp, Japan: endorsed ”SdPdG”, japanese tax mark cancelled (POW mail free of charge), on reverse 
large violet censor seal ”G” of Kurume camp GA 100,-

P 553 1915, card junk 1 c. light green ”SHANGHAI 12 NOV 15” to Netherlands via french offi ce and Sibe-
ria, ”PETROGRAD 25.XI.1915”, ”UTRECHT 25.XII.15” and fwd. to german occupied Belgium, however 
pink label bilingual french/fl emish ”Germany does not admit correspondence to Belgium originating 
elsewhere than Luxemburg, Netherlands or Austria-Hungary” and returned, ”RETURNED/LETTER OF-
FICE / CHINA” etc. markings (uprate removed). Mail to german occupied Belgium was admitted from 
from Germany, Luxemburg, Netherlands and Austria-Hungary only. Very unusual. GA 200,-

P 554 1917, junk 1 C. light green uprated junk 3 C. canc. boxed bilingual „YUNGFENG 6.1.18” (Jan. 18, 
1917) via ”CHANGSHA 20 JAN 17„ and ”SHANGHAI 5 FEB 17„ to Lorch/Remstal, Germany. Violet s. l. 
”NOT TRANSMISSIBLE„ applied at Hong Kong and returned via ”CHANGSHA 20 JUL 17„ GA 700,-

P 555 1917, card 1 C. light green uprated junk 1 C., 3 C. tied boxed bilingual dater ”SHANGHAI 11.6.27”, 
same bilingual dater ”28 JUN 22” to Batavia/Java w. two ”14.7.22” arrivals. Underpaid 1 C. for 
the 6 C. UPU rate and marked bold ”T” tie-ing 1 C. plus due amount in pencil ”30 cts” 194, 152 GA 1.200,-

P 556 1920. Chinese Imperial Post postal stationary double reply card ‘Junk’ 1c apple-green cancelled by 
Peking/2 date stamp addressed locally with reply attached and advertising ‘Peking Golf and Country 
Club’ annual dinner’. Superb item of stationary. GA 220,-

P 557 1922, card reply part 1 1/2 C. blue uprated junk 1/2 C., 1 C. and 3 C. tied bilingual dater ”HWEISHIEN 
KAN 31.3.25”, transits LIOYANG, NINGKIANG, KWANGYÜN, CHUNGKING and on reverse ”SHANGHAI 
26.4.25” to Australia (unusual destination). Message on reverse with interesting observations: ””Let-
ters are not coming through owing to fi ghting in Honan... I am sending this card by way of Sichuan... 
As far as we know there is no disturbance in this province.” This corresponds to the two-line route 
marking ”Foreign / Szechuan Chungking”. Remarkable document of then mail conditions. 148, 188, 191 GA 500,-

P 558 1912, 1c + 1c green postal stationery answering card ”Republic China” surcharged issue, mint un-
used, very fi ne, certifi cate Haveman 2012 (T) Han. Nr. 9 GA 500,-

P 559 1926, UPU card 6 C. vermilion canc. bilingual dater ”HARBIN 21.1.27” to Los Angeles/USA GA 60,-

CHINA - BESONDERHEITEN    
see also 1549, 2092, 2093, 2151, 2159, 2160, 2161, 2163, 2217, 4425

P 562 1860 (FRENCH EXPEDITIONARY FORCES). Envelope written from Tien-Tsin dated ‘27th Dec 1860’ 
addressed to France bearing French ‘Napoleon’ Yvert 14, 20c blue tied by ‘CECB’ with adja-
cent ‘Corps Exp. Chine./Bau B’ date stamp ‘28th Dec/60’ and framed ‘PD’ in red, over-struck 
by ‘CECB.C’ applied at the Bureau Central in Shanghai with framed instructional ‘Affranchisse-
ment/Insuffi sant’ on face in red, routed via Paris with transit and Rouan arrival ‘April 26 1861’ on 
reverse. Lovely item from the French Troops relocated in Tien-tsin sent at the Offi cers concessio-
nary rate but not authorized by the Chef of the Detachment. Great rarity. France Yv. 14 b 6.000,-

P 563 1860 (FRENCH EXPEDITIONARY FORCES). Folded letter with content written from Chefoo dated 
‘23rd Juillet I860’ addressed to France bearing French ‘Napoleon’ Yvert 14, 20c blue tied by 
‘CECB.C’ routed via Shanghai with adjacent ‘Corps Exp. Chine/Bau Central’ date stamp ‘31st 
July/60’ and framed ‘PD’ in red erased by ‘CECB.C’ and charged with hand-struck ‘30’, routed 
via Paris with transit and Rouan arrival ‘Sept 28’ on reverse. Lovely item from the French Troops 
disembarking in Tchefou (July/August 1860) sent at the Offi cers concessionary rate but not aut-
horized by the Chef of the Detachment. Great rarity. FR. Yv. 14 b 6.000,-

P 564 1861, entire folded envelope dated ”Shanghai Dec. 23 1861” w. vermilion oval ”FORWARDED BY W. 
PUSTAU & Co. HONG KONG” accountancy marking ”GB 1 F 62 1/10 C.” and ”HONG KONG C DE 31 
61” to France w. ”PARIS 14 FEB 62” backstamp b 450,-

P 565 1869 (FRENCH POST OFFICES IN SHANGHAI). Envelope addressed to Lyon bearing French Napoleon 
‘Empire Franc’ Yvert 23, 40c orange and ‘Empire Française’ Yvert 31, orange tied by ‘5/04’ in lozenge 
with adjacent Shanghai/Bau Française double ring with framed ‘PD ‘ in red and Marseille transit with 
Lyon receiver. Very fi ne mixed issue franking.

France Yv. 
23, 31 b 850,-

P 566 1872 (UNITED STATES POST OFFICE IN CHINA). Envelope to New York bearing Yvert 44, 10c brown 
tied by cork cancel with adjacent ‘U.S. Postal Agency Shanghai’ date stamp routed via San Francisco 
with arrival on reverse. Very fi ne. USA Yv. 44 b 180,-
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P 567 1873 (FRENCH POST OFFICES IN SHANGHAI). Envelope written from ‘Lacroix Cousins & Co, Shanghai’ 
addressed to France bearing French Ceres Yvert 54,10c brown/rose (pair) and Yvert 57, 80c rose 
tied by gros chiffres ‘5104’ with adjacent ‘Shang-Hai/Chine’ double ring ‘27/11’, sent on the steamer 
‘Sindh’ via Marseillef with Lyon ‘8/1/74 arrival on reverse. Very fi ne.

France Yv. 54 
(2), 57 b 600,-

P 568 1874 (FRENCH POST OFFICES IN SHANGHAI). Printed circular written from Shanghai dated ‘2nd Mai 
1874’ addressed to France bearing French ”Ceres” Yvert 60a, 25c blue tied by ‘5104’ in dotted lozen-
ge sent on the French paquebot ”Travancore”. Scarce item paying the Printed Circular rate from the 
French Post Offi ce in Shanghai. Fr. Yv. 60a b 600,-

P 569 1877 (FRENCH POST OFFICES IN SHANGHAI). Envelope addressed to France bearing France Type 
‘Ceres’ Yvert 54, 10c brown/rose (pair) and Yvert 57, 80c rose tied by ‘5104’ in lozenge with adja-
cent ‘Shang-Hai/Chine’ double ring routed via Suez and Marseille with Paris arrival on reverse. Very 
attractive cover.

Fr. Yv. 54 
(2), 57 b 600,-

P 570 1887, U.S. Post in Shanghai, 5 c. Garfi eld on cover to Plainfi eld/USA, canc. with black barred 
cancellation, violet cds. ”U.S. POSTAL AGENCY SHANGHAI 8 JUL 87” alongside, endorsed ”via San 
Francisco”, San Francisco transit mark 2.8. and Plainfi eld arrival mark 10.8 on reverse. USA 51 b 2.500,-

P 571 1890, German Imperial Post 10 Pf. red, block of four with cds ”KAISERLICH DEUTSCHE POSTAGEN-
TUR SHANGHAI 15.4.90” on cover, sent by english mail to Hague, Netherlands with arrival 22.9.90, 
there forwarded to Wolfenbüttel, Germany with arrival 23.9.90, VF! 41 (4) b 350,-

P 572 1892 (RUSSIAN POST OFFICES). 1892. Envelope addressed to ‘Doctor Popoff’ on the French Navire 
”Souvenir d’Azow” at Hong Kong bearing Yvert 28, 1k orange (5), Yvert 32, 7k blue and Yvert 33, 14k 
blue and orange tied by date stamp in blue ‘30/2’ with ambulant on reverse ‘4 Mars’, forwarded to 
Nagasaki via the Japanese Post Offi ce in China with ‘I.J.P.O. Shanghai/Meiji 25’ transit double ring 
‘22/3’ and arrival in Nagasaki ‘23 April on reverse. (T)

Russia Yv. 28 
(5), 32, 33 b 400,-

P 573 Incoming mail, 1892, Colombia, PU card 2 C. canc. blue duplex ”PANAMA 13 OC 93” via NY, SF to 
Shanghai w. ”US POSTAL AGENCY SHANGHAI NOV 29 93” arrival and blue ”SHANGHAI LOCAL POST 
E NO .. 92” arrival GA 100,-

P 574 1893 (INCOMING MAIL). Belgian postal stationary card 10c red cancelled by Chatelet cds ad-
dressed to Shanghai, sent by French paquebot with octagonal ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr No 1’ date stamp 
with transits in Alexandria, Suez, Aden, Colombo, Singapore, Saigon and Hong Kong with arrival 
in Shanghai then forwarded by registered mail to Marseille bearing France ‘Type Sage’ Yvert 93, 
35c black/yellow tied by Shang-Hai/Chine double ring with boxed hand-struck ‘R’ in red and oc-
tagonal French paquebot ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 1’ on reverse with ‘Registered/London’ transit and 
Marseille arrival. Superb item of forwarding mail and rare French China franking. GA 3.000,-

P 575 1893, ship letter franked with Japan 5 S. ultramarine, canc. with Shanghai Customs cds. 13.5.93, 
adressed to USA, there redirected, 7 transit and arrival marks on front and on reverse. b 1.200,-

P 576 1895, „CUSTOMS SHANGHAI NOV 21 1895” on reverse of french offi ces card 10 C. canc. „SHANGHAI 
22 NOV 95” to France. Combination item paid in cash, sent by R. A. de Villard, ex-Desrousseaux GA 400,-

P 577 1899 (HONG KONG). Envelope addressed to Liverpool bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 113, 10c 
green tied by ‘Pa Kua’ obliterator in blue with Imperial Post Tientsin date stamp ‘27th May’ routed 
via Shanghai with Imperial Post transit ‘May 30’ bearing Hong Kong SG 38, 10c purple/red tied 
by Shanghai cds ‘31st May’ with framed ‘I.P.O.’ in blue and Liverpool arrival ‘July 10’. Cover a little 
roughly opened but a very attractive combination with use of the Tientsin 1st Type I.P.O.

SG 38, China 
SG 113 b 1.000,-

P 578 1900, registered cover to SMS ”MARIA THERESIA” in HONGKONG bearing 10 h rose and four more on reverse, 
tied by POLA cds (austrian Naval Base) and letter followed the journey of the Maria Theresia on its way to the 
BOXER REBELLION, with cds’s on reverse: SHANGHAI, SINGAPORE to HONGKONG, chinese PO at Shanghai, 
IJPO Shanghai, amoy Russian and Nagasaki cds, extraordinary cover, some faults as are to be expected b 150,-

P 579 1900/55, incoming mail, card Germany 1900 to staff of ”Peking New Imperial University” with Tient-
sin and Peking bilingual daters; registered covers from Italy (2), air mail cover from CSR GA/b 70,-

580 1900, German Legation & M. Le Baron de KETTELER picture postcard, he was murdered during the 
Boxer Rebellion, tiny border crease, fi ne Ak 60,-

P 581 1900, inbound ”New Century Card” 5 Pf. uprated 5 Pf. ”MAGDEBURG 22.1.00” to Shanghai, Shanghai 
german p.o. Feb 27 arrival, ”SHANGHAI LOCAL POST D FE 27 00” delivery, two line ”ADRESSE/INCOMPLE-
TE” and large blue crayon ”Retour” with ”SHANGHAI LOCAL POST F MR 3 00” alongside, amazing GA 100,-

P 582 1900, Indian Forces 1/2 a. green with overprint „C.E.F.”, horizontal pair tied by fi eldpost cancel „F.P.O. 
No. 4. 4.SEP.00” (Tientsin) to cover to England with arrival mark, fi ne SG India C2 b 100,-

P 583 INCOMING MAIL: 1900. Great Britain postal stationary envelope 2½ d grey/blue cancelled by Glas-
gow double ring addressed to Wuhu, China routed via Singapore and Hong Kong with marine sorter 
‘Singapore To Hong Kong/C’ date stamp (Webb No 4) sent on the steamer ‘Malta’ with British Post 
Offi ce Shanghai transit and Imperial Post Wuhu arrival. Very fi ne item of incoming mail. GA 300,-

P 584 1900 (FRENCH EXPEDITIONARY FORCE OF KOUANG-TCHEOU-WAN). Stampless envelope addres-
sed to France endorsed ‘Corps d’Occupation de Quang Tcheou-Wan’ cancelled ‘Pointe-Nivet/In-
do-Chine Française’ date stamp ‘17th Nov 1900’ with Quang Tcheou/lndo-Chine Française transit 
on reverse ‘17th Nov’ and undated circular ‘Corps Exped. Tonkin ‘ with Morbihan arrival ‘2nd Jan 
01’ on reverse. Very rare item from Pointe-Nivet in the French Territory of Kouang-Tcheou. Only 
one small correspondence known. b 1.400,-
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P 585 1900 (BOXER REBELLION). Stampless envelope (vertical fold) written from the French Detachment 
in the Boxer Campaign cancelled by Singapore double ring ‘Aug 14 1900’ with military cachet ‘1st 
Battalion de Marche/Extreme Orient/Conseil D’Administration’ in blue on face with Aisne receiver on 
reverse. Scarce item of mail from the Troops in transit to the Rebellion. b 360,-

P 586 1901 (FRENCH OCCUPATION OF KOUANG TCHEOU WAN). Stampless envelope addressed to France 
endorsed ‘Corps d’Occupation de Chine’’ cancelled by Quang Tcheou/Indo-Chine Française date 
stamp ‘28th April 01’ with ‘Marine Francaise/Service a la Mer’ on face in blue with undated Corps 
Exped. Tonkin; routed via French paquebot with ‘Corps Exped. Du Tonkin Ligne N No 5 ‘ date stamp 
(Salles 1955) sent on the ‘Yarra ‘ via Hong Kong with Brest receiver on reverse ‘6/6/01’. Very fi ne 
item from the French Marine Detachment in the French Territory of Kouang-Tcheou. b 600,-

P 587 1901, german fi eld post letter with boxed „S.B. OSTAS. EXPED. 2. EI(SENB.)- BAUKOMP.” from China 
sent to Bulgrim bei Nassow/Pommer, arrived with damage and provisorical repaired with paper seal 
by authorities. b 150,-

588 1901, boxer upeaval, german navy mail: chinese envlope with blue ”East Asia Expedition/soldiers 
letter” (marking  free postage status) w. dater ”IMp. German Navy Mails No. 4 16 11 00” to Germany 
w. arrival ”WUZREN 2-1.01” on reverse b 70,-

P 589 1901 (UNITED STATES POST OFFICE IN CHINA) United States One Cent black postal card written from 
‘Hang-Ku’ and cancelled by ‘Mil. P. Sta. No 1/Taku/China’ duplex addressed to the Japanese Post 
Offi ce. A very rare usage of this stationary from Taku. GA 750,-

P 590 1901 (RUSSIAN POST OFFICES IN MANCHURIA). Envelope addressed to France bearing Russia Yvert 
44, 10k blue tied by Port Artur/Pochtov Kont/3 date stamp ‘9th June 01’ (Tchill Fig 538) routed via 
the Imperial and Russian Post Offi ces Chefoo with transit date stamp (Tchill Fig 504) in violet ‘19/6’ 
and the Imperial Chinese Post with Russian Post Offi ce Shanghai (Tchill Fig 493) sent via Hong Kong 
‘Jy 1’ on the French paquebot ”Sydney” with octagonal ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 4’ date stamp (Salles 
1924) and Gueugnon/Loire arrival on reverse ‘2nd Aout’. Remarkable item for the number of transit 
marks, opened out for display. Russia Yv. 44 b 450,-

P 591 1901 (CHINA EXPEDITIONARY FORCE). Envelope written from Tientsin addressed to the ‘Base Post 
Offi ce, China Field Force, Hong Kong’ bearing C.E.F. SG C2, ‘½ anna green tied by F.P.O. No 4 date 
stamp of Tientsin with arrival Base Offi ce/B receiver on reverse. Very fi ne. C.E.F. SG C2 b 280,-

P 592 1901 (BOXER REBELLION). Registered envelope addressed to France endorsed ‘Corps Expéditionnai-
re du Chine’ bearing French China SG 11, 40c orange tied by ‘Trésor et Postes Aux Armees/2 Chine 
2’ double ring with hand-struck ‘R’ sent on the French paquebot ‘Ern. Simons’ with octagonal ‘Ligne 
N Paq. Fr. No 7’ date stamp (Salles 1924) and arrival on reverse. Scarce item of Registered mail from 
the French Troops in Paotingfou during the Boxer Campaign. FR China SG 11 b 360,-

P 593 1901, 6-country franking with coiling dragon 1 C. and fi ve foreign offi ces stamps inc. Germany 30 Pf. 
tied ”PEKING 4/8 01” registered to Teintsin, R-label ”fi eld post station of 1st army”, also large blue 
german ”S.B. / Army High Command in East Asia / Army indentantur [dept. of combined non-weapon 
supplies]”, some stains Ak 100,-

P 594 1902/1908, TIBET, coiling dragon 1/2 C. resp. 2 C. green canc. full strikes of type 2 „LHASA” resp. 
„SHIGATZE”, each cert. Dahnke BPP (1975), ex-Wilson g 250,-

595 1902/06 (ca.) ppc (6) with stamps partially or cpl. removed, views of Tientsin or Taku, inc. combina-
tion with Russia ”No. 13 FPO” resp. transit TPO ”Postal Vagon No. 262” Ak 60,-

P 596 1902 (INCOMING MAIL - AUSTRIA). Austrian postal stationery 10h red upgraded with Yvert 68, 5h 
green/blue, Yvert 70, 10h rose and Yvert 72, 25h blue tied by Wien date stamp addressed to the 
‘Austrian Consulate, Shanghai’ with ‘Singapore to Hong Kong/C’ marine sorter (Webb Type 4) sent on 
the steamer ‘Ballaarat’. Attractive franking.

Austria Yv. 68, 
70, 72 GA 280,-

P 597 1902, 10 Pfg. Ganzsachen-Doppelkarte mit diagonalem Aufdruck gebraucht aus ”SHANGHAI DP a 
21.1.02” mit viel Text nach Berlin, Antwortteil anhängend mit viel Text aus ”BERLIN 28.2.02” nach 
Shanghai mit Ankunftsstempel, Pracht, doppelt signiert Bothe BPP, in dieser Form selten! D. Reich P 8 I GA 100,-

P 598 1902, French Offi ces, 30 c. (2), 40 C. and 50 C. (pair) tied ”SHANG-HAIU 29 OCT 02” to registered 
cover to Germany w. arrival on reverse b 100,-

P 599 1902, Austria 5 K. tied ”Imperial & Royal Navy / SMS KAISERIN MARIA THERESIA” to ppc ”Chine-
se Soldiers” (ed. Max Nössler & Co., Shanghai) used to Pola/Istria and fwd. to ”POLA POLICARPO” 
branch offi ce”; french offi ces 5 C. tied ”SHANGHAI 8 NOV 03” to wrapper ”THE UNION” to Germany b/Ak 60,-

P 600 1903, RUSSISCHE POST IN CHINA: russian offi ces 10 K. (pair) canc. „SHANGHAI 19 VI 03” on reverse 
of registered cover (slightly reduced on top) via Siberia to Bolchen/Elsaß, Germany, on reverse tran-
sits „PORT ARTHUR 12 VI 1903”, „MOSKVA 30 VI 1903”, early via Siberia cover b 150,-

P 602 1903 (FRENCH POST OFFICES). Unstamped envelope addressed to the ‘1st Artillery,Tien-Tsin’ cancel-
led by ‘Tien-Tsin-Chine/Poste Française’ date stamp with ‘T’ hand-stamp and m/s ‘30c’ in blue crayon 
bearing French China postage dues SG D61a, 30c cinnamon tied by French Post Offi ce date stamp. 
Nice item of postage due mail from French China.

Fr. Chine SG 
D61a b 460,-

P 603 Austrian Offi ce in China, Peking, 1903, 10 K. canc. ”Imp.&Royal Legation/Guard detachment/Peking 
23 11 03” on tppc (2) to Switzerland w. arrival ”Hinweil”, cards with stains Ak 80,-
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P 604 1903 (RUSSIAN POST OFFICES IN MANCHURIA). Picture postcard written from Port Arthur dated ‘5th 
Dec 03” addressed to Milan, Italy bearing Russia Yvert 41, 4k rose tied by Port Artur/Pochtov Kont/7 
date stamp (Tchil Fig 542) and forwarded to Biskra/Constantine (Algeria) with arrival on face ‘Jan 04’. 
Very nice item of mail from the French Brigade in the commencement to the Russian-Japanese War. Russia Yv. 41 Ak 300,-

P 605 1903 (FRENCH CHINA). Stampless envelope written from Paris addressed to the ‘16th Colonial 
Regiment French Corps Expéditionnaire, Peking, China’ cancelled by Paris/D’Orleans dispatch 
routed via the French Post Offi ce Shanghai and Tientsin with ‘Tien-Tsin Chine/Poste Française’ 
transit with ‘T’ hand-stamp and bearing French China postage dues ‘A/Percevoir’ Yvert 13, 5c 
yellow-green, Yvert 15, 15 c blue and Yvert 18, 10c rose tied by Peking/Chine double ring. Rare 
item of French China postage due mail. Yv. 13, 15, 18 b 1.400,-

P 606 1903, French Indochina Offi ces in South China, CANTON: 50 C. (pair, RC) tied ”CANTON 21 MAI 03” 
on commercial cover to San Francisco/USA, on reverse transit VICTORIA b 80,-

P 607 1903, India 1/2 a. green tied by octagonal french ship cancel „MARSEILLE A YOKOHAMA L.N.No.1 
19.AVRIL.03” to postcard via „SHANG-HAI CHINE 23.AVRIL.03” to Marseille, card dated at Shanghai, 
without text SG India 122 b 100,-

P 608 1904 (FRENCH OCCUPATION OF KOUANG TCHEOU WAN). Stampless envelope addressed to Algeria, 
North Africa endorsed ‘Corps d’Occupation du Tonkin ‘ cancelled by Fort Bayard/Indo-Chine Françai-
se double ring ‘21st Juil’ with undated ‘Corps Exped’ and circular ‘Commandant Superieur/Quang-
Tcheou-Wan ‘ in blue on face, routed via Haiphong ‘24th Juil’ with Batna/Constantine arrival ‘5th 
Sept’ on reverse. The French Military in Quang-Tcheou could benefi t from the military tariff until Octo-
ber 31st 1904. A very nice item from the Occupation addressed to Algeria. b 600,-

P 609 1904, French Offi ces, 10 C. 25 C. tied ”TIENTSIN 28 OCT 03” to registered ppc (coloured drawing 
”school”) Ak 60,-

P 610 1905 (RUSSIAN-JAPANESE WAR). Military mail stationary card from Russian Troops cancelled by ‘2nd 
Company of the 25th Battalion of the Eastern Siberia Reserve’ double ring in violet addressed to 
‘Empress Maria Fyodorovna, Anichkov Palace, St Petersburg’ with Postal Wagon 259/Train 4’ date 
stamp of the ‘Chita-Manchuli’ section of the Chinese Eastern Railway with St Petersburg receiver on 
front. A rare item of mail from the Russian-Japanese War. GA 220,-

P 611 1905 (RUSSIAN-JAPANESE WAR). Army postal stationary card written from Manchuria addressed to 
Japan cancelled by Field Post Offi ce No 4 ‘Sept 6th 1905’ date stamp with arrival. Scarce item of 
stationery from the Japanese Field Post Offi ce in Manchuria. GA 450,-

P 612 1905 (RUSSIAN-JAPANESE WAR). Picture post card to Belgium bearing Chinese Imperial Post Yvert 
47, 1c ochre tied by boxed ‘Shun-de-Fu’ vernacular date stamp with Bruxelles arrival. Scarce item 
from Manchuria paying the printed matter post card rate. Yv. 47 Ak 460,-

613 1906/34, incoming mail, ppc (3) from Argentine, Switzerland and Germany and UPU double card (1) 
”BERLIN SW 24.10.5”, Siemssen&Co. correspondence Ak/GA 70,-

P 614 1907 (RUSSIAN POST OFFICES). Russian China postal stationery envelope 7k blue upgraded with 
Russian China SG 3, 3k carmine tied by ‘Shanghai Zagran P.K.’ double ring (Tchil Fig 497) addres-
sed to France, endorsed ‘via Transiberien’ with Besancon arrival on reverse. Nice item of upgraded 
stationery. GA 300,-

P 615 1908 (CHINA EASTERN RAILWAY). Picture post card written from Harbin, Manchuria addressed to 
France bearing Russia Yvert 39, 2k yellow/green (pair) tied by oval ‘Chita-Manchuli/259’ date stamp 
of the Chinese Eastern Railway/Post Wagon 259. Very fi ne and scarce.

Russia Yv. 
39 (2) Ak 180,-

P 616 1908, Hsüan Tung 2 C. framed by pencil (invalid) with junk 1/2 C., 1 C. and republican commemo-
ratives tied ”PEKING 16 APR 14 on cover (stains) via Siberia to Germany. The stamp was used two 
weeks after invalidated, hence encircled and bold ”T” applied. Amazing usage, handwirtten arrival 
date 29.4. Plus ”China Republic” ovpt. 7 C. Shanghai type with 1 /2 C., 1 C. London type tied ”PEKING 
12 AUG 13” to Germany via Siberia. 79 etc. b 150,-

P 617 1909, Indochina 10 C., 15 C. tied bilingual ”YUNNAN-FOU-CHINE 15 MARS 09” to cover via ”LAO-KAY 
24 MARS 09” and ”HAIPHONG 26 MARS 09” to France w. arrival ”ARGENTON 28-4 09”, included 
coloured printing (260x360 mm) of chinese/japanese everyday scenes by french cartoonist b 400,-

P 618 1909, incoming mail, Turkey (Osman Empire), 10 P. tied ”PERA 7-11-909” to Tungkow/China, via 
Aden  (with framed ”MALDIRIGE” = missent), Bombay FMS, Shanghai B.P.O., Shanghai chinese p.o. 
and arrival ”TANGKU 25 DE 09” Ak 100,-

P 619 1909, incoming mail, Switzerland, UPU monument card 5 R. uprated 5 R. ”Riehen 7.X.09” to ”Howy-
en” via Swatow, various Kwangtung province postmarks, attractive GA 80,-

P 621 1910, French Indochina Offi ces in South China, CANTON: 10 C., 20 c. (pair) tied ”CANTON 2 JUIN 10” 
on registered cover to India, on reverse transits VICTORIA, TUTICORIN and ”INDORE 13 JLY 10” arrival b 100,-

P 622 1910: Zwei tadellose, vorzüglich frische Vordruckbriefe an das Kaiserliche Gericht von Kiautschou. 
Beide Briefe mit chin. R-Stempel und handschriftlicher R-Nr. eingeschrieben. Jeweils hs. Leitvermerk 
”via Tetschou bzw. Techow”. Rückseitig jeweils dekorative rote Siegel-Oblate des Deutschen Konsula-
tes in Tientsin. In dieser Form seltene Post zwischen zwei Behörden. (T)

Ch 72 (4), 74 
(2), 77 (2) b 500,-

P 623 1910, German 2 C stationery card with handdrawn picture: chinese rice croping, sent from ”TSING-
TAU KIAUTSCHOU c 7.6.10 11-12” to Berlin, Germany.

DP Kiautschou 
P 5 GA 60,-
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P 624 1912 (CHINA EXPEDITIONARY FORCE). Picture postcard written from Tientsin of the ‘Japanese Con-
cession, Tientsin’ addressed to the United States bearing Chinese Expeditionary Force SG C13, la 
carmine (uncancelled) with adjacent Imperial Post Offi ce Tientsin date stamp with ‘T’ hand-stamp, 
routed via Moukden and with Hawaii instructional hand-stamp ‘U.S. Charge To Collect/4 cents’. Nice 
item of mail from the American Forces in the Expeditionary Force. C.E.F. SG C13 Ak 300,-

P 625 1914/16, Tientsin german camp: ppc franked 1 C. junk tied ”Peking 5.8.9” (Aug. 9, 1916 to ”Tientsin 
Deutsches Lager”. - 1914.8.21, 260 german wives/childrean were evacuated from Tsingtau, control-
led by the British at Weihaiwei, then guarded to Tientsin where they arrived Aug. 25, 1914. Unusual. Ak 60,-

P 626 1915, Incoming mail (war time): German envelope from ”DETTUM 28.1.15” sent to German Consula-
te Schanghai with b/s chinese and german arrival ”SCHANGHAI Deutsche Post 9.5.15” (T) 86 II (2) b 150,-

P 627 1915 (RUSSIAN POST OFFICES). Russian China 3k red postal stationary card hand-stamped ‘Service 
des Prisonniers de Guerre’ cancelled by ‘Tien-Tsin, Russian Post’ double ring ‘19/10/15’ addressed 
to Dauria with boxed Russian censor. Very fi ne. GA 180,-

P 628 1915, Nanking POW camp:  stampless envelope w. vermilion s. l. ”PRISONERS OF WAR” endorsed 
”Interned” and ”Via Siberia” to Berlin/Germany, on reverse vermilion boxed ”Nanking POW intern-
ment camp / censorship passed”, large boxed ”OPENED BY / CENSOR S. L. WANG / NANKING”, from 
”NANKING 7.3.7” (March 7, 1918) via Shanghai and Peking,  british censor label. From the interned 
staff of german torpedo boat ”S90”. b 150,-

P 629 1915, incoming mail: Netherlands 12 1/2 C. ”AMSTERDAM 4.XII.15” endorsed ”via America” to Can-
ton/China, but halted at Hong Kong w. censor tape and framed ”RETURNED / NOT TRANSMISSIBLE” 
(more clear on reverse), HSBC Hamburg envelope so probably coverted mail from Germany, but de-
tected by brave HK censors (T) b 70,-

P 630 1916/19, Austria-Hungary related (4): stampless POW-agency cover german p.o. Tientsin  registered 
”29 2 16” tried via Siberia (Moukden transit), then via Shanghai USPO and USA to Budapest/Hungary 
w. hungarian-french double censorship and returned ”16 9 16”; plus similiar cover April 1916. 1916 
submarine telegraph receipt for austrian-hungarian navy detachment Tientsin. 1919 printed matter 
inbound Swiss Red Cross to Shanghai and returned ”DEAD LETTER OFFICE 28 JUL 19 SHANGHAI” 
plus two line violet ”ADDRESSEE/REPATRIATED” (T) b 100,-

P 631 1916, three  stampless registered covers from Tientsin POW support agency via German p.o. Tientsin: 
one to Gablonz/Bohemia and returned, one to Eastern Prussia/Germany and returned, one to Saxo-
ny/Germany via Red Cross Denmark. (T) b 100,-

P 632 1916, German offi ces card 4 C./10 Pf. canc. ”SCHANGHAI 28.9.16” to Belgium and returned as inad-
missible w. german ”not admitted retour”. Mail to WWI-german occupied Belgium was admitted from 
Germany, Luxemburg, Netherlands and Austria-Hungary only. GA 70,-

P 633 1917 (UNITED STATES POST OFFICE IN CHINA). Censored envelope to Denmark bearing United States 
Yvert 167,1c green (5) tied by ‘U.S. Postal Agency Shanghai China’ duplex (Type 10) with Opened by 
Censor/4361’ label and Kjobenhavn arrival. USA 167 (5) b 240,-

P 634 1917, incoming mail, Russia, 20 K. / 14 K. tied „PETROGRAD 7.4.17” on registered cover to Peking, 
russian censor label and censor marks, on reverse arrival russian p.o. „PEKIN 4.5.17” b 250,-

P 634A 1917, Inbound cover to Peking (soiling): Russia 15 K. (pair) tied  BORZOYA-ZABAIK 15 12 17  cds 
(Borzoya is a small railway station on the Manchouli-Chita railway: three stations northwest of 
Manchouli near Lake Baikal) on reverse of red-band cover to Peking, on arrival added Russian 
offi ces 5 K. tied  PEKIN 22 12 17  (julian calendar),  PEKING 4 JAN 18  and boxed dater  PEKING 
7.1.4 . There is a manuscript anotation in chinese, lightly written in violet crayon which indicates 
a forwarding in Peking. This most unusual cover is PROBABLY UNIQUE. (T) b 10.000,-

P 635 1918, Haitien POW camp:  stampless envelope w. handwritten ”Sdpdg”, violet bilingual boxed ”Corre-
spondance des/prisonniers de Guerre” resp. bilingual ”INTERNIERUNGSLAGER HAITIEN” plus boxed 
dater ”Chihli Haitien 7.10.5” (October 5, 1918) to dutch red cross, Den Haag/Holland. British censors-
hip tape, on reverse transit ”PEKING OCT8 17” and arrival ”Ss’GRAVENHAAGE 16.12.18” (T) b 150,-

P 636 1918 (POST & TELEGRAPH LABELS). Envelope (opening faults) written from the ‘Company Internatio-
nal/des Wagons Lite’ with oval hand-stamp on reverse addressed to the ‘International Sleeping Car 
Co, Peking’ bearing SG 271, 3c blue-green tied by Tientsin date stamp with ‘Offi cially Sealed/Chinese 
Post Offi ce’ label in green tied on arrival in Peking. Seal obviously used as damaged label. SG 271 b 300,-

P 637 1919 (INCOMING MAIL). 1906. Registered Mozambique postal stationery card 20r grey upgraded 
with Zambezia Yvert 54, 50r on 65r blue tied by Quelimane date stamp ‘25 Jan’ with ‘Provincia de 
Mocambique’ registered label, addressed to Tsing- Tau, China, routed via Beira ‘1st Feb’, sent by Sea 
Post Offi ce with oval ‘Registered’ (Sea Post Offi ce) and Aden/Reg transit ‘Feb 9’ on reverse Singapore 
to Hong Kong marine sorter, Imperial Post Shanghai ‘19 Mar’ and German Post Offi ce ‘Tsingtau/
Kiautschou’ arrival ‘23/3’ on reverse. Beautiful item of incoming mail. Mocambique GA 600,-

P 638 Incoming mail, 1919, stampless cover from ”German Support Club” Stockholm/Sweden to German 
interned in Shanghai, stopped by the British and censored but framed ”RELEASED BY THE / BRITISH 
MILITARY AUTHORITIES” and arrived ”SHANGHAI BPO SP 22 19” etc., ”LEFT” and ”DEAD LETTER 
OFFICE SHANGHAI” and returned, back ”STOCKHOLM 16 SEPT 20” b 70,-

P 639 1919, Kirin (Manchuria) POW camp:  stampless envelope w. handwritten ”SdPdG”, boxed dater ”KIRIN 
7.12.24” (Dec. 24, 1918) to dutch red cross, Den Haag, Holland. Violet diamond shape bilingual ”CEN-
SORED/Kirin POW camp censorship passed”. On reverse arrival ”’sGRAVENHAGE 1.3.19”. Rare camp. b 150,-
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P 639A 1919. Incoming Mail: 1919. Registered envelope addressed to the ‘Consulate General of the Nether-
lands’ bearing Germany Yvert 83, 5p green and Yvert 88, 40p black and claret tied by Adenau date 
Stamp with Registered label routed via Luxembourg with French Past Offi ce Shanghai arrival and 
‘A.E.F,. Passed AS Censored/A. 4212’ double ring censor in violet applied in Shanghai. Nice item of 
incoming military mail.

Germany Yv. 
83, 88 b 180,-

P 640 1920 (FRENCH INTERVENTION FORCES IN SIBERIA). Envelope (minor faults) written from Shanghai 
addressed to the ‘French Military Mission, Vladivostok’ bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 269, lc 
yellow/orange (3) tied by Shanghai date stamp with Vladivostok arrival on reverse. Very unusual mail 
into the French Intervention Forces. SG 269 (3) b 360,-

P 641 1921 (Incoming Mail - BRITISH OCCUPATION OF IRAQ). Envelope to Shanghai bearing Iraq SG 3, 1a on 
20p red (pair [faults]) tied by Busra City double ring, underpaid with circular ‘T’ and horseshoe hand-
stamp ‘Basra City/Due 2 As’with Shanghai arrival and hand-struck ‘4 Cents’ in red with instructional 
‘1st Notice Sent’. Rare item. Iraq SG 3 b 600,-

P 642 MAURITANIA UPU SPECIMENS: 1921, complete sets ‘25 years of states post’ of China and Sinki-
ang optd. in black ‘SPECIMEN’ all in vertical strips of three affi xed to large piece and tied by large 
red ‘SPECIMEN COLLECTION MAURITANIE’ handstamps used by Mauritania Director of Posts to 
record and display material sent him by the UPU in Berne, minor toning on a few stamps never-
theless an unique and excellent exhibition item! (M)

178/81 + 
Sinkiang 
23/26 var. (*)  1.700,-

P 643 1922/26, incoming mail, Germany/Siam to German legation/Peking (4): three high-infl ation covers 
Oct./Nov. 1923 inc. 250.000/500 M. (24) and covers with 42 billion resp. 80 billion marks frankings; 
1926 registered cover w. Siam 15 S. (pair) tied ”BANGKOK 2-2.26” via HK (vert. band) (T) b 100,-

P 644 1924 (YUNNAN—FRANCE). Registered envelope written from France addressed to ‘Monsieur Bodard, 
Consul de France, Délégué du Ministère des Affaires Étrangères, Yunnanfou, China ‘ bearing France 
Yvert 121 1f lilac, Yvert 144, 60c violet and Yvert 156, 5c orange (6) tied by Troisvilles date stamp 
with registered label, endorsed ‘via Haiphong’ with Hokow and Ami transits bearing ‘Offi cially Sealed/
Chinese Post Offi ce’ labels (4) tied by Yunnanfou/3 arrival. Very fi ne combination into Yunnan.

Fr. Yv. 121, 
144, 156 (6) b 450,-

P 645 1925 (RAILWAY POST OFFICES IN MANCHURIA). Postal stationary card ‘Junk’ 1½ c blue addressed to 
‘The Chinese Customs, Manchuria’ cancelled by ‘Train Offi ce No 5/Manchouli-Suiffnho’ date stamp 
with Imperial Post Manchouli arrival. Superb item of stationary used on the Manchurian Railway. GA 350,-

P 646 1926, hall of classics $2 with reaper 30 c. (2) tied ”SHANHGAI 20.3.31” on reverse of small size pre-
printed envelope ”CATHAY HOTEL SHANGHAI” (stains) by air mail registed endorsed ”EURASIA” and ”6 
grms” to Switzerland, offi cial bilingual vermilion ”AIR MAILS” 206 etc. e 100,-

P 647 1926 (JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF MANCHURIA). Red Band envelope addressed to Vladivostok 
bearing Japan SG 171, 3s carmine tied by Dairen/I.J.P.O. in violet ‘26/1/26’, underpaid with 
boxed hand-struck ‘T/Centimes’ in violet bearing Russian postage due Yvert 16, 14k maroon 
applied and tied by Vladivostok ‘31/1’ receiver. Wonderful item of postage due mail from the 
Japanese Occupation of Manchuria. Very attractive. Japan SG 171 b 2.200,-

648 FFC 1929, Shanghai - Nanking, airmail 15 C. with 4 C. SYS state burial canc. pictorial propeller 
commemorative cds ”Shanghai”  to Nanking w. 18.7.8 (July 8, 1930) arrival, address deleted; China 
airpost cat. #16 220, 223 f 60,-

P 649 1931, FFC China-Europe via Siberia by EURASIA, offi cial Eurasia envelope with airmails 45 C., 90 C. 
and junks 5 C., 20 C. (3) tied, biplane commemorative dater ”Nanking 20.5.31” to Sutton Coldfi eld/
England, transit red ”Berlin airport” ties reaper 20 C., on reverse ”Berlin 11.6.31 central airfi eld”, 
slight vert. crease not affecting stamps. (China Airpost Cat. #40) (T) Muller 36 f 120,-

650 1931, FFC offi cial illustrated envelope Chungking-Chengtu by CNAC w. great wall airmail 15 C., martyr 
13 C. and reaper 50 C. tied ”Shanghai 29.5.33” (China Airpost Cat. #80) (T) Muller Nr. 56 f 60,-

P 651 1931, FFC by CNAC: Peiping-Nanking via Tientsin-Tsintan and Suchow, 15 C. air and junks 3 C./4 C. 
and 7 C. canc. ”PEIPING 14.4.20” to Nanking w. same day arrival alongside (China Airpost Cat. #38) Muller Nr. 27 f 100,-

P 652 1931, incoming airmail covers via Siberia: Denmark total 1.25 Kr. tied ”KJOBENHAVN 6.5.31” via 
”Berlin 7.5.31”, ”MOSKVA 10.5.31” and ”MANCHOULI 17.5.31” to ”SHANGHAI 20.5.21, endorsed 
”Par avion au delai de Moscou”, german and russian air mail stickers in trainsit; Germany total 1.25 
M. tied ”BERLIN C2 L 16.6.31” via Manchouli to Peiping (backstamps) e 100,-

P 653 1932, great wall airmails, three air mail covers: $1 single frank tied ”CANTON 25.7.30” to small size 
Air Orient envelope to Hanoi/Tongking, on reverse ”CANTON 30.7.36” and HANOI same day arrival. 
$1., 25 C., 60 C. tied ”CANTON S.O. No. 4 22.7.27” on registered cover (corner fault). vert. bend via I. 
A. via HK and Brindisi (backstamps) to Swiss; 60 C. with SYS 5 C. tied ”CANTON S.O. No. 4 24.6.27” 
on small enveloper by K.L.M. to Swiss. (T) e 80,-

P 654 1932, FFC CNAC Canton-Shanghai: airmails 15 C., 45 C. and junk 3 C. tied commemorative dater 
”Canton 22.10.25” on offi cial envelope (vert. bend) to Shanghai w. 22.10.27 backstamp (T) f 100,-

655 1933, FFC by CNAC: Shanghai-Canton resp. Canton-Shanghai return fl ight, two CNAC offi cial iillustra-
ted envelopes with red resp. blue frames w. great wall 50 C. etc. tied commemorative dater ”Shang-
hai 32.10.24” to Canton (part toning) resp. ”Canton 32.10.25” to Shanghai (vert. crease not affecting 
stamps); China Airpost Cat. #83, 84. (T) 266 etc. f 100,-
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P 656 1933 (JAPANESE POST OFFICES IN MANCHURIA). Native envelope addressed to Shanghai bearing 
Japan SG 266, 4s orange tied by Harbin vernacular date stamp, underpaid with ‘Shanghai/T’ hand-
stamp and bearing Chinese postage dues SG D433, 1c orange (pair) and Dr Sun Yat-sen SG 397, 4c 
green tied by Shanghai receiver. Nice combination use of postage due mail. (T)

SG D433 (2), 
397, Japan 
SG 266 b 280,-

P 657 1933, bilingual ”5 6 33 INTERNATIONAL / POSTAGE PAID / CANTON” (27x27 mm), sample strikes (3) 
from the UPU-archives,only a handful of usages recorded 1934-40. (M) SPEC 200,-

P 658 1936, FFC SWAC  and Air France: China-Europe via hanoi, 90 C. great wall airmail tied ”CANTON 
10.7.36” pictorial commemorative dater plus regular bilingual dater, on offi cial envelope to Zurich/
Switzerland, on reverse transit ”MARSEILLE GARE 19 V 36” 268 f 120,-

659 1936, FFC China-Europe by SWAC & Air France, great wall airmails 15, 25 C. and martyr 3 C. 17 C. 
(each bottom imprint margin copies)  tied „CANTON 9.7.36“ to offi cial illustrated envelope  (vert. crea-
se not affecting stamps) registered to Hanoi (10.7. backstamp) and retour, boxed slogan marking on 
reverse (China Airpost Cat. #121) f 70,-

P 660 1936, FFC by CNAC: Hong Kong-Swatow, Hong Kong-Canton, Hong Kong-Canton, all franked 35 C. 
tied ”HONG KONG AIR MAIL 5 NO 35” to unsealed envelope, arrivals ”SWAROW 25.11.6” ec., no 
listed in Muller f 60,-

661 1937, FFC PanAm F.A.M. 14 via Pacifi c (”China Clippers”): inbound via China with US 50 C. clipper 
frank (2): section Honolulu - Macao w. on reverse transits ”MACAU 28-IV-37” and ”VICTORIA 30 AP 
37” ; section Honolulu - Hong Kong via ”HONG KONG 28 AP 37”, both to Sydney/Australia, the latter 
w. ”SYDNEY 7 MAY 1937” arrival. f 70,-

662 1937, FFC PanAM clipper via Pacifi c San Francisco to Shanghai via Hong Kong, large blue FFC cachet, 
US 75 C. frank tied machine plus duplex ”SAN FRANCISCO FERRY ANNEX APR 17 1937” on Dollar 
Steamship Lines envelope (vert. crease not affecting stamps), on reverse transits SF Apr. 21, HK 28 
AP 37 and arrival ”Shanghai 29.4.26”, unusual (T) f 60,-

P 663 1937, FFC Hong Kong-San Francisco PanAM F.A.M. 14 (blue cachet), also ”CHINA-US First Flight” (green 
cachet), two-line ”Via C.N.A.C.-Hongkong and by U.S. Air Service”  w. great wall air mails $1, 45 C. tied 
clear ”SHANGHAI 26.4.37” on offi cial PanAm stationery via ”SAN FRANCISCO MAY 4 1937” to New York (T) 265, 269 f 60,-

P 664 1937, FFC CNAC and PanAm F.A.M. 14 via Pacifi c: sections Canton - Guam resp. Canton - Honolulu, 
offi cial PanAm envelopes franked great wall 25 C., 50 C. resp. 50 C. and 60 C. both tied ”CANTON 
26.4.37” to New York, the earlier w. transit ”GUAM APR 30 1937” on reverse, some toning (T) f 100,-

P 665 1937, FFC CNAC and PanAm F.A.M. 14 via Pacifi c (3): with US frankings inbound to Canton,  sections 
San Francisco - Canton (70 C. frank tied ”SF APR 21 1937”), Honolulu - Canton (50 C. frank ”HONO-
LULU APR 23 1937”) and Guam - Canton (30 C. frank ”GUAM APR 27 1937”. All with cacheted (one 
additionally thermographed) and on reverse each transit ””VICTORIA HONGKONG 28 AP 37” and 
arrivals ”CANTON 29.4.26” f 130,-

P 666 1937, FFC PanAm F.A.M. 14 via Pacifi c (”China Clippers”): inbound to China with US 70 C. frankings 
(2): section San Francisco - Macao w. on reverse transits ”MACAU 28-IV-37” and ”VICTORIA 30 AP 37” 
to Sydney/Australia; whole route San Francisco - Hong Kong via ”HONG KONG 28 AP 37” and ”SYD-
NEY 7 MAY 1937” commercially used to Dunedin/New Zealand f 80,-

P 667 Italian offi ces, card 10 C. ovpt. „Tientsin” pasted UK 1/2d green (3 kinds) canc. ship p.o. „PIROSCAFE 
POSTALE JERUSALEMME 5.10.37” to USA GA 250,-

P 668 1937, FFC: CNAC and PanAm F.A.M 14 combined, CNAC to Hong Kong and PanAm Hong Kong-San 
Francisco by clipper via Pacifi c, $1.45 franking tied ”SHANGHAI 26.4.37” to illustrated  cover  (back-
fl ap incomplete) with large green cachet, red s.l. ”Via Hongkong & by U.S.Air service”, via Hong Kong 
and San Francisco to s’Gravenhage/Holland, on reverse SF transits; unusual cover that traveled 
through three continents. (T) f 80,-

669 1937, FFC: Hong Kong-Changsha by Eurasia,  35 C. frank tied ”VICTORIA HONG KONG 29 JU 37” to 
unsealed envelope, arrival ”CHANGSHA 30.6.37”” on reverse f 60,-

P 670 1937, FFC: CNAC and PanAm F.A.M 14 combined, CNAC ”Shanghai 26.4.37” to Hong Kong and Pa-
nAm onward, cacheted covers with villet tow-line ”Via C.N.A.C.-Honong / and by U.S. Air Service”: 
great wall airmail 15 C., 60 C. Shanghai-Guam and surface to Oakland/USA; 45 C., 50 C. Shanghai-
Manila and surface to Chicago/USA; 45 C., $1 Shanghai-San Francisco and surface to Columbus/
USA; 15, 25, 45 90 C. as before, but registered. Four attractive small size covers. f 150,-

P 671 1937, FFC: CNAC and PanAm F.A.M 14 by clipper via Pacifi c, $1.70 franking tied ”SHANGHAI 26.4.37” 
to registered illustrated  small size cover with large green cachet, via Hong Kong and San Fancisco to 
Cleveland/USA, on reverse SF transit and Cleveland arrival, a beauty f 80,-

672 1937, FFC: CNAC and PanAm F.A.M 14 combined, CNAC Honglok via Canton to Hong Kong and PanAm 
onward, illustrated cacheted registered covers: great wall airmail 50 C., 60 C. ”HONGLOK 27.4.37” Hong 
Kong-Honolulu; 45 C., $1. ”HONGLOK 27.4.37” Hong Kong-San Francisco and surface to Salem/USA. f 80,-

P 673 1937, FFC: CNAC and PanAm F.A.M 14 combined, CNAC Canton to Hong Kong and PanAm onward, 
cacheted covers: great wall airmail 60 C. ”CANTON 27.4.37” Canton-Manila and surface to New York/
USA; 30 C., 90 C. ”CANTON 27.4.37” Canton-Honolulu and surface to San Bernardino/USA. (T) f 100,-

P 674 1938, ZHANJIANG (Fort Bayard / Kwang-Chou-Wan (French LEased Territories), Guangdong Province/
Southern China), airmail cover with franking French P.O. in South China on front and 1937 miniature 
sheet ovp. KOUANG-TCHEOU on reverse, at fi rst as ship letter from Fort Bayard and therefore stamped 
”Paquebot”, landing port canc. HAIHONG 30.05.38, transit mark HAI-PHONG (with hyphen) 31.05.38, 
to Paris. Very rare entire! b 700,-
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P 675 1938 (FRENCH CHINA). Stampless envelope written from Shanghai dated ‘30th Aug 1938’ addres-
sed to France endorsed ‘F.M. ‘ cancelled by ‘Detchement Français de Shanghai/Franchise Militaire’ 
in violet with military cachet ‘Corps d’Occupation de Chine/Le Vaguemestre’ in blue and Rhone arrival 
on reverse. Very fi ne. b 180,-

P 675A 1939, US constitution 25 C. etc. tied ”TZEKI 28.11.30” (Nov. 30, 1939) on cover to Finland, egyptian 
censorship tape and two tiemarks in violet and red 309 usw. b 200,-

P 676 1940/47, air mail cover w. great wall $2 (2) canc. ”SHANGHAI 18.5.40” via HK to France, cover cor-
ner stain; $4.05 rate ”SHANGHAI 18.1.40” to Red Cross Geneva; 1947 cover said to be censored but 
we dont think so. (T) e/b 70,-

P 677 1940. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Chi-Ne, Tonkin, French Indo-China bearing China 
SG 424, 30c scarlet, SG 429, $1 yellow-green and SG 465, 5c green tied by Tientsin/11 date stamp 
‘25/7’ with registered label and bearing ‘Offi cially Sealed/Post Offi ce’ label (2) endorsed ‘Pekin-
Shanghai par Avion/Shanghai-Hong Kong par Bateau/Hong Kong-Hanoi par Avion’ with Shanghai 
‘9/7’ and ‘Opened by Censor /Hong Kong’ label and Registered/Hong Kong 7 An’ transit, Hanoi ‘5/8’ 
and Chi-Ne/Tonkin ‘6/8’ on reverse. Rare item of Air Mail.

SG 424, 429, 
465 b 450,-

P 678 1940. Air Mail envelope addressed to the ‘French Police, Tien-Tsin, China’ bearing France Yvert 411, 25c 
green (block of 4) and Yvert 432, 1f green (4) tied by Nice date stamp routed via Saigon and Hong Kong 
with China ‘Offi cially Sealed/Post Offi ce’ label applied and tied by ‘Received in Broken Condition/Offi cially 
Sealed by Tientsin Offi ce’ hand-stamp in violet with Tientsin/9 arrival on reverse. Very fi ne.

Fr. Yv. 411 (4), 
432 (4) b 220,-

P 679 Incoming mail, 1941, Germany, UPU card 15 Pf. canc. ”BERLIN 64 19.XI.41” adressed to Anz&Co. 
Chefoo/China, marked ”retour! not ransmissible!” in german, description in french enclosed GA 100,-

P 680 Incoming mail, 1941, Germany, 40 Pf. (6) tied ”ORANIENBUG 24.11.41” to air mail cover endorsed 
”by airmail via South America to San Francisco” to Shanghai-Hongkew, marked ”retour! postal busi-
ness suspended” in german, german censor tape, long description in french enclosed b 150,-

681 1941 (SPAIN UNDER COVER MAIL). Letter written from ‘Father Maupeu, Monastere de N. D. de Lies-
se, Cheng-Ting-Fu, China’ dated ‘12th Aout 1941’ addressed to his mother in Audi, Gers, France, mail 
carried undercover via Spain and enclosed in envelope and forwarded from the ‘Monasterio de Santa 
Maria la Real, Osera, Spain envelope bearing Spain Yvert 682, 30c blue and Yvert 683, 40c grey tied 
by Osera date stamp, routed via Madrid with censor label with m/s endorsement ‘received 29/11’. 
Father Maupeu was originally sent to ”Yang-Kia-P’ing” Monastery in Hwailai Province as the War 
progressed he travelled to Cheng-Ting-Fu, Monastery. Superb item of under cover mail from China via 
Spain. (One of three such covers from this amazing new archive).

Spain Yv. 682, 
683 b 600,-

P 682 1941, POW postcard from SHANGHAI 13/3/41 tied by bilingual ”INADMIS” and german censor 
mark to France, only two other cards known, an important WW II rarity! b 4.000,-

P 683 1941 (SPAIN UNDER COVER MAIL). Letter written from ‘Father Maupeu, Monastere de N. D. de Lies-
se, Cheng-Ting-Fu, China’ dated ‘31st Jan 1941’ addressed to his mother in Auch, Gers, France, 
mail carried undercover via Spain and enclosed in envelope and forwarded from the ‘Monasterio de 
Santa Maria la Real, Osera, Spain, dated ‘12th Mars 1941’ envelope bearing Spain Yvert 578a, 5c 
brown, Yvert 681, 25c lilac and Yvert 683, 40c grey tied by Osera date stamp, routed via Pontevedra 
with censor label with m/s endorsement ‘received ‘11/11’. Father Maupeu was originally sent to 
”Yang-Kia-P’ing” Monastery in Hwailai Province as the War progressed he travelled to Cheng-Ting-Fu, 
Monastery. Superb item of under cover mail from China via Spain. (One of three such covers from this 
amazing new archive).

Spain Yv. 578a, 
681, 683 b 600,-

P 684 1941, SYS $20 and large wall airmails $1, 2 tied ”SHANGHAI 25.11.41”  on clipper air mail cover via 
Hong Kong to Buenos Aires/Argentina, letter enclosed w. date ”18.8.1943” (arrival note?), due note 
”T/100 ctms”, british-US double censorship, sent by german refugee e 100,-

P 685 1942/43, two registered $38.10 rate air mail covers ”CHUNGKING” to Switzerland e 80,-
P 686 1942 (JAPANESE OCCUPATION). Registered envelope addressed to Tokyo bearing SG 469, 10c green, 

SG 512, 4c lilac (2), SG 585, 2c ultramarine (2) and SG 588, 8c turquoise mixed with ‘Chekiang’ SG 
618b, 7c on 8c green and ‘Kiangsi’ SG 621b, 7c on 8c green tied by Shanghai date stamp with mat-
ching registered label and boxed ‘Kua Hao’ with Japanese Occupation censor tape. Nice item from 
the War against Japan.

SG 469, 512 
(2), 585 (2), 
588, a.o. b 280,-

P 687 INCOMING MAIL: 1942. Air Mail envelope addressed to the ‘British Embassy, Chungking’ bearing South 
Africa SG 91, 3d blue and SG 96, 1s brown tied by Durban slogan endorsed ‘via Calcutta’ and bearing 
on reverse China SG 469, 10c green, SG 594, $ 1 brown and black and SG 625, 40c on 50c blue tied 
by Chungking arrival. A remarkable Chinese Air Mail Surtax cover paying the double surtax over 5 grams.

SG 469, 594, 
625, SZ 91, 96 b 600,-

P 688 1942, two registered air mail covers ”over the hump” Chungking to USA: $10.70 rate resp. $28.10 
rate, multiple censorships, clean condition; detailed french explanation enclosed e 80,-

P 689 1943 (RED CROSS MESSAGE). Red Cross document dated ‘25th Juillet 1944’ from ‘Father Maupeu, Mo-
nastery of Liesse, Cheng-Ting-Fu, Hopeh, China’ addressed to his mother in Auch, Gers, France headed ‘ To 
The Comité International de la Croix Rouge, Geneva, Switzerland’ cancelled by oval ‘Comité International/
Croix Rouge/Shanghai’’ with framed Japanese censor, circular ‘Agence Consulaire de Suisse/Tientsin’, 
‘Delegation Croix Rouge/Ankara’ with framed Egyptian ‘Postal Censor/90’ in violet and circular ‘Comité 
International de la Croix Rouge Geneva/Delegation Lu Caire’ in red and ‘Croix Rouge Française/Marseille’. 
Rare item of French Red Cross Missionary mai! front ‘Father Maupeu. Father Maupeu was originally sent 
to ”Yang-Kia-P’ing” Monastary in Hwailai Province. Superb item, full of character. b 380,-
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P 690 1943 (RED CROSS MESSAGE). Red Cross document dated ‘5th Aout 1943’ from ‘Father Maupeu, 
Monastery of Liesse, Cheng-Ting-Fu, Hopeh, China’ addressed to his mother in Auch, Gers, France 
headed ‘To The Comite International de la Croix- Rouge, Geneva, Switzerland’ cancelled by oval ‘Co-
mite International/Croix Rouge/Shanghai’ with framed Japanese censor, circular ‘Agence Consulaire 
de Suisse/Tientsin’, routed via the United States with ‘11009/U.S. Censor’ and Croix Rouge Swiss 
cachet. Rare item of French Missionary mail from ‘Father Maupeu’ with message attached contrary 
to regulations. Father Maupeu was originally sent to ”Yang-Kia- P’ing” Monastary in Hwailai Province. b 380,-

P 691 1943, Red Cross Message from Austria via Red Cross Geneva to Shanghai/China, dated 1943.8.2, 
with oval violet marking ”Comite International/Shanghai/Croix Rouge”, detailed description in french 
enclosed,  scarce (T) b 100,-

P 692 1943 (RED CROSS MESSAGE). Red Cross document dated ‘1st Nov 1943’ from ‘Father Maupeu, 
Monastery of Liesse, Cheng-Ting-Fu, Hopeh, China’ addressed to his mother in Auch, Gers, France 
headed ‘To The Comité International de la Croix Rouge, Geneva, Switzerland’ cancelled by oval ‘Co-
mité International/Croix Rouge/Shanghai’ with framed Japanese censor, circular ‘Agence Consulaire 
de Suisse/Tientsin Croix Rouge Swiss cachet and Vichy/France. Rare item of French Missionary mail 
from ‘Father Maupeu ‘ with message attached contrary to regulations. Father Maupeu was originally 
sent to ”Yang-Kia-P’ing” Monastary in H wail ai Province. b 380,-

P 693 1943, $11.20 rate registered ”SHAPING” via ”KUKONG” to Cuba, toning, unusual destination e 70,-
P 694 1943 (CHINESE TROOPS IN INDIA). Registered Air Mail envelope written from ‘R.E. Perth M.D. 

Post-Hospital, Chinese-American Training Camp, Ramgarh, Behar, India’ addressed to Chungki-
ang, China bearing SG 635a, $1 lake (block of four) tied by Military Post Offi ce ‘332’ date stamp 
with circular bilingual censor ‘C.C.O./Passed’ in violet (Chinese Customs Offi ce) and Air Mail 
‘Express’ on reverse with Chungking arrival on reverse. Very rare item from one of three Divisions 
under General Stilwell of the Chinese Military Post Offi ce in India. Rare Chinese usage. SG 635a (4) b 1.400,-

P 695 1943 (CHINESE TROOPS IN INDIA). Air Mail envelope written front the ‘Chinese-American Trai-
ning Camp, Ramgarh, India’ addressed to Chungkiang, China bearing SG 634a, 50c green and 
SG 635a, $1 lake tied by Military Post Offi ce ‘331’ date stamp (12/1/43) with circular bilingual 
‘C.C.O./Passed’ in violet (Chinese Censor Offi ce) with Air Mail label and Chungkiang arrival. Three 
Divisions of Chinese Military Troops trained in India under Stilwell at Ramgarh Camp. Only a few 
covers are known with Chinese usage from Camp 331/332. SG 634a, 635a b 1.500,-

P 696 1944 (RED CROSS MESSAGE). Red Cross document dated ‘14th Juin 1944’ from ‘Madame Maria 
Maupeu, Audi, Gers, France’ addressed to her missionary son ‘Father Maupeu, Monastery of Lies-
se, Cheng-Ting-Fu, Hopeh, China’’ headed ‘Croix Rouge Francaise/Comite Internationa! de la Cro-
ix Rouge’ cancelled by circular ‘Croix Rouge Francaise/Vichy’ with ‘Comite International de la Cro-
ix Rouge/Geneva’ routed via Egypt with ‘Postal Censor/53’ in violet and ‘Delegation Croix Rouge/
Ankara’ 28/12/1944 and oval ‘Comite International/Croix Rouge/Shanghai’ arrival on reverse with 
Response dated ‘12th Avril 1945’ sent via Geneva ‘4th Dec 1945’ with arrival ‘1/1/46’. A unique 
item of French Red Cross Missionary into China with reply. Father Maupeu was originally sent to 
”Yang-Kia-P’ing” Monastery in Hwailai Province. Superb item very rare. b 600,-

P 697 1944 (RED CROSS MESSAGE). Red Cross document dated ‘10th Nov 1944’ from ‘Father Maupeu, 
Monastery of Liesse, Cheng-Ting-Fu, Hopeh, China ‘ addressed to his mother in Auch, Gers, France 
headed ‘To The Comité International de la Croix Rouge, Geneva, Switzerland’ cancelled by oval ‘Comi-
té International/Croix Rouge/Shanghai’ with routed via London with framed ‘Crown/Passed’ censor 
and ‘Comité International de la Croix Rouge/Geneva’. Rare item of French Red Cross Missionary mail 
from ‘Father Maupeu with ”Translation for Censor ‘ slip attached. Father Maupeu was originally sent 
to ”Yang-Kia-P’ing” Monastery in Hwailai Province. Lovely item very rare. b 460,-

P 698 1945 (JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF NORTH CHINA). Native envelope bearing Japanese Occupation SG 
168, 40c orange (5), SG 169, 50c green (4) and SG 198, $ 1 pale brown (4) tied by vernacular date 
stamp. Very attractive item from the Japanese Occupation.

Jp.Occ. SG 168, 
169, 198 b 600,-

P 699 1945 (BRITISH FLEET MAIL). Registered Express envelope written from Hankow addressed to New Zea-
land endorsed ‘British Fleet Mail’ routed via Shanghai bearing China SG 839, $500 on 3c lake (3), SG 
848, $100 on lc yellow (2) and SG 849, $50 on 5c orange tied by Shanghai date stamp forwarded by 
British Fleet Mail bearing Great Britain SG 486, 1d scarlet (pair) tied by boxed ‘Express/Double Registered’ 
with adjacent provisional label and Express label applied routed via Australia. Unusual item!

SG 839 (3), 848 
(2) 849, GB SG 
486 (2) b 280,-

P 700 1946 (WRECK MAIL). Envelope addressed to Holland bearing SG 792, $100 blue and SG 811, $50 
green tied by Shanghai date stamp, underpaid with framed ‘T’ hand-stamp with instructional hand-
stamp ‘Damaged by/Sea Water’. Good item. SG 792, 811 b 600,-

P 701 1947, FFC Air France Indochina - China with cachet of 1947.3.4, from ”SAIGON 3 3 47” to ”SHANGHAI 
4.3.47” (revferse) and by return fl ight to Saigon ”SHANGHAI 11.3.47” f 60,-

P 702 1947, INCOMING MAIL, Jamaica, 6d and 2 Sh KGVI, mixed franking on airmail cover from Kingston, 
18.9.1947, to Tsingtao, on reverse transit roller-cancel Shanghai and arrival mark. VF condition.

SG Jamaica 
128, 131 b 60,-

703 1947, FFC, Pan Am Clipper: Shanghai-Guam, Shanghai-Honolulu, Shanghai-San Francisco (2) with 
respective different colour cachets; plus 1967 Taipei-Manila FFDC by JAL, total 5 FFC. f 60,-

P 704 1948, proof strike of meter mark  type ”Hasler F88” on paper (169x99 mm) dated ”SHANGHAI 
30.8.48”, rare d 100,-
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P 705 1951, DDR, 12 Pf bis 50 Pf. Dt. Chinesische Freunschaft kompl. Ausgabe auf Brief mit SST „LEPZIG 
C1 Monat der Dt.-Chin. Freundschaft 15.7.51” nach Frankfurt/Main, Mi. für SST: -,- 286-88 b 130,-

P 706 1951, Tien An Men 5th issue $30.000 with other Tien an Men issues total $36.000 tied ”Swatow 
55.9.25” on reverse of registered cover (creases) via Hong Kong to Switzerland (T) 102 etc. 120,-

CHINA - MANDSCHUREI    
see also 550, 552

P 707 1899, Japan 4 S. rose tied perfect strike ”PORT-ARTHUR.O. 14.10.10. I.J.P.O.” to ppc to Stuttgart/
Germany Japan 79 Ak 60,-

P 708 1913, violet railway handstamp „CHANGGHUN-MUKDEN” on souvenier card from Moscow/Russia via 
China to Seoul/Korea. Ak 150,-

P 709 Russian Offi ces, Charbin, 1915, unoverprinted UPU card 4 K. uprated 10 K. blue canc. ”KHARBIN 13 
2 15” registered to The Hague/Holland, red censormark of Irkutsk (transsibirian route) GA 80,-

P 710 1917. Registered envelope addressed to Denmark bearing SG 277, 10c blue (pair) tied by Shanghai 
date stamp with hand-struck ‘R/Shanghai/No’ and framed instructional ‘10/Grms’ in red, routed via 
Siberia with Moukden and Harbin transits, boxed Russian censor ‘No 17/H.KO.’ and label with Copen-
hagen arrival on reverse. Attractive cover with rare instructional.

China SG 
277 (2) b 350,-

P 711 1923/26, unoverprinted junk 3 C. with overprinted junk 5 C. (pair) tied ”HARBIN 27.4.29” to regis-
tered cover (horiz. crease not affecting stamps) to Peking (backstamp), on reverse vignette for Paris 
philatelic exhibition with senders bilingual hs., unusual mixed franking b 200,-

CHINA - SHANGHAI    
see also 2491

P 712 1865-66, 8 cand. green, two stamps from ”Holcombe Collection”, mint no gum, wide margin stamp 
signed Diena, fi ne and scarce SG 4 (*)  400,-

P 713 1865-66, 12 cand. chocolate, two stamps from ”Holcombe Collection”, mint no gum, one stamp 
signed, fi ne and scarce, Scott catalogue value $1.100

Mi. 9, Sc. 18, 
SG 21 (*)  300,-

P 714 1865-66, 1 cand. blue, 3 cand. brown and 4 cand. yellow, all mint no gum, from ”Holcombe Collec-
tion”, signed, fi ne and scarce trio

SG 13, 16B, 17 
Mi. 1, 3, 4 (*)  700,-

P 715 1865-66, 3 cand. redbrown, mint no gum, study from ”Holcombe Collection” including two pairs and 
two singles, showing poor printing and plate fl aws, fi ne and scarce group (*)  500,-

P 716 1865-66, 6 cand. red brown and vermilion, mint no gum, two stamps from ”Holcombe Collection”, 
both signed, fi ne and scarce SG 18, 20 (*)  500,-

P 717 1865-66, 12 cand. orange brown, two stamps from ”Holcombe Collection”, mint no gum, one stamp 
signed, fi ne and scarce SG 21 (*)  150,-

P 718 1865-66, 12 cand. brown, mint no gum, from ”Holcombe Collection”, signed, fi ne and scarce SG 24, Mi. 18x (*)  200,-
P 719 1865-66, 3 cand. redbrown, study from ”Holcombe Collection” including fi ve single stamps, mint no 

gum, showing thick and thin paper, two stamps tiny thins, signed, fi ne and scarce group SG 29 (*)  600,-
P 720 1866, Album page with mint and used stamps, imperf proofs, varieties, red and blue cancellations, 

from ”Holcombe Collection”, fi ne and scarce (M) */(*) 300,-
P 721 1873-75, 1 CAND. on 8c. gray blue two mint and two used stamps, surcharge colors in deep blue, 

(perf 12), 3 CAND. on 2c. rose two used stamps (perf 12 and 15), from ”Holcombe Collection”, fi ne 
and scarce, expertised Holcombe, Scott catalogue value $1.100 Sc. 55, 60, 67 (*)/g 200,-

P 722 1873, 1 CAND. on 2c. rose, four mint stamps with different surcharge colors in blue, greenish blue 
(Perf 12) and black (perf 15), from ”Holcombe Collection”, fi ne and scarce group, Scott catalogue 
value $265 Sc. 51, 59 */(*) 70,-

P 723 1873, 1 CAND. on 8c. gray blue mint hinged block of four with top margin, little misplaced perf, from 
”Holcombe Collection”, fi ne and scarce Sc. 55 *    80,-

P 724 1873, 1 CAND. on 6c. slate, surcharge colors in deep blue, (perf 15), from ”Holcombe Collection”, fi ne 
and scarce, expertised Holcombe, Scott catalogue value $650 Sc. 63 g 150,-

P 725 1875, 1 CAND. on 12c. olive gray, surcharge in blue, (perf 15), from ”Holcombe Collection”, mint no 
gum, fi ne and scarce, expertised Holcombe, Scott catalogue value $1.100 Sc. 65 (*)  200,-

P 726 1889, 100 C. blue, attractive franking on local cover, canc. with red circular ”LOCAL POST OFFICE 
SHANGHAI”, blue arrival mark 27.6.89 on reverse. 96 b 600,-

727 1892, 20 C. brown tied blue ”SHANGHAI LOCAL POST” to red band envelope adressed to chinese 
staff of Austrian Consulate General 109 b 150,-

P 728 1893, 1/2 C./15 C., 1 C./20 C.,  1 C. on 2 C. brown bisect tied blue ”SHANGHAI LOCAL POST C JU 16 
93” also  1/2 C. on 5 C. bisects (pair) uncancelled to stationery envelope ”POSTAGE PAID 1 CENT” 
in combination with Germany 20 Pf. ultra  tied ”KDPA SHANGHAI 16 6 93” to Wiesbaden/Germany 
w. 26 7 93 arrival on reverse, also senders handstamp ”ANZ&Co.., CHEFOO” Envelope two corners 
rubbing slightly affecting german stamp. From the Hake correspondence.

111, 112, 
116I,, 114 (2) b 300,-

P 729 INCOMING MAIL, 1899, Germany 10 Pf red crown/eagle stationery card, sent from Pforzheim, 8.9.99, 
to Shanghai, arrival mark german P.O. Shanghai, 17.10.99 and subsequently SHANGHAI-LOCAL POST, 
18.10.99. Commercial usage in VF/XF condition. R! GA 220,-
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CHINA - TAIWAN (FORMOSA)    
see also 2061, 2314, 2315B, 2335, 2342

P 730 1895, tiger set 30-100 c. tied ”TAINAN OCT 12 1895” on red band cover to Hong Kong b 300,-
P 732 1949, 2 (C)-50 (C)/44$ set, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 750.-) 90/95, A91 (*)  150,-
P 733 1950, Sun Yatsen surcharged 10 (C) to 50 (C) part set of seven different stamps in horizontal strips 

of three most with margins at left, unused without gum as issued (not hinged), scarce strips! Mi. € 
1.392,-- +

104/05 + 
107/11 (3) (*)  300,-

P 734 1951, self administration sets both impeforated and perforated, unused no gum as issued (Michel 
cat. 500.-) 126/31 A/B (*)  100,-

735 1951, self administration set imperforated, top left corner margin copies, unused no gum as issued 128/131B (*)  80,-
P 736 1952, 2nd anniversary sets imperforated and perforated, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 

1000.-) 143/147A, B (*)  200,-
P 737 1951, self administration 2.00 ($) green ‘rice farmer’ imperforate miniature sheet, unused without 

gum as issued (not hinged), very scarce! Mi. € 650,-- Bl. 1 (*)  160,-
738 1952, 2nd anniversary set perforated (2), unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 500.-) 143/147A (2) (*)  100,-

P 739 1952, 2nd anniversary set imperforated, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 750.-) 143/47B (*)  150,-
740 1952, 2nd anniversary set imperforated, $5 part imprint, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 

750.-) 143/147B (*)  150,-
741 1953, Chiang Kai-shek complete perforated set, unused without gum as issued (not hinged), Mi. € 

400,-- 155/60 A (*)  100,-
742 1953, 3rd anniversary set, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 400.-) 155/160A (*)  80,-
743 1953, 3rd anniversary set (2, plus extra copy of 20 C.), unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 825.-) 155/160A (2), 

156A (*)  150,-
744 1953, Tuberculosis complete set unused without gum as issued (not hinged), Mi. € 220,-- 165/68 (*)  60,-

P 745 1954, airletter $3 canc. ”Taiwan Taitung 43.4.19” to Switzerland, commercial usage with long text 
by missionary GA 60,-

P 746 1955, forces day s/s, unused no gum as issued (2), each slight crease (Michel cat. 1500.-) (T) Bl. 3 (2) (*)  300,-
747 1960, East-West Highway miniature sheet, unused without gum as issued (not hinged), Mi. € 250,-- Bl. 7 (*)  70,-
748 1960, east-west road s/s, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 250.-) Bl. 7 (*)  80,-

P 749 1961. Envelope to Taiwan bearing Barbados QEII, 1c black, 2c grey/orange and 5C red blue tied by 
slogan cancel, underpaid with boxed ‘T/14 Centimes’ hand-stamp in violet and bearing Taiwan post-
age dues 20c red/blue (3) and 80c brown tied by Changwa receiver. Nice combination. b 380,-

750 1964, cactus set (8), mint never hinged MNH. Plus 1949 2 C./$44 resp. 5 C. violet/$44, unused no 
gum as issued, also 1951 self administration used  (Michel cat. 558.-)

509/12,90, A91, 
128/31A etc.

**/
(*)/g 100,-

751 1964, cactus, two corner margin block-4 sets, mint never higned MNH (Michel cat. 320.-) 509/12 (8) **/v 70,-
P 752 1995, two souvenir sheets ”ride of the beauties” vertically unseparated (Courvoisier Archiv), mint 

NH, very rare! Bl. 62 (2) **   900,-

CHINA - TAIWAN - PORTOMARKEN    
P 753 1953, optd. fi scal stamps of China part set of four (10c., 40c, 80c and 100c) all in horizontal or verti-

cal strips of three, unused without gum as issued (not hinged), scarce strips! Mi. € 366,-- + 20 + 22/24 (*)  70,-

CHINA - TIBET    
P 754 1911, 3 P./1 C. - 2 R./$2 complete set, unused mounted mint (3A. to 12 A. are fi rst mount LH); Plus 

extra copies 3 P./1  C., 3 A./16 C. and 4 A./20 C., unused mounted mint (Michel cat. 3790.-) 1/11; 1, 6, 7 *    700,-
P 755 1911, 1/2 A. / 2 C. deep green tied by bilingual „YATUNG TIBET 9.5„ to small red band cover 

(slight corner crease not affecting stamp) to Chengtu 2 b 1.700,-

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK    
P 756 1950, Tien An Men 4th printing $400 (2), $1000 (2) and 2nd printing $3000 canc. „Nanking 

1950.11.10” on reverse of offi cial insured envelope (horiz. creases slightly affecting both $1000) to 
Shantung province (T)

22, 70 (2), 
73 (2) b 130,-

P 757 1951/52, 2nd anniversary: $100, 400, 500 canc. ”PEKING 51.11.21” on small unsealed cover via 
”Canton 26 11 51. And $500 with Taiping $1000 tied ”PEKING 1952.3.18” to ppc ”Tien An Men”, 
both to  to Tanger/Morocco, unusual destion. Clean condition

122I/125I-ex; 
132 b/Ak 100,-

P 758 1950, 1st anniversary $1000, $3000 both tied ”SHANGHAI 1950.20.21” on surface mail cover via 
Siberia to Switzerland (T) 32I, 34I b 100,-

P 759 1950, 1st Anniversary $2000 (2) etc. tied ”Tingyuanning 1950.8.3” on small size air mail cover (cra-
se not affecting stamps) to Stockholm/Sweden, from Ninghsia province 33I (2) etc. b 200,-

P 760 1950, two covers to Macao: 1st national postal conference $400, top- and bottom imprint margin copies 
”SHANGHAI 51.2.27”; peace propaganda $800 (pair) w. $800/-- rouletted ”CANTON 50.10.27” (T)

58I (2), 52I(2) 
etc. b 200,-
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P 764 1950, Sovjet-Chinese friendship $400, $800 with 1st anniversary $400 and on reverse Tien An Men 
1st issue $10.000 (3) etc. tied ”SHANGHAI 1951.12.9” to air mail cover to Switzerland, two horizontal 
creases, but stamps not affected (T)

84I, 85I, 78I, 
20 (3), 49 (4) 
etc. e 70,-

P 765 1950, Sovjet-China friendship $800 w. 1st anniversary large size $800 tied ”Peking 1950.12.9” to 
ppc to CSR 85I, 79I Ak 60,-

P 767 1951, large size airmail stamps $1000/5000-ex, fi ve air mail covers  to CSR (4) resp. to Denmark (1); 
also a mint top margin imprint set (T) 95/97-ex etc. e/(*) 100,-

P 769 1951, Tien An Men 5th issue, $10.000 - $50.000, unused no gum as issued 100/103 (*)  60,-
P 770 1950/54, Tien An Men 5th issue  $50.000, $30.000 (crease)  etc. total $88.100 tied ”SHANGHAI 

55.11.17” on air mail cover (250x170 mm) to Switzerland. Endorsed rate ”8.81” in new currency, 
unevenly opened, vertical bend and corner bumps, but complete (M)

102, 103, 231 
etc. e 100,-

P 771 1950/51, Tien An Men 5th issue  $50.000 (corner crease), 1st issue $10.000 (3) etc.  total $85.700 
tied ”Canton 1955.4.15” to registered air mail cover (192x130 mm) to CSR. Endorsed ”160g” on 
front and detailed endorsement inc. $4.200 R-fee on reverse, corner bump affecting three stamps, 
but complete (T) 103, 20 (3) e 60,-

P 772 1951, Tien-An-Men, high denomination set $10.000-$200.000, top margin blocks of six, unused 
no gum as issued, faultless condition, great rarity 100-105 (*)  10.000,-

P 773 1951/52, KPC 30 years set ec. tied apted ”HARBIN 30.8.51” on cover to Switzerland; 2nd anniver-
sary $200, $800 etc. tied ”Shanghai24 52.1.11” on reverse of air mail cover to CSR; occupation of 
Tibet $1000 tied ”PEKING 52.4.22” on printed matter surface mail envelope to CSR w. arrival, Peking 
mail permit mark on reverse, scarcer single frank (total 3 covers)

110/112I; 
123I, 126I; 
140I etc. b 100,-

P 773A 1952, Friedenskonferenz und Ruhmreiches Mutterland, zwei komplette Sätze, je mit violettem Erst-
tagsstempel (fi rst day cancel) auf Blatt mit unterlegtem Karton. Gute Erhaltung.

188-91, 
192-95 FDC 100,-

P 774 1967, Nov., PEKING RUNDSCHAU original magazin from Guozi Shudian publications centre with Mao 
photographs and news in envelope with Mao franking to Germany, fi ne and very attractive (M) 697, 980 b 100,-

P 775 1968, Aug., PEKING RUNDSCHAU original magazin from Guozi Shudian publications centre with Mao 
photographs and news in envelope with Mao Anyuan rare franking uncancelled as usual to Germany, 
fi ne and very attractive (M) 682, 1025 b 100,-

P 776 1955/57, Foundry Worker 8f orange block of four from Shanghai printing, Perf 12½, unused as 
issued, very fi ne. (Mi. 2000,- €)

302II (Yang 
R59) (4) (*)  150,-

P 777 1968, Oct., PEKING RUNDSCHAU original magazin from Guozi Shudian publications centre with Mao 
photographs and news in envelope with Mao franking to Germany, fi ne and very attractive (M) 946, 1027 b 100,-

778 1955, Tien An Men $5, $10 canc. ”TSINGTAO 63.4.30” on parcel card to Belgium; 1947, SYS plum 
blossoms $50.000, $100.000 (5) tied ”KULING A 3.8.37” to small size air mail cover (vert. bend) to 
USA (M) b 60,-

779 1958, Peoples Heroes Monument s/s with Peking First Day cancellation (30 May 1958), fi ne. Bl. 5 g 80,-
780 1958, Kuan Han-ching miniature sheet, mint never hinged (without gum as issued), Mi. € 550,-- Bl. 6 (*)  160,-

P 781 1958/61, Table tennis s/s, unused as issued, plus 1958 Hero monument s/s used with Peking cds, 
and Kuan Han Ching s/s used with First Day cancellation. All s/s’s with marginal hinge marks on back 
otherwise fi ne. (Mi. 2450,- €) Bl. 7+6+5 (*)/g 300,-

P 782 1960/67, liberation of Czechoslovakia set with „Mao the sun” 8 F. canc. ”Tsinan 1969.2.26” on 
reverse of Mao slogan cover with picture of „White Women Bataillon” to „Nymburk”, Czechoslovakia. 532/33, 979 b 200,-

P 782A 1960/61, gold fi sh set used; chrysanthemum sets used (3), some stamps rubbings, still original gum 
(Michel cat. 525.-) (T)

534/545; 
570/88.ex (3) **   100,-

783 1960, Gold fi sh complete set of 12v used, CTO (with o.g.), one stamp missing perf, otherwise fi ne. 534-545 g 80,-
784 1960, gold fi shes complete set very fi ne used 534/45 g 60,-
785 1960, gold fi shes complete set very fi ne used 534/45 g 60,-
786 1960, gold fi shes complete set very fi ne used 534/45 g 60,-
787 1960, gold fi shes complete set very fi ne used 534/45 g 60,-
788 1960, gold fi shes complete set very fi ne used 534/45 g 60,-
789 1960, Chrysanthemum set of 6 values mint never hinged with small gum faults, Mi. € 230,-- 570-75 **   80,-
790 1960, Chrysanthemum set of 6 values mint never hinged regummed, Mi. € 230,-- 570-75 (*)  80,-

P 791 1960, Chrysanthemum set of 6 values mint never hinged with small gum faults, Mi. € 290,-- 583 - 588 **   120,-
792 1960, Chrysanthemum set of 6 values mint never hinged with small gum faults, fi ne 583 - 588 **   120,-
793 1961, Mei Lan Fang 8 F., a hoizontal pair (partial separation), mint never hinged MNH 650 (2) **   60,-

P 794 1961, table tennis miniature sheet mint never hinged (without gum as issued), Mi. € 2.200,- Bl 7 **   600,-
P 795 1961, Mei Lan Fang s/s with fi rst day special marking ”Peking 1962 9-15”, with gum Bl. 8 g 4.000,-
P 796 1962, Stage Art of Mei Lan-Fang C94, souvenir sheet, unmounted mint with full gum showing 

tiny toned lines, tiny crease at centre left, otherwise fresh appearance, fi ne and very scarce. (T) Bl. 8 **   8.000,-
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P 797 1962, Mei Lan Fang s/s, on reverse in corners few slight blurs, otherwise clean and fresh appe-
rance (Michel cat. 26.000.-) (T) Bl. 8 *    5.000,-

P 798 1962, Mei Lan Fang s/s, canc. fi rst day cancel ”Peking 1962 9-15”, full original gum hinged, very 
clean condition (Michel cat. 11.000.-) (T) Bl. 8 g 7.000,-

P 799 1962, Mei Lan Fang s/s, canc. fi rst day cancel ”Peking 1962 9-15”, no gum hinged, tiny crease 
at bottom left, clean condition (Michel cat. 11.000.-) (T) Bl. 8 g 6.000,-

P 800 1962, Mei Lan-Fang souvenir sheet, mint never hinged with slightly gum traces at top, otherwise 
frehs appearance, fi ne Bl. 8 **   8.000,-

P 801 1963/81, two covers Tibet-Nepal inc. butterfl y 20 F.; also 1981 reg. cover with crane s/s to India (T) b 60,-
P 802 1962, Theatersatz gezähnt, postfrische Serie ( Wert zu 22 Y Haftspuren) sonst tadellos. 648-55 **/* 1.000,-
P 803 1962, scientsits in top left corner sheet number margin blocks-4, three with slightly  toned gum 

(Michel cat. 600.-) 667/74 (4) **/v 150,-
P 804 1963, children’s games set in top-right horizontal corner margin pairs, unused no gum as issued, 

soem w. slight corner creases and 20 F. math 1mm thin in margin, otherwise clean (Michel cat. 
1100.-) 702/713B (2) (*)/p 200,-

P 805 1963, gold fl at nose apes imperforated strips/blocks, total 7 sets, mostlyl mint never hinged MNH: 
8 F. top imprint margin vertical pair (partial gum), bottom left corner vertical-colour mark strip-3; 10 
F. top-margin block-4 resp. bottom margin vertical strip-3; 22 F. top imprint/sheet-number block-4 
(crease and slight paper adhesion) resp. top right corner margin vertical strip-3 (tiny crease), for the 
specialist (Michel cat. 2800.-) 741/43B (7) **/* 700,-

806 1963, Huangshan landscapes complete set very fi ne used, Mi. € 350,-- 744/59 g 100,-
807 1963, Landscapes of Huangshan 22fen and 30fen mint never hinged, Mi. € 230,-- 757/58 **   60,-

P 808 1964, peonies complete set mint never hinged MNH but with some creases/wrinkles and one of the 
8fen stamps with small part at upper right missing, Mi. € 600,-- 795-809 **   80,-

809 1964, peonies set, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 670.-) 795/809 **   130,-
P 810 1964, peonies s/s, unused no gum as issued, corners on reverse stain of photomounts and slight 

thins  (Michel cat. 4500.-) Bl. 9 (*)  1.000,-
P 811 1965, Jinggangshan set in bottom left corner imprint and print date (but 4 F. sheet number) margin 

strips-4, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 1640.-) 874/81 (4) **   500,-
812 1965, 2nd national sport games 30f and four copies of the 43f mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 250,-- 912, 913 (4) **   Gebot

P 813 1966, 1st sport festival ‘New Asia’ complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 400,-- 948-51 **   100,-
814 1966, Lu Xun complete set mint never hinged MNH, one value tiny offset as ususal, Mi. € 300,-- 952-54 **   100,-
815 1967, 7 MNH stamps including drilling team complete set mint never hinged 955-57 u.a. **   100,-
816 1967, Liu Ying-jun, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 280,- € 958-63 **   100,-

P 817 1967, Maos theses cpl. set, two strips of fi ve unfold, mint never hinged MNH, very clean condition 
(Michel cat. ca. 6000.-) 966-76 **   800,-

P 818 1967, Maos theses (I), complete issue with both stripes of 5, twice folded, mint never hinged 966/76 **   1.300,-
P 819 1967, Thesen von Mao Zedong, beide Fünferstreifen nicht gefaltet mit vollem Originalgummi, 

sehr zart gestempelt + Einzelmarke, Michel 2800,- €. 966 - 976 **   1.000,-
P 820 1967, Maos theses (I) cpl set with two un-folded strips of fi ve, mint never hinged, the gold & red 

strip with traces of kiss print on back, very fi ne. (Mi. 9000 €) 966-76 **   2.500,-
P 821 1967, Maos theses (I) gold/red strip-5 plus two red singles (one creased) tied bilingual „DAIREN 

1969.1.18” on air mail cover (backfl ap missing) to Denmark, sender Captain of steamer „Michael 
Jebsen”, danish s/s co. at Hong Kong, commercial covers are very rare. (T) 966/71 etc. b 1.600,-

P 822 1968, 8 F. gold/red (stamp 1) plus W2 Mao with cultural revolution activists canc. „PEKING 
1968.1.29”  on printed matter envelope (231x170 mm) to Kenya and fwd locally w. „UGUNYA 12 MR 
1968” backstamp. (T) 967, 980 b 200,-

823 1967, Maos theses II, complete issue, used. Mi. 200,- € 977/81 g 70,-
P 824 1967-68, group of 7 used stamps, with 1967 8f ‘Our literature’ (small surface scratches), 10f ‘Mao & 

Piao’, 1968 ‘Poems’ 8f ‘Yellow Crane Pavilion’, and others, good/fi ne mostly. (Mi. 555,- €) ex 977-1026 g 120,-
P 825 1967, Mao and his theses fi ve values mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 1.000,-- 977-81 **   200,-
P 826 1967, Yenan forum, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 1200.-) 982-84 **   400,-

827 1967, Yenan forum, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 1200.-) 982-84 **   400,-
P 828 1967, Mao’s Speeches, 3 values complete, used. 982/84 g 200,-
P 829 1967, Mao Zedong (46 years of foundation of communist party) complete set mint never hinged 

MNH, Mi. € 750,-- 985-89 **   200,-
P 830 1967, our great teacher Mao, cpl. set mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 1400.-) 990-92 **   400,-

831 1967, 18 years peoples republic of China complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 220,-- 993-94 **   70,-
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832 1967/68, ‘Mao’s Poems’ 7 different used singles, with both 4f, and 8f ‘Snow’, ‘Beidahe (Nanking)’ 
(corner perf fault), ‘Huichang (Peitaiho)’, and ‘Yellow Crane Pavilion’, and 10f ‘Mao’, the last 8f fi ne, 
others creasy more or less, 10f short perfs at left. (Mi. 440,- € for all except the 8f ‘Beidahe’) ex 995-1006 g 80,-

P 833 1967/68, 8 F. Maos theses (slight crease), Lin Piaos words, Afro Americans, Anyuan, last directive w. 
1965 PLA 3 values canc. „Tientsin Taku New Port 1969.12.27” on air mail cover (slight creases and 
bottom 3 mm tear) to Hamburg/Germany, sender sailor of german ship „Mai Rickmers” (T)

996, 1009, 
1019, 1025, 
1027, 1043 b 700,-

P 834 1967, Maos poems ”fairy cave„ 8 F., a right margin copy with defi nitive 1 F. canc. bilingual ”LASA 
1970.3.6„ to Nepal w. arrival ”KODARI. P.O 27 MAR 1970” on reverse, Tibet usage 997 etc. b 300,-

P 835 1967, poems ”double nine„ 8 F. with defi nitive 1 F. canc. bilingual ”LASA 1971.12.26„ on ”Book-Post„ 
to Katmandu/Nepal with transit mark, still contents - communist propaganda in nepali with large 
picture of korean leader Kim Il-Sung 998 etc. b 300,-

P 836 1967, 10 F. Mao writing poem with defi nitive 5 F. canc. „PEKING 1969.11.25” on printed matter 
envelope (214x154 mm) by air mail to Macao w. 30-IV-69 backstamp (T) 1006 etc. b 100,-

P 837 1967, 10 F. Mao writing poem with defi nitive 5 F. canc. „PEKING 1968.4.10” on air mail envelope 
(?print) to France, very early usage, stamp issued April 1. (T) 1006 etc. b 400,-

P 838 1967, Maos poems, 10 F. ”Changsha” and ”Guo Moruo”, both with margins, mint never hinged MNH, 
very clean condition 1007/1259-ex **   60,-

839 1967, poems ”answer to comrade Guo„ 10 F., a vertical strip of three (pos. 1 with paper remainders of de-
livery slip plus rust spot) canc. ”Shensi Chenyang 1969.3.13„ on reverse of AR-registered envelope (corner 
fault staple holes) to revolutionary comittee Shensi ... rare strip on purely commercial cover 1008 (3) b 800,-

840 1968, Maos orders for Afro-Americans help 8 F. (slight creases) canc. „Szechuan Taiwan 1968.10.2” 
on reverse of cover to Shanghai w. 10.3 arrival 1009 b 100,-

P 841 1967, Lin Piaos words 8 F. with defi nitive 1 F. canc. bilingual „LASA 1969.9...„ on Mao-slogan cover 
(some soiling) marked ”Book-Post„ to Nepal (backstamp) 1009 etc. b 150,-

P 842 1968, Maos revolutionary direction set, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 1800.-) 1010-18 **   300,-
P 843 1967, revolutionary opera 8 F. with defi nitive 1 F. canc. bilingual „LASA 19670...” on cover marked 

„Bookpost” to Kathmandu/Nepal with „KODARI. P.O. 27 MAR 1970” arrival, Tibet usage 1010 etc. b 150,-
P 844 1968, Shachiapang 8 F. (left margin copy with imprint of ”Peking postal stamp state print co.”) with 

1 F. defi nitive canc. bilingual „LHASA 1968.8.9” on „book-post” to Nepal with backstamp ”Katmandu 
29.8.68„, rare 1018 b 400,-

P 845 1968, Shachiapang 8 F. (pair) etc. canc. bilingual „LASA” on cover (reduced by opening at right) to 
Radio Nepal, Katmandu/Nepal w. arrival ”7 MAR 70„

1018 (2), 1035 
etc. b 200,-

P 846 1968, Maos orders for Afro-Americans help 8 F. canc.red „Inner Mongolia... 1969.1.17” on reverse of 
Mao slogan cover to Tientsin w. unclear 1.20 arrival 1019 b 200,-

P 847 1968, ”The whole country is red” 8 F., the iconic stamp withdrawn from counter sale, used, slight 
vertical wrinkle, otherwise fi ne. CERTAINLY A MUCH BETTER THAN USUAL EXAMPLE OF THIS 
RARITY. VERY RARE IN THIS QUALITY ! The stamp was bought in the 1970 th from a german col-
lector.  (Michel cat. 100.000.-) A1207 g 20.000,-

P 848 1968, Maos orders for Afro-Americans help 8 F. canc. violet „LASA 1970.3.13” with 1 F. defi niti-
ve canc. black „LASA 1970.3.16” on unsealed envelope „BOOK-POST” to Nepal w. „Kodari 27 MAR 
1970„ arrival on reverse 1019 etc. b 200,-

P 849 1968, Fünf neue Direktiven Maos, rechter oberer Luxus-Eckrandfünferstreifen, ungefaltet und 
mit Ersttagstempel 20.7.1968. (T) 1020 - 1024 g 2.500,-

850 1966, 41th anniversary PLA 8 F. (top left corner copy) canc. „Tientsin 1968.11.14” on reverse of Mao 
slogan cover to Hopeh province, choice cover 1026 b 80,-

P 851 1968, Lin Biao Inscription 8f marginal with COLOUR BLACK PRINTED DOUBLE (or strong kiss print?), 
mint never hinged, fi ne.

1026 (Yang 
W60) var. **   150,-

852 1970/71, revolutionary opera set, mint never higned MNH 1063/68 **   80,-
853 1970, Peking opera 8f block of four from lower margin mint never hinged (without gum as issued) 

and folded, Mi. € 200,-- 1067 (4) **   60,-
P 854 1971, Paris commune centennial set (2), mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 1100.-) 1070/73 **   200,-
P 855 1971, Paris commune 10 f., a top right corner imprint margin block of 12, unused no gum as issued 

(T) 1072 /(12) (*)  150,-
856 1971, 50 years communist party complete set incl. unfolded strip of three mint never hinged (without 

gum as issued), Mi. € 1.200,-- 1074/82 **   300,-
P 857 1971, KPC 50 years set in horizontal pairs mostly w. right margin, strip is bottom right corner imprint 

margin, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 1700.-) 1074/82 (2) (*)  600,-
858 1971, 50 years communist party, the 6 single values without the strip of three, mint never hinged 

(without gum as issued), Mi. € 390,--
1074/78 + 
1082 **   Gebot

P 859 1971, PRC 50 years cpl. set in corner margin copies resp. with strip-3, mint never hinged 1074/82 **   300,-
860 1971, 50 years communist party folded strip of three unused without gum as issued (not hinged), Mi. 

€ 540,-- for single stamps 1079/81 (*)  100,-
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861 1971, table tennis, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 240,- € 1094/97 **   70,-
862 1972, trading vessels complete set unused without gum as issued (not hinged), Mi. € 360,-- 1113/16 (*)  80,-
863 1972, table tennis championship complete set mint never hinged, Mi. € 220,-- 1117/20 **   50,-
864 1973, Great Panda complete set mint never hinged, Mi. € 380,-- 1126/31 **   90,-

P 865 1973, Great Panda, 5 complete issues, mint never hinged. Mi. 1.250,- € 1126/31 (5) **   350,-
866 1974, gymnastics, two sets mint never hinged MNH, one with with margins. Plus 1961, ceramic hor-

ses/camels set, toned gum but MNH (Michel cat. 570.-)
608/15, 
1162/67 (2) **   100,-

867 1974/, acrobatics, 4th peoples congress, ”new china” children; mint nver hinged MNH 1168/73, 1255/59, 
1225/27 **   80,-

868 1971, machinery set, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 500.-) 1221/24 **   100,-
869 1976, 5 year plan set (2), mint never hinged, ship (1), train (1) toning on reverse, otherwise clean 

(Michel cat. 540.-) 1265/1280 (2) **   100,-
870 1977, Four issues in presentation folders/on card each tied with related First Day cancel, i.e. Chou 

En-lai series (issued Jan 8th), Chu Teh (July 6th), Mao Tse-tung (Sep 9th) and Mao Memorial Hall (on 
card). (T) FDC Gebot

P 871 1978, Horses (Xu Beihong) miniature sheet and set mint never hinged MNH. Mi. 985,- €. 1399/1408, 
Bl. 12 **   250,-

P 872 1978, s/s horses and 1979, s/s 30-years-republik, both on envelopes from Peijin to Germany, in 
addition two envelopes with 1978, horses stamps. (T)

Bl. 12, Bl. 18 
etc.. b 300,-

P 873 1978, horses s/s, slight horizontal crease in margin, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 800.-) Bl. 12 **   200,-
P 873A 1978, 5 Y single stamp from s/s Horses on envelope, sent from Canton 26.10.78 to Düsseldorf, 

Germany, VF and rare!
1409 (from 
Bl. 12) b 200,-

874 1978 arts handicrafts s/s, mint never hinged, clean condition (Michel cat. 500.-) B. 13 **   100,-
875 1978, artcraft, bloc sheet with fi rst day cancellation from ‘Peking 1978.8.26’ (ME 350,-) Bl. 13 g 80,-

P 875A 1978, 3 Y single stamp from s/s Fairy on envelope, sent from Canton 27.2.79 to Düsseldorf, Germa-
ny, minimal transporting marks, VF and rare!

1443 (from 
Bl. 13 ) b 200,-

P 876 1978, Hsiangkiang bridge miniature sheet mint never hinged, Mi. € 650,-- Bl. 14 **   200,-
877 1978 bridges s/s, reverse 3 mm slight blur (part fi ngerprint), otherwise mint never hinged MNH (Mi-

chel cat. 600.-) Bl. 14 **   150,-
P 878 1978, bridge s/s on FDC sent from ”PEKING 1 NOV 1978” to Neuwied, Germany, VF! (T) Bl. 14 FDC FDC 300,-

879 1979, great wall s/s, mint nver hinged MNH, very clean condition (Michel cat. 280.-) Bl. 15 **   80,-
880 1978, Great Wall, bloc sheet with red fi rst day special cancellation (ME 150,-) Bl. 15 g 50,-

P 881 1979, Chinese Wall miniature sheet optd. ‘Riccione’ mint never hinged, Mi. € 650,-- Bl. 16 **   200,-
P 882 1979, Chinese Wall miniature sheet optd. Riccione, very fi ne used with red special pmk., Mi. € 400,-- 

+ Bl. 16 g 100,-
P 883 1979, scientifi c youth s/s, mint never hinged MNH, slight creases (Michel cat. 2500.-) Bl. 19 **   300,-
P 884 1979, camelia s/s, mint nver hinged MNH, slight creases (Michel cat. 300.-) Bl. 20 **   120,-

885 1979, Camellia miniature sheet optd. ‘Hongkong’ mint never hinged, Mi. € 500,-- Bl. 21 **   150,-
885A 1980 Qi Baishi paintings set in left imprint sheet number vertical pairs, mint never hinged MNH 

(Michel ca. 300.-) 1565/80 (2) **   100,-
P 886 1980, year of the monkey 8f mint never hinged MNH, few black spots on back as usual, very fresh 

and fi ne, Mi. € 1.600,-- 1594 **   500,-
P 887 1980, gold red ape, a vertical top-margin strip of three, mint never hinged (Michel cat. 6000.-) 1594 (3) **   1.200,-
P 888 1980, gold red ape, a bottom right corner margin sheet number block of 10 (2x5), mint never 

hinged, pos. 1-2 and 9 slight creases, otherwise clean condition (Michel cat. 20.000.-) (T) 1594 (10) **   4.000,-
889 1980, Qi Baishi miniature sheet mint never hinged, Mi. € 450,-- Bl. 22 **   140,-
890 1980, Qi Baishi s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 400.-) Bl. 22 **   190,-

P 891 1980, Qi Baishi s/s, mint never hinged (Michel cat. 400.-) Bl. 22 **   90,-
892 1980, Lotos s/s (2), mint never hinged, one has tiny crease (Michel cat. 900.-) Bl. 23 (2) **   200,-

P 893 1980, Gu Dong stamp booklet, mint never hinged (Michel cat. 1100.-) SB1 **   250,-
894 1980, ‘Chinese River Dolphin’ complete stamp booklet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 250,-- 1656/57 (SB 2) **   Gebot

P 895 1981, year of the cock stamp booklet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 550,-- 1658 (SB 3) **   180,-
896 1981, year of the cock stamp booklet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 550,-- 1658 (SB 3) **   200,-
897 1981, year of the cock stamp booklet very fi ne used (Mi. € 550,--) 1658 (SB 3) g 150,-
898 1981, ‘Year of the cock’ complete stamp booklet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 550,-- 1658C(SB 3) **   180,-
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899 1980/83, booklets 2-10 complete, mint never hinged MNH (T) SB2-10 **   250,-
900 1981, year of the cock, complete booklet, mint never hinged MNH. (Michel cat. 550.-) SB3 (1658C) **   180,-
901 1981, year of the cock, complete booklet mint never hinged MNH, (Michel cat. 550,-) SB3/1658 MH **   150,-
902 1982-83, Two s/s mint never hinged MNH Medicial Herbs & TERRA COTTA soldiers **   50,-

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK - PROVINZEN    
P 903 CENTRAL & SOUTH CHINA: 1950. Envelope (opening faults) addressed to the ‘Bank of China, London’ 

bearing Hubei SG CC73, $100 green mixed with North China People’s Post SG NC357, $3000 deep 
blue and ‘Unit’ stamps SG 1426, $1000 orange and SG 1428, $200 red (strip of four) tied by Tientsin 
date stamp with Hong Kong transit. Rare commercial mail.

SG CC73, 
NC357, SG 
1426, 1428 b 320,-

P 904 KWANGSI: 1949, Silver Currency, 5 c. on 40000 $ on 20 c. green, variety ”40000 at top”, unused. 2 F I (*)  500,-
P 905 Liberated Areas, Shanxi-Quahar-Hebei, 1945, victory issued $1 (pair), $4 (pair) tied two strikes ”.. 

central district / .. 8 branch offi ce / 35th year 5th month 31st day” (May 31, 1946; digits handwritten) 
to piece with part arrival ”TIENTSIN” 15 (2), 17 (2) d Gebot

P 906 1948/49, covers used to Tientsin: North China (3,  inc. $100 commemorative on clean express let-
ter), East China (1, registered). And cover South China to Macao (upper stamp faults) (T) b 250,-

P 907 South China, 1950, liberation of Canton issue $50 (pair) w. $1000 on $20 (strip-3) canc. „CANTON B 
1950.5.2” on cover to USA, „CATHOLIC MISSION ... Canton” printed return b 500,-

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK - GANZSACHEN    
P 908 195?, envelope 8 F. (creases) tied ”Tibet Yatung 59.3.3” to Kathmandu/Nepal w. two backstamps, 

printing date ”5-1958” (Chen PF 5) GA 80,-

COCHINCHINA    
P 909 1899, 10 C stationery card used from ”SAIGON-CENTRAL 5 OCT 99” with backside private photo of 

Saigon: Sale du Throne, Porte d’Entre sent to Cologne, Germany. GA 70,-

DUBAI    
P 910 1946 (Oct 28), Registered airmail cover from Dubai to Duebendorf near Zürich, Switzerland franked 

with India KGVI. 2a (two blocks of four + single), 8a and ½a tied with Dubai double-ring d/s, with 
boxed ‘’DUBAI/PERSIAN GULF DISTRICT’’ reg. h/s and arrival cds on front. Envelope with a tear on 
upper left of front otherwise fi ne and clean. b 100,-

P 911 1947 (Oct 9), Airmail cover to Bombay during the Pakistani Administration, franked with un-over-
printed India KGVI. ½a and 1a pair tied with ‘’DUBAI PERSIAN GULF/9 OCT 47’’ cds, on reverse with 
Bombay Dely 20 Oct 47 cds. Cover with traces of folding otherwise fi ne. One of the last covers during 
the Pakistani Administration used with India stamps without ‘PAKISTAN’ overprint. b 200,-

P 912 1948 (Jan.), PAKISTAN USED IN DUBAI: cover to Bombay franked on reverse with 1a pair and 1/2a 
India KGVI. overprinted PAKISTAN, tied with ‘’DUBAI PERSIAN GULF ...’’ cds, Bombay arrival cds along-
side. Opening fault at right otherwise fi ne. A scarce cover from this special short period of about 4 
months only. b 800,-

913 1955, Air letter - 6 p. aerogramme from Great Britain (LF7) overprinted with ‘6 Annas’ and 3 bars on 
britsh val. Clear strike „DUBAI 4 MY 55”, GA Gebot

914 1964, ‘Human Rights’ set of four each in top left corner block of four, and each stamp with boxed 
bilingual ‘SPECIMEN’ overprint in black, mint never hinged, very fi ne. 100-103 SPEC 220,-

915 1972, picture postcard sent from the Port of Dubai „10.OCT 1972 DUBAI” using a dutsch 35 cent 
stamp, violet „PAQUEBOT” cancellation. Mounted on album leave from a exhibition collection. (M) b 80,-

P 916 1980, Dead letter sent registered by ‘Interfl ug’ airmail from the German Democratic Republic to 
Dubai, bearing ‘’UNCLAIMED’’, ‘’REGD. SEC. SEA’’ and ‘’DUBAI-RETURN TO SENDER’’ bilingual post-
marks in violet on front and on reverse. Scarce postmarks on an unusual cover from the GDR. b 60,-

FEZZAN    
P 917 1943, airmail 7,50 fr. on 50 c. carmine in horizontal pair and Sibylle 5 fr. on 50 c. black and olive 

in horizontal pair, tied by cds. ”SEBHA FEZZAN 6.JUIL.” to registered cover with Franch censorship 
cancels and label to Brazzaville with arrival mark, tiny spots, otherwise fi ne 12 (2), 8 (2) b 300,-

P 918 1943, overprint issues Sibylle 5 fr. on 50 c. black and olive, postage stamp 50 c. violett and airmail 
50 c. deep brown tied by cds. ”SEBHA FEZZAN 29.MAI.” to airmail cover via Doula with two French 
censorship cancels ”CONTROLE POSTAL COMMISSION B...” and ”CONTROL POSTAL COMMISSION 
G...” to Jaunde, Camerun, cover with water spots (bluish paper), otherwise fi ne, rare 1, 2, 8 b 200,-

P 919 1943, airmail 7,50 l. on 50 c. carmine tied by fi eld post cancel ”POSTE MILITAIRE No.560 19.8.43” 
to airmail cover with two line handstamp ”PREMIER SERVICE AVION TUNIS GHADAMES” to Tunis, 
cover with vertical cut at top and stamp repaired (part of stamp scheduled at top), signed Bolaffi  and 
A.Diena 12 b 100,-

FEZZAN - PAKETMARKEN    
P 920 1943, 1 l. violet, right part of pair with overprint, unused, fi ne, signed A. Diena, rare, 750,- 4 *    170,-
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FRANZÖSISCH-INDIEN    
P 920A 1864, Entire from Pondicherry to Marseille bearing French Colonies 40c pair tied by diamond 

of dots (very rare on Eagle issues), with sender cachet, blue ‘’BUREAU DE PONDICHERRY/26/
juin/1864’’ double-ring d/s, red ‘’COLONIES FRA. V. SUEZ/31/JUIL./64’’ double-ring d/s and 
small baxed ‘’PD’’ in red alongside. An attractive letter with a rare cancellation. (Only 6 or 7 simi-
lar covers are known.)

French Col. 
5 (2) b 1.500,-

P 920B 1869, Cover from Pondicherry to Toulon, France written as an Army correspondence of French de-
legation, franked by 1865 French Colonies 20c blue tied by ‘’INDE PONDICHERRY/20 NOV./69’’ 
cds (rare on Eagle issue), blue octogonal depatch d/s and red octogonal ‘via Suez’ transit d/s 
alongside, Toulon 17 Dec. arrival b/s. A fi ne stamp with a rare cancellation on a scarce cover. French Col. 4 b 2.000,-

P 920C 1873, Cover from Pondicherry to Marseille bearing French Colonies 80c Napoleon III.tied by ‘’INDE’’ 
in diamond of dots, with ‘’INDE PONDICHERRY/14/FEVR./73’’ cds in black, sender cachet, small 
boxed ‘’PD’’ in red and red Marseille arrival cds (10 MARS 73) alongside, fi ine and scarce. French Col. 9 b 750,-

P 921 1875. Envelope written from Pondichery addressed to France bearing French General Colonies 
Yvert 20, 30c brown (imperf pair) tied by anchor in dotted lozenge with adjacent octagonal pa-
quebot ‘Etab. Fr. Inde Paq. Fr. 0 No 1’ date stamp (Salles 1962) with boxed ‘PD’ in red, sent on 
the steamer ”Meinam” via Galle and Suez with Cognac arrival on reverse. Very rare and attractive 
item of Maritime Mail from Pondichery.

France Col. Yv. 
20 (2) b 1.500,-

P 921A 1875, Entire from Pondicherry to Marseille bearing French Colonies Ceres 40c horizontal strip of 
three and pair and 80c vert. pair tied by diamonds of dots, with sender oval, ‘’INDE PONDICHER-
RY/13/SEPT/75’’ cds, red boxed ‘’PD’’ and red transit cds alongside, arrival cds on reverse. A 
scarce 3.60 Franc trible rate at Brindisi route.

French Col. 
13(5), 23(2) b 2.500,-

P 921B 1875, Cover from Pondicherry to Bordeaux franked 80c Ceres strip of three for double rate via Brindi-
si route tied by diamonds of dots, with depatch cds (23 Aug 75), several transit cds’s and arrival cds 
(17 Sept.) on front and on reverse, good and scarce.

French Col. 
23(3) b 800,-

P 922 1879. Envelope addressed to Mauritius bearing French General Colonies Yvert 17, 5c green/azure 
(imperf pair) and Yvert 23, 25c blue tied by Inde/Pondichery date stamp ‘18 Aout’, endorsed ‘via 
Aden’ with Mauritius receiver in blue on reverse ‘Sept 20’ Lovely cover paying the 35c rate. Scarce.

France Col. Yv. 
17 (2), 23 b 500,-

P 923 1879, Cover from Pondicherry to Mauritius bearing French Colonies 1872 10c pair and 5c tied by 
‘’INDE PONDICHERRY/4/AVRIL/79’’ cds, further strike and sender oval alongside, arrival b/s. Fine 
stamps, folded cover with minor imperfections, still good, and scarce.

French Col. 
17, 20 b 400,-

P 924 1884. Postal stationery Formula Card addressed to Paris bearing French General Colonies ”Al-
phee Dubois” Yvert 50, 10c black/lilac tied by Inde/Pondichery double ring ‘18th Mars’ with 
Modane a Paris ambulant ‘5th Avril’ in red on face and Paris receiver. A very rare Formula card 
used in French India. Exhibition item.

France Col. 
Yv. 50 GA 2.200,-

P 925 1896. Belgium postal stationary letter card 10c rose cancelled by Liege date stamp addressed to 
Pondichery, India, routed via Brindisi and Suez, underpaid with ‘T’ hand-stamp and framed ‘Foreign 
Postage Due/Three Annas’ hand-stamp on face with Pondichery/Del. receiver on reverse. Nice item 
item of incoming taxed mail. Scarce. GA 220,-

P 926 1903, drei Werte Allegorie mit 25 C. schwarz/rot auf lilarosa mit roten Aufdruck ‘0,05’ bzw. ‘0,10’ 
(unebene Zähnung) sowie 50 C. karmin/blau auf rosa mit schwarzen Aufdruck ‘0,40’, ungebraucht 
mit Falz und teils Gummimgl., Mi. € 1.240,-- (Yvert 20/21+23, € 1.290,--) 20/21 + 23 *    200,-

P 927 1904. Postal stationery envelope 0.15 on 25c black upgraded with Yvert 1, 1c black/blue, Yvert 4, 
5c green (pair) and Yvert 6, 15c blue tied by Inde Pondichery double ring with boxed hand-struck 
registered addressed to Nancy and forwarded to Jura. Scarce stationery registered. Yv. 1, 4 (2). 6 GA 350,-

927A 1923, 4 postal stationery covers unused with 6 C, 12 C, 18 C and 1 F 12 C overprint GA 100,-
P 928 1933. Envelope written from Pondicherry addressed to French Indo-China bearing French India Yvert 

79, 20ca on 45c red and green (not valid) with Pondicherry double ring on reverse and ‘Pondicherry/
Due/As’ tax hand-stamp with circular ‘T/50c’ and bearing Indo-China postage dues Yvert 52,10c 
blue (pair) applied and tied on arrival by Saigon Central/Cochinchine date stamp. Nice combination.

Yv. 79, Fr. 
Chine Yv. 
P52 (2) b 220,-

P 928A 1944, 5 Fr. + 20 Fr. Marianne, not issued value, unmounted mint. Maury 1.000,- € Maury 262 A **   400,-

FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA    
see also 342, 344, 346, 674, 701, 1189, 1190, 2438, 2482, 2631, 2834, 2866, 3598

P 929 1865. Stampless envelope front (with part of backfl ap, faults) addressed to France cancelled by 
octagonal ‘Corr. D Arm./Baria’ in blue ‘29th Dec 65’ routed via Suez with French entry cachet 
‘Col. F. V. Suez. Paq. F. Amb. Mars 2’ octagonal in red on face ‘2nd Feb’ (Salles 1863) and charged 
with hand-struck ‘9’ on arrival. Rare item of stampless mail from the French Troops in Baria and 
the fi rst recorded with the ‘9’ decimes tax hand-stamp. Exhibition item. d/b 1.500,-

P 930 1867. Envelope addressed to Bordeaux bearing French General Colonies Yvert 3, 10c bistre and Yvert 
5, 40c vermilion tied by ‘CCH’ in lozenge with adjacent ‘Cochinchine/Saigon’ double ring ‘27/8’ with 
boxed ‘PD’ in red, routed via Suez and Marseille with Bordeaux arrival ‘8/10’ on reverse. Very fi ne. Fr. Col. Yv. 3, 5 b 300,-

P 931 1877, 40 C. orange with central „LIGNE N PAQ.FR.No 7” on VF envelope, sent to the „Maitre d’equi-
page a bord de l’Amazone” in Saigon, Indochine. 35 b 400,-
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P 932 1878. Military mail envelope addressed to Paris bearing French General Colonies Yvert 23, 25c 
blue tied by octagonal ‘Corr. D. Arntees/Hue’ in blue ‘4th Mai 78’, routed via Saigon/Cochinchine 
‘22 Mai’ with Paris arrival on reverse. Superb item of quality. Fr. Col. Yv. 23 b 1.400,-

P 932A 1881, Grande affi che ”TABLEAU DES VALEURS D´AFFRANCHISSEMENT EMPLOYÉES EN INDO-
CHINE” presentant les timbres de l´emission Alphee Dubois, les entiers postaux (également 
surchargé de leur valeur en monnaie indochinoise) et les timbres taxe sucharges SPECIMEN,  
destinee aux bureaux de poste d´Indo-Chine, defauts inherents a la taille de l’affi che, ideal pour 
encadrer, rare! (M) (*)/GA 1.300,-

P 933 1889. Stampless military mail envelope addressed to France cancelled by Son-Lay/Tonkin date 
stamp with undated ‘Corps Expedit/Tonkin’ and military cachet ‘Genie/Place Son-Tay’, routed via Ha-
Noi with Seine receiver. Scarce early item of mail from the French Occupation. b 180,-

P 934 1891 (FRENCH MILITARY MAIL). Envelope (opening faults) with full content, written from Woosung 
dated ‘16th Oct 1891’ addressed to France bearing France ‘Type Sage’ Yvert 90, 15c blue tied by 
octagonal ‘Corr. D. Armees Paq. Fr. No 7’ date stamp ‘17th Oct 1891’, sent on the French paquebot 
”Saghalien” with adjacent ‘Marine & Colonies/Service a la Mer’ circular cachet, Lyon transit and 
Bourg arrival ‘21st Nov’ on reverse. Nice item with contents paying the concessionary military rate. FR. Yv. 90 b 280,-

P 934A 1892, 50 C carmine/blue on rose paper, single franking on registered envelope from „SAIGON PORT 
1 MAI 01” to Hamburg with scarce contents: travel insurance for a German writer and his properties 
for a journey from Saigon to Hamburg and a 1.800,- Mark cheque for the same person. (T) 13 b 130,-

P 935 1893/1911, Partie mit 3 gebrauchten Ganzsachen, dabei 10 C GSK von Saigon, Nov.1893, nach 
Halle a.S., 10 C GSK von Phantien, 25.11.1911, nach Magdeburg und 25 C Ganzsachenumschlag 
von Baria, 14.6.1908, nach Soultz im Elsass. Bedarfserhaltung. GA 60,-

P 936 1893. Registered envelope (opening faults and vertical crease) to Egypt bearing Indo-China Yvert 13, 
50c rose tied by Hanoi-Rec Tonkin double ring with boxed hand-struck ‘R’ in red, routed via ‘Tonquin/
Haiphong’ with octagonal French paquebot ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 5’ date stamp (Salles 1924) with 
Suez and Alexandrie arrival on reverse. Fine item of destination mail. Yv. 13 b 240,-

P 937 1893. Indo-China postal stationary envelope 5c green cancelled by ‘Vapeur/No 4’ date stamp (Salles 
2013) addressed to Can-Tho and forwarded to Saigon. Very early item of River Boat mail posted on 
the Mekong River. GA 300,-

P 938 1894. Registered postal stationary envelope 15c blue upgraded with Indo-China Yvert 10, 25c black/
rose tied by Cap-St Jacques/Cochinchine double ring with boxed hand-struck ‘R’ in red addressed to 
Saigon with receiver on reverse. Very fi ne. Yv. 10 GA 180,-

P 939 1895. Postal stationary envelope 5c green cancelled by ‘Rachcia/Cochinchine’ double ring addres-
sed to Paris with Longxuyen Cochinchine on reverse. Very nice item paying the unopened printed 
matter overseas rate. GA 180,-

P 940 1895. Envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 13, 25c black/rose tied by ‘Ligne de 
Saigon a Singapore’ double ring in blue (Salles 2003) with Singapore transit on reverse and Aubignan 
receiver on reverse. Scarce item of maritime mail. SG 13 b 280,-

P 941 1896. Stampless Red Band envelope endorsed ‘Corps D’Occupation du Tonkin’ addressed to 
France cancelled by Mon-Cay/Tonkin double ring with military cachet ‘Artillerie de Marine/2nd 
Batterie le Lieutenant Commandant/3rd Section/Groupe de L’Indochine et de L’Oceanie’ double 
ring in violet with receiver. Very rare item from a marine unit designated for service in Indo-China 
and Oceanie. b 1.200,-

P 942 1896. French General Colonies postal stationary card 10 cents black cancelled by Vinhlong Cochin-
chine double ring addressed to the Captain of the French Occupation Forces at Vinh Long. Very fi ne. GA 180,-

P 943 1897. Military mail envelope to France bearing Indo-China Yvert 8, 15c blue tied by octagonal ‘Corr. 
d’Armees Saigon’ date stamp with military cachet ‘Marine Francaise/Service a la Mer’ and French 
entry cachet. Yv. 8 b 180,-

944 1898, Cover with 15c. blue tied by ”CORR DE ARMEES LIGNE N 27/9/98” cds., violet ”MARINE FRAN-
CAISE SERVICE LA MER” alongside, adressed to France, tiny toned, fi ne b 70,-

P 945 1899. Postal stationary card 10c black with photographic view on reverse written from Hanoi dated 
‘4/10/99’ and cancelled ‘Hanoi a Haiphong/Tonkin’ ambulant in red, addressed to Germany with 
octagonal French paquebot ‘Ligne N Paq Fr. No. 5’ date stamp (Salles 1924) sent on the steamer 
‘Salazie’ with Eisenach arrival. Very attractive item. GA 280,-

P 946 1901. Stampless envelope (opening faults and vertical crease) endorsed ‘Corps Expéditionnaire de 
Chine’ addressed to France cancelled by ‘Trésor et Postes Aux Armees/7/Chine’ with native instruc-
tional hand-stamp and Marseille transit. Fine and scarce item from the French Military Post in Tongu. b 450,-

P 947 1901. Registered envelope addressed to Algeria, North Africa bearing Indo-China SG 16, 50c rose 
tied by Tonquin/Hai-Phong double ring with boxed ‘R’ routed via Hong Kong with octagonal French 
paquebot ‘Ligne N Paq.Fr. No 10’ date stamp (Salles 1924), endorsed ‘S.S. Hamburg/via Naples’ with 
Marseille transit and Alger arrival on reverse. Nice single franking. SG 16 b 350,-

P 948 1901. Stampless envelope written from Paris addressed to the French Expeditionary Force in In-
do-China cancelled Paris/Place de la Republique double ring and bearing French General Colonies 
postage dues Yvert 20, 15c green (imperf pair with lower right sheet margin) tied by Saigon Central/
Cochinchine double ring and forwarded to Phanthiet. Very fi ne.

Fr. Col. Yv. 
20 (2) b 280,-
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P 949 1902. Registered envelope to Algeria bearing Indo-China Yvert 7, 10c black/blue (two pairs) tied 
by Tonquin Hai-Phong double ring in blue with boxed hand-struck registered routed via Saigon and 
Marseille with Alger receiver. Yv. 7 b 220,-

P 950 1903. Stampless envelope (creased and vertical fold) written from Shono-Hoa Village and endorsed, 
addressed to Tanan, Cochinchine cancelled by framed bilingual ‘Tanan/Village/de/Sliono-Hoa’ rou-
ted on the Mekong steamer with ‘Vapeur No 16/Cochinchine’ double ring ‘5/4/03’ (Salles 2015) 
with Tanan arrival ‘19/4’ on reverse. Rare unrecorded Poste Rural cachet from Shono-Hoa village and 
posted on the ‘Messageries Fluviales’ on the Mekong. Unique item of French Indo-China mail. b 1.000,-

P 951 KOUANG-TCHÉOU: 1903. Envelope addressed to Bordeaux bearing SG 2, 2c brown/buff (strip of fi ve) 
and SG 6, 15c grey tied by Tchong King double ring ‘20 Aout’ routed via the French Post Offi ce Han-
kou ‘1st Sept’ with Bordeaux arrival. Very rare fi rst type postmark from Tchong-King. SG 2 (5), 6 b 450,-

P 952 1903. Envelope endorsed ‘Corps d’Occupation du Tonkin’ addressed to the ‘Captain Bonary du Artil-
lery Colonel, Hanoi’ bearing Indo-China SG 25, 15c grey (cornerfault) tied by Cap St Jaques/Cochin-
chine double ring ‘24th Feb’ routed via Saigon with Hanoi receiver ‘4th Mars’ on reverse. Very fi ne 
item from the Boxer Campaign paying the 15 cents concessionary rate. SG 25 b 220,-

P 953 1903. Siam picture postcard of ‘Dusit and Chow Phya’ addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 
23, 5c yellow-green tied by Pnumpenh/Cambodge double ring and forwarded on arrival bearing 
France ‘Type Mochon’ Yvert 124, 10c red tied by Montpellier date stamp with Tarascon arrival. Nice 
combination.

SG 23, France 
Yv. 124 Ak 220,-

P 954 1905. News-Band wrapper addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China postage due Yvert 2, 5 on 40c 
black tied by Saigon Central/Cochinchine double ring with hand-struck ‘’T’ adjacent. Rarely seen use 
of Indo-China tax stamp paying the domestic wrapper rate. Yv. 2 b 450,-

P 955 1905. Picture postcard of the ‘Bosphore’ addressed to Hanoi, Indo-China bearing Yvert 99, 10p green 
tied by bilingual Izmid date stamp (24/12) routed via Constantinople and Aden (7/1) with ‘Penangto 
Singapore’ (22/1) double ring marine sorter and Hanoi arrival (31/1) and forwarded to Haiphong. 
Nice item of incoming mail. Turkey Yv. 99 b 180,-

P 956 1905. Registered picture post card of ‘Hankow, Peking Railay Building the Yellow River Bridge’ ad-
dressed to Belgium bearing French China SG 37, 5c yellow-green and SG 42, 30c mauve tied by Han-
Keou-Chine/Poste Française double ring ‘27 Mai 05’ with hand-struck boxed ‘R’ and Feluy-Arquennes 
arrival ‘7 Juillet’ on face. Lovely item of registered postcard used from Hankow. Fr. SG 37, 42 Ak 280,-

P 957 1906. Indo-China postal stationary card 10c black cancelled by Camau Cochinchine double ring 
addressed to the Controller of Customs, Bac-Lieu. Scarc village cancel. GA 280,-

P 958 1907, Indochine unovpt. 5 C. canc. bilingual „T’AI-P’ING-CHINE 25 AOUT 07” on reverse of ppc with 
2nd strike alongside, via „P’O-TSI-CHINA 25 AOUT 07” to Fort Bayard w. same day arrival, very rare 
p.o., photocopy of map w. places included Ak 700,-

P 959 1908. Indo-China postal stationary envelope 10c red cancelled by ‘Poste Rurale/Province de Ha-
Dong/Phu-Xuyen’ double ring routed via Ha-Dong/Tonkin and Hanoi addressed to France with Loire 
receiver on reverse. Superb item of Post Rural mail from Hadong Province. GA 280,-

P 960 1911. Registered envelope addressed to French Indo-China bearing Yvert 152, 20c yellow-green and 
black tied by oval Guayaquil date stamp with registered label, routed via New York ‘31/5/1911’ and 
Saigon ‘6 July 1911’ with Soctrang/Cochinchine receiver ‘8 Juil 11’ on reverse. Scarce item of inco-
ming mail from Ecuador.

Ecuador Yv. 
152 b 180,-

960A 1912/33, three covers from INDIA via Singapore to SAIGON with postage due and various „T”-hand-
stamps, two letters with Indian franking on reverse b 100,-

P 961 1913. Postal stationary envelope 10c red addressed to Paris cancelled by ‘Poste Rurale/Thanh-Son/
Province de Ngee-An’ double ring with adjacent ‘Poste Rurale/Cau-Giat/Province de Ngee-An’ double 
ring in blue routed via Thanh-Hoa/Annam with ‘Vinh a Hanoi/2’ ambulant and Hanoi/Tonkin transit 
on reverse with Paris receiver. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Thanh-Son village. Ex Desrous-
seaux. GA 450,-

P 962 1915. Picture post card (corner crease) of ‘Elephants at the Arena’ addressed to France bearing Indo-
China SG 55, 10c scarlet tied by ‘Hue/Annam ‘ double ring with adjacent ‘Poste Rurale/Province de 
Thua-Thien/Lai-An routed via Hue with Ahun arrival on reverse. Fine item of Rural Post mail. SG 55 Ak 750,-

P 963 1915, ”Zurück wegen Kriegszustand”, roter K2 auf Brief aus Hamburg frankiert mit 2 x 10 Pfg. Ger-
mania nach Saigon/Cochinchina. Der Brief wurde wg der Kriegsereignisse nicht zugestellt. b Gebot

P 964 1919. Postal stationary envelope 10c red with letter dated ‘Phuoc-Son/4th Dec’ addressed to Saigon 
cancelled by ‘Poste Rurale/Province de Quang-Tri/Tung-Luat’ in violet with adjacent Quangtri/Annam 
double ring, routed via Tourane with Saigon Central receiver on reverse. Very fi ne item of Rural Post 
Mail. GA 260,-

P 965 1919, Geldschein 20 Cents violett/gelb der ‘Banque de l’Indo-Chine’ mit Kontroll-Nummer und rs. 
Druckvermerk ‘CHAIX.PARIS’, sauber ungebraucht und sehr selten! (Pirot 2) 550,-

P 966 1923. Postal stationary envelope 4 c orange addressed to Haiphong cancelled by ‘Poste Rurale/
Thuon-Gra/Province de Nghe-An’ double ring with adjacent ‘Poste Rurale/Quan-Hanh/Province de 
Nghe-An’ in blue routed via Thanh-Hoa/Annam with ‘Vinh a Hanoi/1’ ambulant and Haiphong recei-
ver on reverse. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Thuon-Gra village routed via Quan-Hanh village. 
Very rare. Ex Desrousseaux. GA 450,-
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P 967 1924. Postal stationary envelope 4 c orange addressed to Hanoi cancelled by ‘Poste Rurale/Gia-
Vien/Province de Ninh-Binh’ double ring routed via Ninh-Binh with Hanoi arrival. Superb item of Rural 
Post Mail from Gia-Vien village. Ex Desrousseaux. GA 300,-

P 968 1924. Postal stationary envelope (opened on two sides) 4c orange addressed to Hanoi cancelled by 
‘Poste Rurale/Van-Trai/Province de Thanh-Hoa’ double ring in blue with ‘Vinh a Hanoi/C’ ambulant 
transit and Hanoi arrival on reverse. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Van-Trai village. Ex Desrous-
seaux. GA 300,-

P 969 1924. Postal stationary envelope 10c red addressed to Haiphong cancelled by ‘Poste Rurale/Dong-
Giao/Province de Ninh-Binh’ double ring in blue with ‘Vinh a Hanoi/C’ and ‘Hanoi a Haiphong’ am-
bulant transits with Haiphong/Tonkin arrival. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Dong-Giao village. 
Ex Desrousseaux. GA 350,-

P 970 1925. Postal stationary envelope 5c red addressed to Paris cancelled by ‘Yen bay a Hanoi/3’ ambu-
lant date stamp with Hanoi transit on reverse. Very fi ne and scarce. Ex Desrousseaux. GA 220,-

P 971 1925. Envelope addressed to Hanoi cancelled by ‘Poste Rurale/Nga-Ba-Tha/Province de Ha-Dong’ 
double ring routed via Ha-Dong bearing Indo-China SG 123, 5c red tied by Ha-Dong/Tonkin date 
stamp with Hanoi arrival. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Nga-Ba-Tha village. Ex Desrousseaux. SG 123 b 350,-

P 971A 1927. Offi cial envelope headed ‘Administration des Douanes et Regies’ with cachet ‘Douanes et Re-
gies/Administration de Ngee-An/Nord Annam’ in red, addressed to Vinh cancelled by ‘Poste Rurale/
Phu-Nghia/Province de Ngee-An’ double ring in blue routed via Cau-Giat with ‘Province de Ngee-An/
Cau-Giat/Poste Rurale’ on face with ‘Hanoi a Vinh/D’ ambulant and Vinh/Annam receiver on reverse. 
Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Cho-Ben village, scarce with two Post Rural cachets. Ex Desrous-
seaux. (T) b 600,-

P 972 1928, Envelope addressed to Hanoi bearing Indo-China SG 34, 10c rose tied by ‘Poste Rurale/Zone 
Hanoi/Thai-Ha’ double ring in violet with adjacent Hanoi/Tonkin double ring and receiver on reverse. 
Very fi ne. SG 34 b 300,-

P 973 1929. Indo-China postal stationary envelope 1c brown upgraded with SG 122, 4c orange, SG 144, 
5c violet (2) and SG 153, 20c grey and violet tied by Hanoi/Tonkin cds in blue ‘16/5’, addressed 
to Fort Bayard, Territory of Kouang-Tcheou-Wan, endorsed ‘Avion via Hong Kong’ with Fort Bayard/
Kouangtcheouwan arrival ‘18th Mai’ on reverse. Scarce item of incoming mail. Illustrated in Desrous-
seaux.

SG 122, 144 
(2), 153 GA 300,-

P 974 1929, Airmail COSTES-BELLONTE: Cover from Hanoi to Paris with special cachet ‘’.../RETOUR RE-
CORD DISTANCE/COSTES-BELLONTE/OCT NOV 1929’’, franked with 1927 1$ and pair of South China 
P.O. (surcharged MONGTSEU) 15c tied with Ha-Noi cds (17.11.29), Paris arrival b/s (21.XI.29), with 
little stains and trace of folding (left of stamps) otherwise good. 145 u.a. b 80,-

P 975 1930. Registered postal stationary card 8c olive upgraded with Canton Yvert 77, 16 on 40c brown 
and Indo-China Yvert 131, 5c violet and Yvert 145, 1pi blue, black and yellow tied by Saigon Central 
Cochinchine date stamp with registration and Air Mail labels, sent by K.L.M. with boxed instructional 
‘Par Malle Aerienne/Hollandaise’ in red addressed to France. Scarce item of stationary used.

Yv. 77, 131, 
145 GA 260,-

P 976 1930. Envelope addressed to Hanoi, Tonkin bearing Indo-China Yvert 127, 1c orange (strip of four) 
tied by Bentre/Cochinchine date stamp, underpaid with ‘T’ hand-stamp and bearing Indo-China post-
age due Yvert 49, 4c blue and brown applied and tied on arrival by Hanoi/Tonkin date stamp. Nice 
item of postage due mail. Yv. 127, 49 b 220,-

P 977 1931 (May 5) registered cover Preyveng Cambodia from same correspondence as preceding item, 
rate on this occasion 1p 95, “Refused/by Sec/R 23/6/31” and similar range backstamps/hand-
stamps. A rare participant in this consummate event. b 200,-

P 978 1931 (May 5) registered cover Hanoi to Consulate General of the Netherlands Sydney franked aggre-
gate 1p 10, apparently representing U.P.U. 10c + airmail surcharge 85c (specifi c to this fl ight) + 15c 
registration, PAR AVION etiquette endorsed “Captain Pattist Batavia”, the Pilot from Java through Aus-
tralia for that leg of the K.L.M. Holland-Batavia service experimental extension to Australia, “Refused/
by Sec/R 23/6/31” noted on front together with return to sender instructions, reverse with seven 
transits, “DEAD LETTER OFFICE/SYDNEY N.S.W.” datestamp, and rectangular “REFUSÉ/REFUSED” 
handstamp, trifl e stained. b 120,-

P 979 1931. Envelope addressed to Cantho, Cochinchine bearing Indo-China SG 144, 5c violet tied by ‘Po-
ste Rurale/Nhon-Nghia/Province de Cantho’ in blue routed via Cairang ‘3/5’ with Cantho receiver on 
reverse. Superb item of Rural Post mail from Cantho Province. SG 144 b 280,-

P 979A 1931, 5 and 20 C stamps on registered letter from SAIGON via Singapore and from there with Paque-
bot (octagonal marking „YOKOHAMA-MARSEILLE No. 2”) to India, on reverse transit postmarks and 
handstamp ”TO PAY 8 CENTS.„, very rare! b 250,-

P 980 1932. Envelope addressed to Can-Tho bearing Indo-China SG 166, ½c brown (block of 6 with lower 
left sheet margin) tied by ‘Poste Rurale/Province de Cantho/Binhthuy’ double ring, underpaid with 
‘T’ hand-stamp and bearing French Indo-China postage dues SG D162, 1c slate and red (pair) and 
SG D164, 3c pale blue and plum tied by triangular’Taxe Minimum/5 Cents’ hand-stamp in red with 
Cantho/Cochinchine arrival on reverse. Superb item of taxed mail.

SG 166 (6), 
D162 (2), D164 b 220,-

P 980A 1932, stationery envelope 5 C uprated 1 C, 10 C and 50 C sent registered and by airmail from ”TAM-
QUAN 16-4 32 ANNAM” and with boxed ”Saigon-Marseille” to Marseille, France. GA 80,-
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P 981 1932. Red Band envelope addressed to Can-Tho bearing Indo-China SG 168, 1c brown and SG 169, 
2c green tied by ‘Poste Rurale/Province de Cantho/Binhthuy’ double ring, underpaid bearing French 
Indo-China postage dues SG D164, 3c pale blue and plum and SG D201, 2c red/yellow tied by tri-
angular ‘Taxe Minimum/5 Cents’ hand-stamp in blue with Cantho/Cochinchine arrival on reverse. 
Superb item of taxed mail.

SG 168, 169, 
D164, D201 b 300,-

P 982 1932, Envelope addressed to Wallis Island bearing Indo-China Yvert 150, l/10c blue/green (block of 
eight) and Yvert 153, ½c brown/red tied by ‘Poste Rurale Province Cantho/Binhthuy’ double ring in 
blue routed via Cantho, Saigon ‘29/9’ and Singapore ‘5/10’ underpaid with ‘T’ hand-stamp and be-
aring Wallis & Futuna postage dues Yvert 1, 5c blue/azure (pair), Yvert 2, 10c brown/purple, Yvert 5, 
30c rose and Yvert 6, 50c blue applied and tied on arrival by Protectorat Francais-Wallis date stamp 
‘31/12’. Nice item of postage due mail.

Yv. 150 (8), 
153 b 500,-

P 983 1932. Envelope addressed to Cantho, Cochinchine bearing Indo-China SG 141, 2c green (2) tied by 
‘Poste Rurale/Province de Nghe-An/Canton de Phu-Qui/Coba’ double ring routed via Phu-Qui/Annam 
and Vinh, underpaid with ‘T’ hand-stamp and bearing Indo-China postage dues SG D163, 2c green/
black (strip of 3) applied and tied on arrival by Can-Tho/Cochinchine date stamp. Superb item of Rural 
Post Mail from Annam.

SG 141 (2), 
D163 (3) b 350,-

P 984 1933. Envelope addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China SG 122, 4c orange and SG 168, 1c sepia 
tied by ‘Poste Rurale/Phong-Dien/Province de Cantho’ double ring in red, routed via Cao-Bang with 
Saigon arrival on reverse. Superb and rare item of Rural Post Mail from Phong-Dien village with cancel 
in red. Ex Desrousseaux. SG 122, 168 b 600,-

P 985 1933. Air Mail envelope (with content) addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 122, 4c orange 
(gutter pair), SG 141, 2c green (gutter block of four) and SG 144, 5c violet (gutter block of four) tied 
by ‘Poste Rurale/Binh-Thuy/Province de Cantho’ double ring in blue routed via Cantho/Cochinchine 
with instructional ‘Affranch par l’Expediteur’ and Paris arrival. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from 
Binh-Thuy village. Ex Desrousseaux.

SG 122 (2), 141 
(4), 144 (4) b 380,-

P 986 1934. Postal stationary cover front 5 c violet (diagonal crease at lower left) addressed to Hanoi can-
celled by ‘Poste Rurale/Thanh-Dai/Province de Ha-Dong’ routed via Ha-Dong/Tonkin. Superb item of 
Rural Post mail from Ha-Dong Province not listed by Desrousseaux. d 280,-

P 987 1935. Air Mail. Indo-China postal stationary envelope 36c red cancelled by ‘Poste Rurale/Province de 
Thanh-Hoa/Baithuong’ routed via Thanh-Hoa/Annam and Saigon addressed to Paris with arrival on 
reverse. Scarce item of Rural Post mail on Indo-China stationary. GA 220,-

P 987A 1935. Offi cial mail envelope headed ‘Trésorerie Generale de l’Indochine (Tonkin)’ addressed to Hanoi 
bearing ‘Service’ SG 0223, 5c orange tied by Hung-Yen/Tonkin date stamp with offi cial cachet ‘Provin-
ce de Hung-Yen/Tonkin/Le Payeur’ with Hanoi arrival. Nice item of ‘Offi cial Mail’. (T) SG O223 b 180,-

P 988 1936. Air Mail postal stationary envelope 5c violet written from ‘Minh-Cam Forest’ with ‘Poste Rurale/
Co-Cang/Province de Quang-Binh’ circular upgraded with Indo-China SG 181, 10c blue and SG 210, 
66c olive tied by Dong-Hoi/Annum date stamp ‘29/10’ with registered label and boxed ‘A.R.’ addres-
sed to France via Saigon ‘31/10’ and Var arrival ‘10/11’ on reverse. Very rare usage of Rural Post 
mail from Co-Cang, Annum. SG 181, 210 GA 600,-

P 989 1938. Envelope addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China SG 244, 6c brown tied by ‘Poste Rurale/
My-Phuoc/Province Long-Xuyen’ double ring routed via Long-Xuyen with Saigon arrival on reverse. 
Superb item of Rural Post Mail from My-Phuoc village. Scarce type without ”de”. Illustrated in Des-
rousseaux. Ex Desrousseaux. SG 244 b 350,-

P 990 1940/41, Indochina/Switzerland air mail: 30 C. (8) tied ”LANSON 12 3 41”  endorsed ”Bagdad”  
via ”´HANOI 13.3.41” to La Chaux-de-Fonds, Fr. Indochina/British/German triple censor censorship; 
Swiss 30 C., 50 C. tied ”PORRENTRUY 23.IV.40” endorsed ”Via Geneve-Marseille-Saigon”  to ”SAI-
GON 1.5.40”, French Indochina censortape. Descriptions in french included. 80,-

P 991 1940. Air Mail envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 170, 3c brown, SG 213, $1 black 
(faults) and SG 240, $2 black, tied by Hanoi R.P. date stamp with stamps perfi n (Bank of Indo-China) 
with registered label and framed instructional ‘Courrier de Banque/Privilegiee a Expedier Sans/De-
lai/Exempt de Censure’ on face and reverse in red and Marseille arrival.

SG 170, 213, 
240 b 220,-

P 992 1940. Envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 168, 1c brown (2), SG 169, 2c green 
and SG 177, 6c vermilion tied by ‘Poste Rurale/Cho-Ben/Province de Hadong’ double ring routed via 
Van-Dinh/Tonkin and Hanoi with French arrival. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Cho-Ben village. 
Ex Desrousseaux.

SG 168 (2). 
169, 177 b 450,-

P 993 1940. Air Mail envelope addressed to France endorsed ‘Ngo-Khe par Tuyen-Quang, Tonkin’ ‘ bearing 
Indo-China SG 191, 30c chestnut tied by ‘Poste Rurale/3e T.M. Ha-Giang/Ngo-Khe’ double ring with 
military cachet ‘Compagnie du Genie/Hanoi/Le Vaguemestre’ routed via Hanoi with Uzes arrival on 
reverse. Very rare item of Rural Post Military mail not recorded by Desrousseaux. SG 191 b 600,-

P 994 1941. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to India bearing Indo-China SG 184, 15c blue and SG 
213, $1 black (pair) tied by Saigon/Central date stamp with matching registered label, routed via 
Hanoi, Bangkok and Hong Kong with ‘Opened Out Uncensorsed’ label in pink applied in Hong Kong 
and *Opened by Censor’ label with ‘Passed by Censor/23’ hand-stamp in violet applied in Bombay. 
Rare item of censorship. SG 184, 213 (2) b 600,-
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P 995 1941. Air Mail envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 191, 30c chestnut (2) tied by 
‘Poulo-Condore/Cochinchine’ date stamp, endorsed ‘F.M.’, routed via Saigon and Baghdad with ‘Pas-
sed by Examiner’ label and German censor cachet and label. Nice routing. SG 191 (2) b 180,-

P 996 1941. Air Mail envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 173, 4c green, SG 208, 39c oli-
ve, SG 264, 1c orange, SG 265, 4c violet and SG 266, 25c blue tied by Saigon-Central/Cochinchine 
date stamp, endorsed ‘via Bagdad’ with ‘Passed by Examiner’ label applied in Bagdad and ‘Controle’ 
censor label tied by oval ‘WK2’ censor cachet with Marseille receiver. Very fi ne item of censored mail.

SG 173, 208, 
264-266 b 220,-

P 997 1941. Air Mail envelope endorsed ‘F.M.’ addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 192, 50c sepia 
tied by Quang-Yen/Tonkin date stamp with military cachet ‘D’Gendarmarie Coloniale Quang-Yen/Base 
de Marche/Succursale No 359’ in violet, routed via Haiphong and Hanoi, endorsed ‘via Bagdad’ with 
‘Passed by Examiner’ label applied in Bagdad and German Commission/Vienna censor label applied 
in transit with Dome arrival. SG 192 b 220,-

P 998 1943/44 (?), Not issued stamp 0,06 $ + 0$1C Docteur Yersin (docteur de bacteriologie, peste), sing-
le die proof in black (type non emis, epreuve de luxe), very rare!. (T)

Mi. 313/337 
Essay (*)  550,-

P 999 1943. ”Marshall Petain” postal stationary envelope 6c red addressed to Hanoi cancelled by ‘Laokay 
a Hanoi/Tonkin’ ambulant date stamp ‘13th Aout’ with Hanoi/Bis (censure) and Hanoi R.P. receiver 
‘19/8’. Rare item of stationary used with Railway cancel. Superb. Ex Desrousseaux. GA 450,-

P 1000 1943. ”Marshall Petain” postal stationary envelope 6c red addressed to Hanoi cancelled by ‘Hai-
phong a Hanoi/D’ ambulant date stamp ‘14th Nov’ with Hanoi/Bis (censure) and Hanoi R.P. receiver 
‘15/11’. Rare item of stationary used with Railway cancel. Superb. Ex Desrousseaux. GA 350,-

P 1001 1943. Registered ‘Philippe Petain’postal stationary envelope 6c red (opened at two sides) upgraded 
with Yvert 156, 2c green (pair), Yvert 243, 1c brown (11), Yvert 244, 3c bistre and Yvert 245, 6c red 
(2) tied by Sam-Son/Annam date stamp with registered label addressed to Hanoi with receiver on 
reverse. A very scarce item of stationary.

Yv. 156 (2), 
243 (11), 244, 
245 (2) GA 600,-

P 1002 1943. Envelope addressed to Hanoi bearing Indo-China SG 275, 6c carmine tied by ‘Poste Rurale/
Bui-Chau/Province de Nam-Dinh’ double ring routed via Nam-Dinh with Hanoi/R.P. (censor) arrival. 
Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Bui-Chau village with censor during Japanese Occupation. Ex 
Desrousseaux. SG 275 b 450,-

P 1003 1943. Postal stationary envelope ‘Marshall Petain’ 6c red addressed to Hanoi cancelled by ‘Poste 
Rurale/Thi-Long/Province de Thanh-Hoa’ double ring, routed via Thanh-Hoa/Annam with Hanoi ar-
rival. Very fi ne item of Post Rural mail from Thi-Long village, a great rarity on Petain stationary. Ex 
Desrousseaux. GA 600,-

P 1004 1944. Marshall Petain 6c red postal stationary envelope upgraded with Indo-China SG 315, 2c mauve 
(pair) tied by Dong-Ha/Annam date stamp addressed to Hanoi with arrival on reverse. SG 315 (2) GA 350,-

P 1005 1944. Indo-China postal stationery card 12c violet addressed to Hanoi. Scarce war time stationary. GA 120,-
P 1005A 1944, 1 C. Governor Van Vollenhoven with COLOUR ERROR GREEN INSTEAD OF BROWN (colour of 

10 C green), unused without gum, major rarity and THE FIRST EXAMPLE WE HAVE SEEN, very fi ne.
Cert. Pascal Scheller.

Mi. 319 F, Yv. 
249 a (*)  800,-

P 1006 1947. Air Mail envelope addressed to Hong Kong bearing Indo-China SG 331, 80c orange tied by 
Saigon R.P./Cochinchine date stamp with boxed ‘Recouverture de la Ligne/3 Avril 1947/Saigon-Hong 
Kong’ with boxed instructional on reverse ‘Return to Sender/Reason For Non Delivery Checked’ in 
blue (Proud 1st Type) with Hong Kong receiver and forwarded to Saigon. SG 331 b 180,-

P 1007 1949. Air Mial postal stationary 7c grey upgraded with SG 197, 1c brown and SG 198, 2c green tied 
by boxed ‘Saigon R.F./Indochine/U.F./2.30 Postes’ machine hand-stamp. (Desrousseaux F73). Scar-
ce; only in use one year. SG 197, 198 GA 180,-

P 1008 1950. Air Mail envelope to Paris bearing Indo-China Air Mail Yvert 11, $1 black (3) tied by ‘Poste Rura-
le Province de Baclieu/Vinhchau’ double ring routed via Bactieu/Sud Vietnam with transit on reverse. 
Very scarce item of Rural Post mail. Yv. 11 (3) b 600,-

FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINESISCHE POSTÄMTER IN SÜDCHINA    
see also 606, 617

1009 1906, 1 c. - 10 fr. with bilingual surcharge „CANTON”, complete set with 17 stamps, unused, fi ne 33-49 I *    80,-
P 1010 CANTON: 1902 Envelope addressed to France bearing Canton SG 13, 50c carmine/rose tied by Can-

ton double ring ‘3rd Sept’ in blue with month date slug inverted and Lyon receiver on reverse. Very 
rare item paying the double letter rate, illustrated in Desrousseaux. SG 13 b 600,-

P 1011 CANTON: 1904. Registered envelope addressed to India bearing Canton SG 23, 20c red/green and 
SG 27, 40c orange (pair) tied by Canton double ring with boxed hand- struck ‘R’ routed via Hong Kong 
on the steamer ‘Salazie’ with oval Registered applied at the Sea Post Offi ce and Bombay arrival on 
the reverse. Scarce stamps on cover. SG 23, 27 (2) b 450,-

P 1011A Canton: 1908, 1 c. to 10 Fr. defi nitives, perf. 11, complete set unmounted mint. Maury 4.065,- €. 
Very rare as complete issue! Maury 50/66 a **   1.600,-

P 1012 HOI-HAO: 1903. Red Band envelope addressed to Hanoi, Tonkin bearing Hoi-Hao SG 21, 15c grey tied 
by Hoihao/lle de Hainant double ring with framed ‘Paquebot’. Very fi ne. Ex Desrousseaux. SG 21 b 300,-
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P 1013 HOI HAO: 1907. Registered envelope addressed to France bearing Hoi-Hao SG 47, 5f lilac tied by Hoi-
Hao-Chine double ring with boxed hand-struck ‘R’ routed via Hong Kong with Paris arrival. Very rare 
single franking 5 Franc on letter from the island of Hainan. SG 47 b 750,-

P 1014 HOI-HAO: 1903. Registered envelope addressed to Paris bearing Hoihow SG 20, 10c rose, SG 21, 
15c grey and SG 23, 25c blue (2) tied by Hoihao/lle de Hainam double ring ‘23rd Nov’ with framed 
hand-struck ‘R’ routed via Hong Kong ‘26/11’ with Paris arrival ‘2nd Jan 04’. Scarce item paying the 
double registered rate. Illustrated in Desrousseaux.

SG 20, 21, 
23 (2) b 380,-

P 1015 KOUANG-TCHEOU: 1927. Charged envelope (opening faults) to Cho-Ganh Gare bearing Indo-China 
Yvert 104, 5c rose, Yvert 115, 1p blue/green and Yvert 116, 2p lilac (2) mixed with Kouang-Tcheou 
Yvert 48, 40c on 1f red and black tied by Hanoi Tonkin date stamp with hand-strack ‘Charge’ and 
boxed accountancy on reverse, endorsed ‘valeur declare=mille piastres’ routed via Minh Binh. Very 
scarce item of ‘charged’ mail.

Yv. 48, Fr., 
Ind. 104, 115, 
116 (2), b 380,-

P 1016 MONG-TZEU: 1904. Registered Imperial Chinese Post postal stationary card 1c red upgraded with 
Mong-Tzeu Yvert 5, 10c red and Yvert 8, 25, blue tied by Mongtze/Chine double ring with boxed ‘R’ 
addressed to Paris. Very fi ne item of registered mail from Yunnan Province. Yv. 5, 8 GA 450,-

P 1016A MONG-TSEU: 1906, 10 Fr. red on greenish, fresh colour, mint o.g., sign. Brun. Very rare stamp, only 
one sheet of 150 stamps has been overprinted. Maury 33 I *    600,-

P 1017 1902, Allegory 1 c. - 5 fr. with bilingual surcharge „PACKHOI”, complete set with 16 stamps, unused, 
fi ne 17-32 IV *    180,-

1018 PAKHOI: 1906, Freimarken Allegorie und Grasset mit zweisprachigem Aufdruck ‘PAK:HOI’ kompletter 
Satz ungebraucht mit Falz, Mi. € 400,-- (Yvert 17/33, € 455,--) 33/49 V *    180,-

P 1019 PAKHOI: 1906. Registered envelope to Hainan Island bearing French China Yvert 52, 5c yellow/green 
mixed with Pakhoi Yvert 7, 20c red/green and Yvert 8, 25c black/rose tied by Pak-Hoi-Chine double 
ring with boxed hand-struck ‘R’ and Hoi-Hao arrival on reverse. Rare item of registered commercial 
mail from Pakhoi.

Yv. 7, 8, Fr. 
Chine Yv. 52 b 450,-

1020 1906, 1 c. - 10 fr. with bilingual surcharge „PARK-HOI”, complete set with 17 stamps, unused, fi ne, 
some signed 39-49 V *    100,-

1021 Tchongking 1908, French Indochine 1 C. to 10 Fr. with red or blue overprint «TCHONGKING», complete 
set mint hinged, fi ne. (Yv. 65-81, CV 460,- €) 50 VI - 66 VI *    140,-

P 1022 TCHONG-KING: 1912. Registered Picture postcard of ‘A Hong-Chuan (Red Boat), Upper Yangtse ‘ 
addressed to France bearing Tchong-King Yvert 68, 5C GREEN, Yvert 69, 10c red and Yvert 71, 20c 
violet tied by Tchong-King-Chine double ring with boxed hand-struck ‘R ‘, routed via the French Post 
Offi ce Hankow with ‘Han-Keou- Chine/Poste Française’ double ring and Longeau receiver in France. 
Registered postcards from Tchong-King are very scarce. Yv. 68, 69, 71 Ak 450,-

P 1023 TCHONGKING: 1922. Envelope addressed to Algeria, North Africa bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 
288, 1c yellow and SG 291, 3c green (not valid) mixed with Chungking SG 58,10c on 25c blue tied by 
‘Tch’ong-King-Chine’ double ring ‘5 Dec 22’ with Han-Keou-Chine/Poste Française transit on reverse. 
Nice item in the last few days of use from this Indo-Chinese offi ce.

SG 58, Chine 
SG 288, 291 b 180,-

1024 1908, complete overprint set ”YUNNANFOU”, unused, hinged, 17 stamps. Yvert 33/49 *    130,-
P 1025 1906, complete overprint set ”Yunnan-Fou”, unused, hinged, 17 stamps. Yvert 16/32 *    150,-
P 1026 1903, complete overprint set ”YUNNANSEN”, unused, hinged, 15 stamps. Yvert 1/15 *    380,-
1026A 1900/04, ”YUANNSEN„ overprint on 10 C red/blue on picture postcard of TONKIN to Lausanne/

Switzerland and two other souvenier cards from Tonkin Ak 60,-

GEORGIEN    
P 1027 1922, 2 Briefe nach Braunschweig und ein R-Brief ab Tifl is nach London (waagerechter Bug, Fran-

katur ist nicht betroffen) mit jeweils rückseitiger Frankatur verschiedener Freimarkenausgaben, ins-
gesamt gute Bedarfserhaltung. (T) ex. 35 A - 48 b b 300,-

P 1027A 1920 (18.7.) Registered cover from ”ABBAS-TUMAN 27.7.20” to a staff member of the 3’rd brigade at 
Delizhan. Franked on back with 4x 2 R (correct 8 R registered rate), bearing arrival cds on front and 
Georgian censor marking. A RARE USAGE DURING THE MENSHEVIK PERIOD IN GEORGIA. b 400,-

1028 1922/3, 3000 R/100 R. reddish brown, 10.000/1000 R. brown and  40.000 R./5000 R. dark green 
canc. „TIFLIS 21.2.23” on reverse of registered cover to Paris/France 37A, 45, 48a b 80,-

P 1029 1922, 5000 R green and 1000 R surcharge on 50 R violet, mixed franking on 5 K russian postal sta-
tionery card (used as form), sent from TIFLIS, 11.7.22, via transit cds Moscow to Berlin in Germany. 
Scarce commercial usage between a medical doctor of the german hospital in Tifl is and his colleague 
in Germany. F/VF condition. 35,36A GA 260,-

P 1030 1923, 3000 r. on 100 r. red-brown, 5000 r. deep-green (6) and 1000 r. brown (2), tied by cds. ”TIFLIS 
25.1.” to reverse of registered cover with German censorship ”Postüberwachungsstelle Bremen.” to 
Bremen with arrival mark, two stamps missing, otherwise fi ne

37 A, 35 A (6), 
32 A (2) b 100,-

1031 1923 (18.4.), Firmenvordruckbrief ‘Kaukasischer Grubenverein Tchiatouri’ mit rs. Frankatur 20.000 
R. auf 500 R. rot (3 Werte) sowie 40.000 R. auf 5.000 R. grün (6 Werte) als Einschreiben von Tchia-
touri nach Hamburg mit Durchgangsstpl. Moskau (26.4.) und Hamburg (1.5.), dekorativer und selte-
ner Bedarfsbrief! (T) 42 (3), 43 (6) b 130,-
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HEDSCHAS    
P 1032 1897. Registered envelope written from Mecca dated ‘25th Jan 1897’ addressed to the ‘Postes 

& Telegraph, Nimes, France’ bearing Turkey Yvert 85, 1p olive (pair) tied by bilingual Mekke doub-
le ring in bluer-green (Coles & Walker 22) with adjacent circular hand-struck ‘R’ in blue-green 
routed via Suez/R and Alexandria and Nimes/Gard arrival. A superb Registered cover with text 
(French) from the Turkish Post Offi ce in Mecca. Wonderful showpiece for the exhibitor.

Turkey Yv. 
85 (2) b 3.000,-

P 1033 1898. Registered and Advice of Receipt envelope with content, written from Mecca dated ‘20th 
July 1898’ addressed to the ‘Postes & Telegraph, Nimes, France’ bearing Turkey Yvert 85, 1p olive 
and Yvert 86, 2p bistre tied by circular framed Arabic Mecque date stamp (Coles & Walker 19) 
with oval hand-struck ‘Registered/Mecca/No 304’ and framed ‘A.R.’ in green on face and endor-
sed ‘A.R.’, routed via Suez and Port Said with ‘Modane a Paris’ ambulant and Nimes/Gare arrival. 
A superb Registered, Advice of Receipt cover with three page text (French) from the Turkish Post 
Offi ce in Mecca. Only one other cover exists with the oval Registered hand-stamp from Mecca 
and this is the only one in combination with the Advice of Receipt boxed hand-stamp. A unique 
showpiece for the exhibitor. Yv. 85, 86 b 8.500,-

P 1034 1898. Registered and Insured envelope (vertical fold) headed ‘Consulaat der Nederlanden te 
Djeddah’ with circular seal in violet (on reverse), addressed to the Netherlands Indies bearing 
Turkey Yvert 85, 1p olive and Yvert 86, 2p bistre tied by Djedda double ring in blue ‘Juin 7’ (Coles 
& Walker Type 10) with framed hand-struck ‘Assure’ in blue/green and ‘Recommande’ hand-
stamp in violet, routed via Aden with unframed ‘Aden/Reg/Jul 1/98’ on reverse and oval Indian 
Post Offi ce registered with N.I. Agent Singapore squared circle transit ‘2/7’ with Medan arrival ‘4 
July 98’ on reverse. Amazing newly discovered item of classic Saudi with the framed ‘Assure’ not 
recorded by Von Uexkull. Superb showpiece cover.

Turkey Yv. 
85, 86 b 3.000,-

P 1035 1917 (FRENCH MILITARY DETACHMENT). Stampless envelope (vertical fold) addressed to Rabat, 
French Maroc endorsed ‘Ministry de France au Caire’ cancelled by circular ‘Mission Militaire 
France au Hedjaz/Le Chef de/Detachement’ in violet, routed via Egypt with ‘Tresor et Postes/
60V date stamp ‘16/9/17’ applied at Port Said with French Post Offi ce Rabat ‘14 Oct’ receiver on 
reverse. Rare item of commercial mail from the French Detachment in Hedjaz. b 1.800,-

P 1036 1917 (FRENCH MILITARY MISSION DETACHMENT). Turkish postal stationary envelope 20p red 
endorsed ‘Mission Militaire au Hedjaz/Detachment de Yambo’ addressed to the  French Mission 
B/Base de Suez  cancelled by bilingual Yambo date stamp in violet (Coles & Walker Type 38) with 
adjacent circular ‘Mission B-Detachment de Yambo/Le Chef de Detachment’ on face. Very rare 
item from the French Military Mission in Saudi Arabia. GA 1.400,-

P 1037 1917, postage stamp 1/2 pia. green, block of 4 tied by cds. ”DJEDDA 19.9.” to reverse to cover with 
Egypt censorship label at top and cancel ”PASSED CENSOR 13” (on front) to Cairo 5 (4) b 60,-

P 1038 1922. Registered envelope (opening faults) addressed to Paris bearing Yvert 7, 1p blue (pair) tied 
by vernacular date stamp with adjacent Djedda/3 date stamp and Arabic registered label routed via 
Port-Taufi o and Port Said. Very rare commercial registered 1st issue cover. (T) Yv. 7 (2) b 450,-

1039 1925, 3 Pia. brown pair with overprint in black, mint never hinged very fi ne and rare in this quality! 87b (2), SG 146 **   80,-
1040 1925, 2 Pia. blue without overprint (Michel unrecorded), mint never hinged with double vertical perf., 

fi ne and rare variety 108 var. **   80,-
1041 1925, 3 Pia. greygreen black double overprint, mint no gum, fi ne and rare variety 109a DD, SG 

173c (*)  60,-

HEDSCHAS - PORTOMARKEN    
1042 1925, 20 Para red postage due blue overprint with full off-set, mint hinged with gum spots, fi ne and 

rare, catalogue value 550,- P16 *    80,-

HOLY-LAND    
P 1043 1875, YAFA (Coles-Walker 135 & 136) two different types of blue cancellation on Turkey Duloz issue, 

AKKA box type, SAFED on pair and JAFFA on block of four, very attractive and scarce Palestine fore-
runners g 350,-

1044 1898/1902, three ppc used Bethelehem, Jerusalem and Jericho („Jordan Hotel”, also private dater 
”JORDAN HOTEL JERICHO 6 APR 1900„) to Germany; and stationery 20 Pia. canc. ”JERUSALEM AVR 
5 97„ to Alexandria/Egaypt GA/Ak 70,-

1045 1900, Palästina, ”JERUSALEM 25/12/00”, K2 (Bale 118) auf 10 Pa., MiF mit österr. 5 H. grün/
schwarz, K2 ”INNSBRUCK 10/1/01” zur Ergänzung der Auslandsportostufe, nach Loschwitz, mit Ak.-
Stpl., feine Farblithokarte ”Familie unterwegs”. RR. Bale S-4, Seite 204 ähn

32,Ö.72,Bale 
43 b 350,-

P 1046 1900. France Type Sage postal stationary envelope 5c yellow-green cancelled by French Post Offi ce 
‘Jerusalem/Palestine’ double ring ‘8/10’ addressed to the French Post Offi ce Zanzibar with Jaffa/Sy-
rie ‘9/10’ and Port Said ‘12/10’ transits and French Post Offi ce Zanzibar arrival ‘27th Oct’ on reverse. 
A lovely item of Printed Matter mail from the French Offi ce. GA 180,-

1047 1903. Picture postcard written from ‘Reinhardt’s Hotel, Ramleh’ addressed to Ireland bearing Ger-
man Levant Yvert 11, 10pa on 5pf green tied by Jaffa Deutsche Post date stamp with adjacent boxed 
‘Aus Ramleh (Palastina)’ hand-stamp in violet and Limavady receiver on front. Very attractive.

German Levant 
Yv. 11 Ak 280,-
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P 1048 1906, Palästina, ”CONSTANTINOPEL 10/11/06” DB, auf feinem Brief (rs. eingedruckte Krone 
u. W) mit 1 Pia. blau/schwarz, an einen Hotelgast im Grand Hotel Jerusalem, ng. violetter Hotel-
Oval ”GRAND NEW HOTEL JERUSALEM A.& J.MORCOS” (Bale 3.1v), mit Ak.-Stpl. DB ”JERUSALEM 
20/11/06” und nach England weitergeleitet. 34A,Bale 56 b 170,-

P 1049 1907. Picture postcard of ‘Tabor’ written front Nazareth addressed to France bearing Austrian Levant 
Yvert 33, 20pa on 10h rose (cornerfault) cancelled by ‘Nazareth/22-4-07’ hand-stamp in violet (Tran-
mer Type 1) routed via the Austrian Post Offi ce Caifa with ‘Caifa/Osterreichische Post* double ring 
‘23/4’. Scarce item only 7p/c recorded by Tranmer. Austria Yv. 33 Ak 450,-

P 1050 1908, 20 PARA scharz auf rosa als EF auf Ansichtskarte mit violettem Zweizeiler ”NAZARETH 
27/2/08” (Bale Nr.137) und Durchgangsstempel ”CAIFA OESTERREICHISCHE POST 28/2/08” nach 
Ontario / Canada. Sehr seltener Holy Land Vorläufer! Ak 750,-

P 1051 1908, JAFFA-JERUSALEM, 20 Paras rose, single franking on ppc Jerusalem with bilingual t.p.o. dates-
tamp of the osmanic empire, sent to Rastatt in Germany. F/VF condition. Ak 150,-

P 1052 1912. Picture postcard of ‘River Jordan’ addressed to France bearing Turkey Yvert 116, 10pa green 
(pair) tied by octagonal ‘Eriha’ (Jerusalem) date stamp in violet (Coles & Walker 151). Very fi ne.

Turkey Iv. 
116 (2) Ak 220,-

P 1053 1913, DAMAS-CAIFFA 1, 29.7.13, bilingual T.P.O. cancellation on cover with single franking 1 Pia ultra-
marine, sent to Cairo in Egypt and forwarded to Constantinople. Cover with missing edge upper right 
corner and with taped tears on reverse. Very scarce. RRR! Türkei 216 b 300,-

1054 1914, ”DJENINE” (Isfi la no.4, R) cancellation on postal receipt, 20 Para brown with punch hole, on 
reverse ”Akdagh Madeni” cancelled, fi ne and scarce Turkey & Palestine forerunner d 100,-

1055 1914, Austria 20 Para rose pair with perfi ns ”C L J” tied by clear Jerusalem cancellation, fi ne g 80,-
P 1056 1914, DJENINE, 2.11.14, bilingual datestamp (slightly blurred) on cover in arab language with single 

franking 1 Pia blue, sent to Beyrouth, arrival mark on reverse. F/VF condition. RR! Türkei 235 b 200,-
P 1057 1915, JERUSALEM 6 - KUDÜS-Ü SERIF 6 (arab.), 2.3.15, bilingual octogonal datestamp, very clear 

on registered cover with vertical pair 1 Pia blue and bilingual registration-label Jerusalem, sent via 
Beyrouth to New York, USA. Very scarce cancellation in VF presentation. Isfi la no.27, RRR! Türkei 235(2) b 700,-

P 1058 1916, PETAH-TIKWA, 13.6.16, bilingual datestamp on postcard with single franking 20 Pa red, sent 
to Gunzenhausen in Bavaria, alongside turkish censor marking ”crescent and star” together with 
austro-hungarian censor boxed ”Überprüft - Felülvizsgalva - Temesvar” in red. Türkei 234 b 300,-

P 1059 1917  16.4. eingeschriebene ”Portofreie Dienstsache” mit Stempel ”FELDPOST MIL. MISS. A.O.K. 
4” und R-Zettel ”Militär-Mission Feldpost 4. Armee” mit rs. Siegelstpl. ”Liquidierender Rech-
nungsführer der k. u. k. Gebirgshaubitzendivision v. Marno” an das Kriegsministerium in Wien, 
div. Mängel (rechts etwas gekürzt, Knitter, unbedeutende Schabung), as registered cover great 
rarity. (T) b 1.500,-

P 1060 1918, BENI-SAAB, bilingual datestamp on parcel-card in arab language with multiple mass-fran-
king of 27 x 1 Pia blue-violet map stamp, cancellation partially blurred, obviously dated 30.5.1918. 
Stamps mostly in F/VF condition. Impressive item.

Türkei 633A 
(27) b 300,-

P 1061 1918 June 24 REGISTERED letter from supply depot in the communications center to fi eld ho-
spital 212, rare registrationlabel ”Deutsche Feldpost 663”, location Nazareth, minor faults. (T) b 1.200,-

P 1062 1918. Unstamped picture postcard of ‘St Anne Church, Jerusalem ‘ addressed to France cancelled 
by 1st Spahis Escadron de Palestine/Le Captain Commandant ‘ cachet in red. Scarce military cachet 
from the French Detachment in Palestine. Ak 350,-

P 1063 1932, Card bearing GB 1 P. red and 2 P orange sent from WALTON ON THAMES via ”Henlow Camp 
20 SP 32” with fi rst Flight from Ramleh (Ramala) to Bagdad then 3x forwarded and fi naly to Ludlow, 
some minor faults,  Note: Baldwin at page 24 of ”Imperial Airways States”: very little mail has been 
traced from this fl ight! e 200,-

HONGKONG    
see also 491, 660, 1006, 1999, 3275, 3530

P 1064 1856 (TREATY PORTS). Stampless envelope addressed to France dated ‘Shanghae 31st Juillet 1856’ 
cancelled by boxed ‘Paid’ in orange (Webb Type 10), charged ‘1s’ in m/s routed via Hong Kong ‘5th 
Aug’ and Suez with Marseille French entry cachet, rated ‘10’ on arrival erased and charged with hand-
struck ‘20’ on face with Paris receiver. Very fi ne double letter rate cover from Shanghai. b 600,-

P 1065 1862. Stampless envelope addressed to France dated ‘Shanghae 18th Juin 1862’ with Shang-
hae/C date stamp on reverse (Webb Type A) routed via Hong Kong Ju 24’ cds in blue on reverse 
(Webb Type 13) with Anglo-French accountancy ‘GB/1f 22 4/1 Oc’ in blue on face (Webb Type G) 
routed via Suez with ‘Poss. Ang. V. Suez/Marseille’ French entry cachet in red on face, charged 
hand-struck ‘9’ with Paris arrival ‘16th Aout’ on reverse. Webb lists the earliest date known as 
23 November 1862 (from Shanghai), the clarity of the accountancy mark and the date ‘18th 
June 1862’ leads us to conclude this may well be the earliest recorded use of this accountancy. 
Exhibition item. b 1.000,-

P 1065A 1862, 12 and 18 C. cancelled with blue ”Y1” (British Post Offi ce Yokohama), small faults, rare! Mi. 3, 4 g 200,-
P 1066 1862, QV 48c rose without watermark, unused without gum and minor repairs, rare stamp! SG. £ 

2.750 SG. 6 (*)  300,-
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P 1067 1862, QV 96c brownish-grey without watermark, unused without gum (partly regummed) and minor 
repairs, rare stamp with Ceremuga certifi cate (2008)! SG. £ 3.750 SG. 7 (*)  400,-

P 1068 1863, QV 6c pale lilac wmk. Crown CC fi ne used with unusual SUNBURST CANCEL in blue, perforation 
faults nevertheless an attractive looking stamp! SG. 10 g 500,-

P 1069 1863-91, Four mint QV stamps, all mint, three no gum, fi ne group, SG for * 1.050,- GBP SG 11, 16, 
32, 43 */(*) 100,-

P 1070 1864. Stampless envelope addressed to France dated ‘Yokohama 27 Juin 1864’ routed via Hong 
Kong ‘Jy 10 64’ cds in blue on reverse (Webb Type A) and Anglo-French accountancy ‘GB/1f 62 
4/10c’ in blue on face (Webb Type H) routed via Suez with ‘Poss. Ang. V. Suez/Marseille’ French 
entry cachet in red on face, charged hand-struck ‘9’ with Lyon arrival ‘28th Aout’ on reverse. Lo-
vely item of mail from the British Post Offi ce in Yokohama with scarce ‘Hyphen’ Hong Kong transit 
in blue. Exhibition item. b 1.000,-

P 1071 1865, QV 48c. rose-carmine, mint hinged, few perfs trimmed at right, very fresh and fi ne, Michel 
catalogue value 1.300,- Euro Mi. 15, SG 17a *    130,-

P 1072 1865, QV 8 C., 12 C. tied blue „B62” to small blue envelope w. on reverse blue ”HONG KONG C AP 
15 65„ endorsed ”per Mail Steamer„ to military address in Natal and fwd. to Cape of Good Hope, 
rare destination from HK, amateurs item 11, 12 b 1.200,-

1073 1874, Postal Fiscal QV 12c. on 10$ mint hinges with full gum, repaired fl aw at bottom left, fi ne, Michel 
catalogue value 1.200,- Euro Mi. St. 4, SG F7 *    90,-

P 1074 1875 (TREATY PORTS). Envelope with full content written from the ‘Austro-Hungarian Consulate, 
Shanghai’ addressed to France bearing SG 8, 2c brown (2, one defective), SG 11, 8c orange and 
SG 14, 24c green tied by ‘S/l’ obliterator in blue with Shanghai date stamp in blue on reverse, 
routed via Hong Kong with blue cds transit, P.D. and French entry cachet with Palaise receiver 
on reverse; ditto on reverse orange seal label ”Austro-Hungarian Consulate General Shanghai”. 
Attractive three colors franking paying the 36c rate to France via Brindisi. SG 8 (2), 11, 14 b 1.400,-

P 1075 1876, 16 C. on 18 C. violet, unused mounted mint, top left closed tear 1.5 mm and slightly reperf., 
fresh appearance (Michel cat. 3200.-) 29 *    800,-

P 1075A 1876, 28 cents surcharge on 30 cents, unused no gum. A fi ne example of this rare stamp in unused 
condition.Cert. Roumet. SG 21, Michel 30 = 2200€ 30 (*)  600,-

P 1076 1876, QV 30c mauve surcharged ‘28 cents.’ unused without gum and heavy hinged with some toning, 
scarce stamp! SG. £ 1.500 SG. 21 (*)  150,-

P 1077 1877, QV 18c lilac surcharged ‘16 cents.’ unused with part original gum and minor marginal ton-
espots, rare stamp! SG. £ 2.250 SG. 20 *    250,-

P 1078 1877, QV 16c yellow with wmk. Crown CC unused without gum and heavy hinged with some toning, 
scarce stamp! SG. £ 1.900 SG. 22 (*)  200,-

P 1079 1879, Postcard stamp QV 5c. / 18c. lilac, light cancelled, fresh and fi ne, Michel catalogue value 
650,- Euro Mi. II, SG P2 g 70,-

1080 1880-1920, 18 stamps showing scarce cancellations, usages in China and Macau, ”C1” Canton, 
French ship mail, a fi ne and scarce group d/g 170,-

P 1081 1880 approx., Forwarded letter from Hongkong to Iran with content in persian. On front black and bi-
lingual cachet of Iranian forwarded agent „H.A.ASGER & H.ESMAIL HONGKONG”, very rare. b 550,-

P 1082 1880, QV 24c green surcharged ‘10 cents.’ mint heavy hinged with large part original gum, scarce 
stamp! SG. £ 1.500 SG. 27 *    200,-

P 1083 1882, 5 c pale ultramarine, horiz. pair tied ”HONGKONG on three-folded-picture-card ”PANORAMA of 
HONGKONG” to Munich, Germany 36 Ak 140,-

1084 1882, QV 5 C. blue tied ”HONG KONG SP 12 99” to ppc to Yokohama (Tokyo Beer Brewery Co. Ltd.), 
same day transit ”HONG-KONG F W. B.” and Yokohama arrivals; Macau 1 A. on 2 A. canc. ”MACAU 
8.8.03” via HK to german consulate Shanghai. Plus Japan 1900 1 1/2 S. on new year greeting card 
by Inouye, proprietor Kyoto Hotel. 36b etc. Ak/GA 80,-

P 1085 1882/96, 10 Cent green, mint hinged, toned gum, signed Pascal Scheller. SG 37a *    100,-
1086 1882, 2 C. rose (5) tied ”HONG KONG C NO 18 98” resp. 2 C. rose (2) tied ”HONG KONG E NO 29 99„ 

on two small covers to Deal/England, full UPU rate and penny-postage scheme = old and new rate 
together, attractive 53c (5), 53c (2) b 120,-

P 1087 1883, two items TEN CENTS violett Queen Victoria on cover to USA, on reverse red transit postmark 
SAN FRANCISCO, cover with a little opening defect on left 37 (2) b 250,-

P 1088 1884, QV 10 C. mauve and 10 C. green canc. „B62” w. ”HONG.KONG C OCT 14 84„ alongside, on 
registered cover (fl ap seal cut out) endorsed ”Per S.S. City of Rio de Janeiro„ to Canada. On reverse 
transits SF, Boston and arrival ”HALIFAX NO 20 84„, cert. Enzo Diena (1977) SG 36, 37a b 400,-

P 1089 1901, Registered envelope addressed to Germany bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 113, 10c green 
(2) tied by Hankow date stamp with hand- struck ‘R’, routed via the Imperial and British Post Offi ce 
Shanghai bearing Hong Kong SG 48, 20 on 30c yellow-green tied by Shanghai cds with Berlin arrival. 
Very neat little combination lady’s envelope.

SG 48, China 
SG 113 (2) b 600,-

1090 1891, 50 C. auf 48 C. lila, Type II, ungebraucht, gebräunter Gummi, geprüft Scheller. (SG 49) 49 II *    60,-
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P 1091 1891, 1 $ auf 96 C. lila/rot, Type II, farbfrisches, ungebrauchtes Luxusstück, geprüft Scheller. (SG 50) 50 II *    350,-
P 1092 1891, QV 2c carmine with black opt. ‘1841 Hong Kong JUBILEE 1891’ in a block of four, mint 

hinged with part original gum, very scarce stamp in block/4 with BPA certifi cate (2005)! SG. 51 (4) *    3.000,-
P 1093 1891, Jubilee ovptd 2c carmine with variety ‘’Short ‘J’ in JUBILEE’’ together with normal in vertical 

top right corner pair, the corner stamp (with the variety) mnh, the normal below with a little point of 
adhered paper fi bers otherwise mnh, with toned original gum. (SG £1275) 51 I (SG 51a) **   200,-

P 1094 1891, QV 2c carmine with black opt. ‘1841 Hong Kong JUBILEE 1891’ with variety ‘Short U in Jubilee’, 
unused without gum, scarce stamp! SG. £ 800 for a hinged copy SG. 51b (*)  250,-

P 1095 1891, QV 2c carmine with black opt. ‘1841 Hong Kong JUBILEE 1891’ with variety ‘Broken 1 in 1891’, 
unused without gum, scarce stamp! SG. £ 950 for a hinged copy SG. 51c (*)  250,-

P 1096 1891, QV 2c carmine with black opt. ‘1841 Hong Kong JUBILEE 1891’ with variety ‘Broken 1 in 1891’, 
mint hinged with part original gum, scarce stamp! SG. £ 950 SG. 51c *    350,-

P 1097 1891, Jubilee ovpt., unused mounted mint, slight corner crease (Michel cat. 700.-) 51 *    70,-
P 1098 1891, jubilee ovpt. on QV 10 C., a left margin copy, unused mounted mint, variety ”broken 1” (SG 

cat. GBP 950.-) 51 *    150,-
P 1099 1881, Jubilee 2c carmine, unused without gum, minor imperfections as traces of ageing, but still 

good, and genuine surcharge. (SG £475 for mint) 51 (*)  80,-
P 1100 1891, Jubilee ovpt., unused mounted mint LH (Michel cat. 700.-) 51 *    120,-

1101 1891-98, QV four mint hinged surcharged stamps, 20c./30c. showing different types, fi ne and fresh 
group Mi. 48, 54 *    90,-

1102 1897, GSK 4 Cent aus Mirs Bay 9.1.97 an Bord „S.M.S. Kaiser” nach München (2.3.97), Mirs Bay liegt 
an der chin. Küste zw. Hongong u. Halbinsel Pit. GA 90,-

P 1103 1898, 10 C. auf 30 C. graugrün, Type IIb, mit Abart ”EN von CENTS diagonal gebrochen”, sowie dia-
gonaler grüner Farbstrich, farbfrisch, ungebraucht, geprüft Scheller. (SG 55var) 53 II b Abart *    160,-

P 1104 1900, ”HONG-KONG  B  K.B.” and ”HONG-KONG  C  K.B.”, 2 rare circular cds. of Kowloon Branch on 
stationery card 1 c. green resp. envelope 2 c. green, plus another stationery card, all used to Coburg/
Germany. GA 500,-

P 1105 1902. Red Band envelope addressed to the ‘French Consulate in Dover’ bearing Imperial China SG 
126, 5c orange (2) tied by Swatow date stamp routed via Hong Kong bearing SG 59, 10c ultramarine 
tied by Victoria/Hong Kong double ring with boxed ‘I. P.O.’ Tie-Print of Swatow in red and Dover/Sta-
tion Offi ce arrival on reverse. Very attractive mixed franking.

SG 59, China 
SG 126 (2) b 600,-

P 1106 1903, 2 $ scharlach/grauschwarz, postfrisch, geprüft Scheller. (SG 73) 72 **   280,-
P 1107 1903, KEVII defi nitives with wmk. Crown CA complete set of 15 values to $10 slate and orange/blue 

mint hinged, very scarce set! SG. £ 2.750 SG.62/76 *    700,-
P 1108 1904, 1 $ oliv/lila, farbfrisch, ungebraucht, geprüft Scheller. (SG 86) 86 *    100,-
P 1109 1904, 2 $ scharlach/grauschwarz, farbfrisches, ungebrauchtes Exemplar, geprüft Scheller. (SG 87) 87 *    200,-
P 1110 1904, 3 $ blau/grauschwarz, farbfrisches, ungebrauchtes Exemplar, geprüft Scheller. (SG 88) 88 *    220,-

1111 1904, postcard franked with pair of 2 C. QV green, cancelled „SHANGHAI AP 5 (1904)”, to Göteborg 
/ Sweden with arrival-cancel 55 (2) b 100,-

P 1112 1904/06, KEVII defi nitives with wmk. Mult. Crown CA complete set of 14 values to $10 slate and 
orange/blue with additional fi ve values on different paper (20c to $2) mint hinged, very scarce 
set! SG. ~ £ 4.000 SG. 77/90 etc. *    1.000,-

P 1113 1905. Picture postcard of ‘Country scene’ addressed to Wales bearing Hong Kong SG 78, 4c purple/
red tied by boxed ‘Port Edward/Wei-Hai-Wei’ date stamp in violet (Webb Type F) routed via the British 
Post Offi ce Shanghai with ‘Shanghai/B.P.O.’ transit and Abergavenny receiver on reverse. Superb. SG 78 Ak 500,-

P 1114 1906. Picture postcard of ‘The Peak Tramway’ addressed to ‘Capt. Pratt, 95th Russells Infantry, Sin-
gapore’ bearing SG 77, 2c dull- green tied by Victoria/Hong Kong date stamp (with fi rms chop in violet 
on stamp), underpaid with ‘T’ hand-stamp, endorsed ‘2’ in blue crayon with New Harbour/Singapore 
arrival on face. SG 77 Ak 220,-

P 1115 1911. Picture post card written from Hong Kong dated ‘29/12/1911’ of ‘Queens Road, Central’ ad-
dressed to Austria bearing SG 93, 4c carmine tied by ‘Deutsche Seepost/Ost/Asiatische/Hauptlinie’ 
date stamp (WebbType A) with Wien receiver. Very fi ne. SG 93 Ak 300,-

P 1116 1911, POST FREE PRISONER OF WAR fi ne strike on 1 c postal stationery card brown on buff, 15-8-
1911, from german prisoner of war to Germany, Hongkong censured ”PASSED BY CENSOR” small 
corner bend. H&G 25 GA 120,-

P 1117 1912, King Georg V 1 c. - $ 10, set with 28 stamps incl. various colours and papers varietys (incl. 
SG 115 a and 115 b), unused, SG 115 with faults, otherwise fi ne SG 100-16 var *    2.200,-

P 1118 1912, KGV $5 green and red/green mint hinged, scarce stamp, SG. £ 650 SG. 115 *    160,-
P 1119 1912, KGV $10 purple and black/red mint heavy hinged with part original gum, scarce stamp, SG. 

£ 600 SG. 116 *    150,-
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P 1120 1915. Registered envelope to Beyrouth, Syria bearing SG 102, 4c carmine (5) tied by Hankow/C 
date stamp (16/12/04) with boxed ‘R/Hankow B.P.O.’ and hand-struck ‘Registered’ in violet, routed 
via with boxed instructional ‘Undelivered for reason stated/To be returned to sender/at the address 
shown on cover/Returned Letter Section London’ with ‘Undeliverable/L.P.S.’ hand-stamp and ‘Ope-
ned by Censor/Return to Sender’ label in blue and sent back to Hankow with arrival (Feb/26/15) and 
oval ‘Registered Return Section’ rubber hand-stamp. Unrecorded by Proud. SG 102 (5) b 850,-

P 1121 1917, KGV $5 green and red/blue-green with backside in olive, mint heavy hinged (small part of 
paper on gum), scarce stamp, SG. £ 1.200 SG. 115b *    180,-

P 1122 1921, 2 $ schwarz/karmin, farbfrisches, nahezu postfrisches Exemplar mit Unterrand (minimale An-
haftung), mit Platten-Nr. 1, geprüft Scheller. (SG 130) 124 *    160,-

P 1123 1921, KGV 20 C., a vertical bottom margin pair tied ”HONG KONG KOWLOON 7 JUL 32” to reverse of 
registered cover via ”Shanghai 11.7.32” and Siberia to CSR 119 (2) b 60,-

P 1124 1921/26, KGV $2 carmine-red and grey-black (from bottom left corner), $3 green and dull purple and 
$5 green and red/emerald with wmk. Mult. Script CA, mint very lightly hinged! SG. £ 840 SG. 130/32 *    200,-

P 1125 1932. Air Mail envelope addressed to Ninh- Binh/Tonkin bearing Hong Kong SG 119, 3c grey, SG 
120, 4c carmine, SG 121, 5c violet and SG 123, 8c orange tied by Hong Kong double ring in red 
(Webb Type M), endorsed ‘By Airmail/Hong Kong-Tonkin’ with ‘By Air Mail/Par Avion’ label, routed via 
Hanoi with Ninh-Binh/Tonkin receiver on reverse and signed by the pilot. Scarce 1st Air Orient fl ight 
between Hong Kong and French Indo-China. A beautiful item.

SG 119/121, 
123 b 650,-

P 1126 1932. Air Mail envelope (opening faults and fl ap partly missing) to England bearing SG 119, 3c grey, 
SG 120, 4c carmine, SG 125, 20c purple and sage (2) and SG 129, $1 purple and blue tied by ‘Hong 
Kong/Kowloon’ date stamp in red (Webb Type E) with small ‘Air Mail’ label endorsed ‘via Saigon and 
Marseille’ Scarce Air Mail cancel only found in red during late November/December 1932.

SG 119, 120, 
125 (2), 129 b 600,-

P 1127 1933, KGV $1, 50 C. 10 C. tied ”HONG KONG AIR MAIL 16 JU 33” on air mail cover endorsed ”Via 
Bandoeng-Amsterdam Air Mail Service” to Italy w. arrival ”TORINO 1.7.33” on reverse e 100,-

P 1128 1937, Einschreibe-Luftpostbrief mit F.A.M.14-Erstfl ug von „HONGKONG 28 AP 37” nach San Fran-
cisco, auf entsprechendem vorgedruckten Umschlag und blauem Bestätigungsstempel, dekorative 
Frankatur mit 8, 10, 12, 20, 50 C. und 2 Dollar, nach Benton Harbor (Michigan/USA), rückseitig 
Abgangsstempel „HONGKONG 29 AP 37” und Ankunftstempel San Francisco und Benton Harbor, 
Umschlag mit Beförderungsspuren, ein sehr dekorativer Beleg! b 80,-

P 1129 1938-52, KGVI. $1 red-orange & green top left corner block of 9 with several varieties including ‘short 
right leg to ‘R’ ‘ and incomplete letters, with marginal sheet and plate numbers, mint never hinged, 
some little stains (on margins mostly) otherwise fi ne. A scarce multiple.

155 (SG 156) 
var. **   250,-

P 1130 1938, KGVI $10 green and violet mint lightly hinged, scarce! SG. £ 650 SG. 161 *    160,-
P 1131 1938, KGVI $5 (vertical strip-3), $1 (block-4),  50 C. (4) and centennial issue 15 C., 5 C. (4, two pairs) 

tied ”REGISTERED HONG KONG 9 OC 41”  to registered clipper cover  (238x126mm) to New York, on 
reverse transits Honolulu Oct 14, NY Oct 17 and NY delivery Oct 18, a remarkable $21.35 frank. (T)

159 (3), 155 
(4), 153 (4), 
165 (4), 166 e 100,-

P 1132 1938, KGVI $5 (2) and 50 C. tied ”VICTORIA HONG KONG 4 SP 40” to clipper cover  (238x126mm) to 
New York, vertical bend but stamps pasted over and not affected (T)

161IyA (2), 
153IxA e 80,-

P 1133 1940-41 The Mercantile Bank of India registered covers to Brisbane, Melbourne and Cairns bearing aggre-
gate frankings of $3.70 for triple $1.15 per ½oz. rate + 25c registration, earliest with diamond “1/NOT/
OPENED BY/CENSOR/4” and latest “1/2/NOT/OPENED BY/CENSOR/1” handstamps, other uncensored, 
Australian backstampings, two roughly opened although present pleasingly, scarce trio, (3). (T) b 300,-

P 1134 1941 (Jul-Oct) trio of covers from same correspondence to Sydney featuring franking compositions 
of Centenary issue, two with instructions to be forwarded via Rangoon at $1.50 per ½oz. rate, other 
$1.15 rate via Singapore, last censored at Sydney, two types of Air Mail etiquette, odd blemish, (3). b 120,-

P 1135 1941, sealed and registered cover from „G.P.O.HONGKONG REGISTERD 5.JY 41” to Karlstad, Swe-
den. Censored and again closed ”OPENED BY CENSOR HONG KONG„, franked at reverse with 7 x 4 
c. and 2 x 5 c. 164, 165 b 170,-

P 1136 1941 (Feb 27) censored cover to Sydney bearing attractive franking day after issue of Centenary $1 and 
25c x2, paying $1.50 per ½oz. rate, backstamped Kong Kong, Sydney Censor tape and handstamp. b 80,-

P 1137 1941, 1 $ blue/orange ‘century of british colony, 4 pieces together with 25 c. and two 15 c on air-
mail cover tied ”VICTORIA HONGKONG 12 AUG 41” via Singapore to New Zealand. On front great red 
cancel ”V”, a little bit rough opened.

166, 167, 
168 (4) b 130,-

P 1138 1942. Envelope with full content written from Lieutenant Water, H.M.S. ‘Investigator’ c/o Royal Navy 
Offi ce addressed to India bearing Hong Kong SG 105,10c blue m/s cancelled and boxed ‘Postage 
free’ with adjacent boxed ‘Crown/Passed by Navy Censor’ hand-stamp in violet signed by Lt. Walter 
with arrival on reverse. Very fi ne item. SG 105 b 600,-

P 1139 1948, incoming mail, Denmark, air mail cover „AALBORG 5.12.47” to sailor aboard ship, fwd. to 
Philippines, then Hong Kong with greyish-blue „G.P.O. CHECKED” and „RETURN TO SENDER” marks, 
also black „RETOUR”, on reverse transit „SHANGHAI 37.1.8” (Jan. 1, 1948) and „RETURNED LETTER 
OFFICE HONG KONG 14 JA 48” b 150,-

P 1140 1949, UPU 80 C. (2), 30 C., 20 C. (2) tied ”HONG KONG 8 DE 49” to registered air mail cover (vert. 
bend not affecting stamps) to San Fancisco/USA (backstamps), Grand Hotel Kowloon printed return

176 (2), 175, 
174 (2) b 80,-
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P 1141 1953. Aircraft Crash MaiI envelope to Manchester bearing SG 153b, 50c reddish/purple (pair) tied by 
Hong Kong slogan with boxed ‘Air Mail’ and hand-stamp instructional ‘Salvaged Mail/Comet Crash, 
Near Calcutta/2nd May 1953’. The aircraft left Dum Dum Airfi eld at Calcutta bound for New Delhi and 
was lost in a hurricane, 37 passengers and 6 crew members died. SG 153 b b 180,-

P 1142 1954 approx., consignee’s cover per S.S. „PAKHOI” franked with 10 cents lilac Queen Elizabeth to 
Shangai, violett cancellation but somewhat unclear. 179 b 120,-

P 1143 1954, QV Wildiing $10, two single franks on foreign air mail covers: tied ”HONG KONG 34 27 SP 62” 
to unsealed photo processing return envelope to Honolulu/Hawaii w. customs label on reverse; tied 
”(R(EGISTERED) KOWLOON 11 AP 56” registered to Riverdale, NY/USA (backstamps) (T) 191 b 100,-

1144 1962, Freimarken, alle 15 Werte tadellos postfrisch. Mi. 360,- € 196/210 **   120,-
P 1145 1962, QV Annigoni $20 on two registered covers (255x178 mm) to New York/USA: with $5, $1 and 

10 C. canc. ”REGISTERED HONG KONG B 2 JLY 67”; with $2, 40 C. tied ”REGISTERED HONG KONG 
A 4 AU 67” (M)

210 (2), 208 
etc. e 70,-

P 1146 1949, UPU 80 C. single frank canc. ”HONG KONG 1 NO 49” on small size air mail cover to Brisbane/
Australia 1276 e 80,-

P 1147 1997,three souvenir sheets ”Hong Kong Classics 10” vertically unseparated (Courvoisier Archiv), 
mint NH, very rare! (T) Bl. 55 (3) **   1.100,-

HONGKONG - PORTOMARKEN    
1148 1947, Postage Due 50c blue in a vertical strip of three perforated SPECIMEN, mint never hinged, very 

scarce strip! SG. ~ £ 300 + SG. D 12s (3) **   70,-

HONGKONG - STEMPELMARKEN    
P 1149 1897, 1 $ auf 2 $ bläulichgrün, Type I, sauber gestempeltes, feines Stück, zus. blauer Agentur-Stpl., 

gepr. Scheller. (SG F11) 15 I b g 80,-

HONGKONG - BRITISCHE POST IN CHINA    
P 1150 1920. Registered envelope from the ‘Russo-Asiatique Bank’ addressed to Switzerland bearing SG 4, 

6c orange (pair) and SG 5, 8c slate tied by oval Registered Shanghai B.P.O. with boxed hand-struck 
registered, endorsed ‘per S.S. Empress of Asia ‘, routed via London with transit and ‘Opened by Ex-
aminer/3470’ censor label and Winterthur arrival. Very fi ne. SG 4 (2), 5 b 220,-

P 1151 1922. Registered envelope to England bearing SG 23, 10c ultramarine (block of four) tied by oval 
Registered Shanghai date stamp with boxed hand-struck ‘R/Shanghai B.P.O.’ London transit and 
Colchester arrival. (T) SG 23 b/v 220,-

HONGKONG - GANZSACHEN    
P 1152 1890. Hong Kong 3 cents brown postal stationary card written from Shanghai dated ‘3rd Jan 1890’ 

cancelled by Imperial ‘Customs/Shanghai’ double ring sent via the British Post Offi ce Shanghai ‘3rd 
Jan’ and Hong Kong ‘Ja 6th’’ with octagonal French paquebot ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 4’ date stamp 
(Salles 1924) with Bruxelles receiver on face. A scarce Paid in Cash card. GA 750,-

P 1153 1895 (TREATYPORTS). Postal stationery card 4 cents red on 3 cent brown written from Foochow 
cancelled by Foochowfoo date stamp (Webb B) addressed England routed via Hong Kong. Very fi ne. GA 350,-

P 1154 1902, QV stationery 4c carmine tied by HANKOW c.d.s. to Belgium, arrival postmark adjacent. Card 
minor soiling/patina. Hong Kong transit on reverse. GA 100,-

1155 1918, double card 1 + 1 C. ovpt. „CHINA”, unused mint, toning (Yang P33) GA 70,-
P 1156 1930. Postal stationery envelope 4c carmine upgraded with SG 120, 4c carmine tied by ‘Asama-

Maru/I.J. Seapost’ date stamp in violet with adjacent hand-stamp lPaquebot’ addressed to Canada. 
Attractive item of stationery used on the sea post service between Yokohama and Seattle. SG 385 GA 450,-

P 1157 1936. Air Mail postal stationery card 4 c red upgraded with SG 119, 3c grey (pair) and SG 126, 25c 
purple and magenta tied by ‘Hong Kong/Tai Po’ double ring (Webb Type C) with boxed hand-stamp 
‘First Through Flight/Hong Kong-Penang- London/via Imperial Airways/27th March 1936 ‘ in violet 
addressed to Sydney, Australia. Scarce Air Mail item paying the 35c rate to Australia from ‘TaiPo’ 
village, rare cancel before the Liberation. SG 119 (2), 126 GA 450,-

P 1158 1947, INTERNATIONAL REPLY COUPON »Hong Kong – 40 Cents« (London design) in a bloc of four, 
this bloc belongs to the rarest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection, the 
importance and real value is still very much underestimated, a highlight of every postal stationery 
or country collection, this offer comes from the collection Eugène Thomas (Président d’honneur du 
Congrés postal universel de Paris 1947), UNIQUE! (M) IAS GA 800,-

HONGKONG - BESONDERHEITEN    
see also 564, 629, 2164, 2165, 2221, 2680

P 1159 1860 Incoming mail: French 10 C yellow-brown, 20 C blue and 40 C orange (all issue 1853, two 
stamps sticked around) tied with numerals ”441” on envelope (toned and transporting marks, b/s 
lower fl ap partly missing) from ”BORDEAUX 8 NOV 60” via Marseille to Hong-Kong with b/s arrival DEC 
2 1860, a rare destination!

France 12 I, 13 
I, 15 b 200,-
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P 1160 1865 (INCOMING MAIL – GREAT BRITAIN). Envelope addressed to Queen’s Road, Hong Kong bearing 
Great Britain SG 101, 1s green tied by London duplex routed via Southampton with Hong Kong/C 
receiver in blue on reverse with hand-struck ‘1d’ in red, credit to Hong Kong. Very fi ne. GB SG 101 b 180,-

P 1161 1883, ”B62”, clear strike on Japan 2 Sen rose. g 80,-
P 1162 1884/97, treaty ports: card QV 3 C. ”SHANGHAE A JY 25 84” via ”HONG KONG JY 29 84” to Leipzig/

Germany; card QV 4 C. (tonings) canc. ”AMOY A DE 3 96”to Nürnberg/Germany, message in artifi cial 
language ”volapück” with volapück propaganda label (faults) applied GA 60,-

P 1163 1888 (FRANCE). Stampless envelope written from the French Consulate in Hong Kong addressed 
to France with cachet ‘Consulat de France/a Hong Kong’ with ‘T’ hand-stamp sent on the French 
paquebot ‘Djemnah’ with octagonal ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 3’ with Marseille arrival ‘28th Nov’ on 
reverse and bearing French postage dues Yvert 15, 10c black (2) and Yvert 18, 30c black applied 
and tied in Paris. Scarce combination.

France Yv. P15 
(2), P18 b 1.000,-

1164 1890/1903, treaty ports, NINGPO: clear strikes on QV (2), KEVII (5) all different denominations (SG 
HK ZG681, 697; 701/3, 721, 722; ca. GBP 200.-) g 50,-

P 1165 Treaty Ports, Amoy, 1897, QV 10 C. lilac/red tied ”AMOY A AP 17 97” to ”Volapück” (artifi cial language) 
envelope with green ”Volapück” label ”Vazims Bals” in green to Hungary, on reverse transits ”HONG 
KONG B APR 20 97” and arrival, stains and slight toning 44 b 150,-

P 1166 Incoming mail, 1901, Egypt, 2 M. tied ”POT-SAID 11 V 01” on ppc ”funny mummy” via ”SINGAPOE TO 
HONGKONG C 1 JU 01” to ”HONG KONG D JU 7 01”, all clear strikes Ak 120,-

1167 Treaty Ports, Canton, 1902 card QV 4 C. tied ”CANTON B SE 6 02” via Hong Kong to Germany w. arri-
val ”SIGMARINGEN 8.10.02”, interesting text 80,-

P 1168 1907. Envelope written from Cape of Good Hope addressed to Yokohama, Japan bearing Cape SG 
70, ½d green (3) and SG 71, 1d carmine tied by Kings Wmetown double ring routed via East London, 
Singapore and Hong Kong with marine sorter ‘Singapore To Hong Kong/B’ date stamp (Webb No 4) 
sent on the steamer ‘Delta’ with Yokohama receiver. Very fi ne item of incoming mail.

Cape SG 70 
(3), 81 b 220,-

P 1169 1912, On His Majesty´s Service, roter K1 OFFICIAL PAID HONG-KONG auf Vordruck-Dienstbrief im 
Ortsverkehr Hongkong, 14.9.1912, Pracht. (T) b 60,-

P 1170 1916, Hong Kong Hunghom camp, stampless envelope to Shanghai w. triangular framed blue ”Let-
ters Prisoners of War / Free under Convention.” , double oval censor mark ”PROVOST MARSUAL / 
HONGKONG.” plus signatures from ”HONG-KONG 19 APL 15” b 100,-

P 1171 1916, Hong Kong Trial Bay camp, card KGV 1 C. marked ”PRISONER OF WAR LETTER / PBC / CEN-
SORED” on imprint,  endorsed ”SDPDG” in violet,  red censormark and blue censor hs. of offi cer 
”GERMAN CONCENTRATION CAMP LIVERPOOL, N.B.W.” to Hamburg/Germany, toning GA 100,-

P 1172 1923/33, Tan Yan Kai set 2 C.-$1 with Great Wall airmails fi ve different etc. tied ”PUNYU (CANTON) 
22.1.30” (Jan. 30, 1933) to registered AR airmail cover to Switzerland w. large framed ”SAIGON - 
MARSEILL”,  on reverse blue transit ”SAIGON CENTRAL 3 2 33” and arrival ”CHUR 14.II.33”, envelope 
some toning, stamps OK, attractive (M)

262/268-ex,, 
273/76 etc. e 200,-

1173 1929, meter marks (meters), Universal “Midget”, sample strikes from the UPU-archives crown design 
1 C., 2 C. and 4 C. dated „VICTORIA 4 IV 29 HONG KONG”. d 60,-

P 1174 1929, meter marks (meters), Universal “Midget”, sample strikes from the UPU-archives crown design 
1 C., 2 C. and 4 C. dated „VICTORIA 4 IV 29 HONG KONG” SPEC 60,-

P 1175 1933, bilingual ”5 5 33 INTERNATIONAL/ POSTAGE PAID/ CANTON” (27x27 mm), sample strikes (3) 
from the UPU-archives, less than a handful usages recorded 1934-40, smal tear right and folded. (M) d 200,-

P 1176 1935. Air Mail envelope written from London addressed to ‘Commander Douglas-Lane, ”H.M.S. Ta-
mar”, Hong Kong’ bearing Great Britain SG 385, 6d purple tied by Llandudno roller with framed in-
structional hand-stamp ‘Directed to Ordinary Mail/Air Mail Fee will be refunded by/British Post Offi ce 
on application’ in violet on face. A scarce instructional rarely seen. Mail sent by Air to Naval offi cers in 
the Far East were diverted to surface mail from 16th Nov to 18th Dec 1935 during the Mediterranean 
crisis with Italy. See accompanying notes. Exhibition item. (T) GB SG 385 b 380,-

P 1177 1936, FFC: Hong Kong-Singapore by Imperial, 20 C.tied ”HONG-KONG (K) AIR MAIL 26 MAR 35” on 
illustrated cacheted cover to Singapore, ”HONG-KONG” transit on reverse f 60,-

P 1178 1936 (INCOMING MAIL - GREAT BRITAIN). Air Mail envelope written from London addressed to Kow-
loon, Hong Kong bearing Great Britain SG 385, 6d purple tied by London double ring ‘22nd May’, en-
dorsed ‘via Siberia/Air Mail’ with framed instructional hand-stamp ‘Transmission by Air/Mail Beyond 
Leningrad/And Moscow Not Required’ in violet on face and Kowloon receiver ‘11th June’ on reverse 
with circular ‘Ki’ postman’s chop. A rare instructional rarely seen. Exhibition piece. GB SG 385 b 450,-

P 1179 1936 (AIRMAIL). Air Mail envelope addressed to Shanghai bearing SG 117, 1c brown (pair) and SG 
119,3c grey tied by ‘Hong Kong/Air Mail’ double ring with boxed cachet ‘By Courtesy Air Flight/Hong 
Kong China Japan/Royal Air Force/Feb 18th 1936’ in violet with Imperial Post Offi ce Shanghai arrival. 
Nice item paying the 5c rate between Hong Kong and Shanghai. SG 117 (2), 119 b 220,-

P 1180 1937, FFC Hong Kong-San Francisco PanAM F.A.M. 14 (blue cachet), KGV 1921/37, 1 C., 2 C., 3 C., 
4 C. (2), 5 C., 6 C., 8 C., 10 C. (2), 12 C., 20 C., 25 C., 30 C., 50 C. (2), $1 (2) tied ”Hong KONG 29 AP 
37 AIR (R) MAIL” to Upper Montclair/NJ, on reverse transit ”SAN FRANCISCO MAY 4 1937” and May 6 
arrival. Charming selfmade FFC, senders hs. on reverse ”Ed. A. KELLER & CO., LTD.” (today DSKH) (T) 114/131-ex f 80,-
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1181 1937, coronation 25 C. and KGV 20 C. on reg. cover to Germany (surface, thus air label removed) w. 
german currency control labels; KGV $1, 50 C., 30 C. FFC China Clipper PanAm HK-Honolulu b/f 50,-

1182 1937, 30 A. and 5 A. tied ”MACAU 28-IV-37” to US air mail envelope (form use) to Richmond Hill/
NY, USA, endorsed ”Macao to Hongkong” and ”Via Transpacifi c Air Mail First Flight” and violet cachet 
”MACAU-U.S.A.” (T) f 60,-

1183 1937, attractive illustrated cover „FIRST THROUGH TRANS PACIFIC AIR MAIL FLIGHT HONGKONG-MA-
CAO-U.S.A.” by PANAM Clipper with high franking of 3 $ b 90,-

P 1184 1937, FFC: PanAm F.A.M 14 by clipper via Pacifi c, illustrated cacheted covers to NY: $1.05 frank inc. 5 C. 
top right corner copy air mail to Guam, $2.80 frank air mail to San Francisco (bottom 3 mm tear); cacheted 
cover: $1.80 frank air mail to Hawaii (slight creases at left). All three eastbound sections complete. (T) f 80,-

P 1185 1940. Censored Air Mail envelope written from the French Troops in China cancelled by circular ‘Corps 
d’Occupation de Chine/Le Vagumestre’ on reverse in violet addressed to France bearing China SG 418, 
20c maroon and SG 496a, $1 brown and grey tied by Tientsin date stamp with hand-struck instructional 
‘via Pekin-Shanghai-Hong Kong/Hanoi-To France’ and endorsed ‘By Air France’ with ‘Opened by Censor /
Hong Kong’ label and instructional ‘Diverted by Air via U.S.A. owing to/suspension of Air France Service’ 
with Chateau D’Eveque arrival ‘27/9/40’ on reverse. Scarce ‘Service Suspended Cover’. (T)

China SG 418, 
496a b 350,-

P 1186 1940. Censored Air Mail envelope (shortened at left) addressed to France bearing China SG 404, $2 
blue and brown and SG 421, 50c green tied by Shanghai date stamp routed via Bangkok with circular 
‘3’ censor hand-stamp on face and Singapore with censor label tied by ‘Passed by/Censor 72/Singa-
pore’ in violet with instructional ‘Diverted by Air via U.S.A. owing to/suspension of Air France Service’ 
and hand-stamp ‘Réexpédie de Shanghai par voie ordinaire/après a voir été retourné de Londres’ 
(erased with m/s Durban). Scarce ‘Service Suspended Cover’.

China SG 404, 
421 b 460,-

P 1187 1940, INCOMING-MAIL, Gibraltar, 1d, 2d and 1Sh KGVI (SG 122,124,127) mixed franking on airmail-
cover, along with Gibraltar censor tape, sent via Marseille in France to Kowloon, Hongkong, arrival 
mark, 20.4.40, on reverse. F/VF condition. b 100,-

P 1188 1940. Air Mail envelope to India bearing SG 419, 30c maroon (4) and SG 461, $2 red/brown and blue 
(pair) tied by Shanghai date stamp, endorsed ‘Imperial Airways Service’ routed via Hong Kong with 
Victoria transit and ‘Opened by Censor/Hong Kong’ label with boxed instructional ‘Not Opened by/
Censor’ and Bombay G.P.O. arrival. Nice item.

China SG 419 
(4), 461 (2) b 220,-

P 1189 1941. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to California bearing Indo-China SG 168,1c sepia, SG 
170, 3c brown, SG 174, 4c yellow, SG 213, $1 black, SG 214, $2 orange and SG 253, 23c blue tied 
by Dalat/Annam date stamp with registered label routed via Saigon and Hong Kong with ‘Opened by 
Censor’ label and boxed l41’ cachet, Honolulu and San Francisco transits on reverse. Very fi ne.

Indo-China SG 
213/214 a.o. b 180,-

P 1190 1941. Air Mail envelope addressed to New York bearing Indo-China SG 191, 30c chestnut, SG 193, 
60c purple, SG 195, $1 green and SG 229 $2 black (3) tied by Haiphong/Tonkin date stamp routed 
via Hanoi with ‘Controle Postal’ censor with oval ‘Ouvert/Par/L’Autorité Militaire’ censor hand- stamp 
and Hong Kong with ‘Opened by Censor/Hong Kong’ label with boxed ‘43’ cachet. Superb item of 
censored mail.

Indo-Chine SG 
195, 229 a.o., b 220,-

P 1191 1941. Air Mail envelope written from ‘Father Maupeu, Monastere de N. D. de Liesse, Cheng-Ting-Fu, 
China’ dated ‘14th October 1941’ addressed to his mother in Auch, Gers, France, bearing China SG 
480, $5 scarlet and green and SG 494a, 30c scarlet (strip of three) tied by Chengting date stamp with 
‘Monastere de N.D. de Liesse/Cheng-Ting-Fu, Hupeh (China)’ hand-stamp in violet, endorsed ‘By Pan 
American Airways/Service via U.S.A.’ and routed via Hong Kong with ‘Opened by Censor’ label tied by 
framed ‘41’ in violet with circular ‘Air Transit/3’ cachet in blue. Lovely item paying the 55.90 Air Mail 
rate via U.S.A. from the Father Maupeu archive who was originally sent to ‘Yang-Kia-P’ing’ Monastery 
in Hwailai Province.

China SG 480, 
494a (3) b 600,-

P 1192 1941. Air Mail envelope (faults) to France bearing China Yvert 240, 30c purple, Yvert 270, $5 red and 
olive and Yvert 281, 30c red (2) tied by Canton date stamp routed via Hong Kong with circular ‘Air 
Transit/2’ in blue and ‘Opened by Censor/Hong Kong’ label in blue whit boxed ‘47’ cachet in violet 
with Savoie arrival.

China Yv. 240, 
270, 281 (2) b 300,-

P 1193 1941 (INCOMING MAIL - NEW ZEALAND). Air Mail envelope written from Remuera posted ‘19th Nov 
41’ addressed to Hong Kong bearing New Zealand SG 580, 2d orange, SG 584, 3d ultramarine, SG 
586, 8d chocolate and SG 618, 3d purple and carmine tied by Remuera date stamp, endorsed ‘via 
Singapore’ with ‘Opened by Censor in New Zealand’ label with circular ‘Passed by Censor/76’ cachet 
and forwarded to Singapore with boxed ‘Not Transmissible/Postal Service Suspended’ and instruc-
tional ‘This Article was Intercepted/Overseas and Returned to/New Zealand’ with ‘Return to Sender’ 
cachet front and reverse. Lovely item of intercepted mail to Hong Kong, mailed 19 days prior to the 
outbreak of war in Hong Kong. The various instructional cachets have been applied in Singapore as 
the cover has been sent Air Mail.

NZ SG 580, 
584, 586, 618 b 400,-

P 1194 1942/43, Red Cross message dated ”4 NOV. 1943” to british internee (former BAT staff), sent 
1942.7.16, answer received at Geneva 1943.11.4. Blue ”Hong Kong Occupation General govt. / 
censorship passed” plus red seal of censor ”Maejima”. Also red hs. ”present” with vermilion crayon 
”81”. (M) b 100,-

P 1195 1943. (RED CROSS) Japan 2s red postal stationery card written from the International Red Cross in 
Central addressed to the ‘British Civilian International Camp, Stanley’ cancelled by vernacular date 
stamp with censor chop in violet and red. Very fi ne. GA 280,-
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P 1196 1944 (PRISONER OF WAR MAIL). Japanese 2s red postal stationery card upgraded with SG 314, 1s red-
brown written by Mrs P. Corra (British Protected), Room 17, Block 5, The Military Internment Camp, Hong 
Kong’ to her husband in Shamshuipo Camp cancelled by framed ‘Ken’etsuzumi (Censored)/Hong Kong 
Military Internment Camp’ with circular ”Takamatsu” seal in red and boxed ‘POW Camp’ cachet in violet 
with ”Kawauchi” censor, endorsed ‘S’ in red crayon for Shamshuipo and dated ‘18/7/44’ on reverse. 
Lovely item sent from Camp to Camp paying the 3cents rate increased after 1st April 1944. Japan SG 314 GA 450,-

P 1197 1945 (MILITARY INTERNMENT CAMP MAIL). Stampless envelope written from Shaftesbury, Dorset 
headed ‘Prisoner of War Post./Service des Prisonniers de Guerre’ addressed to ‘Miss Bascombe, 
British Civilian Internee, Military Internment Camp, Hong Kong’ cancelled Shaftesbury/Dorset ‘26th 
Ju 45’ with ‘Opened by Examiner 7192’ label with hand-struck instructional ‘Returned From Abroad/
Service Suspended’ in violet on face with m/s ‘P.T.O.’ and returned. Rare item of mail into Stanley 
Internment Camp but never received. b 500,-

P 1198 1945. Air Mail envelope written from Geelong (Australia) dated ‘Oct 13th 1945’ addressed to ‘Stan-
ley Internment Camp, Hong Kong’, routed via Sydney endorsed ‘By Special Air Transport’ with framed 
‘Internee Mail Free/of Postage/Shanghai P.O.’ in carmine on face with m/s ”Ans 2/11/45”. Rare 
item, very fi ne. b 350,-

1199 1952/54, sample strikes from UPU archives of red ”10 c / PAID” wavy machine hs. resp. green ”POST-
AGE DUE” meter mark (zero value strike), scarce SPEC 60,-

1200 1952/53, meter marks (meters), four different sample strikes from the UPU-archives: NCR type 2 on 
label 0.10 dated „OCT 27 1952” and Universal “MultiValue”  with value „00 10” 29½ mm diameter, 
U-prefi x dated „VICTORIA 17 X 52”;  Universal “Simplex”  with value „5 Cents”, S-prefi x dated „VICTO-
RIA 29 XII 53” and gummed label ”PARCEL POST PAID” 0000. d 60,-

1201 1952/53, meter marks (meters), four different sample strikes from the UPU-archives: NCR type 2 on 
gummed label 0.10 dated „OCT 27 1952” tied to piece of: Universal “MultiValue”  with value „00 10” 
29? mm diameter, U-prefi x dated „VICTORIA 17 X 52”;  Universal “Simplex”  with value „5 Cents”, S-
prefi x dated „VICTORIA 29 XII 53”;”PARCEL POST PAID” meter dated 28 XII 53 with zero values, MNH SPEC 60,-

INDIEN - VORPHILA    
see also 175

P 1202 1812. Stampless envelope written on board the H.C. sloop of War ”Malabar” at Kidderpore, India 
dated ‘Oct 15 1812’ by John Nutting, Master of the ”Malabar” addressed to Hoxton Fields, London 
charged ‘1/4’ in m/s with circular Ship- Letter/London arrival (Robertson S18) ‘June 15 1813’. Great 
text written by John Nutting on his return from Rangoon ”The Burmese worship elephants and the 
King of Ava has a white elephant which he brought twelve young women to suckle it. The women had 
young infants which they were obliged to take from there breasts to accommodate the elephant”. b 200,-

P 1203 1817/18, ‘’CALCUTTA POST*NOT*PAID / 181 ‘’ hand-stamp in black (Giles SD6) each on two covers 
to England: Cover dated 29 Jan 1817 (m/s within h/s) and charged 3/-, and Duplicate dated 19 Feb 
1818 (m/s within h/s) charged 4/- (triple rate for ¾ oz with 3x ship rate of 8d and 3x 8d inland rate), 
with uncommon boxed ‘’SHIP LETTER / DEAL’’ handstamp in black alongside (Robertson S9, in use 
from 1817-26), and both letters with red GB arrival cds. A good/fi ne pair bearing this scarce Calcutta 
handstamp, which was in use between June 1816 and Nov 1819 only. b 400,-

P 1204 1818, Ex-territorial ‘’POST OFFICE / SYLHET’’ black handstamp in double oval (Giles #1) inscribed ‘Pt.
Pd. 7 / 16 Jan.y 18’ on reverse of fi ne cover to John Bowen Esq., Calcutta with red ‘’CALCUTTA*GEN 
POST OFFICE/22 JAN 9/1818’’ oval datestamp (Giles #3). A very interesting and attractive letter with 
the scarce ex-territorial Sylhet handstamp before the British India era from 1926. b 600,-

1205 1820/50 ca.: four small native covers related to MORADABAD, one with ‘’MORADABAD / FREE’’ in 
red oval h/s, one with indistinct strikes of cds’s (Moradabad) and boxed ‘’PM’’, all with sender seals 
in Urdu. (M) b 160,-

1206 1820, Entire from Calcutta to Bordeaux, written 1st May 1820 by the famous F. Bonnaffé to J.B. Du-
puch, Bordeaux bearing the framed ‘’PETITE POSTE/BORDEAUX’’ h/s in black. b 100,-

1207 1822, ‘’Madras/POST PAId/17MY17/1822’’ handstamp in red oval (Giles #11) on reverse of entire 
to Ryepore, Central Province charged 1Rs-4as for a ‘Double’ (weight) letter, for a distance of about 
600 miles, forwarded through ‘Arbuthnot/Madras’ (in m/s). Though typically stained on edges, still 
fi ne strike and scarce example of this handstamp. b Gebot

P 1208 1824, ‘’CALCUTTA GENL.POST OFFICE/4 MAY 4/1824’’ large red cds (Giles G5) along with black 
‘’Inl.d Ptg. (8)/Ship Do. (2)/  (10)’’ two-liner Calcutta receipt h/s (Giles SR9a) and m/s (in paranthe-
ses) on reverse of entire letter from Kensington Place, Bath to Malda, Bengal. b 100,-

P 1209 1825, Letter from Ex-Territorial P.O. Agra to Calcutta, backstamped with black doubly framed ‘’AGRA/
POST PAID’’ h/s in black (Giles 1), red ‘’PM’’ and red framed ‘’CALCUTTA/G.P.O./10 AG 10/1825’’ 
arrival d/s (unrecorded by Giles in this form). A fi ne, attractive and scarce letter from the Ex-Territorial 
Agra P.O. b 400,-

P 1210 1825. Entire written from Kensington dated ‘September 28 1825’ addressed to Calcutta forwarded 
via Portsmouth endorsed ‘Portsmouth 7 Oct /825/Received & Forwarded by Wm Smith’ with boxed 
‘Calcutta/G.P.O./Mar 18’ arrival in red and forwarded to Bengal with oval ‘G.P.O./Mar/Pt. Pd.’ and 
hand-stamped ‘In 1d Ptg/Ship Do’ in blue-green with framed ‘Kedgree/Post Offi ce/Ship Letter’. A 
nice item. b 450,-
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P 1211 1825, Entire (written in French) from Chandernagore (formerly French Settlement) bearing superb 
strike of rare ‘’CHANDERNAGORE/POST/OFFICE/18(25)’’ oval h/s (Giles No.1), fi ne. b 1.500,-

1212 1826-52, CALCUTTA postmarks/handstamps: 14 letters from (few to) Calcutta with a wide range of mostly 
different handstamps, fi nd 1826 letter from Ahmednuggur with G.P.O. h/s’s, 1830 letter from Agra, two 
1939 letters to Saugor, and ten ship letters bearing various types of related Calcutta postmarks. (M) b 400,-

1213 1827, Entire letter from London (Regent Street) to Calcutta, dated August 7th, 1827, with red framed 
‘’CALCUTTA/G.P.O./30 JA 30/1828’’ arrival d/s and black framed ‘’Inl.d Ptg-5/Ship D.o-2/(1 ) As 7’’ 
ship letter receipt h/s (single weight) (Giles SR11) on reverse. b 80,-

P 1214 1827 (Nov. 21), Folded cover from London to Charles Parker, Bengal Artillery, Calcutta, and re-direc-
ted to Cownpore, on front with oval unframed ‘’POST PAID SHIP Lr/LONDON/21 NO 21/1827’’ Crown 
h/s in red and ‘’PAID’’ tombstone alongside, rated at 2/- (double weight) in m/s, with boxed ‘’Inld.Ptg 
10/Ship Do.4/(2) As14’’ in black (Giles SR12) and red framed CALCUTTA/G.P.O./...’’ d/s applied on 
arrival in Calcutta, re-addressed to Cawnpore with oval ‘’G.P.O./JULY/Pt Pd’’ for 8th July and re-rated 
at 1r6a for a double weight letter, minor imperfections and toning. b 140,-

P 1215 1827, ‘’CALCUTTA GENERAL POST OFFICE / 18’’ handstamp (Giles SD8b) with dates added by hand 
each on two covers to Messieurs Dobrée Esq., Nantes, France: Cover endorsed ‘Angleterre par Le 
Havre’, with French arrival cds, and ‘Account Sales of Brandy’ letter with boxed ‘’PAYS D’OUTREMER 
/ PAR BORDEAUX’’ h/s and arrival cds alongside. b 300,-

1216 1827, Folded cover from Calcutta to London per ship „Angerona”, and re-directed, with ‘’CALCUTTA 
GENERAL POST OFFICE/(May)/18(27)/(22)’’ handstamp (Giles SD8b) and m/s (in parantheses), and 
on reverse with uncommon type of boxed ‘’INDIA LETTER / DEAL’’ h/s in black (Robertson In.3, which 
was in use from 1827-1828 only), and red London arrival d/s in double-ring (17 DE 1827). A good 
cover with fi ne strikes of two scarce handstamps. b 150,-

P 1217 1828/29, Two entire letters from Mr Clarke at Fishbourne near Chichester to his son John Clark, 
Providence Passenger, Bengal Infantry, both addressed to Calcutta but re-directed to Neemuch, the 
fi rst one dated 23 Oct 1828, with Calcutta ‘’GPO/MAY/pt. pd.’’ oval h/s (Giles 15a) and framed ‘’Inl.d 
Ptg=5/Ship Do.=2/(1  ) A.s 7’’ ship letter receipt h/s (Giles SR11; in use from 1927-29 only) both 
in black on reverse, and entire dated April 1829 with red ‘’POST PAID SHIP LETTER LONDON...’’ oval 
d/s in red along with further London transit d/s in red on front, Chichester despatch cds, red framed 
‘’CALCUTTA/G.P.O./11 SE 11/1829’’ h/s (Giles G8), black ‘’G.P.O./SEPr (12)/pt.pd.(1)’’ oval h/s and 
(m/s) (Giles 15) and rect framed ‘’Inl.d Ptg=5/Ship Do.=2/(1  ) As.=7’’ h/s (Giles SR11) on reverse. A 
good/fi ne letter pair, with interesting contents also. b 200,-

1218 1830 (Jan 6), Entire letter from London to Calcutta per ‘H.C.S: Macqueen’ (Honourable Company 
Ship), with large red ‘’CALCUTTA/G.P.O./11 MY 11/1830’’ arrival cds and black framed ‘’Inl.d Ptg-2/
Ship D.o-2/(1 ) As 4’’ ship letter receipt h/s (single weight) (Giles SR17) on reverse, fi ne. b 80,-

1219 1830, Entire from Madras to London per ‘Palmer’, with black ‘’MADRAS SHIPLETTER/GPO/3 JY 
3/1830’’ oval d/s (Giles SD12), black framed ‘’INDIA LETTER/PORTSMOUTH’’ h/s and red doubly 
circled ‘’D/6 NO 6/1830’’ arrival d/s on reverse, noted ‘1 oz’ weight and charged ‘3/-’ on front. The 
long-sized cover was folded (mid and at right) otherwise fi ne with good strokes. (T) b 80,-

P 1220 1830, ‘’DINAPORE/FREE’’ black rectangular handstamp dated 4 May 30 by m/s (unrecorded by Giles) 
on reverse of Offi cial printed ‘On His Majesty’s Service’ ‘To The Paymaster General, Whitehall, LON-
DON.’ ‘For Chelsea Hospital’ cover, with ‘’CALCUTTA/G.P.O./9 MY 9/1830’’ rect framed d/s in black 
and boxed ‘’INDIA LETTER/PLYMOUTH’’ all on reverse, and superb strike of red Crown ‘’FREE/15 NO 
15/1830’’ arrival cds on face. A very rare Dinapore handstamp on a scarce and attractive cover. (T) b 700,-

1221 1833, Entire dated 26th August, 1833 from Capt. I.A. Thomas, of the Regt. of Artillery at Dinapore 
to Capt. J.W.J. Ousley at Calcutta, on reverse with black ‘’DINAPORE/POST.PAID’’ h/s in double oval 
(Giles #2) with written ‘27 Aug t 1833’ date inside, red boxed ‘’P.M.’’ and red ‘’CALCUTTA/G.P.O./31 
AG 31/1833’’ cds alongside. A fi ne cover with type-written copy of contents added. b 300,-

P 1222 1833, Entire letter from Merut to Captain J. Cartwright, Artillery, Dum Dum with a very fi ne and dis-
tinct strike of the trisected ‘’MERUT/ /Pt. Pd.’’ oval hand-stamp in black with m/s date ‘1 Dece r 33’. 
This hand-stamp is from a second setting (without dot after MERUT), and it is listed in Giles as No.3 
(in use 1833-37). A little bit fragile paper, but still fi ne. A scarce distinct strike of this hand-stamp. b 200,-

P 1223 1834/35, Five letters to WAGHORN ex India House (one from HUGH LINDSAY with postal marks): 22 
Oct 1834 entire from ‘India House’ in London to ‘Thos. Wagthorn Esqr., Snodland Nr Rochester, Kent 
with London h/s ‘’2’’ and fi nal 9d charge written and signed by ‘’H(UGH) LINDSAY’’ at ‘India House’ 
(This was the same Lindsay, who gave his name to the pioneer Indian steamer; see also a following 
lot), red Waghorn’s ‘’Petition’’ 15 Oct 1834 + 6 Mar 1835 pair of letters to Waghorn from ‘India Board’ 
ref. Waghorn’s claim that Sir Charles Graham aupported him or (written & signed by Lord ‘Ellenbo-
rough’ himself; the future Governor General of India) asking that the Liverpool merchants would supply 
steamers and fund them for the India to Suez run, 11 Feb 1835 letter from the Liverpool Merchants’ 
Committee stating that they could not set up the steamer scheme, though the supported the idea (!), 
and 2 Nov 1835 letter from ‘Foreign Offi ce’ (unable to promote Waghorn). (M) b 1.000,-

1224 1834, folded cover from Coimbatore (Tamil Nadu), dated 18 Jan 1834, to London ‘by the fi rst ship’, 
with ‘’OUTSTATION/SHIP LETTER/MADRAS/22 JA 22/1834’’ double oval transit d/s in black (Giles 
SD11), black boxed ‘’INDIA LETTER/PLYMOUTH’’ h/s, and red arrival cds (23 June 1834) on back, 
traces of folding and of Scotch tape but clear strikes. (T) b 120,-
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1225 1835, Pioneer Indian steamer ”HUGH LINDSAY”: Large part of commercial letter (inside part missing) 
to London endorsed ‘Single letter / By Steamer Ship Hugh Lindsay’, charge by m/s to reverse ‘8 As to 
Bombay / 1 Rs for Steamer Postage / 26th October 1835’, with ‘’FPO JA 30 1836’’ in circle of dots 
and red circled arrival backstamps, and charged ‘3/2’ on front. Traces of carriage, ageing and folding 
but an original and scarce letter sent across India (from Madras region?) to Bombay for using the 
pioneer Indian steamer. b 300,-

P 1226 1837, Desinfected cover from Pondicherry to Bordeaux ‘Per Atalanta’ via Alexandria with rare ‘’Pu-
rifi ée à Toulon’’ s/l in red on back, also with framed ‘’INDES ORIEN./PAR/ALEXANDRIA’’, transit and 
arrival datestamps. An interesting cover with a rare desinfection cachet (always ‘Purifi ee Malta’). b 400,-

1227 1838, Entire from Calcutta (1st Jan 1838) to Nantes, Frances via RÉUNION bearing scarce framed 
‘’S’DENIS/26 FEVRIER 1838’’ Réunion transit d/s in black, also boxed ‘’PAYS D’OUTREMER’’ and 
Nantes arrival cds (6 June). b 150,-

1228 1840 (Apr 16), Entire from Pondicherry to Bordeaux FORWARDED by Skinner & Co., Bombay (oval 
cachet in red on back), with red INDIA in oval and red boxed ‘’PAQUEBOTS/DE LA/MEDITERRANÉE’’ 
on front, Marseille transit and Bordeau arrival backstamps. b 100,-

P 1229 1840 WAGHORN: Entire letter from Calcutta to Bordeaux by Mr Waghorn with fi ne strike of large oval 
‘’Care of / Mr. Waghorn / Suez.’’ h/s in black, with red segmented ‘’STEAM POSTAGE (9)/INLAND Do. 
(4)/TOTAL (1-1)’’ h/s and m/s (Calcutta Ship Letters despatch h/s; Giles SD13), red boxed ‘’INDIA’’ 
and ‘’PAQUEBOTS/DE LA/MEDITERRANÉE’’ as well as arrival b/s. E. Diena certifi cate (1985) (T) b 4.000,-

P 1230 1840, the „Black Penny” on Indian letter. Letter from Calcutta, India to Great Britain redirected by 
using a Black Penny. Unpaid ship letter (Robertson Type S.36) handstamp in red on reverse, re-direc-
ted with 1 d black tied with black Maltese cross, indicated by „T.P.Chief Offi ce”. One of the very few 
Indian letters franked with Penny black. Mounted on exhibition sheet for presentation. (M) b 4.000,-

1231 1841, Two entire letters from the Huth correspondence from Madras (Hall Bambridge) to London 
(Frederick Huth) both with the red trisected ‘’MADRAS/1841 .../Paid.’’ d/s (dated Sept 21 and Nov 
20, resp.), red ‘’INDIA’’ in oval on front, and arrival back-stamps. b 120,-

1232 1841, entire letter Calcutta to Bordeaux with only boxed cachet ”PAQUEBOTS/DE LA/ MEDITERRA-
NEE”, scarce. b 100,-

P 1233 1841, forwarded cover from MANILA oval red INDIA - written 23rd december 1840 - to London, per 
Overland via Marseille, on reverse fi ne clear strike ”FORWARDED by W & I EDMOND/BOMBAY”, Rare 
overland letter, vf. Rated with 6 Sh 2 d. b 400,-

1234 1842, entire from Madras with red ”SHIP LETTER” and m/s ”p VEDIS” to Bordeaux, photocopy of the 
album sheet with description in French enclosed. b 100,-

1235 1842, Entire from PONDICHERRY to Bordeaux forwarded to Bombay, dated Oct 18, 1842, recd Bom-
bay Oct 30 (noted on reverse), endorsed ‘P. Overland mail via Marseilles’, red INDIA in oval h/s, red 
boxed ‘’PAQUEBOT/DE LA/ MEDITERRANÉE’’ on front, Marseille transit cds and arrival cds (Jan 6, 
1843) on reverse. b 100,-

P 1236 1842 (Feb 14), Entire from Pondicherry to St. Malo, France ‘P. Overland via Marseille’ FORWARDED 
by Amalric & Cie, Pondicherry with red INDIA in oval and red Paquebot h/s on front, St. Malo arrival 
b/s (6 April). b 150,-

1237 1842 Forwarded Mail: entire letter from London to Calcutta, then re-directed to Kurnaul, Bengal 
Establishment, with double oval ‘’FORWARDED BY / MESSrs BAGSHAW & Co./ CALCUTTA’’ cachet 
on back, Calcutta arrival b/s (28. March 1842) and indistinct rect framed ‘... Bearing’ h/s alongside. b 80,-

1238 1842, Forwarded letter (front and back part) to London bearing black ‘’FORWARDED BY/MESSRS MAGS-
HAW & Co/CALCUTTA’’ oval h/s, red framed ‘’CALCUTTA/STEAMLETTER/1842.../Paid.’’ d/s, red diamond 
and red circled arrival ds’s on reverse, endorsed ‘Overland Mail via Falmouth’, red boxed ‘’INDIA’’ and red 
step rectangular ‘’L.C.O./POSTAGE NOT PAID/TO LONDON’’ on front, fi ne/superb and clear strikes. b 160,-

P 1239 1843/44, Three folded letters of a commercial correspondence from Macao to Bombay bearing stri-
kes of ‘’BOMBAY/SHIPLETTER/184..../Bearing’’ trisected arrival hand-stamp (similar to Giles SR3 but 
with complete date), carried by different ships. The fi rst one left Macao on January 19th, 1843 by 
Ship „Inghi”, with Bombay h/s dated Feb 4, and with full contents including the printed, manuscribed 
and illustrated shipping order and confi rmation (on paper with ‘CANSELL 1838’ watermark), the se-
cond letter was carried 1844 by the „Futty Mubarak” (written as ‘Futty Moobarruck’; which came to 
notoriety during the Cholera epidemic at Mauritius in 1856), while to the third one only ‘Annonyma’ 
was noted. A very interesting trio of commercial Macao-Bombay letters. (T) b 500,-

P 1240 1843, Entire from MAHE (dated 24 Nov 1843) to Bordeaux via British P.O. Tellicherry and ‘via Egypt 
and Marseille’ (endorsed), with red framed ‘’TELLICHERRY/Paid.’’ d/s and ‘24 November 43 / 4 as 
Inland/9 as Steamer/13 As.’ in m/s along with arrival cds on back, INDIA in oval and red Marseille 
transit cds on front. b 600,-

1241 1843, cover from Mirzapore to Raja of Rewah with 3 page letter (little moth affected) enclosure (trifl e 
moth affected) signed by postmaster with intaglio offi cial bilingual seal both on cover & letter, cover with 
red ‘’MIRZAPORE/18 January 31/FREE’’ trisected oval d/s (Giles type 7, revised in 1993 Supplement). (T) b 120,-
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1242 1843, OVERLANDMAIL with EXPRESS DELETED: Entire from Madras to London via Falmouth with 
note ‘Per Express’ which was deleted (stroke out) but sent per Overland mail. This interesting cover is 
dated ‘March/not the fi rst/of 42/ 26th 1843. Elk Cottage St. Thomas Mount Madras’, and bears red 
boxed ‘’MADRAS/1843 May 13/Paid.’’ d/s as well as London arrival cds (9th July) on back. b 200,-

1243 1845, Cover from Pondicherry to Marseille with trisected ‘’PONDICHERRY/1845 April 21/Paid. (A 
10)’’ h/s and m/s, INDIA PAID in crescent and red ‘’INDES OR. MARSEILLE/1 JUIN/45’’ arrival cds on 
front, sender oval on back, some toning and tear at top but still attractive. b 100,-

P 1244 1845, Cover from Mahomedpore to Montauban, France with scarce red framed ‘’MAHOMEDPORE / 
Paid.’’ h/s in red (dated ‘30 September 1845’ and charge ‘a 10 As’ by m/s) along with red framed 
‘’CALCUTTA/G.P.O./SHIPLETTER/3 OC 3/1845’’ d/s, transit cds and arrival double-ring d/s (31 Nov 
45) on reverse, ‘Per Steamer Hindostan - via Marseilles’ m/s, red French ‘Indes Or. Marseille’ cds and 
boxed INDIA along with small ‘’1 D’’ in oval h/s on front. b 200,-

P 1245 1845, Charming Ladies ornametic envelope of fi ne ripped paper with decorative, printed borders and wa-
fer seal attached, addressed to Colonel Griffi th, Commandant Artillery, Bombay, sent from Nasik with black 
rectangular framed ‘’NASIK/(19-8-45)/Bearing (2as)’’ h/s (Giles type 2) and m/s, and Bombay arrival cds 
dated Aug 21 1845 (Giles type G3) on back. A most attractive and decorative cover, extremely rare in this 
form and one of fi nest pre-philatelic ladies envelopes. An every collection’s highlight. b 600,-

P 1246 1846 (12th Feb), ‘’NUSEERABAD / 1846 February 12 / Paid.’’ superb strike of boxed trisegted 
datestamp in red (illustrated as Type 1 in Giles’ book) on reverse of cover to Calcutta, with boxed 
‘’PM’’ and boxed ‘G.P.O.’ arrival d/s all in red alongside. Added are two further small letters with 
similar handstamps from Nuseerabad, i.e. 1839 letter with ‘Paid.’ h/s in bright orange-red, and 
later used letter with upper part of the trisected h/s. THE MOST IMPORTANT AND FINEST EXAM-
PLE OF THIS HANDSTAMP. b 1.000,-

1247 1847/51 KEDGEREE: Two cover with different handstamps, i.e. 1847 to Calcutta with rect framed 
‘’KEDGEREE ... Bearing’’ h/s, and 1851 from Calcutta with ‘’KEDGEREE/POST OFFICE’’ oval h/s, even 
with related Calcutta handstamps. b 200,-

P 1248 1849, Entire letter from Pndicherry to Bordeaux endorsed ‘P. Overl.d Express Via Bombay, Suez & 
Marseille’, with red trisected ‘’PONDICHERRY/1849 April 20/Paid.’’ d/s and ‘A 10 Inland/8 As ship’ 
m/s in black, red trisected Madras transit d/s and INDIA PAID in cresent, red transit cds, and arrival 
b/s. A scarce and attractive Overland Express letter from formerly French possession. b 150,-

P 1249 1851, Cover from Toulouse (20 July), France to Chandernagore via Alexandria, Suez, Madras and 
Calcutta, with despatch and transit datestamps along with framed ‘’CALCUTTA/SHIPLETTER/1851 
Sept 2/Bearing.’’ d/s on reverse. b 400,-

P 1250 1851, Fine strike of ‘’RAWALPINDEE/18  AUG.(9)/WEIGHT TOLA/PAID (15 As)’’ d/s in red (and m/s in 
black) on cover to London, endorsed ‘Inland postage paid to Bombay 15 As’, with ‘’BOMBAY G.P.O. ...’’ 
transit d/s and INDIA in oval (1st setting), also maked in Bombay, London 2 Oct 51 arrival cds and charged 
at arrival 1/10d, being the single rate for a letter under ¼ ounce. (Shipping route from Bombay: 1.9.51 
by ”Ajdaha” to Alexandria via Aden and Suez, on 22.9.51 by the ”Merlin” to Malta (26.9.) and by the ”Ca-
radoc” to London via Marseilles.) N.B.: This Rawalpindee h/s was only used in 1851 and is ILLUSTRATED 
ON PAGE 180 of HAMMOND & GILES BOOK. (Important reference item also as Pakistan forerunner.) (T) b 500,-

P 1251 1851, Entire from Karikal to Granville, France ‘via Madras and Suez’ bearing red rect framed ‘’KARI-
KAL / Paid.’’ h/s and ‘6 Sept. 1851 / As 2 Inland Postage to Madras’ in m/s along with red trisected 
Madras G.P.O. d/s and arrival cds (18 Oct) on back, INDIA PAID in crescent, tax mark ‘10’ and Mar-
seille transit cds on front. b 700,-

1252 1851(?), small native cover from Bangalore with blue framed ‘’BANGALORE / 19-9-51 / BEARING 
(1A ?)’’ h/s, unclear strike of small red oval pmk, blue framed ‘’Rg. HOUSE / No. 1’’ pmk and part of 
arrival cds (dated SP 21) on back. b 60,-

P 1253 1851, AGRA ‘’RECEIVING HOUSE’’: Cover to Moorsheedabad bearing the framed 5 lines tall 
‘’AGRA/No.1 RECG. HOUSE/MARCH 4 1851/WEIGHT...TOLA/BEARING’’ datestamp on back, 
used at a sub-post offi ce at Agra in 1851, with 10a payable on delivery. THE UNIQUE EXAMPLE 
OF THIS 5 LINES TALL AGRA RECEIVING HOUSE HANDSTAMP. Ex Giles and illustrated in his book. 
An important exhibition item. b 1.000,-

1254 1852 (May 22/July 5), Two entire letters from same correspondence from Gujranwala to Simla via 
Lahore, both postmarked by black trisected ‘’GUJRANWALA/MAY 22 (JUL. 5) 1852/Bearing. (2½ as)’’ 
h/s and m/s (Giles #2), and ‘’LAHOR / P.O’’ in oval h/s (Military handover point to civil P.O.) (Giles #7), 
the later one with red bisected ‘’SIMLA/11 JUL 1852’’ arrival h/s (Giles #8). A fi ne letter pair with fi ne 
strikes of scarce postmarks. b 400,-

P 1255 1852 ca: ‘’JEYPORE / Paid.’’ rectangular hand-stamp in red (Giles #2; see 1996 Suppl.) even on three 
small-sized folded letters of a correspondence to Neemuch, the fi rst two dated May 19th/20th charged 
2a, the last one (May 28th) charged 4a. Good/clear strikes of this scarce hand-stamp - a fi ne cover trio. b 500,-

P 1256 1852, NYNEETAL handstamp with error: Early letter from Camp Huldwanan to London with an ex-
traordinary error of oblong framed ‘’NYNEETAL/NOV. 23 1852/Bearing (12as)’’ handstamp, both 
‘NYNEETAL’ and ‘Bearing.’ being INVERTED. A fi ne cover with ‘Per steamer via Southampton’ m/s, 
Bombay transit d/s (30 Nov), red arrival cds (22 JA 1853), and red INDIA in oval. Earlier than recorded 
handstamp from Camp near Kumaon from which mail is extremely rare. PROBABLY THE ONLY COVER 
KNOWN WITH THIS ERROR. An important exhibition item. b 600,-
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1257 1853, Pondichery, entire letter to Bordeaux ”p Madras Steamer/Via Suez” with red boxed ”PD” and 
tax ”30” deleted. b 120,-

P 1258 1854, Entire from Coringuy (formerly French Possession) to Marseille, dated July 28, 1854, endorsed 
‘Per Steamer Via Madras, Suez & Alexandria’, with red framed ‘’INJERAM / Paid.’’ h/s (not recorded 
by Giles) with m/s ‘28th July 1854’ and ‘6 As’, Madras G.P.O. transit d/s, red INDIA PAID in crescent, 
and French Maritime cds in red. b 300,-

P 1259 1857, REGISTERED letter from Calcutta to Mauritius with boxed ‘’REGd LETTER No. ...’’ hand-stamp 
in red (never seen, also unrecorded by Giles), endorsed ‘ Ship „Pantaloon” ‘, black ‘’MAURITIUS/DE 
3/1857’’ Crown cds alongside, red ‘’CAL G.P.O./ 28/OCT/...’’ despatch cds on reverse. Missing patch 
of paper at right hand side of front otherwise fi ne. A destinct and fi ne strike of this scarce Reg. post-
mark on a scarce reg. letter to Mauritius. b 500,-

P 1259A INDIAN MUTINY - WITH VERY RARE ”ARMY HD. QRS.+P.O.+” IN CIRCLE, FROM LUCKNOW AREA; 
22 May. 1858 envelope (some stains - mainly affecting the address side - but with contents & ful-
ly typed transcript) from ”Shahjehanpore” sent by Lieut John Evans to his brother in Derby endor-
sed ”via Bombay and Marseilles” charged ”9” with (for this) an EXCEPTIONALLY CLEAR STRIKE 
OF THE VERY RARE LARGE ENCIRCLED ”ARMY HD. QRS./+P.O.+” on the reverse (with Bombay, 
London & Derby transit c.d.s.’s) and a mainly fi ne boxed Bombay ”INDIA UNPAID” on the front . 
With good contents regarding the continuing Campaign to reconquer Rohilkand to the north of 
Lucknow; ”We had not much work at Bareilly thought the enemy were there in great force. We 
pounded them with our artillery & they bolted...so we polished off but a few 100 of them. You will 
see all the particulars in the ‘Times’ now Russell [the war correspondent] is with us...we were 
marched off at a few hours notice to the relief of [this place]... which was attacked by a large 
force under the Molvie of Lucknow...the Nana Sahib & Khan Bahadoor Khan; they are said to have 
about 10,000 cavalry, 16 guns but a small force of infantry...Lucknow is said to be threatened 
by a large force of Pandies...Several mails have been cut off lately as the Sowars are hovering all 
round us...” Fine Campaign letter with a remarkably clear strike of ONE OF THE RAREST INDIAN 
ARMY POSTMARKS OF THE CLASSIC PERIOD. 4.000,-

P 1260 1861, entire letter (printed matter), from Madras to Bordeaux with ”GB/1F 80C” in hexagon, early 
date for this mark and scarce printed matter rate. b 250,-

1261 1866, entire letter (uncomplete) from Calcutta to Nantes with ”GB 1F 62 4/10 c” in rhombus, French 
tax mark and red ”POSS. ANGL. V. SUEZ....”. Filing crease and minor soiling, but scarce item. b 100,-

P 1263 1873, entire letter from Calcutta to Lyon with 2 x ”GB 1F 66 c” in rhombus (2 different sizes), French 
tax mark and red ”POSS. ANGL. V. BRIND....”. Double ring ”CALCUTTA INDIA UNPAID” etc. on reverse. 
Very attractive. b 450,-

INDIEN    
see also 124, 460, 461, 607, 1978, 2788, 2792, 2795, 3274, 5927

P 1264 1848. Stampless envelope written from Octacamund dated ‘23rd Jan 1843’ addressed to England 
cancelled by boxed Octacamund/Paid in red with oval ‘India’ hand-stamp, charged ‘1s’ in m/s and 
endorsed ‘via Bombay, Egypt & Falmouth’ with London transit and Norwich ‘Mr 18’ receiver on rever-
se. Fine item from Octacamund the seat of the Madras Government in the hot weather, 7000 feet up 
in the Nilgiri Hills. b 600,-

P 1265 1849, Entire from London to India, franked with Embossed 1s green (wrongly cut to shape) tied by 
London numeral and depatch cds (Jan 15, 1849) on back, sent via Southampton to Agra via Bombay 
(trisected ‘’BOMBAY/1849 FEB 25/Bearing’’ d/s on front), and fi nally re-directed to Umballa, with 
trisected ‘’AGRA/1849 Mar 5/Bearing ‘’ d/s with ‘14’ (As) m/s. An interesting re-directed letter from 
the pre-stamp Indian period. GB 7 b 350,-

P 1266 1852, ½a white Scinde Dawk used with diamond of dots, cut square with all margins, horizontal 
crease through lower part, but very fi ne and clear embossing. A good and attractive copy of this 
stamp. (SG £2250) 2 (SG S1) g 1.000,-

P 1267 1852, Scind Dawk ½a white embossed, cancelled by ‘’Cogwheel’’ obliteration, affi xed to large 
part native wrapper, toned and creased, still good, attractive and scarce. Known as Scinde Dawk 
cover, most of the covers/entire are in this condition from 1852 period of Scind provience. B.P.A. 
certifi cate. (SG for used on cover: from £9000) (T) 2 (SG 1) b 2.500,-

P 1268 1852, Scinde Dawk ½a white, used with diamond of dots, cut square with close to wide complete 
margins, good embossing, affi xed to little pice of paper, with crack/trace of vertical crease at left 
otherwise fi ne. (SG £2250) 2 (SG 1) g 500,-

P 1268A 1852, 1/2 A withe with clearly visible pale embossing, the stamp has full margins, the postmark is 
blurs, Mi 1.300.- Euro 2 g 200,-

P 1269 1852, Scinde Dawk ½a blue, used with fi ne strike of Hyderabad ‘’96’’ in diamond of bars, cut 
square, with clear and sharp embossing, corner crease at bottom right (outside) otherwise fi ne. 
An attractive example of this scarce stamp. Signed ‘Georg Bühler’, and 2013 BPA certifi cate. (SG 
£9000) (T) 3 (SG S2) g 2.000,-
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P 1270 1854 (Oct 2), FIRST DAY? or SECOND DAY COVER of QV ½a blue (Die I) tied by diamond of dots 
to entire letter from Allahabad to Calcutta, endorsed ‘’2/10/54’’ in manuscript, also ‘pd’ (paid), 
backstamped red framed despatch d/s and Oct arrival cds, and erroneously completed bank’s 
fi ling datestamp. A SCARCE VERY EARLY USAGE OF THE LITHOGRAPHED STAMPS. 1st October 
1854 was Sunday (Public Holiday) and so it is believed that 2nd Ocober covers are FIRST DAY co-
vers. However, the fi rst day of issue was the 1st October. A gem item for British India/Lithograph 
collector. A fi ne stamp on a fi ne letter. B.P.A. and Sismondo certifi cate. (M) 4 (SG 2) b 10.000,-

P 1271 1854, GB-INDIA COMBINATION COVER: India 1854 ½a pair (Die I) for inland charge of re-directed 
cover from Great Britain to Bombay via Marseilles, originally franked by embossed 1847-54 1s 
green (Die 2) and 10d both cut to shape, re-directed from Bombay to Almorah, with red GB de-
spatch cds’s (7th/8th March 1855), rect. framed Bombay d/s and cds (6th April), further transit 
cds’s (Nyneetal and others), and Almorah arrival cds (18 Apr 1855) all on back. A rare and most 
attractive combination cover.

4 (SS 2)(2) 
+ GB b 6.000,-

P 1272 1854, Small cover bearing ½a blue from Nowshera, tied by numeral ‘’229’’, depatch cds in red, La-
hore cds in green and black boxed ‘’PM’’ on reverse, and cover from Bombay to Madras bearing ½a 
pale blue with trisected Bombay despatch and ‘’G.P.O.’’ arrival date-stamps both in red. A fi ne cover 
pair with fi ne and fresh stamps. 4 (2); (SG 2, 3) b 100,-

1273 1854, ½ a pale blue, Die I, tied by superb strike of diamond of dots to folded cover from Cawnpore 
(14 Feb 1855) to Calcutta, with depatch and ‘G.P.O.’ arrival cds on back. A fresh stamp, touched at 
bottom frame line otherwise wide margins around, still fi ne. 4 (SG 3) b 100,-

P 1274 1854, ½a deep blue vertical pair, with part of reversed sheet Wmk (tops of Lion and fl ag, and ‘FFI’ of 
‘OFFICE’), used with diamonds of dots, wide margins, fresh and fi ne. An attractive pair. 4 (SG 4) (2) g 60,-

P 1275 1854, Used in Burma: QV ½a deep blue two rejoin pairs cancelled with ‘’B/179’’ numeral of Thayet-
myo, Burma, fresh and fi ne. 4 (SG 4)(4) g 200,-

1276 1854, group of 7 Lithographs, with ½a blue (two shades of Die I), 1a red (Die I and II), two copies of 
2a green (shades) and 4a blue & red, 4th printing, Pos.7, cut-to-shape. 4-Jul g 100,-

P 1277 1854, Horizontal pairs of ½a blue (Die I, used Umritsur), 1a deep red (Die I) and 2a green (used 
Mhow), plus cut-to-shape single of 4a blue & red (2nd printing, used with BLUE ‘’C/29’’ numeral of 
Sircy), touched, mostly complete margins, fresh colours and fi ne strikes. 4-Jul g 150,-

1278 1854, ½a blue group of 8 stamps from Die I (6 including pair) and Die II (2), used with various can-
cellations incl. numerals from Kurachee and Bhooj, and shades. One stamp (Die II) with a thin corner 
spot otherwise good/fi ne. (SG from £440) 4 (8) g 100,-

P 1279 1854, Entire from AKYAB, Burma (4 Aug 54) to France via Chandernagore with probably UNIQUE 
French ‘’CHANDERNAGOR (INDE)’’ double-ring h/s IN RED with written date ‘17 Aout 54’, also 
boxed ‘’PD’’ and ‘via Suez’ transit cds both in red, Paris transit cds’s on reverse. This is the ONLY 
KNOWN LETTER bearing the Chandernagore h/s IN RED. b 4.500,-

1280 1855, Two covers with ½a lithographed: Entire from Serool to bombay bearing 1/2a indigo (Die I) with 
chignon retouch, and 1/2a blue (Die II) on cover from Cawnpore to Calcutta, all related despatch and 
arrival ds’s, two fi ne/very fi ne stamps and cover/letter. (M) 4(2), (SG 5, 6) b 140,-

P 1281 1854, 1a red three used examples of different shades including Die III (all with cut/touched to full 
margins) plus unused copy (Die II) with four margins. 5 (4) g/(*) 100,-

1282 1854, 1a red group of 7 used singles from Die I (x4) and Die II (x3), of various shades, with fi ne strikes 
of various cancellations like ‘’B/5’’ of Akya (Burma), three stamps with touched frame-lines, good/
fi ne. 5 (7) g 80,-

P 1283 1854, 1a red (Die II), block of 4 on paper with part of sheet wmk (outer wavy line), used with four 
clear strikes of black lined rombus, full to wide margins all around. A fi ne and attractive used multiple, 
signed Grobe. 5 (4), sG 14 (4) g/v 900,-

P 1284 1854, Superb strikes of ‘’B/36’’ BHAUGULPORE numeral on lithographed 1a (Die I) pair (short pre-cut 
between, fi ne). Probably one of the fi nest pairs with this lovely strikes. (Ex Heath collection). 5 (SG 12)(2) g 300,-

P 1286 1854, Native entire to CANTON franked with two cut-to-shape copies of 4a blue & red (Frame Die 
I) for 8a shipping rate Bombay-Hongkong, tied by rhomb of bars, with large red Bombay cds along-
side, black ‘’BOMBAY/DE 31’’ cds along with ‘’HONG-KONG/29 JA/1855’’ cds on reverse. Cover 
re-folded (as stamps were affi xed beyond the top edge) but with still fi ne stamps except partially 
touched margins and faded colours. 7 b 3.000,-

P 1287 (1854/55) Reprint of 4a blue & red with issued Head of Die III, probably Pos.11, narrow setting, on 
un-watermarked thin paper, fresh and fi ne. 7 reprint (*)  500,-

P 1288 (1854) Lithographed 4a pair as 1894 reprint in dark blue & brown-red on paper showing part (‘STA...’) 
of sheet Wmk sideways, Head Die III, Frame Die II with inner circle retouched, Pos.1-2 (Spence No.35), 
very fi ne unused without gum. BPA certifi cate. (T) (7) reprint (*)  250,-

P 1289 1855, Stampless cover from COCHIN to Liverpool with superb strikes of rect framed ‘’COCHIN / 
PAID.’’ datestamp (25-6-55 m/s), Madras trisected transit d/s and ‘’INDIA PAID’’ in crescent along 
with part of arrival cds all in red on front, part of further Cochin d/s and blue Liverpool arrival cds (Aug 
22) on reverse. The address has been crossed out (privacy), but still an attractive cover with good/
superb handstamps. b 80,-
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P 1290 1855, 1a. red (Die I) and 2a. green (4 single), with slightly touched margins otherwise fi ne, tied by 
diamonds of dots and french entry marking ”INDES OR. MARSEILLE 15 AOUT 55„ on cover front 
to  BONN, PRUSSIA. At arrival further 8 1/2 Silbergroschen  were charged. A VERY RARE 9 ANNA 
FRANKING TO GERMANY SEND VIA MARSEILLE. The book of the Jochen Heddergott Grand Prix 
collection includes no cover to Prussia and all its covers to Germany are send via Triest. b 2.700,-

P 1291 1855, Three entire letters from a correspondence from Jalnah to Bombay, franked with ½a blue (Die 
I), ½a pale blue (Die I) and 1a red (Die II), respectively, all with trisected ‘’JAULNAH ... Paid.’’ date-
stamps in red, trisected or circled ‘G.P.O.’ Bombay arrival date-stamps. 1a stamp touched at left, 
complete/wide margins else, good/fi ne.

4, 5 (SG 2, 
3, 14) b 300,-

1292 1856/57? (Jan 13th), Forces Mail: cover & letter from „Artillery Lines” at Meerut to Manick Chand, 
Delhi (a shawl merchant), franked with ½a greenish blue, Die III (cut at left, otherwise full margins), 
tied by indistinct strike of numeral in rhomb of bars to small envelope, with indistinct boxed s/l and 
red ‘’DELHI/PAID’’ circled h/s on back. Some traces of ageing/toning but scarce. 4 (SG 9) b 60,-

P 1293 1855. Envelope addressed to Cornwall bearing SG 13, 1a deep red tied by dotted lozenge with boxed 
‘India/Paid’, endorsed ‘Stamped to Bombay’ with ‘G.P.O./A.M.’ date stamp on reverse routed via 
London with Grampound arrival on reverse and rated ‘1s’. Fine item. SG 13 b 200,-

P 1294 1854/60, Flimsy native cover (with contents) 1860 from Barsee (now Sholapore) to Hyderabad, 3½a 
rate paid by fi ve 1856-60 ½a pale blue (on front and reverse) and lithographed 1a red (Die II) all tied 
by ‘’134’’ numeral, red ‘’BARSEE/DE .../60’’ cds alongside, on reverse with Hyderabad arrival cds, 
boxed ‘’1st D’’ and framed ‘’RECd No...’’ s/l all in red. Part of back missing but still a very uncommon 
and attractive cover, and very scarce mixed issue franking.

5, 10 (SG 14, 
38) b 400,-

P 1295 1854/55, 1a red, Die III, horizontal pair, used with diamonds of dots, wide margins around, fresh, 
attractive and very fi ne. 5 (SG 15) (2) g 200,-

P 1296 1854, 2a bright yellowish green (close to emerald) used (probably with ‘’C/90’’ of Calicut and pen-
strokes) with near to complete outer framelines. An unusual stamp. 6 (SG 31) g 80,-

P 1297 1854, Cover from Bombay to Ahmednagar franked by 2a green (four margins with top outer frameli-
ne) tied by ‘dump 9 bar diamond’, trisected ‘Bpmbay Paid’ despatch d/s in red on reverse. Cover with 
some minor edge faults otherwise good. 6 (SG 31) b 150,-

P 1298 1854, 4a blue & pale red, 1st printing, variety HEAD INVERTED. This well known stamp listed by 
Williams’ ‘Rare & famous stamps, Vol.2’ as example XXV was used with diamond of dots, cut to 
shape with cut to full margins, thin at upper left, short closed tear at foot, otherwise fi ne. A good 
example of this legendary rarity. Certifi cates Sismondo (2012) and BPA (2002). (T) 7 K (SG 18a) g 90.000,-

P 1299 1854, 4 anna blue and pale red, 1st printing (Frame 12, Head 1) , HEAD INVERTED, extremely fi ne 
used example cancelled by ideal strike of Bombay   ‘’I’’ in diamond of bars,  with lower part  of sheet 
watermark, cut-to-shape with very wide margins all around. THIS MOST ATTRACTIVE GEM IS BY FAR 
ONE OF THE FINEST KNOWN EXAMPLES OF THIS GREAT WORLD RARITY. Almost all the other copies 
known have small margins, generally touching the design or showing  some other small faults.  The 
4 anna ”Inverted Head” of India is one of the legendary rarities in 19th century philately. Ever since 
the fi rst one was publicly exhibited in 1874 at the Royal Philatelic Society of London this major error 
has fascinated generations of collectors and has been sought after by most of the world’s most pro-
minent philatelists. To date, there are just twenty-seven confi rmed examples of this stamp, only three 
of which are cut square. Williams census  No XXII. Ex L.E. Dawson collection (Robson Lowe auction 
November 10. 1966 lot 258). RPS certifi cate (1950)  AN EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY TO BUY ONE OF 
THE FINEST KNOWN EXAMPLES (if not the fi nest), OF THE MOST FAMOUS STAMP OF INDIA. 7 K,  (SG 18a) g 200.000,-

P 1300 1854, 4a blue & red, 2nd printing, Pos.8, used with diamond of bars, cut square with wide margins 
around, very fi ne. Signed Roumet, Behr certifi cate. (SG £650++) (T) 7 (SG 19) g 200,-

P 1301 1854, 4a blue & red, 2nd printing, used with very fi ne strike of diamond of dots, cut square, fresh 
colours, fi ne. (SG £650) 7 (SG 19) g 200,-

P 1302 1854, 4a blue & red, 2nd printing, sheet pos.10, Wmk inverted, lightly cancelled by ‘’I’’ in rhomb of 
bars (Bombay), cut square with full to wide margins around, fresh colours (deep blue near indigo), 
slight imperfection at right margin, still fi ne and attractive. (SG £600) 7 (SG 19) g 200,-

P 1303 1854/55, Part entire from AKYAB, Burma to Amsterdam ‘Per Overland mail via Triest’, franked 
with two very fi ne cut square singles of QV 4a blue & red (2nd printing) each cancelled by dia-
mond of dots and tied by boxed red ‘’INDIA PAID’’, with oval Akyab fi rm’s chop and various ma-
nuscript rate marks alongside, backstamped ‘’CAL G.P.O./21 MAR/55’’, Calcutta fi rm’s chop 
(forwarder?) and Amsterdam 1.5.55 datestamp in red. An interesting and rare Akyab-Amsterdam 
letter via Trieste with attractive stamps. B.P.A. certifi cate. (T) 7 (SG 19)(2) b 6.000,-

P 1304 1854, 4a blue & red, 2nd printing, horizontal pair used with diamonds of dots, cut square with clo-
se to wide margins, short tear at left and light marginal thins on back otherwise fi ne. (SG £3250) 7 (SG 19)(2) g 1.000,-

1305 1854, two copies of 4a red & blue (Head Die II, Frame Die I), both cut-to-shape affi xed on pieces, and 
with black diamonds of dots, one of bright shades (perhaps 3rd printing?), fi ne. Add. an imitation of a 4a.

7 (SG 19 
(+21?)) g 80,-

1306 1854, 4a blue & red, 3rd printing (Head Die III, Frame Die I, wide setting, probably Stone ‘M’), sheet 
pos.11, Wmk reversed, used with diamond of dots, cut-to-shape with cut framelines, fresh colours, 
good. A scarce stamp. (SG £2000) 7 (SG 21) g 100,-
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P 1307 1854, 4a blue & red, 3rd printing (Head Die III, Frame Die I, Pos.9, Stone E probably) used with dia-
mond of dots and foreign red cds, cut square with complete margins around, fresh and very fi ne. (SG 
£2250++) 7 (SG 21) g 800,-

P 1308 1854/55, 4a blue & red, 4th printing, used with diamond of dots, cut square with complete margins 
around, fresh and fi ne. (SG £500+) 7 (SG 23) g 250,-

P 1309 1854, 4a blue & red, 4th printing, sheet pos.24, Wmk reversed, used with diamond of dots, cut squa-
re with four margins, fresh and fi ne. (SG £475) 7 (SG 23) g 240,-

P 1310 1854, 4a blue & red, 4th printing, sheet pos.17, used with diamond of small hollow rhombs (9x9) (a 
type which was used in Singapore 1855-56), cut square with four margins, negligible imperfections, 
fresh colours and fi ne. 7 (SG 23) g 240,-

P 1311 1854, 4a blue & red, (4th) printing, sheet pos.24, Head shifted downwards, used with diamond of 
dots, cut square with full to wide magins around, very fi ne. (SG £475++) 7 (SG 23) g 200,-

P 1312 1854/55, 4a blue & red, 4th printing, used with Bangalore ‘’C/10’’ in diamond of dots, cut square, 
touched to full margins, fresh colours, fi ne. In addition a 4a from same printing, cut-to-shape, partially 
cut into, used with Bangalore ‘’52’’ numeral. (SG £500+) 7 (SG 23) g 250,-

P 1313 1855, Cover to Hobart, Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania) franked by three cut-to-shape singles of 1855 
4a blue & red, 4th printing, tied by diamonds of dots, with red ‘’CAL/G.P.O./.../(SEP)/(1855)’’ Calcutta 
double-circle transit d/s together with further indistinct small cds in red and red Tasmanian ‘’SHIP 
LETTER INWARDS FREE/15 MR 15/1856’’ in rhombus d/s (Launceston) on back, boxed ‘’INDIA/
PAID’’ and ‘’PAID’’ along with ‘1/-’ m/s and further ‘’SHIP LETTER INWARDS FREE/17MR17/1856’’ 
rectangular framed d/s (Hobart arrival) all in red on face. This cover of a correspondence to the Smith 
family (see also lots 2119 and 2120 of our 15th auction) was propably sent in September 1855 (from 
Allahabad?; paid 4 Annas for inland postage), via Calcutta (were the ‘1/-’ m/s (= 8 Annas Steamer 
postage) and the boxed ‘’PAID’’ h/s (completely paid Steamer postage) were affi xed) and Singapore. 
Cover showing few un-important minor imperfections (roughly opened) but with fresh and fi ne stamps 
(almost complete framelines). An attractive cover, and a scarce destination. 7 (SG 23) (3) b 4.500,-

P 1314 1854/55, 4a blue & rose-red, 5th printing, cut square on cover 1856 from Madras to London via 
Southampton, cancelled by diamonds of dots, with ‘’MADRAS/1856/NO 27’’ cds, ‘’INDIA PAID’’ 
in crescent and arrival cds (12 JA 57) all in red on face. The top right corner of the cover has been 
repaired to enhance the appearance of this scarce and attractive cover franked by a very fi ne and 
scarce stamp. Brandon certifi cate. 7 (SG 25) b 1.600,-

P 1315 1854, 4a deep blue & red, 5th printing with retouched frame, sheet Pos.21 of medium setting, used 
with diamond of dots, cut square, touched to complete margins, a little thin/hole behind head other-
wise fi ne with fresh colours. (SG £850) 7 (SG 26) g 200,-

P 1316 1854, QV 2a green tied by ‘’1’’ numeral, ‘Stamped’ pen-stroke and part of arrival d/s to back of an ou-
ter letter from Bombay to Secunderabad 1856, with red Bombay depatch cds (12 Aug 56), boxed ‘’1st 
D’’ and trisected arrival d/s all in red alongside. A fi ne stamp (large margins) on a nice clean cover. 6 (SG 31) b 200,-

P 1317 1854, QV 2a green horizontal strip of fi ve, every stamp cancelled by diamond of dots, with touched/
close margins around, fi ne. A scarce and attractive multiple. 6 (SG 31) (5) g 500,-

1318 1854, 2a green, group of eight singles of various shades and cancellations including Bombay type 
numeral ‘’3’’ of Mumbadevie Receiving House, good/fi ne with more or less parts of outer frame-lines. 6 (SG 31) (7) g 100,-

P 1319 1854, 2 a. green, no wmk., imperforated block of four, used with diamond of dots cancels and part red cds 
at left, extremely fi ne and attractive block of four with good regular margins all around. Only very few used 
blocks of four are known in this selected quality, ex Worthington coll (sold in 1918), BPA cert. SG 31 g/v 1.800,-

P 1320 1854, 2a green horizontal pair with lower part of sheet Wmk (bottom part of double frame oval with 
native inscription), used with diamonds of dots and part of trisected ‘’.../1855 October.../Bearing’’ 
hand-stamp, wide margins with NEAR TO COMPLETE OUTER FRAME-LINES around. A few little margi-
nal surface scratches otherwise a very fi ne and attractive pair. 6 (SG 31) (2) g 100,-

P 1321 1856, Small cover from Belgaum to Leamington, England via Bombay and Southampton, franked by 
(corner marginal) horizontal pair of 1854 2a green (with complete frame lines at foot, and wide mar-
gins) tied by ‘’85’’ numerals of Belgaum, on reverse with trisected ‘’BELGAUM/1856 MAR 29/Paid.’’ 
d/s (stamped in red), part of Bombay transit cds and green arrival cds (May 5, 1856), boxed ‘’INDIA 
PAID’’ and London ‘Paid’ transit d/s on front. Lightly toned (partially) but still good/fi ne and attractive. 6 (SG 31)(2) b 200,-

P 1322 1855-64, Group of 20 used stamps from 1855 4a and 8a to 1864 4a green, with 2a all shades (pair 
in buff), and 1860 8p all three values, 4a green with two short bottom perfs otherwise fi ne and fresh 
with fi ne strikes of various postmarks. (SG £500+)

ex 8-16 (SG ex 
35-53) g 100,-

P 1324 INDIA 1855 ISSUE SEND TO THE UNITED STATES VIA FORWARDING AGENT IN LONDON: 1858 (25 De-
cember) entire letter from an american missionary from Saharanpur (Mission House) send ”via Bombay & 
Marseille” (Bombay and London 6.2 transits cds) and addressed via a Liverpool forwarding agent to Phila-
delphia USA, franked with 8 annas carmine on blue glazed paper tied by 210 numeral. The 8 annas paid 
for the postage up to Liverpool were the forwarding agent than dispatched the letter outside of the post to 
the addressee in Philadelphia. Only very few similar covers are recorded where the high transatlantic and 
US postage fees were avoided (including only three from this correspondance, this cover is the only one 
with the De la Rue issue). In general India letters were send from England to the US via post (see Jochen 
Heddergott Grand Prix collection). A POSTAL HISTORY RARITY. BPA certifi cate (2011) SG 36 b 450,-
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P 1325 1856, ½a blue IMPERFORATED single, unused with remnants of gum, fi ne. (SG £750 for pair) 10 (SG 37a) *    150,-
P 1326 1856, entire letter (uncomplete) with 8 A. 1856 issue, tied by ”B1” obliterator and boxed ”INDIA PAID” 

alongside to Lyon, fi rm chop of SCHOENE KILKBURN & Co/CALCUTTA on reverse, also Calcutta transit 
and Lyon arrival postmark. Light soiling but quite attractive. 14 b 150,-

P 1327 1856, part of an entire letter with pair of the 8 A. 1856 issue, tied by ”B1” obliterator, boxed ”INDIA 
PAID” and French tax mark ”20” alongside to Lyon. Light soiling and small faults but quite attractive. 14 (2) b 200,-

P 1329 1857, Folded cover from KARIKAL to Nantes dated ‘6 Juillet 1857’ (inside) with tax ‘’7’’ applied 
French post Karikal (rare), with red Suez transit cds on front, French transit and arrival backstamps, 
horiz. trace of folding otherwise fi ne, and scare. b 350,-

P 1330 1857, envelope from Bombay (2.9) send to Ahmednugguk (4.9) franked by extremely fi ne 2 Annas 
green showing wide margins all around and tied by numeral ”1”. Scarce in this quality. SG 31 b 400,-

P 1331 1857, ABERDEEN EXPERIMENTAL DUPLEX ON INCOMING MAIL TO INDIA (MUTINY PERIOD): Fine en-
velope with long family contents, including a stem of a plant, from Aberdeen addressed to GAZEEPO-
RE, routed ‘via Marseille’ and franked by a scarce 1857 4d rose-carmine pair (SG 66/J51) and 1d 
Red ‘Stars’ - all tied by very fi ne strike of scarce ‘’ABERDEEN/G/SE 24/1857’’ Experimental Scotch 
duplex. (Contents describing the danger and that Miss Taylor called to say 37 Reg HMS, part of which 
at Kandy, part of it now on Gazeepore. Miss Taylor also said you will be greatly pleased with Lieut. 
Jackson and Lieut. Col. Damen - describing him as a good man also.) b 300,-

P 1332 1857/62, Two FORWARDED covers from Calcutta: 1857 letter forwarded by an Agent named Kerduft 
(or similar) with his red oval h/s on reverse, sent unpaid to Lyon, France ‘Per Steamer Bentinck via 
Marseilles’, with black boxed ‘’INDIA UNPAID’’ mark, depatch, transit and arrival cds on reverse, as 
well as wrapper to Philadelphia, U.S.A. forwarded by Goddard & Co., Calcutta (oval h/s on reverse), 
franked by 2a orange tied by ‘’CALCUTTA INDIA PAID/NO.22’’-’’1’’ duplex, sent by Steamer ”Nemesis” 
via Marseille and London (red transit cds). b 100,-

P 1333 1857-60, Two UNPAID letters: 1859 letter from Lyall Rennie & Co., Calcutta (sender cachet) to Bor-
deaux ‘Per Steamer ”Nemesis” via Marseilles’, with black boxed ‘’INDIA UNPAID’’ and all related da-
testamps, as well as 1860 cover from Madras to Calcutta (forwarded by ‘...ES & Co., Madras: emboss-
ing on back) with ‘’INDIA UNPAID’’ in crescent (Giles SD22), Madras despatch cds and ‘’CALCUTTA/
STEAMLETTER/1860 APL 9/Steam Bg./Indian Do.’’ segmented receipt d/s (Giles SR50). b 150,-

1334 1857, Mourning cover to SINGAPORE, addressed care of Captain Rupell ‘Per Steamer „Oriental”’ (which was 
engaged in collecting troops needed for the capture of Delhi), with boxed ‘’PAID’’ and boxed ‘’G.P.O./1857...’’ red 
handstamps (both used in Calcutta). Additionally noted ‘Cowasgee Family’ which was a famous opium clipper 
owned by the Parsee Rustomjee Cowasgee. COVER AND VOYAGE PROBABLY UNIQUE. b 150,-

P 1335 1857, ‘’BROACH/1857 JUN 5/Paid.’’ trisected handstamp in red (UNRECORDED IN GILES) on letter 
to Bombay, franked QV ½a blue tied by ‘’18’’ Bombay Circle numeral, and with ‘’G.P.O./JU 8/1857/2 
A M’’ arrival d/s (also unrecorded in this for with ‘2 A M’) b 150,-

P 1336 1858, cover to Scotland franked insuffi ciently by three very fi ne singles of 1854 1a red (Die 
II), tied by numerals ‘’85’’, red boxed ‘’BELGAUM / 1858 JU 22 Paid...’’ despatch ds with black 
framed s/l ”INSUFFICIENT” and 2x ”INDIA UNPAID” alongside, red Bombay transit cds and blue 
Elgin arrival cds (Aug 18) on reverse, cover with missing backfl ap. Insuffi ciently franked at 3 
Annas instead of the correct 8 Annas postage for a letter over ½ ounce, accordingly treated as 
unpaid with 1 Shilling postage due, A most unusual postage due cover bearing attractive stamps 
of intensive colour in very fi ne condition!, BPA cert. (2010) SG 14 (3) b 2.500,-

P 1337 1858/1881, Two covers to Europe: 1858 small cover from Ghazapore (29 Nov 58) to Bangor, North 
Wales (5 Jan 59) via Bombay, Marseilles and London (related datestamps) franked 1855 4a black on 
bluish glazed paper and 1a brown (x2), and 1881 folded cover from Robert & Charriod, Calcutta (with 
‘’R&C’’ in circle h/s on adhesive) to Rouen, France via Brindisi, franked by 1874 6d tied by Calcutta 
duplex (20 Aug), red French cds alongside, Sea P.O. cds and arrival cds on reverse. 8, 11, 28 b 100,-

P 1338 1858. Envelope addressed to ‘Captain Bellamy, Madras’ bearing India SG 37, 1a blue tied by C/111 
in dotted diamond with framed ‘Pondicherry/1858/Paid’ in red on reverse, underpaid with oval ‘2d 
..D’ in red on face with Madras arrival on reverse. Lovely item. SG 37 b 270,-

P 1339 1859-74, four fi ne covers to Great Britain: 1859 from Military camp at Saugor to London via Bom-
bay (related cds’s) franked with 1855 4a black on bluish paper and 2a yellow-buff, tied with ‘’215’’ 
numeral, 1864 cover from Bangalore (duplex cancel) to Scotland via Bombay and Marseille, franked 
with two copies of 1856 4a black, ‘’INDIA PAID’’ in crescent alongside, 1866 cover from Calcutta to 
London with an attractive three-colour franking (8p, 2a and 4a green) tied with ‘’B/1’’ in octogons 
h/s in blue, and with red ‘’CALCUTTA/JL 16/66/PAID’’ double-circled backstamp, and 1874 cover to 
London franked 2a and 1866 4a green from Bank of Bengal, Calcutta via Southampton (handstamp). b 200,-

P 1340 1859, ‘’POSTE AUX LETTRES / KARIKAL’’ negative circled cachet on cover to Bordeaux along 
with small boxed ‘’PD’’ and French ‘via Suez’ transit cds both in red on front, transit and arrival 
backstamps. The address cut out otherwise a fi ne cover with a superb strike of this EXTREMELY 
RARE CACHET with which only a few covers are known. b 1.500,-
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P 1341 1859, Cover from Calcutta to Bremen, Germany franked 2a tied by ‘’B/1’’ Bengal type numeral and 
sender cachet, endorsed ‘Per overland mail (via Marseilles) via Bombay’ (via Marseille stroke out), 
with black boxed ‘’INDIA UNPAID’’ and red boxed ‘’VIA FRANCE’’ alongside, also ‘25’ charge mark 
and red French ‘via Suez’ ship mail cds, on reverse with Calcutta G.P.O. despatch cds in red (July 25, 
1859), Madras, ‘Marseilles a Paris’ and Paris transit cds’s as well as Bremen arrival cds (Sept 15, 
1859). Vertical trace of folding, still good, and uncommon as thus. 12 b 100,-

P 1342 1859, circled ‘’REDIRECTED LAHORE P.O./22 JUL 1859’’ d/s with ‘Abbotabad’ in m/s alongside on mour-
ning cover from Versailles, France to Brigadier Genl. Chamberlaine at Lahore via Bombay & Suez, franked 
by 1853 80c pair tied by numeral ‘’3537’’, Versailles depatch cds (18 June), boxed ‘’PD’’, Paris and Bom-
bay transit datestamps, Lahore arrival cds, and red Abbotabad receiving cds (24 July) on front and back. 
Cover opened three sides, still good. A scarce Lahore redirection cds on an interesting cover. France 16(2) b 300,-

1343 1859, 1 Anna brown, a strip of four and a block of four on cover as normal 8 Anna rate from Calcutta 
- red India paid „CALCUTTA INDIA PAID MY 17/71” to Aberystwyth/Wales  - manuscript ‘via Brindisi’ -, 
stamps tied by crossed pencil strokes and blue octagonal „B”. 11 b 150,-

P 1344 1859, TANNA and BOMBAY BEARING h/s: Entire from London (May 3, franked by two copies of 4d (SG 
66) and 1d tied by ‘’W/2’’ barred circle of Kensington) to Tanna (situated 21 miles NE of Bombay) via 
Marseilles and Bombay (May 30), arriving Tanna on May 31st, and re-directed to Bombay (May 8th) by 
noted ‘2 As’, all related datestamps including trisected ‘’BOMBAY/1859 May 30/Bearing 1’’ h/s and 
‘’TANNA/31 MY 59/BEAR.g’’ open cds (both as very late usage). A scarce letter. GB b 200,-

P 1345 1860, entire letter (uncomplete) with 1 A. und 2 As. 1856 issue, tied by ”B1” obliterator and boxed 
”INDIA UNPAID”, alongside to Lyon, red Calcutta and Bombay postmarks on reverse. Light soiling but 
quite attractive. 11, 12 b 200,-

P 1346 1860/65, cover with multicolored franking 8 Pies lilac, 2 A. orange and 8 A. carmine, tied by blue oc-
togonal. on front red ‘PD’ and red cercle ”..A MARSEILLE 13 SEPT 66”, at reverse red ”PD CALCUTTA”. 
The 8 A. stamp was dropped off and is attached with hinge. b 100,-

P 1347 1860, Electric Telegraph 1r. reddish purple, very fresh, mint lightly hinged original gum, free of 
the usual surface abrasions and very fi ne, being far superior to that offered in the koh-i-Nor sale. 
PROBABLY THE FINEST KNOWN EXAMPLE OF THIS INDIA RARITY. BPA certifi cate. Now included 
in the Stanley Gibbons catalogue as T2,  YVERT 2 = 13.500,- € SG T 2 *    6.000,-

P 1348 1860. Printed circular addressed to France bearing SG 40, 1a brown (pair) tied by ‘B/1’ obliterator 
with ‘G.P.O./Ex Calcutta’ double ring in red and boxed ‘India Unpaid’ and forwarded cachet ‘Forwar-
ded by/Monberger & Co/Calcutta’ on reverse, routed via Suez with ‘Pays Etr. V. Suez Amb’ in red and 
charged with hand-struck ‘15’ on arrival with Lyon receiver. SG 40 (2) b 350,-

P 1349 ”1861 SEYCHELLES - LA BOURDONNAIS 12 mars ” earliest recorded letter from the seychelles 
with a postage stamp - and the only cover recorded with indian stamps (cancelled 124 = Aden Str. 
Point 19 Mr 1861), obviously before the offi cial opening of the Seychelle  postoffi ce on december 
11th 1861 - Mauritius, and indian stamps were sold according to the destination of the next ship, 
great postal history rarity , minor blemishes Indien12,13 b 13.000,-

P 1350 1864. Envelope addressed to Scotland bearing SG 44, 2a yellow and SG 45, 4a black tied by ‘55’ in 
diamond with Chota Nagpure double ring on face with framed ‘India Paid’ erased, routed via Calcutta 
and Marseille, underpaid with boxed instructional ‘Defi cient Postage/Fine’ on face in red and framed 
‘Insuffi cient’ with circular ‘More to Pay’, London transit and Edinburgh arrival on reverse and taxed ‘2’ 
in m/s. Superb item of underpaid mail from India. Exhibition piece. SG 44, 45 b 450,-

P 1351 1863. Envelope addressed to France bearing SG 44, 2a orange (3) and SG 53, 8p mauve (pair) tied 
by ‘B/1’ obliterator with ‘PD/Calcutta’ double ring in red, sent on the steamer ‘Suala’ via Suez with 
‘Poss. Ang. V. Suez/A Marseille’ and London transit with Lyon arrival. Very attractive franking.

SG 44 (3), 
53 (2) b 350,-

P 1352 1862. Envelope written from ‘PageI & Co, Pondichery’ addressed to the ‘Captain of the French stea-
mer ”Victoria”, Madras’ bearing India SG 37, ½a blue (strip of three) tied by C/111 in dotted diamond 
with Pondicherry date stamp ‘My 13’ on reverse, underpaid with framed instructional ‘Insuffi cient’ 
and double ring ‘G.P.O./Madras/My 14/1862/2 D’ arrival on face. Lovely item. SG 37 (3) b 600,-

P 1353 1862, Cover from Chandernagore to France with rare French ‘’CHANDERNAGOR (INDE)’’ double-ring 
h/s with written date, also boxed ‘’PD’’ and red ‘via Suez’ transit cds on front, Paris and Paris-Nantes 
transit cds on back. A rare French Chandernagore h/s with which only 4-5 covers are known. b 3.000,-

P 1354 1862. Envelope addressed to England bearing SG 44, 2a yellow and SG 45, 4a black tied by ‘57’ in dia-
mond with Ahmednagar date stamp on reverse with framed ‘India Paid’, routed via Bombay and Marseille, 
underpaid with boxed instructional ‘Defi cient Postage/Fine’ on face in black with circular ‘More To Pay’ 
and Basingstoke receiver, taxed ‘6’ in m/s erased and rated ‘3’. Lovely item of underpaid mail from India. SG 44, 45, b 350,-

P 1355 1862, Folded cover from KARIKAL to Paris via Marseille bearing superb strike of scarce ‘’BUREAU DE 
KARIKAL/10 FEVR./186 ‘’ double-ring d/s along with red boxed ‘’PD’’ and red French Maritime cds 
on face, transit and arrival backstamps, fi ne and attractive. b 800,-

P 1356 1863/65, Two covers from Calcutta to N.S.W., AUSTRALIA: 1863 to Sydney ‘per Steamer Via Galle’ 
bearing 4a black tied by fi ne strike of ‘’CALCUTTA INDIA PAID/JA.22/63’’-’’1’’ duplex, with red sender 
cachet and ‘’SHIP-LETTER SYDNEY/E/MR 23/63’’ arrival cds on reverse, as well as 1865 cover to 
Wamley near Sydney ‘Per Steamer ”Nemesis”, franked by 4a grey-black tied by blue ‘’B/1’’ numeral, 
with sender h/s in blue, ‘Calcutta India Paid’ double-ring d/s and Waverly N.S.W. arrival cds on re-
verse. 13 (SG 45, 46) b 160,-
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P 1357 I860. Entire written by ‘Robert Charriol, Calcutta’ dated ‘6th Jan’ addressed to ‘Captain Rogerie, 
Commander of I’Beloise at St. Denis, Reunion’ bearing India SG 45, 4a black tied by octagonal ‘B/1’ 
obliterator with hand-struck framed ‘India Paid’ on front, sent on the steamer ‘Bentink’ routed via 
Aden with ‘Aden. Str. Point/Paid’ in red on reverse ‘29lh Jan’ and St. Denis/Ile de la Reunion arrival on 
reverse ‘16th Feb’ and rated ‘85’ in red crayon on arrival. Very fi ne item of destination mail from India. SG 45 b 600,-

P 1359 1865, Small cover with full contents from Barackpore to England via Calcutta and ‘via Southampton’, 
franked with 1864 4a green tied by superb strike of ‘’BARACKPORE/AP.’’-’’18’’ duplex, with red boxed 
‘’INDIA PAID’’ alongside, ‘’CALCUTTA INDIA PAID/AP 8/65’’ double-ring d/s (Giles 33) and Ledbury 
May 20 arrival cds on reverse. Light brownish patches and part of back-fl ap missing otherwise fi ne. A 
superb strike of this early duplex. 16 (SG 47) b 80,-

P 1360 1866 (July 3), Entire from PONDICHERRY to RÉUNION with ‘’INDE/PONDICHERRY/5 JUIL/66’’ doub-
le-ring d/s along with small boxed ‘’PD’’ in red on front, scarce ‘’PAQ.FR./(7) LIGNE AN. CALCUTTA 
(7)/10/JUIL/66’’ French maritime cds and scarce Mauritius ‘’MEÏNAM/23/AOUT/66’’ French mail 
steamer cds on reverse, probably for the Mauritius-Réunion section (1865-66). b 300,-

P 1361 1867 (15.12) cover franked with 8 Pies (2) and 6 Annas and 8 Pies tied by boxed INDIA PAID send 
to the RARE DESTINATION OF NATAL (South Africa) via Bombay, Ceylon, Mauritius. Arrival backstamp 
”Pieter-Mariteburg 10.2.1868”. 15 (2), 25 b 800,-

P 1362 1867, Cover from (or via) Gazeepore to Brighton, England ‘via Calcutta and Marseilles’, franked on 
reverse by 8p, 2a orange and 1866 4a green tied by incomplete strike of duplex d/s and pen-strokes, 
with hexagonal ‘’GAZEEPORE/JU 21/67’’ d/s, red ‘’CALCUTTA INDIA PAID/JU.../67’’ double-ring d/s 
and Brighton arrival cds (July 27th) along with late usage of framed ‘’INDIA/PAID’’ h/s. An uncommon 
and attractive cover with fi ne strikes of datestamps. b 80,-

P 1363 1868/73, Four letters of a correspondence from Calcutta to Amsterdam, Netherlands 1868, one franked 
1a + 8p (x2) via Trieste, two letters with 4a+2a+8p three-colour franking, and one with 8a + 4a + 8p (x2), 
all with red despatch ‘PD / Calcutta’ or ‘Calcutta India Paid’ date-stamps, various transit and arrival post-
marks. Plus an 1873 letter from Calcutta to Milan, Italy franked 8p pair (Silk Market Report). b 300,-

P 1364 1868/73, Cover pair from F. Casella & Co., Calcutta to Genova, Italy via Alexandria and Brindisi: 1868 
wrapper with complete printed offer inside, franked with 8p pair tied by blue ‘’B/1’’ in octogons, with 
red ‘’CALCUTTA INDIA PAID/JA.8/68’’ double-ring d/s, Brindisi transit cds and red Genova arrival d/s 
(10 Feb) on reverse, boxed ‘’PIROSCAFI/POSTALI/(ITALIANI)’’ in black (with inverted ‘Italiani’) on face, 
and 1873 letter per ‘Overland via Bombay’ (endorsed) franked with 8p, 2a and 1866 4a tied by blue 
‘’B/1’’ numeral and sender oval, with blue ‘’PD’’ alongside, red ‘’CALCUTTA INDIA PAID/MA 7’’ double-
ring d/s, Brindisi transit cds, Genova arrival cds (31 Mar 73) and scarce ‘’SEA POST OFFICE / D / 10 
3 73’’ oval d/s in blue on reverse. A good/fi ne pair of attractive and interesting covers. 15, 20, 24 b 160,-

1365 1869, notice paper, three parts, paid in Delhi, all with large black (2) or red ‘’BANGHY / BOMBAY / SP 
.../ 1869 / PAID’’ octogon. (T) b 160,-

P 1366 1869. Envelope addressed to London bearing SG 39, 1a brown (strip of four) and SG 51, 8p purple 
(pair) tied by ‘74’ Cocanada duplex routed via Rajahmumd, Hyderabad and Bombay, endorsed ‘per 
Steamer/via Bombay’, underpaid with boxed instructional ‘Exc/Defi cient Postage-1/OZ/Half Fine/4 
½ = 5 ½’ on face in black with circular ‘More To Pay’ and London arrival on reverse, rated ‘10’ in m/s. 
Very rare item of underpaid mail from India.

SG 39 (4), SG 
51 (2) b 450,-

P 1367 1869. Envelope written from Mahe dated ‘July 13th’ addressed to England bearing India SG 51, 8a purple 
and SG 64, 4a green (pair) tied by ‘90’ in lozenge with Tellicherry date stamp on reverse with boxed instruc-
tional ‘Too Late’, routed via Bombay and Marseille with Torquay arrival. Very fi ne and scarce. SG 51 b 600,-

P 1368 1868. Envelope written from ‘Paget & Co, Pondichery’ addressed to France bearing India SG 52, 
8p purple (pair) and SG 62, 2a orange (pair) tied by Pondicherry/111 duplex with ‘India Paid’ hand-
stamp, routed via Bangalore and Bombay with ‘Pos. An. V. Suez P. An. A. Mars’ double ring (Salles 
1876) and Bordeaux receiver on reverse. Very fi ne.

SG 52 (2), 
62 (2) b 600,-

P 1369 1870 RAILWAY: ‘’RAIL OFFICE S /No. 4/C P’’ in square h/s on back of small stampless letter from/
via Hyderabad to Delhie, with ‘’23/DE 70/HYDERABAD’’ triangl d/s on front, further indistinct strike 
of despatch/transit cds, ‘’DEHLIE/DE 27/70’’ arrival cds and little railway d/s in circle with four seg-
ments on reverse. Fine strikes of scarce railway postmarks on a fi ne letter. b 150,-

P 1370 1871, Entire from Nantes, France to COCHIN bearing 1870 80c imperforated (Bordeaux issue) tied 
by Nantes numeral, endorsed ‘via Marseille & Suez’, with French despatch and transit datestamps, 
also boxed ‘’UNCLAIMED’’, on reverse with hexagonal ‘’MADRAS/DEAD LETTER OFFICE/1871 MY 29’’ 
d/s, ‘’NON RÉCLAMÉ’’ s/l in, also Cochin cds, Madras d/s, small oval ‘’2nd D’’ and London cds all in 
red, and further transit datestamps. Minor imperfections, but a very interesting return letter Nantes-
Cochin-Nantes with a scarce Ceres 80c of Bordeaux issue. b 400,-

P 1371 1871. Envelope addressed to France bearing SG 53, 8p mauve (2) and SG 64, 4a green tied by bar 
lozenge with Cocanada date stamp on reverse, endorsed ‘via Bombay’ erased and sent via Madras 
with Hyderabad transit and ‘Poss. Ang. V. Suez/Marseille’ entry cachet with Anglo-French accountan-
cy ‘GB/1f 66c’ and rated ‘15’ in m/s on arrival in Marseille. Very fi ne combination. SG 53 (2), 64 b 450,-

P 1372 1873. Envelope written from ‘J. Dumaine & Co./Catcutta’ addressed to the ‘French Captain of the 
”Noeimu”, Pondichery’ bearing India SG 54, ½a blue tied by Calcutta/C-1 duplex ‘Aug 25’ routed via 
Madras ‘Aug 30’ and Pondichery arrival ‘Se 2’ with framed instructional ‘Redirected’ and ‘Unpaid/
Sorting’ with boxed ‘Postage Due/1 Anna’ erased to ½ anna’, endorsed ”Gone to Rangoon” in violet 
and forwarded to Rangoon sent via Calcutta ‘8th Sept’ with octagonal ‘T.P.O.’ and Rangoon receiver 
‘20/9’. Superb item of French India mail. Exhibition item. SG 54 b 850,-
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P 1373 1870. Envelope addressed to Ireland bearing SG 54, 4a blue and SG 69, 4a green (2) tied by 
‘Madras’ Type ‘95’ in dotted lozenge with Coonoor date stamp on reverse routed via Raichore 
and Bombay endorsed ‘via Marseille’ with framed ‘Insuffi cient’ and oval ‘More To Pay’ with hand-
struck boxed instructional ‘Insuffi cient Postage/Oz/Fine/10d’ with Mullingar arrival and rated 
‘40’ in m/s. Great item full of character. Scarce item to Ireland. SG 54, 69 (2) b 1.400,-

P 1377 1875. Envelope addressed to Marseille bearing SG 58, 1a pale brown, SG 61, 2a yellow, SG 69, 4a 
green (4) and SG 75, 1a blue tied by Pondicherry/M19 duplex ‘20th Jan’ with hand-struck ‘P.D.’, 
routed via Sholapore ‘23rd Jan’ and Bombay with Sea Post Offi ce ‘25th Jan’, routed via Brindisi 
with French entry cachet and Marseille arrival on reverse. Very scarce and attractive four colour 
franking. Exhibition item.

SG 58, 61, 69 
(4), 75 b 1.000,-

P 1378 1868, Cover from Abbottabad to Bath, re-directed to London via Pinddadunkhan, Lahore, Bombay 
and ‘’VIA SOUTHAMPTON’’ (blue ornamentic printing), franked by India QV 2a orange tied by Abbotta-
bad-’’220’’ duplex (17 June 68), arrived Bath at 1st August, franked with GB 1d red-brown (F-A/A-F), 
Perf 14, plate 96 (SG 8BaII) and fi nally sent to London (4 Aug 68), with sorting datestamps of Pindda-
dunkhan and Lahore both hexagonal red datestamps, boxed ‘’INDIA/PAID’’ and ‘Ex Bombay’ cds. Part 
of back-fl ap missing, corner and marginal defects and tear into 2a stamp from above. Nevertheless 
an attractive cover with a scarce India-GB mixed franking.

20 (SG 62) + 
GB SG 8 b 300,-

P 1379 1868, Letter to RÉUNION, sent from Calcutta Sept 16, 1868 to St. Denis, franked 2a orange (short 
corner perf), endorsed ‘P. French ship ”Pierre”, with red ‘’SHIP LETTER/G.P.O./CALCUTTA’’ cds, boxed 
‘’M & I’’ h/s and Réunion arrival cds (Nov 26, 1868) on reverse 20 (SG 62) b 100,-

P 1380 1868. Unstamped envelope addressed to France cancelled by ‘Calcutta India/Unpaid’’ double ring ‘Oct 12 
69’ in blue reverse, endorsed ‘via Bombay & Marseille’ with m/s instructional ‘Late Fee 8 ans’ and bearing 
India SG 65, 8a carmine tied by octagonal ‘B/1’ obiiterator with Anglo-French accountancy ‘GB/1f 66c’ on 
face, routed via Suez with ‘Pos. An. V. Suez P. An. A. Mars’ ambulant on face in red ‘8 Nov’ with Bordeaux 
receiver ‘9th Nov’ on reverse. Very scarce item of accountancy paying the Late Fee. SG 65 b 450,-

P 1381 1875. Envelope addressed to Reunion bearing SG 65, 8a carmine tied by ‘B/1’ in octagonal with 
hand-stamp ‘Stamped’ with Calcutta/India Paid’ double ring on reverse, endorsed ‘via Bombay & 
Aden’ with Aden Steamer Point date stamp on reverse and m/s’P4d’ on face. SG 65 b 280,-

P 1382 1866, Registered cover from Calcutta to Amritsar franked on reverse by 1866 6a purple and 1865 
1a brown tied with blue ‘’B/1’’ numeral, red depatch cds (19 July), fi ne strike of scarce ‘’TRAVELING 
POST OFFICE/N.W.P./C/No.85/21 JL/66’’ and red arrival cds (23 July) alongside, boxed ‘’REGIS-
TERED No.’’ s/l on front. 6a has light surface scratches (also due to underlying embossed seal) and 
some traces of usage, but still a good example of this rare usage on cover.

23, 19 (SG 
66, 58) b 400,-

P 1383 1877/78, Two letters from Pondicherry (former French India) to Paris via Bombay and Brindisi (same 
correspondence), the fi rst letter 1877 bears QV 4a and ½a (4) tied by ‘’M-19’’ Pondicherry duplex, the 
second (1878) franked 4a and 1a (2) tied by ‘’6/M-20’’ Pondicherry duplex, both with transit d/s’s 
(Bombay, Sea P.O.) on reverse, red French ship mail cds on front. b 200,-

P 1384 1877 IMPERIAL DURBAR: Cover to Allahabad bearing QV ½a (corner missing) tied by ‘’GOVERNOR 
GENERALS / CAMP P.O./ JAN 3’’ duplex, backstamped by the special ‘’FIELD POST OFFICE / IMPERIAL 
/ DURBAR / JAN 4’’ duplex (Proud KD1) and Allahabad arrival cds. Adhesive was used damaged ot-
herwise fi ne. Distinct/identifi able strikes of the RARE IMPERIAL DURBAR DATESTAMPS. b 300,-

P 1385 1879 KHYBER FIELD FORCE - Incomming mail: Cover bearing GB 6d tied with Chatham duplex, sent 
by Overland mail via Brindisi, Bombay, Peshawar, addressed to Khyber Field Force, Lundi Kotal, with 
(Aden-Bombay) Sea P.O. transit and Lundi Kotal backstamps. (Mail to this fi eld force is really scarce.) b 300,-

P 1387 1882-95, QV mint series from ½a to 5r (19 values), few small values with toned perfs or unused 
without gum, fi ne mounted mint mostly. (SG £450+)

31-47 (SG 
84-109) */(*) 100,-

P 1389 1890, ‘ON SALVATION ARMY SERVICE’ printed envelope (Indian Headquarters, Esplanade, Bombay) 
bearing QV 2a6p tied by squared Simla cds and sent to London (arrival b/s) via Bombay (transit b/s), 
plus letter with related printed head and interesting contents, and an invitation to a lecture about the 
Salvation Army. N.B.: This is probably the earliest known surviving example of Salvation Army India 
postal usage. b 300,-

P 1390 1891. Envelope endorsed from ‘No 1555, Sergt A. Ward, 1st East Surrey Regiment, Barrackpore ‘ 
addressed to England bearing India SG 86, 9p carmine tied by Barrackpore squared circle ‘Feb 1st’ 
and endorsed and signed by the ‘Second Lt. for Major/Commandant of the Detachment, 1st East 
Surrey Regiment’ routed via Bombay with Bradford/Yorks receiver ‘Fe 25’ on reverse. Lovely item in 
superb quality. SG 86 b 220,-

P 1391 1891, Mail from Dharmsala, Himachal Pradesh to Dublin, Ireland: 2a PS registered envelope uprated 
by 1a pair and ½a tied by small squared ‘’DHARMSALA/10 FE/91’’ cds, small ‘Dharmsala Reg.’ cds 
and Reg. cachet alongside, with London arrival cds on front, Sea P.O. cds on back, attractive and 
scarce from foot of the fi rst Himalayan mountain range. GA 100,-

P 1392 1893, OVERLAND EXPERIMENTAL TRANSATLANTIC MAIL: Cover bearing 1891 QV 2½a on 4a6p tied 
Renouf Type 19 ‘’L’’ in circle of bars (further strike on QV ½a single is added), m/s ‘Via Italian Mail’, 
on reverse with ‘’EXPERIMENTAL P.O./L--4/21 SEP/93’’ cds, and transit cds’s. Interesting and scarce 
cover from a missionary correspondence. 42 (SG 102) b 200,-

P 1394 1899, 1 a. brown-purple on ppc ”A greeting from South India” to Austria, insuffi ciently paid ”T/15 
cent” and charged with Austrian postage dues 2 kr. and 10 kr. SG 88 b 100,-
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1395 1899, PERFINS: 3 pies carmine with perfi ns, a block of 24 and a strip of 6 on reverse of a cover from 
MADRAS to Stuttgart. 49 (30) b 80,-

P 1396 1900. Postal stationery envelope one anna yellow upgraded with SG 89, 1a plum and SG 111, 3p 
aniline carmine (pair) tied by ‘L-12 Out/Set No 5/Fe 12’ railway cds addressed to Tasmania with 
Colombo and Launceston transits and Hobart arrival on reverse. Very fi ne item of destination mail.

SG 89, SG 
111 (2) GA 150,-

P 1397 1902, KASHMIR, parcel tag with registration label ”SRINAGAR KASHMIR STATE” with high franking 5 
Rps, 4 A. from Cockburn’s Agency to Sydney. Unusual. 58,61-63,65(4) b 130,-

P 1398 1903, Cover with 1/2a. green and 2a. violet from Calcutta to Jaffa / Palestine with arrival mark otto-
man post, a scarce destination and very fi ne b 70,-

P 1399 1903. Envelope addressed to Zanzibar bearing India SG 113, ½a pale green (strip of 5) with Zanzibar 
receiver and framed instructional ‘D.L.O./Zanzibar’ with boxed ‘Inconnu/Not Known’ in matching red 
ink and returned to Bombay with Dead Letter Offi ce/Bombay receiver. Very rare instructional mark 
from Zanzibar. Few known. SG 113 (5) b 700,-

P 1400 1902. Envelope addressed to Mahe, Seychelles bearing India SG 115, 1a carmine tied by Pondicher-
ry date stamp routed via Bombay with Seychelles receiver. Scarce item of destination mail. SG 115 b 280,-

P 1401 1902. Registered envelope endorsed ‘On the Public Service Only ‘ addressed to ‘Le Gouvereur des 
Etablissment Française de L’Inde, Cubbon Hotel, Bangalore’ bearing SG 117, 2a violet tied by Pondi-
cherry cds with adjacent framed ‘R/Pondicherry’ with Bangalore arrival on reverse. Very fi ne. SG 117 b 350,-

P 1402 1902, Boer war: 1/2 Anna green,3 Pies grey and 3 Pies red on rare picture postcard ”Greetings from 
the prisoners of war camp Umballa India”, written by a german POW, tied ”DAGSHAI 23 JUN 02” - 
Dagshai near Simla was for convalescent patients from the internment camp Ahmednagar. b 180,-

P 1403 1902, CENTRAL H.O. DELHI - CORONATION DURBAR: QV ½a PS envelope to Sholapur (3 Jan 03 arrival 
b/s) cancelled with fi ne strike of ‘’CORONATION DURBAR CENTRAL H.O. DELHI/... DE 02’’ gittered, time-da-
ted cancellation, fi ne. N.B.: A very rare cover as most of the few examples of strikes known are on pieces. GA 200,-

P 1404 1904, MAIDEN’S HOTEL CORONATION-DURBAR DELHI/25 JA 04’’ special circled datestamp on PPC 
franked by QV 1a to Paris. Stamp with tear at top right, but a superb strike of this scarce datestamp 
on a fi ne card. N.B.: Maiden’s Hotel Delhi was chosen for accommodating notable visitors to the Co-
ronation Durbar. Very rare with such a superb strike. Ak 200,-

1405 1904, UPU b/w PPC (Hindu Funeral Pile) used from Bombay to MALTA bearing KE 3p pair (another 
pair missing) tied on 2nd July 1904, with Sea P.O. transit cds, Valetta, Malta oval d/s and ‘’SLIEMA 
B.O./10:30 AM/8 AU 04’’ arrival cds. Few stains but a scarce postcard, and a very scarce and un-
usual destination. Ak 60,-

P 1406 1907/22, GOKTEIK BRIDGE: PPC showing ”Burmah Railways. The Gokteik Viaduct”, written from 
Gokteik Bridge 25th Jan. 1907, bearing KE 1a tied by ‘’R-28 IN/SET No 3/JA 28’’ LASHIO-MAYMYO 
railway cds, with ‘’BURMA RAILWAY / GOGTEIK BRIDGE / STATION’’ white on black circled cachet, 
and 1922 PPC ”The Gogteik Viaduct, Burma” to Rangoon bearing KGV. ½a, handed in at railway sta-
tion and endorsed with the local ‘’GOGTEIK BRIDGE’’ hand-stamp by a railway offi cial, who was not 
authorized to cancel postage stamps (unlike Mail Agents), posted later the same day on the T.P.O. 
with ‘’R-28/IN/15 FEB 22/SET-1’’ Lashio-Maymyo railway cds. AN EXTREMELY RARE REFERENCE 
MATCH PAIR ex GERALD DAVIS described/illustrated in his book ”Burma Postal History”. Ak 1.000,-

P 1407 1909, KEVII. 25r brownish orange & blue used in Burma with fi ne strike of ‘’RANGOON 1 AP. 10’’ cds, 
minor toning of top of top perfs, still fi ne, with fresh colours. (SG £1500) 74 (SG 147) g 500,-

P 1408 1909, KEVII. 25r used with part of Calcutta cds, minor imperfections, still fi ne with fresh colours. (SG 
£1300) 74 (SG 147) g 450,-

1409 ca. 1910/57, lot of six old picture postcards and ten letters mostly to switzerland/europe, airmal 
Madras-Karachi, First Flight Bombay-London, censor ship, etc. (T) b/Ak 150,-

1410 1910/12, Indian foreign ship receiver: 1910 PPC from France to Mhow, India with framed cachet 
‘’RECEIVED BY/FRENCH STEAMER´BOMBAY 6 NO 10’’, and 1912 cover with contents from Nairobi, 
E.A.P. to London and re-directed to Simla, India with framed cachet ‘’RECEIVED BY/ITALIAN STEA-
MER/BOMBAY ... SE 12’’. b/Ak 100,-

P 1411 1911, KING EMPEROR’S CAMP P.O./ CORONATION DURBAR: Cover bearing KE ½a pair tied by special 
‘’KING EMPEROR’S CAMP POST OFFICE/28 DE’’ Crown cds, addressed to London, KE ¼a PS card 
uprated by KGV. 1a, 2a and 3a cancelled with special Coronation Durbar 1911/13 DEC.’’ cds and ma-
chine d/s, and three PPC’s depicting KINGS CAMP DELHI, Army Concentration Camp, Delhi Durbar, 
and Post Offi ce Coronation Durbar Delhi 1911, respectively. (5 items) b/Ak 150,-

P 1412 1911, Coronation Durbar: Three folders with different stamps on back tied with special cancellations 
of various dates between 1st and 12th December, minor imperfections. (T) b 200,-

1413 1911, Coronation Durbar folder with KGV. 1a, 2a and 3a tied by special 12 Dec. circled cachet, very 
fi ne. (T) b 100,-

1414 1911 Coronation Durbar complete folder with eight KEVII. adhesives on back plus ¼a postal statio-
nery card both with various special Coronation Durbar cancellations. (T) b 120,-

P 1415 1917. ”Indian Red Cross & St John Joint War Organisation„ booklet, incomplete, having four blue 1a 
seals and four red 1/2a seals. A nice example of this rare booklet. MH **   250,-
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P 1416 1918 (11 Mar), Printed P.O.W. postcard from ‘’AHMEDNAGAR CAMP/20 MA.18’’ (cds) to Soerabaja 
(aarival cds’s), with large framed ‘Passed Censor ...’ h/s. b 80,-

P 1418 1921, 9p on 1a with varities ‘NINE-NINE’ and ‘PIES-PIES’ both in mint vertical pairs mounted as a 
block of four, lightly toned, fi ne. (SG £220)

93FI+II (SG 
192a+b) *    100,-

P 1419 1921, 9p on 1a carmine vertical pair with ‘PIES PIES’ error (2nd setting) at top stamp and ‘broken 
‘E’ of PIES with a dot at foot, as ‘.E’’, used with partial strokes of doubly circled date-stamp, fi ne and 
scarce in this form. (SG £225++)

93FII (SG 
192b) g 100,-

P 1420 1922/39, Souvenir booklet of 11th UP Congress, Buenos Aires 1939 with 15 unused KGVI. stamps 
up to 5r inside. (*)  60,-

1421 1922/26, KGV. 1a PS envelope with ALBINO embossing, unused. H&G 13b GA 60,-
P 1422 1922, ¼a on ½a green bottom right horizontal corner pair with surcharge omitted at corner stamp, 

while surcharge shifted downwards on left stamp, mint lightly hinged, lightly toned original gum, fi ne. 
(SG £425+)

95 var (SG 
195b) *    150,-

P 1423 1924, VIII. Postal Congress Stockholm souvenir folder bearing 27 fi ne unused QV, KE and KGV. defi -
nitives, Offi cial and those with various Convention States overprints. (T) *    150,-

P 1424 1928, entire letter, registered from ”DUMAS 7.APR 28„ from ‘His Highness The Nawab of Sachin’ to 
Linköping, Sweden. (Sachin today belonging to Gujarat). Nice Cover with at reverse the coat of arms 
in golden embossed printing. Franked by 1 Anna brown - a block of six - at reverse. . (M) 102 b 500,-

P 1425 1930 (19 Dec), INDIAN ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE, London: Registered airmail cover to New Delhi 
with special cds and Air Mail vignettes on front and back, New Delhi 30 Dec. arrival b/s, very fi ne. b 150,-

P 1426 1930 (17 Nov), INDIAN ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE, London: Special Round Table envelope with 
special cds and violet Conference oval cachet, very fi ne. b 150,-

P 1427 1931 (31 Dec), Four Pigeongrams by different Homing Pigeons (Air Mail, Kingsford Smith, Dynamite and 
Black Prince), two with contents, all used with red ‘’PARK STREET CALCUTTA/31 DEC 31’’ cds, fi ne. (M) b 150,-

P 1428 1931 (2 Oct), INDIAN ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE, London: Registered local cover London with spe-
cial cds, also on back along with registered arrival d/s, and Air Mail vignette, very fi ne. Additionally a 
certifi cate of posting acknowledgement for Indian RTC letter dated 3rd October 1931. b 200,-

P 1429 1933, KGV. 2a purple Tête-Bêche pair within vert strip of three used Oct 13, 1933 on registered cover 
from Thakurdwar, Bombay to England, fi ne. 103 (SG 206a) b 100,-

P 1430 1935 (Jul-Oct) trio featuring frankings of Silver Jubilee, comprising (i) (Jul 26) Bombay-Invercargill N.Z. 
with 3½a pair + KGV 4a carried on Imperial Airways service fl ight IE 359 which was delayed a day at 
Bangkok owing to faulty undercarriage (Aurora), (ii) (Aug 6) Delhi-Melbourne underpaid with ½a + KGV 
4a pair, circular “T” and “50/cents” on front, Australian Postage due 1d + 4d reverse, and (iii) (Oct 
3) Rangoon-North Sydney with 8a + KGV 3a, attractive items for exhibit, variously backstamped, (3). b 200,-

P 1431 1937, airmail 3 a. blue with varity ”IND1A” (last I with serif), 3 a. in horizontal pair and King George 
V 1/2 a. green, tied by special fl ight cancel ”LAHORE 7.APR.” to reverse to airmail cover to Paris with 
arrival mark and forwarded to New York

SG 221 var, 
221 (2), 202 b 500,-

P 1432 1941-45 “O.A.S.” selection with Unit Censor (and Bombay Civil Censor tape/handstamp), R.A.F. Cen-
sors (“2” and “298” – latter additionally with Perth Censor tape/handstamp), and Naval “PASSED BY 
CENSOR/DATE” handstamps, last taxed, dumb cancel, some handling faults, (4). b 80,-

P 1432A 1940, 3x 6 A and 3A6Ps on envelope sent from ”SAVOY HOTEL MUSSOREE 10 JUN 40” to Avranches, 
France with censor-strip and -triangels ”B 29” and ”B 50”, in Karachi redirected because of the 
German occupation in France and violet 3-line cancel ”RETOUR A L#ENVOYER RELATIONS POSTALES 
INTERROMPUES”, returned to mussoree and forwarded to Kapur Thala, totally 11 different cancels. e 80,-

P 1433 1941, 3 Annas registered Letter dark-blue with add. franking of 10 Rs, 8 As and 9 pies from Mombay 
to Springfi eld, USA via Hawaii.

148 (2), 154(2), 
160 (2) GA 70,-

P 1434 1941 (7 Feb), Printed ‘The Ritz, Bombay’ envelope to the Polish Consulate at Istanbul, Turkey by air mail, 
franked with KGVI. 6a and 1r, with violet ‘’PALESTINE/PASSED BY/CENSOR/N.20’’ mark and boxed ‘’NOT 
OPENED BY CENSOR’’ on front and back, and arrival b/s. A very uncommon international airmail cover. b 100,-

P 1435 1941 April, PANAM combination fl ight cover via the Pacifi c prior to World War II. Registered and cen-
sured airmail cover from Bombay to USA, good franking of 2 Rs and 14 1/2 A., reg. label, censur fl ap. 
(inc. good information). b 70,-

P 1436 1941. Air Mail envelope (faults) addressed to Switzerland bearing India SG 235, 1a 3p mauve (2), SG 
250, la carmine, SG 251, 2a vermilion, SG 253, 3a green (pair) and SG 259, 1r grey and brown (2) 
tied by Gadag double ring with ‘Passed Censor/C 18’ and ‘Opened by Censor/116c’ label, routed via 
Hong Kong with boxed ‘Not Opened by Censor’ in violet and circular ‘AV2’ cachet.

SG 235 (2), 
251, 253, 
259 (2) b 180,-

P 1437 1935, Two Silver Jubilee airmail covers to England: Complete set on registered cover from Ballard 
Estate, Bombay (24 AUG 35), fi ne, and cover with six values from Calcutta (22 AUG 35), small imper-
fections, good. (T)

138-44 (SG 
240-46) b 220,-

P 1438 1940/42, Two WW2 ship wreck covers: 1940 cover from Shawnigan Lake, Canada (May 22) to Bhav-
nagar, India with violet cachet ‘’SALVED FROM THE SEA’’ on front and part of offi cial ‘Found open 
...’ label along with arrival cds’s on reverse, and 1942 registered cover from Karachi (21 JUN 42) to 
London with ‘’DAMAGED BY/WATER’’ cachet and ‘Found open ...’ strip, both cachets are excellent 
strikes. (M) b 100,-
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P 1439 1941. Registered Air Mail envelope from the ‘Madras Military Headquarters’ addressed to London 
bearing SG 269, 1a 3p yellow-brown, SG 270, 2a vermilion, SG 272, 3½a blue, SG 273, 4a brown, 
SG 274, 6a turquoise, SG 275, 8a violet and SG 276, 12a take with ‘Madras/War Fund/Seal of Vic-
tory’ (1 anna) label, tied by Military Hd. Qrs. (Bangalore) date stamp with matching registered label 
on reverse and ‘Opened by Censoir’ label- tied by censor cachet and ‘Censor’ wax seal in red. Very, 
nice and attractive item.

SG 269/270, 
272/276 b 220,-

1440 1947 (6 Dec), JAI HIND: KGVI. 12a on 14a PS Air envelope used with special bilingual ‘’JAI HIND’’ 
slogan d/s from Jubbulpore to England, scarce in this form. GA 60,-

1441 1947, the fi rst Issue of independent India: „Independence” set mounted in illustrated folder, scarce. (T) *    80,-
P 1442 GHANDI, 1948-15-08, offi cial presentation folder of  Hélio Courvoisier SA in La Chaux-de-Fonds, 

grey cardboard containing the cpl. set on hand-made paper, blue gimp, extraordinary and fresh 
condition. (T) 187-90 *    1.000,-

1443 1948, Gandhi, complete issue with all 4 values, used, the 3 small values lightly toned, otherwise in 
good condition 187/90 g 80,-

P 1444 1948, 15th Aug 1948 11/2 A to 10 Rp.Mahatma Gandhi Memorial Issue cpl set on FDC, ”BOMBAY 
G.P.O. 15 AUG 1948” sent as registered airmail letter to Switzerland, at reverse reg.label and receiver 
”BERN BRIEFAUSGABE 19.VIII.48”, please note the 12 As has traces of a rubber band. 187-90 FDC 400,-

P 1445 1948, GHANDI set cpl unused and mounted in illustrated presentation folder, scarce. (T) *    200,-
1447 1948, GANDHI set to 10r mint, with hinge marks, 1½a with remnants of black paper on gum, 10r with 

traces of fi nger print otherwise fi ne, and fresh.
187-90 (SG 
305-08) *    130,-

P 1448 1948, GANDHI complete set to 10r on illustrated ‘Registered Air Mail’ FDC (‘THE GREAT PAT-
RIOT’), cancelled to order with special Bombay First Day oval, lightly toned perfs at 1½a and 12a 
otherwise fi ne, envelope with vertical trace of folding (not affecting stamps). Still a good and 
SCARCE FDC as thus. ”Rated as ‘Excessively Rare’ in Praful Thakkars Book on Indian FDC’s and 
Covers for such 4v usage” (T)

187-90 (SG 
305-08) FDC 2.000,-

P 1449 1948, GANDHI complete set to 10r within an uncommon Courvoisier souvenir folder in yellow-
olive with printed compliments. The stamps are affi xed completely, they are fresh and fi ne. A 
SCARCE GANDHI SOUVENIR FOLDER. (T)

187-90 (SG 
305-08) (*)  1.000,-

P 1450 1948, GANDHI complete set to 10r within Courvoisier souvenir folder in deep green with printed 
compliments. The stamps are affi xed completely, they are fresh and fi ne. A SCARCE GANDHI 
SOUVENIR FOLDER. (T)

187-90 (SG 
305-08) (*)  1.000,-

P 1451 1948 (15 AUG), GANDHI 4v complete set on long-size illustrated FDC (The Father Of Our Nation), 
cancelled by special oval Bombay d/s, some brownish patches of glue otherwise good. A scarce 
FD envelope. (M)

187-90 (SG 
305-08) FDC 1.000,-

P 1452 1948 (15 AUG), GANDHI 4v complete set on un-addressed illustrated FDC with special oval SIMLA FD 
cancellation, extremely fresh and very fi ne.

187-90 (SG 
305-08) FDC 800,-

P 1453 1948 (15 AUG), GANDHI 4v complete set on offi cial illustrated FDC cancelled with ‘’GOUVERNOR 
GENERAL CAMP P.O./15 AUG./1948’’ fi rst day stamp, addressed to Bombay (arrival b/s). A very 
uncommon and extremely scarce FD cancellation.

187-90 (SG 
305-08) FDC 1.000,-

P 1454 1948, GANDHI complete set to 10r on special illustrated FDC (‘WORLD MOURNS HIS LOSS’) sent 
registered from Bombay (special oval First Day cancellation) to England by air mail, with regis-
tration label on back. The 1½a and 3½a with shortened corner perfs otherwise fi ne stamps, 
the envelope with traces of usage (creased edges), but still a good and SCARCE FDC. ”Rated as 
‘Excessively Rare’ in Praful Thakkars Book on Indian FDC’s and Covers for such 4v usage” (T)

187-90 (SG 
305-08) FDC 3.000,-

1455 1948 (Aug 15), GANDHI 3½a horizontal marginal pair on local Simla FDC, with ‘’SIMLA 15 AUGUST 
1948’’ oval FD cancel and Simla Delivery cds on back. (M) 188 (SG 306)(2) FDC 120,-

1456 1948, GANDHI 10r, mint with hinge mark, fresh and fi ne. 190 (SG 308) *    100,-
P 1457 1948, GANDHI 10r with Perfi n ‘’N.B.I.’’ (National Bank of India), used, rare and uncommon. 190 (SG 308) g 100,-
P 1458 1948, GANDHI 10r corner block of 14 (3x4 plus 2), mint never hinged, few brownish stains on 

original gum of 7 stamps, otherwise good/fi ne. (Mi. 7700,- €) (T)
190 (SG 308)
(14) **   2.000,-

P 1459 1949 (15 Aug.) Archeological series complete set of 16v used on special folder with ‘’SHILLONG/15 
AUGUST 1949/INDEPENDENCE DAY’’ First Day cancellation. Folder lightly toned with a few little 
stains on front, but still good with fi ne and fresh stamps. (T)

191-206 (SG 
309-24) FDC 800,-

1460 1949, Archeological 8a used with WATERMARK INVERTED, scarce. (SG £140) 200 (SG 318w) g 70,-
1461 1950 Saints & Poets all values on fi ve covers, with 9p on printed matter, 1a on Book-Post, 2a and 

4½a on Air PS all to Australia, 4a on cover and 12a pair on airmail cover both to USA.
221-26 (SG 
337-42) b 60,-

P 1462 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Kabir’ 9p. in issued design but UNISSUED COLOUR deep emerald-
green (instead of bright emerald-green), unused with toned tropical gum and small paper adhesive at 
upper right corner, scarce PROOF with issued stamp for comparison! SG. 337 proof *    500,-

P 1463 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Kabir’ 9p. in issued colour bright emerald-green but UNISSUED DE-
SIGN (oval centre), unused with toned tropical gum with small paper adhesive in lower right corner, 
scarce PROOF! SG. 337 proof *    500,-
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P 1464 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Tulsidas’ 1a. in UNISSUED DESIGN (oval centre) and brown (instead 
of carmine), unused with toned tropical part gum, scarce PROOF! SG. 338 proof *    500,-

P 1465 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Tulsidas’ 1a. in issued design but UNISSUED COLOUR brown (instead 
of carmine), unused with toned tropical gum and small gum faults at upper right, scarce PROOF with 
issued stamp for comparison! SG. 338 proof *    500,-

P 1466 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Meera’ 2a. in issued design but UNISSUED COLOUR carmine (instead 
of orange-red), unused with toned tropical gum and small gum faults at upper right, scarce PROOF 
with issued stamp for comparison! SG. 339 proof *    500,-

P 1467 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Meera’ 2a. in UNISSUED DESIGN (oval centre) and carmine (instead 
of orange-red), unused with toned tropical gum and minor gum faults at upper right, scarce PROOF! SG. 339 proof *    500,-

P 1468 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Surdas’ 4a. in issued colour bright blue but UNISSUED DESIGN (oval 
centre), unused with toned tropical gum with small paper adhesive in lower right corner, scarce 
PROOF with issued stamp for comparison! SG. 340 proof *    500,-

P 1469 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Ghalib’ 4 1/2a. in issued colour bright mauve but UNISSUED DESIGN 
(different head type), unused with toned tropical gum and small gum faults at upper right, scarce 
PROOF with issued stamp for comparison! SG. 341 proof *    500,-

P 1470 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Ghalib’ 4 1/2a. in issued colour bright mauve but UNISSUED DESIGN (oval 
centre), unused with toned tropical gum with small paper adhesive in lower left corner, scarce PROOF! SG. 341 proof *    500,-

P 1471 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Tagore’ 12a. in issued design but UNISSUED COLOUR black (instead 
of brown), unused with toned tropical gum and small gum faults at upper right, scarce PROOF with 
issued stamp for comparison! SG. 342 proof *    500,-

P 1472 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Tagore’ 12a. in issued design but UNISSUED COLOUR bright mauve 
(instead of brown), unused with toned tropical gum and small gum faults at upper right, scarce PROOF! SG, 342 proof *    500,-

P 1473 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Tagore’ 12a. in UNISSUED DESIGN (oval centre) and bright mauve 
(instead of brown), unused with small part original gum (tropical toned), scarce PROOF! SG. 342 proof *    500,-

P 1474 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Tagore’ 12a. in issued design but UNISSUED COLOUR dark violet (in-
stead of brown), unused with toned tropical gum and small gum faults at upper right, scarce PROOF! SG. 342 proof *    500,-

P 1475 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Tagore’ 12a. in UNISSUED DESIGN (oval centre) and violet (instead of 
brown), unused with small part original gum (tropical toned), scarce PROOF! SG. 342 proof *    500,-

P 1476 1952, Indian Saints and Poets ‘Tagore’ 12a. in UNISSUED DESIGN (oval centre) and black (instead of 
brown), unused with toned tropical gum with small paper adhesive in lower right corner, scarce PROOF! SG. 342 proof *    500,-

P 1476A 1957, 8 Np Children’s Day, 5 different colour trials and the issued colour, unused (MNH or with partial 
gum), very fi ne and scarce! (M)

276 Probe (5), SG 
389 proof (5) (*)/** 750,-

P 1477 1965, MOUNT EVEREST Exped. 15np pair with variety PERFORATION SHIFTED TO LEFT (about 5mm), 
mnh, toned. A spectacular and very scarce variety.

389 (SG 503) 
var. **   100,-

P 1478 1965-67, Prepared for use but not issued 95p turquoise on watermarked paper, no gum, from the 
4th defi nitive series. Seldomly offered. (*)  500,-

P 1479 1968, Art Exhibition 15p orange, royal & light blue, variety ORANGE OMITTED a dry print of oran-
ge, lower marginal, mint never hinged, very fi ne. A great rarity of modern India. BPA certifi cate. 
(SG £7500) (448), SG 564a **   6.000,-

P 1480 1972, 20p Railway Union marginal strip of three with error COLOUR BLUE OMITTED, mint never hin-
ged, very fi ne. A normal is added. A scarce variety, only 35 stamps are said to exist with this variety. 
B.P.A. certifi cate. 537 (SG 657a) **   600,-

P 1481 1974, UNICEF 25p multicoloured lower left corner marginal vertical pair, top stamp variety BLACK 
(NAME AND VALUE) COMPLETELY OMITTED, but lower part with part of the black colour, fresh and 
very fi ne unmounted mint. A superb and spectacular example of this very rare variety. Very rare 
(probably unique) in this form. B.P.A. Certifi cate (2012) (T)

610 var (SG 
749a) **   3.000,-

P 1482 1976, Jim Corbett 25p ‘Tiger’ vertical strip of 4 with marginal selvedge at top and at foot, lower 
stamp variety BLACK (inscrition & face value) OMITTED, each handstamped (CANC)’’ELLED’’ in 
violet, very fi ne unmounted mint. In this form probably unique - a fantastic variety together with 
normal. B.P.A. Certifi cate. (T)

666  (SG 799) 
var **   3.000,-

P 1483 1976, Wildlife 25p ‘Swamp Deer’, variety BLACK (NAME & YEAR) OMITTED, mint never hinged, 
very fi ne. There are only 14 such stamps in existence. A major variety of semi-modern India. B.P.A. 
certifi cate. (T) 691 (SG 825a) **   2.000,-

P 1484 1978, Schubert 1r marginal with error COLOUR BLACK OMITTED together with further stamps 
ON REGISTERED AIR MAIL COVER from Patna 1991 addressed to U.K., vertikal surface scratch 
through stamp, good. A very rare variety on cover. 791F (SG 907a) b 3.000,-

P 1485 1979, Air India complete set of 4 each with error ‘Inscription on left side’ and pictures of 30p and 
1r exchanged, unmounted mint, with issued set for comparison. A famous modern India error.

796-99 (SG 
942-45) var. **   1.000,-

P 1486 1993, Dr. D. Kotnis 1r top marginal block of 15 PRINTED OM GUMMED SIDE, few little stains other-
wise fi ne. (M)

1405 (SG 
1556a) **   300,-

P 1487 1998, GANDHI se-tenant pair 10r+11r with UNPRINTED PAIR below (no stamp impression). A scarce 
variety - listed in Jain’s Gandhi book.

1613-14 (SG 
1777-78) **   400,-
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P 1488 2000, ‘Maritime Heritage’ 3r marginal with variety ‘colour BLACK OMITTED TOTALLY’, MNH. A rare 
variety with future perspectives.

1805 (SG 1973) 
var. **   100,-

P 1489 2008, Youth Games corner marginal strip of four values with COLOUR BLACK OMITTED, mnh, fi ne. 
With normal for comparison. Recorded but still un-priced in SG catalogue.

2298-2301 (SG 
2509ab) **   250,-

P 1490 2009, Maha Kavi Magh 5r marginal block of four variety COLOUR BLACK OMITTED, very fi ne mnh, 
with normal block of four for comparison.

2350 (SG 2575) 
var. **   400,-

P 1491 2010, Children’s Day 5r Spinning Tops vertical sheet column of 7 with variety BLACK COLOUR MIS-
SING on top pair, mnh, very fi ne. A spectacular variety. (M)

2524 (SG 2762) 
var. **   500,-

P 1492 1937, 1r booklet (of 16 1a stamps originally) still containing 13 stamps (3 from fi rst pane missing), 
some toning, but interleaves do NOT adhered, good. (SG £450)

(149)MH (SG 
SB22) **   150,-

INDIEN - DIENSTMARKEN    
P 1493 1867-73, 8a carmine surcharge ‘’Service’’ with WATERMARK INVERTED, looking unused (but proba-

bly removed cancellation and re-gummed), fresh and good. 20 (SG O30aw) 60,-
P 1494 1874-82, QV 8a carmine block of 62 surcharged ‘On H.M.S.’ and handstamped SPECIMEN, un-

mounted mint, few stains on back, good. R.P.S. certifi cate. (M)
25 (SG O35s)
(62) Spec SPEC 1.800,-

P 1495 1926, Error 1a on 1a chocolate, mint, toned, still good, signed by Jal Cooper. (SG £250) 73 F (SG 107a) *    100,-
P 1496 1948, GANDHI-Service 1½a brown marginal block of four, mint never hinged, few little stains at back 

otherwise fi ne and fresh.
113 (SG 
O150a)(4) **   350,-

INDIEN - STEMPEL    
P 1497 1853, PONDICHERRY via MADRAS G.P.O., nice cover from Pondicherry to Nantes with clear red stri-

kes, manuscript ”P Steamer via Suez Marseille”. Clear red moon ”INDIA PAID” b 150,-
P 1498 1865, Unpaid letter from Madras to Barbezieux pres Cognac, France ‘per Str via France’ (endorsed), 

with ‘’MADRAS/INDIA UNPAID/1865/AP 28’’ cds, ‘’18’’ tax stamp, ‘’GB/1F64...C’’ diamond h/s, and 
red French Paquebot cds on front, Marseille transit and arrival cds on reverse. An unusual unpaid 
letter with fi ne strikes. b 350,-

P 1499 1868, cover from Calcutta to Bordeauy, black strike ”INDIA UNPAID CALCUTTA” over red forwarded 
agent cancellation ”FORWARDED BY MACKENZIE”, blue tax cancel ”GB/1F66ct” further cancellati-
ons but thes are rather unreadable. b 100,-

INDIEN - FLUGPOST    
see also 3024

P 1500 1911, First Aerial Mail Allahabad-Naini: Cover to a Major of 97th Infantry at Jubbulpore bearing KEVII. 
3p pair and ½a tied by TWO strikes of the special circled cachet in magenta, with Allahabad (18 FE 
11) cds and Jubbulpore arrival cds (20 FE 11) on reverse. Minor imperfections (little stains) but still 
an attractive and scarce cover. b 700,-

P 1501 1911, First Aerial Mail Allahabad-Naini: REGISTERED cover to Simla bearing KEVII. 8a and 2a tied 
by the special circled cachet in magenta, with boxed ‘’R/U.P.EXHIBITION-CAMP/ALLAHABAD’’ 
reg. handstamp allongside, TWO strikes of ‘’ALLAHABAD REG./18 FEB.11’’ double-ring dates-
tamp along with Simla arrival cds (26 FE 11) on reverse. Envelope with vertical trace of folding at 
left and a few little stains otherwise fi ne. A really scarce cover in this form (Registration marks). b 1.000,-

P 1502 1911, ”FIRST AERIAL POST ALLAHHABAT FEBRUARY 18, 1911” and original signature (!) of the 
pilot ”H.(enry) Pequet” on big size picture card bearing KEVII 3 d. grey with canc. ”UNITED-PRO-
VINCES-EXHIBITION CAMP 1 MAR”. The card was the earliest fl own mail in India and the fl ight 
was over a distance of 8 km from Allahhabat to Naini. A scarce and rare card with few trans-
porting marks. Erste Postbeförderung mittels Flugzeug durch den französischen Piloten Henri 
Pecquet von Allahabad ins acht Kilometer entfernte Naini. e 2.000,-

P 1503 1911 (Feb 18) World’s fi rst airmail cover (opening faults) Allahabad via Bombay to Yendon, Vic-
toria, bearing 1a for British Empire surface rate, cancelled by “FIRST AERIAL POST/ (aeroplane) 
/1911/U.P. EXHIBITION ALLAHABAD”  commemorative handstamp in magenta, backstamped 
ALLAHABAD (Feb 18), BOMBAY (Feb 20). The earliest powered fl ight airmail cover, and only exam-
ple recorded to Australia. [The addressee, Clyde Fiskin of Lal Lal House, won the House of Repre-
sentatives seat of Ballarat at the 1934 Federal elections.] (T) b 2.000,-

P 1504 1911, First Aerial Mail Allahabad-Naini: The special Picture postcard ‘Airplane’ with ‘’H Pequet’’ 
signature, franked by KE 1a tied by the special circles cachet in magenta, with Allahabad (18 
FE 11) cds alongside, addressed to England. Card with creases, diagonal bending and marginal 
short tears otherwise good. One of the few signed picture cards known. (T) Ak 1.000,-

P 1505 1912, air-mail 20 Pf. „E.EL.P” with additional franking 10 Pf. Germania together on offi cial 
postcard (at top with small 1 cm tear) canceled „Frankfurt 22.6.12” to Raipur in India with K1 
„F.M.S.4”, probably unique destination!  1912, Flugpost 20 Pf. „E.EL.P” und Zusatzfrankatur 
10 Pf. Germania zusammen auf offi zieller Postkarte (oben 1 cm Risschen) mit SST „Frankfurt 
22.6.12” nach Raipur in Indien mit K1 „F.M.S.4”, wohl einmalige Destination! VI b 1.300,-
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P 1506 1919 (14/15 Jan.): FIRST AERIAL MAIL GREAT BRITAIN-INDIA: Stampless envelope pre-printed 
‘The Y.M.C.A. / With the Egyptian Expeditionary Forces’ from Karachi to Delhli, re-addressed to 
Phillour showing special three-liner ‘’FIRST THROUGH AERIAL MAIL / GREAT BRITAIN TO INDIA / 
KARACHI 14. 1. 1919.’’ in magenta, with date corrected to ‘15.’ by red ink. Four transit and arri-
val cds’s on back (‘Kashmir-Gate Delhi’, ‘Imperial Section Delhi’, an indistinct one, and Phillour 
arrival (23 JAN 19). Few imperfections (short tears at top, horiz. trace of folding and few stains). 
ONE OF THE PROMINENT RARITIES OF INDIAN AIRMAIL. b 3.500,-

P 1507 1919 (10 Nov), CHAHBAR, PERSIAN GULF to Karachi First Flight: Picture post card addressed to 
Queen’s Road, Karachi bearing India SG 161, 1a aniline carmine tied by ‘’CHAHBAR*PERSIAN 
GULF DI*/10 NOV 19’’ cds, and with hand-struck ‘’FIRST THROUGH AERIAL MAIL/GREAT BRITAIN 
TO INDIA/KARACHI 10-11-19’’ in violet on face, endorsed ‘Paris’ ‘Melbourne’ with Karachi recei-
ver adjacent. Only three items known from the Chahbar to Karachi fl ight, two postal stationeries 
and this franked PPC. (The proposed fl ight to Melbourne originally scheduled for the 12th October 
1919 actually started from Paris on 14th October, but was abandoned due to engine failure at 
Moulmein.) AN EXHIBITION PIECE. Ak 5.000,-

P 1508 1920 (Jan 23/24), Karachi-Bombay fl ight: Picture postcard (Memorial Church, Cawnpore) franked 
with KGV. 8a and ½a tied by special ‘’KARACHI AIR POST/23 JAN 20’’ airplane cds, similar Bombay 
(24 Jan 20) cds alongside, and Bombay delivery b/s. A decorative card from this fl ight. Ak 70,-

P 1509 1920 (Jan 23rd), Karachi-Bombay First Flight cover: KGV. 2½a reg. envelope uprated by short set of 
14 KGV. adhesives up to 5r tied by special Karachi biplane cds, sent registered to Bombay (arrival 
b/s). Though cover stained, a rare registered usage with Rupee values on this fl ight with this date. 
(Müller and Field both No.3, Brown No.20/10) (M) b 200,-

P 1510 1925, Cover fl own by ‘’CALCUTTA-RISALPUR DEMONSTRATION FLIGHT’’ (special cachet in violet) on 
2nd Feb. 1925, and then by surface to Nowshera (3rd Feb. arrival b/s), very fi ne. b 200,-

P 1511 1927, ”AIR MAIL SERVICE BASRA-CAIRO (KARACHI G.P.O)”, special cachet in red on airmail cover from 
”KARACHI 15.JAN.” to Cairo with arrival mark, fi ne b 80,-

1512 1927, Two airmail covers from Bombay to London via ‘BASRA-CAIRO’ URGENT fl ights, the fi rst despat-
ched at Aug 18, 1927 franked with KGV. ½a marginal block of three plus 2a, and with blue airmail 
label, the 2nd cover cancelled Bombay Nov 17th, franked with KE ¼ on ½a corner marginal block of 
four plus KGV. 4a with red airmail label, both with Basrah transit b/s. Some toning, but still a deco-
rative pair. b 80,-

P 1513 1927. Envelope headed ‘via Air Mail Service Basra-Cairo’ addressed to London bearing SG 110, ¼a 
on ½a green, (block of eight), SG 155, ¼a, green and SG 171, 2a6p blue tied by Bombay double ring 
‘11th May’, hand-stamped ‘Urgent’ with framed ‘Air Mail Service/Basra-Cairo.(Karachi G.P.O.) in red 
on face and Basrah transit ‘19 May’ on reverse. Nice item from the Cairo Basrah extended route on 
Imperial Airways.

SG 110 (8), 
155, 171 b 180,-

P 1514 1928 (BURMA CRASH MAIL). Illustrated Air Mail envelope written from the ‘Consulate General de 
France/Calcutta’ with cachet on reverse and headed ‘From Calcutta/by Air’ addressed to Rangoon 
bearing India SG 202, ½a green (2) tied by Calcutta GPO double ring with ‘Doisy and Carol’ hand-
stamp in blue with red cachet ‘Plane Crashed at Akyab/116th May 1928’ on face and pilot signed. 
The aeroplane ‘500 H.P. Potez 29’ biplane on a proposed fl ight from Paris to Hanoi was forced down 
on the Race Course at Akyab, Burma on 16th May 1928. Seventy seven covers were picked up for the 
fl ight between Calcutta and Rangoon fl own by pilots Palletier D’Oisy and Claud Gavin Carol. SG 202 (2) b 600,-

P 1515 1928, ”CALCUTTA-RANGOON” KLM-Postfl ug-Sonderumschlag mit CAWNPORE Katastrophen-R4 und 
nach Weiterbeförderung per Schiff RANGOON ASt.16.10., sign. St. H. Smith b 200,-

1516 1928 (Feb 3), Cover fl own from Calcutta to Akyab by military hydroplane bearing the vignette ‘’British 
Flight ... by Seaplane’’, franked KGV. 3p (x2) and marginal ½a tied by ‘Park Street, Calcutta’ cds, 
backstamped Akyab cds (4 FE 28) and Delivery cds (5 FE 28). Fine and scarce. b 100,-

P 1517 1929, Karachi-Delhi First Flight: Illustrated cover (also with picture of Rai Sahib Dar, Head Postmas-
ter) from Joghpur to Rai Sahib Dar at Nagpur, franked with KGV. 2a airmail stamp and 1a tied Jodhpur 
30 Dec 1929, with special cachet, transit and part of arrival b/s. Added is an XMAS & NEW YEAR with 
picture and to Rai Sahib Dar by te Bank od Providence. (T) b 70,-

1518 1929, illustrated ‘Joan Page’ Flight cover from Dum Dum (25 July) to Calcutta with confi rmation ca-
chet, and signed to reverse ‘Stephen H. Smith’. b 80,-

P 1519 1929, First Return Flight Karachi-London and Athens-London: Two printed covers (First Air-Mail bet-
ween England & India), the fi rst from Karachi by ”City of Baghdad” depart 7 April 1929, the second 
on 11 April from Athens with Greek adhesives and special cachet, arrival b/s. A fi ne match pair. (T) b 100,-

P 1520 1930. Air Mail envelope addressed to ‘Fl/Lt. D. F. Anderson, Karachi’ bearing India SG 203, la 
chocolate tied by Karachi date stamp ‘28th Oct’, fl own on ‘Wapiti’ Plane via Allahabad to Calcutta 
and Bangkok bearing Thailand SG 213, 3s brown and SG 252, 2s chocolate tied by wavy lines 
with adjacent Bangkok date stamp ‘7th Nov’ and forwarded to Phya Thai Palace with framed 
hand-stamp ‘Phya Thai Palace/Mail Service/Nov 8 1930’ in red. Only ten covers were fl own threw 
Bangkok and only four were stamped with the ‘Phya Thai Palace’ cachet. Extremely rare item of 
Aero Philately.

SG 203, Siam 
SG 213, 252 b 2.400,-
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P 1520A 1930 (3. MAR.), FFC: Hyderabad to Karachi. KGV 1 A. and 2 A. green airmail stamp from 1929 with 
right sheet margin with signature by ”G. Grant”, the designer of this stamp, tied by ”HYDERABAD SIND 
/ 3 MAR 30”. A very decorative cover with cds on reverse. 102 + 118 f 80,-

P 1521 1931 (28 March), CALCUTTA to RANGOON stage (American fl iers Hadley & Pratt): Cover bearing KGV. 
½a pair tied at Calcutta (28 March) and New Delhi 1a tied at Rangoon (3 April) for return fl ight, with 
the related cachets on face and on reverse, and Pratt’s signature on face. Only 45 fl own. Rare in this 
condition. b 300,-

P 1522 1931 (31 Dec), Pigeongram envelope franked KGV. ½a tied by red ‘’PARK STREET CALCUTTA 31 DE 
31’’ cds, with enclosed missive carried by homing pigeon ”Saucy Girl” from Hazaribagh to Calcutta, 
very fi ne. Scarce in this condition. b 150,-

1523 1931 (13 Apr), ‘FIRST AIR MAIL from BOMBAY to PORTUGUESE INDIA’ special cachet on airmail cover 
from Bombay to Nova Goa (arrival b/s), fi ne. b Gebot

P 1524 1931, Timor air crash on First Flight Calcutta-Sydney: Illustrated cover from Calcutta, franked 1a and 
3a ‘New Delhi’ and pair of 8a airmail stamps on reverse, depatched on 13 Apr 31 and carried by ”The 
City of Cairo”, which crashed at Koepang, Timor on April 19th, the mail was picked up by the ”Sout-
hern Cross” arriving Darwin on April 25th, and was fl own to Sydney via Brisbane fi nally. b 80,-

P 1525 1932/33, Two 1933 Indian airmail postal stationeries plus PPC 1932 from Bandoeng, Neth. Indies 
to Berlin, with uprated 8a PS envelope from Calcutta (11 July 33) to Windhoek, South West Africa via 
Cawnpore-Karachi First Flight, and 4a airmail card from Calcutta (6 Dec 31) to Singapore via Ran-
goon-Singapore 1st Flight. b/GA 100,-

P 1526 1932, Airmail cover from Akyab (Burma) on 17th Nov 1932 to Calcutta (arrival b/s), with French label 
‘Par un Francais du Canada/Le Tour du Monde par Avion/Pilot Monsieur Jacques R. Herbert/...’ tied 
by ‘’Across the Bay, to Akyab / ASMANI CHARI’’ violet handstamp. A fi ne and scarce cover signed by 
the pilot. Only 57 covers were fl own. b 100,-

1527 1932 (Jan 5), Stage Delhi-Karachi airmail cover from DELHI FLYING CLUB to Sutton Coldfi elf, England 
franked with KGV. ½a and airmail stamps for 4a and 6a, also GB KGV. ½d affi xed at Sutton Coldfi eld 
on 18th Jan as proof of delivery. Only very few covers carried on this stage! b Gebot

P 1528 1933 (1 March), First Flights Karachi-Jask and Karachi-Bushire by French Service: Pair of printed air-
mail envelopes each bearing 4a airmail stamps and 1½a, both tied ‘by Karachi Air 1 March’ cds, with 
Jask 1 March and Bushire 2 March arrival cds, resp. A nice and attractive pair of the few covers fl own. b 300,-

P 1529 1933 (8 Apr), HOUSTON - MOUNT EVEREST EXPEDITION: Leafl et addressed to Stephen H. Smith in 
Purnea, with expedition label and cancelled by special cachet (Waterfall Type XI) - also boxed ‘’PUR-
NEA JUNCTION’’ and JUNCTION crossed out, also one vignette signed on reverse by Stephen H. Smith. b/(*) 300,-

P 1530 1933, Houston Mount Everest Expedition: SURVEY FLIGHT Cover fl own by Air Commodore Fellowes to-
wards Mount Everest, postmarked PURNEA 8 April 1933, Union Jack label and violet cancel ”MOUNT 
EVEREST EXPED 1933 PAR AVION BY AIR CORREO AEREO” alongside, Calcutta arrival cds and Ste-
phen H. Smith signature on reverse, fi ne. b 400,-

P 1531 1933. Air MaiI envelope ‘Paris to Hanoi by Maryse Hilsz and Lemaire by plane Farman 291 ”Joe 11”’, 
envelope bearing India SG 201, 3p slate and SG 203, 1a chocolate tied by Calcutta/Sorting double 
ring ‘21st April’ with large etiquette ”Elephant” inscribed ‘Par Avion/By Air/Calcutta to Rangoon by 
Mile. Maryse Hiltz/5 April 1933’ tied by hand-stamp ‘Transporte a Hanoi/Renvoye a Calcutta par 
L’Air-Orient/Pour etre mis a La Poste’ on face and reverse and signed on the reverse by the pilot. A 
rare item. Ex Desrousseaux. SG 201, 203 b 600,-

P 1532 1935 (Jan 30) Ormerods Bombay cover to Melbourne franked 11a [2½a Imperial letter + airmail 
surcharge 8½a per ½oz.] carried by Imperial Airways fl ight IE 309 in which Athena force-landed at 
Surabaya Feb 4 due to broken exhaust pipe, the service resuming following day, confi rmed by Mel-
bourne arrival (Feb 9). The only recorded cover India-Australia on this fl ight. b 400,-

P 1533 1936, Airmail crash cover from Dindigul (12 Aug 36) to Germany via Madras, franked by KGV. 4a pair 
and 3a6p, with German crash confi rming label ‘’Aus dem bei der Insel Kreta verunglückten Flugzeug 
geborgen. Post durchnäßt angekommen. Amtl. verschlossen. München BPA 1.’’ (Saved from an air-
craft crashed near the Kreta island. Mail arrived drenched. Closed offi cially. Munich.). b 200,-

P 1534 1937, CRASH COVER: Airmail cover from Calcutta (30 Nov 37) to England with violet cachet ‘’DAMA-
GED BY SEA WATER IN AIRPLANE ACCIDENT’’. b 60,-

1535 1938, KGVI. 3p to 1r (13v) franked on registered and insured cover from SIMLA S.W./8 JLY 38 to Eng-
land with reg. & insurance label, on reverse with transit and arrival d/s’s. Cover is open for display, a 
decorative insured mail with multicolour franking. (M) b 70,-

P 1536 1940, Pigeongram-Zustellkuvert für Pigeongram d. Taube RAJA, gefl ogen ab BURDWAN in einer Ak-
tion für ”König u. Vaterland” m. Autogramm S.H.SMITH b 120,-

P 1537 1941 (7 Sep), V-CAMPAIGN: Printed V-envelope bearing KGV. 1a3p carried on CHITTAGONG-CALCUTTA 
stage, with ‘’YZ to CALCUTTA’’ cachet alongside in violet plus letter code, also signature of pilot, slo-
gan arrival b/s and signed Stephen H. Smith. (ISC No.W41-60). Only 40 fl own. b 200,-
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INDIEN - FELDPOST    
see also 582, 591, 624

P 1538 1891-95, Group of 6 different squared ‘’FIELD P.O.’’ cds’s on 3 singles, 2 pieces and a cover, with FPO 
No.1 (probably used in 1891), No.2 (1893), No.4 (1891), the scarce No.9 used 16 May 1891 from Gu-
listan (N.W.F.) on PS cut-off, No.10 (probably used Sep 1897 from Dargai), and No.12 on 2a6p on 4a6p 
PS envelope from Chitral Relief Force to London (with Bombay transit b/s). A very interesting group. (M)

g/
d/b 100,-

P 1539 1895 (July 13), CHITRAL RELIEF FORCE: Cover from Janbatai to Bombay franked QV ½a tied by ‘’F.P.O. 
No.23/13 JL 95’’ cds (in use from 5.6.95 to 3.8.95 at Janbatai), with 1st Dely arrival b/s (19 JL 95), 
very fi ne, and scarce. b 100,-

P 1540 1898 (Jan 9), CAMPAIGN MAIL: QV ½a PS envelope uprated by 1a pair tied by ‘’FIELD POST NO. 
.../9 JA/98’’ squared cds, endorsed ‘No stamps available on active service’, addressed to Kirkwall, 
ORKNEY ISLANDS with arrival b/s. Envelope opened three sides, but an unusual cover, and a scarce 
destination. b 300,-

P 1541 C.E.F. 1914-22, Group of 7 used KGV. stamps ovptd ‘’C.E.F.’’, i.e. 3p (x2 in shades), 1a, 1½a, 2a6p, 
3a and 8a, the 8a with thin spot on back, few lightly toned (3a, 8a) otherwise fi ne, cancelled by ‘Base 
Offi ce’ or ‘F.P.O.’ cds. (SG about £930) ex 23-31 g/d 300,-

1542 C.E.F. 1914-22, KGV. 3p, 1a, 1½a, 2a6p and 3a all mint (hinged with lightly toned o.g.), and 3p (x2), 
1a (x2) all used with parts of F.P.O. or Base P.O. datestamps. (SG £204.50)

ex 23-31 (SG 
ex C23-C29) */g 60,-

P 1543 I.E.F. 1915/17, KGV. ½a PS envelope uprated by KGV. 1a and pairs of ½a and 3p tied by ‘’BASE 
OFFICE/D/23 APR 15’’ cds, sent registered to Birmingham with provisional ‘BASE OFFICE’ reg. label, 
censor triangle in red and London Registered oval on reverse. Also one long registered cover to Bom-
bay (arrival b/s) bearing complete set to 1r (all ovptd I.E.F.), cancelled by ‘’BASE OFFICE/REG./25 
FEB.17’’ cds. (M) b 200,-

P 1544 EGYPT 1915, Cover from H.Q. 11 Div. at Ismalia to Paris, re-directed to Levallois, with ‘’F.P.O./
No.310/16 NO.15’’ and ‘Base Offi ce D’ cds (1 Dec) along with arrival cds (4 Dec) on back, large violet 
‘’PASSED BY CENSOR/INDIAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCES/80’’ circled censor h/s on front. b 250,-

P 1545 I.E.F. 1915 (10 Nov), KGV. ½a with ovpt I.E.F. SHIFTED to left (reading ‘’E.F. I.’’) tied by ‘’F.P.O./No. 
329/10 NOV 15’’ to front of cover probably from BASRA to Bombay additionally franked on reverse by 
marginal gutter 1a and corner marginal block of 3p all surcharged I.E.F., Bombay arrival cds (21 NOV 
15). Cover folded with remnants of sheet margins, short tear at top and some toning, but a scarce 
I.E.F. cover with a very uncommon franking. b 100,-

1546 I.E.F. 1915, Cover from Kenya to Bombay bearing 3p (x2) and ½a tied by ‘’F.P.O./No.71/23 NO 15’’ 
cds, and Bombay arrival d/s on reverse. One of the earliest (if not the earliest) mail from F.P.O. 71, 
which was established in Kenya at mid of Nov. 1915. 1, 2 (SG E1, E2) b 100,-

P 1547 I.E.F. 1917, Registered cover with acknowledgement from Base Offi ce D at BASRA to Ahmednagar, 
franked with marginal copy of 1r brown & green tied by ‘’BASE OFFICE D/REG./29 MAR 17’’ cds, 
related Reg. label alongside, and with red circled ‘’PASSED CENSOR D’’ h/s, fi ne. 10 (SG E13) b 100,-

1548 I.E.F. 1918, IRAQ: Commercial cover from Baghdad (Stationary Offi ce) to Teheran, PERSIA via Kir-
manshah, franked with India KGV. ½a (x3) tied by ‘’F.P.O./No. 85/28 JL 18’’ cds, with ‘’PASSED 
CENSOR/D’’ double-ring mark alongside, Baghdad (8 Aug.) and Kirmanshah transit cds (27 Aug.) as 
well as Teheran arrival cds on reverse. Cover opened three sides by producing short marginal tears. 
An interesting commercial cover Iraq-Iran by Indian Exped. Force. b Gebot

P 1549 CHINA EXPED. FORCES 1922, Cover from Peking H.Q. to Atlanta, U.S.A., franked with KE 2a mauve and 
½a green (x2) tied by ‘’F.P.O. No.1/31 JUL 22’’ late killer type cds (Proud D7), with Base Offi ce cds and 
Shanghai transit cds (Aug 4) on reverse. First ½a stamp with trace of a weak vertical crease otherwise fi ne. 
A scarce late cover from the few remaining Indians before the last F.P.O. was closed in 1923.

14, 21 (SG C14, 
C21) b 240,-

1550 1943, Printed and illustrated Chistmas Card Air Letter, also printed inside ‘’PERSIA AND IRAQ 1943’, 
bearing KGVI. 3a cancelled by ‘’C-BASE POST OFFICE ... NOV 43’’ comet d/s of BASRA Margil, with 
various censor marks, addressed to London. (T) b Gebot

1551 1945, PET MILK pictorial advertisement label tied by ‘’F.P.O./No.106/5 SEP.45’’ cds at Myingyan, 
BURMA sent to Ramachendrapuram, Trichinopoly with Delivery cds (10 Sep) on back, also circled 
‘’UNIT CENSOR/B211’’ h/s in violet and octogonal ‘’A/24’’ civil censor h/s. b Gebot

INDISCHE POLIZEITRUPPEN    
P 1552 Commission in Indo-China 1954: Registered airmail cover from Pnom-Peng to Germany franked with 

un-overprinted India stamps (SG 342, 348-51) tied with ‘’F.P.O. 745 / 17.11.54’’ cds, Reg. label, ‘56 
Base Post Offi ce, Set-2’ cds and Fulda arrival cds (26.11.54) on reverse. A fi ne and scarce cover from 
the short period before the overprinted stamps came in used (Dec 1st, 1954). b 120,-

P 1553 1961, CONGO: United Nations Congo printed envelope bearing India 15np Map tied by ‘’F.P.O. 
No.716/7-4-61’’ cds from ‘FIRST DAY OF OPENING OF 716 INDIAN FILED POST OFFICE AT LEOPOLD-
VILLE’ to Colonel D.S. Virk, Army H.Q. New Delhi, with signatures of Indian Brigadier Commanders and 
Lt. General Supreme Commander. (T) b 100,-

P 1554 VIETNAM 1963,Registered airmail cover from Saigon to New Delhi bearing even two copies of 2np 
and 75np tied by ‘’F.P.O. No.742/3-6-63’’ cds, with reg. label alongside, and bilingual arrival b/s.

6, 10 (SG N26, 
N30) b 100,-
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P 1555 1967, LAOS: Printed envelope ‘INTERNAL COMMISSION LAOS’ bearing pair of ovptd. 5np Map and 
strip of three 15np Nehru ovptd ‘ICC’ tied by ‘’744 F.P.O./10-6-67’’ cds to cover sent registered with 
related prov. label to New Delhi, with arrival cds on reverse. A scarce mixed franking registered com-
mercial usage. (T) b 150,-

P 1556 1968 VIETNAM: Registered ‘On India Government Service’ envelope with provisional ‘’742 FPO’’ reg. label 
sent by the ‘Indian Delegation to the ICSC in Vietnam’ (special cachet in red) from Saigon to New Delhi, 
franked 3np and 13np (x9) tied by ‘’F.P.O. No.742/3-6-68’’ cds. A scarce registered commercial mail. (T) b 100,-

P 1557 1968, LAOS: Printed envelope ‘INTERNAL COMMISSION LAOS’ bearing ovptd. Map 13np stripof fi ve, 
3np and 2np on reverse tied by ‘’F.P.O. No.744/14-8-68’’ cds to cover sent registered with related 
prov. label to New Delhi, arrival b/s. A scarce commercial cover. (T) b 100,-

INDIEN - USED ABROAD    
see also 108, 123, 1703, 1707, 1714, 1715, 1722, 1727, 1766, 1783

P 1558 1860’s/70 ca: Lithographed 1a red (Die II) used with ‘’308’’ numeral in BUSHIRE, also ½a blue and 
1866 4a both used with ‘’309’’ numeral in MUSCAT, fi ne and scarce.

4, 17, 24 (SG 
14, 55, 69) g 250,-

P 1559 ADEN: 1880. Registered envelope addressed to Bombay bearing India SG 74, 8a pale rose and SG 93, 3a 
orange tied by ‘B’ in bars obliterator with Aden date stamp ‘Aug 13’ with framed ‘Registered/Aden’ and 
circular ‘R’ hand-stamp, sent on the steamer ”Cathay’ with Sea Post Offi ce on reverse and Bombay arrival. SG 74, 93 b 300,-

P 1560 ADEN 1889, Uprated PS envelope QV ½a green with 3a orange to German, cancelled with small 
squared ‘’ADEN/MA.6/89’’ cds, Cleve arrival cds on reverse. And, additionally, a KE ½a pair tied by 
scarce ‘’DTHALI/4 DE 05’’ cds and partial strike of Aden cds to small piece, fi ne. b/d 80,-

P 1561 ADEN: 1891. Offi cial mail envelope endorsed ‘On His Majesty’s Service Only’ bearing India ‘O.H.M.S.’ 
SG 040, 1a plum tied by Aden squared circle addressed to Bombay with Sea Post Offi ce transit on 
reverse. Very rare item used in Aden. SG O40 b 300,-

P 1562 ADEN 1911, REGISTERED TELEGRAM to Tanga, German East Africa franked with India KE 2a pair and 
½a tied by ‘’ADEN/REG./AP 16/11’’ cds, on reverse with Aden Reg. label and ‘’TANGA DEUTSCH-/
OSTAFRIKA/2.5.11’’ arrival cds. The pre-printed ‘Eastern Telegraph Company’ envelope opened at 
left with cut corner otherwise fi ne. b 200,-

P 1563 BERBERA (Aden Sub Offi ce, type K1 and D1): 1891 (6.7.), India QV 1 1/2a blue stat. postcard written 
‘Berbera, 1.Juli 91’ used with killer obliterator ‘B’ and small ‘BERBERA’ cds. beside adressed to Swit-
zerland with several transitmarks incl. Aden (7.7.), Ligne N Paq.Fr.No.1 (8.7.) and three diff. swiss cds. 
(20./21.8.), several faults incl. repaired tear at top but a scarce postcard used from Berbera (under 
Aden from 1st Jan. 1887 until 31st May 1903) India GA 400,-

P 1564 BERBERA (type K1 and D1): 1895 (5.3.), India QV 2a6p single on cover adressed to London used with 
killer obliterator ‘B’ and fi ne BERBERA’ cds. on reverse carried on ‘P & O Thames’ which left Aden on 
8th March and arrived at Brindisi on 15th March with Aden (6.3.) and London (18.3.) transitmarks 
on reverse, some faults! India b 200,-

P 1565 BERBERA (Aden Sub Offi ce, type K1 and D1): 1900 (31.10.), India QV 1a on cover used with killer 
obliterator ‘B’ and small ‘BERBERA’ cds. on reverse adressed to Falmouth/England with transitmarks 
of Aden (2.11.) and Falmouth (17.11.) on reverse, several bends and wrinkles but a scarce cover used 
from Berbera (under Aden from 1st Jan. 1887 until 31st May 1903) India b 400,-

P 1566 BERBERA (Aden Sub Offi ce, type K1 and D1): 1900 (22.12.), India QV 1/4a brown stat. postcard used 
with killer obliterator ‘B’ and poor ‘BERBERA’ cds. beside adressed to England underpaid with several 
tax-markings, carried on the ‘P & O S.S. Sobraon’ which arrived at Brindisi on 10th January with tran-
sitmark of Aden (30.12.) on front, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive and scarce postcard 
used from Berbera (under Aden from 1st Jan. 1887 until 31st May 1903) India GA 350,-

P 1567 BERBERA (type D1): 1903 (24.2.), picture postcard showing an ‘Road Sweeper’ bearing India QV 1a carmi-
ne used to London with very fi ne BERBERA’ cds. and message ‘S.S. Sirsa 23.2.03, Barberous Berbera is 
not even as civilized as the above is’ with Aden transitmark (26.2.), scarce and attractive postcard! India Ak 250,-

1568 BERBERA (type UP5): 1903 (27.3.), OHMS cover corrected to ‘On fi eld Service no stamps available’ 
used from Berbera with fi ne cds. on reverse adressed to England with redirections and transitmarks 
on both sides, taxed with small boxed ‘POSTAGE DUE / ANNAS’ with only 1d collected on delivery 
(without fi ne), tear through upper right corner and backfl ap missing! b 200,-

P 1569 BERBERA (type SL2): 1906 (17.8.), India KEVII 1a carmine single use on cover to Zanzibar with fi ne 
boxed ‘PAQUEBOT’ handstamp and backstamps of Berbera (17.8.), Aden (19.8.) and Zanzibar (12.9.), 
faults but the only recorded cover India b 800,-

P 1570 BERBERA (Aden Sub Offi ce, type D1): 1902 (11.7.), India QV ‘One Anna’ on 1 1/2a blue stat. postcard 
used with very fi ne ‘BERBERA’ cds. adressed to Brussels/Belgium carried on the ‘S.S. Marssilia’ which left 
on the same day and arrived at Brindisi on 19th July with Aden transitmark (12.7.) on front, scarce and 
attractive postcard used from Berbera (under Aden from 1st Jan. 1887 until 31st May 1903) India GA 350,-

P 1571 BURMA 1862, Entire letter from Akyab to England via Calcutta, ‘Via Marseilles’ and London, dated 
Rangoon Dec 13th, 1862 but sent from Akyab, franked by India 2a yellow-buff (fi ne) and 4a black (a 
short bottom perf) tied by ‘’AKYAB/DE.../62’’-’’5’’ duplex and ‘’CALCUTTA INDIA PAID/DE 20/62’’-’’1’’ 
duplex, London transit cds (Jan 26, 1863) in red on reverse. An attractive letter, which required 54 
days from Akyab to London, with fresh stamps and fi ne strikes of duplex datestamps.

12, 13 (SG 
42, 45) b 80,-
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P 1572 BURMA: 1859. Envelope addressed to Ireland bearing India SG 45, 4 a black tied by B/156 oblitera-
tor with framed ‘Rangoon/Ship-Letter/Paid’ in red on reverse, routed via Calcutta with boxed ‘India 
Paid’, endorsed ‘via Southampton’ with Dublin receiver on reverse. Very fi ne. SG 45 b 300,-

1573 BURMA 1860’s ca: QV PS envelope ½a blue used from AKYAB to Calcutta, cancelled with Akyab 
dump grille, Akyab May 27 cds and 4th Delivery arrival cds on reverse. A fi ne and scarce item. GA 60,-

P 1574 BURMA: 1858. Soldier’s letter addressed to England endorsed from ‘Private Hanson, M Company, 
68th Light Infantry, Rangoon’ bearing India SG 58, 1a brown tied by B/l56 with Rangoon date stamp 
on reverse and signed by ‘Major Greer/Contmanding Offi cer, 68th Light Infantry’ with framed ‘Ran-
goon/Ship Letter 1858 De 21/Paid’ in red on reverse, routed via Calcutta with framed ‘India Paid’ on 
face and York arrival on reverse. Very fi ne. SG 58 b 600,-

P 1575 BURMA 1883 (Aug 12): Registered Cover from Pegu to Rangoon franked by India 1883, 1/2 a. deep 
blue green pair and block of four all tied by barred obliterator and by framed ”R / PEGU” handstamp 
in black. Reverse with pegu dispatch and rangoon arrival, scarce and clean letter! 31 b (6) b 150,-

P 1576 BURMA: 1860. Printed Circular addressed to France bearing India SG 37, ½a blue and SG 39, 1a 
brown tied by B/156 obliterator. Scarce usage paying the circular rate. SG 37, 39 b 300,-

1577 BURMA 1916, WWI censored mail from Burma to China: four pieces with violet ‘Passed by Censor, 
Rangoon’ circled cachets, three with India KGV. frankings, two of them with Teng Yueh arrival cds, one 
with Bhamo transit cds, all original letters gone to China via Burma Road. d 60,-

P 1578 ERITREA (via ADEN) 1864: Cover written and dated 4/10/64 at MASSAWAH, ERITREA addressed 
to London, forwarded to ADEN (‘Received on the 9th Nov./64, ... Aden’ endorsed at back), franked 
with six Indian QV adghesives (8p, 1a(4) and 2a yellow) tied by ‘’124’’ numeral of Aden, and sent 
to London (26 NO 64 backstamp in red) via Marseille, small red boxed ‘’INDIA PAID’’ alongside. 8p 
and 2a stamp cut to shape partially otherwise fi ne. A rare usage of Indian stamps on a forwarded 
cover from Eritrea. b 2.500,-

P 1579 IRAN: 1891. Indian postal stationary card 1½a blue (slightly toned) endorsed ‘Jask, Persian Gulf’ and 
dated ‘24th April 91’ addressed to Holland cancelled by Jask squared circle ‘24 April’ with adjacent 
Sea Post Offi ce ‘2 May’ and Amsterdam arrival on face. Very rare item of mail from this seldom seen 
Indian Postal Agency. GA 380,-

P 1580 IRAQ: 1941. Offi cial Air Mail envelope addressed to Simla, India, endorsed ‘O.H.M.S.’ bearing ‘Ser-
vice’ SG 0128, 1a 3p mauve, SG 0143, 3p slate, SG 0146, 1a carmine, SG 0147, 2a vermilion and SG 
0149, 4a brown tied by ‘F.P.O. No 14’ date stamp ‘25 Sep 41’, endorsed ‘Air Mail’ and m/s ‘Passed 
by Unit Censor’ on reverse signed with Simla/Dely arrival ‘6 Oct’ and circular censor cachet in violet 
on face. Scarce item.

SG O128, 
O143, O146, 
O147, O149 b 280,-

P 1581 IRAQ: 1916. British India postal stationary card one anna carmine written from Bagdad dated 
‘1st Jan 16’ with Turkish two-line hand-stamp ‘After Defeat of British Troops at Kut-EI Amara’ 
with adjacent Ottoman circular Feldpost and cancelled by bilingual Kerye Bachi (Bagdad) date 
stamp (Coles & Walker Type 14) addressed to Germany with Berlin arrival. Message on reverse 
reads ‘Only a few of these cards of an Indian Fieldpost station surcharged after victory and given 
to troops for commemoration signed Ismail Hakki Okday, Captain.’. A great rarity of Iraq postal 
history, a superb fi rst class exhibit item. GA 1.600,-

P 1582 IRAQ 1873-1911, Group of 16 QV and KE stamps (including strip of four and pairs, some on pieces) 
of India used in BAGDAD and BUSRAH with various types of duplex date-stamps or cds’s, good/fi ne. g/d 80,-

P 1583 IRAQ 1899, Envelope from Bagdad to Muscat, franked on reverse by QV ½a green tied by ‘’BAG-
DAD/18 SE 99’’ cds, and with ‘’MUSCAT/OC.7/99’’ arrival cds alongside, fi ne. b 100,-

P 1584 MUSCAT/OMAN 1906, Cover to Zanzibar bearing on reverse 5 copies of KE ½a green tied with ‘’MUS-
CAT/21 MA.06’’ cds, with ‘Sea P.O./ A’ cds (MA 24) and Zanzibar arrival cds alongside, fi ne. b 100,-

P 1585 NEPAL 1865-1960’s: Group of 10 Indian stamps used in Nepal, with 1856-64 4a grey-black cancel-
led by full strike of small ‘’NEPAUL/16 SE./65’’ cds (very scarce), up to three modern (after Indepen-
dence) with Indian Embassy cds’s. g 100,-

1586 PERSIA 1865-1922, Group of 25 stamps used in Ahwaz, Bandar Abbas, Bushire, Henjam, Linga and 
Mohammera, with better singles and pairs on pieces mostly, including SG Z22,.53,.72,.121,.142,.21
3,.224,.258,.336,.362,.381 and Z474. (M) d/g 100,-

P 1587 PERSIA: 1918. Censored envelope addressed to Scotland bearing India SG 170, 2a6p ultramarine 
tied by Abadan double ring ‘16 Mar 18’ with adjacent Crown censor in red. The Abadan Postal Agency 
was opened in 1917- 23 to service the mail from the workers in the oil fi eld and refi nery on this small 
island of Shatt-el-Arab. Very fi ne and rare exhibition item. SG 170 b 350,-

P 1588 1903/05, Indian Postal Agencies in Persia: 1905 Envelope to Bombay, franked ½ Anna green 
tied by extremely rare thimble „CAMP P.O.No.4 / 20 MA 05”, Bombay 31.05.05 arrival bs, only a 
few covers recorded. Note: The Seistan Arbitration Commission (1903-05) was called to arbitrate 
and demarcate the boundary between Persia and Afghanistan. A daily mail service by camel dâk 
(30-40 mile stages) took mail to Quetta, 600 miles distant, in about a week. ONLY THREE COVERS 
OF THE SEISTAN ARBITRATION COMMISSION ARE BELIEVED TO BE RECORDED, it is one of the 
greatest rarities of  Indian military mail or used abroad Postal History ! b 4.500,-

P 1589 PERSIA 1917, Cover from Linga to Muscat (Oman) franked on reverse by KGV. 2a6p ultramarine tied 
by ‘’LINGA/26 FE 17’’ double-ring d/s, and Muscat (1 MA) arrival cds alongside, fresh and fi ne. (SG Z380) b 80,-
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P 1590 PERSIA: 1879. Registered envelope addressed to Bombay bearing India SG 58, 1a pale brown, SG 69, 4a green 
and SG 76, ½a blue (pair) tied by Bundar Abbas/K5 duplex ‘May 9’ with framed ‘Registered’ hand-stamp with 
m/s date and Bombay arrival ‘May 19th’. Lovely item of registered mail in superb exhibition quality.

SG 58, 69 
76 (2) b 500,-

P 1591 PERSIA: 1870. Envelope addressed to France bearing India SG 62, 2a yellow (pair) and SG 72, 6a 
8p grey tied by Bushire/308 duplex ‘6th Mr’ with hand-struck ‘P.D.’ in orange on face, routed via 
Bombay ‘20 Mar’ and Suez with ‘Pos. An. V. Suez P. An. A. Mars’ double ring (Salles 1876) with Pa-
ris receiver on reverse ‘16 Avril’. Very fi ne and rare cover from Bushire to France. Exhibition item. SG 62 (2), 72 b 2.800,-

P 1592 PERSIA: 1875. Indian postal stationary envelope half anna blue cancelled by ‘Bushire/B’ duplex ad-
dressed to Bombay with ‘R/Bontbay Apr 25/3 Dely’ receiver on reverse. Very fi ne. GA 180,-

P 1593 PERSIA: 1904. Registered picture postcard of ‘Mosque, Bagdad’’ addressed to France bearing India 
SG 113, ½a yellow- green and SG 126, 2a6p ultramarine tied by Bagdad date stamp with hand-struck 
framed ‘R/Bagdad’ and Mayenne arrival. Scarce use of registered postcard from the Persian Gulf. SG 113, 126 Ak 450,-

P 1594 PERSIA: 1906. Registered picture postcard of ‘Hindu Girl’ addressed to Belgium bearing SG 123, 
1a carmine and SG 124, 2a violet tied by Linga date stamp ‘12th Jan 06’ with framed ‘Linga’ hand-
struck registered on face with Sea Post Offi ce transit ‘Ja 20’ and Buxelles (Reception) with Limbourg 
arrival ‘3rd Feb’. Beautiful exhibition item, very rare usage of Registered Post Card from Linga. SG 123, 124 Ak 850,-

P 1595 PERSIA: 1904. Registered Indian postal stationary card one anna blue upgraded with India SG 122, 
½a green (4) tied by squared circle Linga date stamp ‘… 29 04’ with framed hand-struck ‘Linga’ 
addressed to Belgium with Sea Post Offi ce transit ‘Au 6’, oval Bruxelles (Reception) ‘21 Aout’ and 
Limbourg receiver ‘22nd Aug’ on face. Very rare item of Registered mail from Linga. SG 122 (4) GA 600,-

P 1596 PERSIA: 1885. Indian Postal stationary envelope 2anna 6 pies orange cancelled by Bushire/B duplex 
‘Jan 26’, addressed to Germany, endorsed ‘via Brindisi’ with Sea Post Offi ce transit ‘6th Feb’ and 
Chemnitz arrival on reverse ‘28/2’. Lovely item of used stationary from Bushire. GA 300,-

P 1597 SARAWAK: 1863. Envelope from James Brooke, the First Rajah of Sarawak addressed to ‘Angela 
Burdett-Coutts, London’ mailed from Sarawak via Singapore bearing India SG 43, 2a yellow, SG 48, 
8a carmine and SG 53, 8p mauve tied by B/172 obliterator with Singapore/P.O. in red on reverse, 
endorsed ‘via Marseille’ with ‘Paid/London’ arrival on face ‘27 Au 63’. In 1858 James Brooke the 
‘White Rajah’ of Sarawak began the correspondence with Angela (later Baroness) Burdett-Coutts, the 
Victorian Philanthropist. This cover is one of 12 known by Robson Lowe and from ”V. T. Nathan’s Large 
Gold collection”; see Spink Sale 7th April 2009, lot 202. A very fi ne showpiece cover. SG 43, 48, 53 b 8.000,-

P 1598 SOMALILAND: 1903. Envelope addressed to England bearing India SG 113, 1a carmine tied by ‘Base 
Offi ce/Berbera’ date stamp ‘July 20th’ routed via Aden ‘Jl 21’ with Macclesfi eld receiver. Lovely item 
from the Somaliland Field Force. SG 113 b 320,-

P 1599 SOMALILAND: 1903. Envelope written from Sheikh, Berbera endorsed ‘23rd Aug 03’ addressed to 
England bearing India SG 113, 1a carmine tied by ‘F.P.O. No 46’ date stamp ‘26th Aug’ with Base 
Offi ce/Berbera on reverse routed via Aden ‘27th Aug’ with Norwich arrival ‘Sept 7’ on reverse. Minor 
stains, otherwise very fi ne. A rare item from the Somaliland Field Force in Sheikh. SG 113 b 320,-

P 1600 SOMALILAND: 1903. Offi cial mail envelope addressed to England headed ‘On His Majesty’s Service’ 
bearing India ‘On H.M.S.’ SG 050, 1a carmine tied by ‘B’ obliterator with Berbera dispatch on reverse 
‘Ap 3’ and Aden transit ‘April 4’ on reverse with London arrival. Very rare item of Offi cial Mail less than 
ten Indian Offi cials known on cover from Somaliland. SG O50 b 300,-

P 1601 SOMALILAND: 1904. Picture postcard of ‘Native Conveyance/Tonga’ addressed to England bearing 
India SG 115, 1a carmine tied by ‘F.P.O. No 45’ date stamp ‘18th Sept 04’ with adjacent ‘Base Offi ce/
Berbera’ and Aden transit ‘Se 24’ on face. Very fi ne item from the Somaliland Field Force. SG 115 Ak 450,-

P 1602 1883, INDIA USED in ZANSIBAR: 1/2 A. green and 2 A. ultramarin, partly strike ”(ZANS)IBAR” on cover 
from Zansibar, Sea-post cancel ”SEA POST OFFICE B JU 94”, receiver ”KARACHI” 31, 35 b 140,-

P 1603 Five stamps used abroad in Zanzibar with several cancellations, fi ne group g 100,-
P 1604 ZEILA (Aden Sub Offi ce, type K1 and D1): 1897 (7.4.), Ethiopia 1g. stat. postcard used with black HA-

RAR cds. (pre-cancelled 6th April) sent by Captain Speedy (signed Basha Felika Ethiopian nickname 
from 1867) of the British Mission to India arriving 8th May (dated 6th May). Sent by Camel Dak to 
Zeila (26.4.) and Aden (29.4.) then carried on the ‘S.S. Caledonia’ which left on 2nd May with ‘Sea Post 
Offi ce A’ cds. (2.5.) and arrived at Bombay on 7th May, additionally franked with India QV 1/2a pair for 
the Imperial rate to India as the ethiopian postcard paid only the postage to British Somaliland, the 
Indian stamps cancelled with killer obliterator ‘B’ and small ‘ZAILA’ cds. beside. The mission stayed 
in Harrar from 2nd until 8th April as there was some diffi culty in getting mules; these were not very 
satisfactory, small thins and marginal blemishes nevertheless a rare postcard and important postal 
history item! India, Ethiopia GA 2.500,-

P 1605 ZEILA (Aden Sub Offi ce, type K1 and D1): 1897 (22.5.), Ethiopia 1g. stat. postcard used with black 
HARAR cds. (pre-cancelled 6th April) sent by Captain Speedy from Charchar to London arriving 14th 
June. Sent by Camel Dak to Zeila (1.6.) and Aden (2.6.) then carried on the ‘S.S. Cathage’ which arri-
ved at Brindisi on 11th June, additionally franked with India QV 1a for the Imperial rate to UK as the 
ethiopian postcard paid only the postage to British Somaliland, the Indian stamp cancelled with killer 
obliterator ‘B’ and small ‘ZAILA’ cds. beside. The message is in ‘Bazaar’ Malay reads ‘’I was delight-
ed when your letter arrived. We left Sultan Menilek on the fi fteenth of this month. Returning in four 
stages to Harrar. With many kisses, T.C.S. Speedy, P.S. Adress ‘Post Offi ce Cairo’’, some toning and 
blemishes nevertheless a rare postcard and important postal history item! India, Ethiopia GA 2.000,-
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P 1606 ZEILA (Aden Sub Offi ce, type K1 and D2): 1900 (8.6.), Ethiopia 1/4g. stat. postcard used with 
blue HARAR cds. to Zürich (8.7. arrival cds.) carried on the weekly Camel Dak to Zeila (16th June) 
and Aden (24th June) carried on the ‘S.S. Cathage’ which left 29th June and arrived at Brindisi on 
6th July, additionally franked with India QV 2a6p for the UPU letter rate as the ethiopian postcard 
was not valid under UPU regulations, stamp cancelled with killer obliterator ‘B’ and large ‘ZAILA 
/ SOMALI-COAST’ cds. (16.6.) beside. The card was from a German offi cer serving with the Ethio-
pian army saying that ‘after 3 Months of warfare against the Somalis in the Ogden he is resting 
in Harrar’. On the 13th March 1900 Mohammed bin Abdulla (known as the Mad Mullah) with 
2.600 Ogden tribesmen attacked the Ethiopian Camp at Jig Jigga, was repulse with diffi culty, but 
sustained heavy casualties. Very attractive and rare postcard and important postal history item! India, Ethiopia GA 2.000,-

P 1607 ZEILA (Aden Sub Offi ce, type K1 and D2): 1900 (24.10.), Ethiopia 1g. stat. postcard used with 
blue HARAR cds. to Berlin arrived 19th May carried by the Camel Dak to Zeila (28.4.) and Aden 
(6.5.) carried on the ‘S.S. Arabia’ which left 9th May and arrived at Brindisi on 17th May, additio-
nally franked with India 2 1/2a (QV 1a on front, 1a and 1/2a on reverse) for the UPU letter rate as 
the ethiopian postcard was not valid under UPU regulations, stamps cancelled with killer oblite-
rator ‘B’ and large ‘ZAILA / SOMALI-COAST’ cds. (28.4.) beside, very attractive and rare postcard 
and important postal history item! India, Ethiopia GA 1.800,-

P 1608 ZEILA (type K1, D2, R1 and AR1): 1900 (20.1.), registered AR cover from Zaila to Bordeaux/France 
bearing a nice mixture of India QV stamps cancelled with killer obliterator ‘B’ and large ‘ZAILA / 
SOMALI-COAST’ cds. on reverse and black boxed ‘R / ZAILA’ and violet circle ‘AR’ markings on front, 
backstamped Aden (26.1.) and Bordeaux (10.2.), adress on front and seals on reverse cut out never-
theless a colourful and scarce cover! India b 350,-

P 1608A ZEILA (Aden Sub Offi ce, type K1, D1, R1 and AR1): 1897 (9.2.), registered AR cover sent by N. 
Harrington (Vice Consul Zaila) from Zaila to London bearing India QV 2a6p green pair (on front) 
and 1a purple block/4 (on reverse, upper left stamp missing corner) cancelled with killer oblitera-
tor ‘B’ and small ‘ZAILA’ cds. beside on reverse and black boxed ‘R / ZAILA’ and violet circle ‘AR’ 
markings on front, carried on the ‘S.S. Peninsular’ which left Aden on 11th February and arrived 
at Brindisi on 19th Feb., small blemishes nevertheless a very scarce cover! (T) India b 1.000,-

INDIEN - GANZSACHEN    
see also 108, 123, 1592, 1595, 1618, 1622, 2852, 2911

1609 1884-95, Four uprated QV PS envelopes to Europe: 1884 from Delhi to Paris uprated 2a orange and 
½a blue, with ‘R.M.S.’ despatch d/s and red French arrival cds, 1895 two 1a PS env’s (uprated pair 
9p and 1a6p brown, resp.) from Bombay to Hoechst, Germany, and ½a env. with 2a blue sent 1896 
from Bombay to Germany, the last cover roughly opened otherwise a good/fi ne and attractive quartet. GA 90,-

P 1609A 1885-1903, Five postal stationeries to Germany/German Colony: Three cards from ADEN to Germany 
(1885, 1894, 1903) as well as card and envelope from India to Tanga, GERMAN EAST AFRICA (1898, 
1902) with minor imperfections. GA 100,-

1610 1894/1902, Two Soldiers’ & Seamen’s envelopes: 9p sent 1894 from Kirkee (squared cds) to Shef-
fi eld from 27th Field Battery R. A. Kirkee, and 1a on 9p envelope sent 1902 from Kirkee (29th Batte-
ry) to Bombay, both fi ne except some usual toning. (M) GA 120,-

P 1610A 1888-1901, Three QV PS cards from TRANQUEBAR (former Danish settlement) to Moschi, German 
East Africa 1886 or to Germany (two cards), small faults. GA 80,-

1611 1899/1903, Two QV ½a PS envelopes used Registered: 1899 from Tumkur to Bangalore uprated by 
2a blue, and 1903 from Amritsar to Stettin, Germany uprated by pair of 2a violet, both with related 
Reg. cachets and arrival cds, fi ne. GA 50,-

P 1611A 1891/92, QV PS card 1½a 1892 to Tokio, JAPAN with Bombay, Singapore and Yokohama transit 
datestamps, and similar card from Pali to Constantinople, minor imperfections. GA 60,-

1612 1901/02, Three uprated 1a on 2a6p PS envelopes to Germany: 1901 used Registered from Jub-
belpore with 9p (x3), ½a (x3) and 1a QV adhesives, 1901 from Purnea to Dresden uprated 2a for 
registered usage, and 1902 from Sagar to Dresden via Brindisi uprated 4a, all with related despatch 
and arrival cds’s, mixed condition but still acceptable/good. GA 70,-

P 1613 1903, QV 1a on 1½a PS card from Sikkim to FINLAND, written Lamteng, Lachen Valley August 1st, 
and cancelled ‘’GANGTOK/2 AU/03’’, with Sea P.O. cds (Aug 8), St. Petersburg transit cds and Hel-
singfors arrival cds (26.VIII.03) alongside. A short tear at bottom otherwise fi ne. A scarce destination. GA 100,-

P 1614 1947, INTERNATIONAL REPLY COUPON »Inde.India – 4 Annas« (London design) in a bloc of four, this 
bloc belongs to the rarest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection, the import-
ance and real value is still very much underestimated, a highlight of every postal stationery or country 
collection, this offer comes from the collection Eugène Thomas (Président d’honneur du Congrés 
postal universel de Paris 1947), UNIQUE! (M) IAS GA 800,-

INDIEN - BESONDERHEITEN    
see also 695, 2166, 2336A

P 1615 SPECIMEN stamp GANDHI portrait in bluish grey on pale orange, complete interpannu printing 
sheet of 400 stamps (4 panes of 100), mint never hinged, 28 stamps missing or damaged, traces 
of gutter foldings and creases otherwise fi ne. A scarce and spectacular near to complete printing 
sheet. (M) **   4.000,-
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P 1615A 1857/59, 6 Pfg. rotorange in Mischfrankatur mit 1857, glatter Grund 3 Sgr. gelblichorange im waage-
rechten 4er-Streifen und 1858, Gittergrund 2 Sgr. blau mit Ra3  HOHENSTEIN / R.B. DANZIG / 9 9  auf 
Briefkuvert über Aachen und London nach Bombay, Britisch Indien. Aus optischen Gründen wurden an 
dem Streifen Randergänzungen vorgenommen, die beiden Einzelwerte mit kleinen Beanstandungen 
und der Umschlag rückseitig nicht ganz vollständig. Ein attraktiver Überseebrief der Kopfausgaben 
an eine äußerst seltene Destination! Sign. Kastaun BPP und Fotoattest Maria Brettl BPP.  ÷  INCO-
MING MAIL: 1857/59 Prussia, 6 Pfg. red-orange in combination with 1857 3 Sgr. orange, strip of 
four, and 1858 2 Sgr. blue, cancelled  HOHENSTEIN  with circeled  P.  in red, via Aachen and London to 
Bombay, British India. For optical reasons, small edge additions at the strip of four, and reverse side 
of the cover not complete. An attractive cover and a very scarce incoming mail! 8 a, 1, 12 a b 4.000,-

P 1616 1861 FISCALS: QV Foreign Bill 2a, 3a and 6a all surcharged ‘’CANCELLED’’ in black, fi ne mint never 
hinged.

Barefoot 4, 
5, 7 **   150,-

P 1617 1869 (INCOMING MAIL). Envelope addressed to the ‘19th Highlanders, Bengal’ bearing Great Britain 
SG 114, 10d brown tied by ‘206’ numeral with Kinross date stamp on reverse, endorsed ‘via Mar-
seille & Bombay ‘, routed via London with oval ‘Sea Post Offi ce’ in blue and Bengal receiver. GB SG 114 b 180,-

P 1618 1884 (NORTH WEST FRONTIER). Indian postal stationery envelope half anna blue addressed to ‘Ma-
jor Siche, 8th Regiment, North Frontier, Nowshera, Punjab’ cancelled by Dungagal date stamp ‘28th 
June 84’ with ‘Second/Dely/Nowshera/Peshwar’ receiver on reverse. Lovely item of mail used from 
the North West Frontier. GA 180,-

P 1618A I P N 1880’s, QV 8a rose surcharge ‘’I P N’’ on ‘India Postal Note for EIGHT ANNAS’, fresh and fi ne. Barefoot #1 b 100,-
P 1619 1892. Turkish postal stationery card 20p lilac cancelled by bilingual Samsoun date stamp ‘18/11’ 

addressed to the ‘Messageries Maritimes, Singapore, Malacca ‘, routed via Constantinople ‘21/11’ 
with circular Sea Post Offi ce ‘De 6’ and Bombay ‘Dec 12’ with framed instructional ‘Missent in /Indian 
Mail’ and on reverse ‘Penang to Singapore’ double ring marine sorter ‘25/12’. A superb item for the 
exhibitor of Miss-Sent mail. GA 450,-

P 1620 1897 (TIRAH EXPEDITION). Postal stationery envelope 2a6p orange cancelled by ‘Field P.O. No 
38’ date stamp addressed to ‘Lady Methuen, Colombo, Ceylon’, endorsed ‘via Tuticorn’ with Co-
lombo and Hatton arrivals on reverse ‘Dec 11th 1897’. Scarce item from the Tirah Campaign from 
Major General Lord Methuen headed ”Esor Nov 30th’ with p/c of original letter. GA 1.000,-

P 1621 1913 (NORTH WEST FRONTIER CAMPAIGN). Envelope written from ‘The 112th Infantry, Nowshera, North West 
Frontier’ addressed to ‘Colonel Jackson, Naval & Military Club, London’ bearing India SG 123, 1a carmine tied 
by ‘Nowshera R.M.S./Set No 2’ date stamp ‘3rd June’. Fine item with letter from the ‘CXII Infantry’. SG 123 b 280,-

P 1622 1915, 1 a. postal stationery card as ”P.O.W.”-card from Taniar (German text) with censorship cancel ”PAS-
SED CENSOR BOMBAY” and ”PASSED CENSOR BOMBAY 14” to Anklam plus second postal stationery 
card 1 a. from ”CHAINPUR 10 AP.15” with censorship cancel ”PASSED CENSOR BOMBAY 16” to Holland GA 60,-

P 1623 1917, Katastrophenpost, ”Mongolia” sunk by a mine 58 miles off Bombay, 4 envelopes (stamps fl oa-
ted off) from England to India all with oval ”ACCIDENT AT SEA MONGOLIA 23 6 17” cachets b 600,-

P 1624 1917 (NORTH WEST FRONTIER). Stampless envelope endorsed ‘On Field Service’ addressed to ‘Colo-
nel W. J. Dundee, Nathia Gali, Murree Hills’ cancelled by framed ‘N. W. Frontier/Postage Free’ hand-
stamp with F.P.O. No 88’ on reverse with Murree and Nathia Gali arrivals. Fine item. b 220,-

P 1624A 1932, „NOVA GOA 21 NOV 32” on registered letter (backfl ap incomplete) with 2x 2 1/2 T. Francisco 
Xavier sent to Westgate, GB. (T) b 130,-

P 1625 1945, Relief Fund/War Seal stamp 1/2 a. rose and 1 a. violett in block of 4, unused, glued on glas-
sine papier, otherwise fi ne (*)  100,-

P 1625A GANDHI: SPECIMEN stamp GANDHI portrait in greyish blue on orange, complete interpannu prin-
ting sheet of 400 stamps (4 panes of 100), mint never hinged, fresh and very fi ne. A scarce and 
spectacular complete printing sheet. (M) **   6.000,-

INDISCHE KLEINSTAATEN (FEUDALSTAATEN)    
P 1626 BOPHAL 1895, ½a black on reverse of small native cover, tied by native square h/s, native cds and 

double-ring d/s alongside. A little corner fault to the stamp otherwise fi ne. 16 (SG 44) b 150,-
P 1627 1942-44, THREE PIES on 1a8p carmine, used with part of cds (from Cranganore?), lightly toned, fi ne. 

A scarce stamp. 61 (SG 75) g 80,-
P 1629 ALWAR from 1877, Native cover bearing pair of ½a blue and pair of 1a brown tied by native oval hand-

stamps, tear through ½a pair otherwise good. (T) 1, 2 b 300,-
1629A BAMRA 1889 PS envelope unused, KASHMIR 1887 PS card used, and two different RAJPEEPLA 1880 

PS Letter sheets unused (stainy). 60,-
P 1630 CHAMBA-Offi cials 1887-98, ½a green and 2a both with ovpt variety ‘’SMALL ‘A’ in STATE’’, mnh and 

mounted mint, resp., with toned gum. A FINE PAIR SHOWING THIS RARE VARIETY. Ex B. Gordon Jones 
collection. 1, 3 **/* 800,-

P 1631 COCHIN 1892, ½ puttan vertical top marginal pair IMPERFORATED BETWEEN top stamp and margin 
above, used with small Cochin native cds, few minor imperfections (toning, diag crease through bot-
tom stamp, thin spot at top of margin), still good. A scarce variety. (SG for imperf between (vert pair): 
£3500) 1 var. g 300,-
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P 1632 COCHIN 1898, Postal stationery card 2p black on cream used to Trichood, with depatch and arrival 
native datestamps, fi ne, and scarce in this condition. H&G 1 GA 80,-

P 1633 COCHIN 1900/1930’s ca: Two registered covers, the fi rst one franked 1898-1905 ½put green and 
1put pair, the other (1930’s) from Trichur franked by Maharaja Rama Varma III. 2¼a (x3) and 6p (x2) 
as well as Maharaja Rama Varma II. 2a, good/fi ne. b 100,-

P 1634 COCHIN 1902-03, 3p blue horizontal pair IMPERFORATED BETWEEN and 3p light blue with traces of 
2nd printing on back (clearly shifted to lower left; no (reversed) kiss print!) both used with ‘’C...’’in circ-
le of bars postmark. The single stamp with perf faults at foot otherwise fi ne. (SG £1200 for the pair)

12 (SG 16, 16b) 
var g 500,-

P 1635 COCHIN 1911-13, Se-tenent Die proofs of 2p and 3p both in (deep) brown on thin wove paper, with 
bottom ‘’10 JUN 1912’’ date hand-stamp and endorsed ‘Alternative colour/for 2 pies’ and signature. 
Unfortunately someone has folded the margins with inscription to back = traces remaning, but still 
good/fi ne except two brownish patches below stamp. Very scarce in this form.

17-18 (SG 26-
27) proofs (*)  400,-

P 1636 COCHIN 1911-13, Die proof of 1½a in green on wove paper (with ‘...AL POSTAG...’’ part of sheet 
Wmk), sized 103mm x 104mm, fi ne.

22 (SG 31) 
proof (*)  150,-

P 1637 COCHIN 1911-13, Se-tenent Die proofs of 2p and 3p both in brown on thin wove paper, sized 48mm 
x 94mm, fi ne and scarce in this form.

17-18 (SG 26-
27) proof (*)  350,-

P 1638 COCHIN 1911-13, Die proof of 1½a in black on wove paper, sized 77mm x 93mm, few little marginal 
stains, good.

22 (SG 31) 
proof (*)  150,-

1639 COCHIN 1911-13, Die proof 3p in blue on thin wove paper, sized 48mm x 68mm, few brownish pat-
ches at margins, but still fi ne and scarce.

18 (SG 27) 
proof (*)  150,-

P 1640 COCHIN 1911-13, Se-tenent Die proofs of 4p and 9p both in black on wove paper, sized 68mm x 36mm, 
brownish patch at lower left and hinge marks on reverse otherwise fi ne, and scarce in this form.

19-20 (SG 28-
29) proofs (*)  350,-

P 1641 COCHIN 1946-48, Un-issued/un-overprinted Maharaja Ravi Varma 1a3p magenta marginal block of 
four with part of reversed & inverted sheet watermark, unused without gum, fi ne. (SG £900++)

(SG after 
108)(4) (*)  300,-

1642 DHAR: 1897, Three unused postal stationery cards and one card with clear CTO cancel Deschl C1, 
C2(2) GA 80,-

P 1643 GONDAL 1928-44, PROOFS of Revenues in vertical pairs, denom. 2a, 8a, 1r, 2r, 5r and 10r, mnh with 
large part of toned original gum, good/fi ne. **   150,-

1644 GWALIOR: Dienstmarken 1927, 10 R. rot/grün, König Georg V, mit Aufdruck, postfrisches Oberrand-
stück, Luxus. SG O72 / 180 £ für ungebraucht. D41 **   50,-

P 1645 GWALIOR: 1928. Registered Air MaiI Photographie card of ‘Gwalior’ addressed to Edinburgh bearing 
Gwalior SG 68, ½a green and SG 85, 3a ultramarine tied by Ashkar/Gwalior/Reg date stamp ‘7Feb’ 
with circular ‘By Air’ and ‘Air Mail/Par Avion’ label, routed via Karachi ‘11 Feb’ and Basrah ‘17Feb’. 
Scarce item. SG 68, 85 Ak 600,-

P 1646 HYDERABAD 1930’s, DIE PROOF of 8p postal stationery envelope (Deschl E14a, Die II) in black on 
white on plain paper. (*)  150,-

P 1647 IDAR 1944, Eight booklets of SG 4-6 (1a, 2a, 4a) for Rs. 2-0-0, 4-0-0 and 8-0-0, all except one 8-0-0 
booklet (one 4a pair separated) with adhered interleaves, all with rusty staples as usual. (T) **/(*) 100,-

1648 Idar State 1944: complete unexploded 2 Rupees booklet, with eight panes of 4x 1 A violett, interlea-
ves adhered on back as usual -fi ne. SG 4 **/*/v 200,-

1649 IDAR: 1944, Maharaja Himmat Singh 1a violet complete booklet with eight panes each with four 
stamps imperforate in margins with inscription on front cover ‘IDAR STATE / 32 / Onae Anna Postage 
Tickets / Price Rs. 2-0-0’ and on back cover ‘P. G. Mehta / Himatnagar’, booklet panes stuck to inter-
leaves and rust fl aws around staple at left, scarce booklet! SG. 4 booklet (*)  250,-

P 1650 JAIPUR 1911 (Feb 4), Two uprated postal stationeries from the Overbeck correspondence to Charlot-
tenburg (Berlin), Germany, with Jaipur Chariot ¼a card and ½a envelope, fi ne. Added is an uprated 
Hyderabad ¼a PS card from same correspondence. GA 120,-

P 1651 JAIPUR 1912, Postal stationery Jail print envelope ¼a ultramarine used with native depatch and ar-
rival cds. marginal imperfections at right, and shortened at left, but a very scarce PS envelope used. H&G B-3 GA 270,-

P 1651A JAIPUR 1929, Surya’s chariot 2a green and ½a ultramarine on ‘New Hotel, Jaipur’ envelope to N.S.W., 
ASTRALIA, as franked insuffi ciently with ‘’JAIPUR DUE TWO ANNAS’’ black ‘’T’’, red ‘’TAX 4d’’ in oval 
and black ‘’40C/T’’ in circle marks, also with Jaipur d/s on back. ½a damaged and some traces of 
ageing but a very uncommon and scarce cover.

16, 18 (SG 
34, 37) b 100,-

P 1652 JAIPUR 1930, Nineteen examples of 1928 ‘Surya’s Chariot’ 1a scarlet on front cover page of a packet 
of 380 Tolas sent 25th Sept 1930 by the Chief Court, Sawai Jaipur, cancelled with octogonal ‘On 
State Service’ Hindi date-stamp. The cover on reverse bears the endorsement and seal of the Chief 
Court. An extraordinary multiple franking. (M) 17 (SG 36)(19) b 200,-

P 1653 JAIPUR 1931/46, Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II series of 11 values inscribed POSTAGE, all used ex-
cept 8a,  including 4a and 1r used, good/fi ne.

(SG 41 & 
58-67) g/* 200,-

P 1654 JAIPUR 1931, ‘Investiture of Maharaja’ complete series of 12v, used or mint/unused, with 6a, 8a and 
1r used, 2r unused w/o gum, 5r fi ne mint, good/fi ne except 1r (corner perf fault).

22-33 (SG 
40/51) g/*/(*) 350,-

P 1655 JAMMU & KASHMIR 1900 ca: HAND DRAWN ESSAY ½a probably for the similar Revenue stamp, for 
the Telegraph stamp and also for the Postcard. (M) (*)  500,-
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1656 KISHANGARH 1899, Both ½a PS envelopes (different size) unused. H&G 2, 2a GA 60,-
P 1657 MORVI: 1933. Registered Morvi State postal stationery envelope ½a green (opened on two sides, fl ap 

missing) upgraded with SG 9, 6p emerald green (3) tied by native date stamp with registered label. 
Very fi ne and scarce. SG 9 (3) GA 280,-

P 1657A MORVI 1931-33, Four postal stationeries, 1931 card 3p and double card 3p+3p plus ½a envelope all 
unused, and 1933 ½a env used with native cds, fresh and fi ne.

H&G 1, 2, 
B1, B2 GA 100,-

P 1658 ORCHHA 1936, ‘On Orchha State Service’ printed rainfall car, sent from Rohaprober on 15 Aug. 1936 
to Agriculture Offi cer in Tikamgarh (Orchha State also), with arrival cds of 18 Aug 36, informing of the 
rain measurements of 14 Aug. (Though slight edge faults, as usual, a rare offi cial usage of this card.) b 150,-

P 1659 POONCH 1889, 1p red on blue paper well tied to India QV ¼a PS card from ‘’KAHUTA/5 FEB 89’’ to 
Rawalpindi, with ‘2nd Delivery’ arrival cds alongside, fi ne and attractive. 7c (SG 53) GA 200,-

1659A RAIPEEPLA 1880, Set of the four PS letter sheets unused. H&G G1-4 GA 80,-
1659B RAIPEEPLA 1880, Set of the four PS letter sheets unused, few stains. H&G G1-4 GA 60,-

1660 SIKKIM 1950, ca: Revenue stamp 10p orange complete sheet of 120, mint never hinged, cross-fol-
ded, fi ne and clean. (M) **   80,-

1661 TRAVANCORE & T.-C. 1939-51, Group of 17 stamps used/unused including better ones like Travan-
core SG 69 (Perf 12½ and 11, SG 70 Perf 12½) used or T.-C. SG 7 Perf 12½. (SG more than £300) g/(*) 80,-

1662 TRAVANCORE 1941/43, 6ca blackish violet vertical strip of three imperforated between (with gutter 
margin at left), 1943 4ca on ¾ch brown interpannu multiple of 28 and 8ca on 6ca scarlet interpannu 
multiple of 32 all fi ne mint never hinged. (SG £350++) (M)

44, 47-48 (SG 
71bc, 74, 75) **   100,-

P 1663 Wadhwan 1893: ½ d. black (stone VI) in combination with British India ½ A sent to Bombay with 
arrival cds 21.June.93. Such mixed frankings are extremely rare, only four are recorded in the 
R.J.Benns handbook which is also the total number of recorded Stone VI covers. VF and one of 
the best covers of Wadhwan! Wadhwan SG 5 b 1.500,-

INDONESIEN    
1664 1947, „REPOEBLIK INDONESIA” sog. Aufständischenpost 60 sen grauviolett , „Gebäude” Ein waag-

rechter 10er Block vom unteren Bogenrand, unten waagrecht ungezähnt. Nicht gelistet im Spezial-
katalog. (T) (*)  120,-

P 1665 1948, Ned. Indies Queen Wilhemina defi nitives optd. ‘INDONESIA’ comlete set mint never hinged 
(10g. with some wrinkles), scarce set! Mi. € 400,-- 1-Nov **   100,-

INDONESIEN - PORTOMARKEN    
P 1666 1948, Imprint ”REPUBLIK INDONESIA” instead of ”REPOEBLIK INDONESIA”: Complete set of 13 post-

age due stamps in blocks of four, all mint never hinged with top margin, 50 S. with variety vertical 
imperf between, a scarce offer, Michel unrecorded P1-P13 **   700,-

P 1667 1948, Imprint ”REPUBLIK INDONESIA” instead of ”REPOEBLIK INDONESIA”: Complete set of 13 im-
perf postage due stamps in blocks of four, all mint never hinged with corner margin, 30 S. toned spot, 
a scarce offer, Michel unrecorded (T) P1 U - P13 U **   700,-

P 1668 1950, complete sheet with 160 values, 2 parts with 80 values (10x8) and 10 horizontal gutter pairs, 
folded through the gutter pairs, fi rst stamp of the sixth row of the right part with inverted „5”, mint 
never hinged with exception of the lower right stamp (canceled „SOERABAJA 18.4.50.-8.”), with a few 
brown spots and otherwise in very good condition, overprint variety faultless. Very rare! (M) 2 **   1.500,-

P 1669 INCOMING MAIL: 1950 cover from Ireland, 2 1/2 Sc. ”BAILE ATHA CLIATH 11.SEP.1950” sent to Sou-
rabaya. There was added a postage due stamp from 1950 10 S on 75 c. tied ”SOURABAYA 31.10.50” P3 b 240,-

IRAK    
see also 641, 1063, 1580, 1583, 3097

P 1670 1872-92, Four Duloz franked covers and one front, one from Mosul to Mardin with box type can-
cellation, a postal stationery envelope used uprated from Istanbul to Mosul (very scarce early in-
coming mail, certifi cate), a registered cover from Kerbela with all arabic negative cancellation to 
Teheran with arrival mark (registered early mail is very scarce), and one Bagdad local surcharged 
bisect on cover to Beyrouth with arrival mark on reverse, few little different as usual, very scarce 
and attractive lot! (T) b 1.400,-

P 1670A 1912, India 1/2 A green and 2 1/2 A ultramarine KEVII, mixed franking on picture side of realphoto 
card, used abroad with cds Bagdad, 27.2.1912, sent by registered mail with R-label Bagdad to Berlin 
in Germany. F/VF condition. Scarce.

India SG 121, 
126 Ak 250,-

P 1671 1916, IRAK KARARGAHI no.1 nice cancellation (”iraq headquarter no.1”, Isfi la cat. no.1) on 20 Para 
postal stationary fi eldpost card with violet double surcharge ”Crescent and Star”, German transit 
mark ”FELDPOST MIL MISS ALEPPO 22/4/1916” to Germany, tiny blue toned from blue crayon used 
for writing adress, a very rare Turkey forerunner, the card is posted one week before the Ottoman 
troops defeated the british troops at Kut El Amara 30/4/1916, an attractive postal history rarity and 
showpiece! GA 250,-

1672 1918, Group of 24 defi nitives up to 10r on 100pi plus a 1r on 10pi with add. bilingual ‘Revenue’ ovpt, 
all used with various datestamps from Basrah, Baghdad a.o. (SG from £140) ex 2-14 g 70,-
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P 1673 1923, ‘Govt of India’ embossed cover from Makina Camp to England ‘By Air Mail Baghdad-Cairo’, 
franked with 1918-21 1a on 20 pa red and 8a on 2½pi green and orange tied by bilingual ‘’MAKINA 
CAMP/8:25 A.M./17 JAN 23’’ cds. The cover was despatched just in time for the 4½ hour fl ight from 
the local aerodrome Shaibah to Baghdad. At that time Makina Camp consists of the No.3 Armoured 
Car Company & the R.A.F. prison. (M) 3, 9 b 200,-

P 1674 1923, fi rst bi-weekly offi cial airmail cover fl own from BAGDAD to MOSSUL. No cancel but handwritten 
dates. It was sign for by Flt.Lt. J.Sullivan, the cover was despatched on 9th july 1923 at Bagdad and 
received at Mossul on the 11th. b 400,-

P 1675 1923, Rare registered overland Mail from ”BAGDAD H.O. REG 10 MAY 26” bilingual cancellation to Cottbus 
Germany franked by six stamps (18 Anna = 1 Rs, 2 As) shipped on the southern route via RAMADI, RUT-
BAH (jordanien border), AMMAN, JERUSALEM and HAIFA because of the the Druze rebellion in the North. 
This cover is to be believed to be the only registered known, but certainly only very few exist.

19-21, 23- 
24, 26 b 580,-

P 1676 1925, offi cial airmail postcard fl own from BAGDAD to MOSSUL by fl ying offi cie J.Adams on 1th October 
1923, adressed to Flt.Lt. J.Sullivan 55 Squadron at Mossul, No cancel but handwritten dates. b 330,-

P 1677 1925, offi cial airmail cover from HINAIDI to MOSSUL, clear strike ”ARMY SIGNALS 9.IV.25, on reverse 
fi ne dry seal ”GOVERNMENT OF INDIA”. Royal Air Force Station Hinaidi, more commonly known as RAF 
Hinaida, was a British Royal Air Force station near Baghdad in the Kingdom of Iraq. Rare fi ne cover. b 300,-

P 1678 1928. Registered envelope addressed to Hungary bearing SG 41, ½a olive (2), SG 42, 1a brown (4) 
and SG 44, 2a orange (2) tied by Hillah double ring with registered label routed via Basrah/Reg with 
Pecs arrival. Attractive item.

SG 41 (2), 42 
(4), 44 (2) b 180,-

P 1679 RAILWAY POST: 1928, ‘2 ANNAS Railway Post Label’ black/white with margin at left, rouletted at left 
and top otherwise imperforate, mint lightly hinged, scarce label with RPSL certifi cate (2009). RP 1 *    260,-

P 1680 RAILWAY POST: 1929 (19.6.), ‘2 ANNAS Railway Post Stamp’ used together with 2a defi nitive on small 
piece with fi ne BAGHDAD cds., attractive piece with RPSL certifi cate (2009). RP 2 etc. d 170,-

P 1681 1931, OVERLAND MAIL, cover from Basra with 3 A. blue on reverse, tied by cds. 23.2.31, further 
transit mark 28.2., to Conneticut/USA,  with postmark ”OVERLAND MAIL” (58 : 6 mm) and ”MAR 18 
1931”,  rare cover! b 120,-

P 1682 RAILWAY POST: 1931 (2.3.), ‘2 ANNAS Railway Post Label’ used together with 2a defi nitive on cover 
from THIBAT to Baghdad with arrival cds. on reverse (4.3.), small tear at top of cover and part of back-
fl ap missing nevertheless attractive and scarce, RPSL certifi cate (2009). RP 1 etc. b 500,-

P 1683 1935 (Jan 3) cover Baghdad Aerodrome to Tumby Bay Adelaide franked aggregate 23f which under-
pays Imperial Airways service to Karachi (50f), where service terminated, although untaxed, back-
stamped Baghdad, fl ap fault. b 80,-

P 1684 1937 (27.1.), Bagdad, Brief der Deutschen Archeologischen Warka-Expedition mit Absender der 
Deutschen Gesandtschaft in Bagdad. Da es in den Ausgrabungsorten im Irak keine Poststationen 
gab, wurden die Briefe mit Reitern zur Bahnstation gebracht oder von der Bahnstation abgeholt. 
Der Stationsvorsteher hatte dann die Briefe mit einer Bahnpostmarke ‘Iraq Railways Letter Ser-
vice 10 Fils’ versehen und mit dem Tagesstempel entwertet, sehr selten. VERY RARE COMMER-
CIAL USAGE ON A COVER SEND TO THE GERMAN ARCHEOLOGIC WARKA EXOEDITION: VERY FINE.

84 + railway 
stamp 10 Fils. b 2.000,-

P 1685 RAILWAY POST: 1937 (ca.), two ‘10 Fils IRAQ RAILWAYS LETTER SERVICE’ labels blue/red in different 
shades used with Hillah pmk. and the other together with 25fi ls and two 8fi ls defi nitives on small 
piece with Kirkuk postmark (both with indistinct date lines). RP 5 B (2) etc. d/g 90,-

P 1686 1938-41 covers to N.Z. from Dhibban and Baghdad, rated 83f and 63f from two Imperial Airways rate 
regimes, latter via Horseshoe route, former fl ap faults, (2). b 100,-

P 1687 1939 (Oct 14) cover Basrah Airport to Glenormiston South Victoria franked aggregate 100f repre-
senting U.P.U. 15f + airmail surcharge 85f per 10gms, backstamped Baghdad, Melbourne, very early 
Melbourne unnumbered Censor tape and handstamp. b 120,-

P 1688 1940 (Sep-Oct) covers from same correspondence Basra to Meadow Bank N.S.W., fl aps indicating 
from R.A.F. Cpl. Hill at Shaibah, franked aggregate 105f and 110f, participants in Horseshoe route, 
R.A.F. Censor No.120, (2). b 200,-

P 1689 1940, airmail cover from a staff member of R.A.F. HABBANIYA to England with 75 F King Faisal, tied 
by Habbaniya c.d.s. The envelope was opended by censor and closed with censor label tied by 3-line 
R.A.F. censor mark. 74 b 100,-

P 1690 1941 (Apr 27) censored registered cover Baghdad to Melbourne bearing aggregate franking 126f, 
apparently in time for Horseshoe route fl ight NE 80 (departed Basra Apr 28) but delayed for a lengthy 
period owing to Iraq Revolt, reaching Darwin Jul 15, censored Iraq and Egypt, some cover faults, very 
attractive. b 240,-

P 1691 1941 (Aug 4) cover from R.A.F. Cpl. Hill (see Lot nos. . . .) now stationed Habbaniya to Meadowbank 
N.S.W. underfranked at 80f and handstruck circular “T” (and “50c”) applied, “OPENED/BY/CENSOR” 
tape (?origin) tied by R.A.F. Censor 88 hexagonal handstamp and signed by Offi cer, backstamped 
Basra. b 160,-

P 1692 1943-44 censored covers Mosul-Kyabram Victoria and Baghdad-Sydney franked 20f and 50f, former 
tri-censored Iraq tape and handstamp, Karachi (2) and Melbourne tape/handstamp, latter censo-
red Iraq and Sydney (both with tape/handstamp), Iraqi handstamps varying nos., some cover faults, 
scarce duo, (2). b 120,-
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P 1692A 1943, colourful franked airmail letter sent from ”BASRA23 JAN 43” to Alexandrie with Egypt. censors-
hip and violett boxed ”NOT EXAMINED IRAQ CENSORSHIP..”, b/s ”SIDI SABER 29 JA 43” e 80,-

P 1692B 1946, Registered airmail cover from Basrah to NEW ZEALAND franked to reverse by King Ghasi I. 
200f and ½ Dinar tied with ‘’BASRAH/REG./13 DEC 46’’ cds. (M) 94, 95 b 80,-

P 1692C 1949, 3 F to 100 F airmail stamps, complete issue from 1.2.1949 on registered airmail FDC from 
Baghdad to England. VF condition.

149-51, 153, 
155-56 FDC 70,-

P 1693 1953, Coronation of King Faisal II. miniature sheet with black (3f.) or red (14f. and 28f.) opt. SPECI-
MEN, mint never hinged and very scarce Bl. 3 var. **   120,-

P 1694 1958 (2.3.), King Faisal II. 40f brown-red horiz. pair + single 10f blue used on registered parcel tag to 
Austria with parts of austrian customs label, unusual usage! 174, 180 (2) b Gebot

1695 1966, 15 M. 3rd anniversary of 18th-November-Revolution, not perforated in block of 4, mint never 
hinged 464 U (4) **   90,-

P 1696 2008, KALLIGRAPHIE: Block und beide Marken tadellos postfrisch, wegen der schlechten Druckquali-
tät nicht ausgegeben bzw. vom Verkauf zurückgezogen, SEHR SELTEN! (Mi. -,-) I, II, Bl. 116 **   80,-

IRAK - STEMPEL    
see also 1581

P 1697 1890 ca., Cover with 20 Para rose tied by all arabic cancellation ”POSTAHANE-I BASRA 1293” (Isfi la 
no.1 RR), tiny shortened at right, adressed to El Kut (Amara), very scarce and fi ne. b 500,-

P 1698 1890, 1 Pia. on 2 Pia. violet blue Turkey crescent issue, surcharged and bisected Baghdad Local 
stamp on cover tied by ”POSTAHANE-I BAGDAD” (Isfi la no.5) to Ali El Garb with red arrival mark ”TEL-
GRAF VE POSTAHANE-I ALI ÜL GARBI” on reverse (Coles-Walker no.40, Isfi la unrecorded on cover), tiny 
shortened at right, tiny creases. An outstanding letter and probably unique with such franking and 
destination, great importance to Iraq & Turkey postal history! b 750,-

1699 AMARA (type D2 and KD4): 1916/17, two O.A.S. covers to England or Egypt both with Amara cds. on 
reverse, and a cover front bearing 1a strip/3 used with ‘AMARAH’ cds. to England, small faults. b/d 100,-

1700 AMARAH RIGHT BANK (type D2 and KD2): 1920, three stampless O.A.S. covers to India all with fi ne 
‘Amarah Right Bank’ postmarks (two without and one with time), some toning and blemishes. b 180,-

P 1701 ”An Canib-i Posta-i Musul” (On behalf of Mosul Post Offi ce) on prephilatelic cover from 1855 sent to 
Diyarbekir, very unusual usage of an envelope with printed address, signed Kuyas, ex Alanyali (sold 
in 1998 for 1150,- CHF incl. fees) b 600,-

1702 ARBIL (type KD1): 1920/30, stampless O.A.S. cover (7.12.20), airmail cover (Nov. 28) bearing 4a 
+ 1/2 pictorials to London with Kirkuk (27.11.) and Baghdad (29.11.) transitmarks and a picture 
postcard bearing 1 1/2a pictorial on picture side used to Germany (1930), all with good to very fi ne 
‘ERBIL (MOSUL)’ pmks. b/Ak 130,-

1703 BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Offi ce (type D2): 1871 (10.1.), incoming cover from Bombay bearing 
QV 2a orange used ‘Via Persian Gulf’ to Baghdad with fi ne arrival cds. on reverse (15.2.), cover with 
several faults! India b 100,-

P 1704 BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Offi ce (type K6 and D5): 1885 (15.1.), India QV 1/2a blue single use 
on reverse of cover with squarred cancel ‘B’ and small ‘Badgad’ cds. beside adressed to Bombay with 
arrival cds. (6.2.) on reverse, some toning and faults. India b 220,-

P 1705 BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Offi ce (type R6): 1892 (10.7.), India QV 2a blue + 4a olive used on re-
verse of registered cover and 2a blue used on registered letter front (2.7.92) both with fi ne squarred 
circle Bagdad pmks. and boxed reg. handstamp ‘R / BAGDAD’ and both adressed to Bombay, faults! India b/d 220,-

P 1706 BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Offi ce (type KD5): 1885 (ca.), India QV 1/2a blue single use on reverse 
of cover with duplex cancel ‘Bagdad / K-6’ (4.7.) to Bombay with arrival cds. (28.7.) on reverse, minor 
blemishes. India b 220,-

1707 BAGHDAD - Britsh Indian Post Offi ce (type KD10): 1896-1905, India QV 1/2a green single use on 
reverse of cover to Bombay (4.6.1896) and India QV 1a blue stat. postcard used to Berlin (4.9.1905) 
both with very fi ne Bagdad cds. and both with arrival postmark, some faults. India b/GA 100,-

1708 BAGHDAD-CANTONMENT (type KD2): 1922 (24.8.), offi cial OHMS cover bearing optd. 1a vertical pair 
used with light Baghdad Cantonment cds. locally adressed, and a registered cover with 30f single 
use with ‘EXCHANGE SQUARE BAGHDAD’ cds. and printed blue/white reg. label adressed to Berlin/
Germany with Baghdad, Napoli and Berlin backstamps. b 100,-

P 1709 BAGHDAD GPO (type KD12): 1918 (7.5.), India KGV 1/2a fi ve singles incl. three optd. I.E.F. used on 
cover from Bagdad to Marseille with violet ‘PASSED CENSOR BOMBAY / 40’ and censorstrip on rever-
se, backstamped Marseille (4.6.), part of backfl ap missing and light vertical bend. India IEF b 100,-

1710 BAGHDAD GPO (type KD12): 1917 (22.9.), India KGV 1/2a optd. I.E.F. two singles used on cover from 
Bagdad to London with poor red censor marking on front. India IEF b 100,-

1711 BAGHDAD-LOWER BAGHDAD (type R2 and R4): 1921/28, two registered covers and one registred 
cover front adressed to England or India with prov. blue/white reg. labels handstamped ‘Lower Bag-
hdad’ in two different types, small faults nevertheless an attractive trio. b/d 100,-

1712 BAGHDAD WEST RAILWAY STATION (type D2) as cancellation of single 1½ a stamp on cover front to 
England; additionally stampless O.A.S. cover (28.3.20) used to Bombay with arrival pmk. (6.4.) and 
a  (6.4.20), some blemishes. b/d 90,-
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1713 BASRA (type D7): 1916/18, three covers incl. two stampless O.A.S. and one with India KGV 1/2a 
green all used with fi ne ‘BUSRA’ cds. to Bombay (2) or Madras with censor markings and transit or 
arrival pmks., some faults. b 100,-

P 1714 BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Offi ce (type D6): 1917 (30.4.), small piece bearing India KGV 8a purple, 
bisected 2a and 3a orange optd. ‘I.E.F.’ with two very fi ne strikes of ‘BUSRAH’ cds., unusual and 
attractive piece! India d Gebot

P 1715 BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Offi ce (type K2 and D1): 1870 (10.2.), India QV 1/2a blue (corner faults) 
used on small cover with diamond numeral ‘357’ and fi ne ‘BUSSORA’ cds. beside adressed to India 
with small red Bombay cds. on front  (25.2.), some toning otherwise fi ne. India b 220,-

1716 BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Offi ce (type R6): 1917 (29.9.), registered cover bearing India KGV 1a red 
(3) adressed to England with ‘BUSRAH / REG.’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label with boxed ‘BUS-
RA’ hs. (faults), and another regist. cover with India KGV 4a olive + 1/2a green optd. ‘I.E.F.’ with light 
Busrah cds. to India. India b 100,-

P 1717 BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Offi ce (type KD3): 1871 (24.8.), India QV 1/2a blue used on reverse of 
small cover with fi ne duplex ‘BUSSORA / 357’ postmark adressed to India with small red Bombay cds. 
on reverse (22.9.), roughly opened at top otherwise fi ne. India b 220,-

1718 BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Offi ce (type KD3): 1873 (12.2.), India QV 1/2a blue used on reverse of 
small cover with fi ne duplex ‘BUSSORA / 357’ postmark adressed to India with small red Bombay cds. 
(10.3.), roughly opened and marginal faults. India b 160,-

1719 BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Offi ce (type KD4): 1871 (16.11.), India QV 1/2a blue used on reverse of 
small cover with fi ne duplex ‘BUSREH / 19’ postmark adressed to India with small red Bombay cds. 
(6.12.), roughly opened and some faults. India b 100,-

P 1720 BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Offi ce (type KD5): 1877 (ca.), India QV 1/2a blue two singles used on cover 
with fi ne duplex ‘BUSREH / I / K - 6’ postmark (21.5.) adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. on reverse 
(7.6.), part of backside missing and marginal faults. India b 100,-

1721 BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Offi ce (type KD5): 1877 (ca.), India QV 1/2a blue used on cover with fi ne 
duplex ‘BUSREH / I / K - 6’ postmark (4.10.) adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. on reverse (20.10.), 
small blemishes on reverse but nice looking from front. India b 100,-

P 1722 BASRA - Britsh Indian Post Offi ce (type KD7): 1884 (ca.), India QV 1/2a blue two singles on cover 
(one on each side) with fi ne duplex cancel ‘BUSRAH / B’’ (20.12.) adressed to Bombay with arrival 
cds. on reverse (4.1.), heavy faults incl. shortened cover on two sides cut through one of the stamps, 
scarce postmark! India b 160,-

1723 BASRA - ASHAR BARRACKS (type KD2): 1920 (20.3. and 24.3.), two special printed ‘Active Service’ 
envelopes with fi ne ‘Ashar Barracks’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (15.9.) or 
to England, nice pair. b 160,-

1724 BASRA - ASHAR BARRACKS (type KD2): 1921 (2.9.), stampless O.A.S. cover with violet ‘M /236’ mar-
king on front and fi ne ‘Ashar Barracks’ cds. on reverse (latest recorded date) adressed to Calcutta 
with arrival pmk. (15.9.), cover shortened at top. b 80,-

P 1725 BASRA - ASHAR STRAND (type KD2): 1920 (6.5.), backside of cover and 1921 (7.5.), cover front to 
England both bearing optd. brit. occ. stamps used with fi ne strikes of ‘Ashar Strand’ cds. d 130,-

1726 BASRA - ASHAR STRAND (type KD2 and UP2): 1920 (1.10.), 3a on 1 1/2pia. corner block/6 with very 
fi ne strikes of ASHAR STRAND cds. (very attractive block!), and a stampless O.A.S. cover with same 
but poor pmk. (15.7.20) on reverse and double-segment ‘ASHAR STRAND / DUE / AS.’ tax marking 
endorsed ‘3’ (annas) on front adressed to London (marginal faults). g/b 100,-

1727 BASRA CITY (type D2): 1916 (3.3.), India KGV 1/2a green single use on censored cover with very 
fi ne ‘BUSRA CITY’ cds. adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. on reverse (12.3.), scarce and attractive 
cover! India b 90,-

1728 BASRA CITY (type D3): 1917 (31.12.), India KGV 1a red single use on cover with fi ne ‘Basra City’ cds. 
and violet ‘PASSED CENSOR / BOMBAY / 10’ on front adressed to London, reverse with ‘Opened by 
Censor label’, attractive cover! India b 100,-

P 1729 BASRA - DOCKYARD (type KD1): 1920 (12.10.), stampless offi cial O.A.S. cover with very fi ne strike of 
‘Basrah Dockyard (Iraq)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay, lower right corner missing otherwise 
very attractive! b 100,-

P 1729A 1884, Turkey 20 Pa postal stationery card (dated Bassorah 29 mars 1887) with UNRECORDED 
cds ”BASSORAH 29 MARS 1887”, sent via ”BAGDAD 4 APRIL 1887” and ”PARIS ETRANGER 3 
MAY 87” to Nice with arrival 5.5.87. This cds is unrecorded in the ISFILA catalogue, the fi rst cds 
described in ISFILA is of 1901-08, not included in the Schäfer collection. This IRAK RARITY is 
maybe UNIQUE. Very fi ne. P 14 GA 1.000,-

1730 DIWANIYAH (type KD2): 1922 (19.9.), optd. 1a on 20p. block/6 on reverse of cover with fi ne ‘Diwani-
yah (Iraq)’ cds. adressed to Lahore/India with arrival pmk. (2.10.), vertical bend and some blemishes. b 100,-

P 1731 GURMAT ALI (type KD2): 1920 (20.7. and 6.10.), two stampless O.A.S. covers with fi ne strikes of 
‘Gurmat Ali’ cds. on reverse (one cover with part of backfl ap missing with part cancel only, the other 
raughly opened) both adressed to Bombay, scarce cover pair. b 180,-
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1732 HILLAH (type R2 and R3): 1929 (21.4.), registered airmail cover to Denmark and 1931 (18.2.), re-
gistered cover to England both bearing a nice mixture of pictorials used with fi ne strikes of the two 
different types of ‘HILLAH / REG.’ cds. and both with prov. blue/white reg. label (boxed Hillah hs.), 
minor blemishes neverthless an attractive cover pair! b 70,-

P 1733 HILLAH (type KD2): 1919 (15.5.), registered ‘On Active Service’ envelope with 1a pair with poor ‘Hil-
lah’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label (boxed Hillah hs.) adressed to England, and another cover 
with 1a and 1/2a and same but better pmk. (1.1.1920) used to Quetta redirected to Lahore with 
several transitmarks on reverse, both covers with faults! b 100,-

1734 HILLAH RAILWAY STATION (type KD2): 1920 (25.11.), stampless O.A.S. cover with ‘HILLAH R.S. (IRAQ)’ 
cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay, roughly opened on two sides. b 80,-

1735 HILLAH RAILWAY STATION (type KD2): 1920 (29.12.), stampless O.A.S. cover with good ‘HILLAH R.S. 
(IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay, and a picture postcard with 1 1/2a on picture side used 
with same but light postmark (18.6.25) to Paris, picture ‘The Lion and the ruins of Babylon’. b/Ak 100,-

1736 HINDIYAH BARRAGE (type KD2): 1927 (1.2.), cover bearing pictorial stamps 4a on front and 1a pair 
on reverse used with fi ne ‘HINDIA BARRAGE (IRAQ)’ cds. to Le Havre/France with printed ‘Overland 
Mail, Baghdad-Haifa’ and Port Said transitmark, and an airmail cover (12.5.27) with single 6a used 
with same postmark to England with Baghdad backstamp, both covers with faults! b 100,-

P 1737 KADHIMAIN (type KD1 and KD2): 1921 (14.5.), cover bearing 1a pair and single 1/2a with fi ne ‘KA-
ZIMAIN’ cds., and another cover (28.4.1928) bearing single 3a used with fi ne ‘KADHIMAIN’ cds. with 
both covers adressed to Isfahan/Persia with arrival postmarks, nice cover pair with the two different 
postmark types. b 160,-

P 1738 KERBALA (type D2): 1919/20, two covers bearing optd. 1/2a strip/5 (1.6.1920) or single + block/4 
(19.12.1919) both with fi ne ‘KERBELA’ cds. adressed to Isfahan/Persia with transitmarks of Kirman-
chah and Isfahan No.2, small faults nevertheless an attractive pair. b 130,-

1739 KHANAQIN (type D1): 1919 (23.7.), cover bearing optd. 1a and 2 x 1/2a used with fi ne ‘KHANIQIN’ 
cds. adressed to Chicago (lower left corner cut out) and a stampless O.A.S. cover (31.3.19) with same 
but poor postmark to Bombay (heavy toned and faults). b 90,-

1740 KUFA (type KD3 and D3): 1932 (9.2.), King Faisal 3a upper marginal single used on reverse of cover 
with two fi ne ‘KUFA II’ cds. (KD3 dated 9FEB32 and beside D2 dated 10FE32) adressed to Persia with 
Teheran transitmark (21.2.), top right corner faults and some toning. b 70,-

P 1741 KUT (KUT TOWN) (type D3): 1920 (16.4.), registered cover of ‘M. G. Murad, Contractor, Baghdad’ be-
aring optd. occ. stamps with fi ne ‘KUT S.O.’ cds. and blue/white prov. reg. label adressed to England 
with London transitmark on reverse (21.5.), and a 1/2a stat. postcard cancelled per favour with same 
postmark dated 11MAR.21, nice pair! b/GA 100,-

1742 KUT CAMP (type KD2): 1920 (27.5.), stampless O.A.S. cover with fi ne ‘KUT CAMP (IRAQ)’ cds. adres-
sed to Bombay, and an offi cial OHMS cover (21.7.22) bearing optd. 1a offi cial stamps (vert. pair with 
part of lower stamp missing) used with same postmark to Baghdad with ‘Lower Baghdad’ (25.7.) 
arrival cds. (backfl ap and marginal faults). b 100,-

1743 MAKINA CAMP (type KD2): 1923 (17.1.), airmail cover bearing optd. 8a + 1a used with fi ne ‘Makina 
Camp’ cds. (latest recorded date) to England, heavy vertical bend and tonespots. b 100,-

1744 MAQIL (type KD1): 1919 (27.8.) and 1921 (11.3.), two stampless O.A.S. covers with fi ne strikes of 
‘MA’QIL (IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse being the earliest and latest recorded dates, adressed to Bombay with 
arrival pmk. (5.9.) or to England, small faults! b 160,-

P 1745 1913, ”MOUSSOUL 1” (Isfi la no.1, RR) on reverse of parcel card from Hungary, minor corner faults, 
via Zimony, tied by ”SOPRON 916 JUL 3”, to Mossoul / Iraq, four Turkey 10 Pia. blueishgreen (Mi.477) 
clear cancelled, scarce destination (T) b 250,-

P 1746 MOSUL (type D1): 1920 (18.6.), stampless O.A.S. cover with fi ne ‘Mosul’ cds. adressed to England, 
very scarce and attractive cover! b 220,-

P 1747 MOSUL (type R2): 1921 (9.9.) and 1923 (6.2.), two registered covers bearing single 4a or 1 1/2a 
strip/4 with good ‘MOSUL / REG.’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label (black boxed Mosul hs.) adres-
sed to England or USA with transit and arrival postmarks, one cover with several faults otherwise fi ne. b 160,-

1748 MOSUL (type KD2): 1921 (10.10.), cover bearing 1a vert. pair used to India and picture postcard 
bearing 1a + 1/2a on picture side (13.4.23) used to Paris both with very fi ne strikes of ‘MOSUL’ cds., 
attractive pair! b/Ak 130,-

1749 MOSUL (type KD4 and D2): 1931 (17.6.), airmail cover bearing four diff. defi nitives (total 13 1/2a) 
with fi ne strikes of ‘Mosul’ cds. (KD4, with time) adressed to Derby/England with Baghdad transit-
mark on reverse (19.6.), and a faulty stampless service cover to India with good ‘Mosul’ cds. (D2, 
2.6.1919) adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (16.6.). b 100,-

1750 NAJAF (type D2): 1921 (18.8.), cover bearing single optd. 3a with fi ne ‘Najaf’ cds. adressed to Persia 
with several transitmarks on both sides incl. Kergela II (19.8.), Bagdad (22.8.), Teheran (10.9.) etc., 
horiz. bend at top of cover otherwise fi ne. b 100,-

P 1751 NAJAF (type D2): 1928 (2.7.), registered airmail cover with six 2a and single 1 1/2a stamps on re-
verse with fi en ‘Najaf’ cds. and blue/white prov. reg. label  (boxed Najaf hs.) used to England with 
Baghdad transitmark (small faults), and an incoming cover from Bath/England adressed to Najaf with 
several redirections and ms. notices on front and a large quantity of postmarks on reverse! b 100,-
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1752 NASIRIYAH (type D2): 1918 (1.8.) and 1919 (2.2.), two stampless O.A.S. covers both with fi ne ‘NASE-
RIYEH’ cds. on reverse adressed to England, some wrinkles and faults. b 100,-

P 1753 RAMADI (type KD2): 1920 (8.10.), stampless O.A.S. cover with very fi ne ‘RAMADI (IRAQ)’ cds. on re-
verse adressed to Bombay with circular ‘M / 1992’ on front, scarce cover! b 100,-

1754 RAMADI (type D3): 1923 (12.9. and 5.10.), two picture postcards with single 1a or 1/2a pair (on 
picture side) used with fi ne ‘RAMADI (IRAQ)’ cds. adressed to Cairo, attractive pair! Ak 70,-

P 1755 1888, SEMAVE POSTA SUBESI (Isfi la no.1, RRR) cover back only with bisect 2 Pia. black, few fl aw at 
border/faults, only few known, very clear cancellation and great rarity of Iraq postal history! b/d 600,-

1756 SHATTRAH (type D2): 1923 (2.4.), 1a stat. envelope uprated with 1a (on reverse) with fi ne ‘SHATTRAH 
II (IRAQ)’ cds. locally adressed to Naseriyeh with arrival cds. on reverse (4.4.), roughly opened at top 
and poorly repaired lower left corner. GA 70,-

1757 SIBA (type KD2): 1931 (14.1. and 19.11.), two airmail covers franked with single 6a pictorial stamp 
used with good to fi ne ‘Siba’ cds. to England, both covers with printed ‘AIR MAIL / BASRAH-LONDON’ 
and Basrah transitmarks on reverse, some toning and one cover with small faults (vert. bend and 
roughly opened at top). b 100,-

P 1758 SUQ-AL-SHUYUKH (type KD1): 1916 (7.7.), India KGV 1/2a green single use on cover with good ‘SUK-
ESH-SHEYUKH’ cds. and violet ‘Passed Censor’ marking to Bombay (backstamped 31.7.), roughly 
opened at bottom and some toning but a rare postmark! India b 340,-

1759 TANNUMAH (type R2): 1919 (Nov.), registered O.A.S. cover bearing two optd. 1a stamps on reverse 
with poor ‘TANNUMAH (IRAQ) / REG.’ cds. and prov. blue/white reg. label  adressed to Lahore/India 
with arrival cds. (24.11.), several faults incl. poorly repaired top of cover. b 90,-

1760 TANNUMAH (type KD2): 1921 (15.12.), backside of cover bearing three 1a optd. occ. stamps with 
very fi ne ‘TANNUMAH (IRAQ)’ cds., attractive piece! d 90,-

1761 TANNUMAH (type KD2): 1920 (13.2.), special ‘Active Service’ envelope with very fi ne ‘TANNUMAH 
(IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival cds. (25.2.), nice cover! b 100,-

P 1762 UPPER MAQIL (type KD2): 1919 (8.11.), special ‘Active Service’ envelope with very fi ne ‘UPPER MA’QIL 
(IRAQ)’ cds. on reverse adressed to Bombay with arrival pmk. (21.11.), scarce postmark! b 100,-

1763 ZAKHO (type D2): 1920 (26.1.), stampless O.A.S. cover with very light ‘ZAKHO (MOSUL)’ cds. on re-
verse adressed to England with Mosul transitmark (29.1.), horizontal bend at top and some toning. b 90,-

IRAK - AUSGABE FÜR MOSUL    
P 1764 1920, ISSUES FOR IRAQ: Cover bearing 2 1/2 An on 1 Pi. tied by ”BAGHDAD” c.d.s. to Hamadan. 

Envelope small faults and some grime. b 100,-

IRAN    
see also 1528, 1579, 1587, 1589, 1596, 5104A

P 1765 1812, Entire letter to Dundee, Scotland written from Camp near Tabruz by James Campbell whilst 
serving with the British Legation to Persia. The letter describes a tiger hunt with the Prince Royal, 
100 of his infantry and some drummers; the Prince reviewing his infantry, and being presented 
with a leopard skin with which to cover his holsters. An interesting and scarce early letter from 
Persia, with 1/- and 2/2 charges crossed out and fi nally charged 2/4, and with red octogonal and 
black circled Great Britain arrival date-stamps (7th/10th Dec 1812). b 1.000,-

P 1766 1860 ca.: PERSIA, LINGA, India used abroad, registered cover to Bombay franked at back by QV ½a 
and 2a tied by ‘’B’’ in square of bars, with ‘’LINGA JAN 15’’ despatch cds, rectangular framed ‘’REGIS-
TERED/O. (Linga)/N. (542) W. (2)/D. ‘’ cachet, and ‘Bombay 2nd Dely. JAN.23’ cds, very fi ne. b 400,-

P 1767 1875, Lion issue 1 Kr. yellow, type B, mint without gum as issued, full to very wide margins, a 
scarce stamps, fi ne and fresh, certifi cate Sadri 2007 Pers. 9 (*)  1.100,-

P 1767A 1875, 8 Ch. green tete-beche pair used with light cancellation, vertical perforation unsuccessful 
between, right stamp printing error on top right, a great rarity of classic Iran and showpiece. 
Expertised Scheller, Yvert catalogue value 10.000,- Yv. 10 aB g 6.000,-

P 1768 1876, Freimarke: Wappenzeichnung, 2 Ch. schwarz, extrem seltenes senkrechtes ungebrauchtes 
Luxuskehrdruckpaar mit Signaturen Thier, Champion, Yaremdi, kaum einmal angebotenes Lieb-
haberstück! 23 K *    2.500,-

P 1769 1876. 10ch, double rate, from Yezd in 1877 (H 1295) addressed to Isfahan. The envelope is cut down 
on the right causing perf defects. Two corner perfs short. 22 b 120,-

P 1770 1876. TETE-BECHE. 2 chahi black, vertical tete-beche, mint type B/C. Certifi cate (T) 14 p 2.500,-
P 1771 1876. Lion 1ch gray black in 4-block, Mi No.14, mint w original gum, setting DA/BC w offset print on 

bottom stamps. Persiphila certifi cate. (T) v 250,-
1772 1877. Offi cial reprint of 1 chahi. Type C. Wide margins. Sadri signature. (*)  90,-

P 1773 1877. Offi cial reprint of 1 chahi. Type D. Sadri signature. (*)  80,-
P 1774 1878. Lion Tete-Beche, vertical pair, of 1 kran yellow paper. Mi No. 25. Thin spots and a small cut. 

BPA certifi cate. Scott $ 5250 (T) p 3.000,-
P 1775 1878. Re-engraved 5 Kran golden, Lion, w violet unclear postmark. Persiphila certifi cate. (T) 28 g 200,-
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P 1776 1878. Re-engraved Lion, 5 Kran golden, type A. Persiphila certifi cate. 28 g 200,-
P 1777 1878. 5 Kr red bronze, type B. Sadri signature. 29b g 650,-

1778 1878. 4 Kr ultramarine, cancelled Zendjan. Sadri signature. 26 g 50,-
P 1779 1878, Re-engraved lion issue 5 Kr. bronze red type A with part of MECHED cancellation, little touched 

at right, otherwise full to wide margins, a scarce and fi ne stamp, opinion Sadri 2010 Pers. 32 g 650,-
P 1780 1878, Re-engraved lion issue 5 Kr. bronze red type D with light cancellation, little touched on top, 

otherwise full to wide margins, a scarce and fi ne stamp, opinion Sadri 2009 Pers. 32 g 650,-
P 1781 1878, Re-engraved lion issue 1 Kr. carmine block of four, setting BD/CA with clear cancellation 

”TEHERAN”, at bottom left perfs of an other stamps affi xed, little touched at bottom right, other-
wise full to wide margins, a scarce and very attractive block, certifi cate Sadri 2011 Pers. 26, Sc. 33 g 1.250,-

P 1782 1879, imperf blocks of six 1 Ch. to 10 Ch., reprints in other colors with red ovrpr. „OSES A.----”, totally 
mint 24 stamps, issued without gum.

31 - 34 ND 
U (6) (*)/v 400,-

P 1783 INDIA - USED ABROAD: BANDAR ABAS, 1879 very scarce and attractive registered cover from Bandar 
Abas to Bombay. Manuscript Urdu dated „1296” = 1879, franked with fi ve India 1A brown (horizonzal 
strip of two and three), tied by „BUNDAR ABBAS/ K-5”, duplex cancels with boxed segmented RE-
GISTRATION cancel with manuscript ‘B.Abbas, dated ‘2-5-79’ with  ‘R / BOMBAY / MAY: 121.DELY„ 
receiving mark on front. Some small faults but still fi ne, very scarce registered usage. Indien 19 (5) b 400,-

P 1784 1880, Nasser-eddin Shah issue imperf proof on yellow paper of 10 Sh. violet black in original 
colors in a corner margin block of four with full margins, very fresh, fi ne and scarce. Proof  Sc. 46 (*)  1.200,-

P 1785 1881-82, Proofs from the Government Printing Works in Vienna, 7 values imperforated, portrait of 
Nasr ed-Din, an exceptional group and key items of classic Persian philately (*)  1.000,-

P 1786 1882, 25 Ch. darkgreen/green ‘Sun’ on parcel post recept, tied ”MECHED”, date handwritten ”1299” 
(islamic calendar = 1881 AD) 200,-

P 1787 1882, three values 5 sh. violet, 10 sh. pink and 25 sh. green, each in sheets of 100 with full mar-
gin, showing red ”Werthloses Schema” and lines overprint. Three exceptional and scarce sheets 
with highest importance to Persian philately! (M) (*)  5.000,-

P 1788 1882, 1 F. black / blue complete sunk die proof sheet of 50, imperforated with margins. Folded 
in middle, a scarce and exceptional sheet, showpiece! (M)

Mi. Esy.44, 
Sc. 57 (*)  2.500,-

1789 1885, Complete mint hinged set up to 5 K. dull violet, very fresh and fi ne set, Sc. catalogue value 
970$ Sc. 60-65 *    550,-

P 1790 1889. Parcel post receipt franked with 7-block of 5kr cancelled Teheran cds and addressed to Ha-
madan in 1889 (H1307). Faint arrival cancellation on reverse. Only a few known parcel receipts 
with this issue. Rare usage. 70 b 2.800,-

P 1791 1890 ca., Parcel post receipt with block of six 5 Fr. rose-red and black, 1 K. grey, all tied by clear 
”TEHERAN 20/3” cds., tiny fi le fold, postal documents with blocks of this issue are extremely 
rare! A very fresh and attractive piece for the advanced collection! (T) Pers. 54 AB, 90 b 2.700,-

P 1792 1891, 7 Ch grey and 14 Ch. orange, tied ”TEHERAN” on fi ne cover on registered cover to BERLIN, 
receiver ”Bestellt vom Postamte 64 27/12/92” 74,76 b 200,-

P 1793 1891, 5 Ch.blue, 7 Ch. grey and 10 Ch. carmine on reverse of small registered cover, light seal can-
cellation, red regist. label. Sent via Russia to Linz/Austria there forwarded to THOMASROITH/AustrIa, 
7 strikes at reverse. 73-75 b 200,-

P 1794 1891, 1 Ch. black and 1 Kr green, tied TEHERAN, red regis.label on small registered cover to Zurich, 
at reverse receiver ”ZÜRICH 15.XI.93” 150,-

P 1795 1891 5 Ch blue cancelled with fi ne and clear seal ornamental strike on reverse of cover, internal 
usage, local rate. 60,-

P 1796 1891, complete set of 9 values 1891 Schah Nasir-od-Din mint never hinged in blocks of four. A 
very rare and exceptional set in top quality. Catalogue: 8.000,- ++ Euro Sc. 81-89 **   2.000,-

P 1797 1891, 1 1/2 Ch. postal stationery card red/black on yellowish ”Shah Nasreddin” with add. franking, 
on front 2 Ch. bisected used as 1 ch, at reverse pair of 1 Ch. black and 5 Ch. blue, total rate 10 1/2 
Ch., tied ”TABRIZ” to Paris. Interesting piece but faulty and on upper right edge repaired. GA 200,-

P 1798 1891, Complete proof set of 9 values in original colors on card with wide margins, no gum, very 
fresh, fi ne and scarce. Proofs (*)  1.300,-

P 1799 1894, 1 Ch violet, 5 Ch. ultramarine, 10 Ch. orange and 1 Kr. yellow/red on registered cover, tied 
”TABRIZ” to Eastbourne/UK. faults. 80, 82, 84, 86 b 130,-

P 1800 1894, 10 Ch. orange, pair 2 Kr. (upper stamp slightly crease) and 5 Kr. on receipt form by ”BUSHIER 
12/3” with ”TEHERAN 13/32 on reverse. A fi ne and attractive piece!

Mi.84,87(2),88, 
SC106,109(2),110 b 100,-

P 1801 1894, January, british postal stationery reply-card,one penny Queen Victoria returned to London, UK 
from „URMIA” (Or?m?yeh, Western-Aserbeidshan). Nice and clear, bilingual cancellation. RARE. GA 400,-

P 1802 1895 4 ch postal stationery card, on reverse imprint for congratulation in gold GA 80,-
P 1803 1896 postal stationery, 16 chahi rose, used registered, uprated with a 6-Block IMPERFORATE of 1889 

issue cancelled at Tabriz 15/11 (96). The address is made by handstamp. On reverse two different Paris 
cancellations dated 15 DEC 96 applied . Very rare imperforated usage and also late usage of this issue. 66(6) GA 1.600,-
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P 1804 1896. POSTE LOCAL TABRIZ. Was used to collect extra revenue by the local authorities. A one 
chahi stamp of 1897 issue used for postage. However, at least 2 chahi was necessary. Cancelled 
Tabriz. Nice condition. Very carce usage. 94,I b 1.200,-

P 1805 1897/1909, Registration-Label used as 1 Ch. stamp, vertical stripe of three together with a 5 Ch 
yellow and a 12 Ch stamp dark-rose, clear bilingual strike ”ISFAHAN” at reverse of an registered cover 
to TEHERAN V, 98I, 101I b 200,-

P 1806 1897, 8 ch. orange, 16 ch green and 2 Kr rose ‘Shah Muzaffar ad-Din’ overprinted with safety orna-
mental signs. On registered cover tied ”TEHERAN” to ”BUDAPEST 99 MAJ 27 FÖPOSTA” then forwar-
ded to ABAZZIA / Austriche-Hongrie (Opatija), receiver at reverse. This issue is very rare on postally 
used covers.

98II, 102II, 
104II b 500,-

P 1807 1897, 2 Ch brown on greenish, ‘Shah Muzaffar ad-Din’ postal stationery card with paid reply overprin-
ted with safety ornamental sign. Rare. Persiphila 17A GA 400,-

P 1808 1899/1909, Registration-Label used as 1 Ch. stamp, vertical stripe of two together with a 3 Ch lilac 
on greenish paper, clear bilingual strike ”KERMAN on  cover to TEHERAN. V,112 b 100,-

1809 1899, Löwe 5 (Ch) gelb als Einzelfrankatur auf Brief von Kerman nach Teheran und Einschreibebrief 
mit Sechserblock von Kaschan nach Teheran (selten), der Einschreibebrief hat Öffnungsmängel bzw. 
kleine Eckausrisse. b 80,-

P 1810 1900. Postal stationary card 2ch brown written by the ‘Inspector of Customs, Bender Guez’ dated ‘1st 
Mai 1900’ and cancelled by Djez dates stamp with hand-stamp ‘Controle’ addressed to Tehran. Very 
fi ne item from this small Border Town. GA 220,-

1811 1900, Two attractive covers, one with 5 Ch. yellow tied by octogonal ”BONAB” ds. to Tauris and re-
gistered cover with strip of four 5 Ch. yellow to Paris, on reverse arrival mark, few border crease, fi ne 
and scarce pair b 90,-

P 1812 1902. Picture postcard of ‘Chateau de Sa Majesty le Char pres de Teheran’ addressed to Switzerland 
bearing Yvert 147, 1ch grey (2) and Yvert 149, 3ch green tied by Tabiz date stamp routed via Vienna 
with Zurich arrival. Superb item.

Yv. 147 (2), 
149 Ak 300,-

P 1813 1902. Various values of the 1902 provisional issue used on waybill cancelled Tauris and sent to 
Teheran. Nice six-color item. No further markings. Cut on top.

150i,151i,153i, 
156i,157i,158i b 1.000,-

P 1814 1902, LOCAL ISSUE for TEHERAN: 12 Ch. ultramarin/yellow/red safety ovpt. together with a vertical 
stripe of 3 Ch. bluegreen/yellow also Type I currency values in capital letters on reverse of a small 
cover, tied ”RESCHT”, pairs and stripes of this local issue are rare on cover. 152I(3), 155I b 300,-

P 1815 1902, LOCAL ISSUE for TEHERAN: 12 Ch. ultramarin/yellow/red safety ovpt., Type II currency values 
in capital and small letters,  on reverse of a v.f cover, oval strike ”TEHERAN” 155II b 250,-

P 1816 1902. Pair of 12ch with ”small letters„ used on  registered bank cover from Teheran to Berlin. Sent 
via Baku, transit mark 19/XI 1902 (Julian) with a German postmark as well. A registration cachet 
applied plus a private REGISTERED in violet. Some cover faults and vertical crease not affecting the 
stamp. Rare usage of the 12 ch small letters. 155,ii (2) b 400,-

P 1817 1902, black surcharge „5/KRANS” on 5 KRANS yellow/blue, cpl. Proof sheet of 24 with Number 
„No.67959” at the top margin centered. Ungummed paper, extremly rare, neatly mounted on 
album leave from an exhibition collection. (M) 160 proof (*)  1.500,-

1818 1902. Envelope addressed to France bearing Yvert 148, 2ch yellow/brown (2), Yvert 149, 3ch green 
and Yvert 150, 5ch scarlet tied by Meched date stamp routed via Gaoudan with Russian Post Offi ce 
Baku transit and Paris receiver. Lovely three colour franking to France.

Yv. 148 (2), 
149, 150 b 500,-

P 1819 1903, 1 Ch to 30 Kr. Schah Muzzafar ad-Din in blocks of four, mint NH (b/s some minimal yellow  
spots) superb condition, very rare in never hinged! (M) 185-196 (4) **/v 400,-

P 1820 1903, cpl. set 4 Ch. on 5 Kr to 3 Tomans on 10 Kr, ordinary stamps ‘Shah Nasreddin’ from 1984 
ovpt. ”POSTES PERSANES” with ornaments and surcharge of new value togther on great cover  
”Ministère des Douanes et des Postes de Perse”, tied by bilingual ”TEHERAN”, registered and 
sent to Monsieur A. Saatdjian in Paris the same dealer who initialized the issue of theses stamps. 
At reverse fi ne strike of BAKU and receiver ”PARIS DISTRIBUTION 7-11-03”. Only few were sold at 
post offi ces in Persia (PERSIPHILA 342-350A), extremly rare, most notably postally used with all 
attributes of genuine posting. (M) 206-14 b 2.500,-

P 1821 1904, offi cial document  ”MINISTÈRE DES DOUANES & DES POSTES” acknowledgement of receipt for 
the sum of 12 Krans, handwritten ”TEHERAN le 9/8/1904”, on reverse franked by 1903/04 ordinary 
stamps 3 Kr violett stripe of three, 5 Kr. brown and two 10 Kr. red, all tied by TEHERAN b 300,-

P 1822 1904, 6 ch. on 10 c. brown on reverse of commercial cover from KERMANCHAH to Hamadan, fi ne Sc. 401 b 80,-
P 1823 1904, 5 Ch red postal stationery picture card, ”Shah Muzaffar ad-Din” on reverse ”Ruines de Rhey”, 

tied ”GAOUTGHAN” to Belgium via Russia there desinfected, faulty, some spots and a gap at right 
side. Nevertheless rare GA 140,-

P 1824 1906, ”PROVISOIRE” overprinted issue, two covers each franked on reverse with cancellations of 
Recht and Yezd, one with strip of three 1c. violet, fi ne pair Sc. 422, 425 b 80,-

P 1825 1906, ”PROVISOIRE” overprinted issue, three covers each franked on reverse with cancellations of 
Kazvin and Yezd, one with strip of three 2c. grey, fi ne group

Sc. 423, 424, 
425 b 120,-
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P 1826 1906, ”PROVISOIRE” overprinted issue, three covers each franked on reverse with cancellations of 
Bender-Gez, Kazvin and Yezd, fi ne group

Sc. 422, 424, 
425 b 100,-

P 1827 1907, Complete mint hinged set up to 50 K. gold vermilion black, very fresh and fi ne set, 4 Kr. bright 
yellow short perf on top, Sc. catalogue value 650$ Sc. 428 - 445 *    280,-

P 1828 1906. Postal stationary card 2ch brown upgraded with ‘Provisoire’ Yvert 243a, 1c violet and Yvert 
245, 3c green tied by Teheran date stamp addressed to France with Berck Plage arrival and forwar-
ded to Paris. Lovely item of uprated stationery. Yv. 243a, 245 GA 220,-

P 1829 1909. Receipt for 22kr from the Ministry of Customs and Post dated 4/1 1909 on behalf of the post 
for handling 30 boxes. On reverse  a total amount of stamps for 50 kr 5 chahi applied cancelled by 
violet Teheran cds and date inverted. Scarce.

185, 186(2), 
194(5) b 800,-

P 1830 1909. Russian postal stationary card 5k rose (written from the Bank of Perse, Tabriz, dated 8th April 
1909) upgraded with Yvert 38, 1k orange tied by Dzhulfa Zriv double ring addressed to France, routed 
by the Tabriz to Julfa railway (endorsed via Chemin de Fer) endorsed via Berlin with Paris arrival on 
face. Lovely item forwarded by rail to Julfa (an Armenian border town) at the time of the Constitutional 
Crisis. GA 450,-

P 1831 1910, Service Lion 10 Ch green deep violet silver, mint hinged, unissued stamp with inverted center, 
plus normal unissued stamp mh, each vertical watermarked paper, very fi ne and scarce. *    230,-

1832 1910, Service Lion 13 Ch emerald deep blue silver, mint hinged, unissued stamp with inverted cen-
ter, plus normal unissued stamp mh, each vertical watermarked paper, very fi ne and scarce. *    230,-

1833 1910, Service Lion 2 Ch green violet-brown silver, mint hinged, unissued stamp with inverted center, 
plus normal unissued stamp mh, each vertical watermarked paper, very fi ne and scarce. *    230,-

P 1834 1910, Lion issue 6 Ch brown redbrown gold, mint hinged, unissued stamp with inverted center, plus 
normal unissued stamp mh, each vertical watermarked paper, very fi ne and scarce. *    230,-

1835 1910, Service Lion 26 Ch green deep green silver, mint hinged, unissued stamp with inverted center, 
plus normal unissued stamp mh, each vertical watermarked paper, very fi ne and scarce, signed Sadri. *    230,-

P 1836 1911-12, Two franked covers from Kazvin and Sultanabad with censormarks KAZVIN & ”C ARAK” in 
violet, fi ne and attractive pair. b 230,-

P 1837 1911, commercial cover with date mark of a ”German Insurance Company Azerbaidjan Taebris” in 
violet on front, fl aw and faults, but very scarce, on reverse four stamps of Ahmad Shah Qajar issue 1 
Ch., 6 Ch., 9 Ch. and 10 Ch. each cancelled TAURIS cds., fi ne

Sc. 481, 485, 
487, 488 b 80,-

1837A 1912, 13 Ch violett/ultramarin, mit Aufdruck „offi ciel“ für die Provinz Aserbaidschan, waager. Paar 
auf Einschreibebrief von Täbris, 25.4.1912, nach Dresden, rückseitig Ankunftstempel und Esperan-
to-Vignette. Gute Bedarfserhaltung. Iran 331(2) b 120,-

P 1838 1912. Postal stationary picture postcard (Gate of Teheran) 6 chahis on 5ch red cancelled by Nassi-
rabad-Sistan double ring routed via the Indian Post Offi ce with ‘Koh-I-Malek-Siah Ziaret’ Indian Post 
Offi ce date stamp and ‘Kuh-Malek-Siah Ziaret’ double ring of the Persian Post Offi ce addressed to 
Belgium with Lierre receiver. Very fi ne item. GA 240,-

P 1839 1912, Issue from the insurgents in the area occupied by the troops of the discharged Shah Mo-
hammad Ali. Cover from Sanadadsch ”SENNEH 4.IV.12„ franked on reverse with 6 Ch. grey/carmine 
overprinted with boxed two lines . „Sultan Mohammed Ali Shah Kadschar”. Arrival „”HAMMADAN 
(ARRIVEE) 7.IV12.„ A RARE cover 342 b 540,-

P 1840 1915, 12c on 13c. surcharged block of four, mint never hinged with full original gum, a very fi ne and 
scarce block, signed Sadri Sc. 542 (4) **   450,-

1841 1915. Inverted. Three values 2, 3, and 24 chahis.Two MNH. One with hinge marks. 364-65, 371 *    80,-
P 1842 1915. PRINTED BOTH SIDES. 4-blocks of 3 & 6ch, Unused 365, 367 *    180,-
P 1843 1915, 12 ch. ultramarine ‘Coronation issue Shah Kadschar’, single franking, tied ”CHEDI 15.IX.15” 

on cover via ”TEHERAN ARRIVÉE 26.IX.15, via ”STAMBOUL 23 OCT 15”, GALATA (same day as Stam-
boul) to Berlin. Commercialy usage (The Imperial Bank of Persia) of these stamps is very rare. (T) 370 b 250,-

P 1844 1915, 13 Ch. revalued and surcharged 12 Ch. in a frame, fi ne and clear strike ”MECHED 19. IV.15” 
via TEHERAN, BAGDAD, STAMBOUL to Berlin. 352 100,-

P 1845 1915. PRINTED ON BOTH SIDES, 10 values of the Coronation issue. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 24 chahis 
and 2kr. *    250,-

P 1846 1915, over 40 pieces of some values, also higher ones, of the coronation issues incl. overprints No-
vembre 1918 used on barnamehs or parcel receipts. (M) 363-79 d 150,-

P 1847 1915, Five used values each surcharged 1334 or 1335, two on piece, three signed Sadri, scarce 
stamps, most fi ne, hcv. d/g 230,-

P 1848 1916. „1334” in Arabic script overprinted, MNH. 397-400 **   220,-
P 1849 1916. Illustrated postal stationery card 5ch red (surcharge) cancelled by Askhahad double ring 

‘28/12/16’ with oval Russian Steamship Agency ”Askhabad” date stamp in violet addressed to 
France with Sabzevar/No 2 date stamp ‘2nd Jan 17’ with Badjguiran (Arrive) transit on the Persian/
Turkmenistan border ‘7/7’ and Orleans receiver ‘9th Feb’ on reverse. Rare item of mail. GA 280,-

P 1850 1917, 12 Ch. green and ultramarine two stamps on registered cover from TEHERAN 19/11/17, with 
several russian censor marks and label at right to Netherlands, usual border faults, fi ne and scarce Sc. 489 b 70,-
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P 1851 1917, Two covers from Teheran to Senneh with rectangular censor marks ”OBSERVED BY MILITA-
RY CENSOR OF KURDISTAN” in blue and violet, Eftekhar cat. value each 4.500,- copy enclosed, 
fi ne and a very scarce pair! b 1.400,-

P 1852 1918-19, Two covers with censormarks DUNSTER FORCE & HORPERFORCE, one with additional cha-
rity stamp and postage due, shortened and minor faults, fi ne pair. b 230,-

P 1853 1919, Cover from Senneh to Hamadan franked with provisional issue tied by all arabic censor 
mark ”SANSUR KURDISTAN” in black, british military censor in blue alongside, tiny shortened at 
right, Eftekhar (KD8) cat. value each 5.000,- copy enclosed, fi ne and very scarce postal history, 
certifi cate Sadri! (M) b 1.800,-

P 1854 1920, Cover from Lahidjan via Recht to Kazvin franked with 6 Ch. brown green, censored by commu-
nist rebel forces and resealed with paper tape, boxed handstamp ”POST OF THE SOVIET REPUBLIC 
OF IRAN”, little gum toned, fi ne and very scarce, certifi cate Sadri! (M) b 800,-

P 1855 1921, Cover with two stamps surcharged issue ”21.FEV.1921” from Teheran, 6 Ch. with inverted sur-
charge variety, very fi ne and scarce on a not postally used cover, certifi cate Sadri! (M)

Pers. 633, 635a 
Sc. 635, 637 var. b 700,-

P 1856 1921. Unauthorised revolutionary stamps from the Gilan uprising. The leader Mirza Kuchek Khan 
established the Soviet Republic of Iran and issued their own stamps, four different values, during a 
short period. 3, 6, 12 and 24 chahi all used. g 130,-

P 1857 1921, 3 Ch. to 5 T. coronation day Ahmad Schah Kadschar with impr. „SPECIMEN”, mint LH (3 Ch 
without gum), very rare!, certifi cate Sadri.

Mi. 449-9,Sc.635- 
45,Pers.633-43 *    400,-

P 1858 1921. Censored envelope (with correspondence) addressed to Yard bearing Yvert 302, 1ch green 
and orange and Yvert 305, 5ch carmine and grey tied by Recht double ring ‘Dec 24’ with plain censor 
tape tied by circular ‘Censure’ in violet (with Persian inscription ”Observed by the Censor”), routed 
via Teheran ‘31st Dec’ with Yazd receiver ‘Jan 22 1922’. Scarce censor used on mail from the North-
West regions along the Caspian Sea. Yv. 302, 305 b 750,-

P 1859 1921. Censored envelope addressed to Teheran bearing Yvert 309, 10ch rose and brown tied by 
Meched (Depart) double ring ‘8th Oct 21’ with framed Meched military censor cachet in black 
reading ‘Censored on behalf of military governing forces’ and Teheran receiver ‘Oct 22’. Very rare 
Meched censor; see Eftekhar Page 113/14. Yv. 309 b 1.100,-

P 1860 1922, 1 Kr. blue /carmine with ovpt. ”CONTROLE 1922”, ties ”BENDAR ABBAS 3.1.24” on cover to 
Los Angeles / USA. Violett cancel ”OVERLAND MAIL Bagdad - Haifa” 470 b 90,-

P 1861 1922. CONTROLE ovpt. Mint values of 10, 20 and 30 Kran. Traces of hinges. 476-78 *    270,-
P 1862 1922, AVIS DE DELIVERANCE : CONTROLE 1922 surcharged Ahmad Shah Qajar issue 1 Ch., pair 2 

Ch., 10 Kr. single and 12 stamps30 Kr. in strip of eight and four, all on reverse, each cancelled ME-
CHED cds., fi ne and scarce (T)

Sc. 646, 647, 
660, 662 b 120,-

P 1863 1922, AVIS DE DELIVERANCE : CONTROLE 1922 surcharged Ahmad Shah Qajar issue 9 Ch. strip of 
three and pair 10 Kr. on front and on reverse 20 stamps in strip of eight and block of twelve, each 
cancelled MECHED cds., fi ne and scarce (T) Sc. 651, 660 b 120,-

P 1864 1923, stationery card 2 Ch green on greenish with black overprint  5 Ch and additionally red overprint 
2 Ch, uprated with 10 Ch Shah Ahmed with ”Controle / 1922” overprint from ASTRABAD to Erfurt/
Germany. Minor stains from ink, otherwise sound. Unusual item. GA 100,-

P 1865 1924. Censored envelope (with correspondence, opening faults) addressed to Recht bearing Yvert 
462, 6ch grey/black tied by Kermanshaw date stamp ‘24th June 1924’ with boxed rectangular go-
vernment military censor of Kermanshah reading ‘Military Censor/1303’ and Recht arrival ‘July 9th’. 
Scarce censor from Kermanshah used on cover between May and July 1924. See Eftekhar Page 121. 
Superb showpiece for the exhibitor. Yv. 462 b 850,-

P 1866 1924. Censored envelope addressed to Teheran bearing Yvert 462, 6ch grey/black tied by Recht 
(Depart) double ring ‘Sept 15th 1924’ with plain censor tape tied by boxed negative censor cachet 
in black reading ”Recht Censored by the military” with Teheran (Arrive) ‘24 Sept’. See Eftekhar Page 
127/128. Very fi ne censor applied by the Reza Khan Forces after the death of Mirza Kuchik Jangali. Yv. 462 b 600,-

P 1867 1924. Censored envelope (with correspondence) addressed to Yazd bearing Yvert 462, 6ch grey/
black tied by Hamadan double ring ‘2nd July 1924’ with plain censor tape tied by rectangular violet 
censor reading ”Censored by the military” routed via Isfahan ‘July 11’ with Yazd receiver ‘July 25th’ 
adjacent. Rare item of censored mail from Hamadan used during the General Reeza Khan campaign 
in Western Persia. See Eftekhar Page 120/121. Yv. 462 b 450,-

P 1868 1925, Design STOCKHOLM ”18 Chahis Perse” International Reply Coupon in a block of 4. This block 
belongs to the rarest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection. The importance 
and real value is still very much underestimated. A highlight of every postal stationery or country col-
lection. This offer comes from the KING FUAD collection. In private hands this block of 4 is probably 
UNIQUE! (T) IAS GA 750,-

1869 1925. The fi rst Pahlavi issue with overprint on a fi scal issue same year. All 6 values represented on 
cover cancelled Teheran and addressed locally. (T) 508-13 b 160,-

P 1870 1926, Coat of Arms defi nitives complete set with bilingual opt. ‘Règne de Pahlavi 1926’ and additio-
nal handstamped SPECIMEN, mint never hinged with minor gum problems on a few stamps, scarce 
and unusual set! 518/33 var. **/* 500,-
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P 1871 1926, Sultanabat, markenloser Vordruck-Einschreibebrief (senkrecht gefaltet) nach Teheran mit 
schwarzem Barfrankierungsstempel, rückseitig Abgangsstempel und Ankunftstempel „Teheran 
12.V.26”, ein dekorativer Beleg! b 100,-

1871A 1928/29, 3 Erstfl ugbelege mit verschiedener Frankatur, davon 2x TEHERAN-BUCHIR und 1x THEHE-
RAN-MECHED, je mit Bestätigungsstempel ex 544/70 b 60,-

P 1872 1931, Reza Shah Pahlavi 3 Ch. block of four with shifted center, bottom margin, mint never hin-
ged with full original gum, a very fi ne and scarce variety

Sc. 762, Mi. 
616 **   1.100,-

1873 1931, Reza Shah Pahlavi 2 Ch. vertical pair with shifted center, top stamp mint hinged with full origi-
nal gum, a very fi ne and scarce variety

Sc. 761, Mi. 
615 **   450,-

1874 1931, Reza Shah Pahlavi 6 Ch. block of four with shifted center, bottom margin, mint never hin-
ged with full original gum, a very fi ne and scarce variety

Sc. 763, Mi. 
617 **   1.100,-

P 1875 1935, Cover with six stamps 5 Drs. red-brown and green, on reverse tied by HAMADAN (DEPART) cds. 
and Taxe mark on front, fi ne and scarce Sc. 786 b 100,-

P 1876 1936/45, Two covers to ARGENTINA: Airmail cover from Abadan to Buenos Aires (arrival b/s) franked 
with 10 1942 defi nitives, and cover bearing 1936 3r tied by native h/s, addressed to Argentina, and 
endorsed ‘m/s Africa Maru’. ex 713/767 b 80,-

P 1877 1942 (Nov 5) censored cover Khuzistan to Beaudesert Queensland routed via B.O.A.C. Horseshoe 
Basra-Calcutta leg (fl ight IE 239), Iran and Basra transit backstamps, Iraqi Censor tape/handstamp, 
additionally censored Brisbane upon arrival. b 120,-

P 1878 1943, Shah Pahlavi 2,50 r. deep blue and 2 r. pale blue and building 50 d. blue, tied by fi eld post 
cancel ”F.P.O No.103” to registered airmail cover with two censorship cancels to Baghdad with arrival 
mark plus airmail cover with Shah Pahlavi 2 r. pale blue and building 10 d. lilac-rose (5) with fi eld post 
cancel ”F.P.O. No 54 20.DEC.” and censorship cancel ”PASSED BY CENSOR No.5058” to Baghdad

765, 763, 755; 
764, 748 (5) b 80,-

P 1879 1944 (Jun 11-21) Anglo Iranian Oil Co covers to Sydney with high aggregate frankings of 49r and 37r 
25, each with scarce on cover Pahlavi 20r (fi rst with pair – one defective), Basra transit and Iraqi 
scarce individual Censor handstamps (numbered “13”), additionally censored on arrival at Sydney, 
rare duo despite some trauma, (2). (T) b 160,-

P 1880 1944, Shah Pahlavai 2,50 r. deep blue on ”AVIS DE RÉCEPTION” from Russia two Teheran with all 
canceln plus second ”AVIS DE RÉCEPTION” with franking Shah Pahlavi 2 r. grey-green and building 
50 d. green (T) 765; 764, 756 b 80,-

P 1880A 1944, 3 Ts and 2 R on airmail letter sent from ”TEHERAN 2 XII 44” via Bagdad to Chicago, USA with 
arabian, greece and american censor-stripes and -cancels. e 80,-

P 1881 1945, AZARBAIJAN PROVINCE surcharged issue (Russians Pupped Government), 14 mint stamps, 
few no gum, a scarce set, certifi cate Sadri (M)

**/*/
(*) 350,-

P 1882 1954, Höchstwerte 100 R hellviolett und 200 R gelb je gut gezähnt und postfrisch, Mi. 640,- Mi. 931-32, Yv. 
833-34 **   250,-

1883 1957/58, Freimarken ‘Mohammad Reza Schah Pahlavi’ kompletter Satz postfrisch mit üblichen 
Gummiunebenheiten, Mi. € 450,-- 999-1015 **   100,-

P 1884 1957, Schah Mohammed Resa Pahlevi kompletter Satz in postfrischen Viererblöcken, Gummi origi-
nal mit üblichen getönten Streifen, bei einigen Werten minimal durchscheinend, sehr seltener Satz, 
Michel Katalogwert 1.600,-++ (T) Mi. 999 - 1015 **   700,-

1885 1958/60, Freimarken ‘Mohammad Reza Schah Pahlavi’, 16 verschiedene Werte (mit 100 R. grün 
und 200 R. karminrosa) postfrisch mit üblichen Gummiunebenheiten, Mi. ca. € 400,-- ex 1030/60 **   80,-

P 1886 1966, Schah Mohammed Resa Pahlevi & ruins of Persepolis color trial proof, mnh block of six without 
value, corner margin, perf.13 unwatermarked paper, very fi ne and scarce, certifi cate Proof **   700,-

IRAN - DIENSTMARKEN    
P 1887 1940/42, Dienstmarken Wappenzeichnung, 14gestempelte Werte auf Albumblatt. (M) g 200,-

IRAN - PAKETMARKEN    
1888 1958, Paketmarken ‘Posthorn im Zierrahmen’ kompletter Satz in waagrechten Dreierstreifen, post-

frisch, Mi. € 360,-- + 35-45 (3) **   80,-

IRAN - ZWANGSZUSCHLAGSMARKEN    
P 1889 1957, Tuberkulosehilfe 50 D. Viererblock mit kopfstehendem Mittelstück ”LÖWE & SCHWERT”; 

postfrisch, Wz. 3, minimale Gummibüge, ansonsten tadellos, sehr seltene Einheit! Mi. Zz. 15 K (4) **   1.350,-

IRAN - BRITISCHE BESETZUNG BUSHIRE    
P 1890 1915, Surcharged ‘Ahmad Shah Qajar’ 1ch, 3ch, 5ch and 6ch all used, good/fi ne. (SG £633) 1, 3-5 g 150,-

ISRAEL    
P 1892 1948, 3 M bis 1000 M Münzen auf Schmuck Ersttagsbrief, einwandfreie Erhaltung. (T) 1-9 FDC FDC 140,-
P 1893 1948, registered letter with good franking of the fi rst issue, 5 M, 10 M. on grey paper, 15 m. and 

vertical pair of 50 M. on grey paper (Mi. only for used 300,- €), all with full tab, from „HAIFA 2 2 1949” 
to Pantille / Sweden, a very attractive cover in good condition! (T) 2, 3y, 4, 6y (2) b 90,-
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P 1894 1948, Doar Ivri, Trial Print of the full tabs of the 3 values of 250, 500 and 1000 M. in horizontal 
rows of 5 in blue for choosing  the color of the 1000 M. tab, also sketches of the 1000 M. stamp 
basic design at bottom, on dark beige paper, very fi ne condition, photo certifi cate Yacov Tsachor 
AIEP, a very attractive and rare proof! (T) 7-Sep 6.000,-

P 1895 1948, Locals, 40 M. Rishon le Zion, handpainted artists essay in blue, size 86x101mm, rejected 
design wit fi gure of 50 M. value and black fi rst day cancellation, superimposed by frame, size 
273x208mm, with penciled bilingual designers signature „Eva Samuel”, in very good condition, 
photo certifi cate Muentz (M) 4.500,-

P 1896 1949, Partie mit 3 frühen Luftpostbelegen von Tel-Aviv nach Australien, dabei 2 Postkarten mit Zen-
surstempel nach Ashburton sowie 5 M, 10 M u. 11 x 15 M Freimarken auf Brief nach Sydney. Gute 
Bedarfserhaltung. Seltene Destination.

ex 2/6, 16, 
21(2) u.a. b 60,-

P 1897 1949, Chaim Weizmann, signed proof card of the 15 Pr. postal stationary from Negef, little crea-
ses, signed by artist „M. Shamir”, a very rare proof! (T) GA 1.500,-

P 1898 1949, Petah Tiqwa mit Tab, auf Einschreib-FDC (bügig) mit Einl.-Schein., seltener Bedarf! Bale $ 
450,-. 18 Zf. FDC FDC 170,-

P 1899 1949, New Year Commemorative Issue, presentation sheet, artist’s composite essay on thin cre-
me-colored card size 204x285mm showing rough multicolored sketches of the 3 values, sur-
rounded by black frame, legend in Hebrew „Gift to the Israel Defence Army”, stuck on grey card, 
with designers signature in Hebrew „M. Shamir” in blue, in very good condition, photo certifi cate 
Muentz, a very rare and probably unique essay! (M) 19/21 Essay 4.500,-

P 1900 1950, Air Mail, complete issue with full tabs on fi rst day cover, signed by artist „ Otte Wallish” and 
fi rst prime minister of Israel „Ben Gurion”, very attractive and rare! (M) 33/38 FDC 6.000,-

P 1900A 1950, airmail, all 6 values with fulltab, mnh **   100,-
P 1901 2012, ships, 3 values of 3 S. in complete sheets with 12 values and 4 full-tabs, unperforated (M) **   120,-

ISRAEL - BESONDERHEITEN    
P 1902 1948 approx. forerunner from the Interim period : 1 half sheet of 28 different labels with towns and 

landscapes, but without ”Doar” overprint. Very probably labels from the Jewish National fund (not 
listened in Bale) (T) **   Gebot

JAPAN    
see also 111, 1161, 1611A, 2208, 2213, 2238, 2250, 2252, 2255

P 1903 1862, small size yellow envelope dated ”Japan 23 Nov 1862” and endorsed ”Str. Scotland / to 
San Francisco” to Ellington/Connecticut, marked s. l. ”SHIP.12” and ”SAN FRANCISCO DEC 23 
1862” w. ms. arrival date Jan. 21 b 1.500,-

P 1904 1863, printed wrapper contents dated ”Yokohama le 1er Aout 1863” with silk quotations for ”Maiba-
chi, Coshie, Hadchiogi” by L. Kniffl er & Col., red. ”Poss Ang. Voie Suez  Marseille 13 OCT 63” b 180,-

P 1905 1864,entire folded letter endorsed ”via Marseilles” w. blue accountacny marking ”GB 1 F. 22 1/10”  
dated ”Yokohama 23 Juillet 1864” via ”HONG KONG 12 AUG 64” blue, Marseilles and Paris to ”REIMS 
27 SEPT. 64”, horiz. fi le bend, senders mark ”CARST.LEIS&Co. KANAGAWA (JAPAN)”, attractive b 700,-

P 1906 1866, entire folded letter (horiz. fi le fold) dated ”Nagasaki le 1er Aout 1866” with accountancy mar-
king ”GB 1 F 26C.” forwarded via  ”SIEMSSEN&Co SHANGHAI AUG 5 1866”, blue ”SHANGHAI C AUG 
5 66”, ”HONG KONG C AU 10 66” to France, via Paris to ”REIMS 28 SEPT. 66”, blue senders hs. ”L. 
KNIFFLER & Co. NAGASAKI”, letter handwritten by L. Kniffl er himself b 800,-

P 1907 1868, incoming mail, Indochina: folded letter ”SAIGON 27 MARS 68” endorsed ”Imperartice Str.” to 
Randon & Co., Yokohama w. on reverse arrival ”YOKOHAMA 11 AVRIL 68 BAU FRANCAIS”, vertical fi le 
fold ironed out b 600,-

P 1908 1868, entire folded letter endorsed ”Via Marseilles” from ”YOKOHAMA BAU FRANCAIS 11 JUIN 68” 
to Deventer/Holland, transit ”MARSEILLE A LYON 8.8.68” and same day arrival of Deventer, sender 
De Coning&Co. b 800,-

P 1909 1871, dragon 48 mon pl. I (2, signed Krüger (the dealer) and PAPE resp. Richter) resp. 500 mon pl. I, 
each with made-cover fake-cancels, on 48 mon signed 1I (2), 4I g/d 120,-

P 1910 1871, dragons 48 mon brown plate 1 on native wove paper, a vertical pair pos. 4-8, margins: at 
right,pos. 4 partially touched to cut-in, otherwhise full, threesides large margins, canc. by large Ken-
sazumi type. (JHES for used pair laid paper y120.000) 1Ix (2) g/p 240,-

P 1911 1871, dragons 48 mon brown pl. I on native wove paper, bottom full- otherwise large margins, ovpt. 
”mihon” (specimen), very clean condition 1Ix SPEC 100,-

P 1912 1871, dragons 48 mon brown pl. I pos. 8 (corner margin copy) with respective offi cial pinhole, on 
native wove paper, top left thin and backed, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 450.-) 1Ix (*)  80,-

P 1913 1871, dragons 48 mon brown pl. 1 (3): pos. 5 resp. pos. 38, on native laid paper, unused no gum as 
issued; pos. 39 on native wove paper, used, in mixed condition. (Michel cat. 1300.-) 1Ix, 1Iy (2) (*)/g 200,-

P 1914 1871, dragons 48 mon: light brown pl. 1 pos. 25, on native laid paper, thin on reverse and backed 
tear; and dark brown pl. 2 pos. 6, on native laid paper, one margin touched and tiny hole, both unused 
no gum as issued (Michel cat. 950.-) 1Iy, 1IIy 120,-
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P 1915 1871, dragons 48 mon brown pl. I pos. 25, on native laid paper, left full- otherwise large margins, 
unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 350.-) 1Iy (*)  100,-

1916 1871, dragons 48 mon (2) both unused NG as issued: pl. I native paper top touched, pl. II torn moun-
ted on piece (Michel cat. 1000.-) 1Iy, 1II (*)  80,-

P 1917 1871, dragons 48 mon brown plate 1 pos. 36 on native laid paper, all sides large to very large mar-
gins, bit thin on reverse, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 550.-) 1Iy (*)  80,-

P 1918 1871, dragons 48 mon brown pl. II pos. 30, on native laid paper, bottom lupe- to large margin, other-
wise large margins, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 550.-) 1IIy (*)  120,-

P 1919 1871, dragons 48 mon brown pl. II pos. 7 on native laid paper, unused no gum as issued, signed 
Pfenniger (Michel cat. 550.-) 1IIy (*)  100,-

1920 1871, dragons 48 mon brown plate 2 pos. 2 on native laid paper, a top margin copy w. all sides large 
margins, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 550.-) 1IIy (*)  100,-

P 1921 1871, dragons 100 mon blue pl. 1 pos. 12, on native wove paper, top cut in, bottom full- resp. two 
sides large margins, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 550.-) 2Ix (*)  80,-

P 1922 1871, dragons native laid paper: 100 mon pl. I and 200 mon pl. I (this clear detailed middle period 
printing), both canc. part large Kensazumi, 100 mon signed R. F. Engel (Michel cat. 900.-) 2Iy, 3Iy g 240,-

P 1923 1871, dragons 100 mon blue plate 1 pos. 13, on native laid paper, top lupe- to full- otherwise full to 
large margins,  unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 350.-) 2Iy (*)  80,-

1924 1871, dragons 100 mon blue plate 1 on native laid paper, two sides full- otherwise large margins, 
unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 350.-) 2Iy (*)  80,-

P 1925 1871, dragons 100 mon blue plate 1 pos.18, on native laid paper, all sides large to VL margins, canc. 
unclear boxed fancy cancel, two 1.5 mm tears (Michel cat. 350.-) 2Iy g 90,-

P 1926 1871, dragons 100 mon blue plate 1 pos. 23 on native laid paper, right full- to large, otherwise large 
margins, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 350.-) 2Iy (*)  90,-

1927 1871, dragons 100 mon blue plate 1 on native laid paper, bottom full- otherwise large to very large 
margins, thin on reverse, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 350.-) 2Iy (*)  60,-

P 1928 1871, dragons 100 mon blue pl. 1 on native laid paper (2), both slight faults, inc. pos. 2 w. 2 mm tear 
(backed), unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 700.-) 2Iy (2) (*)  110,-

P 1929 1871, dragons 100 mon blue plate 2 pos.  on native laid paper, canc. intaglio ”(Sa)kai„, left lupe mar-
gin to touched, bottom very large-, otherwise full margins, closed tear  (Michel cat. 750.-) 2IIy (*)  80,-

P 1930 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion pl. 1 pos. 12, on native wove paper, top lupe margin and slightly 
touched top right, otherwise full to large margins , unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 850.-) 3Ix (*)  90,-

P 1931 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion pl. I native wove paper canc. „(Naga)saki kensazumi”, three sides 
large, bottom part lupe-, otherwise full margin (Michel cat. 850.-) 3Ix g 200,-

1932 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion pl. 1, on native wove paper, rounded corner RC, otherwise large to 
VL margins , unused no gum as issued, signed Richter and Pfenninger (Michel cat. 850.-) 3Ix (*)  80,-

P 1933 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion pl. 1 pos. 2, on native laid paper, at left lupe margin to touched, 
otherwise full- to large margins, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 600.-) 3Iy (*)  90,-

P 1934 1871, dragons 200 mon vermilion pl. 2 pos. , native laid paper, closed tear and backed, touched 
at right, otherwise lupe- to full margins, unused no gum as issued, signed Pfenninger (Michel cat. 
3500.-) 3IIy (*)  320,-

P 1935 1871, dragons 200 mon plate II native laid paper, canc. blue ”ken„, left side large- otherwise full 
margins (Michel cat. 2500.-) 3IIy g 450,-

P 1936 1872, dragons 1/2 Sen brown plate I on thin native laid paper, unused no gum (2), one tiny thin 
(wooden fi bre gone) 5Iay (2) (*)  120,-

P 1937 1872, dragons 1/2 Sen plate II on native laid paper, unused no gum (2): brown, two point thins; and 
dark brown, offi cial pinhole in top right corner 5bIIy, 5cIIy (*)  650,-

1938 1872, dragons 1/2 Sen brown plate 2 on native laid paper, unused no gum (2), one copy has 2 mm 
tear 5IIby (*)  60,-

1939 1872, dragons 1/2 Sen brown plate 2 on native laid paper, unused  (3) with three different colour 
shades of brown, one mounted mint, two unused NG, mixed condition 5IIby (*)/* 90,-

P 1940 1872, dragons 1 Sen blue plate 2 on native laid paper, unused (2): light blue NG with 0.5 mm tear, 
dark blue mounted mint with large tear, backed on reverse, but exceptional centering (Michel cat. 
1100.-) 6IIy (2) (*)/* 200,-

P 1941 1872, 1 Sen blue and 2 S. brick, 2 mint copies, slight imperfections. 6-Jul *    100,-
P 1942 1872, dragon 5 Sen green on very thin native wove ”pelure” paper, unused no gum, signed Krüger 

BPP (marks thru) (Michel cat. 1100.-) 8x (*)  250,-
P 1943 1872/76, native paper 1/2 Sen brown, a top marking copy tied double circle ”Tanabe -.12.18” to 

Koban 5 R. card to ”Yuasa -.12.19”, mailed within Kii province 9 GA 100,-
P 1944 1872, cherry blossoms native paper 1/2 Sen brown mint (10) resp. used (7). Includes copies from all 

plates plus a mint govt. printing copy (Mi 9III.IIy) 9 (17) */(*)/g 160,-
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P 1945 1872, cherry blossoms 1 Sen native paper Matsuda pl. 1, a vertical strip-3 pos. 20-28-36 canc. 
framed ”ken” 1oIx (3) g 120,-

P 1946 1872/75, cherry blossoms (5) canc. large size FM dater inc. 10 Sen native paper russian green, 4 
Sen on western paper type I etc., two signed Pfenniger resp. Pape BPP; also 10 Sen ultra used (5, 
mixed condition) 12z/32-ex g 300,-

P 1947 1873, 2 Sen yellow, without syll., fresh colour, on cover. 16 b 100,-
P 1948 1874, 1 Sen brown, syll. 14, 2 copies on cover, slight imperfections. 14 (2) b 100,-
P 1949 1874, 6 Sen brownish violet, 2 used copies, slight imperfections. 17 (2) g 100,-
P 1950 1874, cherry blossoms 1 Sen blue syllabic 4, unused mounted mint LH, fresh condition 19 (4) *    80,-

1951 1874, cherry blossoms 1 Sen blue, used copies (7): syll. 1 (2), 2 (1), 4 (1), 7 (1), 9 (2, one torn and 
backed); ex-3 are signed Pfenniger 19 (7) g 80,-

P 1952 1874, cherry blossoms 1 Sen blue syll. 2, a vertical pair pl. I pos. 25-33 canc. two strikes double circle 
N1B1 ”Tokyo 7.6.11” (June 11, 1874) on reverse of cover (corner fault) to Saikyo w. 7.6.14 arrival 19-2 (2) b/p 140,-

P 1953 1874, 2 Sen yellow, syll. 15, fresh colours, horizontal marginal strip of 3 on piece, neatly cancelled, 
right stamp with faults, aotherwise very attractive! 20 (3) d 120,-

P 1954 1874/75, 2 Sen yellow syll. 16 tied two strikes of kiban Tokyo on reverse of cover (slightly reduced by 
opening) „Tokyo 8.2.17” (Feb. 17, 1875) to Tsuruga w. vermilion arrival „Tsuruga 2.21”. 1 Sen brown girdle 
(crease) canc. duplex intaglio cross+N2B2 Tokyo 9.6.5 (June 5, 1876) on reverse of city drop mail cover. 20x (16), 37 b 120,-

1955 1874, cherry blossoms western paper 10 Sen green syll. 2, used copies  (4) 22x-2 (4) g 80,-
P 1956 1874, 20 Sen violet and 30 Sen grey-black, 2 used copies, slight imperfections. 23/24 g 100,-
P 1957 1874, cherry blossoms 20 Sen violet syll. 4, used (5, one corner crease) 23x-4 (5) g 160,-
P 1958 1875, birds 12 Sen rose, a used bottom margin copy used, small thin on reverse 25-Jan g 80,-
P 1959 1875, birds 12 Sen syll. 2, four used copies with different foreign mail ”killers” of Osaka, Yokohama, 

Tokyo, one with offi cial pinhole bottom right, slight faults (Michel cat. 660.-) 25-2 (4) g 160,-
P 1960 1875, birds 12 Sen syll. 3 canc. large negative cross, rarity (Michel cat. 900.-) 25-Mrz g 180,-

1961 1875, birds used: 15 Sen (2, one slight thin/one scissor separation); and 45 Sen with Yokohama 
positive cross, scarce on this stamp 26 (2), 27 g 80,-

P 1962 1875, birds 15 Sen syll. 2, unused mounted mint, two perfs. coloured (Michel cat. 660.-) 26-Feb *    120,-
P 1963 1874, cherry blossoms revised colour 1 Sen brown syll. 16 (top margin copy, faults at right) with 4 Sen 

bluish green syll. 3 (12) canc. indistinct intaglio marks tied vermilion N2B1 ”Kyoto 9.4.24„ (April 24, 1876) 
to reverse of registered cover to Totomi province, some insect holes not affecting stamps, unusual 29-16, 30-3 (2) b 200,-

1964 1875, cherry blossoms 4 Sen green used: syll. 1 (2, inc. large NAGASAKI dater and Shanghai cross-
roads), 2 (2, one offi cial pinhole)), 3 (1, thins, signed Krüger) 30 (6) g 80,-

1965 1875, 10 Sen ultramarine syll. 4 (5): unused mounted mint, top part scissor separation(1); used (4), 
mixed condition 32-4 (5) */g 80,-

1966 1875, cherry blossoms 20 Sen carmine rose, unused mounted mint, on reverse paper stuck and 
some thins/gum split-off in marginal perfs, signed Krüger (Michel 240.-) 33-5 *    60,-

P 1967 20 S. karminrosa Einzelfrankatur auf Briefvorderseite als Einschreiben nach Frankreich, kleiner 
K1 TOKIO und viol. Stpl. REGISTERED YOKOHAMA, obwohl nur Vorderseite, trotzdem Seltenheit 33 b 2.000,-

1968 1875, cherry blossoms 20 Sen carmine rose, 10 used copies, four with thins; signed Pfenniger (2) 
or Zweiling (1) 33 (10) g 80,-

P 1969 1875, cherry blossoms 30 Sen violet syll. 2, unused mounted mint, offi cial pinhole top left (Michel 
cat. 300.-) 34 (2) *    80,-

P 1970 1875, cherry blossoms crossed branches 4 Sen green unused mounted mint (1, RC, point thin) resp. 
used (4, one thin, one signed Pfenniger) 36 (5) */d/g 120,-

1971 1875, 1 Sen brown girdle, a vertical pair canc. intaglio crosses w. indistinct Tokyo dater on reverse of 
illustrated green cover (bottom reduced) dated 9.2.24 (Feb. 24, 1876) to Osaka w. 2.26 arrival 37 (2) b 90,-

P 1972 1886/89, koban three covers with 5 Sen rates to a Reverend in Baltimore/Md. USA: old koban 4 S., 
UPU koban 1 S. both banc. large bota Tokyo plus „TOKIO 23 NOV 1886” alongside; UPU koban 1 S, 
2 S. (2) wide perfs. canc. large bota Tokyo plus „TOKIO 30 AUG 1886” alongside; same (one 2 S. RC) 
but narrow perfs. canc. brown 20 mm „TOKIO 23 JAN 1889” 43, 57/58 b 350,-

P 1973 1876, old Koban 5 Sen brown canc. negative cross w. ”YOKOHAMA JAN 21 1882„ alongside on cover 
via SF to Riksville/Md., USA and fwd. to Baltimore. 45 b 150,-

1974 1876, old Koban 5 Sen brown canc. negative cross w. ”YOKOHAMA JUN 13 1882„ alongside on cover 
via SF to Baltimore/USA and fwd. 45 b 120,-

P 1975 1877, Koban 10 S. blue (top overlapping, faults) canc. full strike DN3B2 ”Kyoto 13.11.21” (Nov. 21, 
1880) via ”HIOGO NOV 22” and ”YOKOHAMA NOV 26 1880” to Germany w. arrival ”BREMEN 6 1 81” 
on reverse. Also  2 S. carmine on domestic cover to Revd. Schmiedel, Tokyo (cover creases) (T) 47, 58 b 200,-

1976 1877, Koban 20 Sen resp. 30 Sen sumiten (ink-dot specimen), both with original gum, 30 Sen one 
thin perf. (JSCA cat. y40.ooo) 50, 51 SPEC 70,-
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P 1977 1877, Koban 30 Sen mauve: unused no gum, thins, signed Krüger; canc. negative cross, in very clean 
condition 51 (2) g 80,-

P 1978 1879/80 Norwegen, 10 Oe. used ”VALEMAAREL 6/2 1880„ on round-the-world-card, east/ ir-
regularwestbound: german UPU card 10 Pf. (corner rault) posted „Döbeln 13/4/79” showing 
stamps of India 1/2 A., 1 A. used CALCUTTA, Japan 1876 1 S., 2 S. x2 used HIOGO DEC 18, USA 3 
C. used MILWAUKEE and Norway as mentioned; via Cairo/Egypt, Calcutta/India, Melbourne/Aus-
tralia, Ceara/Brazil, Milwaaukee/USA, Hiogo (Kobe)/Japan, Hong Kong Dec. 21 1879, London, 
Vaaler/Norway back to Grimma/Saxony 13/2/1880. 20+ postmarks, time in transit 306 days. 
Faults as to be expected, stunning item. GA 2.000,-

P 1979 1883, UPU Koban 1 Sen, 2 Sen (left margin copy) tied ”YOKOHAMA 31 JUL 1890” on printed circular 
re. change of ownership/procuration of Wagen Frères/Yokohama to Germany w. arrival ”REICHEN-
BACH 29.8.90”, blue senders hs. ”WAGEN FRERES YOKOHAMA JAPAN” 57, 58 b 250,-

P 1980 1883/94, silver wedding set with Koban 1 S. green tied reddish brown ”Kobe 27.11.27” on cover 
to Yokohama, on reverse violet ”FORWARDED BY FRAZAR & Co. KOBE.” and Yokohama rubber type 
arrival mark. 57, 69/70 b 150,-

P 1981 1883, UPU koban 2 Sen tied by duplex large Bota+N3B3 „Akamagaseki 19.5.25” (May 25, 1886) on 
illustrated cover by Yoshida, Osaka (two vert. creases not affecting stamp) to Nagasaki w. 2.27 arrival (T) 58 b 80,-

P 1982 1883, UPU koban 2 Sen (5) tied ”Tokyo Azabu 24.3.6” to small cover endorsed ”Via America” via 
”TOKIO 6 MAR 1891” and ”YOKOHAMA 7 MAR 1891” to Eisenach/Germany w. 8.4.91 backstamp 58 (5) b 100,-

P 1983 1883/99, UPU Koban 2 Sen, 5 Sen and Kiku 3 Sen tied ”SSapporo 32.12.29” on small cover via 
”TOKIO 2 JAN 00” to Austria, transits on reverse ”YOKOHAMA 3 JAN 00” and arrival ”WIEN 40 4.2.00” 58, 59, 78 b 90,-

P 1984 1883, UPU Koban 5 Sen ultra tied ”Yokohama 28.6.18” to small envelope (soiling) endorsed ”per 
Empress of China” to Bourdow/Cheshire, England and fwd. to Manchester. Marked ”Kobe fusoku”, 
”25 CTMS/T”, on arrival ”5 D / F. B.” On reverse transits Yokohama, Altringham and Manchester. 
Embossed fl ap ”PENINSULAR ORIENTAL STEAM NAVI. Co.” of P&O, colourful 59 b 200,-

P 1985 1888, New Koban 10 Sen (6, strip-3, pair and bottom margin copy) tied ”YOKOHAMA 9 AUG 95” to 
reverse of registered cover (toning) to Milano/Italy 63 (6) b 100,-

P 1986 1888, new koban 50 Sen, 10 Sen canc. „Tokyo Kojimachi 31.5.26” on registered cover (248x178 
mm) to Vienna/Austria, sender Austrian embassy, receiver Austrohungarian Ministry for Foreign Af-
fairs, vertical crease (M) 67, 63 b 300,-

P 1987 1894, silver wedding 2 S. (5, two pairs and single on reverse) canc. ”YOKOHAMA 17 JUN 95„ to Si-
lesia/Germany w. arrival ”OSCHATZ 21 AUG 95„ on reverse, attractive multiple usage on small cover 69 (5) b 80,-

P 1988 1888/94, Silver Wedding set with new Koban 3 Sen, 10 Sen canc. ”YOKOHAMA 16 NOV 94” on regis-
tered caver endorsed ”Caledonien” (MM steamer) to Batavia/Java, on reverse french mail steamer 
”LIGNE N No. 1 17 NOV 94” and part strike of DEI mail agent Singapore 69, 70, 60, 63 b 250,-

P 1989 1894, silver wedding 2 Sen (pair), 5 Sen and UPU koban 1 Sen tied ”YOKOHAMA MEIJI 1 VI 1894” 
on reverse of small size cover endorsed ”via Vancouver” to Switzerland w. arrival ”ZÜRICH 5.VII.94” 69 (2), 70, 57 b 100,-

P 1990 1894, silver wedding 5 Sen (2)  tied brown ”Kobe 28.2.2” (Feb. 2, 1895) on registered cover (two 
creases not affecting stamps) to Yokohama, on reverse Yokohama rubber type arrival mark. 70 (2) b 120,-

1991 1896, princes set cpl., Arisugawa 2 S. RC, both 5 S. slight creases, unused mounted mint (Michel 
cat. 360.-) 71/74 *    60,-

1992 1896, Prince Kitashirakawa 2s rose (perf. 12 x 11 1/2) and 5s blue violet (perf. 13) mint never hin-
ged MNH, Mi. € 180,-- + (for hinged stamps) 72, 74 **   100,-

1993 1896, Lot von 1 GSK 3 S „HAKODATE 10.9.96” und eine russ. PK mit Rußland 4 K „WLADIWOSTOCK 
18.9.96”, beide Karten „An Bord S.M.S. Kaiser”und nach Deutschland. (Japan-Rußland-Reise) GA 90,-

P 1994 1897/98, Lot von 1 GSK 2 S mit Zfr. 1 S „YOKOHAMA 24.3.97”, 1 GSK 3 S „HAKODATE 12.8.97” und 
1 GSK 1 S mit Zfr. 3 S „NAGASAKI 1.6.98”, Absender je „An Bord S.M.S. Kaiser”, alle Karten nach 
Deutschland. GA 130,-

P 1995 1897, incoming mail YOKOHAMA of a german postal stationery card ”around the world”, to begin 
from Plauen to DUNDEE (UK) with add franking and than via USA and CHILE to JAPAN and return to 
Germany, many transit postmarks and surcharges, postcard in good condition for this longe travel GA 100,-

P 1996 1898, 3 S. reddish lilac (2) and 4 S. olive, attractive franking on ship letter from Kobe 29.8. via French 
Mail via Suez to Germany with arrival mark 9.10. 60/61 b 100,-

P 1997 1899/1901, Kiku 1/2 S., 1 s., 1 1/2 S. ultra, 2 S. 3 S., 4 S. and 8 S. tied ”YOKOHAMA 6 JAN 05” 
on registered cover (horiz. crease not affecting stamps) to Scottland, amazing 7-colour-franking at 
correct postage of 20 Sen 75/90 ex 100,-

P 1998 1899, Kiku 8 S. (2), 4 S. tied ”YOKOHAMA 20 AUG 02” to registered small size mourning cover  to 
Lyon/France, endorsed ”China Via San Francisco”, seal on fl ap removed, unusual 79, 81 (2) b 180,-

P 1999 1903,  picture postcard of ”SS Australia” in Kobe Harbour on 4 sen Sakuru FC14 PTPO (stamp minor 
perf. fault), rare item posted in HONGKONG! GA 100,-

P 2000 1884. Envelope addressed to the French Legation, Tokyo bearing ‘Koban’ SG 82, 4s green tied 
by cork obliterator with adjacent circular date stamp and vernacular Tokyo arrival. Lovely item 
paying the double local printed matter rate. SG 82 b 1.200,-
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P 2001 1888. Rice Paper wrapper addressed to Gaston Pinet, Paris bearing ‘Koban’ SG 82, 4s green 
(pair) tied by cork obliterator with adjacent circular Tokio/Japan cds. Very rare use of Koban pay-
ing the news-band letter rate to Paris. (T) SG 82 (2) b 1.200,-

P 2002 1899, Kiku 20 S. (3), 10 S. tied ”TOKIO 25 AUG 01” on registered cover w. Italian Legation imprint on 
backfl ap to Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Rome (T) 83, 85 (3) b 180,-

2003 1899, Kiku 20 Sen tied ”YOKOHAMA 16.9.11.” to small light blue envelope to Berlin,  w. on reverse 
”TOYO KISEN KAISHA / S. S. AMERICA Maru” 84 b 70,-

P 2004 1899, Kiku 20 Sen tied ”Shimonoseki 36.7.4” via ”KOBE 5 JUL 03” and ”YOKOHAMA 6 JUL 03” on 
reverse of small cover to Munich/Germany, interesting domestic R-label showing acceptance at small 
postal agency 84 b 100,-

P 2005 1899/1900, comemmorative 3 Sen (3) and Kiku 1 S. tied ”Tokyo-Kanda 33.9.18” on cover (soiling) 
to Naples/Italy. The commemoratives valid for domestic mails only, therefore marked invalid by blue 
crayon circles, ”Tokyo Kanda fusoku” (postage due),  ”T CTMS”, via ”TOKIO 18 SEP 00” and ”YOKOHA-
MA 22 SEP 00” to ”NAPOLI 23 10-00”. On reverse italian dues 5 C., 40 C. applied and tied ”NAPOLI 
COLLEZIONE 25 10 00”. Specialists item.

89 (3), 76; 
Italy postage 
dues b 200,-

P 2006 1905, Korean and Japanese Post 3s rose perf. 12, mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 180,-- + (for a 
hinged stamp) 91 A **   100,-

P 2007 1904. Registered and Advice of Receipt postcard addressed to France bearing Yvert 104, 20s 
orange tied by Tokyo date stamp with adjacent Registered label and hand- struck ‘A.R ‘ in red 
(Advice of Receipt) with Paris Chargements and Neuilly arrival on front. A wonderful item paying 
the 14 sen registered postcard rate and 6 sen for the A.R. A remarkable usage on a card. Yv. 104 Ak 1.000,-

P 2008 1893. Envelope addressed to France bearing ‘Koban’ SG 113, 1s green, SG 115, 5s blue and SG 
118, 4s bistre tied by ‘Nagasaki Japan/Meji’ double ring routed via Nagasaki with Rennes receiver 
on reverse. Lovely three colour ‘Koban’ franking from the ‘Leber correspondence. Emile Lebel was a 
French Missionary at Oita-Bungo.

SG 113, 115, 
118 b 400,-

P 2009 1891. Imperial Government Telegraphs Form written from Kobe dated ‘5 May 1891’ bearing ‘Koban’ 
SG 113, 1s green and SG 114, 2s rose tied by Kobe vernacular date stamp addressed to Nagasaki. 
Nice item. (T) SG 113, 114 b 450,-

P 2010 1902. Registered mourning envelope to France bearing Koban SG 121, 15s violet mixed with Chrys-
anthemum SG 141, 5s yellow tied by Yokohama date stamp in violet with registered label sent on the 
steamer ‘Kinshiu Maru’ via Seattle and New York with Registered transit on reverse and ‘R/New York’ 
label with Lyon receiver on reverse. Very fi ne and attractive franking. SG 121, 141 b 450,-

P 2011 1908, russische 4 Kop. GSK mit japan. Text und kyrill. Anschrift mit Stempeln ”TSRUGA” und ”OSAKA 
21.8.08 sowie Ra1 ”PAQUEBOT” und weiterem Stempel. GA 80,-

P 2012 1909. Envelope addressed to France bearing ‘Chrysanthemum’ SG 137, 2s yellow-green, SG 142, 
6s maroon and SG 143, 8s olive tied by Kumamoto/Japan date stamp in violet routed via Moji with 
transit on front and sent via Siberia with Melun arrival on reverse. Wonderful three colour franking 
from the ‘Leber correspondence. Emile Lebel was a French Missionary at Oita-Bungo.

SG 137, 142, 
143 b 550,-

2012A 1915/20 ca., deutscher Kriegsgefangenenbrief aus dem Heim  Aonogahara  mit Zensur nach Mainz - 
Deutschland in guter Bedarfserhaltung. b 50,-

P 2013 1916, crown prince set, unused mounted mint, 10 S. somewhat chrystallized gum (Michel cat. 1400.-) 127/129 *    300,-
P 2014 1916, coronation hat 10 Sen blue fi ne used with violet corner cancel ‘Mukden’, scarce stamp! Mi. € 600,-- 129 g 120,-
P 2015 1916, 10 Sen ultramarine/blue, ovp. ”MIHON”, bright colours, mint o.g. 129 *    250,-
P 2016 1916, Throne set complete on registered cover from MOUKDEN (Manchuria) with provisional re-

gistration label and french consulate mark alongside, railway cancellation ”SOUTH MANCHURIA 
No.1 - 8/12/16” in violet, to Paris, 10 Sn. diagonal crease and few toned spots, a fi ne and very 
attractive cover, showpiece!

Yv. 149, 150, 
151 b 4.000,-

P 2017 1918. Stampless Prisoner of War Mail envelope written from an German Internee ‘Aonogahara Camp, 
Japan’ addressed to Shanghai cancelled ‘Prisoners of War/Aonogahara-Japan’ double ring in blue 
with vernacular cachet and Shanghai/I.J.P.O. receiver. Very fi ne. b 260,-

P 2018 1919, 1 1/2 Sen airmails, fresh colours, mint o.g. 134 *    100,-
2019 1919, airmail issue (First Post Flight between Tokyo and Osaka) both values mint lightly hinged with 

Ceremuga certifi cate (2002), scarce set! Mi. € 1.700,-- 134/35 *    400,-
P 2020 1919, fi rst postal fl ight set, unused mounted mint fi rst mount LH, signed Ebel (Michel cat. 1700.-) 134/35 *    240,-
2020A 1919, fi rst postal fl ight, unused mounted mint, 1 1/2 S. point thin, otherwise faultless, cert. APEX 

(2000), Michel cat. 1700.-. 134/135 *    350,-
P 2021 1919, air mail 3 sen rose fi ne used with violet corner cancel, signed Krüger BPP, Mi. € 720,-- 135 g 140,-

2022 1921, postal jubilee set, used 144/47 g 100,-
2023 1921, 50 years of post 10 sen blue mint heavy hinged, scarce stamp! Mi. € 450,-- 147 *    90,-
2024 1921, Warships Katori and Kashima complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 190,-- + (for a hinged set) 148/51 **   100,-

P 2025 1919, 1/2 S to 10 S pease issue, complete set of four (stripes of three) on cut out of UPU-album with 
red manual overprint ”SPECIMEN COLLECTION MAURETANIE”, UNIQUE ITEM! (M) 152/55 (3) d 550,-
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P 2026 1922, 4 S to 20 S Fujsan complete set of three (stripes of three) on cut out of UPU-album with red 
manual overprint ”SPECIMEN COLLECTION MAURETANIE”, UNIQUE ITEM! (M)

Mi. 152-54, Yv. 
170/2(3) d 550,-

P 2027 1923, Royal Wedding, not issued commemorative stamp 3 Sen red/blue on very attractive coloured 
card with red special cancellation. Very rare! II b 450,-

P 2028 1923, earthquakes set, unused no gum as issued, inc. 8 Sen right margin copy and 20 Sen with 
private rouletting (Michel cat. 340.-) 161/169 (*)  100,-

P 2030 1926, 10 Sen blue, block of 8 from the lower right corner of the sheet incl. magin imprint, unmounted 
mint. 179 (6) **   100,-

P 2031 1926, new plate 1 Y. (15, three strips-5) tied ”IMPERIAL HOTEL P.O.29.8.38” to large envelope 
(290x242 mm), registered air mail via USA to Sao Paulo/Brazil, on reverse transits SF and Miami, 
envelope vert. bend, toning stains and reduced at right, two stamps w. creases and one torn, still 
attractive high rate (M) 120III (15) e 100,-

P 2032 1927, U.P.U. complete set mint and used. 180/83 */g 130,-
2033 1927, 50 years Japan at UPU complete set mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 330,-- + (for a hinged set) 180/83 **   170,-
2034 1927, UPU membership jubilee set, unused mounted mint (but 1 1/2 S., 3 S. MNH), 10 S. slight gum 

crease (Michel cat. 330.-) 180/83 */** 100,-
2035 1927, 50 Years of Japan at UPU complete set mint hinged, Mi. € 330,-- 180/83 *    60,-

P 2036 1929/37, Tazawa 13 S., 25 S. and on reverse 7 S. each corner margin pairs with 1st Showa 14 S. 
conrer margin copy ec. tied landscape postmark ”Tokyo 13.8.17” via ”TOKYO 17.9.38” on air mail 
cover to Czechoslovakia w. 7./8.X.38 arrivals, czech s. l. ”CENSUROVANO” ties. Also 18 S. Lake Ashi 
airmail tied ”Tokyo Central 10.11.9” (Nov. 9, 1935) on domestic air mail cover to Miyagi pref. w. next 
day arrival, pristine strikes. e 80,-

P 2037 1929, Zeppelin round-the-world fl ight: w. 2.56 Yen franking tied „TOKIO 21.8.29” to card (stains, 
corner fault) w. red on-board marking, to hamburg/Germany, correct rate Ak 180,-

P 2038 1930, 8 1/2 S. to 33 S. airmails together with 1 S. orange on registered airmail-cover from Yokohama 
to Bangkok with arrival mark, 16 ½ Sen with minor perf. fault 195/98 ect. b 160,-

P 2039 1931, Printed offi cial cover from Osaka to Reykjavik, ICELAND ‘Via America / Per s/s ”Pres. Taft” ‘ (en-
dorsed), with violet Osaka 31.7.31 depatch d/s and arrival cds (31.VIII.31), fi ne. A scarce destination. b 80,-

P 2040 1934, Red Cross, complete set, twice (except a single 6 Sen) on registered cover from Tokio to Holz-
kirchen in Germany. VF condition. (T) 209-212 b 120,-

P 2041 1934, Exhibition, miniature sheet, mint o.g., very fresh appearance. Bl. 1 *    300,-
P 2042 1934, communications s/s with LCD in good condition (Michel cat. 2400.-) Bl. 1 g 500,-
P 2043 1935, new year stamp complete small sheet of 20 with stamps mint never hinged but hinged in top 

margin and small thinned at bottom centre (visible from front), scarce sheet, Mi. € 1.400,-- 217 KB **/* 200,-
P 2044 1937/40, Showa 1 Y., 50 S., 20 S. (2) 1 S. tied  ”KOBE 17.8.41” to registered air mail cover to Tel 

Aviv/Palestina, sender c/o Jewcom/Kobe, via Siam (”Bangkok 22.9.41”), India and Iraq, arrival ”TEL 
AVIV 8 OC 41” on reverse. Censortapes of India and Iraq, sexagonal censormark of ”PALESTINE.” etc., 
tonings, unusual e 250,-

P 2045 1937, 20 Sen white paper tied ”COLOMBO PAQUEBOT 14 MR 39” to NYK envelope ”XII OLYMPIAD 
TOKYO 1940”, the  imprint deleted by printed lines 246 b 80,-

P 2046 1937, white paper 25 S. resp. 30 S. each vertical margin pairs resp. 3 S. single with 1st Showa 1/2 
S. left margin block-4 tied ”Kyobashi 13.10.22” on air mail cover to Prague/Czechoslovakia w. 6.XI.38 
backstamp, s.l. violet ”CENSURAVÁNO”, correct 1.15 air rate via Siberia 247 (2) etc. e 60,-

P 2047 1937/39, white paper 20 S. (2), Showa 50 S. (4), 4 S. (2). total 2.48 tied ”OSAKA 23.2.40” to regis-
tered airmail cover (194x132 mm) via Singapore to Belgian Congo/Africa, egyptian censor tape and 
violet censor hs., cover horizontal bend affecting two stamps, creases and few tears/stains, unusual 
destination (T) e 100,-

P 2048 1937/39, white paper 8 S., 20 S. (16), Showa 30 S. (4), 2 S. . total 4.40 tied ”KOBE 2.11.39” to regis-
tered airmail cover (194x132 mm) via Hong Kong to Belgian Congo/Africa, all stamps perfi n, vertical 
bends (3), few stamps faults, unusual destination (T) e 100,-

P 2049 1938, express airmail cover from ”Tokyo 12.7.38” to Berlin/Germany, endorsed ”AIR MAIL -- Tokyo-Hsin-
king,Chita - Berlin”, Hsingking transit mark 15.7.38 on reverse, some traces of transportation. (M)

170, 178, 
248 (3) b 100,-

P 2050 1940 (Apr 15) The Mitsui Bussan Kaisha censored heavy duty cover registered Kobe to Sydney fran-
ked 255s (2y 55), multiple handstamps applied including fi ne “PASSED/CENSOR/20/HONG KONG”, 
backstamped Hong Kong, Sydney, little roughly opened, attractive. (T) b 100,-

P 2051 1940 (Apr 16) Toyo Menka Kaisha Osaka registered cover to Sydney, unsual stylized “air plane” “VIA 
HONG KONG” handstamp not noted elsewhere, franked 238s (2y 38), backstamped Hong Kong, 
Sydney, attractive. (T) b 80,-

P 2052 1940. Registered envelope to Persia bearing Yvert 241,2s red, Yvert 242,4s green, Yvert 269,10s 
carmine, Yvert 271,14s lilac and Yvert 274, 30s turquoise tied by Nagoya vernacular date stamp, 
routed via Kobe with transit registered label, sent on the ‘S.S. Yamafuji Maru’ with ‘Crown/Opened by 
Examiner’ censor label in blue and Teheran receiver on reverse. Very nice franking.

Yv. 241, 242, 
269, 271, 274 b 220,-
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P 2053 1940/42, Showa 20 S., 2nd Showa 5 S. tied ”Kobe-Central 19.4.9” (April 9, 1944) to cover to Zuer-
ich/Switzerland, japanese censortape and tie mark ”No. 7/censorship passed, detailed description 
in french enclosed b 100,-

P 2054 1940 (Jan 19) cover Yokohama to Sydney endorsed for airmail from Hong Kong, franked 115s (1y 15) 
including scarce 1939 National Park 10s, backstamped Hong Kong. b 80,-

P 2055 1940/41 (ca.), two stampless POW covers from camp Dehra-Dun/India to Kobe, one with japanese 
censorship tape, no datestamps whatsoever b 70,-

2056 1940, Nationalpark Kirishima Block in tadellos postfrischer Erhaltung mit Folder und Trennblatt, Ka-
talogwert 600,-+ (M) Bl. 6 **   150,-

P 2057 1940, Kirishima National Park miniature sheet incl. folder, mint never hinged MNH in very fresh 
condition, Mi. € 550,-- (T) Bl. 6 **   100,-

P 2058 1940, 20 sen ‘Fujisan’ ultramarine on censured cover from SENDAI to the Japanes consulate in Wien 
via Sibiria, arrival postmark ”WIEN 16-5-41”, german censur. 265A b 100,-

P 2059 1939, Kirishima NP 10 Sen vertical pair canc. „YOKOHAMA 18.8.40” on cover to Stockholm/Sweden, 
printed return of CanPac passenger dept. Yokohama 298 (2) b 100,-

P 2060 1940, 2 S orange national park together with 4 S green, 5 S blue and 6 S orange defi nitives, each 
twice on envelope from ”Compagnie des Messageries Maritimes”, sent from Kobe, 27.8.40, to Port 
Said in Egypt. Cover with boxed ”Postal Censor / 66” cachet in violet and egyptian censor tape, tied 
by Port Said receiver. F/VF condition.

SG 317-19(2), 
340 b 120,-

P 2061 1941, Daiton-Arisan (Taiwan) NP set tied ”TOKIO 31.3.41” to registered cover to Bad Ems/Germany 
and fwd. to ”Ettal 25.4.41”, correct 36 Sen rate (letter 20, reg. fee 16) 302/05 b 100,-

P 2062 1941, Daiton and Niitaka Arisan Taiwan NP frank totally 32 Sen tied ”Kobe Central 16.5.28” (May 
28, 1941) on censored cover to Germany plus printed info of german foreign censorship dept. ”Im 
Interesse der Sache...” (write senders address also on each enclosed sheet), handwritten ”express”, 
but rate is just letter 2nd weight 302/309-ex b 80,-

P 2062A 1946, Freimarken, alle 4 ungezähnten Werte, tadellos und wie verausgabe ohne Gummi, Mi. 300,- € 349/59B ex (*)  80,-
P 2063 1947/52, four ‘Tateyama yen-unit’ air mail single franks to Singapore (3 inc. 160y double weight and 

BOAC or Quantas air mail labels) or Australia (1); also 38y air letter uprated to 62y resp. late comb 
”OSAKAHIGASHI 10.12.51” on 80y rate to Australia, total 6 entires. (T) e 120,-

2064 1947, sport festival in Kanazawa se-tenant block/4 and 1948 week of philately (painting) two stamps 
incl. one with left margin, mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 330,--

384/87, 428 
(2) **   60,-

2065 1948/49, week of philately 5.00 yen brown and 8.00 yen violet (wild geese), mint lightly hinged (Mi. 
280,-- for **) 428, 475 *    Gebot

P 2065A 1948, Woche der Philatelie, 5 Y. im kompletten Kleinbogen zu 5 Werten, tadellos postfrisch, Foto-
attest Biondi, Mi. 600,- € (T) 428A Klbg. **   130,-

P 2066 1949/56, three airmail covers with early 500y defi nitives to Australia: 1949 issue with 670y rate, 
1951 with 980y rate, 1956 with 538y registered rate (M) e 80,-

P 2067 1949/56, four better single franks to Australia: Mt. Hodaka 16.oo tied faint ”TOKYO 18.4.49” to co-
ver; 14y castle grey tied ”(A)YABE 7.XI.58” to ppc; 15.oo blue tied ”GOKASHI 14.IV.64” to print (vert. 
bend  not affecting stamp); 35y goldfi sh tied  ””NUMAZU 11.VIII.59” to air mail ppc (T) 431/655-ex b/Ak 100,-

P 2068 1949, 100 Yen and 500 Yen defi nitives, mint never hinged MNH, clean condition (Michel cat. 1350.-) 462/63 **   300,-
P 2069 1948/49, 500 Y. locomotive welding with 5 Y. tea plucking ec. tied blue ”KOBE 9.10.50” on air mail 

cover to Australia (T) 463, 416A, e 70,-
P 2070 1949, 8 Y wild geese, single franking on printed matter cover from Tokyo to Basel in Switzerland. F/

VF condition. Scarce. 475 b 130,-
P 2070A 1949, Kindertag-Block, tadellos postfrisch, leichte Gummibüge, Fotoattest Biondi, Mi. 580,- € Bl. A 28 **   130,-

P 2071 1949, philatelic week wild geese 8 Y., peace 24y etc. canc. „KOJIMACHI 26.VII.58” on registered 
cover to Germany, clean condition 475 etc. b 80,-

P 2071A 1949, Woche der Philatelie, 8 Y. im kompletten Kleinbogen zu 5 Werten, tadellos postfrisch, Foto-
attest Biondi, Mi. 800,- € (T) 475 Klbg. **   220,-

2072 1949/52, personalities of culture set, mint never hinged MNH, 14 of 18 are margin copies, Okakura 
slight gum crease, otherwise clean condition (Michel ca. 350.-) 476/93 **   80,-

2073 1949/52, culture personalities complete set of 18 values, mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 350,-- 476/93 **   70,-
2074 1949/52, personalities of culture set, mint never hinged MNH (Michel ca. 350.-) 476/93 **   70,-

P 2075 1949/52, personalities of culture in bottom right corner imprint margin blocks-4, mint never hinged; 
Ichiyo and Uchimura gum parts shiny, Okakura gum crease, otherwise clean condition (Michel cat. 
1400.-) (T) 476/93 **/v 280,-

P 2076 1950/51, 2 S, 8 S, 30 S and 100 S overprint ”Mihon” without watermark, mint NH **   350,-
P 2077 1950, pheasant airmails, three covers to Australia: 16y with 8.oo miner on surface letter; 59y on air 

mail letter inbound from Miami/U.S. and fwd. by US consulate Yokohama to Scotland, on the heeps of 
a ships chief mate, amazing; 103y with 4y, 20y tied ”TOKYO 5.3.50” on airmail cover. (T) 494/97-ex b/e 100,-
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2078 1950, 5th national athletic meeting, a block of four mint never hinged MNH; plus set in single stamps, 
two mounted mint, two MNH (Michel ca. 435.-) 507/10 (2) **/*/v 80,-

P 2079 1950, 5th national athletic festival Nagoya in two different positional blocks of six (total three sets), 
mint never hinged, Mi. € 780,-- + 507/10 (3) **   120,-

P 2080 1956, 24 Y byodo-in temple, together with 3 stamps national park, mixed franking on printed matter 
airmail-cover with latin cds Osaki, Tokyo, 25.3.56, to Stuttgart in Germany. F/VF condition. 511 u.a. b 90,-

2081 1951, tourism complete set of 18 values (without the two 1953 stamps) mint never hinged MNH, Mi. 
~ € 430,-- ex 514/33 **   80,-

P 2081A 1951, 50oo Y. Freimarke in Blockform, tadellos postfrisch, Fotoattest Biondi, Mi. 350,- € Bl. 38 **   130,-
2082 1954, philatelic week miniature sheet, mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 240,-- Bl. 51 **   60,-

JAPANISCHE POST IN CHINA    
P 2084 1887. Postal stationary card 3s orange cancelled by ‘I.J.P.A. Shanghai’ date stamp., Very rare item of 

stationary used in China. GA 450,-
P 2084A 1892, stationery double card 3 Sen orange used in ”I.J.P.O. TIENTSIN MEIJI 1 VI 1894” with transits 

double cds ”I.J.P.O. SHANGHAI MEIJI 27”, ”K....APAN MEIJI 27 10 VI 1894” and ”YOKOHAMA JAPAN 
MEIJI 18 VI 1894” sent to Bremen, Germany with b/s arrival 27.7.94, adherend reply card unused, 
VF, reply card unused. H&G 26 GA 800,-

P 2085 1898/99, UPU card 4 Sen resp. western style envelope 3 Sen both canc. bluish metal type ”HANKOW 
4.5.06” via Shanghai IJPO and Hong Kong to Leipzig/Germany GA 100,-

P 2086 Forerunners, 1898, UPU reply card 4+4 Sen canc. bluish metal type ”HANKOW .4.5.06 I.J.P.O.” via 
Shanghai IJPO and Hong Kong to Leipzig/Germany, reply part adhering unused GA 100,-

P 2087 Forerunners, 1899, domestic  reply card 1 1/2 + 1 1/2  Sen uprated 3 Sen canc. ”SHANGHAI 8.5.06 
I.J.P.O.” via  Hong Kong to Leipzig/&Germany, reply part (margin has toning) adhering unused GA 100,-

P 2087A 1875, small size tebori cards 1/2 Sen syll. 1 (2) resp. 1 Sen syll. 3, unused mint, slight faults (JSCA 
135.000 yen) GA 100,-

P 2088 1900, 5 R., 2 S. (2) 4 S., 5 S., 8 S.-25 S. tied ”SHANGHAI 29 MAR 01” to HAPAG-cover to Kobe/Japan 
w. ”KOBE 2 APR 01” arrival on reverse and fwd. to Yokohama, attractive b 400,-

P 2089 1900/14, 8 values of 1900 issue and 7 values of 1914 issue, mint mainly o.g., only few slight im-
perfections.

1/9, 33/34, 
36/39, 42 */(*) 100,-

P 2090 1900, letter card 3 C. canc. ”TUNGCHOW I.J.P.O. 6 JAN 01” used as german fi eld post letter in boxer 
upheaval with framed ”S. B. 3/1. Oa.J.R.” (soldiers letter/unit) and ”PEKING 22 1 07” to Erfurt/
Germany GA 100,-

P 2091 1900, 5 R. (2, one torn), 1 S., 4 S., 8 S. tied ”TIENTSIN 26 FEB 03” on registered ppc via ”SHANGHAI 
4 MAR 03” and ”Y(OKOHAMA) 11 MAR 03” to Rome/Italy 1 (2) etc. Ak 150,-

P 2092 1900, 5 R. (2, one partially toning), 3 S. tied two strikes blue ”SHASHE 6 JUN 05” to offi cial ppc ”Siege 
guns fi ring on the enemy at Port Arthur.” to France 1 (2), 5 Ak 120,-

P 2093 1900, 4 S. tied tcomb type ”SHASHE 7.3.09 I.J.P.O.” to viewside of offi cial ppc ”Our Main Squadron 
proceeding to attack enemy” to France 6 Ak 100,-

P 2094 1901. Japan 4s brown postal stationery card cancelled by ‘Shanghai/I. J.P.O.’ date stamp ‘4/1’ ad-
dressed to India routed via Hong Kong with instructional ‘Hong Kong/Too Late’ date stamp ‘8/1’ 
on reverse (Webb Type BB) with Tuticorn transit ‘20/1’ and Wellesley Street/Calcutta receiver. Fine 
example of this scarce instructional. GA 450,-

P 2095 1905. Japan postal stationary card 1½ s blue sent by ‘German 1st East Asiatic Inf. Tien-Tsin’ bearing 
Japanese Post Offi ce in China SG 2a, ½s slate and SG 6a, 2s yellow/green tied by ‘Tientsin I.J.P.A.’ date 
stamp (type 2) addressed to Newcastle, England with Yokohama transit. Scarce military use from the Inter-
national Force paying the 4 sen postcard rate. The Postal Agency was located at Tzu-Chu-Lin. SG 2a, 6a GA 180,-

P 2096 1906. Japan postal stationary letter sheet sent by ‘German 1st East Asiatic Inf. Tien-Tsin’ bearing 
Japanese Post Offi ce in China SG 3a, 1s pale brown, SG 6a, 2s yellow/green and SG 9a, 4s rosine 
tied by ‘Tientsin I.J.P.A.’ date stamp (type 2) addressed to Newcastle, England with Yokohama transit 
and Newcastle arrival on reverse. Scarce military use from the International Force paying the 11 sen 
letter card rate. The Postal Agency was located at Tzu-Chu-Lin. SG 3a, 6a, 9a GA 450,-

P 2097 1907, 9 different stamps of chrysanthemum issue from 1/2 Sen to 20 Sen, mixed franking on cover 
with clear cds HANKOW I.J.P.O, 26.2.07, sent via transit Hongkong to Dresden in Germany. F/VF 
condition. Impressive item.

ex 2/11, 
16, 18 b 300,-

P 2098 1908, 5 Yen unwmd., unused mounted mint, fi rst mount LH, very fresh appearance (Michel cat. 
800.-) 20 *    300,-

P 2099 1908, 4 Y. green, used block of 4, neatly cancelled. Very rare unit! 20 (4) g 150,-
P 2100 1908, 5 Yen and 10 Yen unwmkd., clean used, the 5 Y. w. readable dater ”Tsingtau/military..Aug. 13”  

(Michel cat. 300.-) 20, 21 g 100,-
P 2101 1910/28, stationery, reply card 1 1/2 + 1 1/2 Sen mint, Kwantung administration 1926 2 S. green 

mint (2). Plus 1912 UPU card 4 Sen uprated 4 Sen green canc. ”DAIREN 23.5.23 I.J.P.O.” used to 
Germany, 1899 envelope cto ”TIENTSIN I.J.P.A.” (crease)

JSCA ZC2, ZK1 
(2) etc. GA 100,-
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P 2102 1913, Tazawa unwmkd. 1/2 S.-4 S., the 1/2 S. unused mounted mint, otherwise fi rst mount LH (Mi-
chel cat. 375.-) 22/27 *    120,-

P 2103 1914, 1 1/2 S. tied ”TAIYA 7.2.(17).. I.J.P.(A.) on new year greeting card to Nagoya/Japan, scarce IJPO 
in Taye/Hunan province b 120,-

P 2104 1914, Tazawa 25 Sen fi rst mount LH; and 30 Senunused mounted mint, (Michel cat. 220.-) 44, 45 *    80,-
P 2105 1914, Tazawa 1 Yen, unused mounted mint, signed Georg Bühler (Michel cat. 200.-) 47 *    70,-
P 2106 1914/19, 3 S. Tazawa (pair) with 1919 peace dove 20 S. (2) tied ”TIENTSIN I.J.P.O. 15.9.19” on rever-

se of registered bank cover to Brussels/Belgium, senders lcquer seal intact (T)
Japan 133 (2) 
etc. b 100,-

P 2107 1916, inbound stationery card (form use, vert. crease) from Germany ”KIEL 27.11.16” via ”NAGASAKI 
6.2.17” to Tsingtau to german civilian, marked ”Prisoner of war”, german censormark and vermilion 
framed japanese censor ”Tsingtau FPO admitted” GA 80,-

P 2108 1920, 1 S orange and 3 S carmine, Tazawa, mixed franking on viewcard ”chinese chair”, with blurred 
cds PEKING - I.J.P.O, to Basel in Switzerland. F/VF condition. 34, 37 b 80,-

JAPANISCHE POST IN KOREA    
P 2109 1892, UPU card 3 Sen thick paper canc. brown ”NINSEN 18 JUL 97 I.J.P.O.” via ”Y(OKOHA)MA 25 

JUL 97” to Germany w. arrivals ”DUISBURG 25/26 8 97”, sender staff aboard german large cruiser 
”S.M.S. Kaiser” of the German Far East Squadron JSCA FC9 GA 120,-

P 2110 1899, Kiku 10 Sen canc. „CHEMULPO 17.10.09 COREA” on small name card size envelope to Kre-
feld/Germany, endorsed „Via Siberia” and transit „CHANG-CHUNG 20.11.09” Japan 82 b 80,-

P 2111 1900, 11 values (excl. 1 1/2 S., 5 S. and 25 S.) used, few slight imperfections. 1/14 ex g 100,-
P 2112 1900, 1 Yen, unused mounted mint, point thin, fresh appearance (Michel cat. 700.-) 14 *    200,-
P 2113 1900, 8 Sen, unused mounted mint, signed Georg Bühler (Michel cat. 400.-) 8 *    130,-
P 2114 1905, Kiku 1 S., 3 S. and 10 S. tied ”SEOUL 30 SEP 05” to registered ppc ”damages on fi rst deck of 

captured Russian battleship Orel” via ”MOJI 3 OCT 05” to Austria w. ”WIEN 45 7.XI.05” arrival, large 
vermilion underlined running style ”registered” aux. marking of Seoul IJPO, correct 14 S. rate, quite 
unusual, amateurs item Ak 250,-

P 2115 1909/31, 4 S Kiku tied to ppc (2) ”SEOUL 26.4.09” via ”CHANGHCHUN-S” to London resp. ”Sinuiju 
44.10.29” (Shingishu) to US; Tazawa 25 S., 3 S. tied ”FUSAN 28.7.31 CHOSEN” to 4th weight cover 
(endorsed including  ppc) to Germany Ak/b 60,-

P 2116 1926, ”KAINEI CHOSEN 15.8.26”, transit marking of  Korea northern border p.o. on inbound statione-
ry China 1 1/2 C. uprated 1/2 C. tied bilingual ”LÜNGCHINGTSUN 14.8.14” to Tokyo/Japan GA 60,-

P 2117 1937, 36 S. frank canc. „Kokai Nantei (Hwanghae Nanti) 12.3.4” (4.3.1937) on registered cover to 
Ireland, transit „HSINKING I.N.P.O. 6.8.37”, rare type of R-label of Nantei, exhibition item (T) b 900,-

JAPAN - FREMDE POSTÄMTER IN JAPAN    
P 2118 1880 FRENCH POST OFFICE IN YOKOHAMA. Cover front written from France to Japan with Marseille 

transit, underpaid bearing Japan ‘Cherry Blossom’ SG 71, 20s red tied by boxed instructional. Attrac-
tive. SG 71 d 600,-

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG II.WK    
see also 175, 184, 185, 186, 187, 189, 190, 191, 192, 425, 438, 611, 698, 2680, 2732

P 2119 1942, Cent/Anna/Sen set specialized, with 1 C./1 S. horizontal strip-3 on piece tied ”MANDALAY 27 
JAN 43”, 2 C./2 S. single mounted mint resp.   horizontal left margin strip-5 (part separation pos. 3-4) 
mint never hinged MNH (cert. BPA 1967), 5 C./5 S. (3, all used one with ”5 C. omitted”), 10 C./7 S. 
(cert. BPA 1966), 15 C./4 S. (3, two unused mounted mint, on bottom right corner margin copy NG), 
20 C./8 S. surcharge in red used, SG cat. GBP ca. 1915.- SG J58/71a-ex */g/d 700,-

P 2120 Burma, 1942, 5 C. on 5 S., violet surcharge, tied ”MONGNAI 18.7.12” (May 12, 1943) on double 
weight offi cial cover ”On Nippon govt. Service.” (front only) to ”Taunggyi S.S.S.”. Made out of an 
old report from a government fi le .Local usage within the Shan States: the violet surcharges were 
used in the Shan States only. - Gerald Davis stated in 1992: ”This is one of the great rarities of this 
collection and amongst thre rarest of Japanese Occupation of Burma items... There is often diffe-
rences of opinions in the genuineness of the violet surcharges in the Shan States stamps. This co-
ver is clearly of value in establishing these adhesives as genuine”. ex-Gerald Davis collection. (T) SG J68b (2) b/(*) 1.000,-

P 2121 1944 (PRISONER OF WAR MAIL). Envelope written from ‘W. Blackadder 1346-50G (British), Civil As-
sembly Centre, Wei-Hsien, Shantung Camp’ addressed to Mr Gronvold, Norwegian, Tientsin bearing 
Japanese Occupation of North China SG 199, $2 blue tied by Wei-Hsien date stamp with boxed hand-
stamp ‘Weihsien Teki Kokujin/Shudan Seikatsusho’ and censored by ‘Eihara’ in red. Very fi ne item 
from Weihsien Camp and unusual seal of Eihara. SG 199 b 260,-

P 2122 Burma, 1942, Peacock ovpts., Henzada, 3 P. (4, two pairs, one with double ovpt.) tied ”MAUBIN 16 
AUG. 42” to cover Kyonpyaw with ”23 AUG.42” backstamp

SG J22 (3), 
J22a b 500,-

P 2123 Burma, 1942, Henzada type Peacock ovpt. in blue on KGVI 6 p., a block of four centrally cancelled by 
„KYONPAW 24 AUG 42” cds SG J27 (4) g/v 130,-
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P 2124 Burma, 1942, Peacock ovpts., Henzada, 6 P. (2) tied ”HENZADA 10 AUG. 42” to envelope 1 A. (form 
use) w. arrival ”MOULMEINGYUN 17 AUG 42” on reverse, very rare on cover SG J27 (2) b 400,-

P 2125 Burma, 1942, farmer 1 a. scarlet, imperforated proof, a right margin block of four ps. 29-30/39-40 
unused no gum, some stains (JSCA 2B12a, cat. y80.ooo) SG J45 pr. (*)/v 250,-

P 2126 Burma, 1942, Yano seal, a former block of 14 (bottom pair separated), unused no gum as issued, 
SG cat. GBP 700 J45 (14) (*)  250,-

P 2127 1942, Anna surcharge series, 1/4 A.-5 R., unused  mint often on interleaving paper (see scans of reverse), 
but excluding 6 A./8 S. and the 3 A./7 S. being used. Additionally 1/4 A./1 S. vertical pair tied ”...JAN. 44” 
to piece, 1 R./10 S. used, 2 R./20 S. red (no gum), 5 R./30 S. red (mint and used), 5 R./30 S. block-4 
pencil signed MDR (Milo D. Rowell), cert. BPA for the 1 A./5 S. (1967), SG cat. ca. GBP 784.-.

SG J47/52, 
54/56, 55d, 
56f  (2), */g/v 300,-

P 2128 Burma, 1942, 4 A. on 4 S.+2 S. fall of Singapore, a horizontal pair, the left copy with surcharge inver-
ted, unused mounted mint, SG cat. GBP 630.-; JSCA 2B24d+2B24 (cat. 88.000), cert. BPA (1965) (T) J56i + J56g *    300,-

P 2129 Burma, 1942, 5 C./1 A. farmer tied ”LABUTTA 2 FEB 43” on reverse of small cover to ”LETPADAN 4 
MAR 43”, commercial usage SG J57 b 100,-

P 2130 Burma, 1942, 2 C. on 1/2 A. on 2 S. (2) and 1943 1 C. tied ”ZALUN 3 AUG 43” to cover to ”MOUL-
MEINGYUN 16 AUG 43” (backstamp) SG J59 (2), J88 b 400,-

P 2131 Burma, 1942, 2 C./2 S. and 3 C. on 3/4 A. on 3 S. tied ”LARBUTTA 5 MAY 43” to reverse of cover to 
”LETPADAN 15 MAY”, violet censormark with censors sign, amazing cover SG J60, J66 b 500,-

P 2132 Burma, 1942, 3 C. blue on 3/4 A. on 3 S., a horizontal strip of 3, mint never hinged, SG cat. GBP 
675.-. SG J60a (3) **   250,-

P 2133 Burma, 1942, Shan state specifi c colour surcharges: 3 C. blue on 3/4 A. on 3 S., a bottom imprint 
margin copy, unused no gum; 3 C. blue on 3 S., unused no gum: 5 C. violet on 5 S. claret, a left margin 
copy, unused mounted mint. SG cat. GBP 515.

SG J60a, J67c, 
J68b b 200,-

P 2134 1942, preprinted POW cover of the Australian Red Cross, sent from Brewarrina, NSW, via Japanese 
Red Cross Society in Tokio to a civilian internee at TJILATAP, Java. Cover on reverse with australian 
censor tape and rectangular ”3 - PASSED BY CENSOR - 195”, on the frontside japanese censor mar-
kings, some creases and tears due to transportation. Fine condition. b 150,-

P 2135 Burma, 1942, 5 C. on 1 a. on 5 S. claret tied ”TWANTE 11 NOV 42” on cover to Pegu, on reverse 
”RA(NGOO)N GPO 12 NOV 42” and ”EXPERIMENTAL P.O. R.-587 13. NOV 42” SG J61 b 250,-

P 2136 Burma, 1942, Cent surcharges on Japan: 1 C. (pair), 3 C. (2) tied ”MYANAUNG 14 NOV 42” to piece 
with two more daters; 2 C./2 S. (2) and 1 S. unoverprinted tied ”TOUNGOO 19 3 43” to piece. Also 1 
C./1 S.-20 C.8 S. set cover tied ”MAUBIN 15 OCT 42” (this as is)

J65 (2), J 66 
(2), J67 d/b 100,-

P 2137 Burma, 1942, 2 C./2 S. (2) and 1 C./1 s. tied ”TWANTE 16 OCT 42” to cover to ”TAMWE 17 OCT 42” 
(backstamp), no backfl ap and stamps slight faults SG J65, J66 (2) b 300,-

P 2138 Burma, 1942, Cent/Sen set specialized, with 1 C., 2 C., 3 C. (black and blue) 10 C./7 S., 15 C./4 S. 
unused mounted mint; 1 C./1 S. (block-4 ”EXPERIMENTAL P:O: 14 NOV 42”),  3 C. blue/3 S. (top right 
corner margin), 5 C./5 S, 10 C./7 S. (vert. pair) and 20 c./8 S. used (the latter. cert. BPA, 1967), SG 
cat. GBP 1042. SG J65/71-ex */g/v 400,-

P 2139 Burma, 1942, 1 A. state crest perforated tied ”TWANTE 19 MAY 43” to 1 A. envelope to Kannongtoo, 
on reverse transit of ”RANGOON T.S.O. 22 MAY 43” and arrival  ”SEIKGYI KANAO... 2 3 43” (error 
date), violet censormark SG J72 b 150,-

P 2140 Burma, 1942, Peacock ovpts., Pyapon 1 A. tied ”Payapon 10 JUN 42” to envelope 1 A. (form use) to 
Maubin (adressed to U Kyi Khin 31, 2nd Street) GA 500,-

P 2141 Burma, 1942, 15 C./4 S. emerald, a bottom right corner imprint margin block of 20, unused mounted 
mint on sheet interleaving paper, SG cat. GBP 540. (T) SG J70  (20) *    200,-

P 2142 Burma, 1944, POW card from dutch soldier at Camp Moulmein/Burma to Batavia/Java and fwd. to 
Bandung. Red framed ”POW mail” and ”Burma POW camp / No. 2 sub camp censorship passed” w. 
date Showa 19.5.3 (May 3, 1944), scarce GA 200,-

P 2143 Burma, Shan states, Malaya used in, 1943, Perak 5 C. ovpt. ”Dainnipponyubin” in kanji tied ”Loikaw 
18.6.27” to cover Kyaukse w. ”18.7.2” (July 2, 1943) backstamp

SG  Malaya 
J275 b 300,-

P 2144 Burma, 1943, Farmer issue. 5 C. tied ”KOMAKKOO 18.3...” to reverse of cover to ”SEIKGYI.KANAUNG. 
.. 5.1..”; 30 C. tied ”GAWGLAY-RANGOON 23 MAR 43” on small cover to ”TAMWE 31 MAR 43” (back-
stamp); plus 3 C. blue (3) tied to piece. b/d 300,-

P 2145 Burma, Shan states, Malaya used in, 1943, Perak 5 C. ovpt. ”Dai nippon yubin” in kanji, a block of 6 
(3x2)  tied ”Hsipaw 18.6.8” to reverse of registered cover to Insein w. ”13 6 43” arrival

SG Malaya 
J275 b 400,-

P 2146 Burma, 1943, farmer 5 C. scarlet tied ”TAM...... 12 AUG 43” (day and year handwritten) to reverse of 
small cover to Seikgyi, Transit Rangoon G.P.O. b 80,-

2147 Burma, 1943, Farmer 5 C., large C-type, a block of four with variety ”large G” in pos. 3, unused no 
gum as issued SG J72b, J72(3) (*)  80,-

P 2148 Philippines, 1943,  offi ial business stationery card Rizal 2 C. (some toning)  uprated service stamp 
5 C./6 C. tied ”MANILA No. 1 JUN 26 1944” from Dept. of Justice Manila to Justice of Peace, San 
Fernando Pampanga, sent by mailing clerk, actually used examples of the O.B. card are very scarce JSCA 2PS1; O2 GA 200,-
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P 2149 Philippines, 1942, 5 C. / 6 C. tied ”BADOLOA... MAR 29” on cover to Nagoya/Japan, sender staff of 
Victorias sugar mill, violet ”Phillippines Military Police / censorship passed”, transcription of address 
enclosed JSCA 2 b 80,-

P 2150 BIRMA 1943, 1 C. orange ”Pfl üger”, senkr. Paar auf Drucksachenschleife, Kabinett. Scott 2N30, SG 
J73. 78a p/b 70,-

P 2151 China, 1940/41, covers (2) to Japan both with japanese censor tapes inc. North China ”half value” 
ovpt. 5C./10 C. (2) + 4 C./8 C. (2) to Fukushima prefecture resp. Central China small size printed 
matter to Sendai; also 16 C. tied to ppc showing ”Central China Scene” with ladies at river (T) b/Ak 60,-

P 2152 China, 1943, martyr 25 C. (pair) canc. „SHANGHAI 3.8.32” (Aug. 3, 1943) on cover from lady in „Civil 
Assembly Centre Shanghai” to lady in „Civil Assemby Centre Yangchow”, clear strike of red civil censor 
mark plus black „3”, on reverse receivers note „Sent 29/7/43, Received 8/8/43” b 220,-

P 2153 China, Central China, 1941/42, SYS 50 C. (block-4) tied ”SHANGHAI24 3.3.42” via ”ANKARA 21-1-
1942” and ”ISTANBUL 24-3-1942” to reverse of registered cover (bit reduced on top) to Switzerland 
w. ”BASEL2 30.IV.42” arrival. Also $1 (creased) tied ”SHANGHAI 2.7.41” to registered cover to Cana-
da, RCAF staff, endorsed ”RCAF overseas c/o RAF”, 12 backstamps inc. Vancouver, Calgary, Halifax, 
Toronto TPO, Base Offi ce, ”FIELD POST OFFICE No 6 41” and fi nally ”ELMSWORTH HANTS 7 NO 41” 
(Hampshire, England), well travelled b 100,-

P 2154 Central China, 1943, SYS 15 C. , 10 c. each pair tied ”SHANGHAI 16.11.43” on local cover sent from 
female from ”Civil Assembly Center” (C.A.C.) Lunghwa with large red ”Lunghwa enemy concentration 
and protection center / censorship passed” b 150,-

P 2155 Central China, 1938, martyrs total $1.40 tied ”SHANGHAI 17.8.38” on small size registered air mail 
cover via Hong Kong to Paris, endorsed via HK by IAL e 60,-

P 2156 China, Central China, 1941, April-July, small size air mail covers (5) Shanghai to Chatswood NSW/Aus-
tralia from same family correspondence. All with large wall airmail frankings used via Hong Kong with 
transit daters and censored inc. one registered. Two (May/July) show rare circular ‘A.V.2.’ in violet, the 
April $7.30 rate has two-line ‘TO BE FORWARDED BY/AIR FROM SINGAPORE’ and Penang censor ‘5’, 
two reduced at left not affecting stamps. Unusual destination, for the specialist. e 300,-

P 2157 China, Central China, 1940, three Germany related items: martyr 50 C. ”SHANGHAI 16.2.40” to Vien-
na with printed paper tag of german censorship departement ”In the interest...” (add senders adress 
to any enclosed page), plus full contents; inbound cover from occupied Poland unoverptd. 25 Pf. 
blue tied by german censormark ”DP Osten/Tarnow2” poste restante to Shanghai w. 5 c. SYS tied 
”SHANGHAI 17.1.40” (vert. crease); german UPU reply card 15 C. canc. ”SHANGHAI 5.9.40” to Berlin 
w. censormark (T) b/GA 100,-

P 2158 China, Central China, 1941, incoming mail, Palestine, 15 C. tied ”KINNERE 28 JY 41” to Chaim Altscs-
hueler/Shanghai w. 30.10.9 (Oct. 9, 1941) backstamp. Palestine-Indian double censorship. Plus 
1915 german ppc ”BREMEN 15.10.15” to Tientsin w. german censormark and arrival. 60,-

2158A China, Central China, 1941, incoming mail, USA, clipper air mail via Hong Kong: 90 C. frank on regis-
tered-AR clipper cover (backfl ap incomplete) ”PORTLAIND MAINE (PEARL St. St.) DEC 31 1940” via 
SF and Hong Kong (censor tape and greenish blue ”AIR-TRANSIT 2”) to ”SHANGHAI 30.1.23” (Jan. 
23, 1941). Two line violet ”Return Receipt Requested / FEE PAID”. Detailed description in french 
included. Gebot

P 2159 China, Central China, 1941, incoming air mail, Bohemia-Moravia 6.40 K. frank tied ”PRAG 3 
23.VIII.41” endorsed ”Via Lissabon-America” and ”Clipper” to Shanghai, german and british censors-
hip tapes, greenish blue ”AIR TRANSIT 3” of Hong Kong and arrival ”SHANGHAI 30.9.26” (Sept. 26, 
1941). Detailed description in french included. 70,-

P 2160 China, Central China, SYS $1 tied ”SHANGHAI 26.2.42” on cover via Siberia to Chile, Shanghai cen-
sormark, british India and french Syria censortapes, transits ”ANKARA 29 4 1942” resp. ”ADANA 3 5 
42” (southbound), quite unusual. Detailed description in french included. b 100,-

P 2161 China, Central China, 1941, incoming mail, US clipper air mail via Hong Kong: 90 C. frank on regis-
tered-AR clipper cover (backfl ap incomplete) ”PORTLAIND MAINE (PEARL St. St.) DEC 31 1940” via 
SF and Hong Kong (censor tape and greenish blue ”AIR-TRANSIT 2”) to ”SHANGHAI 30.1.23” (Jan. 
23, 1941). Two line violet ”Return Receipt Requested / FEE PAID”. Detailed description in french 
included. 70,-

P 2162 China, Central China, 1943, return of concessions 25 C., 50 C., $1 (2), $2 (2) w. SYS 5 C. tied 
”SHANGHAI 16.12.43” to reverse of registered cover via Siberia and ”ISTANBUL” to Stockholm/Swe-
den w. Feb. 13/14 1944 arrivals, also german censormark ”Ag” (Vienna)

7, 8, 9 (2), 
10 (2) b 70,-

P 2163 China, North and Central, 1940, four censored uprated stationery cards to german occupied areas 
in Europe: ”SHANGHAI 30.5.41” to Lwow (Lemberg, Lviv); two cards Hankow or Tientsin to Belgium; 
2 1/2 C. card ”Tatung” (uprate removed) to POW in Ofl ag (offi ciers camp) with ”Ofl ag IX” censorship GA 100,-

P 2164 Hong Kong,1943, preprinted card from civilian internee from Camp Stanley/Tweed Bay Hospital to 
Shanghai/China, dated 1943.11.25, arrival dater ”SHANGHAI 1944.1.5”, name seal of censor ”Ma-
eshima”, part of of message on reverse iinked out b 100,-

P 2165 Hong Kong, 1943, inbound cover to Stanley Internment camp from ”SHANGHAI 19.1.43”, endorsed 
”Civilian Internee Mail / Postage Free.”, violet four line ”Hong Kong/HSBC Bldg. within/Imperial Japa-
nese Civil Administration/Foreign Affaris Section”, vermilion censors seal b 80,-
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P 2166 Indian National Army, 1944, ”CHALO DELHI” issues, from the Imphal-Kohima campaign, a complete 
set in blocks of four: 1 Pice violet,  1 Pice dark purple and 1 Anna green, 1P. (violet w. right margin), 
unused no gum as issued (JSCA cat. 100.000 Yen)

JSCA B27/
B29 (4) (*)/v 300,-

P 2167 Malaya, 1942, Kedah, ”DAI NIPPON 2602 MALAYA” on Perak 2 C. with Japan 1937/42 8 S. (2), 5 S. 
canc. black ”ALORSTAR 12 6 2602” on reverse of registered censored cover  to ”KOTA BHARU 12 10 
2602” (October 12 1942) b 100,-

P 2168 MALAYA 1945. Registered, Advice of Receipt envelope addressed to Penang bearing SG J82, 10c pur-
ple and SG J170, 25c purple and scarlet tied by vernacular Penang date stamp with registered label 
and hand-stamp ‘A.R.’ with Japanese censor label tied by framed censor cachet in violet. Lovely item. SG J82, J170 b 220,-

P 2169 Malaya, 1942, Kedah, ”DAI NIPPON 2602 MALAYA” on Kedah 8 C. canc. violet ”ALOR STAR YUBIN 
KYOKU KEDAH 2602” plus s. l. ” 1 AUG 2602 on censored cover to Kota Bharu/Kelantan w. violet 
arrival ”8 19 2602” (Aug. 19, 1942) on reverse b 80,-

P 2170 Malaya, 1942, Straits Settlements, KGVI 8 C. w. red single line kanji ”Dai Nippon Yubin” ovpt. tied 
”Kuala Lumpur 2603 8 14” to small cover to Seremban, violet Kuala Lumpur censor mark Also DEI 
stationery 3 C. w. orange label ”VELDPOST” (fi eld post) and tied black framed ”VELDPOST/DISTRIBU-
TION 30” dated 27/12/41 to Malang b/GA 70,-

P 2171 Malaya, 1943, defi nitive 3 C. (block of 6) tied ”Seremban” to reverse of registered envelope, mostly 
covered by censor seal of ”Malaya Military Adm. p. o.” with violet tie-mark ”Seremban p.o. / censor 
ship passed / 2” and dater ”SEREMBAN 2605.5.9” (May 9, 1945), to Malacca with May 10 arrival, 
clean condition 32 (6) b 60,-

P 2172 1942, Netherlands Indies: Unused Jap. Occ. 4c PS card with Neth. Indies 10c surcharged with anchor 
and Japanese characters during the period of Jap. Navy control. GA 60,-

P 2173 NORTH BORNEO: 1942, defi nitives complete set 1c to $5 with violet japanese overprint ‘Dai Nip-
pon Teikoku Seifu’ in type 1 mostly at top except the 3c at bottom (rare), mint never hinged or 
mint hinged and some (tropical) toning as always, very scarce in a complete set with single Cere-
muga certifi cates for the 3c and 12c to $5 (2005) (T) SG. J1-15 **/* 3.500,-

P 2174 Burma, 1943, state crest perforated / imperforated, two single franks tied ”PEGU” to  small covers 
(reduced by opening) to head clerk of Income tax offi ce Rangoon, both with violet censormarks SG J72, J72a b 200,-

P 2175 North Borneo, 1942, Japan 4 Sen 1942 (pair, one slight faults) tied clear ”Sibu Central 17 8 2604” 
(Aug. 17, 1944) to cover (backfl ap torn) to Kuching, very clear strike of violet mark ”Sibu CPO censors-
hip passed”l, ex-Rowell, pictured in Tsuchiya, A Complete Overview... Vol. 1 1999 p. 60 Japan 325 (2) b 800,-

P 2176 North Borneo, 1943, 8 C. blue (corner faults) tied violet ”Miri 18.5.29” (May 29, 1943) on cover 
to Syonan, violet ”Censorship passed/Miri Central”, on reverse deleted imprint  ”Sarawak Oilfi elds 
Limited” SG J19 b 400,-

P 2177 North Borneo, 1943, defi nitive issue: FDC with two margin plate number copies tied violet ”Kuchi 
18.4.29” and violet boxed ”censorship passed/Kuchin”. Also two mounted mint copies in fresh con-
dition. (JSCA cat. 41.ooo yen) J18, 19 FDC/* 100,-

P 2178 North Borneo,1943, general issue 8 C. blue tied by Proud type JD3  ”Kuching 18.8.9” (Aug. 9, 1943) 
to ppc ”Amoy Custom House entry” to Serian, vermilion censormark ”Kuching/censorship passed/
kempeitai” SG J19 Ak 400,-

P 2179 North Borneo,1943, general issue 8 C. blue tied by Proud type JD3  ”Kuching 20.10.2603” (Oct. 
20, 1943) to cover (address mostly blackened) to Fukuoka prefecture/Japan, vermilion censormark 
”Kuching/censorship passed/kempeitai”, senders private reception date ”Showa 18.12... received” 
(Dec. 1943) SG J15 b 400,-

P 2180 North Borneo, 1944, $5/$1 brown and carmine with Kuching ovpt. 15 C. tied  ”Kuching 4 9 2605” 
to piece, cert. APEX (2011). SG cat. GBP 3266 (T) J34, J28 d 1.300,-

P 2181 NORTH BORNEO: 1944, Coat of arms $1 brown & carmine with japanese handstamped opt. in 
black ‘$5’ in type 6 fi ne used with corner cancel ‘.... 8 2605’ of Kuching on small piece from which 
it has been lifted to examine condition, very rare stamp with small number printed (probably 40 
stamps of J34/34a together), Ceremuga certifi cate (2001) SG. J34 g 5.000,-

P 2182 North Borneo, 1942, BNB, single line overprint, 1 C., 2 C., 3 C. (2), 4 C., 8 C. used and 6 C., 8 C., 
12 C., 25 C. - $2 mint. The 1 C. - 10 C. are Sandakan ovpts.  One 3 C.,  the 12 C. and 50 C. are 
Jesselton ovpts. Added are unoverprinted 2 C. and 8 C. with ”SANDAKAN 25 JAN 1942” resp. 
”JESSELTON 15 AUG 1942” postmarks. - Signed MDR (Milo D. Rowell) 25 C., 50 C. and $1, certs. 
BPA for the mint 6, 8 12 C. (1994 resp. 1967) and Holcombe for the $2 (1993). SGJ1a, 2a, 3, 3a, 
4a, 6a (2), 7a, 8, 10-14 (cat. GBP 3470.- for the overprints). (T) g/* 1.500,-

P 2183 North Borneo, 1942, BNB single line ovpt. Sandakan type  in black on 4 C. with same on ”WAR 
TAX” 1 C. (has faint double overprint) tied violet ”Sandakan 18.6.1 Borneo” (June 1, 1943) to 
cover (on reverse japanese imprint ”army”) to Chinese c/o chinese tobacco co. at Api . Violet 
censormark of Sandakan p.o. and vermilion seal of censor. Cert. BPA (1960). Great cover rarity. 
(SG cat. GBP 2150+) (T) J1a, J16 b 1.500,-

P 2184 North Borneo, 1942, BNB single line ovpt. on 4 C.: in black on horizontal pair mounted mint fi rst 
mount LH, gum crease, signed J. Stephen; in black on single, fi rst mount LH; two used copies w. cen-
tral ovpt. , one in grey pmkd. ”Kudat” and one in violet pmkd. ”Jesselton” (SG cat. GBP 660.-) SG J4, J4a (5) */p/g 250,-
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P 2185 North Borneo, 1942, BNB single line ovpt.  in black on ”WAR TAX” 1 C. (tiny thin) and 2 C. (2, full 
strikes of violet japanese ”Sanakan 18.6.8 (June 8, 1943)” resp. apted ”JESSELTON 1 OCT 1942” 
(SG cat. GBP 1500+) SG J16/17 g 600,-

P 2186 North Borneo, BNB, 1944  1, 4, 6, 10 and 12 C. in combination with Brunei 2 C. tied Proud type JD4  
”Kuching 10 10 2604” (Oct. 10, 1944) to registered cover to Syonan (backstamp of 10.8, sic), vert. 
crease, cert. BPA (1995), SG cat. ca. 840.- (T)

J20, 23, 24, 
26, 27; Brunei 
J3 b 350,-

P 2187 North Borneo, BNB, 1944, $2 on 1 C. green and brown, a right margin copy, unused mounted 
mint, cert. BPA (1973), SG cat. GBP 5.000 (T) SG J33 b 2.000,-

P 2188 North Borneo, BNB, 1944, Kuching ovpt.: 1 C. - $1 unused mounted mint fi rst mount LH (but 2, 4, 8 C. 
used); including 2 C., 8 C. and 10 C. with 1942 violet ovpt. resp. 10 C. with 1942 black ovpt., unused 
mounted mint (SG cat. GBP 1954)

J20/32, J21a, 
J25,a, J26a, 
J26b */g/d 700,-

P 2189 North Borneo, BNB, 1944, Kuching ovpt. on Japan 1937/42 1 S.-1 Y., unused mounted mint, 6 S. 
crease, 25 S. tiny thin on reverse, 20 S.-1 Y. signed Krüger BPP (SG cat. GBP 550.-) J35/48 *    200,-

P 2190 North Borneo, BNB, 1944, Kuching ovpt.: 212 C., 15 C., 20 C. tied ”Brunei Central 30 9 2604” to FDC 
adressed local; 8 C., 12 C., 20 C., 25 C. tied ”Brunei Central 17 1 2605” (Jan 17, 1945) to envelope. 
(SG cat. for stamps GBP 211.-) FDC/b 100,-

P 2191 North Borneo, BNB, 1944, 1st Showa 30 Sen tied ”Kuching Central 2 10 2604” on envelope 
(178x252 mm) endorsed ”First Day Cover” (which is correct for the 30 Sen) with cpl. Kuching ovpt. 
set 1 C.-$1 and Brunei 5 C. with blue ovpt., violet Kuching censormark, punchholes not affecting 
stamps (SG cat. for stamps GBP 595) (M)

J46, J20/32, 
Brunei J4 FDC 200,-

P 2192 North Borneo, BNB, 1944, Kuching ovpt.: 1 - 3 C., 6 C., 8 C., 12 C., 15 C., 25 C. total 8 copies tied four 
clear strikes ”Mukah 12 1 2604” (Jan. 12, 1944) to piece, scarcer offi ce In Sarawak (SG cat. 211.-) SG J20/30-ex d 80,-

P 2193 North Borneo, Brunei, 1942/44, varietes:  mounted mint 1 C. w. red ovpt., 5 C. top margin block of 6 
pos. 2 showing ”retouched 5”, 6 C. grey top left corner margin block-4; used 2 C. green tied to piece 
”BRUN(EI) 31 OCT 1942”, 3 C. green with vermilion seals (probably fi scal) resp. vertical pair with un-
overprint 1st Showa 1 S. (pair) tied violet dater to piece.  SG cat. GBP ca. 830.-. (T)

J1a, J6a, J10 
var. etc.

*/g/
d/v 300,-

P 2194 North Borneo, Brunei, 1942/44, 1 C./6 C. (all basic stamps) unused mounted mint, 8 C. grey 
black bottom margin copy tied ”BRUNEI 10 OCT 1942” cert. BPA (1966);  8 C. scarlet, 10 C.-25 C. 
unused mounted mint (12 C.  with both blue/red ovpt., 15 C. used ), 30 C. used blue ”Sibu Central 
29 11 2603”, 50 C.-$25 unused mounted mint inc. $5 a bottom margin copy cert. BPA (1983), 
$25 pencil sign MDR (Milo D. Rowell), SG cat. GBP ca. 4217.-. (T) SG J1/19 etc. */g 1.700,-

P 2195 North Borneo, Brunei, 1942/44, ovpt. in blue on 8 C. scarlet, a vertical pair tied violet ”Sibu Central 
1. 8 2603” (Aug. 1., 1943), the upper stamp with double overprint (similiar to JSCA J85a, but in blue), 
cert. BPA (1995) (T)

SG J10 + 
J10 DD d 100,-

P 2196 North Borneo, Brunei, 1942, registration envelope 15 C. with framed violet hs. ”invalid”, unused mint 
(JSCA cat. y60.ooo) (T) JSCA 4 GA 200,-

P 2197 Nordborneo, Brunei, 1942, 5 C. chocolate, a vertical par tied ”Kuala Belait 21 6 2603” (June 21, 
1943) on cover to movie company  Kuching, violet censor mark of Kuala Belait, unevenly opened and 
vert. crease, transcription of covers adressing enclosed (T) J6 (2) b 350,-

P 2198 North Borneo, Brunei, 1942, used on piece: 3 C. (4), 5 C. (block-4) tied ”Sarikei 6 10 2603”; 8 C. red 
block-4 canc. violet ”Sibu ...8 2603”; 8 C. red (7, strip-3, strip-4) tied violet ”Sibu 17 9 2603”; 30 C. 
tied violet ”Miri 4 10 2603” (PMO type). SG cat. GBP 661.

SG J4 (4), J6 
(4), J10 (11), 
J15 d 250,-

P 2199 North Borneo, Brunei, 1942, 3 C. green and 5 C. brown tied ”Sibu Central 27 9 2603” (Sept. 27, 
1943) on cover to Kuching, violet censormark of Sibu, purple censormark of Kuching Central. Crea-
ses and 1 mm tear not affecting stamps. Attractive commercial usage SG J4, J6 b 500,-

P 2200 North Borneo, Brunei, 1942, 8 C. red  w. violet overprint tied ”Sibu Central 16 2 2605” (Feb. 16, 
1945) to offi cial cover (front only) w. framed vermilion ”koyo” (offi cial) to Kuching, violet censormark 
of Sibu-Central, ex-Rowell SG J10 b/d 150,-

P 2201 North Borneo, Labuan, 1942, KGVI horizontal pairs 1 C. (one without overprint, faults), 2 C. (top 
left corner margin), 5 C. (top margin w. plate number) and 8 C. (bottom left corner margin) with s. l. 
overprints in red (1 C.) or bluish violet (2, 5, 8 C.) similiar to 1942 Sandakan overprints. Not in SG, 
which consider their status not settled.  Added are 1973 BPA certs staing ”it is not possible to give 
any defi nite opinion.” - According Tsuchiya Vol. 1 1999 pp. 66/68, showing an Oct. 1942 cover with 
3 C., 5 C. (in colour: ”Tsuchiya collection” 2004 p. 59),  overprinted  KGVI issues were sold in Labuan 
for the very short period of Oct./Dec. 1942, whereafter Labuan was renamed into ”Maeda-to” and 
the name as well as KGVI stamps deemed unsuitable and redrawn from service resp. counter sale. **/p 500,-

P 2202 North Borneo, Sarawak, 1942, Miri-overprint, 5 C. violet with black ovpt. at bottom,  unused mounted 
mint, sections on reverse slight toning, pencil sign MDR (Milo D. Rowell). JSCA 38A, cat. y.40.ooo SG 7a *    100,-

P 2203 North Borneo, Sarawak, 8 C. carmine with black overprint at top, used, pencil signed MDR (Milo D. 
Rowell). SG cat. GBP 475 SG J11a g 180,-

P 2204 North Borneo, Sarawak, 3 C. black with black overprint at top, used, few stain points on reverse, JSCA 
13a (cat. y50.ooo) SG J4 var g 100,-

P 2205 North Borneo, Sarawak, 1942, 8 C. and 15 C. tied ”Miri Borneo 17.10.5” to registered cover to Ku-
ching, black censormark of ”Miri Kempeitai”, arrival ”KUCHING 12 OCT 2604” on reverse. Each stamp 
paying correct rate for letter and registration, SG cat. ca. GBP 4820.-, a beauty, cert. BPA (1997) SG J11, J15 b 2.000,-
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P 2206 Nordborneo, Sarawak, 1942, 3 C. green with black ovpt., a top left corner margin block-6, mint never 
hinged, faint toning in parts on reverse, SG cat. GBP 720.- J2a (6) **   250,-

P 2207 North Borneo, Sarawak, 1942, Japan 8 Sen 1939  tied clear violet ”Kuching 18.4.13 Borneo” (April 
13, 1943) on local offi cial cover (O.H.H.S. deleted and replaced by ”KOYO” ms. in black and same 
in characters in red top left) of ”KUCHING CIVIL COURT”, ex-Rowell, Rowell auction lot 1100, blue 
owners mark on reverse ”MDR”, very fresh appearance Japan 261 b 500,-

P 2208 North Borneo, Sarawak, 1942, Japan 3 Sen 1939 and 5 Sen 1942 tied pristine violet ”Kuching 
17.10.21 Borneo” (Oct 21, 1942) on local cover, two censormarks of ”SARAWAK CONSTABULARY”, 
ex-Rowell, Rowell auction lot 1095, blue owners mark on reverse ”MDR”, a beauty

Japan 256, 
317 b 500,-

P 2209 North Borneo, Sarawak, 1942, Japan 1937/42 issues 1 S.-8 S. tied ”KUCHING 1 OCT 2062” to re-
gistered FDC adressed local, on reverse two censormarks of ”SARAWAK CONSTABULARY KUCHING” 
(JSCA y40.ooo) Japan 253 etc. FDC 100,-

P 2210 North Borneo, Sarawak, 1942, Japan 4 Sen 1937 (pair) tied violet ”Sibu 18.4.21 Borneo” (April 21, 
1943) on offi cial cover to Sarikei/Sarawak, vermilion framed ”koyo” (offi cial), top right tear and crea-
ses  not affecting stamps Japan 257 (2) b 600,-

P 2211 North Borneo, Sarawak, 1942, overprint in violet at top, 1 C. mint/used, both 2 C. mint (green 
vert. crease),  4 C. mint,  both 6 C. mint, 12 C. blue used (pencil sign MDR = Milo D. Rowell), 15 
C. orange mint, 15 C. blue used on piece, 20-50 C. mint, $1 used, $4 and $10 mint = unused 
mounted mint, usually fi rst mount LH. 25/50 C., $4 C $10 with faint toning on reverse. Added for 
reference (not accounted) ovpt. for usage as seals (9, one over single-line ovpt.) or handstamped 
as fi scals (14, 3 with black s.l. overprints), fi nally fake ovpts.  (5) with respective 1997 BPA-cert.  
Inc. SG cat.( postage stamps only) GBP 3090. (T) J1/J26-ex */g 1.000,-

P 2212 North Borneo, Sarawak, 1942, 3 C.-6 C. tied to piece with daters of MIRI or (KUC)HING, SG cat. GBP 
590 J5/8 d 200,-

P 2213 North Borneo, Sarawak, 1942, Japan Showa series unoverprinted usage: 1st 2 Sen vermilion block-4 
canc.”Sibu 17.11.6”, 2nd  4 S. pair tied ”Kapit 23 7 2604”, 1st 8 S. tied ”Kanowit 25 11 2603”, 2nd 
15 S pair tied violet ”Sibu 23 3 2604. All clear strikes. Japan 255f. d 200,-

P 2214 North Borneo, Sarawak, 1942, Sibu-overprint, diagonally in blue,  $1 and $2 unused mounted mint 
fi rst mount LH, $2 vertical crease, each pencil sign MDR (Milo D. Rowell). SG cat. GBP 1050.-. JSCA 
51/52. Plus uncounted/for reference 8 C.carmine horizontal pair additional with black ovpt.  sealed , 
probably unissued and remainders used up as offi cial seals. - Included photocopy of letter by MDR 
dated 19 May 1989 re. $1, 2 diagonal ovpts. SG J21a, J22a *    300,-

P 2215 North Borneo, Sarawak, 1942, overprint in violet at bottom, 1 C., 2 C. black, 3 C. green, 4 C. 6 C. lake-
brown, 8 C. carmine, 10 C., 12 C. orange, 15 C. orange, 20 C.-$1, unused mounted mint, but 30 no 
gum, $1 tiny thin on reverse and corner crease. 1/6 C., 12/20 C. and 50 C. (9)  pencil signed MDR 
(Milo D. Rowell). Cert. BPA (1997, shown 5 C. not included). SG cat. GBP 2070. (T) SG J1/21-ex */(*) 700,-

P 2216 North Borneo, Sarawak, 1943, incoming cover with Selangor 3 C. green (4) tied ”SYONAN 3 20 2603” 
(March 20, 1943) to Sibu, blue censor of Shonan, red censor of ”Sibu CPO”

SG Occ. Malaya 
J230 (4) b 300,-

P 2217 China, North China, half value surcharges 20 C./40 C., 4 C./8 C. (pair) uprating stationery card 2 1/2 
C. tied slogan hs. ”Tongshan” w. ms. date ”3/11/1942” to Belgium, endorsed ”Via Siberia and Anka-
ra”, violet bilingual ”SERVICE INTERRROMPU/RETOUR A L’EXPEDITEUR” but deleted and forwarded, 
german censor mark GA 100,-

P 2218 China, North China, 1940, registered cover w. 95 C. frank ”TIENTSIN11 30.4.40” to Brussels/Bel-
gium  via Canada w. boxed ”NO SERVICE / RETURN TO SENDER” and canadian censor tape, again 
posted via Siberia ”TIENTSIN 5.7.40” and german censor tape w. handwritten ”18/9 40” arrival, ama-
zing east/westbound double censorship cover. Plus Manchuko,  incoming mail, Dutch East Indies, re-
gistered censored cover ”BANDOENG-LEMBANWEG 6.7.40” to Harbin w. 7.7.28 arrival on reverse (T) b 80,-

P 2219 China, North China, 1941, 50 C. rate ”Hopeh Tongshan 30.6.2” endorsed ”Cape Town” via Tientsin, 
Beira, Elisabethville to ”JABOTVILLE 7.8.41”/Belgian Congo with British and Belgian Congo double 
censorship, french description included b 80,-

P 2220 China, North China, 1943, half value surcharges 4 C./8 C. (2) and 5 C./10 C. (2) tied ”WEIHSIEN  
29.1.43” on cover from Weihsien civilian assembly centre (violet  censormark) to Tientsin b 100,-

P 2221 China, North China, 1943, martyr 25 C. (2) tied ”SHANGHAI 19.4.43” on cover from Lunghwa civilian 
assembly centre Shanghai (red censormark) to civilian internee in Camp Stanley, Hong Kong. Vermi-
lion censors name seal ”Maeshima” b 100,-

P 2222 China, North China, 1941, martyr 50 C. tied ”TSINYÜAN 30.5.29” (May 29, 1941) on biritsh/german 
double censored cover (faults) to occupied northern France, swiss framed marking ”refused by p.o. 
Lyons station/because of missing communications to occupied France/Basle p.o. 2”, violet three line 
”return to sender/postal connections/interrupted” but deleted by blue crayon, probably stored as on 
reverse handwriting ”arrived Beaupre June 1942” b 80,-

P 2223 China, Shantung, 1941 $1 tied ”TSINGAO 23.7.41” to registered cover to Chicago/USA; also 10 C., 40 
C. unovpt. ”TSINGTAO 24.3.39” on reverse of reg. cover to Finland b 70,-
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P 2225 PERAK 1943. Registered envelope addressed to the ‘Supply Offi cer, Ipoh’ bearing Japanese Occupa-
tion of Perak SG J198, 15c ultramarine and SG J262, 8c scarlet tied by Japanese Occupation date 
stamp in violet ‘2603’ with date endorsed ‘30/1’ in m/s with framed hand-struck ‘R/Postage Paid/
Gopeng No 780 Date 30/1’ on face and forwarded to the French Mines at Tekkah, Gopeng headed 
‘On Government Service’ bearing SG J274, 2c on 5c brown and Japan SG 319, 6c orange tied by Ipoh 
double ring. Rare item with cancels only in use 6 months 12/6 to 19/2 2603.

SG J198, J262, 
J274, Japan 
SG 319 b 400,-

P 2226 Philippines, 1942, service stamp 5 C./6 C., a horizontal strip of four tied ”CAVITE MAY 20 1943” on 
offi cial cover to Director of Customs and Internal Revenue, violet bilingual censormark of ”Cavite 
Kempeitai” (T) JSCA O2 (4) b 100,-

P 2227 Philippines, 1942,  5 C./6 C., with handwritten ”koyo” (red) and ”(K.P.)” tied duplex ”BATANGAS... MAY 
20 43” on offi cial cover to Director of Customs and Internal Revenue, violet bilingual censormark of 
”San Pablo  Kempeitai” (T) b 80,-

P 2228 Philippines, 1942,  5 C./6 C., a vertical pair with local made rubber stamp ”koyo / K.P.” tied duplex 
”SAN JUAN D. ABRA APR 12 1943” on offi cial cover to Director of Customs and Internal Revenue, 
violet bilingual censormark of ”Japapanaese Military Police” (T) b 100,-

P 2229 Philippines, 1942,  2 C., a horizontal strip of fi ve with local made rubber stamp violet ”O. B..” (offi cial 
business) tied duplex ”MABITAC.LAGUNA MAR 8 1943” on offi cial cover to Director of Customs and In-
ternal Revenue, violet bilingual censormark of ”San Pablo Japapanaese Military ,Police” and bureaus 
arrival mark ”MAR 11 1943” (T) b 100,-

P 2230 Philippines, 1943,  service stamp 5 C. / 6C.,  a vertical pair  tied duplex ”MANILA No. 1  FEB 29 1944” 
on offi cial cover from Dept. of The Interior (bilingual senders hs.) to the mayor of San Pablo (T) JSCA O2 (2) b 100,-

P 2231 Philippines, 1943, two covers: 5 C. volcanoes tied duplex ”MANILA No. 1 SEP 14 1943” on cover 
to Zamboanga; 5 C./6 C., a strip of three tied to cover by indistinct ”RIZAL” duplex (vert. crease) (T) JSCA 2 (3); 18 b 80,-

P 2232 Philippines, 1942, due stamps: #1 on FDC (some stains), #2 on cover pmkd. ”MANILA DEC 16 1942” 
(two different types), total covers (2) JSCA D1, D2 b 130,-

P 2233 SARAWAK: 1943. Censored envelope addressed to Kuching bearing Japanese Occupation of North 
Borneo SG J19, 8c blue tied by Sibu date stamp (in Japanese) with framed censor in violet. Very nice 
commercial usage. SG J19 b 280,-

P 2234 SARAWAK: 1944. Censored envelope addressed to Miri bearing Japan SG 396, 5s claret tied by ver-
nacular date stamp with Japanese censor label tied by Miri date stamp and forwarded to Kuching. 
Superb item from the Japanese Occupation of Sarawak. Japan SG 396 b 280,-

P 2235 SINGAPORE: 1943. Envelope addressed to the ‘Yokohama Bank, Singapore’ bearing SG J94, 3c 
green (3) tied by Syonan double ring. Scarce stamps on cover. SG J94 (3) b 180,-

JAP. BES. II WK - NL-INDIEN / SUMATRA / DUTCH EAST INDIES    
P 2237 East Coast, Konijnenburg 10 C. tied ”PAGARALAM 19.3.20” (March 20, 1944) to reverse of ”request 

for PMO to other district” (10 R. to Java), ”Sumatra communications offi ce 19.3.25 postal transfer 
offi ce” on front, on reverse boxed censormark ”Sumatra 1”, scarcer form: transfers to Java were ad-
mitted from Jan. 1944 (max. amount: 30 R.) and in case required a special request. b 100,-

P 2238 East Coast, Kreisler unwmkd. 2 C. two framed ”Dai Nippon” ovpts. in violet and reddish violet, with 
Japan 1st Showa 1939 3 S. with framed ”Dai Nippon” ovpt. in violet (quite unnecessary) tied ”Gu-
nungtua 19.5.15” (May 15, 1944) to postal transfer form W, amount 5 Rp., to Sibolga, transit Padang-
sidempuan, the Kreisler 2 C. with additional violet ovpt. unlisted in JSCA, unusual JSCA 1S91 b 150,-

P 2239 East Coast,  red framed ”Dai Nippon” ovpt.  Kreisler wmkd. 2 1/2 C. resp. same in black dancer 7 
1/2 C. tied oval bilingual ”BAROS KANTOR POS” with handwritten ”19-1-29” to postal transfer form 
W to Balige, Sibolga transit and Sibolga resp. Balige backstamps. The Kreisler 2 1/2 C. w. ovpt. type 
3 in red colour unlisted in JSCA. b 150,-

P 2240 East Coast, 1942, small non-framed Dainippon ovpt. (type 2) dancer 7 1/2 C., a block of 10 (5x2) tied 
”Sigli 18.12.31” (Dec. 31, 1943) to postal transfer form W, amount 1000 Rp., highest possible trans-
fer amount, to Mitsubishi Koetaradja w. Koetaradja 19.11.1 and 19.1.14 backstamps, violet Kutaraja 
censormark. The block was pasted to a piece of scrap paper attached to the form. Sigli is in Atjeh. b 100,-

P 2241 East Coast, 1942, framed ”Dai Nippon” Karbouw 2 1/2 C. plus Japan 1st Showa 1938 1 Sen brown 
resp.  non-framed ”Dai Nippon” Karbow 3 1/2 C. both tied ”Medan” to cards (2) sent from Patho-
logical Laboratory Medan to different hospitals in Kabandjahe; the mixed frank used 1944.3.13, the 
3 1/2 C.  single 1943.5.17. Different kinds of red Medan censor marks. b 150,-

P 2242 East Coast, 1943, stationery card Karbouw 3 1/2 C. with frameless ovpt. ”Dainippon” tied ”BIREUEN 
18.6.10” (June 10, 1943) to Medan, violet censor mark of Sumabwe p.o., vert. crease (JSCA 1S1; 
cat. y50.ooo). GA 150,-

P 2243 East Coast,  type 3 framed Dainippon ovpt. Konijnenburg 10 C. (horizontal pair) tied ”PALEMBANG 
19.3.6 (March 6, 1944)  to reverse of ”request for PMO to other district” (30 R. to Java), ”Sumatra 
communications offi ce 19.3.25 postal transfer offi ce” dater on front, on reverse boxed censormark 
”Sumatra 1” in violet, scarcer form: transfers to Java were admitted from Jan. 1944 (max. amount: 
30 R.) and in case required a special request. b 200,-

P 2244 East Coast, 1942, due 20 C. tied ”Medan 19.10.26” (Oct. 26, 1944) to letter w. regular issue 10 C. 
blue tied ”Bangoen Poeroh 19.8....” Due stamps actually used as such are very seldom seen in the 
occupation period. JSCA EC1S78 b 200,-
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P 2245 East Coast, 1943, Pematang Siantar local issue: dancer 4 C. with wavy framed ovpt. in black and 
additionally same in red, only 25 issued (JSCA 15 S240). *    150,-

P 2246 Atjeh (Achin), 1942, Konijnenburg 10 C. tied ”Sabang 19.3.28” (March 28, 1944) to postal transfer 
form W, amount 6 Rp., on reverse arrivals ”Kuala Simpang 19.4-2” resp. 19.4-5 b 100,-

P 2247 Atjeh (Achin), 1942, dancer 5 C. (pair) tied ”LANGSA 17.11.03” (Nov. 3, 1942) to cover to Meulaboh, 
framed red ”kenetsu” (censored), sender Shonan Gomukumiai b 100,-

P 2248 Tapanoeli, 1942, Konijnenburg 10 C. tied ”Polsea 19.4.21” to postal transfer form W to ‘Balige N.V. 
Spaar en Hulpbank’, amount 16.75 Rp., Balige and Taroetong backstamps. b 100,-

P 2249 Tapanoeli, 1943, Malaya-used-in-Sumatra, Perak 10 C. w. ”DAI NIPPON / 2602 / MALAYA” ovpt. tied 
”Gunung Toa 18.12.4” (Dec. 4, 1943) to postal transfer form W, amount 22 Rp., to Padangsidempoe-
an w. ”18.12.14” backstamps. Tapanoeli framed red sun + framed violet ”Dainippon” struck over at 
left for ‘form nationalization’. JSCA 12S13 b 100,-

P 2250 West Coast, 1942, violet cross Konijnenburg 40 C., with Japan 1st Showa 50 S. (2) tied ”Taloek 
19.2.17” (Feb. 17, 1944)  to postal transfer form W,  high amount of 400 Rp.,  to Pasarbaru Balige, 
Balige and Sibolga backstamps, boxed Pakanbaru censormark. b 150,-

P 2251 West Coast, Riouw/Riau, 1942, Konijnenburg 15 C.  (83:  block-50 on reverse, block 30 - one unover-
printed, strip-3) with Kreisler 20 C. (2), Konijnenburg 10 C. and dancer (unoverprinted) tied ”Bagan 
Si-Api-Api 19.2.12” (Feb. 12, 1944) to part of postage fee paid separately form. (T) d/b 150,-

P 2252 West Coast, Japan-used-in-Sumatra, 2nd Showa 5 Sen Togo (2, bit paper clip rust) tied ”Boekkittinggi 
19.1.22” (Jan. 22, 1944) to postal transfer form W to Solok, amount 10.45 Rp., Solok and Padang 
backstamps, boxed violet censormark of Bukittingii JSCA 14S17 b 80,-

P 2253 West Coast, Konijnenburg 60 C. tied ”PAKANBAROE 18.7.7” (July 7, 1943)  to light blue parcel post 
recorded delivery card form Pp2,  to Bagan Si Api Api, backstamps Bagansiapiapi and Pakanbaroe. 
Forms pp2 are scarce. b 100,-

P 2254 West Coast, Konijnenburg 80 C.  tied commemorative postmark ”Pakanbaroe / Showa 17-12-8/1st 
Anniversary of Greater East Asia War” (Dec. 8, 1942) to light blue parcel post recorded delivery card 
form Pp2, normal postmark ”PAKANBAROE 17.12.12”  to Taloek, backstamps TALOEK and PAKANBA-
ROE (arrived 17.12.15, returned 17.12.16, arrived back 17.12.18), slight vertical crease not affecting 
stamp. Forms pp2 are scarce. b 120,-

P 2255 West Coast, Japan-used-in-Sumatra, 1st Showa 10 Sen (vert. pair) tied ”Padang 19.11.13” to postal 
transfer form W to Loebeksikaping, amount 5 Rp., Loeboeksikaping and Bukittinggi backstamps, 
boxed violet censormark ”Sumatra 13”. Japan 238 b 100,-

P 2256 West Coast, 1942, black cross and Padang second handstamp, Konijnenburg 40 C., with Japan 1st 
Showa 10 S.  tied ”PADANG 18.9.21 (Sept. 21, 1943)  to postal transfer form W,  amount 28 Rp.,  to 
Bank in Kajutanam, Kajoetanam and Padang backstamps. also bank entrance marking, boxed blue 
Padang censormark. b 150,-

P 2257 Djambi, 1942, violet ovpt.  due 20 C. orange and unoverprinted dues 10 C. (4), 20 C. (5), 30 C. (2), 1 
Gld. (pair) tied ”DJAMBI 21.12.03” (Dec. 3, 1943) to reverse of ”summarized postal giro statement”, 
on front framed p.o. mark ”DJAMBI”, vert. crease not affecting stamps, rare form and interesting 
document showing handling of overprint-obligation on internal forms. b 250,-

P 2258 Djambi, 1942, Vürtheim 5 C. tied ”DJAMBI 28.10.02” (Oct 28, 1942) to ”request for back payment”, 
unusual postal savings bank form (208 x 149 mm), creases (T) b 200,-

P 2259 Palembang, Vürkheim 5 C. (pair) tied ”PALEMBANG 21.11.04 (Nov. 21, 2004) to light green postal ID card 
(kartoe pemerksaan) form C7, postal ID cards issued in Japanese Occupation areas are very rare b 250,-

P 2260 Palembang, Vürtheim 5 C. tied blue ”Pladjoe 19.8.3” (Aug. 3, 1944) to postal transfer form W to Medan, 
amount 2 09 Rp., to ”Pustaka Islam”. Medan backstamps, boxed blue censormark ”Sumatra 20”. JSCA 7S80 b 180,-

P 2261 Dai Nippon framed ovpt., 1943,  violet ovpt. Karbouw 1 C. (pair) tied ”PALEMBANG 19.2...” (Feb. 
1944) to wrapper to Soerabaja, black censormark b 100,-

P 2262 Bangka & Biliton, 1942,  red ovpt., dancer 5 C. tied ”PANGKALPINANG 19.2.1 (Feb. 1, 1944) to postal 
transfer form W, amount 5 Rp., to Tandjong-Pandan (2.4./2.9 daters on reverse), boxed violet ”Panka-
ru Pinan offi ce / 1 / censorship passed”.. And  violet ovpt. Konijnenburg 10 C.  tied ”PANGKALPINANG 
19.2.2 (Feb. 2, 1944), as above, but next day and amount 7 Rp. Attractive pair. b 200,-

P 2263 Lampong, 1942,  black  ovpt. Konijnenburg 10 C. (2) tied ”Tandjong Karang 19.5.12” (May 12, 1944) 
to postal transfer form W (one staple hole), amount 30 Rp., to Semarang/Java (6.3 and 6.6 daters 
on reverse), transits Palembang and Naku (South Java, bold red handstamp ”N”). Tandjong Karang 
black censormark. b 100,-

P 2264 Lampong, 1942, dues 7 1/2 C. (2, one with reddish violet-, one with bluish violet ovpt.) and 10 C. (2) 
tied  METRO 19.2.23 (Feb. 23, 1944) to part of reverse of light blue parcel form pp2 to Palembang, 
 TANDJONG KAR(ANG)  transit. Forms pp2 are scarce. b/d 100,-

P 2265 Unifi ed ovpt., Kreisler 20 C. tied ”Padang 19.8.23” (Aug. 23, 1944) to postal transfer form W to 
Cheribon, amount 30 Rp., transit ”Sumatra Palembang communications offi ce 19.9..” and Tjirebon 
29./.30.9.04 backstamps, boxed blue censormark ”Sumatra 10”. Transfers to Java were admitted 
from Jan. 1944 (max. amount: 30 R.) and in case required a special request. The forms were routed 
via Palembang and marked by a two-line violet ”Java postal transfer / Sumatra postal service” b 100,-
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P 2266 Unifi ed overprints, Konijnenburg 10 C. (vertical pair) tied ”Porigswoe 19.6.21” (June 21, 1944) to 
postal transfer form W to Bantoel Djokjakarta/Java, amount 30 Rp., Palembang transit, BANTOOL 
ec. daters  on reverse b 80,-

P 2267 1942, Malaya-used-in-Sumatra, Straits KGVI 5 C. with small red framed seal tied ”DIEDJOEN-DJO-
ENG 5.10.42”  to postal transfer form W, amount 4 Rp.,  to Bukittinggi, backstamps ”FORT DE COCK 
17.10.6, 17.10.16”.  Change of AD year digits  to japanese Showa year digits started by May 1942, 
replacement of dutch place names  by indonesian ones started by September 1942. Both seemingly 
delayed at place of dispatch and arrival. JSCA 12S3 b 150,-

P 2268 1943, Japan-used-in Sumatra, 1939 1st Showa 10 S. tied ”PERLANAAN 18.3.16” (March 16, 1843) 
to censored cover to Medan, censor tape tied both sides by red framed ”Pematang Siantar p.o.” cen-
sor mark, Singer Sewing Co. privat arrival ”19 MRT 03”. b 100,-

P 2269 1943/44, Regular series, 3 S./50 S.-ex, trial colour prints with red or violet ”mihon” (specimen) over-
prints: 3 C. all three colours, 3 1/2 C. (2), 10 C. (violet ovpt.), 40 C. (2), 50 C.; JSCA cat. Y150.ooo) SPEC 400,-

P 2270 1943/44, Regular series, 2 S.-1 Rp.in  imperforated horizontal pairs, unused no gum, JSCA cat. 
46.ooo Yen

JSCA 1 
S52a/12a p 100,-

JAP. BES. II WK - NL-INDIEN / NAVY-DISTRICT / DUTCH EAST INDIES    
P 2271 Pontianak, 1942, violet anchor, Konijnenburg II 10 C. tied ”SINGKAWANG 5.8.04” (Aug. 5, 1944) to 

cover to Bank of Taiwan, Pontianak, black censor of Singakawang (censors sign handwritten) and red 
censor Pontianak (censors tiemark) b 200,-

P 2271A Pontianak, 1942, black anchor, letter card Karbouw  7 1/2 C. ”SAMBAS 27.12.3” (Dec. 27, 1943) to 
Pontianak, censortape and black censormark (JSCA 1 NS10, cat. y50.ooo) GA 150,-

P 2272 Pontianak, 1942, violet anchor, Kreisler 20 C. tied ”PAMANGKAT 7.10.04” (Oct. 7, 1944) to postal 
transfer form W, amount 13.35 Rp., to Bank in Singkawang, Pontianak and Singkawang backstamps, 
black censormark b 150,-

P 2272A Pontianak, 1942, violet anchor, Konijnenburg 80 C. tied ”SANGGAU 23.1.04” (Jan. 23, 1944) to 
postal transfer form W, amount 200 Rp., to japanese  ”dokoryu jimukakari” iin Pontianak, Pontianak 
backstamps, violet censormark of Pontianak b 150,-

P 2273 Pontianak, 1942, violet anchor, Kreisler 50 C. and Konijnenburg 30 C. tied ”SANGGAU 5.2.04” (Feb 
5, 1944) to postal transfer form W, amount 200 Rp., to Pontianak, Pontianak backstamps, violet 
censormark of Pontianak. b 150,-

P 2273A Pontianak, 1942, violet anchor, Kreisler 30 C. tied ”SINGKAWANG 29.8.04 (Aug. 29, 1944) to postal 
transfer form W, amount 45.10 Rp., to Mampawa, telephone offi ce interference staff, Pontianak and 
Mampawa backstamps, red censormark. b 150,-

P 2274 Pontianak, 1942, violet anchor, Konijnenburg 1 Gld. tied ”POETOESSIBAU 28.7.04” (July 28, 1944) 
to postal transfer form W, amount 102.95 Rp., to manager in Poetus Sibau (= local), the prescribed 
routing via Pontianak took this local transfer almost 6 weeks, as Kapuas river was not shippable 
May-September (Nash, West Borneo p. 146). Pontianak and Poetoessibau backstamps, black cen-
sormark. b 150,-

P 2274A Pontianak, 1942, violet and black anchor used: violet anchor, Konijnenburg 10 C. tied ”KETAPANG 
31.7.4” (July 31, 1944) to postal transfer form W, amount 25 Rp., to Pontianak,  Pontianak back-
stamps, red censormark. A second Konijnenburg 10 C., but with black ovpt., is present cancelled 
”PONTIANAK 18.8.04”. Rate for a postal transfer up to 25 Rp. had been raised from 10 C. to 20 C. 
by July 1, 1944, but according Nash 161, the Ketapang postal agent was well aware of the raise. 
So probably just found unobliterated at Pontianak? Anyway unusual mix of two different ovpt. 10 C.  
Konijnenburgs, specialists  item. b 200,-

P 2275 Pontianak, 1942, black anchor, Konijnenburg 50 C. tied ”SINGKAWANG 14.2.05” (Feb 14, 1945) to 
postal transfer form W, amount 70 Rp., to Pontianak,  Pontianak backstamps, black censormark. b 150,-

P 2275A Pontianak, 1942, black anchor (faint), Konijnenburg 2 Gld. tied ”POETOESSIBAU 16.8.04”) to postal 
transfer form W, amount 1000 Rp.,  to Mitsui Bussan Kaisha Pontianak branch,  Pontianak back-
stamps, MBK branch violet recption mark and vermilion seals of companies CIC, red censormark. 
1000 Rp. was the maximum transfer amount possible. b 150,-

P 2276 Pontianak, 1942, violet anchor, Konijnenburg 30 C. tied ”SINGKAWANG 27.10.04” (Oct. 27, 1944) 
to postal transfer form W, amount 40.20 Rp., to Bengkajang, telephone offi ce interference staff, 
Pontianak and violet ”BENKAJANG” bestelhuis (delivery house) type backstamps, black censormark. 
Bengkajang is located on the road between Singkawang (coast) and Sanggau (Kapus river). b 150,-

P 2276A Pontianak, 1942, black anchor, Kreisler 40 C. tied ”PAMANGKAT 22.4.4 (April 22, 1944) to postal 
transfer form W, amount 71.70, to Syomin bank at Singkawang, Singkawang and Pontianak back-
stamps, violet censormark. b 150,-

P 2277 Pontianak, 1942, violet anchor, Vürtheim 5 C. tied ”PAMANGKAT 6.5.4 (May 6, 1944) to postal trans-
fer form W, amount 1.50 Rp., to japanese company at Pontianak, Pontianak backstamps, violet cen-
sormark. b 150,-

P 2277A 1944, South Borneo, stationery card 4 C. red (small imprint) canc. s. l. ”BANDJERMASIN” to Barabai, 
black Bandjermasin p.o. censormark, card reduced at left, JSCA cat. y 60.000. JSCA 10NS9a GA 120,-
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P 2277B Central West Borneo, Sintang stampless offi cial mail, postal transfer form W with deep mauvet ”DJA-
BATAN BEBAS DARI BEA” (Offi cial, free of charge) and handwritten ”gunkojo” (military offi cial service)” 
from ”SINTANG 22 5. 04” (May 22, 1944) to Pontianak w. May 26 arrival, on reverse two more Pontia-
nak daters. Violet censormark of Pontianak. Nash, West Borneo p. 136 states ”The only use of offi cial 
mail markings in West Borneo ... is from Singtang on two money orders (22 May 1944). b 150,-

P 2277C Central West Borneo, Singkawang stampless offi cial mail, envelope (330x140 mm) with framed bla-
ckish blue   ”DJABATAN ?PAMCLENTA. / BEBAS DARI BEA” (Offi cial, free of charge) and vermilion ”DAI 
NIPPON MINI... / SINGAKWANG”  from ”SINKAWANG 13.2.03” (Feb. 13, 1943) to Pontianak Minseibu 
head Tsuchimoto. No offi cial mail recorded by Nash, West Borneo for Singawang. This 59x14 mm 
handstamp may be a new discovery. (M) b 80,-

P 2277D East Borneo, 1945, two framed hs. ”BAJAR / 10 SEN” on postal transfer form W (vert. crease and 
staple hole top left) , amount 20 Rp., from ”BALIKPAPAN 31.3.05” (March 31, 1945) to Patiken/Java, 
on reverse daters of SEMARANG, TAJOE und PATI. Black Balikpapan censormark. b 80,-

P 2278 1944, South East Borneo, stationery card 4 C. orange (”open 4”) canc. ”BALIKPAPAN  1.3.05” (March 
1, 1945) to Bone/Celebes, black Balikpapan censormark, slight creases at left. JSCA 10NS10 GA 150,-

P 2278A Bandermasin, 1942, reddish violet anchor, Konijnenburg 30 C. (2) tied ”PEGATAN 19.2.5” (Feb. 5, 
1944) to postal transfer form W, amount 148.54 Rp., to Bandjermasin with violet backstamps. Also 
framed vermilion ”Boruneo Minseibucho / kan no in”, seal of Borneo Civil Administration head b 150,-

P 2279 Bandjermasin, 1942, reddish violet anchor, Konijnenburg 60 C. tied ”PEGATAN 19.1.2” (Jan. 2, 1944) to 
postal transfer form W, amount 135.74 Rp., to Bandjermasin with violet backstamps. Also framed vermili-
on ”Boruneo Minseibucho / kan no in” offi cial marking, seal of Borneo Civil Administration head. b 150,-

P 2279A Bandjermasin, 1942, reddish violet anchor, Konijnenburg 1 Gld. tied ”MARTAPOERA 19 9 14” (Sept 
14, 1944), handwritten date, to postal transfer form W, amount 229.96 Rp., to Bandjermasin with 
violet ”19.9.21” arrivals on reverse. Sent to MBK Bandjermasin branch. Black censormark of Band-
jermasin. Interestingly, the Martapura dater looks worn and no date slugs were available there. b 200,-

P 2280 Bandjermasin, 1942, violet anchor, Konijnenburg 10 C. tied ”SANGKOE-LIRANG 5.5.4” (May 5, 1944) 
to postal transfer form W, amount 10 Rp., to Sambodja/East Borneo, transits Samarinda and Ba-
likpapan, on reverse ”SAMBODJA 30-5-2604” (date handwritten) plus more daters of Samarinda, 
Balikpapan and Sangkoe-Lirang. Red censormark of Samarinda. b 150,-

P 2280A Bandjermasin, 1942, violet anchor on Konijnenburg 10 C. tied violet ”KOEALA KOERON 18.10.6” 
(October 6, 1943) to cover to Kuala Kapuas near Bandjermasin, handwritten censorship ”dipirilim” in 
pencil. Kuala Koron is a small place in central Borneo. b 200,-

P 2280B Bandjermasin, 1942, stampless offi cial cover with large violet ”DIENST” (‘service’ in dutch) + violet 
”MINSEIBU / BANDJERMASIN SHUTCHOSYO CHO / BORNEO SELATAN” (South Borneo / Civil admi-
nistration / Bandermasin branch offi ce dept”. ”BANDJERMASIN 22.7.42” to Poeroek Tjahoe (central 
Borneo). Early offi cial mail still using dutch handstamp ”Dienst”. (T) b 80,-

P 2281 Bandjermasin, 1942,  violet anchor on due 25 C., Celebes small black anchor (inverted, JSCA 4N43b) 
on Vürtheim 5 C. tied violet ”BANDJERMASIN 20.3.41” (March 14, 1945) to postal transfer form W, 
amount  45 Rp., to Barabai, violet BARABAI with handwritten dates (two strikes) and BANDERMASIN 
backstamps. This is the only reported inverted Celebes anchor, and is considerably rare on entire. JSCA 4NF43a b 500,-

P 2281A Bandjermasin, 1942, violet blurred anchor 7 1/2 C. dancer, with black small anchor (probably Ce-
lebes, JSCA type 8) Karbouw 2 1/2 C. both tied ”BANDJERMASIN 20.6.8” (June 8, 1945) to postal 
transfer form W, amount 5 Rp., to japanese company at Bandung/Java, Bandoeng backstamps, hs. 
of ”Bandoeng insatu kozyo kocho” and seal of plant director Yoshioka. b 150,-

P 2282 Bandjermasin, 1942, violet anchor on due 2 1/2 C., with blue anchor on 7 1/2 C. dancer tied violet 
”BANDJERMASIN 20.3.4” (March 4, 1945) to postal transfer form W, amount 5 Rp., to Kendangan, 
KENDANGAN (violet) and BANDJERMASIN backstamps. b 150,-

P 2282A Bandermasin, violet anchor, Karbouw 1 C. (10, two strips-3, two pairs) tied reddish violet ”BANDJER-
MASIN 18.12.20” (Dec. 20, 1943) on cover to Surabaya. 10 C. paid the basic letter rate. Reddish vio-
let censormark of Bandjermasin, names of addressee (and of sender on reverse inked out). Attractive 
pure multiple franking on letter mail. b 200,-

P 2282B Bandjermasin, 1943, postal transfer form W w. violet three-line ”Bajar f...... / N. Maikunu” (paid.... 
Postmaster name) and handwritten insert ”0.10” from ”KENDANGAN 18.1.43” (violet) via ”BAND(JER-
MASIN) 19.1.43” to to Madiun/Java, on reverse daters of ”DJETIS” and ”MADIOEN”. b 80,-

P 2283 Samarinda, 1945, black anchor, Karbouw and Dancer each 7 1/2 C. with Vürtheim 5 C. tied ”SAMARIN-
DA 1.2.05” (Feb. 1, 1945) to postal transfer form W, amount 10 Rp., to Jokjakarta/Java, ”DJOKJAKARTA 
15./16.2.05” backstamps. Black censormark of Samarinda. The Samarinda anchors were produced in a 
hurry in early 1945, and the majority of them is very rare even as loose stamps. The Karbouw 7 1/2 C. is 
the rarest of them all, JSCA (Vol. 3 2012 #3N3) envalues a loose copy at 60.000 Yen. b 800,-

P 2283A Celebes, 1942, black anchor, wmkd. Karbouw 2 C. (2) tied ”Dai Nippon/Makassar/teikokuseifu” to 
self-made card adressed local, dated on reverse July 31, 1945. Black censormark of Makassar p.o. b 150,-

P 2284 Celebes, Posso fi shhooks, dues 3 1/2 C.-1 Gld. complete, unused mounted mint fi rst mount LH, JSCA 
5N50/57 cat. Yen 165.000 *    450,-

P 2284A Celebes, 1944, stationery card 4 C. red canc. ”Dainippon/Enrekang/teikokuseifu” to Mamasa, dated 
on reverse ”20.6.25” (June 25, 1945). JSCA 10NS7a GA 150,-
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P 2284B Celebes, 1944, Karbouw 5 C. blue (6) and on reverse Kreisler 35 C. (39, 4 w. faults) tied ”Dai Nippon 
/ MENADO / teikokuseifu” to ‘Postage fee separately paid mail items dispatch summery note’ (vert. 
crease affecting 5 stamps) for Menado p.o. for an amount of 13 Gld. 95 C. dated Showa 19.5.20 (May 
20, 1944), submitted by ”Celebes Shinbun Menado Branch”, scarce form (M) b 400,-

P 2285 North Celebes, red sun over black anchor, Konijnenburg 10 C. and Kreisler 20 C. tied ”GORONTALO 
20.2.7” (Feb. 7, 1945) to postal transfer form W, amount  50 Rp. To Makassar and fwd. to Rappang, 
transit ”MAKASSER 20.4.5/6” and on reverse ”Dainippon / Rappan / teikokuseifu” with date in pen-
cil 20/4/26. Black censormark of Gorontalo p.o. b 150,-

P 2285A North Celebes, red sun and 14 mm bar, Karbouw 5 C. tied ”Dainippon/Kotamobagoe/teikokuseifu” 
with ”KOTAMOBAGOE 15.3.43” (March 15, 1943) alongside to postal transfer form W, amount 2.44 
Rp., to Menado w. ”MENDADO 18.3.22” backstamps. b 150,-

P 2286 North Celebes, red sun and 10 mm bar, Kreisler 20 C. (bit scraped) with Celebes black anchor Vürt-
heim 5 C. tied ”Dainippon/Paloe/teikokuseifu” with ”PALOE 19.8.11” (Aug. 11, 1944) alongside to 
postal transfer form W (two creases), amount 30 Rp., to Surabaya, transits ”GORONTALO 20.3.29” 
and ”PALOPO 20.5.7” w. ”SOERABAJA 15.6.05” resp. ”18.6.05” backstamps. Black censormark of 
Gorontalo p.o. Form was rerouted and delayed, paper slip with respective note pasted top left. b 100,-

P 2286A North Celebes, red sun and 10 mm bar over black anchor, Konijnenburg 10 C.  tied  Dainippon/Mena-
do/teikokuseifu  to cover to Bandung, violet censormark of Menado p.o. b 100,-

P 2287 North Celebes, red sun and 10 mm bar over black anchor, Konijnenburg 10 C.  tied ”Dainippon/
Tomohon/teikokuseifu” with ”TOMOHON 18.5.25” (May 25, 1943) alongside, to postal transfer form 
W, amount 20 Rp., to Djatinegara/Java, on reverse Dajakarta transit and ”DJATINEGARA 15.7.03”. 
Black censormark of Menado p.o. b 120,-

P 2287A North Celebes, red sun and 14 mm bar over black anchor, Konijnenburg 10 C. (2) tied ”Dainippon/
Gorontalo/teikokuseifu” with ”GORONTALO 20.3.13” (March 13, 1945) alongside, to postal transfer 
form W, amount 10.10 Rp., to Makassar, ”PALOPO 20.5.7” transit, on reverse ”MKASSAR 20.5.18/19” 
daters. Black censormark of Gorontalo p.o. b 100,-

P 2288 North Celebes, red sun and 10 mm bar over black anchor, Konijnenburg 10 C.  tied ”Dainippon/Tomohon/
teikokuseifu” with ”TOMOHON 18.12.2” (Dec. 2, 1943) alongside, to postal transfer form W, amount 20 
Rp., to Surabaya/Java, on reverse Soerabaja daters of Jan. 1944. Violet censormark of Menado p.o. b 100,-

P 2288A North Celebes, red sun and 14 mm bar over black anchor, Karbouw 1 C., 4 C. and Konijnenburg 15 
C. each tied ”Dainippon/Kotamobagoe/teikokuseifu” with ”KOTAMOBAGOE 19.1.19” (Jan. 19, 1944) 
alongside, to postal transfer form W, amount 30 Rp., to Tomohon, on reverse Menado and Tomohon 
daters. Violet censormark of Menado p.o. b 150,-

P 2289 1943, Makasser telegraphic MO ovpt. 8.50 Gld./3 C. with Navy district regular issue, 1 Gld. (strip-3) 
tied ”Bandjermasin 20.9.5” (date handwritten)  to telegraphic money order, amount 800 Yen, to 
Yamagata/Japan.

JSCA 4N888, 
1N11 (3) b 500,-

P 2289A South Celebes, DEI ‘veldpost’ card ovpt. framed ”Dainipponteikoku” and franked small black an-
chor Karbouw 1 C., 2 1/2 C. tied ”Dainippon/Makasser/teikokuseifu” to Palopo, on reverse dated 
2603.3.15 and red trilingual handstamp ”Kepala Arab / Makassar”, send by groups head (JSCA 
3NS7, cat. y40.000) GA 120,-

P 2290 Lesser Sunda Is., 1944,  Ambon anchor, the  local issue only recorded for these two Konijnenburg 
values used Aug./Sept. 1944:  in black on 10 C. used ”...(19).8.1”; in red lilac on 1 Gld. with unclear 
reddish lilac marking. See van Nieuwkerk 2008  p. 260 and pp. 443/49, who recorded 7 of the 10 
C. and 13 of the 1 Gld. in all. g 700,-

P 2290A Lesser Sunda Is., Ambon local type, anchor with additional pink bar over inscription ”Ned. Indie”: 
orange anchor Karbouw 2 1/2 C. plus pink ”Wide band” (van Nieuwkerk type 15a) with normal green 
anchor Konijnenburg 17 1/2 C. tied violet postal giro code comb type ”Ambon 19.12.5 en to” (Dec. 
5, 1944) to piece.  Not in JSCA. Only few pieces recorded, see van Nieuwkerk, Lesser Sunda Islds. 
pp. 262/263. d 100,-

P 2291 Lesser Sunda Is., Ambon local type, anchor with additional pink bar over inscription ”Ned. Indie”: 
red anchor Dancer 7 1/2 C. plus pink ”Narrow band” (van Nieuwkerk type 15c) tied violet postal giro 
code comb type ”Ambon 19.12.15 en to” (Dec. 15, 1944) to piece.  This is the piece pictured in van 
Nieuwkerk, Lesser Sunda Islds. p. 262 as type c.  with however erroneoulsy stating the date as Dec. 
5. Rated RR bon the Dancer 7 1/2 C. by van Nieuwkerk.  Not in JSCA. Only few pieces recorded. d 150,-

P 2291A Lesser Sunda Is., 1942,  orange anchor, Konijnenburg 60 C.  tied blue ”SINGARADJA 19.4.26” (April 
26, 1944))” to postal transfer form W, amount  100.20 Rp.,  to Denpasar (Bali local usage) on reverse 
reddish violet double outer ring  Denpasar dainippon mark resp. ”DENPASAR 19.4.23/27”  daters. 
Usage within Bali. b 150,-

P 2292 Lesser Sunda Is., 1942,  black anchor, Konijnenburg 10 C. (4, one RC)  tied ”AMPENAN 19.1.6” (Jan 
6, 1944)” to postal transfer form W, amount  100 Rp., from Lombok to Denpasar/Bali, faint blue 
”SINGARADJA 19.1.20” transit, on reverse blue  double outer ring Denpasar dainippon mark resp. 
”DENPASAR 19.1.20/27” blue daters b 100,-

P 2293 Lesser Sunda Is., 1942,  black anchor, Kreisler 30 C. tied ”Dainippon/Ampenan/teikokuseifu” with ”AM-
PENAN 19.8.19” (Aug. 19, 1944) alongside to postal transfer form W, amount  50 Rp.,  to Denpasar/Bali, 
on reverse Denpasar Aug. 21/22 daters and  double outer ring Denpasar dainippon marking. b 150,-
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P 2294 Lesser Sunda & Molucca Is., 1942, black anchor + gouvernement nippon, letter card  Postblad  Kar-
bouw 7 1/2 C., unused mint, JSCA 6NS7 cat. 25.000 Yen. GA 70,-

P 2295 Lombok, 1942, black anchor, Vürtheim 5 C. tied ”Dai Nippon/Praja/teikokuseifu” to postal transfer 
form W, ”PRAJA 1.7.43” alongside, amount 2.15 Rp., to Ampenan with July 2/3 backstamps b 200,-

P 2296 Lombok, 1943, Dainippon Sun, reddish violet, Konijnenburg 10 C. complete on piece tied ”Dai Nip-
pon / Anpenan / teikokuseifu”, used Feb.-May 1943 only, JSCA 8N58 cat. Yen 225.000 d 700,-

P 2297 Lombok, 1943, Dainippon Sun, violet, Vürtheim 5 C. complete on piece tied ”Dai Nippon / Anpenan 
/ teikokuseifu”, used Feb.-May 1943 only, JSCA 8N59 cat. Yen 300.000 d 900,-

P 2298 Minseibu, unissued set of DEI 28 values ovpt. vermilion ”Minseibu” up to 2 Gld. complete ex-5 G., mint 
never hinged, some with partial tonings on reverse, see scan (JSCA 12N1-N28 cat.  280.000 Yen) **   500,-

P 2299 Navy District Regular issue, 1943, 2 C.-1 Gld. used or used on piece, inc. 10 Sen (3) copies with full 
strike of Balang Nipu (South Celebes) on piece. Plus Japan regular issues 1st Showa 3 Sen pair on 
piece resp. 50 Sen, a block of four, both full strikes of ”Dai Nippon/Makkasar/teikokuseifu” marks.

JSCA 1N1-11, 
10N10, 10N13 b 250,-

P 2299A Sumbawa, stampless postal transfer form W, framed ”postage fee paid” with ms. inserted ”30 sen” 
used ”BIMA 20.7.9” (July 9, 1945), amount  30 Rp., to Ampenan with same day arrival. ”The postage 
paid markings are quite scarce. On complete money order I have seen four from Bima...” van Nieuw-
kerk 2008 p. 243). b 100,-

JAPAN - GANZSACHEN    
see also 2090, 2148

P 2300 1873, beniwaku 1 Sen syll. 1 folded postcard, unused mint, clean condition (JSCA Y.150.ooo) JSCA PC1 syll. 1 GA 300,-
P 2301 1873, beniwaku 1/2 Sen syll. 1 folded postcard, unused mint, slight stains in bottom margin (JSCA 

Y.140.ooo) PC 1 syll. 1 GA 250,-
P 2302 1873, beniwaku 1/2 Sen syll. 1 folded postcard, unused mint, right corner some stains (JSCA Y.140.

ooo)
JSCA PC1 
syll. 1 GA 250,-

P 2303 1877, UPU card 3 Sen canc. green killer w. ”TOKEI 6 JUN” alongside via ”YOKOHAMA JUN 8 1879” 
and ”HONG KONG JU 16 79”  to Neutrauchburg b. Isny, Allgäu w. arrival ”ISNY 28 7”, stains, 2mm 
tears (2) and fi le crease at right, rarity JSCA FC1 GA 800,-

P 2304 1877, UPU card 5 Sen (cross-shaped creases) canc. fl ower w. ”YOKOHAMA MAY 3 1879” along-
side to Stettin/Germany, on reverse transit of french p.o. ”YO(KOHAMA) JAPO(N) 2 MAY 79” (sic) 
and arrival ”19 6”, red senders hs. ”German Navy Captain Berdeman” FC2 GA 2.000,-

P 2305 1883, weather report wrapper canc. „Zeizumi/Musashi Tokyo-Kanda 22.3.22” (March 22, 1889) to 
Dr. Wagener with japanese part of address adjusted OW1 g 80,-

P 2306 1893. Japanese postal stationery card 3s green cancelled by Yokohama-Japan/Meiji double ring 
addressed to Fila Harbour, New Hebrides, endorsed ‘via Sydney’ with Hong Kong transit ‘Jy 25’ on 
face and Sydney ‘Au 23/93’ on reverse. Superb item of destination mail, certainly unique. GA 1.000,-

P 2307 1894. Postal stationery card 2 sen olive written from Yokohama and cancelled by vernacular date 
stamp with Yokohama Meiji double ring with circular tux ‘YO/T’ Hand- stamp, addressed to Pendrig, 
routed via Kobe and Hong Kong with transit and Penang arrival and forwarded to Singapore with 
receiver and taxed ‘2’ in m/s. Nice item. GA 260,-

P 2308 1912, UPU card 4 Sen with imprint „China (corner crease) canc. ”TSINGTAU 27.10.19 I.J.P.O.„ to Lim-
burg/Lahn, Germany. Two line vermilion ”PASSED BY CENSOR/I.J.P.O. TSINGTAU„ JSCA ZC7 GA 400,-

P 2309 1940, UPU double card Himeji castle 10 S. reply part canc. ”WARSCHAU C1 7.VII.41” (german occupation 
of Poland type) to Jewcom Kobe,  framed senders mark ”JUDENRAT WARSCHAU” (jewish council Warsaw), 
german censormark, thins on reverse, vertical creases and stains, but a most unusual usage GA 500,-

P 2310 1947, INTERNATIONAL REPLY COUPON »Japon« (London design) in a bloc of four, this bloc belongs to 
the rarest postal stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection, the importance and real va-
lue is still very much underestimated, a highlight of every postal stationery or country collection, this 
offer comes from the collection Eugène Thomas (Président d’honneur du Congrés postal universel 
de Paris 1947), UNIQUE! (M) IAS GA 800,-

JAPAN - BESONDERHEITEN    
see also 1084, 1194, 2142, 3519

P 2311 1629, „Iaponia”, coloured copper print map (192x132, whole 235x176), inter p. 631/32 from „Atlas Mi-
nor” (pocket edition of Mercator’s atlas) by Hondius/Jansson of Antwerp, also shows eastcoast of „China-
rum” with places like „Xanton” or „Laichoy” and the „Oceanus Chinensis”, also „Corea / Caoli„ (M) 200,-

P 2311A 1866/78 (ca.), French offi ces in Japan Napleon laurée (5, inc. clean 5 Fr.), Ceres (3), Sage 20 C. (2) 
with clear Yokohama 1878 daters g/d 500,-

P 2312 1883/88, Koban 2 Sen carmine resp. 4 Sen ocred tied ”fusoku” (missing) on inbound stationery card 
Grant 1 C. (vert. bend) uprated Columbus 1 C. ”CANTON OHIO FEB 10 1894” via SF to Tokyo/Japan, 
marked ”15 CTMS T”, japanese brown ”DUE TO” of Tokyo with ms. ”6” also brown ”shunyudaka ko-
kansen” again w. ”6” GA 150,-

P 2313 1888/1934, german UPU reply card 10 Pf  (toning, some stains) tied intaglio  ”Y” w. ”YOKOHAMA 
22 FEB 1888” alongside to Berlin w. 26 3 88 arrival; China 5 C., 10 C. tied ”DAIREN 9.4.34” and s.l. 
”PAQUEBOT” alongside, bumped corners, otherwise clean GA/b 70,-
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P 2314 Colonies, Taiwan, 1888/1906, two ppc: New Koban 4 Sen tied Taiwan-type ”Hobantzu 41.11.23” via 
”KEELUNG 25.11.08” and ”TSURUGA 30.11.08” via Siberia to Frankfurt/Germany (Headmen of Aborigi-
nes, Formosa). And Kiku 1 S., 3 S. carmine teid Taiwan type ”Taihoku 43.3.11” (Nov. 3, 1910) to viewside 
via ”TAMSUI. 11.3.12” to Bad Reichenhall/Germany (Govt. General Taipeh Middle School bldg.) 62, 76 95 Ak 130,-

P 2315 1891, incoming mail, Belgium 25 C. tied ”ANVERS 5 MAI 91” to Yokohama, transit ”PARIS ETRANGER 
6 MAI 91”, on reverse in red TPO ”PARIS A MODANE 7 MAI 91” and arrival ”YOKOHAMA 16 JUN 1891” b 80,-

2315A INCOMMING MAIL: 1897/1905, two souvenier postcards to NAGASAKI, one from Netherland (de-
fects) and the other from Shanghai/China (without stamp) Ak 60,-

P 2315B Colonies, Taiwan, 1899, Kiku 10 S. tied ”Keelung-Moji in-between/  2.2.15 / down / Yokohama / 
Offi cial in Charge” (ship p.o. marking aboard ”Yokohama Maru”, Japan-Taiwan ferry) to mourning 
cover via  terminal  ”Keelung 2.2.17”, ”KEELUNG TAIWAN JAPAN 17.2.13” and returned northward 
via ”NAGASAKI 20.2.13” to Vienna. Enclosed letter  written aboard, dated ”Sea of China 15.2.13”. 
Sender reports loss of a relativer and more business. Amazing little cover. 81 b 100,-

P 2316 1901 (RUSSIAN-JAPANESE WAR). Japanese postal stationary card 1½ s blue endorsed ‘Corps Expé-
ditionnaire de Chine’ addressed to France cancelled by ‘Yangtsun/I.J.P.O.’ date stamp with date slugs 
inverted. Scarce item. This Military Sub-Agency was only opened for 10 months after the capture of 
Yangtsun by the International Force. GA 750,-

P 2317 1901, incoming envelope from Germany w. TPO railway postmarks ”AACHEN-HOLZMINDEN” to sailor 
aboard ”S/S Magdalene Yokohama / Japan”, arrival on reverse ”Yokohama 34.5.15” (May 15, 1901” 
and search paper slip attached, not found and marked ”(A)DVERTISED” (variety?) w. ”YOKOHAMA 11 
JUN 01 alongside b 200,-

P 2318 1905, russo-japanese war, POW cover from camp Hamadera/Japan via ”OSAKA 4 SEP 05” to Russia 
(backstamp),  violet ”censorshi passed/Hamadera/POW camp” on reverse, tiny vermilion name seal 
of censor, large violet ”to Russia” b 100,-

P 2319 1904 (RUSSIAN-JAPANESE WAR). Picture postcard of ‘Russian-Japanese War’ addressed to Belgium 
bearing Japan SG 118, 4s bistre tied by vernacular date stamp with Osaka date stamp routed via 
the Russian Post Offi ce Port Artur with oval bilingual ‘Port Artur/.M.R.H.O./be’ cachet in violet with 
Blankenberghe arrival and forwarded to Bruxelles. Lovely item forwarded through Port Artur during 
the Russian-Japanese War. SG 118 Ak 600,-

P 2320 1905. Picture postcard bearing U.S. Yvert 158, 2c red tied by San Francisco duplex addressed to 
Sweden routed via Osaka Japan with receiver and boxed instructional ‘Missent to Osaka, Japan’ Very 
fi ne and rare. USA Yv: 158 Ak 600,-

P 2321 1905, russo-japanese war, POW cover w. three-line ”S/D/PDG” from camp Hamadera/Japan, ”Otsu” 
via ”OSAKA 22 APR 05” to Russia w. ”Moskva 13 5 05” arrival,  violet ”censorship passed/Hamade-
ra/POW camp” on reverse, tiny vermilion name seal of censor ”Sasaki”, vermilion s. l. ”to Russia”, 
stains and fi le bend b 100,-

2321A 1910, incoming picture postcard ”Circus Sarrasani” from Strassburg/Germany to KIOTO/Japan and 
return, with red handstamp ”INCONNU” and paper-stripe of the japan post Ak 80,-

P 2322 1915, JAPAN, disaster mail, Tazawa 10 S. canc. „NAGASAKI...” (rest fallen of) on registered cover to 
the Netherlands w. „AMSTERDAM 8.8.15” arrival w. on reverse large four line ”Door brand / bescha-
digt te / Rotterdam / aangekomen„ (Damaged by fi re / received at Rotterdam), cover soiled, probably 
from torpedoed ship in WWI b 350,-

P 2323 1918 (ALSACIAN INTERNEE IN JAPAN). Envelope written by Alsacian fi gther in the German Army and 
interned in Japan headed. ‘Service des Prisonniers de Guerre’ with framed bilingual ‘Narashino 
Camp’ addressed to Gebweiler, Alsace cancelled by vernacular date stamp ‘11/8/18’ with oval cen-
sor hand-stamp with ‘Opened by Censor/P. W. 1143’ censor label on reverse. Scarce item. b 280,-

P 2324 1918, Nanyo (South Sea Islands), Tazawa 2 S., 4 S. (2), 5 S. and 10 S. canc. ”Yaluit 7.6.1 Navy usage 
Postal Agency” on registered cover (address partially inked out) via ”YOKOHAMA 17.7...” to Switzer-
land w. ”St. Gallen 7.IX.18” backstamp. Vermilion oval double frame censormark of ”South Sea Garri-
son” (at Ponape) in transit, also french censor tape of Pontarlier. 113/117-ex b 300,-

P 2325 1919, offi cial cover with printed return address of Japanese Red Cross ”Shiba 3.7.24” (July 24, 1919), 
via ”TOKIO 23.7.19” to Geneva POW agency, vermilion ”SDPDG”, creases (T) b 100,-

P 2326 Nanyo (South Sea Mandated Islands), 1914, Tazawa 10 S. (strip-3) canc. „Yokosuka 8.2.2” (Feb. 2, 
1919) on registered cover via ”YOKOHAMA 10.2.19„ to Basel/Switzerland. Tied to offi cial business 
cover with ”Yokohama” deleted and replaced by „Yap”. Some covers originating form japanese occu-
pied german south sea islands, but postmarked/Handled at Yokosuka p.o. exist. It may be that they 
were fwd. by the monthly navy supply ship for the South Sea area. Signed and photo cert. Holcombe 
(1999) who wrongly suggests the cancel may be „Yap” 117 (3) b 600,-

P 2327 1919, vermilion bilingual ”Japanese Army/censorship passed/D.K.” on POW cover from Pervaya 
Rietchka near Vladivostok w. framed violet ”SDPDG” to New York/USA b 60,-

P 2328 1922 (POST OFFICES IN MANCHURIA). Envelope addressed to France bearing Japan SG 168, 1s oran-
ge and SG 171, 3s carmine (strip of 3) tied by ‘Moukden/I.J.P.O. date stamp in violet, underpaid with 
circular ‘50 Ctms/T’ hand-stamp and ‘Ctms/T’ in violet with French postage dues Yvert 31, 20c olive 
and Yvert 33, 30c red applied and tied on arrival by Montpellier cds. Very fi ne combination.

SG 168, 171 
(3), France 
P31, P33 b 450,-

P 2329 1923/30, junk 2 C., 7 C. reaper 13 C. and commemoratives 4 C. (2), 10 C. tied ”PEIPING (19) 
11.2.20” tio registered cover to Altstetten/Switzerland (backstamp) b 100,-
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P 2329A 1925/26, two inbound metered printed matters from Germany and returned inc. red ”fi nger” pictorial 
marking probably of Moji p.o. (M) b 70,-

2329B 1925/26, two inbound metered printed matters from Germany and returned inc. red ”fi nger” pictorial 
marking probably of Moji p.o. b 60,-

P 2330 1926, inbound metered printed matter (battered, corner fault) from Leipzig/Germany to german tea-
cher at Peking high school and returned w. ”PEKING 15.4.21” vermilion dater w. special sign , two-
line ”insuffi ciently addressed” (weak strike and ms. adjusted by offi cial), ”REBUT” in violet, purely 
commercial usage (M) b 60,-

P 2331 1930 (PIGEON POST). Illustrated Air Mail envelope bearing SG 192, 1½s bistre-brown and SG 259, 
16½s emerald-green tied by vernacular date stamp with framed instructional in carmine and orange 
with ‘Amry Pigeon Post’ hand-stamp and circular cachet in violet. A very attractive item. (T) SG 192, 259 b 450,-

P 2332 1937, AK des Marinekreuzers Dumont d’Urville mit alter Japanischer 1 Sen Marke und violetten 
Cachets, sowie Schiffspost-St. „KOBE A MARSEILLE 21-8 37” gelaufen nach Becazeville, Frankreich. Ak 150,-

P 2332A South Sea Mandated areas, Carolines, 1937, 20 Sen Fuji-Deer tied ”Ponape 16.4.16” (April 16, 1941) to 
censored cover via Siberia to german-occupied Belgium, german censor tape tied censormark ”b” (Berlin) 246 b 250,-

P 2333 1938, ”AKASAKA2 18.5.38 NIPPON” on letter telegram (folded and sealed) to staff surgeon Schmidt 
c/o German Embassy (T) b 150,-

P 2333A 1939, INCOMING MAIL, Switzerland, 2 F airmail and 10 C exhibition, mixed franking on registered 
airmal cover from Basel, 8.11.39, sent via Hongkong with Hongkong censor label to Osaka, arrival 
mark on reverse. Early WWII censor cover. VF condition. (T) CH 245z, 341 b 100,-

P 2334 1941, incoming mail, Argentine: air mail cover (vert. crease) franked 3 P. canc. ”BUENOS AIRES 
1.9.41” endorsed ”via Chile-Panagra.” to Kobe/Japan, bluish green ”AIR TRANSIT 6” of Hong Kong 
and Hong Kong censor tape e 60,-

P 2335 TAIWAN: 1940. News-Band wrapper headed ‘Printed Circular/Tait & Co, Taipeh, Formosa’ addressed 
to Sydney, Australia bearing Japan SG 317, 4c green tied by Taipeh/Nippon date stamp routed via 
Hong Kong with ‘Passed Censor/Hong Kong/8’ censor cachet on face in violet. A rare item of Occu-
pation mail paying the printed matter rate. SG 317 b 500,-

P 2336 1941, inbound stationery card from USA adressed to Kyoto, 1 C. uprated 2 C. canc. ”PORTSMOUTH 
NOV 15 1941” with blue double circle ”PASSED / CENSOR and violet two-line ”RETURNED TO SEN-
DER / SERVICE  SUSPENDED” GA 60,-

P 2336A Incoming mail, 1941, India KGVI 3 A. 6 P. tied ”LUCKNOW 13 NOV. 1941” on surface mail cover (vert. 
crease) to Sendai/Japan, triangular censormark, two line ”Return to Sender / Service suspended” 
(Pacifi c War), on reverse ”CALCUTTA 27 JAN 42” and ”LUCKNOW 27 JAN 42” b 60,-

P 2337 1942, violet ”Zentsuji POW camp/censorship passed”) tied over censortape on inbound airmail cover 
to POW ”take prisoner at Guam” from USA ”BELCAMS MAR 10 1942” via Geneva (violet IRC mark), 
US and japanese double censorship (T) b 100,-

P 2338 1942, ”POW information offi ce Showa 17.7.24” (July 24, 1942) in blue of Tokyo on cover from USA 
w. 30 C. airmail tied duples ”CORONADA APR 27 1942” to Camp Zentsuji/Japan via IRC Geneva/
Switzerland, transits ”LISBOA 15.5.42”, ”BERN 22.V.42” b 100,-

P 2338A 1942, postal blockade, Belgium, 20 C violet and 50 C on 75 C olive-green, mixed franking on large 
part of printed matter cover from Gent with german censor marking, addressed to Tokyo. Returned to 
sender with boxed ”Retour - service interrompu” in violet. F/VF condition. (T) Belg. 418, 593 b 100,-

P 2338B 1942, UK POW card 3d canc. ”TONFANAU TOWNMERION TH 12 JU 1944” to POW in Java with violet 
boxed ”relocated to Malaya” and circular framed ”Malaya POW censorship passed”, to camp in Su-
matra, bumped at left b 100,-

P 2339 1943, censored air mail cover ”to New York” franked 6 C. tied ”SAN DIEGO JUN 24 1943”  inbound 
to US POW in Philippines, violet ”CAMP-1”, bilingual japanese censortape resealed and tied by name 
seal of camp censor ”Kubota”, unusual b 150,-

P 2340 1942/43, incoming mail, Turkey, two covers from Istanbul resp. Ankara to Kobe resp. Kamakura, both 
w. jap. censorship tapes. Detailed description in french included. b 60,-

P 2341 1943, POW mail, inbound envelope from Great Britain  ”HEMJOCK 10 JU 43” to ”Hakodate Camp”, 
but actually w. blue censor mark ”Fukuoka POW camp/main camp censorship passed” plus red name 
seal of censor, creases and toning b 80,-

P 2341A 1943, censored air mail POW folder via New York franked 6 C. tied ”CLIO JAN 23 1943”  inbound 
to US POW in camp Tokyo,  red. s. l. ”Tokyo POW camp censorship passed” plus two seals of censor b 100,-

P 2342 1943, preprinted card ”P.O.W. Camp of Taiwan.” w. handwritten date 17th September 1943 to Eng-
land, two line SDPDG, framed red ”POW mail”, violet ”Taiwan POW camp/censorship passed” + ver-
milion name seal of censor, british censormark, bumped corners b 100,-

P 2343 1943, POW mail USA-Phillippines cam from ”HELENA MAY 30 1943” via NY and Tokyo red cross, large 
violet hs. ”CROIX ROUGE DU JAPON...TOKIO.... SERVICE DE SECOURS POUR LES PRISONNIERS DE 
GUERRE...”, boxed red ”Philippines POW camp/censorship passed” + name seal, also ”POW mail”, 
US censortape (T) b 100,-

P 2344 1943, inbound POW cover from occupied Holland to dutch sailor in camp Fukuoka/Japan, german 
censortape and japanese censormark ”censorship passed/POW information offi ce”, handwritted 
date 19 Sept 43, detailed explanation in french included, unusual b 100,-
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P 2345 1944, inbound POW cover from US w.. air mail stamp 6 C. tied ”HOMESTEAD AUG 12 1944” to camp 
Tokyo (camp 12D, Motoyama), US censortape and japanese red single line ”Tokyo POW camp cen-
sorship passed” and name seal of censor, handwritten arrival date 1945.3.20. b 80,-

P 2346 1944, POW preprinted form card from Camp Zentsuji/Japan to Soerabaya/Java, dated Augst 4, 1944. 
Framed blue ”Zentsuji POW camp/censorship passed” plus vermilion name seal of censor, faint fra-
med violet ”NO RECORD...” b 100,-

P 2347 1944, registered air mail cover Switzerland ”Basel 2.V.44” via Japan to Saigon/Indochina, on reverse 
”TOKYO 23.8.44” and arrival ”SAIGON 2 - 2 45”, japanese and French Indochina double censorship 
tapes, also japanese label ”pasted stamps complete confi rmed/Tokyo CPO”, vertical bend and small 
creases overall, cover travelled by air Zurich-Vienna-Sofi a, afterwqrds by surface e 130,-

P 2347A 1944, boxed violet ”Zenfu/kenetsuzumi” (ZENtsuji Powcamp/censorship passed) on inbound un-
sealed red cross cover (top 18 mm torn) from IRC Geneva marked ”Franc de Port” posted ”GENEVE 
11 VIII 1944”, s. l. ”Serv. U.S.A.” to POW in Zentsuji camp/Shikoku, on reverse large violet hs. of IRC 
Geneva b 100,-

P 2348 1945, USA POW unsealed letter form w. air mail stamp 6 C. tied ”CLIO JAN 10 1945” inbound to camp 
Tokyo (camp 12D, Motoyama), US censor and japanese red single line ”Tokyo POW camp censorship 
passed” and seals of censors ”Hayashi” (red) resp. ”Nakamura” (vermilion) b 100,-

P 2349 1946, Japanese POW in Siberia, card postmarked ”VLADIVOSTOK 22.2.46” to Fukui prefecture/Ja-
pan, russian censormark and US in Japan ”C.C.D.J.” censor mark, two columns of text on reverse 
razed by censor, rare GA 150,-

P 2350 1950, Incoming crashed Mail, swiss stamps 5 Fr (1942) and 60 rp, 5 rp (1949) on cover from HOR-
BURG/SWISS  to OSAKA, via Brussels - Karachi - Hongkong, severe damaged by accident, in Japan 
repaired at three sides by black/tan post offi ce labels. b 80,-

JEMEN    
2351 1900 (ca.), Ottoman Period: Picture postcard No. 2 of issue L. Tsambazis, Hodeida. Mint 20 para 

stamp applied on front. Ak 60,-
P 2352 1912, cover sent from Salif to Constantinople bearing on reverse 1909 issue 20 para tied by bilingual 

”SALIF (YEMEN)” cds. C/W Fig.76, fi ne and very scarce! b 500,-
P 2354 1926, 2 1/2 B. black on orange and 5 B. black on white laid paper (few toned spots), two used pairs 

with clear cancellations Sc. 2 ,3 g 80,-
P 2355 1930, 2 Bog. olive-green, horizontal pair and 10 Bog. brown, tied ”SANAA 30.1.34” on registered 

cover - white reg.label ”Recommandé SANAA” to WIEN at reverse ”HODEIDA 2-2-34” and ”ADEN REG 
7 FEB 34” 5, 8 b 200,-

P 2356 1930, 4 Bog. vermilion, 10 Bog. brown , tied ”SANAA 3.3.35” on registered britisch offi cal cover ”ON 
HIS MAJESTY’S SERVICE”, Reg.cancel to ATBARA/Sudan, at reverse 5 cancellations from HODEIDA, 
ADEN, PORT TAUFIK, Travelling Post Offi ce SHELLAL and receiver ATBARA. (T) 6, 8 b 180,-

P 2357 1931, cover bearing 4 Bochages red of 1930/31 issue, tied by bilingual c.d.s. ”SANAA” to Hodeida. 
Envelope roughly opened, otherwise fi ne. b 80,-

2358 1931 (ca.), unused picture postcard No. 17 of issue L. Tsambazis, Hodeida. Ak 60,-
2359 1933, cover bearing 6 Bochages blue of 1930/31 issue, tied by bilingual c.d.s. ”SANAA” to USA. En-

velope with minor discoloration, otherwise fi ne. b 70,-
P 2360 1935, 10 Bog and 2 Bog. (2) on registerd cover from ”HODEIDA 15.10.35”, REG. cancellation, with 

manuscript ‘1036’ sent to Antwerp, Belgium, at reverse cancellation from ”ADEN REG 18 OCT 35” 12(2), 18 b 270,-
P 2361 1937, cover bearing pair of 3 Bochages violet of 1930/31 issue, tied by bilingual c.d.s. ”SANAA” to 

Geneva/Switzerland. Good destination for this issue. b 100,-
P 2362 1939, 14 Bog olive-green/ultramaribe ‘2th anniversary of Arab Alliance’, tied ”SANAA 13-6-39” to 

Beyrouth on registered cover. b 180,-
P 2363 1940, 6 Bog. blue, brown-orange, tied SANAA and MAQUIA on cover to BEYROUTH, anglo-egyptian 

censur ”Openened by Examiner 34” and control cancel, at reverse Beyrouth meter-cancellation. 34 b 200,-
P 2364 1940, 6 Bog. blue/brown-orange, fi ne clear strike ”TAIZ” via ADEN - there censured ”OPENED BY EX-

AMINER” further via CAIRO to Rom/Italien. b 100,-
P 2365 1943/56, 4 covers bearing 6 Bogaches of 1931 issue and 6 or 14 Bogaches of 1940 issue to Aden 

Camp (3) or India (registered). Partly roughly opened and light patina. Nice quartet. b 130,-
P 2366 1944, three covers with 6 B. frankings (two singles and one 1 B. + 5 B.) used ”RIDAA” to British occu-

pied Asmara/Italien Eritrea with british censorship tapes and ”ASMARA” arrival markings b 150,-
P 2367 1947, 4 B bis 1 I je mit rotem und schwarzem Aufdruck, insges. 12 Werte postfrisch (einmal Zahn-

ecke getönt),  im Michel total unterbewertet, da Aufl age nur 100 Sätze! 58-63 I + II **   450,-
2368 1980, „World Telecommunication Day”, innerpaneau proof sheet of 75 and 100 fi ls printed together 

respectively 50 stamps per value. At the bottom of the sheet 20 empty fi elds. (M) 1588-89 proof **   400,-
2369 1995, Revenue 2 R. green mint never hinged corner margin block of 15, very fi ne and scarce **   80,-
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JEMEN - KÖNIGREICH    
P 2370 1948, Fiscal Revenue stamps for ‘’Defense’’ 5 Bogaches and 2½ Ahmadi both in marginal pairs, mint 

never hinged, the 5b pair with light horizontal ‘wave’ (not a crease) otherwise very fi ne. A nice pair of 
pairs of rarely seen fi scals. **   120,-

P 2371 1948, Fiscal Revenue stamps for ‘’Passport’’ 5 Bogaches and 1 Ahmadi both in top marginal blocks 
of four, mint never hinged, the 1a block with trace of weak corner creases otherwise fi ne. Rarely seen 
fi scals as thus. **   200,-

P 2372 1962, Aerogramm Nr.2 als FDC echt gelaufen mit großem violetten Stempel „First Army Postal Ser-
vice 1963” und rotem „Delayed in Transit THROUGH ENEMY LINES” Kessler Nr.2 GA 80,-

P 2373 1962, 2 B bis 20 B mit Handstempel-Aufdruck je im postfrischen Eckrand-Viererblock mit Platten-
Nummer (mint NH block of four with plate-no), sehr selten! 37-41 b (4) **   700,-

P 2374 1963, Aerogramm Nr.3 als FDC echt gelaufen in die USA mit blauer Marke 6 Bogaches mit rotem Auf-
druck sowie rotem +4 B. Roter Zusatzstempel „Delayed in Transit THROUGH ENEMY LINES”. Seltenes 
und dekoratives Exemplar. Kessler Nr.3 GA 80,-

P 2375 1963, Yemen Royalist Mail, cover sent by Lt. Col Bruce Conde - later Fürst von Conde -from „CAMP 
MANSUR 14.10.64” via ”JEDDAH Saudi Arabia„ to Ohio, USA, franked with rare consular fee stamp 
handstamped „YEMEN” and „Postage 1383” in arabic letters together with stamp from MS ‘Patriotic 
war’, red boxed ”R„ cancel,  at reverse arrival cancellation ”SIDNEY OHIO NOV 14.1964„. 57a, 63B b 400,-

P 2376 1964, 5 B hellviolett, Sechserblock Konsulats-Dienstmarken mit Handstempelaufdruck des 
Imam-Wappens in rot, dabei links zweimal grüner Kastenstempel über zwei waagrechte Marken 
gehend (2xMi. Nr. 80 a), rechts grüner Kastenstempel  über zwei senkrechte Marken (Mi.-Nr. 81 
a), gut gezähnt und postfrisch, die mit Abstand seltenste Jemen Ausgabe überhaupt, als zusam-
menhängende Einheit wohl einmalig!!, Michel für drei einzelne Paare schon 5.600,- 80 a (2), 81 a **   2.200,-

JEMEN - REPUBLIK    
P 2377 1993, Scarce set of the 10 high value stamps overprinted 200 Riyals during 1993, all very fi ne mint 

never hinged. Very diffi cult to fi nd as complete and in that excellent condition. (SG £1300)
120-27 (SG 
133-42) **   350,-

JORDANIEN    
2378 1927, New Currency stamp set „Emir Abd Allah Ibn al-Hussain” 2 Mills to 1000 Mills, very fi ne un-

used, cat.val. 360,-- 119-31 *    90,-
2379 1928/34 two sets: 1928 ‘New constitution’ 2 Mills to 200 Mills with overprint in arabic letters and 

1930 ordinary stamp set, 16 Values perf. 14, 3 Mills green and 4 Mills rose perf 12. Cat Val. 340,--
132-42, 155-
170 *    90,-

2380 1930/34, ordinary stamp set, 16 Values perf. 14 (Michel A), fi ne used, 90 Mills left misperforation, 
1 Pound on piece with fi ne strike „AMMAN 6 JY 30 B”, 1939 8 values perf. 13 1/2:13 (Michel D) and 
1943 8 values perf. 12 (Michel C), totally 32 values cat. val. 370,-- g/d 100,-

P 2381 1939, ordinary stamp set „Emir Abd Allah Ibn al-Hussain” perforation 13 1/2:13 (Michel D), 9 values 
including the 3 Mills in two diff. colours. Set in block of four in which one stamp is mint the other three 
mnh. (cat val 1.800,-- for *++) MA1. (M) 155D-164D **/*/v 600,-

P 2382 1939-1947, ordinary stamps „Emir Abd Allah Ibn al-Hussain”, single stamps horizontal pairs and 
block of four, 32 stamps with the better perforations 13 1/2. (Michel D) from 1939

ex 155-170, 
185-92, 202-05 **/* 270,-

P 2383 1951, YASSER ARAFAT written airmail cover from Naplus to Rinteln, Germany via Jerusalem (back-
stamp), franked with 5m Palestine (Jordan. Occ.) and three Jordan stamps, tied Naplus cds, and with 
large size ‘’A V 2’’ air h/s alongside. A scarce Arafat cover from the known relation to Rinteln. b 200,-

2385 1952, 5 Fill orange(2), 15 Fil olive and two taxstamps 5 and 10 Mills on cover to London via Amman, 
primarily designated for airmail. Violet strike ”Insuffi ciently Prepaid For Air Mail/Should Be Sent By 
Ordinary Post”, faults.

251, 254, 
Z4,Z5 b 50,-

JORDANIEN - PORTOMARKEN    
P 2386 1934. Envelope written from India addressed to ‘Lt. Colonel Miller, Commanding Offi cer of the Trans-

jordan Force, Yerka’ bearing India SG 204, 1½a lilac (pair) tied by Lahore double ring ‘25 May’ un-
derpaid with circular ‘T’ hand-stamp and framed Arabic instructional bearing on reverse Transjordan 
postage due SG D189, lm red-brown, SG D190, 2m orange and SG D191, 4m green applied and tied 
by El Zarqa receiver ‘7 Ju’. Very rare item of postage due mail.

SG D189-D191, 
India SG 204 
(2) b 750,-

P 2387 1936. Envelope written from Egypt addressed to A. Wiliams, ”B” Flight, No 14 Squadron, Amman, 
Jordan’ bearing Egypt 5m brown, underpaid with framed T hand-stamp and boxed Arabic instructional 
bearing on reverse Transjordan postage dues SG D189, 1m brown, SG D190, 2m orange, SG D191, 
4 m green and SG D192, 10m scarlet tied by Amman receiver. Very rare item of postage due mail. SG D189-192 b 750,-

2388 1942/44, Postage due stamps, 20 Mills olive-bistre, perf 12 block of four and 1942 set cancelled 
and in block of four with sheet margin. (Michel cat Val. 240,--) P33C, P35-37 **/*/g 70,-

2389 1952, 50 f. blue, complete sheet with 100 stamps and plate number ”1”, mint never hinged, gum 
slightly toned at margins, otherwise fi ne (M) 49 (100) **   100,-

JORDANISCHE BESETZUNG IN PALÄSTINA    
2390 1948: Jordanien mit Aufdruck ”Pälestine”, kompl. Satz, 16 Werte Jan-16 **/* 60,-
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JORDANIEN - TRANSJORDANIEN    
2391 AKABA: 1930 (ca.), three orginal black&white fotos of the FORT at Akaba and a letter written ‘Amman, 

1.6.32’ about the fotos, scarce historical items Ak 100,-
2392 AKABA (type D2): 1926/33, nice group of seven stamps mostly optd. Palestine stamps all with violet 

or black part cancels of Akaba g 100,-
P 2393 AMMAN: 1933 (15.2.), pictorial 5m single use on cover from Amman to Haifa/Palestine with arrival 

cds. on reverse, some toning around stamp b 100,-
P 2394 AMMAN-DERAA T.P.O. (type D1): 1934 (22.11.), cover with 3 x 5m stamps used with fi ne strikes of 

Amman-Deraa TPO cds. to Cairo with Amman and Cairo transitmarks on reverse (faults at top left 
corner) and a picture postcard with three stamps on picture side used with same postmark (21.7.31) 
to Constantinople (corner bend at bottom left) b/Ak 220,-

P 2395 1937. Envelope bearing Great Britain SG 464, 1½d brown tied by ‘Post Early in the Day’ slogan ad-
dressed to the R.A.F. Amman, underpaid with ‘T/20’ hand-stamp and boxed Trans-Jordan instructio-
nal in violet bearing Trans-Jordan postage due SG D192, 10m scarlet applied and tied on arrival by 
Amman date stamp. Nice combination.

SG D192, GB 
SG 464 b 280,-

P 2396 AMMAN-DERAA T.P.O. (type D1): 1939/40, two airmail covers bearing different Emir Abdullah stamps 
used with fi ne Amman-Deraa TPO cds. to England or Scotland with different censor markings incl. one 
with Transjordan censorstrip, scarce and attractive cover pair! b 220,-

P 2397 AMMAN GPO (type D1): 1921 (30.6.), cover with optd. Palestine 1pia. blue used with black negative 
seal pmk. of Amman adressed to Mm. Kirkbride in Suez with transitmarks of Jerusalem (2.7.), Port 
Said (5.7.) and Suez (5.7.) on reverse, rare cover! b 600,-

P 2398 AMMAN GPO (type D1): 1922 (23.1.), registered cover with a colourful mixture of optd. Palestine 
stamps used with violet negative seal pmk. of Amman addressed to Military H.Q. Bir Salem, Palestine 
with several transitmarks incl. Jerusalem (25.1.), Ludd (26.1.) and FPO No. 89 (26.1.), rare cover! (T) b 850,-

P 2399 AMMAN GPO (type D3): 1923 (12.9.), large part of registered cover bearing horiz. pair Hejaz 1 1/2pi. 
violet (2pia. postage + 1pia. registration) used with very fi ne strike of violet bilinugal pmk. of Amman 
adressed to Oakland/USA, backstamped Jerusalem (15.9.), New York (6.10.) and Oakland (11.10.), 
cover stuck on carton with large part of backside missing! b 220,-

P 2400 AMMAN GPO (type D4, worn state): 1924 (3.2.), Hejaz coat of arms optd. 1 1/2pia. violet single on 
cover with violet bilingual Amman cds. (worn state, late usage) adressed to Egypt with transitmarks of 
Jerusalem (5.2.) and Cairo (7.2.) on reverse, marginal blemishes! b 400,-

P 2401 AMMAN GPO (type D4): 1923 (11.11.), Hejaz coat of arms optd. 1pia. blue on cover with violet bilingual 
Amman cds. adressed to Syria with Damas arrival pmk. on reverse (13.11.), roughly opened backfl ap! b 400,-

P 2402 AMMAN GPO (type D6): 1924 (23.3.), Hejaz coat of arms optd. 1pia. blue on cover with violet bilingual 
Amman cds. adressed to Syria with Damas arrival pmk. on reverse (25.3.), roughly opened through 
upper right corner! b 340,-

P 2403 AMMAN GPO (type D6): 1924 (20.3.), backside of registered cover bearing Hejaz coat of arms optd. 
1/2pia. red (single and two pairs) with fi ne violet bilingual Amman cds. and Jerusalem (22.3.), Port 
Said (23.3.) and Cairo (24.3.) transitmarks, wax seals removed otherwise a very attractive part cover! d 340,-

P 2404 AMMAN GPO (type D8): 1925 (23.6.), Hejaz optd. coat of arms 1pia. blue single on folded cover 
(shortened and faults at top) with violet bilingual Amman cds. adressed to Damascus with arrival 
pmk. on reverse (25.6.) b 220,-

P 2405 AMMAN GPO (type UP2): 1929 (26.5.), cover bearing invalid optd. Palestine stamps used from SALT 
(violet cds. beside stamps) with bilingual circular tax-marking ‘T’ used in Amman adressed to San 
Francisco with Amman transitmark on reverse (27.5.), unusual philatelic cover b 250,-

P 2406 AMMAN GPO (type I10 and I11): 1935 (7.3.), incoming registered airmail picture postcard from Novy 
Jicin/Neu Titschen (Czechoslovakia) adressed to Es Salt, unknown so sent to Amman with arrival 
cds. (15.3.) and returned to sender with bilingual single-line instructional markings ‘INCONNU’ and 
‘RETOUR’, unusual card! CSSR Ak 100,-

2407 AMMAN REGISTERED (type R3): 1942 (11.4.) and 1944 (24.10.), two registered covers to Baghdad/
Iraq at different rates with blue/white reg. labels, censor markings of Transjordan and Iraq and arrival 
pmk. on reverse, very attractive cover pair! b 100,-

P 2408 EL HUSN (type D2): 1934/36, two domestic covers each bearing Emir Abdullah 5m orange used with 
good to fi ne strikes of black El Husn cds. adressed both locally adressed to Amman with arrival cds. 
on reverse, minor faults nevertheless an attractive pair! b 220,-

P 2409 EL ZARQA (type D1): 1924, cover bearing optd. Hejaz coat of arms 1pia. blue used with violet arab 
negative seal pmk. of El Zarqa locally used to Betsani with arrival cds. (20.8.24) and transitmark of 
Haifa (18.8.) on reverse, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive cover! b 400,-

P 2410 EL ZARQA (type D2): 1928/31, two covers bearing Emir Abdullah stamps at 15m or 25m rates both 
used with fi ne black El Zarqa cds. to England and with Amman or Haifa transitmark on reverse, scarce 
cover pair b 220,-

P 2411 EL ZARQA (type D2): 1927 (18.5.), cover bearing optd. Palestine 5m strip/3 used with violet El Zarqa 
cds. ‘By Air to Amman’ to London redirected to Kent with transitmarks of Haifa (20.5.) and Kensington 
(30.5.) on reverse, part of backfl ap missing otherwise a fi ne cover b 220,-
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2412 IRBID (type D2): 1928/42, two covers bearing Emir Abdullah single 5m (25.7.28) used to Amman or 
vertical pair 5m (26.9.42) used to Jerusalem with violet double-circle ‘DEPUTY CHIEF FIELD CENSOR’ 
and Field Post Offi ce 154 (29.9.42) backstamp, minor blemishes neverthless an attratcive and scar-
ce cover pair b 220,-

P 2413 IRBID (type D3): 1926 (9.12.), cover bearing optd. Palestine 5m orange used on cover with fi ne violet 
Irbid cds. locally adressed, cover shortened at top and small other faults b 220,-

2414 IRBID (type D3): 1937 (10.6.), airmail cover bearing Emir Abdullah 5m + 10m with very fi ne strike of 
Irbid adressed to Southampton, several tonespots b 100,-

P 2415 IRBID (type D4): 1936 (10.9.), registered cover bearing Emir Abdullah 15m + 20m with blue/white reg. la-
bel used with fi ne Irbid cds. to Egypt with transitmarks of Amman (12.9.) and Alexandria (16.9.) on reverse, 
and another cover (18.3.46) with 10m horiz. pair used from Irbid to England, scarce cover pair! b 220,-

P 2416 JEBEL AJLUN (type D2): 1936 (16.1.), Emir Abdullah 100m and 90m on registered cover with clear 
strike of Jebel Ajlun and blue/white reg. label ‘Ajlun’ used to England with transitmarks of Amman 
(18.1.), Jerusalem (19.1.) and Pinner arrival pmk. (29.1.) on reverse, very attractive cover b 220,-

P 2417 JEBEL AJLUN (type D2): 1935 (15.1.), Emir Abdullah 1m to 5m (total 15m) used on cover with two fi ne 
strikes of Jebel Ajlun adressed to Bilthoven/Netherlands with Amman transitmark (15.1.) on reverse, 
vertical bend nevertheless a scarce and very colourful cover b 220,-

P 2418 JEBEL AJLUN (type D2): 1945 (17.8.), Emir Abdullah 10m vert. pair on cover with very fi ne Jebel Ajlun 
cds. adressed to Dublin/Ireland with black/blue-green censorstrip and Amman transitmark (19.8.) 
on reverse, attractive cover b 100,-

2419 JERASH (type D4): 1929 (25.4.), Emir Abdullah 10m red + 5m orange on cover with three very fi ne 
strikes of red-violet Jerash cds. used to Ohio/USA with transitmarks of Irbid (26.4.) and Haifa (27.4.) 
on reverse, part of adressee erased otherwise very fi ne cover b 220,-

2420 KATRANI (type D2): 1927/34, two stamps with black part cancels of Katrani incl. very fi ne 5m picto-
rial stamp, scarce postmark! g 100,-

P 2421 KERAK (type D4): 1936 (26.4.), registered airmail cover bearing Emir Abdullah 15m blue strip/3 
with very fi ne strikes of Kerak cds. and blue/white reg. label ‘El-Kerak’ used to London with Amman 
transitmark (27.4.), and another cover (19.6.38) with 3 x 4m and single 3m stamps used to Seattle/
USA (roughly opened at top), scarce and attractive cover pair! b 220,-

P 2422 MAAN (type D3): 1927 (13.4.), cover with optd. Palestine stamps in blocks/4 (1m brown, 2m yelloow 
and 3m blue) with good strikes of Maan used to New Jersey/USA with Amman transitmark (14.4.) on 
reverse, nice and scarce cover! b 220,-

2423 MAAN (type D5): 1934 (15.12.), Emir Abdullah 15m blue single on cover with clear Maan cds. used to 
USA (shortened at bottom and small tear at bottom, and another cover bearing Emir Abdullah 1m and 
4m strips/3 from Maan (28.12.37) to Liverpool with transitmark of Amman on reverse (tonespots!) b 220,-

P 2424 MADABA (type D1): 1925 (9.12.), cut down cover bearing four optd. Palestine stamps used with two 
fi ne strikes of the violet negative seal pmk. of Madaba adressed to USA with Haifa transitmark, and 
a registered cover (19.3.21) with 5m block/4 on reverse with two fi ne strikes of same postmark and 
unusual large black/white reg. label used to New York with Jerusalem (21.3.) and New York (11.4.) 
transitmarks, parts of both covers missing but a rare postmark and usage! b 850,-

P 2425 MADABA (type D2): 1925 (20.1.), registered cover bearing optd. Hejaz 1pia. blue strip/3 used with 
fi ne oval violet arab pmk. of Madaba adressed to Toledo/USA with transitmarks of Haifa (24.1.), New 
York (12.2.) and Toledo (14.2.), minor blemishes nerverthless a rare and attractive cover! b 600,-

2426 MADABA (type D3): 1936 (6.2.), registered cover bearing Emir Abdullah 50m and 20m block/4 with 
blue/white reg. label from Madaba to England with transitmarks of Amman (6.2.), Jerusalem (8.2.) 
and Pinner/England (18.2.), and another cover from Madaba (24.1.40) with single 15m (cut at top) 
to London with Transjordan censorstrip, nice cover pair! b 220,-

2427 MADABA (type D4): 1945 (11.1.), cover franked 210mils (Emir Abdullah 50m pair, 20m two pairs + 
single and single 10m) used with fi ne strikes of Madaba cds. adressed to Buffalo/USA with black/
blue censorstrip, roughly opened at top repaired (front and backside stuck together!) but very attrac-
tive looking from front! b 100,-

P 2428 MEFRAK (type D2): 1939 (5.12.), registered cover franked 35mils (Emir Abdullah 5m + 3 x 10m) used 
with fi ne strikes of Mefrak cds. and blue/white reg. label ‘Mafrak’ adressed to Alexandria/Egypt with 
censor marking and Transjordan censorstrip, backstamped Amman (5.12.), Jerusalem (7.12.) and 
Alexandria (11.12.), some tonespots on front otherwise very fi ne b 220,-

2429 MEFRAK (type D2): 1942 (4.8.), Emir Abdullah 10m single on cover from Mefrak to Jerusalem with red/
white censorstrip (tonespots) and another cover (11.10.44) with single 5m (other stamps fallen off) from 
Mefrak to Egypt with black/blue censorstrip (heavy faults!), both covers with Amman transitmark b 220,-

P 2430 SALT (type D1): 1921 (31.5.), cover bearing optd. Palestine 1pia blue with light violet arab pmk. of 
Salt adressed to England with Jerusalem transitmark (2.6.) on reverse, and a part of registered cover 
bearing optd. Palestine 5m orange two horiz. pairs with very fi ne violet arab pmks. of Salt adressed 
to England, scarce and attractive! b/d 500,-

P 2431 SALT (type D1): 1921 (13.1.), cover bearing optd. Palestine 5m orange horiz. pair from right margin 
with very fi ne violet arab pmk. of Salt adressed to Jersualem with arrival cds. on front dated 15th 
January 1921, very scarce and attractive cover! b 400,-
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P 2432 SALT (type D3 and D4): 1943 (16.3.), cover bearing Emir Abdullah 7 x 15m blue with fi ne Salt cds. 
(D3) to USA with red/white censorstrip and Amman transitmark, and another cover (11.3.36) with 
colourful mixture of stamps used from Amman to England missent to Salt with clear SALT transitmark 
(D4) on both sides, nice cover pair! b 250,-

2433 SALT (type D3): 1930 (7.3.), registered cover bearing Emir Abdullah 2 x 15m blue + single 5m orange with 
good Salt cds. and blue/white reg. label ‘Es-Salt’ adressed to Berlin/Germany with transitmarks of Amman 
(7.3.), Haifa (8.3.) and Berlin (16./17.3.) on reverse, part of backfl ap missing otherwise very fi ne! b 120,-

P 2434 SALT (type D4): 1936/44, three covers with Emir Abdullah stamps all used with fi ne Salt cds. incl. 1936 
(7.8.) colourful cover to Beyrouth with Damas and Beyrouth transitmarks, 1944 (9.10.) registered cover 
with blue/white reg. label ‘Es-Salt’ and violet censor marking to Zerka with Amman transitmark and 1944 
(9.10.) cover to Belgium Congo (!) with censor markings incl. single-line ‘CENSURE CONGO BELGE’ and 
Amman (12.10.) and Stanleyville (31.10.) transitmarks, very attractive and unusual trio! b 400,-

2435 TAFILEH (type D2): 1931/34, six stamps with black mostly part cancels of Tafi leh incl. very fi ne 5m 
pictorial stamp, scarce postmark! g 100,-

P 2436 ZERKA (El Zarqa, type D3): 1941 (27.1.), Emir Abdullah 15m blue + 10m red used on registered cover 
with blue/white reg. label and Trans-Jordan censorstrip and markings used to Haifa with transitmarks 
of Amman (29.1.), Jerusalem and Haifa (both 30.1.) on reverse, minor faults! b 170,-

KAMBODSCHA    
see also 953

P 2437 1880. Royal Mail envelope headed ‘Royaume du Cambodge’ with Royal Seal on reverse. Very rare 
envelope from Cambodia. b 600,-

P 2438 Indo Chine 1885, French colonies 25 C yellow tied by Pnom Penh double ring on envelope (vert. fold 
and minor toned) adressed to His Majesty of Cambodga at Pnom Penh, rare item! Yv. 53 b 600,-

P 2439 Indo Chine two stationery envelopes: 1898, 10 C from ”PNOM PENH” to Saigon and 1909, 10 C on 
from ”KOMPONG-CHNANG 3 MARS 09” to Bordeaux, France. GA 120,-

P 2440 Indo Chine 1899, Two military letters: one from St. Donar, France to Pursat with arrival 8.4.99 and one 
from ”PURSAT 28 MARS 99” with ”CORPS EXPEDne 28 MARS 99” to Drome, France with arrival 6.5.99 b 120,-

P 2441 Indo Chine 1901, 10 C on picture card (Krauchmar) from ”KRAUCHMAR 3 JUIL 01” via Phnom Penh 
and Saigon to ST. Omer, France and 1906, 5 C on PC (Garden) from ”PNOM PENH 30 AVRIL 06” to 
Pointre a Pitre, Guadeloupe with arrival 4.6.06, totally two cards. Ak 100,-

P 2442 1902. Military mail envelope to France bearing France F.M. Yvert 1,15c orange tied by Saigon Central Co-
chinchine double ring with military cachet’ Troupes de L’Indo- Chine/Service de Sante/Cochinchine Cam-
bodge Laos’ double ring in blue and Angers arrival on reverse. Very fi ne and scarce military mail cachet.

France FM 
Yv. 1 b 220,-

P 2443 1902. Picture postcard written from Phnom Penh addressed to France endorsed ‘Troupes D’Oc-
cupation du Cambodge’ bearing Indo-China Yvert 17, 5c yellow/green (pair) tied by Phnom Penh 
Cambodge double ring with military cachet ‘Protectorat du Cambodge Phnom Penh/Service de 
Santé’ in blue and signed by the Commander, routed via Saigon with St Omer arrival. A unique 
item of mail from Cambodia.

Indo-China Yv., 
17 (2) Ak 2.200,-

P 2444 1903. Registered picture postcard of ‘Femmes Annamites’ addressed to France bearing Indo-China 
Yvert 7, 10c black/blue and Yvert 10, 25c black/rose tied by Kompong-Chnang Cambodge double 
ring with boxed registered hand-stamp, routed via Pnum-Penh and Saigon Cochinchine with Millau 
receiver. Very attractive item of registered mail from Cambodia.

Indo-China Yv. 
7, 10 Ak 450,-

2444A 1903. French Indo-China postal stationary envelope 5c yellow-green cancelled by Soairieng/Cambodge 
double ring ‘26/12’ addressed to Prey-Veng with Bannam/Cambodge ‘28/12’ transit on reverse. Very 
rare item paying the unopened letter rate for domestic use. Superb usage from Prey-Veng Province. GA 350,-

P 2445 Indo Chine 1903, 10 C on picture card (devant la poste) from ”PURSAT 27 DEC 03” to Chatel-Ceusoir, 
France and 1908, 10 C on PC (Pnom Penh Habitations sur Pilotis) from ”KOMPONG-CHAGAN 11 
MARS 08” to Ahun, France., totally two cards. Ak 200,-

2446 1903-05, Four picture postcards with french Indo Chine frankings and PNOMPENH CAMBODGE can-
cellations, few tiny toned, fi ne group Ak 90,-

P 2447 Indo Chine 1904, 10 C on picture card (japonese woman with fl owers) from ”KOMPONG-LUONG 20 
SEP 04”via ”PNOMPENH 27 SEP 04” to ”SAIGON CENTRAL 29 SEPT 04”, very rare! Ak 500,-

P 2449 1904/6, 10 cent., type ‘Grasset’ (minor perf. fault) on front of picture postcard showing ‘Main Road 
of Singapore’, fi ne strike ”PNOMPENH CAMBODGE 1906” directed to Marseille. Ak 80,-

P 2450 Indo Chine 1905, 5 C. on picture card (Back-Touk) sent from ”KATHOM 26 SEPT 05” to Marseille, 
there uprated with perforated due stamp 10 C. with canc. 2.11.05

Yv. 27 + 
France Due 29 Ak 100,-

P 2451 Indo Chine 1905, 10 C on picture card (Convoi militaire) from ”KOMPONG THOM 17 SEPT 05” via 
Phnom Penh to Paris, France and 1908, 5 C on PC (Vegetation) from ”BATTAMBANG 27 APRIL 08” via 
Pnom-Penh and Saigon to Chandoe, totally two cards. Ak 100,-

P 2452 1906. Picture postcard of the ‘Water Festival, Phom Penh’ addressed to Kratie bearing Indo-China 
Yvert 27, 5c green tied by Kampot, Cambodge double ring routed via Hatien and Chaudoc, Cochin-
china and routed back to Cambodia with Pnum-Penh transit and Kratie arrival. Very scarce transit 
due to the French Occupation in Cambodia and the boundary commission change of borders. Fine 
item for the exhibitor.

Indo-China 
Yv. 27 Ak 450,-
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P 2453 Indo Chine 1906, 5 C on picture card (Justice de Paix) from ”KHO.. LAOS 31 SEPT 06” via Pnom Penh 
to Saint Servan, France and 1909, Ceylon 6 C on PC (Devil Dancers) from ”PORT SAID EGYPTE 10-3 
09” via Pnom Penh to Battambang with arrival 13.4.09, totally two cards. Ak 200,-

P 2454 1906. Picture postcard of ‘River Mekong, Phnom-Penh’ addressed to France bearing Indo-China Yvert 
27, 5c gree tied by Chlong/Cambodge double ring ‘9/9/06’ routed via Pnom-Penh ‘12/9’ with octa-
gonal French paquebot ‘Yokohama a Marseille’ ‘22/9’ date stamp. Scarce village cancel from this 
small village in Kratie Province on the Mekong opened in 1904.

Indo-China 
Yv. 27 Ak 600,-

2455 Thailand 1907, Grasset 2 C brown with ideal ”BATTAMBURG 3-71955” (Swiss type date stamp) on small 
piece. A rare item for the exhibitor, this cancel previously unrecorded on Into-China stamps handbook. Yv. 25 d 500,-

P 2456 1907. Picture postcard of ‘Siamese Women, Bangkok’ addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 
33, 5c green (pair) tied by Kratt/Cambodge double ring with Paris arrival on reverse. Scarce item of 
mail from the French Occupation of Cambodia 1905/07.

Indo-China SG 
33 (2) Ak 450,-

P 2457 Indo Chine 1907 incoming mail: French 10 C on picture card (Doulevant) from ”DOULEVANT.. 9-9 
07”sent to Binhi, there undeliverrable / Inconnu and multiple forwarded to BacNinh, back to Binhi, to 
Sept Pagodes and fi nally to tonkin, there labeled with ”INCONNU AU 3. TONKIN” with Signature and 
canc. TIRAILLEURS TONKINCIS 3E REGIMENT / LE CONSEIL D’ADMINITon”, scarce item! Ak 200,-

P 2458 Indo Chine two cards: 1907, French 10 C on picture card (Marabout Sidi-Aas) sent from ”TEMCEN 5-9 07” 
to Kratie, there forwarded to Hanoi with ”PNOM PENH 10 OCT”, ”SAIGON 13 OCT2 and ”BAC-NINH 23 OCT 
07”  and 1906,10 C on picture card (Prisonniers munis de la canguet) sent from ”KOMPONG-TIAM 23 
FEVR 06” with boxed ”B.M.” via Pnom penh and Saigon to Moullins, France with arrival 28.3.06 Ak 120,-

P 2459 Indo Chine: 1908,5 C on picture card (Pnom Penh waterfront view) sent from ”KAMPOT 2 AOUT 06” 
to Kratie with transit-canc. ”HATIEN 13 AOUT 06”, ”SHAUDOC 16 AOUT 06”, ”PNOM PENH 17 AOUT 
06” and arrival 18.8.06 Ak 150,-

P 2460 Indo Chine 1909, 1 C, 2x 2C, and 10 C on picture card (Danseuses du Roi) used locally in ”PNOM 
PENH 3 FEVR 09” Ak 100,-

P 2461 1910. Picture postcard of ‘Bronze Tomb, Phnom-Penh’ addressed to Annum bearing Indo-China SG 
33, 5c green tied by Monkolborey/Cambodge double ring. Very scarce item from this former Siamese 
Territory succeeded to Cambodia in 1910.

Indo-China 
SG 33 Ak 600,-

P 2462 Indo Chine 1911, 2 C and 2x 4 C on envelope from ”TAKEO 24 NOV 11” via Saigon to Coulanges-la-
Vinense, France b 150,-

P 2463 1912. Picture postcard of the ‘Pagoda des Bronzes, Phnom- Penh’ addressed to France bearing 
France ‘Type Sower’ overprinted ‘F.M.’ Yvert 4, 10c rose tied by Sisophone/Cambodge double 
ring. Very rare use of the French Military stamp from this former Thai territory.

France FM 
Yv. 4 Ak 1.000,-

P 2464 Indo Chine 1915, 10 C. stationery envelope sent from ”SISOPHONE 20 APRIL 15” via Battambang 
and Saigon to Reoyat-les-Bains, France with arrival 5.6.15 GA 80,-

P 2465 Indo Chine two envelopes: 1916, 15 C and 2x 25 C sent registered and 1918, 2x 5 C on 15 C stationery 
envelope from ”KAMPOT 30-10 25” both from Pnpm Penh to Singapore with different Censor cancels. b 200,-

P 2466 Indo Chine 1918, ”4 CENTS” on 10 C. stationery envelope uprated 25 C. sent registered from ”PAILIN 
24 DEC 18” via Battambang to Pnom Penh. GA 150,-

P 2467 Indo Chine 1920 (ca.), 4 C., 7 c. and 10 C. on registered envelope (vert. folded) sent from ”PNOM 
PENH 30-12 ..” to St. Etienne, France. b 150,-

P 2468 Indo Chine 1920, 10 C. stationery envelope (minor toned) uprated ”2 CENTS” on 5 C from ”BATTAM-
BANG 26 MAI 20” to Paris, France. GA 120,-

P 2469 Indo Chine 1921, 25 C. on envelope (minor stains) sent from ”KOMPUNG-TIAM 21 NOV 21” via Pnom 
Penh to Choisi-a-Roy, France with arrival 26.12.21 b 200,-

P 2470 Indo Chine two cards: 1921, 2x ”2 CENTS” and ”4 CENTS” overpr. stamps on picture card (Angkor-
Vat) sent from ”PNOM PENH 12-12 21” to Marseille, France and 1932, 4 C . from ”KEP 26-8-32” to 
Ille-sur-Cet, France. Ak 150,-

P 2471 Indo Chine, three envelopes: 1922, frontside 6x ”4 CENTS” on 10 C sent registered from ”BATTAMA 
3 MAR 22” with ”TROUVE A LA BOITE” to Pnom Penh, 3x 3 C and 2x 6 C from ”KAMPOT 30-10 25” 
registered to Angouleme, France and 6 C 1929 6 C fromPnom Penh to St. Etienne, France b 200,-

P 2472 1922. Registered envelope addressed to the ‘Bank of Indo-China, Haiphong’ bearing Brazil Yvert 173, 
200r blue (block of four) tied by Rio de Janeiro date stamp ‘22nd June’ with matching registered label 
routed via Alexandria ‘23rd Aug’, Port-Said ‘24th Aug’, Singapore ‘18th Sept’ and Saigon ‘27th Sept’ 
with Haiphong/Tonkin arrival ‘4 Oct’ and forwarded to Battambang/Cambodia with arrival ‘14/10’ on 
reverse. Rare item of incoming mail from Brazil.

Brazil Yv. 
173 (4) b/v 450,-

P 2473 Indo Chine 1927, 4 C. stationery envelope uprated 9 C. and 8 C. sent registered from ”PURSAT 19-8 
27” to Paris, France. GA 100,-

P 2474 Indo Chine, three envelopes 1930, 1 C  and 3 C on stationery envelope 5 C, sent registered from 
”BANAM 9-7 30” to Paris, used advertisement-envelope Hotel des Ruines d’Angkor with cachet ”Visi-
tez Angkor Ses Monuments Admiranbles” and 1941 from Pnom Penh to Touluse with South African 
Censor-Stripes b 150,-
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P 2475 1930. Envelope addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China SG 140,1c orange (gutter pair) tied by Pnom-
Penh/Cambodge date stamp with hand-struck ‘T’ and bearing Indo-China postage due SG D165, 4c 
chocolate and blue applied and tied on arrival by Saigon-Central/Cochinchine date stamp. Nice item 
of Taxed mail from Cambodia. (T)

Indo-Chine SG 
140 (2), D165 b 300,-

P 2476 Indo Chine 1931/71 Incoming mail: four comercial letters to Kambodge 1931 to Plei Ku, 1939 with 
cachet ”Regiment de Tira..eurs Annamites Le Major”, 1967 to Ambasse de France, 1971 with canc. 
”Parti sans Adresse” (T) b 150,-

P 2477 1931. Indo-China postal stationery card 4c purple (C.F. 18) cancelled by Pnompetih/Cambodge date 
stamp addressed to Paris. A very rare item of stationary used in Cambodia. GA 350,-

P 2478 1932. Air Mail envelope addressed to Paris bearing Indo-China SG 150, 11c orange and SG 189, 25c 
purple tied by Rocakong/Cambodge date stamp routed via Pnompenh with instructional ‘ParAvion/
Jusqu’a Marseille’ with transit on reverse. Very fi ne Air Mail cover from this small Mekong town.

Indo-China SG 
150, 189 b 380,-

P 2479 1938/44, fi ve nice ”Indo Chine” franked letters with locally usage from Pnom Penh. b 120,-
P 2480 1939/40, four nice ”Indo Chine” franked letters, two sent registered, two with censorship. b 150,-
P 2481 Indo Chine 1941, French printed card ”Prix de Vente 0,90 Carte Postale” sent from ”PNOM PENH 

19-3 41”  to Paris, France. Fr. P 85 GA 100,-
P 2482 1943. Red Cross document dated ‘7th January 1943’ written from ‘Residence de Takeo, Takeo, Cam-

bodia’ addressed to ‘Morbinan Bretagne, France headed ‘To The Comité International de la Croix 
Rouge/Geneva, Switzerland’ cancelled by circular ‘Indochine/Croix Rouge Française’ routed via Can-
ton with ‘Consulat de Suisse/Canton’ transit with ‘Comité International de la Croix Rouge/Geneve ‘ in 
red on face, German censorship cachet and Paris receiver ‘11th Sept’ with ‘Reply’ on reverse dated 
‘Morbehan le 16th October 1943’ and m/s ‘Received a Takio le 4th November 44’. Wonderful item 
from this small Cambodian village of great rarity. Exhibition item. b 850,-

P 2483 1953/56, Lot of 2 sepia proofs for the designs ”3.00 R Queen Sisowath” and ”10.00 R King Noro-
dom” from the 1956 coronation set and of 3 sepia proofs (one signed by artist) and 1 violet proof 
from the 1953 Kinnari set, all items without gum. Proofs (*)  200,-

2484 1953, goddess Kinnari miniature sheet set of three, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 270,-- Bl. 4/6 **   70,-
2485 1954/60, sheet of 25 color proofs for design ”1.50 R National Flag and Dove” from the 1960 Peace 

set (printing date 15.6.60) and except for 4p sepia and 30p green complete imperforated 1954 set 
”Postage Stamps” with large and ornamented margins, all items mint, NH. (M) Proofs **   150,-

P 2485A 1959, Registered airmail envelope from Phnompenh to Melbourne, AUSTRALIA, franked by 1947 
8.50r vertical strip of three, with transit and arrival backstamps. 74 (3) b 80,-

P 2486 1970, November/30 UNESCO Single franking cover from PHNOMPENH with red threeliner ”CENSURE 
Cambodge agressé par Impérialistes Vietcong et Nord Vietnamiens” on reverse to Paris, fi ne and 
early used censor. b 100,-

P 2487 1975, 5 unverausgabte Werte zu 1R., 7R., 8R., 10R. und 14 R. postfrisch ohne Aufdruck, Gummi wie 
üblich leicht getönt, Attestkopie Osper ex Mi. A-H 432 **   200,-

P 2488 1989, Angkor Vat, 35 Riel cyanblau/schwarz (4) sowie 2 mal 50 Riel dunkelviolettpurpur/schwarz zu-
sammen mit Zusatzfrankatur auf R-Brief aus PNOM PENH nach Irland, lose werten diesse 5 Marken 
schon 220,-- auf Brief selten. (T) b 100,-

KAMBODSCHA - PORTOMARKEN    
P 2488A Indo Chine 1904, Algeria 5 C. on picture card (El Golea) sent to Pnom Penh, there uprated with Frech 

Colonies imperforated due stamp 10 C. brown, canc. ”PNOM PENH 30 JUL 04”, superb quality and 
very rare exhibition item!

Yv. Algeria 111 
+ French Col. 
P 19 Ak 300,-

KHOR FAKKAN    
P 2489 1966, 2r on 3r Churchill used on part of registered commercial airmail cover to Hongkong, with Reg. 

label. Only part of front of cover, but a scarce commercial usage. 84 A d Gebot

KOREA    
see also 2109

P 2490 1895/96, Tae Geuk 5 P. bluish green resp. 10 P. dull blue (3 mm pulled perfs and handwriting 
of addressee) tied bisected circle ”Impa Kwangmu  5.7.11” (July 11, 1901) to reverse of cover 
(creases)  via ”Oggang 5.7.13” to Seoul w. arrival ”Hansung 5.7.18”. Impa was a temporary p.o. 
(imchisa) in Cheonrapukdo province. 15 P. old currency account for 3 Ch. new currency, so basic 
domestic letter rate. Not many entires of Tae Geuk stamps with Imchisa markings survived, cert. 
Eichhorn BPP (2013) (T) 3II, 4II b 3.500,-

P 2491 1899. Postal stationery card 1cn blue written from Shanghai cancelled by Shanghai/Local Post date 
stamp ‘Jy 7 99’ addressed ‘The Bund, Shanghai’. Very fi ne. GA 280,-

2492 1900/03, Ewha 4 Ch. and falcon 5 Ch. (pair) tied „CHEMULPO 2 OCT 04” to registered ppc to Bostan/
USA, transit San Francisco and arrival „OCT 31 1904 Registry Division”, correct rate and rare usage 
of the 5 Ch. falcon for registry fee, amateurs item 17, 37 (2) Ak 900,-

2493 1900/01, very nice franking - fi ve colors - on reg. cover from ”CHEMULPO 19 JUL 02” to Kenzingen/
Baden via ”SHANG-HAI 28 JUIL”. Receiver on reverse ”KENZINGEN 31.08.02”.

13C, 14C, 15A, 
16C, 21C b 500,-
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P 2494 1900. Postal stationery card 1cn blue cancelled by Seoul/Coree double ring ‘24th Juin 00’ addres-
sed to Shanghai with French Post Offi ce arrival ‘Shang-Hai/Chine 6 Aout’ and forwarded to ‘Poste 
Restante, Yokohama’ with vernacular transit and Yokohama/Japan receiver ‘16 Aug’ on reverse in 
violet. Very fi ne. GA 600,-

P 2495 1900. Red Band envelope bearing ‘Tai-Han’ SG 12a 5p green tied by vernacular double ring with 
adjacent Seoul date stamp. Scarce. SG 12a b 750,-

P 2496 1900, card 1 Ch. light blue canc. ”Chongkyung 8.2.17” to Pusan w. March 1 arrival GA 200,-
P 2497 1901, UPU card 4 Ch. brown canc. „FUSAN 25 JUIL 02” via japanese „Kankoku Fusan 35.7.25” and 

”KOBE JAPAN 28 JUL 02„ to Germany w. arrival „GREIFSWALD 2.9.02” GA 300,-
P 2498 1901, 50 Ch olive-green/rose, perf. L 11 1/2, fresh color, well centered in F/VF used condition. 

Mi.300€ 23 g 90,-
P 2499 1902, 3c. orange on piece tied by clear blue ”GWENDOLINE COREE 20/NOV/02” cds., fi ne and scarce Yv. 34 d 200,-
P 2500 1902, 3 Ch. commemorative, a right corner piece canc. ”SEOUL 18 OCT 02” (fi rst day) pasted to 

mimeographed announcement (158 x 218 mm) in french language dated ”Seoul October 21, 1902 
/ The Diirection General of Communications / by order The Inspector of / Posts / E. Clemencet”. Text 
a.o. states the commemorative ”not valid for foreign mails (according UPU treaty article 11 §1)”, 
which mostly was ignored in postal practice, opinion Eichhorn BPP (2013) (M) 34; KPSC C1 b 700,-

P 2501 1902. Postal stationery card 1c blue upgraded with Y vert 20, 3c orange tied by Fusan Coree double 
ring addressed to France, routed via Chemulpo with French Post Offi ce Shanghai Cttme double ring 
transit. Scarce item of mail from this offi ce. GA 600,-

P 2502 1902. Picture postcard of ‘A ceremony of House Building’ addressed to Paris bearing SG 23a, Ich 
green (strip of four) tied by Seoul/Coree double ring routed via the French Post Offi ce Shanghai. 
Beautiful item. SG 23a (4) Ak 450,-

P 2503 1902. Postal stationery card 4s brown tied by Fusan Coree double ring addressed to France, routed 
via the French Post Offi ce Shanghai with Shang-Hai Chine double ring transig. Scarce item of mail 
from this offi ce. GA 450,-

P 2504 1903. Registered envelope addressed to ‘The Bank of Indo-China, Shanghai’ bearing SG 26a, 3ch 
orange and SG 30a, 10ch purple tied by Seoul No 1/Coree double ring ‘6th Mars’ with framed ‘R/
Seoul No 1’ registered hand- stamp routed via Chempuloo with French Post Offi ce Shanghai on 
reverse ‘11 Mars’. Scarce item of registered mail from Seoul Post Offi ce No 1. SG 26a, 30a b 1.400,-

P 2505 1903, 4 Chon red on pink rare REPLY postcard in new design, cancelled per favour ”CHEMULPO”, the 
reply part is mint, minor toning H&G PC9     GA 300,-

P 2505A 1903, UPU card 4 Ch. unused (corner crease), 1904 4 Ch. carmine on rose cto japanese p.o. ”Pusan 
38.6.30” (June 30, 1905). Plus North Korea, 1953, part of envelope 10 W. red, unused (DPRK catalog #2) GA 80,-

P 2506 1903, 4 Ch. red (Falcon) on picture postcard (Bridge in SEOUL) from CHEMULPO ”22.Jan 1904” sent 
via ”SCHANG-HAI 11 FEVR 04” to Nimes 36 b 180,-

P 2507 1904, stationery card 1 C. greenish blue (vert. crease, ) canc. „SEOUL No. 1 28 SEPT 04” used local, on 
reverse printed message „The American Korean Electric Company wish to inform the Public...”, unusual GA 170,-

P 2508 1904, 50 Ch olive-green/rose, perf. L 12 1/2, mint with almost full original gum and some small 
paper remnants, faultless, well centered in F/VF condition. Mi.500€ 45 *    130,-

P 2509 1905. Registered Rice paper envelope addressed to Paris bearing Yvert 26, 20ch brown (pair) tied 
by Seoul/Coree double ring with boxed hand-struck ‘Registered’, routed via the French Post Offi ce 
Shanghai/Chine. Scarce franking. (T) Yv. 26 (2) b 600,-

P 2510 1908. Picture postcard of ‘Prince Tto’ addressed to France bearing Japan SG 135,1½s ultramari-
ne tied by Seoul/Corea date stamp in violet, routed via Yokohama, underpaid with framed Korean 
instructional in red with ‘Ctms/T’ hand- stamp in purple and bearing French postage due Yvert 
30, 15c yellow-green applied and tied by Angers arrival. A lovely combination. Very rare item of 
postage due mail from Korea.

Japan SG 135, 
France Yv. P30 Ak 1.100,-

P 2511 1941, incoming mail to ”Mrs. Kim Rita, Keijo Music-Academy” from Germany, UPU card tied ”BERLIN 
SW 11 17.3.41” with ‘2nd war winter help action’  slogan, unusual GA 70,-

P 2512 1945. Air Mail postal stationery Great Britain 1½d brown ‘Prisoner of War Post’. Card written from 
Dundee with boxed, ‘Passed/P.W. 3062’ censor cachet addressed to ‘Lieutenant Barrie, British Pri-
soner of War, Jinsen, Chosen, Korea’ with instructional ‘Returned from/Service Suspended in violet. 
Very fi ne item. Scarce. GA 300,-

KOREA-NORD    
P 2513 1946, Diamond Mountains 50 Ch. violet, vertically perf. 11, a  complete sheet of 100, with the 

fi fth row of stamps inserted upside down resulting in t10 têt- bêche vertical pair varieties, unused 
no gum as issued, very fi ne and fresh, few s light marginal bends. Pos.  37 also shows the variety 
”llne through 0”.Amazing and very rare sheet (Scott 5/5e; cat. US$13.440) (M) 5D (100) (*)  3.000,-

P 2514 1946,  Kim Il Sung 50 Ch. brown, a  used pair, small corner crease at lower left, F-VF, used pair of a 
very rare stamp most collectors never even see as a single (Scott #6,  cat. US$1400). 7 (2) g/p 280,-
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P 2515 1948, unfranked undenominated blue on buff card pmkd. ”Myongchon 48.7.27” (M. = Hamgyong-
pukdo) to Najin (actually addressed to KilJu), inscribed ”Post Card” with upper left boxed  ”New Year 
Mail”,. While card is of private or local origin, probably with the approval (at least tacit understan-
dihng) of the local postal administration, as two other copies of the card  are recorded, which are to 
the same addressee from Hoksong. Believed to be a forerunner to the North Korean stationery cards. 
Besides postal stationery aspect, interesting postal history piece. GA 400,-

P 2516 1948, 3rd anniv. of llLiberation 50 Ch. light rose-scarlet, tied to piece by ”.. 48.12.-” dater, very fi ne, 
rare. (Scott 12, cat. $1,500) 14 d 400,-

P 2517 1949 Kim Il Sung University 1 W. violet  resp.  blue and 4th Anniv. of Liberation 1 W. red, green and 
blue, very fi ne used, liberation with socked-on-the-nose ”50.3.15”, the 1 W. violet faint translucent 
from adhesive glue ( Scott 17-19, cat. $500) 21, 22, 24 g 120,-

P 2518 1949, 1 W.  4th Anniv. of Liberation,  variety double perforation at top, used, small fault at right, fi ne 
( Scott 19 var.) 24a var. g 120,-

P 2519 1949, 1 W. 9 Kim Il Sung University dark blue (top left torn) tied ”Pyongyang 50.3.30”  to local enve-
lope (Scott 18). (T) 21 b 200,-

P 2520 1949, 1 W.bright  blue  Kim Il Sung University tied ”Haeju 50.10.12” on domestic cover (horiz. crease) 
to Hwanghaedo province (Scott 18). (T) 21 b 250,-

P 2521 1950/63, two foreign mail covers to CSR resp. Switzerland b 60,-
P 2522 1950/58, registered envelope franked total 385 W. canc. ”Hamhung 58.2.17” on registered cover to 

Berlin/East Germany, to ”Chief of construction staff Korea / comrade Guhlich”, bilingual senders hs. 
”Hamhung working group”, large lacquer seals ”... Korea” on reverse, vert. crease, scarce offi cial mail 
of the socialist solidarity reconstruction units (T) b 250,-

2523 1950, order of merit 1 W. olive green canc. „..50.8.13” on domestic cover to Pyongyang with ”50.9.10” 
and ”50.9.11” backstamps (T) 26b b Gebot

P 2524 1950, Einschreibe-Brief vom 6.5.1955 eines Mitgliedes der Überwachungskommission des Waffenstill-
standes an der innerkoreanischen Demarkationslinie (Swiss Delegation) aus SINYIZU nach Lausanne 
(Umschlag rückeitig kleine Fehlstelle). Frankiert mit 7 versch. geschnittenen Marken (Erstdrucke!).

30aB, 50B, 
52aB, 84B, 
86B(2),87B b 150,-

P 2525 1950, 1 W. fl ag and liberation monument, variety” pale blue shifted to right”, with 1952 Li Su Dok 
imperf. tied ”PYONGYANG 24.10.56” on registered postcard to Swiss member NNSC via APO 6500 SF 
and Dec. 6/12 transits.  Rare error. Scott 26 var., 48. 30aB, 52B Ak 400,-

P 2526 1951/54, General Pang 10 W., order of honour 40 W. (2) and Hwanghae iron works 10 W. tied 
”Chongjin 55.3.7” to pictorial envelope via air mail to Prague, Czechoslovakia (Scott 45, 50, 84). 48B etc. b 150,-

2527 1951/52, six values inc. 1 W. order dark green, 5 W. chop on 6 W. dark blue/red, 10 W. General Tang 
Hu Shan ec. on registered front cover used „Chungzin 54.3.31” to CSR 29, 46a, 48B, d 100,-

2528 1951, 5 W. on 6 W. light blue/brick red w. military medal 40 W. imperforated (2) tied ”53.12.9„  to 
ppc to Czechoslovakia, Kesan dateline 46a, 49B (2) Ak 80,-

P 2529 1951, 6th Anniv. of Liberation rouletted, fl ags 1 W. red on unbleached paper, a top right corner mar-
ginal horizontal strip of 10, unused not gum as issued, fresh, scissors separation, VF, scarce large 
multiple (Scott 37, cat. US $2750) (T) 43yA (10) (*)  400,-

P 2530 1951, three covers to CSR with 5 ch./6 Ch. surcharges inc. air and registration (T) 45 (3) etc. b/e 400,-
P 2531 1951, Einschreibe-Brief vom 6.5.1955 eines Mitgliedes der Überwachungskommission des Waffen-

stillstandes an der innerkoreanischen Demarkationslinie (Swiss Delegation) aus SINYIZU nach Lau-
sanne. Frankiert mit 4 versch. geschnittenen Marken (Erstdrucke!) Verwendung fand ein offi zieller 
Schweizer Militärbriefumschlag (rückeitig kleine Fehlstelle) Beigefügt Einlieferungsschein.

50B, 86B, 88B, 
89aB b 150,-

P 2532 1951, 6th Anniv. of Liberation rouletted 2 W. dark blue on white paper, a horizontal strip-5 and 2 W. 
red eouletted on unbleached paper, a corner block of four, unused no gum as issued, fresh and F-VF, 
one 2 W. red some faint wrinkling (Scott 40, 41; cat. US$585).

44xA (5) , 
45y (4) (*)/v 120,-

P 2533 1951, Einschreibe-Brief vom 6.5.1955 eines Mitgliedes der Überwachungskommission des Waf-
fenstillstandes an der innerkoreanischen Demarkationslinie (Swiss Delegation) aus SINYIZU nach 
Lausanne (Umschlag rückeitig kleine Fehlstelle). Frankiert mit 4 versch. geschnittenen Marken (Erst-
drucke!)

50B, 86B, 
90-91B b 150,-

P 2534 1951, Einschreibe-Brief vom 17.5.1955 eines Mitgliedes der Überwachungskommission des Waf-
fenstillstandes an der innerkoreanischen Demarkationslinie (Swiss Delegation) aus SINYIZU nach 
Lausanne (Umschlag rückeitig kleine Fehlstelle). Frankiert mit 4 versch. geschnittenen Marken (Erst-
drucke!) Verwendung fand ein offi zieller Schweizer Militärbriefumschlag.

50B, 86B, 
90-91B b 150,-

P 2535 1952, 20 Ch. peace propaganda imperf. (3) etc. tied „Chongjin 56.2.5” to registered air mail cover 
(”peace message dove” imprint) to Prague/CSR 53aB (3) etc. b 100,-

P 2536 1952 (ca.), fi eld post card used, with long text in korean, clean condition GA 130,-
P 2537 1953, may day 40 W. orange brown, a horizontal strip-5, unused no gum as issued, F-VF (Scott 63, 

cat. US$300+). 66B (5) (*)  70,-
P 2538 1953,8th Anniv. of Liberation 10 W. red-orange, used, adherence in margin at upper right, paper 

remnants on reverse and still full gum, attractive used copy of the rarest commemorative of North 
Korea (Scott 69, cat. US$3000/italics, Michel euros 2000.-) 72 g 1.000,-
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P 2539 1953, 1 W blue, together with horizontal pairs 2 W rose and 70 W brown, mixed franking on regis-
tered airmail cover with boxed registration cancel from Pyongyang to the Chairman of Switzerland 
Democratic Women´s Leage in Switzerland. After arrival in Switzerland forwarded from Bern via Zug 
to Crissier. Cover with registration hole at left side, not affecting stamps. Scarce commercial usage.

40 y, 45 Ax (2), 
52 B b 200,-

P 2540 1953, new year card 5+5 W. brown uprated 1951 Liberation 6th Anniv. Hero Kim Ki U 1 W. red 
etc.,tied by apted ”Chongjin 55.9.13” dater unaddressed, scarce card. DPRK catalog PC14, Todd 26;  
Scott 16, 24, 39, 67. 40yA,  70B etc. GA 100,-

P 2541 1954/55, incoming mail from Switzerland to a Swiss NNSC member, airmail envelopes (4, one regis-
tered), via ”WAPO 6500, San Francisco” with ”ManPo” arrival c.d.s., attractive frankings b 150,-

P 2542 1954/55, KPA 6th anniversary rouletted 10 W. deep carmine-red and 1952 Peace Propaganda 20 
W. on unaddressed ”American Red Cross” imprinted envelope canc. ”Chongjin  54.2.8” hybrid dater . 76Aa usw. b/x 200,-

P 2543 1954/55, 10 W. deep-carmine red KPA 6th anniversary, rouletted, tied to  piece by ”Unsong” c.d.s., 
very fi ne (Scott 73b) 76aA d 100,-

P 2544 1954/55, 10 W. deep-carmine red KPA 6th anniversary, rouletted, mint never hinged, very fi ne (Scott 
73b, cat. $725). 73aA **   150,-

P 2545 1954, 10 W. Young Activists Congress imperf., unmounted mint, faint wrinkle at left, fresh appearan-
ce, fi ne to very fi ne; plus 1952 labour law 10 W. perf. 10¼, unused no gum as issued, fi ne to very fi ne 
(Scott 52a, 78; cat. $960/Michel euros 1000.-) 81B, 55A */(*) 150,-

P 2546 1954, 10 W.  Young Activists Congress, imperf., variety ”Mask” fl aw on woman’s face, unmounted 
mint, fox on reverse, fi ne to very fi ne appearance (Scott 78 var.) 81B var. 130,-

P 2547 1954, KPA 6th anniversary 10 W. deep carmine-red, imperf., used, top cut in and few faint short 
wrinkles, otherwise sound, scarce used (Scott 73; Michel unpriced for used) 76aB g 100,-

P 2548 1954, KPA 6th anniversary 10 W. deep carmine-red, imperf. (top shows traces of perfs), unmounted 
mint, fi ne to very fi ne, fresh (Scott 73, cat. US $725, Michel cat. euros 500.-) 76A **   200,-

P 2549 1955, Admiral Yi Sun-shin 1 W. bright blue on pale green, imperf., a complete sheet of 100, folded 
twice horizontally, unused no gum as issued, fresh, top  right tear through one stamp, light creasing 
across one row, still F-VF, another very scarce complete sheet in a different shade on different colou-
red paper, nice condition (Scott 87; cat. $1.500) (M) 93dB (100) (*)  250,-

P 2550 1955,  presentation Album with various 1950/55 issues affi xed and cancelled by ”Pyongyang Central 
55.11.30” dater, including some early 1950s commemorativeslike  1951 Liberation set of six, 1952 
Labour Day, Labour Law, Anti-U.S. Imperialism Day, International Youth Day, 1953 International Wo-
men’s Day 40 W. and May Day (2 sets), interesting assemblage of these very diffi cult stamps used. 
- Presentation albums were given  to NNSC delegates, probably on their departure from North Korea. 
Other albums exist, but with mint stamps only and considerably less stamps than with the present 
copy. (M) g 400,-

P 2551 1955, KPA 6th anniversary 10 W. deep carmine-red, rouletted, unmounted mint, fresh, some slight 
horizontal bends and tiny frease spot at lower left, still F-VF (Scott 73b, cat.  US$725). 76aA *    150,-

2552 1955, Admiral Yi Sun-shin 1 W. dark blue on yellow-green, imperf., a complete sheet of 100, folded 
twice horizontally, unused no gum as issued, F-VF and fresh, very scarce complete sheet in very nice 
condition (Scott 87; cat. $1,500) (M) 93aB (100) (*)  250,-

P 2553 1955, 10 W.  Young Activists Congress, imperf., canc. ”(PHYONGY)ANG .4.7.54”, clean condition 
(Scott 78; Michel cat. 200.-) 81B 60,-

P 2554 1956, 2 W soldier, 10 W 10-years-liberation, 10 W Son Rock, three imperforated stamps on letter 
(23.11.56) with senders imprint: ”Neutral Nations Supervisory Commision for Korea SWISS DELEGA-
TION” to Geneve.

Mi. 
32D,99B,101B, 
Yv.32,93,102 b 250,-

P 2555 1957/58, stationery cards (8) all different ovpt. framed violet ”specimen” in hangul, all with archive 
punch holes and thins/paper remnants on reverse where glued to fi le sheets,  DPRK catalog #31, 33, 
35, 43, 61, 65, 66, 67 (this with mirror of stamp imprint on reverse), most of these are not recorded 
in Todd catalog, scarce assembly (T) GA 500,-

P 2556 1957. Air Mail envelope addressed to Germany bearing SG N47, 40wn carmine (imperf pair), SG N95, 
2wn rose (imperf strip of 5) and SG N118, 5wn light blue tied by vernacular Pyongyang date stamp. 
Very attractive item.

SG N47 (2), 
N95 (5), N118 b 220,-

P 2557 1957, envelope 20 W. scarlet uprated  1951 5 W. on Flags 6 ”. and 1952 Li Su Dok 70 (pasted over 
the edge) tied ”Gaesong 57.3.11” on illustrated envelope via ”PHYONGYANG 57.3.12” to Korean in 
East Germany (Todd E9, PPRK E10) GA 150,-

2558 1959/60, cattle herding 2 Ch., a vertical pair imperforated at bottom w. 10 Ch. Crataegus (pair) canc. 
”Hamhung 60.5.26” on cover (unevenly opened, torn) to East Germany

191U (2), 
221 (2) b 80,-

2559 1980 (23.10.), picture postcard bearing 60ch. fl owers and 25ch. pheasant commercially used by air-
mail from Pyongyang to Austria with large message about travelling through Asia, unusual postcard! 1309, 1504 Ak Gebot

P 2560 1960, 5 Ch, 20 Ch and 70 Ch mixed franking on commercial cover book-export from Pyongyang to 
Zürich in Switzerland. Fine condition. 184, 185, 209 b 100,-
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KOREA-SÜD    
see also 4133, 4593

P 2561 1944/48, USA occupied nations issue ”Korea” tied ”SEOUL 14.6.48.” to reply stationery card to USA b 60,-
P 2562 1948, national symbols, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 210,- € 27/28 **   60,-

2563 1948, new consitiution, mint never hinged. Mi. 280,- € 37/38 **   70,-
P 2564 1949/50, 75 Jahre Weltpostverein (postfrisch) sowie 50 Jahre Beitritt zum Weltpostverein beide 

Werte ungebraucht mit Papieranhaftung, (Mi. € 150,--) 57, 63/64 **/* Gebot
P 2565 1949. Picture postcard of ‘Pretty Korean girl’ dated ‘ 14th Sept 1949’ addressed to Holland bearing 

South Korea SG 109, 14w deep blue, SG 113, 1w rose and SG 115, 5w yellow-green tied by Incheon/
Korea vernacular date stamp. Scarce item of commercial mail.

SG 109, 113, 
115 Ak 180,-

2566 1949. Picture postcard of ‘Chang An Sa in Kum Rang’ dated ‘5th Aug 1949’ addressed to Holland 
bearing South Korea SG 83, 5ch blue (pair), SG 90, 10w turquoise, SG 108, 4w carmine and SG 115, 
5w yellow-green tied by Incheon/Korea date stamp. Scarce item of commercial mail.

SG 83 (2), 90, 
108, 115 Ak 220,-

P 2567 1949, 50 Jahre koreanische Eisenbahn 15 W. ultramarin ‘Eisenbahnzug Sam Chu Li’ als Unterrand-
stück auf Ersttagsbrief mit zugehörigen Eisenbahn-Sonderstempel, sehr selten! 56 FDC 200,-

P 2568 1950, Korean war: inbound stationery card from USA adressed to Pusan. 1 C. card uprated 4 C. (pre-
xie 2 C. pair) for intl. mail canc. ”DERRY AUG 18 1950” with  violet two-line ”RETURNED TO SENDER / 
SERVICE  SUSPENDED.” (WW-II marking returned to service), message on reverse states ”Air mail not 
available. Will be glad to hear from you.” GA 60,-

P 2569 1950, Korean war: inbound stationery card from USA adressed to Andong, UPU card 3 C. uprated 21 
C. (prexie 7 C. x 3) for airmail canc. ”MIDLAND JUL 20 1950” with  violet two-line ”SERVICE  SUSPEN-
DED / RETURN TO SENDER” GA 60,-

P 2570 1951, UNO - fl ag of nations, complete set with 21 souvenir sheet with vertical watermark and set with 
22 souvenir sheets with horizontal watermarke, unused no gum as issued, few slightly toned, mostly 
fi ne, 3.400,- (M) Bl. 27-48 (2) (*)  600,-

P 2571 1951, Apsara 1000 w. souvenir sheet, unused no gum as issued, fi ne, 1.500,- Bl. 26 (*)  300,-
P 2572 1951: Nationalsymbole Mandschurenkranich, Weißer Tiger und Nationalfl agge mit Taube, jeweils als 

Blockausgabe, ungezähnt und ohne Gummi, wie verausgabt, sehr selten Bl. 22 - 24 (*)  500,-
2573 1951, nationa symbols 5 w. - 50 w., 3 souvenir sheets, unused no gum as issued, one with corner 

crease, otherwise fi ne, 3.900,- Bl. 22-24 (*)  500,-
P 2574 1951, national symbols 5 w. - 100 w., 4 souvenir sheets on vour covers with cancel „PUSAN KO-

REA 1.3.51”, rare Bl. 22-25 b 1.000,-
P 2575 1952, national symbols 200 w. and 300 w., 2 souvenir sheet on two covers with cancel „PUSAN 

KOREA 20.2.52”, fi ne, rare Bl. 52-53 b 400,-
P 2576 1952, 500 w. tomb King Muyol and 2000 w. Tongyung temple, 2 souvenir sheets, unused no gum as 

issued, fi ne, 2.200,- Bl. 52-53 (*)  400,-
P 2577 1952, airmail issue 1200 w. - 4200 w., 3 souvenir sheets, unused no gum as issued, fi ne, 1.800,- Bl. 54-56 (*)  350,-
P 2578 1952, 200 w. Sakyamuni-Buddah and 300 w. tomb of Buddha empire, 2 souvenir sheets, unused no 

gum as issued, fi ne, 2.500,- Bl. 49-50 (*)  500,-
P 2579 1952, 500 W on 150 blue airmail, 2 x 100 W on 4 W carmine and 1000 W green, mixed franking 

on cover from Pusan, 4.4.52, to New York, USA, cover with vertical fold does not affect stamps. F/VF 
condition. (T) 76(2), 93-94 b 100,-

P 2580 1953, 50 years YMCA souvenir sheet, unused no gum as issued, slightly colour spot at top, otherwise 
fi ne, 1.700,- Bl. 59 (*)  300,-

P 2581 1953, Red Cross 10 h. + 5 h. fi eld hospital and 10 h. + 5 h. nurse and woundet person, 2 souvenir 
sheets, unused no gum as issued, fi ne, 1.900,- Bl. 57-58 (*)  400,-

P 2582 1954, airmail issue 25 h. - 71 h, complet set with 5 souvenir sheets, unused no gum as issued, fi ne, 
3.000,- Bl. 65-69 (*)  600,-

P 2583 1955, 50 year Rotary International 20 h.-71 h. , 3 souvenir sheets, unused no gum as issued, fi ne, 
1.500,- Bl. 81-83 (*)  300,-

2584 1955, 80th birthday präsident Syngman Rhee 20 h. souvenir sheet, unused no gum as issued, fi ne, 
450,- Bl. 84 (*)  100,-

P 2585 1955, Rotary, alle 3 Blocks tadellos postfrisch ohne Gummi wie verausgabt. Mi. 1500,- € Bl. 81/83 **   300,-
P 2586 1955, National sports games 20 h. and 55 h., 2 souvenir sheets, unused no gum as issued, fi ne, 

1.500,- Bl. 87-88 (*)  300,-
P 2587 1955, Pavillion 200 h. souvenir sheet, unused no gum as issued, fi ne, 700,- Bl. 92 (*)  150,-
P 2588 1956, airmail issue 70 h. - 205 h., 3 souvenir sheets, unused no gum as issued, fi ne, 2.100,- Bl. 95-97 (*)  400,-
P 2589 1956, 81th birthday präsident Syngman Rhee 20 h. souvenir sheet on horizontal laid paper, unused 

no gum as issued, fi ne, 700,- Bl. 94 (*)  150,-
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P 2590 1956, Olympic Games Melbourne 20 h. and 55 h. 2 souvenir sheets, unused no gum as issued, 
fi ne, 8.000,- Bl. 100-101 (*)  1.500,-

P 2591 1956, 20 h. turqois on horizontel laid paper, 30 stamps in complete booklet, mint never hinged, rare 213 y MH **   200,-
2592 1956, Syngman Rhee, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 220,- € 217/28 **   60,-

P 2593 1957, fi ve years in ITU 40h blue and 55h green imperforate miniature sheet, mint never hinged, 
scarce and very fi ne, Mi. € 1.200,-- Bl. 108 **   200,-

2594 1957, 40 H+55 H Five years in ITU souvenir sheet, mint NH, VF, Mi. 1.200,- Bl. 108 **   250,-
P 2595 1957, 50th Anniversary of the foundation of Boy-Scouts, unmounted mint, mini-sheet, vf, one of the 

rarest. Cat. Val.4.200,-- Bl. 109 **   650,-
2596 1957, 50 years Boy-Scouts 40 h. + 55 h. souvenir sheet, mint never hinged, fi ne, 4200,- Bl. 109 **   800,-

P 2597 1957, 50th Anniversary of the Foundation of Boy Scouts miniature sheet, mint never hinged with 
minor horizontal bends, rare item! Mi. € 4.200,-- Bl. 109 **   400,-

P 2598 1957, 15 H Christmas souvenir sheet, mint NH, VF, Mi. 1.600,- Bl. 122 **   300,-
P 2599 1957, 25 H Christmas souvenir sheet, mint NH, VF, Mi. 1.600,- Bl. 123 **   300,-
P 2600 1958, 10 years Republic 20 h. + 40 h. souvenir sheet, mint never hinged, fi ne, 700,- Bl. 126 **   150,-
P 2601 1958, letter week 40 h. souvenir sheet, mint never hinged, fi ne, rare, 3.000,- Bl. 125 **   600,-

2602 1959, 40th anniversary of march-rebellion, block and single stamp, mint never hinged. Mi. 182,- € 288, Bl. 131 **   50,-
2603 1962, national symbols, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 350,- € 352/62 **   90,-
2604 1963, national symbols, fi ber paper, complete issue, mint never hinged. Mi. 360,- € 381/92 **   100,-

P 2605 1962, 1th anniversary of May revolution 30 h. - 200 h., complete set with 9 souvenir sheets (3 with 
korean inscription, 3 with english inscription and 3 with varity „POSTAG”), mint never hinged, fi ne, 
930,- (T)

Bl. 173-175 
I-II, 173-175 
II F **   200,-

P 2606 1963, symbols of the country 0,20 ch. - 100.00 w., complete set with 12 blocks of four (all with 
sheets margins), mint never hinged, fi ne, 1.440,- + 381-392 (4) **/v 300,-

2607 1964, sights, complete issue with all 5 blocs, mint never hinged. Mi. 220,- € 426/35, Bl. 
186/90 **   60,-

KUWAIT    
see also 4201A, 4593A

P 2608 1923/24, India KGV fi ve values 1/2a emerald to 2a reddish violet and 3a ultramarine all with INVER-
TED overrpint ‘KUWAIT’, mint hinged and three values (1 1/2a., 2a and 3a) with Ceremuga certifi ca-
tes (2003), scarce group! SG. 1/4+7 var. *    100,-

P 2608A 1923, THE FAMOUS UNISSUED ”KOWEIT” INSTEAD OF ”KUWAIT” SET: stamps of India King George 
V, 1/2 anna to 10 rupee, complete set of 14 values with the very rare overprint showing the obsolete 
spelling ”Koweit”. The extremely fi ne set shows mint very lightly hinged original gum for the ten small 
values 1/2 anna to 12 annas (all from position 4 in the setting of 12) and MINT NEVER HINGED ORIGI-
NAL GUM for all the four rupee values (all from position 2 in the setting of 12 showing the variety small 
”I” in KOWEIT of which only two ! can exist). ONLY 24 SETS OF THIS ICONIC ISSUE WERE PRINTED (two 
panes of 12) of which most are in less than fi ne condition, our 1 rupee value of position 2 is  illustrated 
in the article about this issue published in the ”The Philatelist-P.J.G.B” (february 1986) on page 6. THIS 
EXTREMELY FINE AND FRESH SET WITH ITS  FOUR HIGH VALUES MINT NEVER HINGED IS CERTAINLY 
ONE OF THE FINEST KNOWN SETS OF THIS MAJOR BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AND INDIA RARITY. 
Certifi cate Behr (1977) and Pascal Scheller (2013). Yvert 1-14 = 22500€ (in hinged condition; our 
estimate for mint never hinged 45000€) (T) I-XIV */** 38.000,-

P 2609 1938, Airmail cover to Bexhill-on-Sea, England via Basra, franked with 6a airmail stamp along with 
KGV. 1a pair and 3a carmine all surcharged KUWAIT, tied by ‘’KUWAIT/13 FEB 38’’ killer type cds, and 
with bilingual ‘’BASRA/SOR./13 FEB 38’’ transit cds on reverse, fi ne. 30, 32, 35 b 100,-

P 2610 1939. Air Mail envelope addressed to England bearing SG 16, ½a green tied by Kuwait double ring sent 
by Imperial Airways with Iffl ey/Oxford receiver on reverse. Very rare item paying the un-opened paper rate. SG 16 b 180,-

P 2611 1940. Air Mail envelope (shorted below) addressed to Bombay bearing Kuwait SG 38, 1a carmine 
and SG 41, 3a yellow-green (2) tied by Kuwait date stamp routed via Basra with Bombay arrival and 
‘Passed by Censor’ label. SG 38, 41 (2) b 200,-

P 2612 1943 (3 May), Censored business cover from Kuwait to Switzerland with Iraq censor strip and mark, 
franked by India KGVI. 3½a, with Basra transit cds (5 May) on reverse, fi ne and scarce in this form. India 173 b 100,-

P 2613 1943. Censored envelope to Bombay bearing India SG 247, 3p slate (2) and SG 250, 1a carmi-
ne (pair) tied by ‘Kuwait Persian Gulf’ double ring with ‘Opened by Censor/PC90’ label with boxed 
‘Crown/Passed DHC/66’ cachet and ‘Opened by Examiner label. During the War overprinted stamps 
were unobtainable and Indian stamps provided emergency cover. Rare thus.

India SG 247 
(2), 250 (2) b 300,-

P 2614 1945. Air Mail envelope (faults) addressed to Bombay bearing Kuwait SG 53, ½a purple and SG 55, 
1a carmine (2) tied by Kuwait roller with ‘Opened by Censor/20’ label and boxed ‘Passed by Censor/
Kuwait’ in violet and framed ‘Crown/Passed/DHC/21’ censor cachet tying ‘Opened by Examiner/P.C. 
90’ label applied in Bombay. SG 53, 55 (2) b 300,-
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P 2615 1950. Censored Air Mail envelope (vertical fold) addressed to France bearing SG 71, 1r on 1s 
bistre tied by Kuwait double ring with trilingual ‘Par Avion/Air Mail’ hand-stamp with boxed ‘Cen-
suree’ underpaid with French postage dues 2f turquoise, 5f pink, 10f orange and 20f olive tied by 
Metz receiver. Part of the addressed has been deleted/censored?. Rare item.

SG 71, France 
PD b 1.000,-

P 2616 1954, First Helicopter Flight by a Bell fl own from Heliport #2 of ‘The Worlds Fastest Big Tanker ”s/s 
W. Alton Jones” (several related cachets and manuscripts) franked by U.S. 6c airmail stamp tied by 
Kuwait 6a meter mark, further 10a meter mark with ‘’KUWAIT/15 VII 54/K.O. Co. LTD.’’ cds alongsi-
de, black Kuwait dater on reverse. b 300,-

P 2617 1966/70, two proof meter marks: from Baghdad 1966, and an advertising Kuwait meter 1970 with 
‘’000’’ value. d 80,-

P 2617A 1972, progressives die proofs (8 phases) for the design ”10 F National Bank Emblem” of the set 
”20th anniversary of Kuwait National Bank”, mint, NH. 554 Phases **   200,-

2617B 1982, 2 items, plate proofs for the complete set ”Soccer World Cup Spain 1982”, mint, NH, 2 stamps. 934/35 Proof **   80,-
P 2618 2002, cover from Kuwait to the Prime Minister of India, franked with pair of 1998 25f ‘falcon’ and 

100f ‘dhow’ defi nitives, tied by large Kuwait SAF double cds at 6th Jan. 2002. After the 9/11 attack 
all correspondence addressed to the Prime Minister of India was checked by the PM’s security (up to 
February 2002) and stamped with red oval ‘’TECH. CHECK OK’’ and signed by the inspector. Some 
stains, but a scarce example of those special covers. (T) b 80,-

KUWAIT - DIENSTMARKEN    
P 2619 1929-33, fi ve KGV. (Wmk Mult Star) Offi cial stamps of 1a, 2a, 12a, 1r and 2r (surcharged ‘KUWAIT’ 

and ‘SERVICE’) all fi ne used with Kuwait cds’s, 1a nad 1r lightly toned, fi ne. (SG about £900) 15-16, 20-22 g 200,-

LABUAN    
see also 2201

P 2620 1879, QV 2c blue-green wmk. CA over Crown unused with large part original gum, scarce stamp with 
BPA certifi cate (1989), SG. £ 1.600 SG. 1 *    400,-

P 2621 1882/1896, group of 24 Labuan stamps: 1882 8c (SG 7) used, from sheet pos.10, and with traces of 
kiss print, 1897 12c vermilion (SG 95a) in fi ne and fresh mint block of four (lightly hinged), 1899 4c on 
18c (SG 106) with shifted ovpt ‘’4’’ showing traces of double print at left, mounted mint, with normal for 
comparison, and 1896 Jubilee issue with 1c, 5c (Perf 15) + 8c (Perf 14) in blocks of four, 2c (Perf 15) in 
vert strip of four, and 3c (Perf 15) in vert pair, all cancelled with ‘’LABUAN/DE 24/1896’’ christmas cds. 15 u.a. g/**/* 100,-

P 2622 1894, Registered cover from Post Offi ce Labuan (also wax seal on back) to the Columbian Con-
sulate at JERSEY Island, franked with eight copies of 6c green (strip of fi ve, two singles and one 
copy with ‘no dot at upper left’ error) all tied by oval of bars, ‘’LABUAN FE 1 1894’’ cds, ‘’R’’ in 
oval, curved ‘’REGISTERED/No._’’ cachet and red ‘Reg. London’ oval d/s (5 MR 94) alongside. 
Little stains and trace of usage, but still a fi ne and very scarce registered cover. (M) 32 (SG 40, 40a) b 2.000,-

P 2623 1895, 10 c. surcharged on 1 $ red on cover tied ”LABUAN 5 AUG 98” to Norfolk, UK b 180,-
P 2624 1897, Dyak chief 1c dull claret & black IMPERFORATE DIE PROOF in issued colours on thin white 

and ungummed paper (60 x 69mm), scarce item! SG. 89 proof (*)  1.300,-
P 2625 1897, Registered cover to England franked with ‘LABUAN’ surcharged 18c (inscr. ‘POSTAL REVENUE’) and 

24c (without related inscr.) tied by ‘’LABUAN/NO 24/97’’ cds, with large ‘’R’’ in oval h/s, curved ‘’REGIS-
TERED/No...’’ h/s and ‘Registered London’ (22 Dec) arrival oval d/s alongside. Cover with traces of folding 
and 24c stamp with few brownish perfs at top otherwise fi ne. A scarce Labuan registered cover. (T) 77, 78 b 100,-

P 2626 1898. Registered envelope addressed to Singapore bearing Labuan SG 62, 1c mauve, SG 64, 3c 
ochre, SG 65, 5c green, SG 67, 6c brown- lake, SG 69, 8c pink and SG 76, 10c on $1 scarlet tied by 
Labuan date stamp ‘19th Jan’ with circular ‘R’ and hand-struck unframed ‘Registered/No’ with Sin-
gapore arrival ‘Ja 28’ on reverse. Attractive item of registered mail from Labuan.

SG 62, 64, 65, 
67, 69, 76 b 300,-

2627 1899-1904, Four complete series mint: 1899 (large) 4 CENTS (9v), 1900-02 (6v), 1902-03 (12v + 8v 
used), and 1904 (small) 4 cents (9v), fresh, lightly hinged, and fi ne. (SG about £650)

83-118 (SG 
102-137) */g 150,-

P 2628 1899, 3 cent green postal stationery replycard with add. franking 1897 1 c.lilac/black, tied ”LABUAN 
20 NOV 99” to Hannover/Germany with receiver ”HANNOVER 4.1.00” 70a GA 160,-

LABUAN - PORTOMARKEN    
P 2629 1901, Postage Due set mint, plus 5c and 6c both fi ne used with Labuan cds. 6c mint with thinny spot, 

8c with paper remnants on gum, others fi ne mounted mint, fresh group. (SG £720) D1-D9 */g 150,-
P 2630 1901, Postage Due 8c with FRAME INVERTED, c.t.o. by oval of bars, light traces of oxidation and 

tiny thin at back otherwise fi ne, with two signatures on reverse. A very rare stamp which is known 
c.t.o. only. (SG £9500)

6 var (SG 
D6ba) g 5.000,-

LAOS    
see also 1555, 1557

P 2631 1906. Registered Photographic card written from ‘Pac-Lai’ dated ‘14th Jan 06’by the Mekong addres-
sed to France bearing Indo-China SG 14, 30c cinnamon (perf. faults above) and SG 23, 5c yellow/
green tied by ‘Vien-Tiane/Laos’ double ring ‘20/1’ with boxed hand- struck ‘R’ and arrival in Boulogne 
on front. Rare item of Registered mail from this small Laos village on the Mekong.

Indo-China SG 
14, 23 Ak 450,-
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P 2632 1907. Picture postcard of ‘Thai Neu village in Hua Pahn Province’ addressed to France bearing Indo-
China SG 34, 10c rose tied by Pak Se/Laos double ring ‘25/4’ routed via Bassac ‘25/4’ andSaigon/
Cochinchine ‘8/5’ on reverse. Very nice item of mail routed down the Mekong from this small village. 
Scarce Pak Se (Done) with the ‘Done’gratte.

Indo-China 
SG 34 Ak 350,-

P 2633 1907. Picture postcard of ‘The Forest, Mekong River’ addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 
34,10c rose tied by ‘Khone/Laos’ double ring ‘29/12’, routed south down the Mekong to Pnom-Penh 
with Pnom-Penh/Cambodge transit Very rare item of mail from Don Khone Island on the Mekong 
River bordering Laos, Cambodia and Thailand.

Indo-China 
SG 34 Ak 280,-

P 2634 1908. Picture postcard of ‘The Bronze Dragon Pagada’ addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 
33, 5c green tied by Bassac/D double ring with Aix/Province arrival. Very rare ‘D’ cancel from the 
Post-Offi ce right of the Mekong River in Bassac (Champask) town.

Indo-China 
SG 33 Ak 450,-

P 2635 1910. French Indo-China postal stationary envelope ‘Type Annamite’ 10c red cancelled by Luang-Prabang/
Laos double ring ‘2nd Sept’ addressed to Paris with Vien-Tiane/Laos ‘10th Sept’ and Saigon Central/Co-
chinchine ‘24th Sept’ on reverse with Paris arrival. Very fi ne item of stationary used in Luang-Prahang. GA 300,-

P 2636 1914. Envelope addressed to Paris bearing French Indo-China SG 55, 10c scarlet tied by Sam-Nua/
Laos double ring ‘4th Oct 14’ routed via Sonla/Tonkin ‘8/10’ and Hanoi/Tonkin ‘14/10’ on reverse. 
Very fi ne item from this small village in Hua Phan Province, Northern Laos.

Indo-China 
SG 55 b 400,-

P 2637 1916. Stampless envelope addressed to Hanoi cancelled by ‘Poste de Muong-Hum/Le Comman-
dant/D’Armes’ in blue routed via Baxat/Tonkin and Lao-Kay with Hanoi receiver. Rare item of military 
mail from Upper Laos. b 450,-

P 2638 1917. Stampless Military mail envelope (name deleted) endorsed ‘F.M.’ addressed to Marseille can-
celled by ‘Xieng-Khouang/Laos’ double ring ‘19/4’ with military cachet ‘Indo-Chine Française Laos/
Service de Santé Xien-Khouang/Le Medecin de L ‘Ambulance’, routed via Thanh-Hoa/Annam and 
Vinh/Annam. Rare item of military mail from this Upper Laos town. b 600,-

P 2639 1918. Picture postcard of ‘Chinese Business Women’ cancelled by Muong Bonn Neua/Laos double 
ring and forwarded from Luang Prabang dated ‘10th Nov 18’. Rare village cancel from this Upper 
Laos border town with China. Ak 300,-

P 2640 1924. Registered Advertising envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China Yvert 104, 5c rose 
and Yvert 106, 6c olive tied by Saravane/Laos double ring ‘16/9’ with boxed ‘R’ and boxed hand-
struck ‘AR’ for Advice of Receipt, routed via Phnom- Penh/Cambodge ‘23/9’ with Elbeuf arrival 
‘30/10’ on reverse. A very rare item of Advice of Receipt mail routed down the Mekong.

Indo-China Yv. 
104, 106 b 280,-

P 2641 1937. Registered Air Mail envelope bearing Indo-China SG 210, 66c olive and SG 246, 15c blue tied by 
Houeisai/Laos date stamp ‘7/7’ with registered label routed via Luang-Prabang ‘15/7’ and Vientiane/
Laos ‘19th July’ with Mame receiver ‘31/7’ on reverse. Lovely item from this Northern Laos Mekong town.

Indo-China SG 
210, 246 b 260,-

P 2642 1948. Mandat de Poste coupon bearing Indo-China SG 186, 20c carmine and SG 195, $1 green tied 
by Hatsaikhoune/Laos date stamp. Very rare bureau, only in use from 1945/49. A superb item from 
this small Mekong town.

Indo-China SG 
186, 195 d 450,-

P 2643 1949. Air Mail envelope (upper fl ap missing) addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 174, 4c 
yellow (block of four and block of six) and SG 213, $1 black (pair) tied by Paksane/Laos date stamp 
routed via Savannakhet and Saigon/Cochinchine. Nice item of mail from this small Mekong town.

Indo-China 
SG 174 (10), 
213 (2) b 250,-

2644 1951, presentation booklet with souvenir sheets of fi rst defi nitives (Mi. 1-20) and Postage Dues (1-6), 
MNH (T) **   100,-

P 2645 1953, Buddha, 6 values complete, artist´s proofs in brown, signed. (T) 34/39 (*)  700,-
P 2646 1953, Jährliche Eideszeremnoie kompletter Satz von sechs Flugpostmarken bis 100 P. jeweils in 

kompletten ungezähnten PROBEDRUCK-Bogen mit 25 Werten in teils unterschiedl. Farben bzw. 
Farbkombinationen dabei auch ein paar Leerfelder innerhalb des Bogens (4 P., 6.50 P. und 100 
P.), postfrisch mit teils Gummi- und Randmängeln sowie tw. etwas stockfl eckig, selten! (M)

34/39 proof  
(25) **   1.700,-

P 2647 1954, 2 P. and 50 P. Jubilee, 2 artist´s proofs in black, signed. 40, 42 (*)  200,-
2648 1954, Jubilee of King Sisavang Vong complete set mint very lightly hinged, scarce set! (Mi. € 400,-- for **) 40/42 *    60,-
2649 KINDER - Children: 1957, LAOS,  Epreuve d’artiste signée in blue for stamp 20k Red Cross showing 

”Mother nursing infant”.
Sc # C34 
Proof 60,-

P 2650 1959, Buddhist buildings, complete set 0,50 K. to 12.50 K. as Epreuve d’Artist, scarce! 97/102 
Epreuve (*)  500,-

P 2651 1981/83, air mail covers (5) to CSR inc. Express (T) b 160,-

LIBANON    
P 2652 1864, Folded envelope with Turkey 1 Pia. grey on thick paper, wide to very wide margins, tied by light 

blue ”BATTAL” cancellation, from Beyrouth to Damascus, usual light fi le fold, very fi ne and fresh fi rst 
issue cover and scarce Lebanon & Syria postal history! Mi. 2 III b 700,-

P 2652A 1865-1917, Four covers / cards with scarce cancellations of BEYROUTH 15, BEYROUTH (QUAIS), 
BETRONE, censors and few Levant cancellations on phil. card, very attractive group! (T) b 500,-

P 2652B 1857, Cover (content enclosed) sent from US missionary in Constantinople via French Smyrne PO 
to Beyrouth showing postage due marking ”10” decimes and double circle ”SMYRNE TURQUIE 22 
JUIN 57” and on reverse the VERY RARE STRAIGHT LINE ”BEIRUT JULY 6 1857”. THIS US CONSU-
LAR MARKING IS ONLY RECORDED ON FOUR COVERS (in various types all from 1857). b 1.500,-
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P 2653 1904, HOS EL ZERANE (Isfi la no.1, R) all arabic cancellation on both sides of postcard showing Baal-
bek with full message to France with arrival mark, tiny spots and crease, very scarce Turkey and 
Lebanon postal history! Ak 250,-

P 2653A 1916, 1 Pia. postal stationery envelope tied by all arabic ”KEFR....POSTA SUBESI” (Unrecorded 
by any catalogue), on reverse transit mark ”EMIYOUN 2/1/16” cds. (Isfi la RRR) and ”Beyrouth 
13 - 7/1/16” (Isfi la no.40, R), adressed to USA, some toned crease at border, fi ne and a cover to 
research for the specialist! U GA 1.000,-

P 2654 1918, BALBEK 1 (Isfi la no. 6, RR) cancellation on registered used postal stationery envelope with 
scarce ”BAALBEK ONÜCÜNCÜ DEPO ALAY KUMANDANLIGI” censor mark, on reverse several transit 
marks and arrival Germany, horizontal fold and tiny fl aw at left, very scarce Turkey WW I postal history! GA 400,-

P 2655 1920. Military mail envelope from Akkar, Lebanon addressed to Paris cancelled by bilingual ‘Le Cap-
tain./F.Mieg/S. Gouverneur D ‘Akkar’ cachet in violet with Paris receiver on reverse. b 220,-

P 2656 1926, Complete air mail set of 4 stamps up to 10 Pia. with additional green bilingual surcharge ”AVI-
ON” (SG 75-78 var.), all mint never hinged and signed Sanabria, fi ne and very scarce. 75-78 var. **   400,-

P 2657 1928, airmail stamp 25pi ultramarine optd. in red with airplane and bilingual ‘Republique Libanaise’ and 
new value ‘15’ in smaller type II, mint hinged and signed Brun, rare stamp! Mi. ¬ 1.300,-- (Yvert 36 A) 157 II *    500,-

P 2657A 1929, Erstfl ug Beirut-Marseille mit violettem Kastenstempel „Premier Vol Aeropostal Beyrouth - Mar-
seille” und der kompletten Flugpostausgabe. e/b 60,-

P 2658 1937, 7.50 pia. blue, epreuve de luxe, imprint ”Atelier de Fabrication des Timbres Poste, Paris”. 
The 7.50 pia value, which was issued imperf only, appears to be the rarest stamp of the Libanon 
- as an epreuve de luxe a major rarity! (Maury 156 A). (T) 212 (*)  1.000,-

P 2659 1937, defi nitives, 7 epreuve de luxe, imprint ”Atelier de Fabrication des Timbres-Poste Paris”. Very 
rare issue! (Maury 150/56). (T) 204/15 ex (*)  500,-

P 2660 1941/44, 2 covers from Beirut to Cordoba/Argentinia and Newton/USA. Both covers with different 
censor marks and labels of France, Egypt and USA. Covers and stamps partly small faults, but quite 
scarce wartime items. b 100,-

P 2660A 1943, colourfull franked registered airmail letter sent from ”BEYROUTH 15 XI 43” to Leopoldsville 
with censorstrip Africue Francais Libre and arrival 4.12.43 e 100,-

P 2661 1943, 4 pia. postal stationery envelope with additional franking postage stamp 15 pia. deep green, 
4 pia. black-brown and airmail 15 pia. brown-red and 2 pia. deep violett as registered airmail cover 
from ”BEYROUTH 12.X.” with censorship label ”CONTROLE” in yellow and cancel ”OUVERT PAR LES 
AUTORITTES DU CONTROLE T.A.31 B” to Ajaccio, Corsica with arrival mark, tiny spots

215, 210, 198, 
192 a.o GA 70,-

2662 1943, Rückkehr des Staatspräsidenten kompletter Satz zum zweiten jahr der Unabhängigkeit mit 
arabischen Aufdruck in verschied. Farben, postfrisch, Maury 192 A/D + PA 91/96, € 470,-- 282/91 **   180,-

P 2663 1946, 5 Pia green-blue and 100 Pia brown together with postal tax stamp for the army, mixed fran-
king on registered air-letter from Beyrouth, 28.2.46, to Prague, Czechoslovakia. F/VF condition. 237, 253 u.a. b 60,-

2664 1949, 75 Jahre Weltpostverein kompletter Satz (postfrisch) sowie Blockausgabe mit grüner Um-
schrift (kleine Falzspur), Mi. € 113,-- (T)

408/12, Bl. 
12a **/* Gebot

2665 1962, Früchte, Wert zu 1 P. im Eckrand-Viererblock links oben, mit zusätzlichem Druck auf der Gum-
miseite, tadellos postfrisch 798 **   80,-

LIBANON - ZWANGSZUSCHLAGSMARKEN    
P 2666 1946/49, Partie mit 4 Luftpostbelegen nach Australien. Dabei Postkarte aus Beirut und Brief aus 

Tripoli je mit ZZ-Marke für die libanesische Armee sowie zwei Einschreibebriefe aus Beirut mit ZZ-
Marken Palästina-Hilfe. Bedarfserhaltung. 1(2), 6, 7b u.a. b 60,-

MACAU    
P 2667 1840, Entire letter from Macao (dated 4th Dec 1840) to Warthill, Aberdeenshire by ship „Louisa 

Baillir” bearing on reverse the scarce red framed ‘’INDIA LETTER / KINGSBRIDGE’’ handstamp 
(Rob In.2), and GB arrival cds (22nd April 1841). ONLY ONE EXAMPLE OF THIS KINGSBRIDGE 
HANDSTAMP IN RED IS RECORDED (by Tabeart). b 1.300,-

P 2668 1844, entire folded letter dated ”Macáo 12 de Febreiro 1844” to London, on reverse framed ”IN-
DIA LETTER / KINGSBRIDGE”, early letter b 2.000,-

P 2669 1855, entire folded letter dated ”Macao 10 Febrero 1855” via ”HONG KONG 14 FB 1855” to Gibraltar b 500,-
P 2672 1898, 2, 4 and 12 Av ‘Vasco da Gama’ together on registered  and sealed cover tied ”MACAU 8 MAI 

098” to Hongkong, orange-red/yellow R-Label to Hongkong,receiver at reverse. b 600,-
P 2673 1910, 1 Av and 2 Av, revalued postage due stamps, tied ”MACAU 28 AGO 11” on internal cover to 

MACAU CUSTOMS. (with content) b 180,-
P 2674 1911, 1 A. on 5 R. (pair, left copy with variety missing ”1„) canc. ”MACAU 26 DEZ. 11„ on local cover, 

on reverse ”CUSTOMS DEC 26 1911 LAPPA„ 158I, 158 b 200,-
P 2675 1911, bisected stamps: 2 Av ovpt. on 4 Av carmine, horizontal pair and 5 Av ovpt. on 10 Av slate-blue, 

two pieces tied ”MACAU 9 AGO 11” on registered cover to China. 159, 160 GA 400,-
P 2676 1911, 1 Av. provisional solution for internal postage or to Hongkong with black checking number and 

blue cancel tied by the postmaster on reverse of cover, on front clear strike ”DIRECCAO DO CORREIO 
DE MACAU 6-SET.11” to Customs, Macao 161 b 440,-
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P 2677 1923, Freimarken Schnitterin, 3 P hellblau/schwarz und 5 P karmin/schwarz, einwandfrei postfrisch, 
Luxus, Mi. für * €550,-. 259 - 260 **   500,-

P 2678 1934/38, 1 Av (2) and 20 Av orange together with 1938 50 Av brown, a band of three on registered 
airmail cover strike ”MACAU 29-1-48” via HONGKONG to Australia.

273(2), 
288,312(3) b 130,-

P 2679 1937, First fl ight Transpacifi c Cover ”HONGKONG-MACAO-USA by Pan Am Airways Clipper. Flown on the 
section ”MACAO 28-IV-37” to ”HONULULU MAY 2 6 PM 1937”. Good Franking, on front nice cachet.

275,282, 
289(3),295-99 b 100,-

2680 Macau, 1942, 5 A. and 15 A. tied ”MACAU 17-IV-42” on cover to Hong Kong w. japanese-occupation-type 
arrival ”Kowloon 17.4.24” (April 24, 1942) on reverse, correspondence between neutral Portuguese b 80,-

P 2681 1948, pictorial defi nitives complete set, mint never hinged (very minor gum problems on the 5p.), 
Mi. € 1.200,-- 346/57 **   240,-

2682 1949, 75 years of UPU 32a lilac/rose in a horizontal strips of three, mint never hinged, Mi. € 300,-- + 359 (3) **   70,-
2683 1950, pictorial defi nitives complete set (except 1p. blue), mint never hinged but gum faults! (Mi. € 

320,--) 362/69 **   Gebot
2684 1950, Holy Year complete set in horizontal strips of three, mint never hinged, Mi. € 225,-- + 360/61 (3) **   50,-
2685 1950, pictorial defi nitives complete set (except 1p. blue), mint never hinged, Mi. € 320,-- 362/69 **   70,-

P 2686 1950, defi nitives complete set of 9 values, mint never hinged MNH, Mi. € 500,-- 362/70 **   100,-
P 2687 1951, Ships, 1 P. to 5 P. mint never hinged, 3 P. lightly creased, cat. value 650,- €. 383-385 **   240,-

2688 1951, Conclusion of Holy Year 60a with label in a vertical strip of three, mint never hinged, Mi. € 240,-- + 386 Zf. (3) **   60,-
2689 1951, Ships, 1 P. to 5 P. mint never hinged, 1 P. and 3 P. lightly creased, cat. value 650,- €. 383-385 **   200,-
2690 1985, butterfl ies complete set and miniature sheet, mint never hinged, Mi. € 230,-- 540/45, Bl. 3 **   50,-
2691 1986, Music instruments miniature sheet, mint never hinged, Mi. € 500,-- Bl. 4 **   100,-

P 2692 2001, two souvenir sheets ”Hong Kong 2001 Seng Yu idoms” vertically unseparated (Courvoisier 
Archiv), mint NH, very rare! (T) Bl. 87 (2) **   800,-

MACAU - ZWANGSZUSCHLAGSMARKEN    
P 2693 1947, Assistencia stamp 10 Av green, tied ”MACAU, 9.VI.53” on cover from Hongkong franked with 

5 c. King George tied meter cancel ”KOWLOON HONG KONG 13.DEC1952 HONGKONG PRODUCTS/
TENTH EXIBITION/15.DEC1952-4.JAN1953”. 11C b 100,-

MACAU - GANZSACHEN    
see also 1084

2694 1892, two provisional pre-printed reply-postcard with King Louis stamps affi xes on both parts (10 r. 
green and 30 on 200 r. pale violet), unused, fi ne Macau 33, 44 GA Gebot

P 2694A 1888, 10 Reis blue King Luis I. stationery card, on reverse printed message from a furniture dealer, 
locally used Macao, 19.11.88. VF condition. Scarce. GA 150,-

2695 1895, provisional pre-printed reply-postcard with King Luis 5 a. on 30 r. on 200 r. pale violet, affi xed 
on both parts, unused, fi ne Macau 69 GA Gebot

P 2696 1898. Postal stationery card 3 avos lilac cancelled by Macau date stamp with adjacent ‘Customs 
Lappa’ double ring, routed via Hong Kong with transit addressed to Germany. Very fi ne. GA 600,-

MACAU - BESONDERHEITEN    
see also 661, 666

P 2697 1937, FFC: PanAm F.A.M 14 by clipper via Pacifi c, illustrated cacheted registered covers (4): to Wake 
Isl. via Guam (rare), to Manila, to Colorado Springs/USA via San Francisco; plus to Canton/China via 
Manila. All three eastbound sections from Macau complete. (T) f 120,-

P 2697B 1894, incoming mail, UK, registered envelope QV 2 1/2 d. grey (fl ap torn) uprated QV 1/2d (pair) 
canc. „BATH MY 5 94”, transits London and on reverse Hong Kong w. arrival „MACAU 13 JUN 94” GB U GA 200,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN    
P 2698 1931/41, Three special airmail covers: 1931 cover from Johore (franked 12c and 5c) to a ship at 

Pakan Baroe, Sumatra carried by First Flight Singapore-Medan, 1940 censored cover from Selangor 
(franked $1 pair and 40c) to England by Pan American Airways on Trans-Pacifi c-Atlantic route, and 
1941 censored cover (short tear at top) from Slim River, Perak to London also by ”Pan American Clip-
per Throughout” (endorsed) Trans-Pacifi c-atlantic route. b 150,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - BRIT. MILITÄRVERW.    
P 2699 1945, 3 and 5 c overprinted ”B.M.A. MALAYA” at reverse of an offi cial cover. Tied ”P.SEP.A1.P.O.” from 

PAHANG SERAI, Kedah to the Secreatary familiary board. b 180,-
P 2699A 1947/48, Three airmail cover to AUSTRALIA franked by various ‘’BMA/MALAYA’’ surcharged KGVI. ad-

hesives up to $2, one from Singapore 1948 with add. 20c ‘Boustead & Co.’ meter mark, the others 
used registered from Penang and Singapore, resp. (T) b 100,-

P 2700 B.M.A. 1945-48, Six covers to AUSTRALIA, from Klang, Batu Pahat, Kuala Lumpur, Seremban, Singa-
pore and Penang, mostly by air mail, two registered, one ‘On Active Service’, and one with tax mark, 
vaious attractive and uncommon frankings using ‘BMA MALAYA’ surcharged KGVI. adhesives. b 150,-
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MALAIISCHE STAATEN - JOHOR    
P 2702 1899, JOHORE-SINGAPORE COMBINATION COVER to Germany, franked with Johore 1896 10c to 

$1 tied with ‘’JOHORE BAHRU’’ h/s, in combination with Straits 1891 30c on 32c tied by ‘’SINGA-
PORE/A/FE 3/99’’ cds, red Reg. cachet alongside, addressed to Baden-Baden and re-directed to 
Pasing near Munich with arrival backstamps (26 Feb. 99). Lightly toned otherwise fi ne. A scarce and 
attractive combination franking.

30-33 (SG 
46-49) + b 400,-

P 2703 1900, 1 C., 2 C. tied ”crown/JOHORE BAHRU” w. red ”JOHORE BAHRU 13 MR 1904” alongside, via 
Singapore to Bavaria w. arrival ”COBURG 7.4.04” Ak 200,-

P 2704 1904, $100, Wmk Rosette, horizontal pair, mint never hinged, light gum crease at top left (usual), 
especially fresh and fi ne. A scarce pair in such condition. (SG £1100++) B59 (SG 77) (2) p/** 1.000,-

P 2705 1910/19, Sultan Sir Ibrahim complete set in horizontal IMPERFORATE pairs with wmk. Mult. Roset-
tes, mint never hinged MNH, scarce pairs!

SG. 78/87 
var. (2) **   500,-

P 2706 1918, 4 cent., type ‘Sultan Ibrahim’ on back of picture postcard showing ‘Junction in Singapore with 
tram’, three strikes from SINAPORE and JOHOR. 73 Ak 80,-

P 2707 1922, Sultan Sir Ibrahim $100 green & scarlet mint lightly hinged, scarce stamp! SG. 127 *    2.500,-
P 2708 1926, Sultan Sir Ibrahim $500 blue & red optd. SPECIMEN, mint very lightly hinged, scarce stamp! SG. 128s *    800,-
P 2709 1926, Sultan Sir Ibrahim $500 blue & red mint hinged with RPSL certifi cate (1976), a great rarity 

in fi ne condition! SG. 128 *    30.000,-
P 2710 1937. Air Mail envelope addressed to Gagnoa, Ivory Coast, French West Africa bearing Johore SG 

112, 10c purple and yellow (3) and SG 116, 25c purple and myrtle (2) tied by Scudai date stamp 
‘22nd Nov’ with matching registered label endorsed ‘By Air Mail to Paris/By Air France to Dakar’ with 
Gagnoa/Cote D’I voire arrival on reverse ‘8th Dec’. Very scarce item of destination mail from Johore.

SG 112 (3), 
116 (2) b 300,-

P 2711 1938. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Gagnoa, Ivory Coast, French West Africa bearing Johore 
SG 88, 8c grey and purple (pair), SG 108, 4c purple and carmine, SG 109, 5c purple and sage green, SG 
117, 30c purple and orange and SG 118, 40c purple and brown tied by Scudai date stamp with matching 
registered label endorsed ‘via Paris/Marseille and Air France’ with Johore Bahru and Singapore transits 
with Abidjan/Cote D’lvoire on reverse. Very scarce item of destination mail from Johore.

SG 88 (2), 108, 
109, 117, 118 b 300,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - JOHOR-PORTOMARKEN    
P 2712 1938, Postage Due, complete issue wit all 5 values in blocks of four, mint never hinged with as usual 

slightly toned gum. Mi. 1.840,- € 1/5 (4) **   400,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - KEDAH    
see also 151, 2167, 3537

2713 1908, ‘Kedah Elephants’ ppc franked Straits KE 3c tied by Singapore cds (10 Aug 08) and addressed 
to U.S.A., toned. Ak 60,-

P 2714 1913 (19.2.), Sheaf of Rice and Malay ploughing defi nitives 1c to 40c used on registered cover from 
ALOR STAR to Kenzingen/Germany with poor transitmark on reverse, very attractive and scarce cover! SG. 1-9 b 350,-

P 2715 1919, mixed franking of Kedah 1919 2c green (x2) with Straits KGV. 1c black and 4c red on cover 
from Baling (6 Oct) to Penang (arrival b/s dated 8 Oct), via ‘Post Offi ce Padang Serai’ (violet oval b/s 
dated ‘OCT 7’), minor stains, fi ne. 18 + Straits b 300,-

P 2716 1920, 21 C. violet tied ”ALOR STAR 28. DEC 1920” to viewside of ppc ”Penang Ditch of Fort Cornwal-
lis” sent registered to France, transit SINGAPORE 30 DE 1920”, arrival ”ORLEANS 3-2 21” Ak 600,-

P 2717 1921 (28 Sep), PS registered 10c envelope uprated pair 2c green from Sungei Patani to India, with 
arrival b/s (8 Oct), lightly toned, still good. GA 100,-

P 2718 1929/36, Cover and card from ‘General P.O. Alor Star, with 1929 surface cover to England franked by 
3x 2c green, with Penang transit cds on back, and 1936 local 2c PS card written in Chinese. GA/b 100,-

P 2719 1930-35, Four covers from a Sungei Patani to England correspondence, one franked with 1922 25c 
sent by air mail Penang-London, others franked 1922 4c or 6c pairs all tied by ‘’SUNGEI PATANI/KE-
DAH/...’’ double-ring datestamps, minor imperfections (roughly opened) but a good group. (T)

30, 38, 40 (SG 
33, 54, 56) b 200,-

2720 1933/36, Two local covers from Kulim, with 1933 offi cial cover to Penang bearing 5c orange, and 
1936 printed matter to Ipoh bearing 2c green. b 80,-

P 2721 1933, First Flight air amil cover Alor Star to Athens by Imperial Airways franked 2x 5c, 12c and 25c 
dated 30.12.33, with special Athens cachet and arrival cds on reverse.

30, 39, 42 (SG 
33, 55, 58) b 100,-

P 2722 1933 (21 Aug), Cover from Alor Star to Berlin intended to go by Dutch air mail but understamped 
(endorsed ‘stamps insuffi ciently’), also m/s ‘via Karachi’, franked with pairs of 1c, 4c, 5c and 6c 
along with Malay ploughing 10c on front, and pairs 1c, 6c and 10c on reverse. The original address is 
overwritten, the cover is stainy, but a very uncommon usage and franking. (T) b 100,-

P 2723 1934 (2 Jan), KLM air mail cover from Kulim to Scotland endorsed ‘By Dutch Airmail Alor Star-Amster-
dam’, franked to reverse with Malay ploughing 10c and 40c (Typ II) and 1924 3c green tied by double-
ring d/s, roughly opened, still good.

27, 31, 37 (SG 
30, 35, 53) b 100,-

P 2724 1934 (Dec 14) cover Alor Star to Perth bearing solo 25c for combined airmail rate per ½oz., again 
carried on fi rst fl ight of the regular airmail service England-Australia, a fi ne and rare commercial par-
ticipant, backstamped Perth. AAMC 469n. b 160,-
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P 2725 1939, Censored cover from Kulim to Tebing Tenggi, Sumatra franked 1937 12c tied by ‘’KULIM/KE-
DAH/9 OC/1939’’ double-ring d/s, with rare rect framed ‘’PASSED BY/6/CENSOR’’ cachet. 47 (SG 61) b 100,-

P 2726 1941. Registered Air Mail envelope (opening faults) headed ‘On His Majesty’s Service’ addressed to 
India bearing Kedah SG 55, 5c yellow (2), SG 60, 10c ultramarine and sepia and SG 62, 25c blue 
and purple (pair) tied by ‘F.P.O./No 30-C’ date stamp with ‘fi eld Post Offi ce No 30-C registered label 
and ‘Par Avion’ label, framed ‘Passed For Transmission/15’ in violet, routed via Penang with India 
Section Base Offi ce arrival and ‘Passed by Censor’ cachet Scarce item from the Indian Field Post 
Offi ce in Kedah.

SG 55 (2), 60, 
62 (2) b 350,-

P 2727 1941, Censored cover from Kulim to Sumatra franked by 3x 5c orange, dated 18 Feb 41, with censor 
strip, violet ‘Passed for Transmission’ triangle and Neth. Indies censor mark. 39 (SG 55)(3) b 100,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - KELANTAN    
P 2728 1934 (Dec 6) cover Kuala Krai to Moorabool Victoria bearing aggregate franking 35c overpaying com-

bined airmail rate 25c per ½oz., carried on fi rst fl ight of the regular airmail service England-Australia, 
some ink staining (largely on reverse), backstamped Melbourne. AAMC 469n. b 120,-

P 2729 1937. Sultan Ismail. SG 40 - 54 complete mint set of 15 wmk Multi script. Very scarce and attractive 
series. SG 40 - 54 *    450,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - NEGRI SEMBILAN    
P 2730 1936 (Sep 23) registered cover Ayer Kuning South to Quirindi N.S.W. endorsed “Quantas” (sic) be-

aring aggregate franking of 46c overpaying combined airmail 25c rate per ½oz. + 15c registration, 
enclosed letter from The Borelli Rubber Co indicating some stamps for budding collector were enclo-
sed, hence application of boxed “DUTY FREE” handstamp, backstamped Tampin, Singapore, Darwin, 
T.P.O.2 South N.S.W., Sydney, Quirindi. b 300,-

P 2731 1940 (Dec 6) censored cover Seremban to Melbourne franked 55c for combined airmail service 
per ½oz., Penang triangular “PASSED FOR/TRANSMISSION/6” handstamp, additionally censored at 
Melbourne upon arrival, central crease. b 120,-

P 2732 1943, Local Singapore censored cover with 3x 3c Negri Sembilan ovptd ‘DAI NIPPON/2602/MALAYA’ 
tied by bilingual ‘’SYONAN 2603’’ double-ring d/s, with violet censor cachet and violet ‘’CONTRARY 
TO/REGULATIONS/SENDER’S NAME AND/ADDRESS NOT SHOWN/ON COVER’’.

Jap. Occ. 
Malaya 21 b 80,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PAHANG    
P 2733 1891, 2c on 24c green all the four types of overprint even on unused stamp with part toned original 

gum, SG 8 fi ne, the others with short tears or surface scratch at top. A good quartet showing the 
different ovpt types. (SG £2875) 4 I-IV (SG 7-10) *    400,-

P 2734 1898, 50c green & black fi ne mint. (Mi. 340,- €) 13 (SG 22) *    80,-
P 2735 1900, NETHERLAND POSTAL AGENCY in British Malaya: cover from ”KUALA LIPIS PAHANG 12 AP 

00” to Celebes Netherland East India via SINGAPORE and there handled by ”N.L.AGENT SINGAPORE 
17/4/1900”, mixed postage with Selangor and Pahang stamps, some toning. b 60,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PENANG    
see also 2799, 2800, 3273, 3456, 5196

P 2736 1903/09, two postal picture cards: German Mail boat at Penang, 10 Pfg Germania, tied ”DEUTSCHE 
SEEPOST OSTASIATISCHE LINIE 26/4/1903”, posted in Penang the day after receiving the shipboard 
postmark sent to Hamburg. The second card shows a marine sorter postmark (double ring), sent from 
Wimbledon to Singapore ”PENANG TO SINGAPORE JU 18 1909” GA 70,-

P 2737 1904/09, two picture postcards from Ceylon franked with 10 Pfg Germania both with fi ne clear strike 
”DEUTSCHE SEEPOST OSTASIATISCHE HAUPTLINIE”, both with cercle ”PENANG”. One with date ”02-
11-04’ code ‘c’ ship ”Preussen”, the other ”23-6-09”, code n’e’ ship ”Kleist”. Ak 80,-

P 2738 1906/37 two picture postcards and one PAQUEBOT cover from PENANG, the cover directed to HAWAII, 
the cards to JAVA or SINGAPORE, dif. frankings. b/Ak 80,-

2739 1909/13, PENANG PAQUEBOT : two picture postcards - ‘St.Josefs Collegw’ and  Plucking tea leaf’ - 
franked with british stamps and clear strike of Paquebot cancellation. Written on board. Ak 80,-

2740 1932, Surface cover from Ong Keat Hoe, Penang to Shanghai franked with Straits 12c (damaged) 
tied by Penang 22 Feb 32 machine d/s, with Singapore transit machine d/s (on back) and Shanghai 
arrival daters, plus little boxed tomb-stone h/s. b Gebot

P 2741 1927 (Oct). Photographic picture card (central vertical crease) from Bangkok to London franked at 10s., 
and 1928 (Sept.) envelope (opened for display, faults) from Bangkok to India franked at 15s.; the former 
cancelled by Penang double-ring d.s. and showing framed ”TRAIN LETTER” h.s (Type TL5) in violet alongsi-
de, the latter with adhesive tied by similar h.s. and showing Penang c.d.s. (20.9) alongside. Ak/b 270,-

P 2742 1930 (1 July). Thai 2c. stationery card to Holland, uprated with 5s., cancelled by Penang double-ring 
d.s. (3.7) and showing fi ne, almost complete, framed ”TRAIN LETTER” (Type TL8) in violet alongside. 
Attractive. GA 200,-

P 2743 1928. Envelopes (2), one with Royal State Railways, Hua Hin Hotel imprint at top left (heavy vertical 
crease) to England, franked at 15c. and cancelled Penang double-ring d.s. (14.6. and 26.11), both 
showing part framed ”TRAIN LETTER” (Type TL5) in violet. (T) b 200,-
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MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PAHANG    
P 2744 1957 (25 Dec), Pahang Offi cial ‘’On His Highness’ Service’’ cover (small tear at top) from Kuantan to 

U.K., franked 1937 5c and 20c, with violet ‘Controller of the Household/to H.H. the Sultan of Pahang’ 
h/s and violet circled cachet. (SG 78, 82) b 80,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PERAK    
see also 2225

P 2745 1883, 2c on 4c rose ovpt by SG Type 11 and 13, position 1 in the ovpt triplet, unused without gum, 
fresh and fi ne. A rare stamp. Ceremuga certifi cate. (SG £1200) 5 I (SG 15) (*)  200,-

P 2746 2c on 4c rose ovptd by SG Type 9 and 13, unused without gum, good. (SG £700) 5 II (SG 16) (*)  100,-
P 2747 1886, 1c on 2c rose with surcharge error ‘’PERAR’’ for PERAK, together with a normal 1887 1c on 2c 

(SG 33), both re-gummed but fresh and fi ne. A nice (un-listed) variety. 9 (SG 29) var. 100,-
P 2748 1886, QV 2c pale rose with DOUBLE opt. ‘PERAK’ in type 17, mint hinged and a rare stamp with 

BPA certifi cate (2003)! SG. 20a *    2.500,-
P 2749 1886, QV 2c pale rose vertical pair with DOUBLE opt. ‘One / Cent / PERAK’ in type 26 on lower 

stamp, mint hinged with part original gum, scarce pair with BPA certifi cate (2003)! SG. 29/b *    2.000,-
P 2750 1887, 1c on 2c pale rose with ovpt SG Type 28, pos. 2 in ovpt triplet, unused without gum, minor 

imperfections, still good. A rare stamp. Ceremuga certifi cate. (SG £1300) 8 II (SG 31) (*)  200,-
P 2751 1887, QV 2c pale rose with DOUBLE opt. ‘One / CENT / PERAK’ in type 30, mint hinged and part 

original gum, scarce stamp with BPA certifi cate (2003)! SG. 33a *    2.000,-
P 2752 1896/99, Elephants four values incl. $25 with wmk. Crown CC optd. SPECIMEN, mint never hinged 

MNH, scarce stamps! ex SG. 76/80s **   800,-
P 2753 1938. Sultan lskandar SG 103 - 121 complete mint set of 19 wmk Multi script. Very fi ne and rare. SG 103 - 121 *    400,-
P 2754 1938 (Aug 23) cover Ipoh to Hamilton Victoria bearing solo franking of 8c for Empire Air Mail Scheme 

“all-up” rate per ½oz., rare this origin/destination. b 160,-
P 2755 1939 (Sep 28) early censored cover Taiping to Brisbane franked for post-EAMS combined airmail rate 

55c per ½oz., scarce Singapore Censor tape, small blemishes. b 160,-
P 2756 1970, butterfl ies complete set in IMPERFORATE PROOFS in issued colours affi xed to thick card 

with ms. notations ‘as submitted, 12.8.70’ and ‘approved cable 1.9.70, subject to lowering of fi -
gures by 15c and 20c to prevent collisiion with state crests’, both values corrected before issued, 
the 6c with small wrinkles and faults but a very rare set! (T)

122/28 U 
proof (*)  2.000,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SARAWAK    
see also 1597, 2202, 2216, 2233, 2234, 5215

P 2757 1888, Sir Charles Brooke prepared for use but NOT ISSUED high values $2 green and blue from right 
margin, $5 green and violet from right margin and $10 green and carmine, mint never hinged MNH 
and a very rare set! SG. 21a/c **   5.000,-

2758 1888, 12c green and blue complete marginal pane of 60, mint never hinged mostly (few remnants of 
paper), partially toned, good appearance. (SG £1020 for 60 single) (M) 16 (SG 16)(60) **   150,-

P 2759 1899, 3 cent carmine postal stationery card, tied ”KUCHING 4.1.1905”, personal handwritten note 
message signed by the General Postmaster. GA 120,-

P 2760 1918, 8 cent yellow/black a block of four clearly tied ”KUCHING 5 JUL 1930” on registered cover, 
violett R-cancel ”KUCHIN” to Singapore . b 340,-

P 2761 1918, 2 c. green, pair from top margin on cover, tied ”BINTULU 13 NOV 1918” in violett, rare, to 
SEREMBAN (Negeri Sembilan) via SINGAPORE. Cancel type D5 after Proud, ex Shipman collection. b 320,-

P 2762 1918 (ca.), DIE PROOF of the head of Sir Charles Vyner Brooke in black on thick white ungummed 
card (92 x 60mm), unusual and scarce! proof 1.800,-

P 2763 1920, 2 c. green, pair on picture side of a postcard ‘Government Lay School Kuchung’, strike ”MUKAH 
29 OCT 1920” in black, usually in purple to Belgium. Ak 140,-

P 2764 1921, 4 cent lilac brown on front of a picture post card showing ”the Dock” of Kuchíng, better desti-
nation Tschechoslowkia. b 120,-

2765 1921, 4 cent lilac brown on front of a picture post card showing ”Malaysian Women” and 2 cents on 
reverse clear strike ”KUCHING 18 MAY 1928, destination Belgique Ak 100,-

P 2766 1926 (2.8.), Sir Charles Vyner Brooke 10c blue Registered Letter (225 x 102mm) uprated with 5c 
orange + 2 x 2c purple used from MIRI to Kuching with wax seal on front, the 5c with minor fault at 
top left otherwise a very fi ne and attractive item! (T)

SG. 63 (2), 
66, RE GA 600,-

P 2767 1928, 7 stamps : 2, 3, 4 cent, horizontal pairs of 8 c. rose and 10 c. black on registered cover from 
KUCHING to WIEN via SINGAPORE, GENOVA, UDINE. b 100,-

P 2768 1930 (ca.), master DIE PROOF of an unadopted frame design denominated 16c. in chestnut on 
white ungummed card (76 x 112mm), unusual and scarce! proof 1.700,-

P 2769 1934. Sir Charles Brook issue overprinted for revenue set to $10 (red overprint). Incomplete set to $1 
with violet overprint. Single 25c violet overprint and $1 and $5 blue-green overprint. Very rare group. *    220,-

P 2770 1934, offi cial stampless mail ”O.H.H.S.” tied ”BINTULU 9 OCT 1934” to the Principal Medical Offi cer 
in KUCHING, receiver at reverse ”KUCHING 19 OCT 1934” b 180,-
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P 2771 1934, 5 c. violett and 20 c. red/olive-green on cover (a little reduced at top), tied ”KUCHING 10 MAR 
1938” to Birmingham,UK, via SINGAPORE by ”R.A.F. Flying Boat to Singapore” and then by airways 
to London. b 160,-

P 2772 1934, 1 c magenta, 4 c. lilac-rose an 50 c. red/violett tied ”SIBU SARAWAK 11.AUG.1940” on cover 
to UK, censorchip mark ”PASSED BY CENSOR” b 130,-

P 2773 1945, 15 c darkblue and 30 c. violett/red-brown on printed airmail-letter, registerd ”JESSELTON” to 
Major F.E. Wood, North Wales, UK. GA 160,-

P 2774 1945. SG 126-145. A complete mint series in superb quality. SG 126-145 *    220,-
2775 1945, SG 126-145. Complete mint series in superb quality. SG 126-145 *    220,-

P 2776 1947-48, Three airmail + one registered covers to Australia (x3) or England bearing Crown surchar-
ged (one un-surcharged) Sir C.V. Brooke adhesives. b 80,-

P 2777 1947, British Crown colony: ”Monogram”-overprint, 20 c (two) and 50 c and fi ve 1 c. at reverse all tied 
”KUCHING 1 MR SARAWAK” on registered airmail cover via Singapore to rare destination St. Georges 
BERMUDA Island. b 130,-

P 2778 1949/50, Three airmail covers with nice frankings, from Lawas to Australia, from Sabah Airways, 
Kuching to Singapore, and registered cover from Sarikei to Sydney. b 60,-

P 2779 1950’s, Four covers franked by KGVI. adhesives (incl. 10c pair) from Miri to Hongkong by air, regis-
tered from Rejang to Sarikei, air letter to South Australia, and from Kuching to Sandakan by air. b 80,-

P 2780 1951, Three airmail covers to AUSTRALIA, registered from Sibu, O.H.M.S. cover from Kuching to Ivan-
hoe, Victoria and insuff. franked cover from Sibu to Melbourne. (T) b 100,-

P 2781 1955-60, Five covers with QEII. frankings (including 4c brown-purple) to Canada, USA, Australia and 
New Zealand, and a FDC (1 June 55) with pair 30c to Geelong, Victoria. b 100,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SELANGOR    
P 2782 1867, 2c brown surcharged with red crescent and star over ‘S’ in oval (similar to No.1 of Perak and 

Sungei Ujong), mint with toned o.g., few wavy creases within paper, good. A scarce stamp. (SG £375) before 1 *    100,-
P 2783 1890, QV 2c pale rose with opt. ‘SELANGOR’ in type 33 in a block of four, mint lightly hinged with 

minor toning and upper right stamp one short perf., scarce block! SG. 42 (4) *    500,-
P 2784 1895, £ 2 green and carmine, £ 3 green and ochre and £ 5 green and blue, 3 stamps, unused, fi ne SG 63-65 *    1.000,-
P 2785 1936, 4 c. orange and 8 c. grey, 2 copies from the corner of the sheet with Jubilee lines, on cover from 

”Kuala Lumpur” to Braunschweig/Germany with arrival mark SG 72, 75 b 100,-
P 2786 1938 (Aug 5) cover Kuala Lumpur to Daylesford Victoria with rare franking 8c pair and 5c block of 

four from $1.30 Booklet, overpaid as Empire Air Mail Scheme (8c per ½oz.) had been introduced 12 
days prior, backstamped Melbourne. b 200,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS    
see also 3467, 3590

P 2787 1837, Straits Settlements boxed ”PINANG / POST OFFICE 1837 MR 18” in red on entire letter 
send by the ”Prince of Wales Island Christian Association”  to London via France, boxed ”INDIA 
LETTER / FALMOUTH” and ”30 aug 1837” arrival. A fi ne examples of this rare Penang postal 
marking of which ONLY 9 COVERS RECORDED IN RED. (T) b 1.600,-

P 2788 1854, Letter from SOURABAYA (20 March 1856) to Amsterdam (28 April 1856) franked with 
India QV 2a green horizontal strip of four (with part of sheet margin at right) tied by circles of 
dots at SINGAPORE, with red SINGAPORE double-ring d/s along with Amsterdam arrival cds on 
back, endorsed ‘Via Marseille’ and red ‘’INDES OR. 2 MARSEILLE/27/AVRIL/56’’ cds on front. 
Inner part of letter missing and hinge marks at back, but still a good and very scarce letter from 
Netherlands Indies forwarded and franked at Singapore British P.O. with a fi ne and attractive 
multiple of Indian QV 2a lithographed. 6 (SG 31)(4) b 10.000,-

P 2789 1854-66, INDIA used in SINGAPORE/PENANG: Group of 16 Indian QV singles used Singapore with 
‘’B/172’’ numeral (from 2a litho. to 1866 4a green), one 8a carmine used Penang with ‘’B/147’’, and 
cover from Singapore to Bolton, England bearing 4a black tied ‘’B/172’’ with despatch and arrival b/s. ex SG Z35-Z89 g/b 400,-

P 2790 1854 (Dec 31), India 4a blue & red cut square horizontal pair, 1st printing, sheet pos.7+8 tied by dia-
monds of dots to right part of an invoice sent from Rautenberg, Schmidt & Co., Singapore to Canton, 
China, with unclear strike of red trisected ‘’SINGAPORE...’’ d/s on back. A fresh and fi ne pair of the 
4a on an interesting partial cover - most attractive. Certifi cate by Expert Commitee, Singapore. (T) India SG 18 (2) b/d 2.400,-

P 2791 1854, India ½a blue, Die I, used with ‘’B/147’’ Bengal type numeral in PENANG, wide margins at left 
and right, close to touched margins at top and foot, trace of weak vertical crease, still fi ne. (SG £700) (SG Z20) g 200,-

2792 1856/66, group of six QV stamps used with ‘’B/172’’ Bengal type numeral in SINGAPORE, i.e. 2a 
(buff and yellow shade), 4a black (2 shades), and 8a carmine (2 shades), good/fi ne. (SG about £250) g 80,-

P 2793 1857. Stampless printed circular addressed to Marseille, France written from Singapore dated ‘21st 
December 1857’, endorsed ‘via Alexandria’ with ‘Paris Etr. V. Suez/Marseille’ French entry cachet in 
red (Salles 1866), charged with hand-struck ‘15’ in red on arrival. Very rare printed circular from Sin-
gapore detailing the arrival of ships and goods for sale including items for the Siam market. b 1.700,-
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P 2794 1858. Stampless envelope dated Singapore ‘23/2/58’ addressed to the ‘Netherlands Trading 
Society, Amsterdam’ routed via India, Alexandria and Trieste with boxed ‘India Unpaid’ and hand-
struck framed ‘6 ¼’ in blue applied at Trieste upon arrival from Alexandria, on reverse Amsterdam 
arrival and rated ‘30’ in m/s. The ‘6 ¼’ silbergroschen corresponding to 18 Kreuzer = 9 Kreuzer 
for Alexandria to Triestre + 9 Kreuzer inland postage. A very rare item of accountancy mail being 
only the second recorded item via Trieste from Singapore. b 2.200,-

P 2795 1859. Envelope (vertical fold) written from Singapore dated ‘20th April 1859’ addressed to Switzerland 
bearing India SG 35, 4a black (pair) tied by B/172 obliterator of Singapore with double ring ‘Singapore/P. 
O.’ in red on reverse, endorsed ‘via Trieste’ with Feldkirch/1 Jun transit and St Gallen arrival on reverse, 
rated ‘10’ erased and charged ‘20’ in m/s. Nice item of destination mail from Singapore. SG 35, (2) b 600,-

P 2796 1862, stampless entire from Penang to Marseille, from ‘Mathieu & Cie, Pulo-Pinang’ (blue sender 
h/s) ‘Via Suez’, with black ‘’PENANG/7/NOV./1862’’ double-ring d/s, black ‘’9’’ tax mark, and red 
‘’POSS.ANG.V.SUEZ/25/DEC./62/MARSEILLE’’ arrival double-ring d/s. b 120,-

2797 1863. Envelope addressed to England bearing SG 40, 1d rose-red (minor faults) tied by ‘A 86’ mail 
boat obliterator endorsed ‘From Geo. Fossick on board H.M.S. ”Scout” Singapore/John G. Hamner 
Commanding Offi cer’, m/s ‘P.P.’ with Ripon arrival on reverse ‘Ja 31/64’. (Postal records indicate the 
cover left Singapore ‘22/12/63’ on the P. & O. ”Orissa” via Galle, Ceylon ‘29/12/63, departing Galle 
on the P. & O. ”Mooltam” to Suez ‘15/1/64’ then overland to Alexandria ‘18/1’ then on the P. & O. 
”Pera” arriving Southampton ‘30th Jan 64’). The H.M.S. ”Scout” was a Corvette (1462 Tons) comman-
ded by John G. Hamner. A very rare soldiers concession cover from Singapore. GB SG 40 b 1.400,-

P 2798 1864, India QV 8a carmine horizontal pair tied by ‘’B/172’’ Singapore numeral to forwarded part 
letter to Boston, U.S.A. ‘via Marseilles’, with ‘’FORWARDED BY B... & Co, Singapore’’ oval h/s in blue, 
related wax seal, Singapore despatch cds (March 1864) all on back, London transit cds, US ‘’16 
CENTS.’’ tax mark in red and Boston arrival cds (28 Apr) on front. Cover folds (one also affecting left 
8a adhesive) otherwise good. A scarce franking, cancellation and destination. SG Z78 b 200,-

P 2799 1864, incoming mail, France, Napoleon laurée imperf. 10 C., 20 c., 40 C. tied lozange-chiffre ”44” on 
entire folded letter  w.  ”BORDEAUX 10 OCT 64” alongside endored ”Via Suez” to Penang b 400,-

P 2800 1865, stampless entire from Penang to Marseille, from ‘Mathieu & Cie, Pinang’ (blue sender oval h/s) 
‘via Marseille’ (?), with black ‘’PENANG/9/FEB./1865’’ double-ring d/s, black ‘’9’’ tax mark, and red 
‘’POSS.ANG.V.SUEZ/13/MARS/65/MARSEILLE’’ arrival double-ring d/s on front, black arrival double-
ring d/s on back. b 120,-

2801 1867/72, two paris 30 C lilac rose, 8 C orange and 12 C blue on cover from SINGAPORE via Marseilles 
(handwritten) to St. Gallen/Switzerland, red ”PD” and ”SINGAPORE PAID”, envelope with faults, tropic 
stains and usage traces, nevertheless scarce franking 16 (4), 13/14 b 800,-

P 2802 1867/72, wonderful fi ve colour franking with 2 C brown, 4 C rose, 6 C purple and two items 12 
C blue on cover from SINGAPORE via Brindisi (handwritten) to St. Gallen/Switzerland, red ”P.D.” 
and ”SINGAPORE PAID”, envelope with usage traces, very rare! 10/13, 14 (2) b 2.500,-

P 2803 1867, India QV 8a rose with HEAVY MISPLACED SURCHARGE ‘24 CENTS’ showing parts at top 
and bottom of stamp used with heavy barred cancel and part of red company chop, very unusual 
and unlisted stamp! SG. 8 var. g 1.200,-

P 2804 1868, 3 C on 1 A deep brown, single franking on cover front, tied by light duplex SINGAPORE ”D17”, 
11.12.1868, sent to Rembang, Dutch East Indies. Stamp with one missing perforation at left, cover 
front with small patch of re-backing not signifi cantly affecting appearance. Very scarce. SG 3 b/d 1.500,-

P 2805 1876, Registered cover from Singapore to England franked with eight 1867-72 adhesives (2c, 4c, 6c, 
8c(x3), 12c and 24c = 72c) tied with ‘’B/172’’ Bengal type numeral of Singapore, with part of boxed 
‘’REGISTERED...’’ h/s, red Singapore despatch cds and red London Reg. oval d/s (16 JU 76). Few im-
perfections as cover fold (affecting wing margin of 4c stamp), minor perf faults at right, or little stains 
and creases to cover, but still an attractive item with a scarce 6 COLOUR FRANKING.

10-15 (SG 
11-16) b 1.700,-

P 2806 1876. Envelope addressed to France bearing Straits Settlements SG 11, 2c yellow-brown (pair) 
and SG 16, 24c green tied by ‘B/172’ octagonal obliterator and ‘Kaltenbach Engler/Singapore’ 
fi rms chop in blue with adjacent ‘Singapore/Paid’ in red ‘Oct 19’, endorsed ‘per English mail via 
Brindisi’ with ‘Poss Ang V. Brin. A Mod’ entry cachet on face in red (Salles 1894) and Bordeaux 
arrival on reverse ‘20th Nov’. Lovely cover from the ”Curcier Adet” archive (Bordeaux wine and 
Brandy merchants since 1852). Very scarce and attractive item. SG 11 (2), 16 b 1.400,-

P 2807 1876. Envelope addressed to France bearing Straits Settlements SG 11, 2c yellow-brown and 
SG 17, 30c claret tied by ‘B/172’ octagonal obliterator and ‘Kaltenbach Engler/Singapore’ fi rms 
chop in blue with adjacent ‘Singapore/Paid’ in red ‘Sept 18’ endorsed ‘via Brindisi’ with ‘Poss 
Ang V. Brin. A Mod’ entry cachet on face in red (Salles 1894) and Bordeaux arrival on reverse 
‘22nd Oct’. Lovely cover from the ”Curcier Adet” archive (Bordeaux wine and Brandy merchants 
since 1852). Very scarce and attractive item. SG 11, 17 b 1.000,-

P 2808 1879. Military mail envelope written from Singapore dated ‘26th Avril 79’ addressed to France be-
aring France ‘Type Sage’ Yvert 90, 15c blue tied by ‘Corr. D. Arm/Lig. N. Paq. Fr. No 8’ double ring 
‘26th Avril’ (Salles 1949) with ‘Indo-Chine Paq. Fr. Modane’ French ambulant on face in red (Salles 
1897) and Brest arrival ‘24th Mai’ on reverse. A lovely cover from the French Troops in Singapore. France Yv. 90 b 350,-

P 2809 1880/83, Three mint stamps: 1880 5c on 8c (ovptd SG Type 15), reperforated at bottom, some 
toning, 1883 2c on 4c, toned, good, and 2c on 12c without gum (possibly removed cancellation). (SG 
£850 or £1085 if SG 62 is unused).

21III, 45-46 
(SG 43, 61, 62) */(*) 80,-
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P 2810 1881, cover with original contents from Singapore to New York via London (respective cds’s on rever-
se) and via Naples (endorsed), bearing 1880-81 10c on 12c with ‘’B.M.& Co.’’ perfi n (‘Behn, Meyer 
& Co., Singapore’, see print on back fl ap) incomplete single (damaged before usage) plus part of 
a further adhesive to compensate for, tied by dumb obliterator, and with red ‘’SINGAPORE/A/MY 
26/81/PAID’’ cds alongside. 26 (SG 45) b 200,-

P 2811 1881, Registered cover from Thaiping (Larut), PERAK to Penang, franked on face by Straits 8c orange 
tied by oval of bars, ‘’THAIPING/2 MAY./LARUT’’ double-ring despatch d/s and related Reg. cachet on 
reverse. Envelope with few marginal faults (opening), some toning. A scarce cover. 33 (SG 52) b 200,-

P 2812 1882. Envelope addressed to Scotland bearing French General Colonies Yvert 50, 10c black and Yvert 
51, 15c blue (invalid for use in Singapore) with Singapore/Paid date stamp ‘Ap 7’ in red on reverse erased 
with ‘T’ hand-stamp and cancelled Singapore/Unpaid ‘April 7th 82’ in black, endorsed ‘via Brindisi’ and 
charged on arrival with hand-struck ‘10d’ on face. A very rare item of mail front Singapore.

France Col. Yv. 
50, 51 b 850,-

2813 1885-1921 ca: Group of 17 mint stamps, with 13 QV singles including SG 67, for ex., plus 1921 KGV. 
6c block of four with WATERMARK INVERTED (SG 227w), toned gum (more or less), good/fi ne. (SG 
about £320) *    60,-

P 2814 1885. Stampless envelope written from Singapore dated ‘3rd Mars 1885’ addressed to France en-
dorsed ‘Corps Expéditionnaire du Tonkin’ cancelled by ‘Corr. D Arm. Lig. N Paq. Fr No 8’ double ring 
(Salles 1949) ‘3rd Mars’ sent on the French paquebot ”Oxus” with arrival in Nice ‘29/3’ on reverse. 
Rare item from the French Brigade in China in transit in Singapore. b 450,-

P 2815 1886, 3c on 5c purple-brown with traces of a second surcharge, which seems to be something like a 
kiss print or, as written by the BPA experts ‘not a double, but a slurred impression of the surcharge’, 
unused without gum, some toning and thinny perfs at upper left. An interesting variety. BPA cert. (T) 52 (SG 84) var. (*)  150,-

P 2816 1887, 2c on 5c blue with DOUBLE SURCHARGE, mint with remnants of paper adhered to large part 
original gum, fresh and good. An attractive example showing the necessity for a second surcharge: 
The fi rst attempt resulting in an incomplete surcharge (only the lowest part and dot of ‘2 Cents.’ was 
printed), and, for that, a second attempt of surcharge was necessary. (SG £1600)

55 Var. (SG 
85b) *    200,-

P 2817 1891, postal stationerycard surcharged ”TWO CENTS” black on three cents blue, fi ne strike of black 
dotted cancellation and violett company cancellation ”15 DEC 1891”. Receiver ”BREMEN 11-1-92”, 
tear at bottom left. H&G 9b GA 60,-

P 2818 1892. Registered illustrated Hotel Post envelope from the ”Hotel de L ‘Europe, Singapore” headed 
”The Only Hotel facing the Esplanade’ addressed to France bearing Straits Settlements SG 88, 1c 
on 2c bright rose (4), SG 89, 1c on 4c pale-brown (block of four) and SG 93, 1c on 8c green (pair) 
tied by Singapore date stamp with hand-struck ‘R/Singapore’, routed via Italy with ‘Modane a Paris’ 
entry cachet in red and Tarbes receiver on reverse. A very beautiful cover. Showpiece for the exhibitor.

SG 88 (4), 89 
(4), 93 (2) b 850,-

P 2819 1892, letter from „SINGAPORE B JY 12 92” to Buenos Ayres (Argentina), front wit transit „MODANE A 
PARIS 6 AOUT 92”, back with arrival-postmarks „SE 4 92”, minimal opening-defects, lower left 1 C. with 
perforation faults, otherwise in very good condition, a very attractive cover with a rare destination! 35, 63 (3) b 200,-

P 2820 1892. Registered postal stationary card two cents on 3c blue upgraded with SG 83, 3c on 32c ma-
genta, SG 90, 1c on 6c lilac and SG 91, 1c on 8c orange tied by Singapore date stamp with framed 
‘R/Singapore’ addressed to Germany with Aue arrival on face. Lovely four color franking on stationery. SG 83, 90, 91 GA 300,-

P 2821 1894, (3c on) 32c carmine-rose, Wmk Crown CC, variety ‘Surcharge omitted’, unused without 
gum, minor traces of toning, fi ne. (SG £4250) 74F (SG 94a) (*)  1.700,-

2822 1894/97, 2 und 3 C. Ganzsachenkarte, je bedarfsgebraucht von ”SINGAPORE” nach Calcutta, Indien 
bzw. JAVA, Niederländisch-Indien. Je div. Transit- und Ankunftsstempel, ungewöhnliche Destination. GA 80,-

2823 1894, Used abroad: Chinese red band env (with original contents) to NEI by private arrangement, 
franked on reverse QV 8c orange (corner fault) tied by squared ‘’SOERABAYA/1/10/1894’’ arrival 
cds, red ‘’SOERABAYA’’ s/l alongside, further strike together with native handstamps in red on face, 
some surface imperfections. A scarce usage. 33 (SG 52) b 150,-

P 2824 1895. Registered postal stationary double reply card 3c scarlet upgraded with SG 65, 5c blue tied by Sin-
gapore date stamp with boxed hand struck ‘R/Singapore’ addressed to Bordeaux with octagonal French 
paquebot ‘Ligne N Paq.FR. No 6’ date stamp (Salles 1924). Scarce item of registered stationary. SG 65 GA 500,-

P 2825 1896/99/1926, Three Malaya covers and cards: 1) Straits 5c PS registered envelope with QV 8c 
from Singapore 1896 to Germany (re-addressed), 2) Selangor outward half of a 1c+1c PS double 
card used 1899 from Klang with Singapore cds, and 3) 1926 cover from Ipoh to Taiping bearing pair 
of Federated Malay states 1c. GA/b 150,-

P 2826 1897, 10 x ONE CENT on 8 C orange incl. strips of 4 and 5, 3 x 2 C rose, 5 C blue and 8 C ultramarine, 
together on registered cover with squared circle IPOH, 27.5.97 and boxed registration ”IPOH Post Of-
fi ce”, sent via transit Penang to Freiburg in Germany, arrival mark on reverse. Very impressive postal 
history item in F/VF condition. (M)

SG 63(3), 65, 
91(10), 101 b 400,-

P 2827 1897. Envelope written front the ‘Messageries Maritimes, Saigon’ addressed to France bearing In-
do-China SG 13, 25c black/rose (faults) tied by ‘Ligne de Saigon a Singapore’ double ring in blue 
‘11th Feb’ (Salles 2003) endorsed ‘per English mail via Brindisi’ with Singapore transit ‘Feb 16’ and 
Marseille arrival ‘16th Mars’ on reverse. Lovely item, not known by Salles on cover. Ex Desrousseaux. Indo-China 13 b 300,-

P 2828 1898: ”Tanjong Pagar”, clear strike on 2 Cents stationary used with 1 Cent via ”Singapore” to Germa-
ny, few rust stains, but interesting b 100,-
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2829 1899, Used abroad: Chinese red band env (with original contents) franked on reverse QV 5c blue tied 
by squared ‘’SOERABAYA/23/1/1899’’ cds, further strike alongside, native handstamps in red on 
face, minor opening faults, fi ne. A scarce usage. b 150,-

P 2830 1899. Envelope addressed to Scotland bearing SG 95, 1c green (pair), SG 101, 8c ultramarine (2) 
and SG 109, 4c on 5c carmine tied by octagonal French paquebot ‘Yokohama a Marseille L.N. No’ 
date stamp (Salles 1926) with ‘McAlister & Co’ fi rms cachet in violet tying stamps, endorsed ‘via 
Marseille’ with Leith arrival on reverse. Scarce use of the French mail-boat cancel on Straits stamps 
on cover. Lovely combination.

SG 95 (2), 101 
(2), 109 b 350,-

P 2831 1900, German Field Post by Steamer „Rhein”: Singapore (Chinese village) picture postcard sent Sept 
9th, 1900 by the leaving 1st Transport Squadron (1. Transportstaffel) to Germany cancelled by Ger-
man ‘Marine-Schiffspost Nr.59’ cds, violet ‘’S.B./OSTAS.EXPED./I.BAT.3.INF.-REGMTS.’’ cachet and 
arrival cds alongside. A ‘modern’ PPC depicting the „Bismarck” is added. Ak 120,-

P 2832 1900, German Field Post by Steamer „Palatia”: Singapore picture postcard sent Oct 4th, 1900 from 
the leaving 2nd Transport Squadron (2. Transportstaffel) cancelled by German ‘Marine-Schiffspost 
Nr.66’ cds, with ‘’S/OSTAS. EXPED./ INFANT.-REGMT.’’ cachet and arrival cds alongside. Ak 100,-

P 2833 1902-03, KEVII. complete set of 13 values (including $100) overprinted SPECIMEN, mounted mint, 
few stamps with additional hinge marks or little paper remnants adhered at original gum, some (cor-
ner) perfs of 10c and $5 without gum, still good to fi ne. (SG £1150)

79-91 (SG 
110s-122s) *    200,-

P 2834 1905. Picture postcard of ‘Chinese Woman, Singapore’ addressed to ‘Poste Restante, Saigon, Cochinchi-
ne’ bearing Straits Settlements SG 129, 4c purple/red tied by Saigon Cochinchine/Paquebot double ring 
(Salles 2010). Very scarce French maritime cachet on Malay stamps on cover . Exhibition piece. SG 129 b 600,-

P 2835 1905. Picture postcard addressed to Madagascar bearing Straits Settlements SG 130, 5c purple tied 
by Singapore date stamp ‘Fe 14’, routed via Colombo ‘Fe 22’ and Mauritius 4Mr 29’ with Crampton/
Madagascar arrival and forwarded to Diego Suarez and re-directed via Tanative ‘22nd May’ to St De-
nis/Reunion ‘9 Juin’ on face. Superb item of destination mail from Singapore. SG 130 Ak 300,-

P 2836 1906-07, 4c on Labuan 18c, variety ‘FOUR CENTS and bar 1½mm below normal position’, in vertical 
pair with normal (space 12½mm/11mm), and three singles with space of 12½mm, 11¾mm and 
11mm, resp., all unused with some remnants of gum, few short/missing perfs, good to fi ne. (SG 
about £4000)

120 (SG 146c) 
(2) (*)  800,-

P 2837 1906-12, KEVII. $500 ovptd SPECIMEN, mnh, lightly toned and few stains otherwise fi ne, signed 
‘Georg Bühler’. (SG £3500) 137 (SG 169s) SPEC 800,-

P 2838 1906-12, KEVII. $500 overprinted SPECIMEN, mounted mint with lightly toned original gum, fi ne. 
(SG £3500) 137 (SG 169s) *    1.000,-

P 2839 1911. Picture postcard of the steamer ‘S.S. Rotting Willent’ written from Singapore addressed to 
Austria bearing Straits Settlements SG 153, 3c carmine tied by ‘Postage Agent Batavia- Amsterdam’ 
double ring. Very rare cancel on S.S.’Stamps. SG 153 Ak 320,-

P 2840 1911, 3 cents ‘King Eduard’ postal stationery card with additional franking of 1 cent green, clear 
strike ”SINGAPORE 23.MAR 11”. A further stamp of Johor 3 cents was not cancelled but marked as 
not valid with blue pencil. H&G 16 GA 60,-

P 2841 1911, KEVII $25 purple & blue/blue with wmk. Mult. Crown CA, mint hinged scarce stamp! SG. 168 *    2.000,-
P 2842 1911, colored picture postcard showing a Penang Tea Factory, franked by 3 c. King Eduard, fi ne but 

slight strike ”DEUTSCHE SEEPOST........” to Nuremburg. Ak 100,-
P 2843 1911, 1 cents ‘King Eduard’ postal stationery card with additional franking of 3 cent red, clear strike 

”SINGAPORE 23.MAR 11”. A further stamp of Johor 2 cents was not cancelled but marked as not 
valid with blue pencil. H&G 15 GA 60,-

P 2844 1912-23, KGV. $500 used fi scally with red Crown seal, fi ne. (SG £500) 154 (SG 215) g 100,-
P 2845 1912-23, KGV. $500 two copies of different shade both used fi scally with red Crown seal, the fi rst 

one with minor perf imperfections (as splitted top right corner), the other with a tear at bottom left. 
(SG £1000) 154 (SG 215)(2) g 100,-

P 2846 1912-23, KGV. $500 two copies of different shade both used fi scally with red Crown seal, both 
stamps show even one perf (lower right/top left) with a thinny spot (scratched surface) otherwise 
fi ne. (SG £1000) 154 (SG 215) g 150,-

P 2847 1912-23, KGV. $500 two copies of different shade both used fi scally with red Crown seal, fi ne. (SG 
£1000) 154 (SG 215) g 200,-

2848 1912-23, KGV. $500 used fi scally with red Crown seal, fi ne. (SG £500) 154 (SG 215) g 100,-
P 2849 1912-23, KGV. $500 with SPECIMEN overprint, mint lightly hinged, fi ne. (SG £3750) 154 (SG 215s) *    1.000,-

2850 1912-23, KGV. $500 used fi scally with red $500 seal, some creases also affecting surface at lower 
left otherwise fi ne. 154 (SG 215) g 80,-

P 2851 1912-23, KGV. $25 purple & blue on blue, mint lightly hinged with very lightly toned gum, fi ne. 152 (SG 213) *    500,-
P 2852 1916. Indian postal stationery envelope half anna green canvelled by Gawogi double ring addressed 

to Malaya, underpaid with circular ‘T’ hand-stamp routed via Kuala Lumpur with ‘Straits Settlements/
Opened by the Censor and Offi cially Sealed’ label tied by ‘Censor’s Offi cial/G.P.O.’ hand-stamp in 
purple with ‘Letter Censor/Penang/Passed/No 8’ in violet. Nice item. GA 140,-
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P 2853 1920. Photographic card of the ‘Market’ addressed to Shanghai bearing SG 198, 4c scarlet tied by 
Singapore double ring with arrival in the Shanghai British Post Offi ce with boxed instructional lB.P.O. 
TO C.P.O./Shanghai 19 Aug 20/Time 10.30’ and Shanghai/Local Post with circular imperial arrival. 
Nice item of mail from the British P.O. to the Chinese P.O. SG 198 Ak 200,-

P 2854 1922, KGV defi nitives optd. ‘MALAYA- / BORNEO / EXHIBITION’ complete set with wmk. Mult. Script 
CA and Mult. Crown CA with some extra stamps, mint hinged and one stamp fi ne used, scarce group! SG. 241/55 etc. */g 650,-

P 2855 1922, Exhibition $1 black & red on blue, WITHOUT HYPHEN, mint with large part original gum, fi ne. 
BPA cert. (SG £750) (T)

P174 var (SG 
255e) *    300,-

2856 1922, 2c ‘MALAYA BORNEO EXHIBITION’ with ovpt variety ‘Oval last ‘O’ in BORNEO’, used with part 
of cds, bottom right corner perf incomplete otherwise good. A normal stamp for comparison, partially 
toned. (SG £250)

A174 var. (SG 
241b) g 70,-

P 2857 1926. Registered Straits Settlements postal stationary envelope ten cents blue upgraded with SG 
194, 1c black (2), SG 197, 4c purple, SG 199, 5c orange and SG 200, 6c claret tied by Eastern and 
Oriental Hotel/Penang double ring ‘23rd Oct’ with registered label addressed to France with Orne 
arrival on reverse. Attractive franking.

SG 194 (2), 
197, 199, 200 GA 220,-

P 2858 1927/30, two picture postcards - scenes from Singapore - sent by french maritime line ”YOKOHAMA 
A MARSEILLE, octonogal strike, one card franked by stamps from the Strait settlement, the other 
posted on sea by french stamps. Ak 60,-

2858A 1928-37, Five different PS envelopes, with 1928 KGV. 4a and 6a, 1936 5c, 1937 KGVI. 5c and 1936 
KGVI. registered env 15c, all unused, fresh and very fi ne. GA 100,-

P 2859 1933-34 Survey Department Essay 5c with three-quarter view of King in uniform with cross-hatched 
background, top marginal block of six in green with a guide cross at each corner, very fi ne. (*)  150,-

P 2860 1933-34 Survey Department Essay 5c with three-quarter view of King in uniform with cross-hatched 
background, top marginal block of six in red with a guide cross at each corner, very fi ne. (*)  150,-

P 2861 1933, Airmail cover from Penang (24 March 1933) to UK by KLM with KGV. 2c, 6c and 2x 25c making 
the 58c Air Mail rate valid from Jan. 1932 to March 1933, fi ne. b 80,-

P 2862 1933. Air Mail postal stationary card 2c green upgraded with Straits SG 224, 4c orange and SG 232, 
12c blue tied by Singapore double ring addressed to Java with ‘By Air Mail/Par Avion’ label and Ba-
tavia arrival. Attractive item. SG 224, 232 GA 220,-

P 2863 1936 (9.10.), registered airmail cover bearing twelve KGV defi nitives on both sides with values to 30c 
from Singapore to Czechoslovakia with Athens transitmark on reverse (18.10.), colourful cover with 
minor blemishes! ex SG. 218-269 b 60,-

P 2864 1937, langformatiger Weltrundfl ug-Brief gebraucht ab New York über Straits Settlement, Brasilien 
und Niederlande, entspr. Frankaturen der Länder, 1 Marke kl.Eckfehler, selten. (M) div. b 120,-

P 2865 1938, KGVI. $25 and $100 Revenue stamps, $25 without gum, $100 with toned gum and a lost perf 
at top left, good/fi ne pair. */(*) 800,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS - PORTOMARKEN    
P 2866 1929. Envelope addressed to the French Messageries Maritimes ”Athos 11” at Singapore bearing 

Indo-China SG 55, 10c scarlet tied by Hanoi/Tonkin date stamp ‘19th Mars’ in blue, underpaid 
with Straits Settlements postage due SG D6, 12c blue tied by Singapore receiver ‘28th March’ with 
framed instructional ‘Charge Not Collected/Fresh Label Required’ and ‘Undelivered For Reasons/
Stated/Return to Sender’ in violet with boxed ‘Unclaimed’ and ‘Retour/A L’Envoyeur’ in black with 
oval ‘Dead Letter Offi ce/Singapore/5Jul 29’ in red on reverse and returned to Hanoi bearing French 
Indo-China postage dues SG D143, 8c black applied and tied by Hanoi arrival. Rare usage with two 
different postage dues and instructional marks earlier than recorded by Proud.

SG D6, Fr. Ind. 
SG 55, D143 b 600,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS-POST IN BANGK.    
P 2867 1882/83, 4 C rose with ”B” overprint mint and in good condition, SG No. 3/3.500.- Pounds 3 *    3.000,-
P 2868 1882-85, Group of 6 stamps surcharged ‘’B’’: 6c lilac with tall ‘’B’’ (SG Type 1), 2c rose, 6c, 8c and 

10c with ‘’B’’ in Type 2, as well as 24c (corner damage), all used except 2c (mint with part of gum) 
with Bangkok cds’s mostly. (SG (except 24c of £3000): £510 else) ex 5/22 g 220,-

P 2869 1883, Straits Settlements QV 32c pale red surcharged ‘TWO CENTS’ (wide ‘S’), mint hinged with 
part original gum, scarce stamp with RPSL (1956) and APS (2006) certifi cates SG. 12 *    2.500,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SUNGEI UJONG    
P 2870 1884, QV 2c pale rose with opt. ‘SUNGEI’ in type 12 and DOUBLE opt. ‘UJONG’ in type 21, mint 

hinged, scarce stamp with BPA certifi cate (1997)! SG. 33a *    1.500,-

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - TRENGGANU    
P 2871 1910-19, ‘Sultan Zain ul ab din’ complete set to $5 with add. 5 shades of 10c (24v), mint more or less 

hinged, the $5 with little thin spots and minor gum imperfections. (SG about £490) 1-18 (SG 1-17) *    100,-
P 2872 1921-41, ‘Sultan Suleiman’ $5 green & red on yellow, mint never hinged top marginal copy, with little 

hinge mark on front of sheet margin, fresh and fi ne (SG £500++) 41 (SG 44) **   100,-
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P 2873 1921, Sultan Suleiman $50 green and yellow with wmk. Mult. Script CA mint heavy hinged, rare 
stamp with BPA certifi acte (1996)! SG. 46 *    1.700,-

P 2874 1921, Sultan Suleiman $100 green and scarlet mint lightly hinged with diagonal crease and 
marginal thin at right, rare stamp with BPA certifi cate (1999)! SG. 47 *    6.500,-

P 2875 1922, Sultan Suleiman $5 green and dull purple optd. ‘MALAYA-BORNEO EXHIBITION’ with variety 
‘raised stop after Exhibition’, mint hinged SG. 58c *    350,-

MALAIISCHER STAATENBUND    
P 2876 1909, Elephants $25 green and orange with wmk. Mult. Crown CA, mint hinged and toned (trop-

ical) gum, scarce stamp! SG. 51 *    1.500,-
P 2876A 1904/05, MIXED FRANKING QUEENSLAND - FEDERATED MALAYAN STATES ON REDIRECTED COVER 

TO MEXICO. Australia-Malaya-Mexico: small cover from Queensland w. QV 1d, 2d (pair, one corner 
fault) canc. ”79” w. ”HERBERTST... 17 OC 04” alongside to Singapore, fwd. to Kuala Lumpur, rea-
dressed to Chihuahua/Mexico w. FMS 1 C. (pair), 3 C. (pair) canc. ”KUALA LUMPUR 22 DEC 1904”, 
also taxmark ”K.L. T”, six transits on reverse inc. ”CHIHUAHUA 4 FEB 05” very spectacular and fi ne 
franking. b 600,-

P 2876B 1929, „MISSENT / TO TEMERLOH”, unrecorded marking on cover Ipoh-Mentakap/Pahang, w. on re-
verse FMS 4 C. tied „IPOH”, transit KL 1 JUN 29 resp. „TEMERLOH 3 JU 1929” b 400,-

MALAYSIA    
P 2877 1936/65, PROOF METER MARK impressions on eight pieces with different Machine numbers, values 

and town names incl. SINGAPORE, KUALA LUMPUR, SELANGOR, IPOH, SEREMBAN, PENANG and JES-
SELTON, additional two pieces with PROOF POSTAGE PAID markings of Singapore and Kuala Lumpur 
(both 1932) and one piece with PROOF POSTAGE DUE marking in blue from Singapore (1940), very 
unusual and scarce group ex UPU archives! d 100,-

P 2878 1941 (Aug-Sep) O.H.M.S. covers Nee Soon to Air Board, Melbourne, at 25c concessional rate, ear-
lier registered bearing scarce solo franking of KGVI 40c (including 15c registration), Singapore 23 
registration label, latter backstamped very fi ne Nee Soon/Singapore, and Registered Singapore and 
Melbourne, (2). (T) b 200,-

MANDSCHUKO (MANCHUKO)    
see also 707, 711

P 2879 1916. Native envelope for Offi cial use with boxed ‘Postage Paid’ hand-stamp. Scarce item from 
Manchuria. b 180,-

P 2880 1922. Post card addressed to Harbin bearing Russia Yvert 63, 3k rose (6), Yvert 66, 7k blue, Yvert 
75, 1k brown and orange and Yvert 149, 1000r carmine tied by Russian date stamp, underpaid with 
circular ‘T’ hand-stamp and ovaI postage due marking ‘Doplatit/Pocht Vagon’ on face. Nice item of 
incoming taxed mail to Manchuria.

Russia Yv. 63 
(6), 66, 75, 
149 b 280,-

P 2881 1927. Kirin and Heilungkiang SG 2, 2c bright yellow-orange (pair) with overprint INVERTED lightly 
mounted mint. Not listed by SG. Very rare item. SG 2 var */p 280,-

P 2882 1927. Kirin and Heilungkiang SG 1, ½c sepia (pair) with overprint INVERTED lightly mounted mint. Not 
listed by SG. Very rare item. SG 1 var */p 280,-

P 2883 1932, two stationery cards used to Neuhaus/Thuringia, Germany: foreign mail card 6 F. (vert. crease) 
uprated 8 F. (pair) tied ”HARBIN” 8.11.35” registered resp. 2 F. uprated 8 F. ”HARBIN 8.9.37 GA 100,-

P 2884 1936, postal convention 10 F. (slight toning) with tower 3 F., 10 F. tied ”Tsitsihar 3.7.3” to Switzerland 
and fwd. 70 etc. b 90,-

P 2885 1936. Double Receipt form for registered mail bearing SG 8, 6f vermilion (2) tied by Harbin (Manch-
ukuo) date stamp. Scarce item from Manchuria. SG 8 (2) b 220,-

P 2886 1938/39, two printed matter envelopes from Haicheng to Switzerland: single frank 4 F. olive, a bottom 
right corner margin copy; and new year stamp 1937, a horizontal right bottom corner margin pair. On re-
verse large bilingual printed ads of ”Y. C. SUNG MING LANG PHILATELIC SOCIETY...” (different content) (M) 100; (2) b 80,-

P 2887 1939/40, two covers to Germany (one registered) with 1939 prewar currency control label (opened 
out for display) resp. 1940 censorship tape; also 25 F. rate cover early type ”Yenki” to Switzerland (T) b 70,-

P 2888 1940, dragon dance (2), conscription 2 f. and 10 f. blue tied ”Antung 7.10.19” on cover via Siberia to 
Denmark, danish censorship

123, 126 
(2), 83 b 100,-

P 2889 1942. Registered envelope addressed to Shanghai bearing Manchuria SG 133, 2f carmine (block of 
four) and SG 134, 4f blue (block of four) tied by vernacular Harbin date stamp with boxed ‘R/Harbin’ 
hand-stamp with Manchuria censor label applied and Shanghai receiver. Very rare item of censored 
mail from Manchuria.

SG 133 (4), 
134 (4) b 450,-

MONGOLEI    
P 2890 1924, $1 perf. 11, 5 C., 10 C. (2) tied ”ULAN BATOR  29.11.28” on reverse of registered cover (ad-

dressee name cut out, torn on front) to Harbin, marked ”T. 64”, Holcombe states: ”$1 perf. 11 rarity 
on cover. Have seen only two in 40 years. PH”, signed Holcombe 7, 4 (2), 5 b 350,-

P 2891 1924, 5 C. block of four, line perforated 11½, mint never hinged, natural inclusion below left ‘5’ 
of top right stamp, very fi ne. (Mi. ca. 4000,- €) 3D (4) v/** 1.000,-
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P 2892 1924, $1 perforated 10, used with black Altai-Bulak squared postmark, lightly thin patch at reverse 
otherwise fi ne, signed ‘Stolow, Berlin’. A very rare stamp which is only known used. 7C g 300,-

P 2893 1926, ”POSTAGE” purple overprint on 1 Dollar fi scal stamp, mint lightly hinged, a very fi ne example 
of this MAJOR RARITY (ONLY 50 ISSUED) very underpriced in all catalogues, cert. Roumet, signed 
Scheller, Yv. 1.400,-

Mi. 14 a, 
Yv. 14 *    700,-

P 2894 1926, 40 M., 10 M. and 5 M. tied ”ULANBATOR 6.IV.29” on cover via ”MANCHOULI 24.4.29” to ”HAR-
BIN 26.4.29”, chinese postage due 10 C. (horizontal left margin pair) applied to reverse and tied by 
HARBIN dater, signed a. o. Holcombe

20, 21, 24; 
China Porto 
47 (2) b 200,-

NEDSCHD    
P 2894A 1933, Registered commercial imprint cover from DJEDDAH with 3 Pia. olive green and 10 Pia. dark 

brown to Germany with arrival mark on reverse, some border crease and tiny fl aw, fi ne and attractive! Sc. 103, 105 b 90,-
P 2894B 1934, Commercial imprint cover from JEDDAH with 3 Pia. dark blue to Egypt with transit mark Port 

Taufi q on reverse, some border crease and vertical fold, fi ne and scarce franking! Sc. 79 b 90,-

NEPAL    
see also 1585

P 2895 1771, Febr. AD (Bikram.Sambat.  1828/11/4) LAL MOHUR RED SEAL DOCUMENT bearing the seal of  
King Prithvi Narayan Shah the founder of unifi ed Nepal. A ‘Lal Mohur’ document was directly issued 
by the King rather than just in his name. In the fi rst two and a half lines under the seal all of the honor-
fi c titles of the King will be listened ending with a phrase and followed by six dashes. After the string 
af dashes the content of the document: The sister of the King  in the region of Kathmandu Valley has 
bought 7 ropani ground for the price of 101 rs and 4 Anna. The LAL MOHUR certiefi es the ownership 
on this ground of the princess. . (M) b 400,-

P 2896 1777, Mai, AD (Bikram.Sambat.  1833/paush/11) LAL MOHUR RED SEAL DOCUMENT bearing the 
seal of King Pratap Singh Shah, King of Nepal (the eldest sun of the great  King Prithvi Narayan Shah 
the founder of unifi ed Nepal). A ‘Lal Mohur’ document was directly issued by the King rather than just 
in his name. In the fi rst two and a half lines under the seal all of the honorfi c titles of the King will be 
listended ending with a phrase and followed by six dashes. After the string af dashes the content of 
the document; in this case is it the notarization of buying ground and a house . (M) b 300,-

2897 1788 Mai, AD (Bikram.Sambat. 1845/Jestha/13), RUKKA RED SEAL DOCUMENT bearing the seal 
of King Rana Bahadur Shah, (King of Nepal from 1777 to 1806). A RUKKA Document  like this is an 
administraion order issued in the name of the King. It begins with a short line of text followed by a 
string of dashes. With this document Shri Kurkye Lama was honored for his merits and got lease of 
life, at the reverse the signature of Damodar Pandey. . (M) b 150,-

P 2898 1804 - 1849, Two Rukka Documents: 1804, September, AD (Bikram.Sambat. 1861/aswen/12-3) 
RUKKA RED SEAL DOCUMENT bearing the seal of Girvan Yuddha Bikram Shah Deva, King of Nepal 
(19 October 1797 –20 November 1816). A RUKKA Document  like this is an administraion order 
issued in the name of the King. Enjoy the translation we have added. Second: RUKKA Document 
issued under the reign of King  Surendra Bikram Shah,King of Nepal between 1847 and 1881. From 
great historical interest is the second document because - look at the added translation - it proves the 
transition of the real power in Nepal from the Kings to the Prime ministers of the Rana Family  which 
ruled Nepal from the mid of 19th century until King Tribhuvan returned from exile. (M) b 300,-

2899 1819 (Sambat 1877/9/14/4), Nepal Prephilatelic offi cial documents -  „RED SEAL DOCUMENT” - 
such documents bearing the offi cial seal of the King - a red 40 mm circle with a embossed sword 
- proclaimed usually laws, confer land, grants and to convey governmental orders like this one. There 
were carried by governmental messengers and so the fi rst offi cial mail was constituted. This docu-
ment is an offi cial order in the name of the King Ragendra Bir Bikram Saha Devi from January 1819 
concernimg the converment of land. (look at the translation) (M) b 200,-

2900 1821 April, (B.S. 1878/11/Baishak), land revenue certifi cate, LAL MOHUR RED SEAL DOCUMENT 
bearing the seal of King Rajendra Bikram Shah, King of Nepal, he was King of Nepal from 1816 to 
1847. This document certifi es that somebody named Mansa Rama Upadhava has bought in the far 
west of Nepal some land for 400 Rs. (M) b 150,-

2901 1877 - 1885 approx., Document with two black seals - upper right the great seal of the Rana Prime 
Minister Maharaja Sir Bir Shamsher Jang Bahadur Rana and lower left the smaller black seal of the 
Commander-in-Chief, General Dheer Sumshare Jung Bahadur.  This seal featured the name and the 
titles of the Prime Minister rendered in Devanagari, English, Persian and Tibetan language. The seal 
Documents bearing only the seal of the Prime Minister are called „Ek-Chapey„, documents like this 
which bear two seals are called „Dui Chapey”. . (M) b 200,-

P 2902 1880/1904 ca, Incoming mail: Un-franked cover with ‘’POSTAGE DUE’’ (2 As) cachet with Mothiaree 
and Lalganj cds as well as Nepal arrival cds all on back, and India KE ½a PS env to Nepal with arrival 
cds on back. GA/b 60,-

P 2903 1881, 1 Anna, dull deep blue on white, wove European paper, very fi ne impression at native cover 
with fi ne strike of the standard circular cancellation (Hellriegel Type b 16)from ‘LYANGLYANG’ (Lya) 
written by Captain Ranajfat Thapa (a member of the aristocratic Thapa family) .Seal and two cancel-
lations on back. Covers with the fi rst edition are rare. 1Bb, HV 4a b 600,-
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P 2904 1881, Five unused stamps of fi rst issue: 1a ultramarine, 1a blue, 2a lilac, 2a deep lilac and 4a yellow-
green all of fresh colour, full margins, fi ne/very fi ne. Signed and ex collection Holcombe. 1B-3B (*)  400,-

P 2905 1881, 1a ultramarine and 2a lilac both pin-perforated, fresh colours, unused without gum, very fi ne. 
Signed and ex collection Holcombe. 1Aa, 2A (*)  300,-

P 2905A From 1887, Two used ‘HORSE’ PS cards with native postmarks. GA 100,-
2906 1889/98, 1 Anna ultramarine, later printing, impression fair on cover with cpl. content cancelled by 

very clear strike of the non-standard circular town cancel „GAHAWA I ” (=BIRGANJ). At reverse two 
negative datestamps „GAHAWA” and manuscript date B.S. 61/4/31 (=1904 AD), sent to TANGAL 
DARBAR. HV11, 7Ba b 130,-

2907 1900-03, 1/2 Anna black, pin-perf, vertical pair, setting 3. 13Ab, HV 24 (*)  Gebot
2908 1906, ( Bikram Sabat: 1963/5/25 - June 1906), 1 Anna deep-dark-ultramarine shade - recut frame 

varity, fi rst state, setting 27 on cover obviously from BUTWAL - fi ne strike of the standard-circular can-
cellation. Clear strike of negative datestamp on reverse.

Mi. 16Bc, 
HV27d b 150,-

P 2909 1907, ( Bikram Sabat: 1964/6/16 - July 1907), 1 Anna deep-dark-blue - recut frame varity, fi rst state, 
setting 27 on cover from POKHARA - fi ne and clear strike of the square cancellation. Negative dates-
tamp also very clear on back, and Kathmandu datestamp Type 16A, received ‘64-6-25’ (= July 1907) Mi. 16Bb, HV27 b 200,-

2910 1907, (BIKRAM.SABAT 64/8/30 = 1907 AD), 1 Anna ultramarine  recut frame variety imperf on na-
tive paper, setting 27 on cover from CHISAPANI - illegible seal-cancel on stamp - negative postmark 
”CHISAPANI„, manuscript 64/8/30 and KATHMANDU date stamp delivery postmark Type 16. 16B, HV 27d b 80,-

P 2911 1908, ”NEPAL  26 MA 08” on stationery card India QV 1 A. blue to Copenhagen/Denmark GA 600,-
2912 1908, (BIKRAM.SABAT 65/2/12 = 1908 AD), 1 Anna blue recut frame variety imperf on native paper, 

setting 27 on cover from BAJURA - postcancel on stamp - negative postmark ”KARNALI„, manuscript 
65/2/12 and Nepal delivery postmark. The sender of this letter was Commander-in-Chief Sumsher 
Jung Bahadur Rana. 16Bb, HV 27 b 80,-

2913 1912, Printed Document - enrolled length over 1,20 meter - with two black seals - upper right the 
great seal of the Rana Prime Minister Maharaja Mayor-General Sir Chandra Shere Jung Bahadur and 
lower left the smaller black seal of the Commander-in-Chief, Nepali-General Bhisham Shere Jung 
Rana Commander-in-chief. Both seals featured the name and the titles of the Prime Minister rende-
red in Devanagari, English, Persian and Tibetan language. A spectacular item. (M) b 150,-

2914 1917, 2 Annas lavender, printing on very thin paper, setting 20, a block of four with inverted clichees 
at pos 7 and 8, two uncompleted strokes of telegrafi c cancellation, type ‘Large crescent’

11BbK, HV 
17a(2) h 60,-

P 2915 1925-29, 2 Annas brown-red, setting 27, cpl. part-sheet of 35 cliches (Pos.1-32 and 38-40)  tête-bê-
che on pos.8, 14, 15, 18, 19 and not visible 48. Setting 27 shows the „cleaned lettering” variety on 
Pos 3, 7, 10, 13, 15, 20 etc. This variety may have been the resut fo vigorous cleaning. A rare setting 
with the usual telegraph cancellation this fi ne strikes. . (T) 30, HV 38b b 150,-

2916 1927-29, 2 Annas orange-brown, setting 28, cpl. sheet of 55 cliches. This setting contains instead of 
56 only 55 clichés due to the fact that pos. 9 shows only a blanc space, tête-bêche on pos.8, 14, 15, 
18, 19 and 48, rare setting with the usual telegraph cancellation but this rather blurred. Look also HV 
page 146 a similar sheet from the Hellrigl Col. (M) 32b, HV 42f g 150,-

2917 1927/29, Telegrafi c period, 2 Annas cinnamon, very thin paper, blurred printing, setting 28. A block 
of eight with inverted clichees at pos. 8, 14 and 15. This block originates from the the right upper 
corner of the sheet. Cancelled by ‘Large Crescent type’ but rather blurred. 32b, HV 42 h 60,-

2918 1947, Reg. sealed letter with „BRITISH  LEGATION NEPAL“ (26 JUN) from Katmandu to HAIFA (22.7) b 60,-
2919 Late 1950 early 1960 approx., FISCAL USE OF POSTAGE STAMPS: Three Court Fee papers on thin 

silk paper to different rates. Each paper with additional franking of 14,6 Rs, 4,5 Rs. and 3 Rs. Each 
postage-stamp is seal-cancelled as well as punched. . (M) ex 52-90 b 60,-

2920 1950, Nov., (Bikram.Sambat. 2007/Kartik/22), document from Prime Minister Mohan Shumsher 
J.B.R. with his great black seal - very clear strike - This offi cial document is from very important 
historical interest. It concerns the situation after the abscondence of King Tribhuvan with his family 
to India and the proclamation of prince Gyanendra as King which was a younger brother of crown 
prince Birendra leaved in the palace. Very fi ne document folded on very good silk paper. With german 
explanation. . (M) b 150,-

2921 1957, defi nitives ‘Kings Crown of Shab-Deb-Dynasty’ complete set in horizontal strips of three, mint 
never hinged (small perf. separation on 2r.), scarce strips! Mi. € 420,-- + 98-109 (3) **   80,-

P 2922 1960 approx., FISCAL USE OF POSTAGE STAMPS: 75 paisa ‘Kotphi’ court fee paper with the additional 
and spectacular franking of 294,26 Rs. ( 58 x 5 Rs from the 1930 Sri Pashupati issue). Each postage-
stamp ist pen-cancelled (date) as well as punched. On the right and on the lower side of the court feet 
paper are fi xed further sheets of papers. On the lower ist written the treaty - in unfolded state total 
45x64 cm - The underwriter has used is blackended thumb. . (M)

45 (58), 
100,104, 
126 (4) b 200,-

2923 1960 approx., FISCAL USE OF POSTAGE STAMPS: Document with the spectacular franking of 197,18 
Rs. ( 39 x 5 Rs from the 1959 UPU issue). Each postage-stamp is pen-cancelled (date) as well as pun-
ched. In unfolded state total 45x42 cm. A similar item is known from the famous Gupta Collection. (M) 67, 128 (39!!) b 200,-
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NIEDERLÄNDISCH-INDIEN    
see also 2172, 2727, 2788, 3273, 3276, 3277, 3422, 3423, 4312

P 2924 1836, framed „WANTS BETTER / DIRECTION” on complete folded letter dated „Batavia Nov. 6th 
1835” to England w. ”MR 11” and ”MR 21” backstamps and „March 23 1836” forwarding note once 
address was completed, to „Saddleworth Yorkshire”, quite unusual. b 600,-

P 2925 1840, early cover from RIOUW via BATAVIA with red oval ”ZEEBRIEF DEN HELDER 9 JAN”, red boxed 
”FRANCO” in comb. with ”Franco Grenzen” to Frankfurt/Germany b 150,-

P 2926 1841. Disinfected stampless envelope written from ‘Batavia’ dated ‘5th Août 1841’ addressed to 
France endorsed ‘par ”Castle Huntley”/via Bombay’ with forwarding on reverse ‘A chemine par Aug 
Roupore/Negt a Bombay’ dated ‘2nd Sept’ and circular ‘Purifi e au Lazaret/Malta’ on face with boxed 
‘Paquebots/De La/Mediterranee’ in red, disinfection slits, Marseille arrival and rated ‘7’ on arrival. b 280,-

P 2927 1841, prephilatelic folded envelope with oval blue ”FRANCO / ZEEBRIEF / SAMARANG” endorsed 
”Franco tot / Hannover” via ”BATAVIA 26/6” and two-line ”FRANCO/GRENZEN”, red oval ”ZEE-BRIEF 
5 OCT. DEN...” and s.l. ”FRANCO”, to Hannover/Germany w. red ”9. OCT” arrival b 300,-

P 2928 1856-7-4, oval bluegreen cancellation ”SAMARANG ONGEFRANKEERD”, boxed ”INDIE OVER TRIEST”, 
red compagny cancellation and handwritten ”p.overland Mail per Triest” on early commercial cover 
to AMSTERDAM, arrival postmark at reverse. manuscript tax 120,-- (van der Linden No. 1763, cat val 
per overland Mail 300 to 500,--) 90,-

P 2929 ,1858, sehr früher dreiseitig engbeschriebener vorphilatelistischer Faltbrief aus Niederländisch-In-
dien via Triest und Hamburg, nach Altona, Dänemark, vorderseitig Taxstempel K1 „6 1/2”, diverse 
Röthelvermerke und handschriftlich Franco, vertikaler Bug und Randmängel, . b 350,-

P 2930 1869-17-7, nice cover ”SOERABAIJA 17/7/1869 FRANCO”, red PD”  to NANTES, manuscript ”by stea-
mer”, red circle ”P.AN.A.MAR.IND.NEER.V.SUEZ” (cat. Val. 420,--) Salles: R20 b 150,-

P 2931 1870, double rate entire letter from „BATAVIA 24/4/1876) via London - red London Paid - to NEW 
YORK, arrival on reverse. High 1,70 Gulden franking (50 cent carmine, 10 cent brown-orange a 
strip of four and 20 cent, two singles and a pair ) all stamps stroked by killer ‘4’. Faults: the left 
10 c. missing two perfs and a little tear, the 50 cents with short perfs at left and one 20 cent 
damaged, vertical fold. Nevertheless still fi ne and rare. 9,12,15 b 2.000,-

P 2932 1874, 5 c violett with additional postage 2 1/2 cent yellow, from ”JAKARTA 20.2.1883” with boxed ”NED: 
INDIE/VIA BRINDISI” and ”N.L.AGENT SINGAPORE”, arrival postage ”s’GRAVENHAGE 27 MRT 83”. H & G 1 GA 90,-

P 2933 1892, 15 c. olive-brown, ‘Queen Wilhelmine’ single franking, tied ”N.L.POSTAGENT PENANG 
12/11/1896” on cover to Amsterdam, at reverse rceiver ”AMSTERDAM 7 DEC 96” b 130,-

2933A 1892, Rotbandbrief, frankiert mit 12 1/2 C. von ”MEDAN 10 4 1892” nach Singapur, rs. Transit- / 
Ankunftsstempel in guter Bedarfserhaltung. b 50,-

P 2934 1896, 18 CENTS black on Thirty Cents dark brown envelope, tied ”SEYCHELLES SP.10.00” sent to 
BATAVIA, via Singapur ””N.L.AGENT SINGAPORE 6/10/1900”, at reverse ”BATAVIA 12/10/1900” H & G 4 GA 160,-

P 2935 1896. Registered Book Post addressed to Berne, Switzerland bearing SG 98, 25 c purple tied by Ma-
cassar squared circle with hand-struck ‘R’ sent on the French Paquebot ‘Calédonien’ with octagonal 
‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 8’ date stamp (Salles 1924). A rare usage of registered mail. (T) SG 98 b 220,-

P 2936 1902. Postal stationery card 5c blue to Shanghai upgraded with Yvert 39, 2½c on 3c lilac tied by Ba-
tavia squared circle with . boxed ‘Na Posttijd’ addressed to Shanghai, routed via Weltevreden ‘26/12’ 
and Dutch Post Offi ce Singapore with ‘N.I. Agent/Singapore 2 9/12’ and ‘Singapore to Hong Kong/C’ 
marine sorter (Webb Type 4) sent on the steamer ‘Chusan’. Superb combination. Yv. 39 GA 280,-

P 2937 1902, 1/2 on 2 c. brown, double overprint, mint o.g. Cert. NVPH. 38 DD *    100,-
P 2938 1903, 2 1/2 on 3 c. lilac, horizontal strip of 4 from the lower right corner of the sheet, showing variety 

”misplaced and partially double overprint”, tied to piece by cds ”BATAVIA 14 / 3 / 1903”. Very im-
pressive and spectacular variety! 39 d 250,-

P 2939 1903, 50 C. on 50 C. green/reddish brown, horizontal strip of 3 (left stamp some wrinkling due to 
inaccurate gluing of the stamp), rare MULTIPLE FRANKING on cover from ”SEMARANG 19.12.1903” 
to Amsterdam, violet ”PER FRENCH MAIL” alongside, arrival mark 12.1.1904 on reverse. (T) 36 (3) b 160,-

P 2940 1906 ca, ‘’LONG IRAM’’ despatch s/l in violet on 5c postal stationery card (issued 1901/03) to Leip-
zig, Germany via Samarinda (squared cds), with ‘’L.15/6 12/...’’ arrival cds. A scarce hand-stamp 
from this small village on the Mahakam river near Samarinda, Borneo. GA 80,-

P 2941 1909, 5 cent red PSC with paid reply like Geuzendam No.17, three different proofs unused vf con-
dition.

Geuzendam  
17 GA 100,-

P 2942 1909, Change of Adress card 1 c olive green with additional postage 1 c und 1/2 c violet. Earliest 
knoen use 20/9/14 with rare destination REUNION, ”CONVOYEUR REUNION 14” H & G 1 GA 60,-

2943 Incoming mail: 1910/31, three postcards from Germany and one wrapper from Bavaria, one Red Cross 
letter with censor ship and postage Netherland India from Buitenzorg to Geneve/Suisse 1941 (T) b/GA 80,-

P 2944 1922, 20 cent. Queen Wilhelmina on commercial cover posted on board, ”PAQUEBOT SINGAPORE 7 
DE 1925”, red boxed ‘Unclaimed’ and forwarded from USA to Socomy Cleveland. b 60,-

P 2945 1930, 10 cent envelope ”Queen Wilhelmine” 10 different color proofs of the envelope No.39 unused 
vf condition. (T)

Geuzendam  
39 GA 250,-
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P 2946 1935 (Feb-Apr) covers Modjoagoeng (2) and Soerabaja to same addressee in Sydney, earliest regis-
tered at 1g 10, others underfranked at 45c and 75c and with “T” handstamps, “50c” revised to “5d”, 
and “50c” with Australian Postage due ½d x2 and 1d x4, minor blemishes, (3). b 150,-

P 2947 1940 (Jan 13) Nederlandsch Indische Handelsbank Medan registered cover to Sydney, clear signs of 
trauma from K.N.I.L.M. PK-AFO event detailed in preceding two lots, rare “Recovered From Lost/Flying 
Boat” in red applied only to registered mail, backstamped Sydney (Jan 24). Only six recorded in red. b 600,-

P 2948 1940 (Jan 16) N.V. General Motors Tandjong Priok to Wellington N.Z. franked 25c solo for single rate, 
carried on ill-fated fl ight detailed in preceding lot, fi ne strike of the informative marking, “off Koepang 
Jan. 1940” added beneath. N.Z. as a destination rare. b 240,-

P 2949 1940 (Jan 17) Escompto cover Medan to Sydney franked 25c for single rate carried K.N.I.L.M. PK-
AFO on the Batavia-Sydney line, which on Jan 22 landed in the sea off Djimbaran (Netherlands East 
Indies), 2kms south of the destined Bali Airport. The aircraft broke into two parts and the right wing 
broke off, fi ve passengers and three crew members were killed. On board was 15kgs of mail, much 
of it originating in N.E.I., informative markings “RECOVERED FROM/LOST FLYING BOAT” were applied, 
incorrectly attributing “Flying Boat” to what in fact was a landplane. b 160,-

P 2949A 1941, Queen Wilhelmina 5 g. olive-brown, 1 g. violett (two different issues) and 10 c. orange-red and 
airmail 4 1/2 g. blue tied by cds.  SOEBABAJA 29.4.  to PAA airmail cover with censorship cancel and 
label to San Francisco, slightly crease (T)

279, 277, 288, 
299, 182 b 120,-

P 2950 1941/42, Argentine 4-colour franking tied two clear strikes ship p.o.  ”S.S. SAWALOENTO” of KPVM 
on cover to Tjilatjap/DEI, South Africa Censor, mute ”(DURBAN) 18 FEB 42” and s. l. ”MAIL SERVICES 
SUSPENDED”, also ”RETURNED D.L.O. CAPETWON 4 MAY 42”, ”CORRESPONDENCIA MUERTA BUE-
NOS AIRES 22 JUL 1942” and back in ”MARTIN(EZ) 22 JUL 4(2)”, amazing b 100,-

P 2951 1946, Two philatelic covers, one registered, used Medan July 18 and Dec 30, respectively, both 
franked with several surcharged stamps, with defi nitives and Japanese Occ. issues surcharged ‘’Rep. 
Indonesia’’ in violet or black as straight-liners or circled hand-stamps etc. b 120,-

P 2952 1946, Philatelic registeredl cover Medan bearing marginal block of four (with marginal inscription) 
of Japanese 1c stamp overprinted by ‘’INDONESIA PTT’’ in double ring h/s, 3 different revolution re-
overprinted Jap. Occ. overprinted Neth.-Indies defi nitives and 10c red with inverted ‘’Indonesia’’ ovpt, 
all tied by ‘’MEDAN 12.6.48’’ cds, related registration label alongside, and arrival b/s. b 120,-

P 2953 1947, great envelope, registered from MAKASAR (Sulawesi) to Den Haag with high franking of 7,06 
Gld. On front Cachet „NEGARA INDONESI TIMOER”, spotty wear and some soiling. (T) 320, 347,348 b 150,-

P 2954 1947, Philatelic certifi ed mail cover Medan bearing 3 defi nitive NR Indonesia stamps, two Jap. Occ. 
surcharged and ten Japanese for Neth.-Indies printed stamps all with Republic and PTT Indonesia 
overprints, cancelled by superb strikes of ‘’MEDAN/24.4.47’’ date-stamps. b 120,-

NIEDERLÄND.-INDIEN - DIENSTMARKEN    
P 2955 1921, ”DIENST.” kopfstehender Aufdruck auf Viererblock 15c. braun mit Streifen, zwei Werte post-

frisch, zwei sauber ungebraucht mit Originalgummi, NVPH Kat. 480,- Euro+ NVPH  D19a *    70,-

NORDBORNEO    
see also 2173, 2175, 2192, 2193, 2200

P 2956 1886/1909, 3 cent red-brown, postal stationery card with add. franking 1909 1 c. ‘Tapir’ from 
”SANDOKAN 27 APR 1914” to Lahr/Germany GA 120,-

P 2957 1890, Coat of arms 25c indigo with INVERTED surcharge ‘Two / Cents.’ from left margin, mint 
never hinged, scarce stamp with Ceremuga certifi cate (2004) plus copy of BPA certifi cate (2001) 
for the original strip of three (of which this is the centre stamp)! SG. 51a **   1.100,-

P 2958 1892, 8 cent green postal stationery card ovpt with ”1 CENT.” , red strike ”SANDOKAN 26 AUG 1892” 
directed to Hongkong. Because of unsuffi cient franking black ”T” cancellation. GA 90,-

P 2959 1892, Coat of arms 4c rose pink surcharged ‘1 cent.’ in red on back and front in a fi ne used block 
of four with two ‘Sandakan, 20 OCT 1892’ cds., rare multiple in very fi ne and fresh condition! SG. 63b (4) g 3.500,-

P 2960 1894, ‘’MIS-SENT TO SANDAKAN’’ boxed straight-liner on postcard from Warsaw addressed to 
Brunei, Borneo, Sarawak, franked Russian 4k red tied by Russian cds, with ‘’SINGAPORE/A/JY 
24/94’’ transit cds alongside, and red ‘’SANDAKAN 12 July 1894’’ cds on reverse. Tear at top of 
card otherwise fi ne. A VERY SCARCE POSTMARK. b 1.500,-

P 2961 1897, Mount Kinabalu 18c black & green with corrected inscriptions in a horizontal pair IMPERFORA-
TE BETWEEN cancelled per favour as usual (with original gum and hinged), very scarce pair! SG. 110a x 450,-

P 2962 1921, Red Cross Four Cents overprinted complete set of 17 each in corner marginal block of four 
with sheet number, mint never hinged, fresh and fi ne. A very rare (if not unique) series in this form. (M)

179-95 (SG 
235-52) (4) v/** 9.500,-

P 2963 1918, Red Cross: 4 c. red/black ovpt. ”RED CROSS TWO CENTS” postally used on picture post card 
via SINGAPORE to Netherland. Because most of these stamps were sold in London for the benefi t of 
the Red Cross, postally used stamps from Borneo are not so common. Ak 100,-

P 2964 1918, Palm Cockatoo 12c deep blue & black horizontal pair with INVERTED overprint ‘RED CROSS 
/ TWO CENTS’ and overprint shifted to the left, mint lightly hinged, very scarce pair! SG. 224a (2) *    1.900,-

P 2965 1937 (Feb 1) cover Sandakan to Dubbo N.S.W. endorsed “Qantas” bearing solo franking of 50th 
Anniversary 25c for combined airmail rate 25c per ½oz., carried by Imperial Airways/QANTAS service 
(fl ight IE 519), backstamped Jesselton, Narromine, minor blemishes. b 200,-
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P 2966 1938 (Feb 2) cover Jesselton to Treesville W.A. franked 25c for combined airmail rate 25c per ½oz., 
backstamped Perth, attractive, very scarce. b 200,-

P 2967 1939, 8 c. red on cover, tied ”TAWAU NORTH BORNEO” to London, censured by North Borneo autho-
rities, ”PASSED BY/26/CENSOR/NORTH BORNEO”. Rough opened at left side. 229 b 80,-

P 2968 1939. SG 303-317. The complete mint set of 15 in lovely mint quality, Very scarce and attractive 
series. SG 303-317 *    450,-

P 2969 1939, defi nitives, imperforated gummed punchhole proofs: frame only, set complete (ex-8 C.); with 
medaillon, the set ex-25 C., 50 C., $1. The 15 C. dyak shows red encirculation of necessary adjust-
ment. Also fi nal issue 50 C., $5 each w.  perfi n ”SPECIMEN”, specialists material 224/238-ex Pr. 100,-

P 2970 1941 (Jun 10) censored cover with original enclosure headed “Taritipan Estate” Kudat to Sydney 
bearing aggregate 60c franking (+ compulsory use of 2c War Tax stamp for overseas mail), fi ne strike 
rare triangular “PASSED FOR/TRANSMISSION/12/NORTH BORNEO” handstamp (height 36mm). [To-
day’s copywriters would be challenged to improve upon the writer’s QANTAS experience report (save 
for the spelling): “The plane is all it is advertised, “Quantas” (sic) looks after ones every comfort, it is 
a splendid line, food is good, & I can’t imagine a more delightful way of moving round the world!!”.] b 300,-

P 2971 1941. Censored envelope (in left below corner small part missing) addressed to the United States 
bearing SG 306, 4c bronze and violet, SG 308, 8c scarlet and ‘War Tax’ SG 319, 2c purple and blue 
tied by Sandakan/North Borneo double ring with ‘Passed By/Censor’ label tied by framed ‘Passed 
by/19/Censor/North Borneo’ hand-stamp in red. Scarce War Tax overprint compulsory for overseas 
mail and rare censor hand-stamp in red. Unrecorded.

SG 306, 308, 
319 b 280,-

P 2972 North Borneo, Japanische Besetzung II WK, 1942, Jesselton ovpt. in black: 2 C., 8 C., 12 C., 15 C., 20 
C. and 25 C. all used by violet daters (JSCA cat. y 318.000)

JSCA 56a, 60a, 
62a-65a g 350,-

P 2973 1948/49, Three Air Mail Letter Cards to Australia with various frankings of Crown Colony fi rst surchar-
ged issue (2c, 4c, 6c, 8c, 15c).

ex 258-64 (SG 
ex 337-43) b 80,-

P 2973A 1948, Long-size registered airmail cover from Sandakan to Nedlands, AUSTRALIA frabked with 1947 
$1 and $2, with Singapore and Perth transit and Nedlands arrival backstamps. (M)

268-69 (SG 
347-48) b 80,-

P 2974 1949/50, Five airmail covers/letter card, two registered, with nice frankings to Guam, Australia and 
England (three). b 100,-

2975 1950, KGVI. complete series (15v) on registered cover from Jesselton (18 Sep) to England, with Reg. 
label and Singapore transit cds (19 Sep) on reverse. (M)

277-91 (SG 
356-70) b 80,-

P 2976 1953-63, Three airmail covers to Australia + Air letter to USA, with insuff. franked cover, and a regis-
tered one from Labuan, with nice QEII. frankings. b 80,-

NORDBORNEO - PORTOMARKEN    
P 2977 1895, Complete Postage Due set of 8 values, 18c without gum, others mint lightly hinged, fresh and 

fi ne. (SG £350)
1-8 (SG D1-
D11) */(*) 100,-

NORDBORNEO - STEMPELMARKEN    
P 2978 1890 (ca.), Coat of arms $25 ‘Revenue’ IMPERFORATE DIE PROOF in yellow on thin white and ungum-

med paper (115 x 142mm), scarce item! rev. proof (*)  700,-

OMAN    
P 2979 1911, Cover (little reduced on top) from Muscat to Bombay franked on reverse by India KE ½a vert 

pair tied by ‘’MUSCAT/9 AU 11’’ cds, Bombay arrival cds alongside, fi ne. India b 100,-
P 2980 1913, Cover from Muscat to Bombay franked on reverse by India KGV. ½a tied by ‘’MUSCAT/18 JUN 

13’’ cds, Bombay arrival cds alongside, good. India b 100,-
P 2981 1917. Registered Advice of Receipt envelope (minor faults and  wet shade) headed ”Abdoulhous-

sen Salemandjee Sam, Majunga, Madagascar” addressed to Maskate, Arabie’ bearing French 
Colonies, Madagascar Yvert 101, 25c blue and grey (2) tied by Majunga/Madagascar double 
ring ‘31 Aug’ with framed hand-struck ‘R’ and boxed ‘A.R.’ routed via India with circular ‘Passed 
Censor/21 /Bombay’ on face and Port Said and Port Tauffi o transits on reverse ‘19 Sept’ with 
Muscat arrival ‘11 Oct’ tied Crown/Opened by Censor’. A very rare item of censored mail from 
Muscat with exceedingly scarce origin. Unique exhibition item.

Madagascar 
Yv. 101 (2) b 2.200,-

P 2982 MUSCAT 1943, Censored airmail cover from MUSCAT to Bombay, franked to reverse by India KGVI. 
½a and 2a tied by ‘’MUSCAT/22 JUN./1943’’ machine d/s and bombay arrival cds, with censor strip 
(P.C. 90), octogonal ‘PASSED/ DHC/80’ Crown censor h/s, blue ‘’DHC/342’’ s/l and ‘’PASSED CEN-
SOR/48’’ triangle, fi ne. b 240,-

2983 1947 (Dec 8), PAKISTANI ADMIN.: Small piece bearing India 1940-43 1/2a, 1a and 2a all tied by two 
strikes of ‘’MUSCAT/8 DEC 47’’ cds (Donaldson #14A). Top left corner perf of 1/2a missing otherwise 
fi ne. Very scarce usage - Muscat came under Pakistan control from Aug 1947 and Indian stamps were 
only used until Dec 29th. India d 150,-

P 2984 1955, Airmail cover from MUSCAT (27 MR 55) addressed to Deland, Florida franked with QEII. 12a on 
1s3d, 1½a on 1½d pair and 1a on 1d tied by killer type cds, fi ne. 54, 49, 42 b 100,-

P 2985 1966/67, Mixed Currency:  registered cover from „MUSCAT 15 AP 70” to Switzerland franked with 20 
Baiza (old currency), vertical pair and the rare 50 Baiza (new currency, type II), S.G 101a. (T) 99, 102II b 150,-
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P 2986 1971, 100b, ¼r and ½r defi nitives on 1976 airmail cover to London, tied with bilingual SEEB 19 July 
1976 cds, fi ne and scarce. 131-33 b 150,-

P 2987 1972, 25b on 1r blue & orange, used with Muscat cds, fi ne. A very scarce stamp surcharged in DUBAI. B140 (SG 144) g 120,-
P 2988 1986, ‘International year of freedom’, cpl set of 10 different progressive colour proofs, each one in a 

block of four, superb mnh. A rare set. (T) **   450,-
P 2989 1987, ‘National Day’, cpl. set of progressive poroofs, imperf., 10 different of each value, all in upper 

left corner blocks of four (overall 80 proofs), very rare, very fi ne, mnh. (T) **   800,-
P 2990 1987, ‘Social work’ and ‘radio-amateur’, two cpl. issues: ‘Social work’ in 12 different imperf. pro-

gressive proofs, each in gutter strips of four, very rare and ‘Radio-amateur’ in 7 different progressive 
proofs, imperf in marginal, horizontal pairs. Very rare. (T) **   600,-

P 2991 1987, ‘Radio-amateur’ in 7 different progressive proofs, imperf in upper right corner blocks of four. 
Very rare. (T) **   400,-

P 2992 2000, Artist design of the 100 Baisa ‘Yellow Boxfi sch’ (Ostracion cubicus) - issued on 12.June 2000 - 
on reverse signed by artist MAHMOOD RUSHI. Printed by Enschede in Netherland. Very rare, perhaps 
unique. (T) 483 design (*)  200,-

PAKISTAN    
see also 1250

P 2993 1947-49, Five commercially used covers to England or to India franked by PAKISTAN overprinted 
KGVI. adhesives, one registered (from Temporatay P.O.), others sent by air mail. b 80,-

P 2994 1947, 1 R, red-brown/dark-grey, horizontal pair from left margin, left stamp with overprint, right 
stamp without overprint, gum toned. 14 var **/p 150,-

P 2995 1947, Luftpostleichtbrief (ohne Wertstempel) frankiert mit 6 A (6 x 1 A rot) aus „KANTALIA 8 APR”- 
auf der Rückseite „TEMPORARY P.O. 13 APR 49” - nach Frankreich. Da die Frankatur nicht ausreichte 
wurde am Bestimmungsort Nachporto in Höhe von 150 Frs erhoben, dafür wurden 21 Portomarken 
zu jeweils 10 Frs teils treppenartig auf den Umschlag geklebt. 4 b 60,-

2996 1948/54, Khyber Pass defi nitives 15r. blue-green perf. 14 and 25r. violet perf. 13 both in horizontal 
strips of three with margin at left (25r.) or at top (15r.), mint never hinged, SG. £ 226 +

SG. 42a + 
43b (3) **   60,-

P 2997 1948/49, Handstamps and local overprints on KGVI. postal stationeries: Four 1½a PS envelopes to 
Bombay (by airmail), Bikaner (2) or U.S.A. (uprated on back) plus uprated ½a PS card to Lahore, with 
various types of PAKISTAN surcharges in black or violet. GA 250,-

2998 1948, defi nitives to 25r violet 18 different values incl. the scarce 15r. and 25r. stamps, mint hinged 
or unhinged (9p corner fault), SG. ~ £ 130 + ex SG. 24/43a */** Gebot

2999 1958, Coconut Tree 15r. red and deep reddish purple block of eight from lower margin (heavy toned 
gum!) and two very fi ne IMPERFORATE blocks of four of same stamp, mint never hinged MNH

SG. 95 (8) + 
var. **   50,-

P 3000 1960/1999, errors, 4 items with missing colour 1960 Revolution Day used, 1999 ‘Hakim Said’, mnh 
missing red colour, ‘Ali Jinnah’ Block of four with print on gummed side also Bangladesh ‘Ustad Khan’ 
missing red colour. These stamps allways with normal as comparaison. **/* 150,-

P 3001 1960, SALTORO Expedition two cards with different cachets, fi ne. b 70,-
P 3002 1964, First and Only BALLOON Flight: Two covers with different cachets and postmarks, one signed 

by Boesman, the other with board cachet of Boesman’s balloon ”Oxygenium”, fi ne. b 120,-
P 3003 1989, Three different Colour proofs (issued colours of 1r, 1.50r and 5r) of 1989 M.A. Jinnah defi niti-

ves in grey, violet and green even as block of four on watermarked paper, fi ne and scarce in this form.
(752-57) 
proofs (*)  300,-

PAKISTAN - DIENSTMARKEN    
3004 1947 Offi cials: Two complete fi rst series of 13 values with Nasik overprints, one series mint lightly 

hinged, the other used, fresh and fi ne. (SG £355) (M) Jan-13 */g 80,-
P 3005 1948, Local ‘PAKISTAN’ ovpt on KGVI. 4a (SG O8) in combination with 1a and 8a both ovptd at Nasik 

on back of Offi cial cover from Air-Forces to the Director of Air Ministry Accounts, London, cancelled 
by bridge-type date-stamp (diffi cult to identify the P.O., only ‘...ACAN...’ readable) at ‘20 DEC 1948’. A 
scarce combination of Offi cials with local/Nasik ovpt. b 150,-

P 3006 1948, KGVI. Service stamps of 1a (with local PAKISTAN ovpt of 20½mm x 4½mm) and 2½a (Nasik 
ovpt) used on North Western Railway on H.M.S. printed cover from Lahore to New Delhi. A fi ne and 
clean cover, and a scarce usage in this form. b 100,-

P 3007 1948, „AMB STATE”: Great cover adressed to the Nawab Major Sir Mohd.Farid Khan, Nawab of Amb 
State (Amb is a village in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province of Pakistan. Historically it has been the capi-
tal of Amb State). This letter is from „The Offi ce The Governor NWFP”, franked by 1 1/2 and two 1 A. 
Invitation to the dinner given in Honour of the King of Saudi Arabia on 18. April 1954. (M) D18, D19 b 80,-

P 3007A 1949, Offi cial airmail cover from Ministry of Defence, Rawalpindi (violet cachet on back) to Christ-
church, NEW ZEALAND, by train via Lahore (railway b/s’s), from Karachi to Sydney via BOAC and to 
N.Z. by TEAL. An unusual cover, and a scarce destination.

20, 22, 23 (SG 
O19, O21, 
O22) b 80,-

3008 1954/59, sealed and registered service cover to the swedish ambassdor in Karachi franked with dif. 
service stamps. Military strike ”CAMP P.O 4 MAR 61”. D48, D53, D66, b 60,-
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PAKISTAN - BAHAWALPUR    
3009 1949, Special Presentation Booklet with offi cal stamps overprinted „SARKARI”. Very rare, only 300 

Booklets were printed. (T) *    200,-

PAKISTAN - BAHAWALPUR-DIENSTMARKEN    
P 3010 1933-34, revenue stamps 8 As black-purple, 1 Rp. black-orange and 2 Rs. black-blue WITHOUT 

OVERPRINT. These stamps were used in 1945 overprinted by Nasik Secure Printers as basis for offi -
cial stamps. Without overprint very rare, 5 sets in very fi ne mnh condition. (T)

7-9 (SG 
O11-O13)(5) **   400,-

PALÄSTINA    
P 3011 1917. Stampless picture postcard written from Port Said dated ‘15th Nov 1917’ addressed to France 

cancelled by ‘Trésor et Postes/601 ‘ cds with circular military cachet ‘Detachement Française de 
Palestine/Parc d’Artillarie/Secteur Postal 601 ‘ in violet Rare item of mail from the French Artillery 
Unit in Palestine. Ak 350,-

P 3012 1918/1941, 2 registered cards 1918 (with Army post cancel and censorship cancel) and 1941 (pos-
tal stationery card from Ramat Gan to USSR) and Express card 1941 to Budapest with double line 
”RETURNED TO SENDER NO SERICE” 2 a.o. b/GA 80,-

3013 1918, 3 picture-cards with single frankings 5 Mil to Egypt. Ak 60,-
P 3014 1918. Great Britain ‘Field Service Post Card’ 1d red written from Jerusalem dated ‘1st Jan 1918’ 

addressed to Coventry cancelled by ‘Field Post Offi ce/D. CO’ date stamp ‘5th Jan 18’ with framed 
‘Passed by Censor/No 3539’ in crimson on face. Very rare usage of this card. GA 220,-

P 3015 1918. Picture postcard written front Jerusalem dated ‘22/7/18 ‘ addressed to France bearing Pa-
lestine SG 8, 4m scarlet tied by ‘Army Post Offi ce/SZ44’ with ‘Haut Commissariat de la Republique 
Française en Palestine’ hand-stamp in violet with circular ‘Commissariat de la Republique Française 
en Palestine ‘ and boxed ‘Palestine/Censorship/No 3’ in purple with oval ‘Ouvert/Par L ‘Autorite Mili-
taire/308’ applied on arrival. Very fi ne item from the French Detachment. SG 8 Ak 450,-

P 3016 1919. Censored envelope addressed to Port Said Egypt bearing Palestine SG 9, 5m orange (2) tied 
by ‘O.E.T.A.-E.E.F./Jerusalem’ double ring with ‘Opend by Censor/E2623’ label on white with boxed ‘F’ 
hand-stamp in blue and boxed ‘Passed/Censorship/No 2’ and ‘Army Post Offi ce/SZ22’ date stamp 
applied on arrival on reverse. Very fi ne item of censored mail. SG 9 (2) b 180,-

3017 (1920er) The nineteen-twenties approx. A pay order of 50 Palestinian Pounds, bearing 10 mills green 
and 50 mills mauve Revenue stamps tied by manuscript (M) b 80,-

P 3018 1920, stampless cover with prepaid in cash JERUSALEM ”PAID 5 MILLS”, manuscript ‘5’ sent to Tel 
Aviv, at reverse receiver ”TEL AVIV 10.SEP.20 JAFFA”, very rare. b 550,-

P 3019 1920, 27.December 1 Mills sepia with arabic impression in type 2, superb, a rare stamp cat.Val. 
1.200,- EUR. 15IIC, SG 38 *    350,-

P 3020 1921, 20pia. grey with trilingual opt. ‘PALESTINE’ (3rd Jerusalem opt.) perf. 14 very fi ne used, 
rare stamp with Philatelic Foundation certifi cate (1971), SG. £ 2.500 (Bale 59) SG. 59 g 2.000,-

P 3021 1921, 2 M. blue-green, 4 M. scarlet and 1 Pia. bright turquoise-blue, vert. pair on nice hotel adver-
tizing envelope ”Hotel Gassmann Beirut” (few waterdrops mark), registered  ”HAIFA 21 JA 22” to 
MEISSEN, b 100,-

P 3022 1925, incoming ”Zeppelin-Orientfahrt 1929” air mail cover with seven colours franking from Vienna/
Austria via Friedrichshafen to Haifa (T)

Austria 484, 
etc. b 80,-

P 3023 1925. Registered and Value Declared envelope endorsed ‘Insured for one hundred Egyptian pounds’ 
addressed to Egypt bearing SG 80, 13m ultramarine and SG 84, 20p bright violet tied by oval Regis-
tered Jerusalem with matching registered label and ‘Insured/Valeur Declaree’ label in red routed via 
Haifa with Cairo/Inland Cash receiver. Scarce stamp on cover paying the insured rate, rarely seen. SG 80, 84 b 300,-

P 3024 1927, 20 Mills olive on First Flight Cover for the section ”Gaza - Rutbah - Bagdad - Basra - Bushire 
-Jask - Karachi”. Tied ”JERUSLEM 2 AP 29”, ”GAZA 3.AP.29” and Calcutta delivery, on front unusual 
nice cachet and tax mark 26 Mills. 66 250,-

P 3025 1938-39 trio of Empire Air Mail Scheme “all-up” rate related comprising 1938 (Nov 18) cover Jeru-
salem-Sydney bearing 15m for combined airmail rate per 10gms, very few recorded to Australia from 
this origin, 1939 (Feb 5) cover (roughly opened at left) Tel Aviv-Melbourne bearing 10m solo, appa-
rent underpayment for 15m rate, untaxed, and the only recorded 8m postcard rate for this service, a 
1939 (Sep 19) use of Stationery 8m Postal card Haifa-North Sydney, posted two weeks subsequent to 
cessation of the scheme, but untaxed, censored Palestine and Egypt, latter crucially tying British Par 
Avion etiquette, exceptional group, worthy of inclusion in the fi nest of EAMS exhibits, (3). b 400,-

P 3026 1939 (6.9.), Card with 8M red from Haifa to Jaroslaw/Poland with boxed ”PALESTINE/OPENED AND 
PASSED BY/CENSOR No.” and affi xed offi cial label ”Communication with enemy territory is only all-
owed...”, minor faults, but quite scarce. 61 b 100,-

PALÄSTINA - PORTOMARKEN    
P 3027 1923, postage due 1m yellow-brown horizontal strip/7 from right margin with the left stamp pair IM-

PERFORATE BETWEEN and IMPERFORATE between stamp and right margin, mint never hinged MNH 
with some tonespots, SG. £ 1.200 ++ SG. D1b **   750,-
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P 3028 1923 (10.7.), underpaid cover from England bearing KGV 1/2d green only adressed to Sarafand with 
boxed tax-marking ‘TO PAY / MILLIEMES’ endorsed ‘16’ and vertical pair of 8m violet postage dues 
affi xed on arrival with fi ne SARAFAND cds., roughly opened at top with backfl ap missing etc. nervet-
heless an attractive cover SG. D4 (2) b 130,-

P 3029 1924, photo PROOF of the six different value shields 1m to 5pia. together on thick card affi xed to 
larger card ms. dated ‘6.6.24.’, scarce item!

SG. D6/11 
proof 1.400,-

PALÄSTINA - STEMPEL    
see also 1434

P 3030 ACRE (type D1 state 2): 1920 (16.11.), cover bearing single 1pia dark blue used with fi ne ‘ACRE’ cds. 
(‘OETA EEF’ removed) adressed to Czechoslovakia with Haifa transitmark (20.11.) on reverse, scarce 
and attractive cover b 100,-

3031 ACRE (type D5 and D6): 1946 (30.11.), registered cover franked 25mils used to Haifa with arrival 
pmk. of same day used with fi ne ‘Acre’ cds. (D6), a picture postcard with 2m pair on picture side with 
fi ne but other type of ‘Acre’ cds (D5, 9.8.21) adressed to Sweden and a local cover from Jerusalem 
(12.4.37) used to Acre with arrival cds. on reverse (D5), nice trio! b/Ak 100,-

3032 AFFULA (type D2): 1926 (26.4.), picture postcard franked 5mils orange used with very fi ne strike of 
‘AFULE’ cds. locally adressed, picture on reverse ‘Cana of Galilee’, attractive postcard Ak 100,-

3033 AFFULA (type D3): 1927 (23.2.), cover franked 13mils (10m + 3 x 1m) used with very fi ne strikes of 
‘EL AFFULE’ cds. adressed to Czechoslovakia, attractive cover b 100,-

P 3034 AFIKIM (type D1 state 2): 1946 (25.12.), air letter 25m used with very fi ne ‘Afi kim’ cds. to London, 
minor marginal blemishes GA 100,-

3035 ALONIM (type D3 and D5): 1947 (22.9.), local circular franked 3m green used with very fi ne ‘Alonim’ 
cds. (D5), and a philatelic postcard bearing 4m and 3m defi nitives used with very fi ne but other type 
of ‘Alonim’ postmark (D3), attractive pair b 90,-

3036 ASHDOT YAAQOV (type D1): 1945 (3.9.), cover to Gloversville/USA franked 20mils used with very fi ne 
‘Ashdot Yaaqov’ cds., stamps with small perf. faults otherwise a nice cover b 100,-

3037 BAT YAM (type D3 and D4): 1938 (31.3.), cover to England bearing 4m violet and 6m green used with 
fi ne ‘Bat Yam’ cds. (D3) and a registration receipt with same but other type of ‘Bat Yam’ postmark 
(14.9.44, D4), the cover with small faults at top b 100,-

P 3038 BAT YAM (type D4): 1940 (8.2.), underpaid cover from Egypt used to Bat-Jam with censor and tax-
markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY. / MILS’ endorsed ‘12’ and postage dues 8m rose + 4m green used on 
arrival with fi ne ‘BAT YAM’ cds. (11.2.), some wrinkles and faults b 100,-

P 3039 BEISAN (type D3): 1923 (21.6.), underpaid cover from England adressed to Roshpina redirected to 
Beersheba and then to Beisan with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 16 / MILLIEMES’ and postage 
dues 8m violet (two singles) used on arrival with fi ne ‘BEISAN’ cds. (15.7.) and several part transit-
marks on reverse due to missing backfl ap nevertheless an attractive cover! b 220,-

P 3040 BEISAN (type D3): 1923 (19.5.), underpaid cover used within London then redirected to Jerusalem 
with several tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 4 / MILLIEMES’ and postage due 4m red used with 
‘Jerusalem’ cds. (29.5.) but handstamped ‘Charge not collected.....’, then fi nally redirected to Beisan 
with another 4d postage due used on arrival with very fi ne ‘BEISAN’ cds. (9.6.), several transitmarks 
on reverse incl. Ludd Junction (30.5.), nice much-travelled cover with small faults b 220,-

3041 BEISAN (type D3): 1924 (14.1.), cover with single 13m blue to Boston/USA and postcard with single 
8m red (21.6.23) to England both with very fi ne ‘Beisan’ cds., very attractive and scarce pair b/Ak 220,-

3042 BEISAN (type D3): 1927 (1.3.), cover bearing single 5m orange used with very fi ne ‘Beisan’ cds. to 
Jerusalem with Haifa (and Jerusalem backstamps (both 2.3.). roughly opened at right, and a registra-
tion receipt with same postmark dated 2AU/32, nice pair b 150,-

3043 BENEI BERAQ (type D4 and D5): 1933 (21.4.), cover from Haifa (stamps removed) adressed to Benei 
Beraq with fi ne BNEI BRAK’ arrival cds. on reverse (D5), and a small printed matter with single 5m 
orange used to Switzerland with fi ne ‘BENEI BERAQ’ cds. (D4), nice pair b 90,-

3044 BENEI BERAQ (type D5): 1936 (5.5.) and 1938 (28.2.), cover from Egypt (roughly opened at top) and 
a local cover from Tel Aviv both with very fi ne ‘BNEI BRAK’ arrival postmarks on reverse b 90,-

P 3045 BETHLEHEM (type D1 state 1): 1920 (12.3.), company cover ‘J. Abraham & Fils’ bearing single 1pia 
dark blue used with good ‘BETHLEHEM / O E T A  E E F’ cds. adressed to Bremen, little shortened at 
top and hinged on reverse otherwise very fi ne b 100,-

3046 BETHLEHEM (type D1 state 2): 1920 (17.7.), company cover front ‘Kalil Nasser & Fils’ bearing two 
5mils orange used with good ‘BETHLEHEM’ cds. (‘O E T A  E E F’ removed) adressed to Germany 
(faults), and a philatelic O.A.S. cover (14.9.1920) adressed to London with same but very fi ne post-
mark (marginal toning!) b/d 170,-

3047 BINYAMINA (type D9): 1945 (11.12.), airmail cover franked 40mils used with fi ne ‘Binyamina’ cds. to 
Holland, minor blemishes b 100,-

3048 (The) DEAD SEA (type D1): 1942 (6.2.), philatelic cover to an australian soldier in Jerusalem with ten 
different defi nitives and very fi ne strikes of ‘THE DEATH SEA’ pmks. with censor handstamp and arri-
val pmk. ‘AIF Field PO No.11 (very attractive cover), and a local used picture postcard (6.5.46) bearing 
single 3mils green (control ‘2’) with same postmark (small faults) b/Ak 100,-
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3049 EL MASMIYA AL KABIRA (type D2 state 1): 1945 (13.11.), printed matter bearing single 5m orange 
used with fi ne ‘EL MASMIYA ALKABIRA’ cds. adressed to Haifa, some faults and heavy toning but a 
rare postmark with the only recorded example on cover! b 430,-

3050 ER RAMLE (type D1 state 3): 1921 (17.2.), 1pia. dark blue single use on cover with fi ne ‘RAMLEH’ 
cds. adressed to Abu Sueir/Egypt with Cairo transitmark on reverse (19.2.), roughly opened at top 
otherwise fi ne b 100,-

P 3051 GAZA (type D1 state 2): 1920 (23.9.), picture postcard franked with horizontal pair 2 mils (left stamp 
tear) on picture side used with fi ne strikes of ‘GAZA’ cds. (‘O E T A  E E F’ removed) adressed to Jaffa 
with arrival cds. on reverse (25.9.), some toning. Ak 100,-

3052 GEVAT (type D1): 1947 (5.5.), local cover to Tel Aviv with fi ne ‘GEVAT’ cds. (latest recorded date) and 
arrival cds. on reverse (6.5.), and a local used picture postcard franked 3mils used with same post-
mark (20.5.45), picture on reverse ‘Czenstochau. Russ. Kirche’, nice pair b/Ak 130,-

3053 HAIFA (type D1 state 1): 1919 (15.10.), stampless O.A.S. cover to London with very fi ne ‘O.E.T.A-E.E.F 
/ HAIFA’ cds. (very fi ne cover) and 1920 (5.6.) postcard from Germany bearing 40pf Germania from 
Stuttgart to Haifa with arrival cds. of same type on picture side (heavy toned adress side but very fi ne 
picture side) b/Ak 100,-

P 3054 HAIFA (type D4 state 2 and 4): 1919 (18.7.), cover from Cairo/Egypt to Haifa with very fi ne ‘O E T A / 
HAIF’ (‘A’ missing) cds. on reverse (22.7.19), and a registered cover from I.F.P.O. 328 to London with 
arrival pmk. and transitmark ‘OET / HAIFA’ (8.1.1920) on reverse, both covers opened three-sides for 
display and some faults but scarce Haifa postmarks with the only recorded dates! b 220,-

3055 HAIFA (type I5): 1940 (5.4.), airmail cover franked 30mils only from Haifa to England with violet boxed 
bilingual ‘Weight / Grams / Insuffi ciently prepaid for air mail’, and an airmail postcard franked 8mils only 
from Haifa to Switzerland with same instructional marking, minor blemishes but an attractive pair b 100,-

3056 HAIFA (type I6, I10 and I14): 1933 (9.2.), cover from Jerusalem via Haifa to Tiberias endorsed ‘insuf-
fi ciently adressed’ on reverse and returned via Haifa with violet single-line ‘INSUFFICIENTLY ADRES-
SED’ (I10, only recorded example!) and boxed ‘UNDELIVERED FOR THE REASON STATED ON THE 
COVER’ (I6), and a locally used cover within Haifa (4.4.44) overfranked with 24mils (6m block/4) 
endorsed ‘found empty’ and violet boxed ‘FOUND WITHOUT CONTENTS AT POST OFFICE HAIFA’ (I14), 
very unusual and attractive cover pair! b 100,-

3057 HAIFA (type I9 and I13): 1933 (4.11.), cover from Copenhagen to Jerusalem redirected to Haifa and 
returned to Denmark with violet single-line ‘RETURN TO’ and ‘PARTI’ (I13, only recorded example) and 
Haifa transitmark (14.11.), and a registered cover from Tel Aviv (5.2.47) to Haifa endorsed ‘unknown’ 
and returned on same day with single-line ‘RETURN TO’, both covers with small faults b 100,-

3058 HAIFA (type PM4): 1938 (5.4.), local circular franked 2mils with fi ne ‘Haifa’ cds. but mistaken for a let-
ter with boxed tax-marking (6mils due) then cancelled and triangular ‘H.A.’ postmark applied beside, 
and another circular (1943) franked 3mils used with same triangular marking, nice and unusual pair b 100,-

P 3059 HAIFA (type PM5 and PM6): 1947, four local circulars each franked 3mils and cancelled with triangu-
lar ‘H.A.’ or ‘HA’ (two each), nice quartet! b 130,-

3060 HAIFA (type SL3): 1931 (5.2.), printed matter from an Italian ship with stamps cancelled ‘Lloyd Tries-
tino’ put ashore at Haifa (9.2.31) and poor black boxed ‘PAQUEBOT’ adressed to England, and a 
picture postcard to Germany (ca. 1936) bearing uncancelled british stamps and very fi ne violet boxed 
‘PAQUEBOT’ used at Haifa b/Ak 100,-

3061 HAIFA (type SL3 and SL4): 1932 (11.10.), polish ship postcard written in Constantinople with 30gr. 
stamp cancelled ‘S/S Poloni...’ put ashore at Haifa with very fi ne black boxed ‘PAQUEBOT’ (SL3) 
adressed to Vienna, and a cover bearing KEVII 1d + 1/2d stamps cancelled with oval purple ‘S/S 
......... Beyrouth’ and black single-line ‘PAQUEBOT’ (SL4) with Haifa cds. beside (21.3.38), nice pair! b/Ak 100,-

P 3062 HAIFA - AHUZAT SAMUEL (type D5): 1947 (16.11.), 13m stat. postcard uprated 9mils for registered 
use with very fi ne ‘AHUZAT SAMUEL / HAIFA’ cds. locally used, a 1943 (25.7.) cover franked 10mils 
with same postmark to Jerusalem (arrival cds. on reverse, minor vertical bend) and a 1941 (2.6.) 
cover from Egypt (Base Army Post Offi ce 4) with very fi ne arrival cds. of same type (part of backfl ap 
missing), very attractive trio! b/GA 100,-

3063 HAIFA - BAT GALIM (type D1): 1942 (9.12.) and 1943 (29.3.), two registered covers franked 25mils 
used to Egypt with fi ne ‘BAT GALIM’ cds. and blue/white reg. labels and several transitmarks on rever-
se, one cover with roughly opened backfl ap otherwise a fi ne and attractive pair! b 130,-

P 3064 HAIFA - BAT GALIM (type D1): 1939 (24.9.), registered letter 13mils uprated 55mils used with very fi ne 
‘BAT GALIM’ cds. (earliest recorded date) and blue/white reg. label ‘Haifa 14’ by airmail (with written 
‘By K.L.M.) to London, fi ne and scarce cover! GA 100,-

3065 HAIFA - BAZAAR (type D1 and D2): 1929 (9.9.), printed matter franked 3mils used to Lebanon with 
fi ne ‘HAIFA / BAZAAR B O’ cds. (D1) and transitmarks on reverse (two horiz. bends incl. one through 
the stamp), and two ‘Inland Parcel’ certifi cates (24.2.32 and 25.10.37) both with double-line ‘HAIFA 
BAZAAR. B.O’ cds. (D2), unusual trio! b 100,-

3066 HAIFA - CARMEL AVENUE (type D1): 1925 (12.1.), picture postcard franked 8mils adressed to USA 
with very fi ne ‘CARMEL AVENUE. B.O / HAIFA’ cds. (very fi ne), and a cover (6.4.1925) franked 13mils 
used to New York with very fi ne postmark of same type (marginal faults!) b/Ak 190,-
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3067 HAIFA - CARMEL AVENUE (type D1): 1924 (12.3.), cover franked 13mils (2 x 5m orange + 3m turqui-
se) to Reutlingen/Germany with very fi ne ‘CARMEL AVENUE. B.O / HAIFA’ cds., roughly opened, vert. 
and horiz. bends (through upper stamps) b 100,-

3068 HAIFA - HERTSELIYA STREET (type D1): 1945 (5.6.), registered postcard franked 22mils (blue/white 
prov. reg. label without PO name) to Mount Carmel (fi ne) and a registered cover (16.9.1945) franked 
25mils used to Tel Aviv ((faults), both with very fi ne ‘HERTSELIYA B O’ cds. and transit/arrival post-
marks on reverse b 160,-

3069 HAIFA - HERTSELIYA STREET (type D2): 1946 (18.8.), registered airmail cover franked 125mils (20m two 
strips/3 + single 5m) used to Budapest with fi ne ‘HAIFA / HERTSELIYA  ST BO’ cds. with Haifa (19.8.) and 
Budapest (20./23.8.) transitmarks on reverse, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive cover! b 100,-

P 3070 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO: 1926 (9.2.), offi cial OHMS cover franked 13m blue used with fi ne ‘HAIFA - KAN-
TARA / T.P.O. SOUTH’ cds. adressed to London b 100,-

P 3071 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D5 state 2 South): 1923 (29.9.) and 1924 (6.5.), two picture postcards 
used to Mexico (!) with arrival pmk., both with very fi ne strikes of ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O SOUTH’ cds., 
very attractive pair to an unusual destination! Ak 220,-

3072 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D8 North and South): 1923 (28.7.), underpaid cover from England used 
to Roshpinna redirected to Sarafand with tax-markings on front incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 10 / MILLIEMES’ 
and postage dues 2m and 8m used on arrival with good Sarafand cds., backstamped ‘KANTARA HAI-
FA / T P O NORTH’ (7.8.) and ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O SOUTH’ (9.8.), very attractive and scarce cover b 100,-

3073 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type D13 South): 1925 (13.8.), picture postcard to Germany franked 8mils 
(4m horiz. pair) with very fi ne ‘HAIFA - KANTARA / T.P.O. SOUTH’ cds., very attractive postcard! Ak 100,-

P 3074 HAIFA - KANTARA TPO (type UP3 North): 1923 (22.5.), underpaid cover from England to Sarafand 
redirected to Beisan with tax-markings on front incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 8 / MILLIEMES’ and postage due 
8m used on arrival with good Beisan cds. (9.6.) and very fi ne ‘KANTARA HAIFA / T P O NORTH’ (30.5.) 
transitmark on reverse, very attractive cover! b 100,-

3075 HAIFA - MOUNT CARMEL (type D1): 1929 (9.4.), picture postcard franked 7mils to Berlin/Germany 
with good to fi ne ‘(MO)UNT CARME(L)’ cds., picture on reverse ‘Haifa Palm Grove’, very attractive card Ak 130,-

P 3076 HAIFA - MOUNT CARMEL (type D2 and D3): 1935/47, local used 4m stat. postcard (26.5.37), cover 
franked 35mils used to Lebanon (27.3.35) and underpaid airmail cover from Oxford (2.4.47) to Haifa 
with tax-marking and postage dues 6m orange and 2m yellow (corner fault), all with very fi ne double-
circle ‘MOUNT CARMEL’ cds. (D2), and a registered cover (minor faults) from Tel Aviv (26.3.42) to 
Mount Carmel with very fi ne arrival postmark of other type (D3), nice quartet! b/GA 170,-

3077 HAIFA - RAFA TPO (type D4): 1931 (7.9.), picture postcard to Bombay franked 3mils and 1934 (1.10.) 
airmail cover to England franked 13mils, both with very fi ne strikes of ‘HAIFA-RAFA / T.P.O.’ cds., very 
attractive pair! b/Ak 160,-

P 3078 HAIFA - RAFA TPO (type R3): 1931 (22.11.), registered letter 13m uprated with 7m and 13m for insu-
rance (red/black ‘Insured’ label) used from Hedera to Germany, transitmarks on reverse incl. Haifa 
and very fi ne ‘RAFA-HAIFA / R / T.P.O.’ (both 23.11.), Brindisi (1.12.) and Berlin (4.12.), wax seals on 
front partly fallen off otherwise very fi ne and attractive GA 100,-

3079 HAIFA - RAFA TPO (type D4 and D5): 1934/36, three covers with ‘HAIFA-RAFA / T.P.O.’ cds. in two 
different types incl. single 8m to England (25.11.36, D4, latest recorded date), single 13m by airmail 
to England (28.9.36, D4) and single 15m to USA (13.3.34, D5, earliest recorded date), minor faults 
nevertheless an nice trio! b 160,-

3080 HAIFA - RAFA TPO (type D5 and D6): 1935 (5.12.), picture postcard franked 8mils (2m + 6m) to Scot-
land with ‘HAIFA-RAFA / T.P.O.’ cds. (D5) and 1933 (26.12.) local cover franked 5mils to Jerusalem 
with ‘RAFA-HAIFA / T.P.O.’ cds. (D6), faults! b/Ak 130,-

3081 HEBRON (type D3): 1922 (9.1.), cover to England franked 13mils (1pia. + 3m) used with very fi ne 
double-circle ‘HEBRON’ cds. and an airmail cover (19.12.32) bearing single 20m used to London redi-
rected to Glasgow with fi ne postmarks of same type, minor blemishes nevertheless a nice cover pair b 100,-

3082 HEBRON (type D4): 1939 (17.7.), local cover to Jerusalem franked 5mils used with very fi ne ‘HEBRON’ 
cds. and arrival pmk. on reverse (20.7.), opened three-sides for display otherwise fi ne b 100,-

3083 HEBRON (type D6): 1921 (10.8.), picture postcard bearing 4m red on picture side used with very fi ne 
‘HEBRON’ cds. adressed to Jerusalem, picture ‘Hebron - Oak of Abraham’, very nice postcard! Ak 100,-

3084 HEFTSIBAH BEIT ALFA (type D4): 1941 (25.7.), stampless certifi ed offi cial cover from F.P.O. 201 and a 
folded circular franked 10mils used from Tel Aviv (28.1.46) both with with good to fi ne ‘Heftsibah Beit 
Alfa’ arrival cds. on reverse, some faults b 90,-

3085 HERTSELIYA (type D4): 1937 (24.8.), printed matter from Berlin/Germany underpaid with tax-mar-
kings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY. / MILS’ endorsed ‘6’ and postage dues 2m yellow and 1m brown horiz. 
pairs used on arrival with very fi ne ‘HERTSLIYA’ cds., and a local cover franked 5mils used with very 
fi ne strike of same postmark and Tel Aviv trilingual machine pmk. ‘Buy Jaffa Orange and Grapefruit’ 
on reverse, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive cover pair b 100,-

3086 JAFFA (type D1 state 2 and D3 state 1): 1919 (19.8.), cover to Berne/Switzerland bearing 5m orange 
vert. pair with fi ne ‘OETA EEF / JAFFA’ cds. (D3 state 1), minor wrinkles, and a colourful registered 
cover to France (26.10.1920) franked 20mils used with very fi ne ‘JAFFA’ cds. (D1 state 2, ‘O.E.T.A.-
E.E.F.’ removed), both with Port-Said transitmarks on reverse, nice pair! b 100,-
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P 3087 JAFFA (type D3 state 1): 1919 (4.9.), cover to Berne/Switzerland bearing 5m orange vert. pair (blemis-
hes) and a postcard to France (21.9.1919) bearing single 4m red both with fi ne ‘OETA EEF / JAFFA’ 
cds., the postcard with Port-Said (23.9.) and Paris (1.10.) transitmarks on front, nice pair! b 130,-

3088 JAFFA - AJAMI (type D4): 1923 (12.8.), regstered cover of the ‘The Anglo-Egyptian Bank Ltd. Jaffa’ 
bearing 13mils horiz. pair to Basle/Switzerland (light vertical bend) and a postcard bearing single 
8m red (4.2.1925) to Cologne/Germany both with very fi ne double-circle ‘AJAMI.B.O..JAFFA’ pmk., 
attractive pair! b 100,-

P 3089 1944, ‘’JAFFA PALESTINE/POSTAGE PAID/3M 4 OCT 44’’ rubber cancellation in red on internally sent 
cover to Al-Quids, with Jerusalem cds on back. A rare handstamp also listed in M. Saher’s catalogue. b 120,-

3090 JERUSALEM - DEAD LETTER OFFICE (type D3): 1941 (22.7.), local cover used within Jerusalem with 
several instructional markings and transitmarks offi cially sealed with ‘JERUSALEM / R.L.O.’ cds. 
(28.7.), some wrinkles and tonespots b 100,-

3091 JERUSALEM GPO (type PD8): 1933/42, two covers incl. one from British Red Cross Society, one cover 
front and a circular all with good to fi ne red ‘JERUSALEM / PALESTINE / POSTAGE PAID’ cds. at 2M or 
3M rate, minor blemishes nevertheless a nice quartet b/d 100,-

P 3092 JERUSALEM GPO (type I9): 1940 (18.6.), censored airmail cover from Jerusalem franked 25mils 
adressed to France with scarce violet two-line ‘RETURNED TO SENDER / NO SERVICE’ hs. on reverse 
(service interrupted due to Italy’s entry into the war), marginal faults and repaired tear at top but a 
scarce cover b 100,-

P 3093 JERUSALEM GPO (type I23) and DEAD LETTER OFFICE (type D3): 1938 (9.2.), local registered and 
A.R. cover franked 18mils used within Jerusalem with several postmarks on both sides, A.R. hand-
stamps on front and violet two-line bilingual (hebrew-arab) handstamp (I23) on reverse (fi ne cover), 
and another cover from Jaffa (1944) to London endorsed ‘Deceased’ with several instructional mar-
kings and transitmarks returned to Palestine with ‘JERUSALEM / R.L.O.’ cds. (29.2.) on reverse (ope-
ned three-sides for display and small blemishes), unusual cover pair! b 160,-

3094 JERUSALEM GPO (type I35): 1937 (12.10.), local cover from Tel Aviv franked 2mils only with tax-
markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘6’ and 6m postage due used on arrival in Jerusalem 
(15.10.) with boxed ‘CHARGE NOT COLLECTED / FRESH LABEL REQUIRED’, vertical bend and some 
wrinkles but an unusual and scarce usage b 100,-

3095 JERUSALEM GPO (type I58): 1934 (21.2.), registered letter 13m uprated with 15m + 7m stamps for 
insurance used from Jerusalem to Vienna with black boxed ‘Poids_______grms.’ instruct. marking 
endorsed ‘15’ and several transitmarks on reverse incl. Cairo (23.2.), Naples (3.3.), Udine (4.3.) and 
Vienna (6.3.), minor blemishes nevertheless a very attractive cover! GA 100,-

P 3096 JERUSALEM GPO (type I63): 1945/46, two airmail covers from Jerusalem to New York (23.5.45) franked 
40mils only and to Stockholm (9.6.46) franked 50mils only both with boxed ‘INSUFFICIENTLY PREPAID / 
BY AIR TO ........... ONLY’ with ‘London’ added in mansucript, earliest and latest recorded dates of usage of 
this instructional marking, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive and unusual cover pair! b 100,-

P 3097 JERUSALEM GPO (type AM3): 1925 (13.11.), ai9rmail cover franked 2pia. (1pia. grey, 4m rose and 
6m green) with Jerusalem machine cancel adressed to Baghdad with single-line ‘AIR MAIL’ hand-
stamp on front, scarce and attractive cover! b 220,-

3098 JERUSALEM GPO (type HS1): 1923 (6. and 22.2.), two covers franked 13mils or 2pia. used from Jeru-
salem to London with boxed handstamp on reverse ‘MINIMUM LETTER POSTAGE / U. K. to PALESTINE 
3D’, one cover with vertical bend and the other with backfl ap missing b 100,-

P 3099 JERUSALEM GPO (type UP10 and UP11): 1938 (7.4.), underpaid cover from England adressed to 
Jerusalem with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘12’ (UP11) and postage dues 
10m grey and 2m yellow used on arrival (vertical bend between stamps), and a local unpaid circular 
(26.4.1930) used within Jerusalem with boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘4’ (UP10) and postage due 
affi xed on arrival (heavy faults!) b 100,-

3100 JERUSALEM GPO (type EXP5): 1947 (9.4.), express cover with metermark to Tel Aviv arrived same day, 
a registered express cover (13.12.47) to Glasgow (wrinkles!) and a certifi cate of posting (13.2.48) all 
with black single-line ‘EXPRESS’ handstamp including earliest and latest recorded dates, unusual 
trio! b 100,-

P 3101 JERUSALEM - JAFFA TPO (type D3): 1922 (29.4.), picture postcard to Coblenz/Germany franked 6mils 
(3m pair) used with good strike of scarce ‘JERUSALEM JAFFA TPO DOWN / X’ cds, picture on reverse 
‘Jerusalem Paulus Hospiz, attractive and scarce postcard Ak 220,-

P 3102 JERUSALEM - JAFFA TPO (type D3): 1925 (19.5.), pre-printed cover ‘A.H.Klonsky, Hebron (Palestine)’ 
franked 12mils only used with fi ne strikes of scarce ‘JERUSALEM JAFFA TPO DOWN / X’ cds adressed 
to Marseille with tax-marking ‘T and french 45c postage due used on arrival, vertical bend and minor 
blemishes nevertheless a very unusual and attractive cover b 220,-

3103 JERUSALEM - JAFFA TPO (type D3): 1926 (6.2.), cover front ‘N. C. Couccoulis, Commission Agent, 
Alexandria’ franked 13mils (6m + 4m + 3m) used with fi ne ‘JERUSALEM JAFFA TPO DOWN / X’ cds. to 
England, front only stuck to paper but very colourful! d 170,-

3104 JERUSALEM - JAFFA TPO (type D4): 1931 (5.12.), picture postcard to Wuppertal/Germany franked 
8mils (2m + 6m) and 1934 (14.12.) printed matter to England franked 3mils both used with good to 
fi ne strikes of ‘JERUSALEM-JAFFA / T.P.O.’ cds., nice pair! b/Ak 220,-
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3105 JERUSALEM - MAHNE YEHUDA (type D3, 2nd period): 1947 (12.9.), registered cover to Copenhagen 
bearing single 50mils and a censored airmail cover (3.5.44) to Miami Beach/USA bearing single 
100mils both used with very fi ne ‘MAHNE YEHUDA B.O. JERUSALEM’ cds., small blemishes neverthe-
less a very attractive cover pair! b 90,-

3106 JERUSALEM - MEA SHEARIM (type D2): 1920 (19.6.), pre-printed cover ‘General Jewish Orphans 
Home for Girls’ adressed to Petersburg/USA franked 2mils with fi ne ‘OETA EEF / MEO SHEORIM 
JSLM’ cds., several faults! b 100,-

3107 JERUSALEM - MEA SHEARIM (type D2): 1920 (3.5.), cover to England bearing two 5mils orange used 
with good ‘OETA EEF / MEO SHEORIM JSLM’ cds., rougly opened and re-closed backfl ap b 100,-

3108 JERUSALEM - MEA SHEARIM (type D3): 1920 (15.8.), cover to Vienna/Austria bearing single 1pia. 
dark blue used with fi ne ‘MEO SHEORIM / JESLM’ cds., minor marginal blemishes! b 100,-

P 3109 JERUSALEM - MEA SHEARIM (type D4): 1921 (7.8.), registered cover to Hamburg/Germany franked 
20mils (two pairs 5m orange) used with very fi ne ‘MEA SHEARIM / JESLM’ cds. and arrival pmk. on 
reverse (18.8.), vertical bend and minor blemishes nevertheless a very attractive cover! b 130,-

3110 JERUSALEM - REHAVIA (type D1 state 5): 1936 (25.8.), registered cover to Tel Aviv franked 18mils 
(6m strip/3) used with very fi ne ‘REHAVIA BO / JSM’ cds. (‘JSM’ inverted, earliest recorded date) and 
arrival pmk. on reverse (26.8.), minor blemishes nevertheless a very attractive cover b 100,-

3111 KARKUR (type D3): 1937/47, two covers to Tel Aviv incl. registered (28.7.47) franked 26mils (10m 
grey and 3m green gutter-pairs!) and normal franked 5m orange both used with very fi ne double-circle 
‘KARKUR’ cds. and arrival postmarks on reverse, very nice cover pair! b 90,-

3112 KEFAR BAROUCH (type D1): 1944 (31.7.), cover piece with single 10m grey used in Nahalal and fi ne arrival 
‘KEFAR BAROUCH’ cds. beside, and a registration receipt (13.8.44) with same postmark, nice pair! b/d 100,-

3113 KEFAR HASSIDIM (type D1): 1945 (2.4.), postcard franked 7mils (4m + 3m) used with very fi ne 
double-circle ‘KEFAR HASSIDIM’ cds. adressed to Haifa without message on reverse, attractive card b 90,-

3114 KEFAR SAVA (type D3): 1935 (3.2.), cover to Berlin/Germany franked 15mils (3m + 2m three each), 
1936 (20.8.) airmail cover to Germany franked 15mils (7m, 4m + 2m pair) and a local cover (8.11.33, 
faults) bearing single 5m orange to Jerusalem, all with fi ne to very fi ne double-circle ‘KEFAR SAVA’ 
cds., nice trio b 100,-

P 3115 KEFAR SHEMARYAHU (type D2): 1947 (11.12.) and 1948 (18.3.), two locally used covers both fran-
ked 10mils (incl. one with 7m stat. cutout) and used with good to fi ne double-circle ‘KEFAR SHEMA-
RYAHU’ pmk., some blemishes b 100,-

3116 KEFAR TABOR (type D2): 1947 (9.5.), local circular franked 3mils used to Haifa with very fi ne ‘KEFAR 
TABOR’ cds. and another circular from Tel Aviv (6.6.47) with very fi ne arrival cds. of same type, both 
with small faults nevertheless an attractive pair b 90,-

3117 KEFAR YEDIDYA (type D3): 1944 (20.9.), registered printed matter to England franked 20mils (5m 
orange strip/4) and prov. blue/white reg. label endorsed ‘Jedidia’ and a local circular (1.4.48) fran-
ked 3mils both with very fi ne double-circle ‘KEFAR YEDIDYA’ pmk., minor blemishes b 90,-

3118 KFAR ATA (type D1 and D2): 1943 (27.6.), local cover bearing single 10m grey used with light but fi ne 
‘KFAR ATA’ cds. (D1), and a registered cover (12.1.44) franked 25mils used with good double-circle 
‘KFAR ATA’ pmk. (D2, fi ne pmk. on reverse), several wrinkles on the reg. cover otherwise fi ne b 90,-

P 3119 LYDDA AIRPORT (type D3): 1947 (26.3.), registered letter from India with very fi ne ‘LYDDA AIR PORT’ 
transitmark on reverse, and two picture postcards (10.11. and 24.12.47) used by airmail to USA with 
very fi ne postmarks of same type, attractive trio! (T) GA/Ak 100,-

3120 LYDDA JUNCTION (type D2 state 2): 1921 (18.8.), cover to England bearing single 1pia dark blue used 
with good ‘L U D D’ cds., small faults but a scarce postmark b 100,-

3121 MEIR SHEFEYA (type D1): 1946 (2.9.), local printed matter bearing 3mils used with very fi ne of large 
double-circle ‘MEIR SHEFEYA’ pmk., and another cover (26.10.46) from a Jewish prisoner in Jerusa-
lem with arrival pmk. of same type on reverse of cover, shortened at top through the stamp and some 
toning on both covers b 100,-

P 3122 MESHEK AYELET HASHAHAR (type D1 and D2): 1945 (29.8.), registered cover bearing 50mils vert. 
pair used to Switzerland and a postcard (13.9.44) franked 7mils used to Haifa both used with very 
fi ne ‘Meshek Ayelet Hashahar’ cds. (D1) and transitmarks on reverse, and a local printed matter 
(8.5.47) with single 3m green and very fi ne double-circle ‘MESHEK AYELET HASHAHAR’ pmk. (D2) and 
Rush Pinna transitmark on reverse (9.5.), very attractive trio! b 170,-

3123 MESHEK EIN HAROD (type D5): 1940 (9.10.), local cover franked 7mils violet used with fi ne ‘MESHEK 
EIN HAROD’ cds. and another cover from Haifa (29.7.40) with fi ne arrival pmk. of same type on rever-
se, both covers shortened at left and some faults! b 100,-

P 3124 MESHEK YAJUR (type D1): 1945 (22.10.), airmail cover to Glasgow franked 40mils (two pairs 10m 
grey) used with very fi ne double-circle ‘MESHEK YAJUR’ pmk. (minor wrinkles), and a postcard to 
Haifa (20.9.44) franked 7mils (incl. 4m control ‘2’) used with same postmark, scarce postmark and 
an attractive pair! b 160,-

3125 METULLA (type D3): 1946 (11.9.), airmail cover franked 55mils to Holland and 1941 (25.8.) stat. 
postcard 8m red locally used with very fi ne double-circle ‘METULLA’ pmk., both with vertical bends 
and marginal blemishes b/GA 100,-
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3126 MISHMAR HAEMEK (type D2): 1945 (25.4.), express cover to Rehovot franked 40 mils and a local 
cover (22.10.46) franked 10mils both with fi ne ‘MISHMAR HAEMEK’ cds. and arrival postmarks on 
reverse, both covers with some faults on reverse b 130,-

3127 MIZRA (type D1): 1945/47, postcard to Haifa franked 7mils, local letter franked 10mils and a local 
circular franked 3mils all with fi ne to very fi ne ‘MIZRA PA’ cds., some faults nevertheless a nice trio b 160,-

3128 NABLUS (type D2): 1924 (10.9.), pre-printed cover ‘Emran Isaac Le Preter Naplouse’ bearing single 
5m orange used with good double-circle ‘NABLUS’ pmk. to Haifa with arrival cds. on reverse (11.9.), 
several faults! b 90,-

3129 NATHANYA (type EXP1 and UP1): 1942 (4.12.), local express cover to Tel Aviv franked 35mils with balck 
boxed ‘EX’ (EXP1) used to Tel Aviv with arrival pmk. of same day on reverse, and an underpaid airmail cover 
to England franked 60mils only with large ‘T’ (UP1), unusual and scarce covers but with faults! b 100,-

3130 NAZARETH (type D1 state 1): 1920 (8.1.), very small local cover (toned, vertical crease and backfl ap 
missing) franked by 3 mils used with very clear ‘NAZARETH / O E T’ cds. b 100,-

3131 NAZARETH (type D1 state 1): 1919 (29.5.), stampless O.A.S. picture postcard used with very fi ne 
‘NAZARETH / O E T’ cds. adressed to England, picture on reverse ‘Ruins of Capernaum’, very fi ne and 
attractive card Ak 100,-

P 3132 PARDESS HANNA (type D2 and D3): 1943 (16.3.), registered cover to Tel Aviv franked 25mils used 
with very fi ne small double-circle ‘PARDESS HANNA’ pmk. (D2), another registered cover (2.12.45) to 
New York franked 35mils and a local printed matter (8.9.47) franked 3mils both with very fi ne ‘Par-
dess Hanna’ cds. (D3), minor blemishes nevertheless a very nice trio! b 100,-

P 3133 QALQILYA (type D6): 1947 (8.11.), registered letter 15mils uprated with 10m grey used with very 
fi ne ‘QALQILYA’ cds. to Haifa with transitmarks of Tulkarm, Jaffa (both 9.11.) and Haifa (10.11.), very 
attractive envelope GA 90,-

3134 QIRYAT ANAVIM (type D1): 1946 (5.5.), local postcard franked 7mils and 1947 (25.3.) local circular to 
Haifa franked 3mils both with very fi ne ‘QIRYAT ANAVIM’ cds., very attractive pair b 130,-

3135 QIRYAT HAIM (type D4): 1936 (23.12.), local cover bearing single 5m orange used with very fi ne 
double-circle ‘QIRYAT HAIM’ pmk., and another cover (14.4.38) to Australia franked 15mils used with 
same postmark and Sydney machine cancel on reverse (17.5.), both covers with some blemishes b 100,-

3136 RAANANA (type D2): 1931 (22.10.), local cover to Tel Aviv bearing single 5m orange and two airmail 
covers to New York franked 100mils (13.8.44) or 126mils (26.1.47) all with very fi ne double-circle 
‘RAANANA’ pmk., the local cover toned and backfl ap fault and the airmail covers very fi ne b 100,-

P 3137 RAM ALLAH (type D1 state 2): 1921 (24.1. and 16.2.), two covers to Ireland each franked with single 1pia. 
dark blue and used with good or fi ne ‘RAMALLAH’ cds., one cover with faults but scarce postmarks! b 220,-

3138 RAM ALLAH (type D3): 1947 (25.3.), airmail cover to London franked 80mils used with fi ne double-
circle ‘RAM ALLAH’ pmk., nice cover b 90,-

3139 RAMAT HAKOVESH (type D1): 1947 (27.3. and 7.5.), two domestic covers bearing 3m or 10m stamps 
used with very fi ne ‘Ramat Hakovesh’ cds. and Haifa or Tel Aviv arrival pmk. on reverse, one cover 
some wrinkles nevertheless a nice cover pair b 100,-

3140 REHOVOT (type D4): 1926 (16.9.), 13m blue single use on cover with very fi ne ‘Rehovot’ cds. adres-
sed to Nürnberg/Germany b 100,-

3141 ROSH PINNA (type D2): 1925 (12.5.), small cover bearing 3m turquise and 5m orange horiz. pair with 
fi ne ‘ROSH PINAH’ cds. adressed to Syria with Damas transitmark on reverse(14.5.) b 100,-

P 3142 SAFAD (type D1 state 1): 1919 (29.5.), cover bearing single 1pia dark blue with fi ne strike of ‘SA-
FED’ cds. and boxed ‘E. P. C.’ beside adressed to Switzerland with Alexandria transitmark on reverse 
(9.6.),, fi ne and attractive cover, scarce postmark! b 100,-

P 3143 SAFAD (type D4): 1924 (14.12.), registered cover bearing 6m green and 2m bistre with blue/white 
reg. label adressed to New York with several transitmarks on reverse, a cover (11.6.1926) with single 
13m blue used to Germany (some wrinkles) and an austrian stat. postcard with 8m red stamp affi -
xed over stamp imprint used to Switzerland (1.9.24, some toning), all with good to fi ne ‘SAFAD’ cds., 
scarce postmark b 350,-

3144 SAFAD (type D7 2nd period): 1933 (16.3.), incoming cover from Brooklyn/USA with very fi ne ‘SAFED’ arri-
val cds. on reverse dated 5th July 1933 (earliest recorded date) and another local incoming cover (stamp 
removed) with good arrival cds. of same type on reverse (5.7.27), both covers with some toning b 100,-

P 3145 SAMAKH (type D5): 1921 (18.7.), 5m orange and british KGV 1/2d green used together on printed 
matter postcard written from a Captain in the R.A. (adress ‘42nd. Pack Battery, Semakh, Palestine, 
E.E.F.’) with very fi ne ‘SEMAKH’ cds. adressed to England, vertical bend and card separated into two 
halfs repaired with hinges, rare postmark! b 220,-

3146 SARAFAND (type D4): 1938 (10.6.), cover to England with two 5m orange stamps used with very fi ne 
‘Sarafand’ cds., vertical crease and opening faults. b 100,-

3147 SARAFAND (type D6): 1938 (27.12.), registered letter 13m uprated with 10m grey used to Jersey 
(reg. label missing and soem blemishes) and an airmail cover (21.2.40) used ‘via Imperial route’ to 
England both with fi ne strikes of ‘Sarafand’ cds. b/GA 100,-

3148 SHEFA AMR (type D2): 1947 (10.12.), airmail cover franked 65mils used with fi ne ‘Shefa Amr’ cds. to 
Brooklyn/USA, some wrinkles! b 100,-
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3149 SHEKHUNAT BOROKHOV (type D4): 1940 (7.6.), airmail cover bearing 20m and 5m defi nitives with fi ne 
small ‘Shekhunat Borokhov’ cds. adressed to New York (air mail crossed out, some toning and faults), and 
a small registered piece bearing two stamps with same postmark and blue/white reg. label b/d 100,-

P 3150 TEL AVIV (type D1): 1920 (29.7.), 1pia blue and 5m orange on cover to London with very fi ne ‘TEL AVIV 
/ JAFFA’ cds., minor blemishes but a scarce postmark! b 170,-

3151 TEL AVIV (type D1): 1921 (15.8.), registered cover bearing single 2pia olive orange used with fi ne ‘TEL 
AVIV / JAFFA’ cds. to Berlin/Germany with several transitmarks on reverse incl. Jaffa (16.8.) and Berlin 
(3.9.), small faults nevertheless very attractive and scarce b 100,-

3152 TEL AVIV (type I5 and I7): 1941 (3.4.), registered censored cover bearing 10m grey strip/3 used from 
Tel Aviv to Hungary with violet double-line ‘RETURNED TO SENDER / NO SERVICE’ (I5), and a locally 
registered cover used within Tel Aviv (9.10.47) with single-line ‘NOT CLAIMED’ (I7) on reverse and 
returned to sender, minor blemishes nevertheless but an unusual cover pair! b 100,-

3153 TEL AVIV (type I25 and I26): 1943/44, three locally adressed registered covers undelivered and 
returned with several instructional markings incl. different types of violet boxed trilingual ‘Unknown/
Refused/Left/Deceased/Insuffi ciently adressed’ handstamp, minor blemishes nevertheless an at-
tractive and unusual trio! b 90,-

P 3154 TEL AVIV (type AM4): 1945 (24.2.), registered airmail cover from Famagusta/Cyprus to Glasgow with 
Tel Aviv transitmark on reverse ((1.3.) and large ‘A.V.2’ on front, roughly opened at top otherwise fi ne 
and scarce cover! Cyprus b 100,-

3155 TEL AVIV (type PD2): 1945/47, two locally used covers and one cover to London all with good ‘TEL AVIV / 
PALESTINE / POSTAGE PAID’ cds. (3 mil. or 5 mil.) in red, minor blemishes nevertheless a nice trio b 100,-

P 3156 TEL AVIV (type PD3): 1938/39, two locally used cover fronts and a printed matter to New York all with 
very fi ne ‘TEL AVIV / POSTAGE PAID’ cds. in red, attractive trio! b/d 100,-

3157 TEL AVIV (type PM2 and PM3): 1933/43, four covers or circulars all bearing single 3m yellow-green 
for printed matter rate cancelled with triangular ‘TLV’ (2) or ‘T.V.’ (2) locally adressed or used to France 
or USA , unusual quartet with some faults! b 100,-

P 3158 TEL AVIV (type UP3 and UP4): 1930/36, airmail cover to Glasgow and uprated stat. postcard by 
airmail to Germany both underpaid from Tel Aviv with several tax-markings incl. large ‘T’ (UP2) and 
a postcard from South Africa (10.10.38, some toning) to Tel Aviv with circular ‘T 10 CENTIMES’ and 
boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘6’ (UP4) and postage dues 4m green and 2m yellow used on arrival 
with Tel Aviv cds. dated 18th Oct. 38, nice trio! b/GA 100,-

3159 TEL AVIV (type EXP2 and EXP3): 1944/45, two covers and one uprated stat. postcard all used with 
fi ne ‘TEL AVIV - EXPRESS’ cds. and large single-line ‘EXPRESS’ to Jerusalem, Haifa or Ramleh with 
arrival postmarks on reverse, minor blemishes nevertheless an attractive trio! b/GA 100,-

P 3160 TEL AVIV - HERZL STREET (type D2 and D3): 1946 (23.1.), underpaid airmail cover from London with 
several tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / MILS’ endorsed ‘80’ with 3 x 20m and 2 x 10m postage 
dues affi xed on arrival with very fi ne ‘HERZL ST. B. O. / TEL AVIV’ cds. (D3), and a part of registered 
local cover (12.5.39) bearing two defi nitives with same but other type of postmark (D2, latest recor-
ded date), nice pair b/d 100,-

P 3161 TEL AVIV - MEDICAL CONGRESS (type D1): 1934 (26.4.), local philatelic cover bearing single 5m oran-
ge with fi ne ‘TEL AVIV MC’ cds., rare postmark! b 220,-

3162 TEL AVIV - TEL NORDAU (type D3): 1945 (7.12.), registered cover franked 25mils to Haifa with arrival 
pmk. on reverse (9.12., roughly opened at top) and a registred cover front franked 55mils (16.11.45) 
to Belgium both with fi ne to very fi ne ‘TEL NORDAU. TEL AVIV’ cds. b/d 100,-

P 3163 TEL AVIV - SECOND MACABIA GAMES (type D1): 1935 (7.4.), local philatelic postcard bearing two 2m 
turquise defi nitives with good to fi ne ‘SECOND MICCABIAH TEL AVIV’ cds., toned around stamps but 
a rare postmark! b 220,-

3164 TEL AVIV - SHEKHUNAT MONTEFIORI (type D2): 1940 (25.7.), part of an underpaid  local circular used 
within Tel Aviv with 10m grey postage due with violet boxed ‘Charge not collected / fresh label requi-
red’ instructional marking and another 2m yellow and 8m red postage dues used with very fi ne strike 
of ‘Shekhunat Montefi ori / Tel Aviv’ cds. dated 25JY/40 d 100,-

3165 TIBERIAS (type D1 state 2 and D2): 1921 (29.3.), picture postcard bearing single 4m red used with 
fi ne ‘TIBERIAS’ cds. (D1, O. E. T. removed) adressed to England (heavy corner bend top right), and a 
cover (25.5.23, toned) to Jerusalem and a postcard (4.3.22) to Canada both with good to fi ne ‘Tibe-
rias’ cds. (D2), nice trio b/Ak 220,-

P 3166 TUL KARM (type D1 state 1): 1920 (13.1.), O.A.S. cover bearing single 1pia dark blue used with fi ne 
‘OETA EEF / TUL KERAM’ cds. adressed to Alexandria/Egypt with arrival cds. on reverse (15.1.), scar-
ce postmark on a nice cover b 220,-

3167 TUL KARM (type D2): 1922 (27.2.), telegram receipt with fi ne strike of ‘TULKERAM’ cds., small mar-
ginal faults b 90,-

P 3168 TUL KARM (type D3 and D9): 1924 (1.1.), underpaid cover from London adressed to Roshpina redi-
rected to Sarafand and then to Tul Karm with tax-markings incl. boxed ‘TO PAY / 10 / MILLIEMES’ and 
postage dues 8m violet and 2m blue-green used on arrival with very fi ne ‘TULKAREM’ cds. (16.1.24), 
backstamped Kantara-Haifa TPO North (several dates) and Tulkarem (type D9), roughly opened at top 
and some wrinkles nevertheless an attractive and scarce cover! b 220,-
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3169 YAJUR NESHER (type D4): 1945/47, three airmail covers to France incl. two registered with a nice 
mixture of defi nitives used with very fi ne ‘Yajur Nesher’ pmks. and the reg. covers with transitmarks 
of Haifa and Jerusalem and arrival cds., minor faults nevertheless a nice trio! b 100,-

P 3170 ZIKHRON YA’AQOV (type D2 and D4): 1921 (4.7.), offi cial cover ‘Waad Leumi (National Council) of 
the Jews of Palestine’ from Jerusalem with very fi ne ‘ZICRON’ arrival cds. (D2) and Haifa transitmark 
(5.7.), and another airmail cover franked 13mils used with poor double-circle ‘ZICRON JACOB’ pmk. 
(13.3.1923, D4) adressed to to Lithuania with arrival cds. on reverse (26.3.), minor blemishes! b 220,-

PHILIPPINEN    
see also 2148, 2149, 2226, 2232, 2339, 2343, 3300

P 3171 1844. Stampless envelope written from Manila dated ‘June 22nd 1844 ‘ addressed to London and 
endorsed ‘via India’ and forwarded with oval ‘Forwarded by/Smith. Huffnagle & Balfour/Calcutta’ 
with endorsement ”Recd 11th Nov 44’. Nice item of mail routed via Calcutta 1842-45. b 600,-

P 3172 1856, prephilatelic fi ne cover with long text written in MANILA 4.Apr.1856 to USA with arrival tax mark 
”53” and fi ne black strike ”NEW YORK Am PACKET AUG 11”, On reverse two cancellations from JUL 
1856. The correspondent specifi es the consignment of 200 bales of Indigo and other detailed asc-
pects of continuation and development of business relations. b 100,-

P 3173 1857, prephilatelic fi ne cover with text written in MANILA 5.March 1857 to USA with arrival tax mark 
”39” and fi ne black strike ”NEW YORK Br.PKT”, On reverse two cancellations from 1857. b 150,-

P 3173A 1859/62, Three entire letters from correspondence from Manila to Cadiz via Suez; all with framed 
‘’FRANCO’’ and ‘MANILA/ISLAS FILIP. Is’ date-stamps struck in different shades of blue, all with Alge-
ciras and Cadiz arrivals in red on reverse; fi ne quality. b 350,-

P 3174 1873. Envelope (upper fl ap missing on reverse) addressed to Manila bearing Great Britain SG 103, 3d 
carmine, plate 10 (4) tied by London duplex, endorsed ‘via Southampton’ with faint Manila arrival and 
charged hand-struck ‘2’ on face. A lovely item of incoming mail paying the scarce 1s rate via Brindisi. GB SG 103 (4) b 450,-

P 3175 1880. Envelope addressed to the French Scientifi c Mission in Singapore bearing French Type Sage 
Yvert 45, 35c violet/yellow tied by Gare Toulouse/Haut Garonne double ring ‘2/10’ with Singapore/
Paid arrival in red ‘Oct 30’ and forwarded to Manila with Spanish Post Offi ce arrival ‘9 Nov’ on reverse. 
Lovely item from the correspondence of Monsieur St Pol Lias and de la Croix of the French Scientifi c 
Mission to Sumatra and Perak. France Yv. 45 b 700,-

P 3176 1880. Envelope addressed to the French Scientifi c Mission in Manila, Philippines bearing French 
Type Sage Yvert 45, 35c violet/yellow tied by Montastruc/Haute Garonne double ring routed via Mar-
seille with Manila (Spanish) arrival on reverse. Lovely item from the correspondence of Monsieur St 
Pol Lias and de la Croix of the French Scientifi c Mission to Sumatra and Perak. France Yv. 45 b 600,-

P 3177 1882. Envelope (upper side roughly oppened) addressed to France bearing SG 82, 2c rose (strip of 4) tied 
by Manila date stamp routed via Saigon on French paquebot with octagonal ‘Col Espag P. Fr. Ligne N. No 
2’ date stamp in blue (Salles 1937) with ‘Modane a Paris’ ambulant in red and Paris receiver on reverse. 
Rare item of French maritime mail from Manila this paquebot cachet not recorded by Salles in blue. SG 82 (4) b 600,-

3178 1884, Three order forms from Manila adressed to London, Liverpool and Saigon, all with high franking 
and tied by blue signature mark, fold and tiny border faults, usual punch holes, fi ne and scarce group (T) d 130,-

P 3179 1884, Order form from Manila adressed to Manchester, amount 16 Pesos 1 Cmos., with 23 x 25c. 
dark brown in blocks and strips, 3 x 2c., 10c. and 20c., all tied by blue signature mark, fold and tiny 
border faults, usual punch holes, fi ne and scarce (T)

Sc. 76, 85, 
87, 88 d 130,-

3180 1884, Order form from Manila adressed to Barcelona, amount 26 Pesos 65 Cmos., with 26 x 25c. 
dark brown in blocks and strips, 3 x 10c. and 5c., all tied by blue signature mark, fold and tiny border 
faults, usual punch holes, fi ne and scarce (T) Sc. 81, 85, 88 d 130,-

P 3180A 1885 (May 26): Cover from Manila to Switzerland franked by 1878/79 50 m. de peso dull lilac 
in a horizontal pair, some ageing, mailed via French Paquebot with superb strike of VERY RARE 
octagonal ‘COL. ESPAG. / P. FR. LIGNE N. No. 5’ datestamp in BLUE (June 5) on obverse and 
Burgdorf arrival cds (July 4) on reverse. The cover was carried by spanish pakets from Manila to 
Singapore were it reached the french Ligne N. which applied the very rare ”COL. ESPAG.” origin 
handstamp, specifi c for mail from the Philippines. IN BLUE COLOUR IT IS UNRECORDED IN THE 
SALLES CATALOGUE (Nr. 1937). This UNIQUE COVER was last offered in the Galeria Filatelica de 
Barcelona auction of January 1991 for 500.000 Pesetas (3000 EUR).  A POSTAL HISTORY RARITY 
OF THE PHILIPPINES. Cert. Graus (1999): ”Extraordinaria rareza” Edifi l 43 b 2.500,-

3181 1898, 5 C+5 C karmin Ganzsachen-Doppelkarte ungebraucht (Laiz 16A) (T) GA 90,-
P 3182 1899, John Marshall $5 dark green with red opt. ‘PHILIPPINES’, mint heavy hinged, scarce stamp! 220 *    600,-
P 3183 1899, John Marshall $5 dark green with red opt. ‘PHILIPPINES’, mint heavy hinged, scarce stamp 

signed Roig 220 *    600,-
P 3184 1900. United States postal stationary envelope 2c red overprinted ‘Philippines’ upgraded with Yvert 

178, 3c violet tied by ‘Mil. Sta No 1 Manila/Phil Islands’ duplex addressed to New South Wales with 
Sydney transit and Kogarah receiver on reverse. Nice item. USA Yv. 178 GA 220,-

P 3185 1900, 2 C ”PHILIPPINES” on (self made?) picture card with ship, sent from ”MANILA DEC 10 1900” 
to Washington, USA Ak 60,-
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P 3186 1903/04, defi nitives stamps of USA optd. ‘PHILIPPINES’ complete set to $5 mint heavy hinged 
and some gum faults, scarce set with Diena certifi cate for the Dollar values, Mi. € 3.000,-- (Scott 
226/40) 222/35, 236 *    1.500,-

P 3187 1904, Marshall 1903 issue 5$ green red surcharged PHILIPPINES, tied by face free clear part strike 
of MANILA cds., fi ne and a very scarce stamp, signed Gebr. Senf Leipzig, Michel catalogue value 
5.000,- Euro

Mi. 235, Sc. 
239 g 700,-

P 3188 1904, John Marshall $5 dark green with red opt. ‘PHILIPPINES’, mint heavy hinged, scarce stamp 
signed Roig 235 *    500,-

P 3189 1905. Postal stationary envelope 1 cent green upgraded with Yvert 179, 4c brown tied by Manila P.I. 
roller addressed to Germany with Hamburg arrival on reverse. Yv. 179 GA 150,-

P 3190 1905. Registered envelope addressed to Seattle, Wash, bearing Philippines Scott 212, 50c orange 
tied by Manila duplex with hand-struck ‘Registered/Manila/May 11 1905’ in red. Only three covers 
recorded bearing 50c no wmk. Rare item. SC 212 b 450,-

P 3191 1916. Picture postcard written from ‘13th Infantery, Camp Mc Grath, Batanges, Philippines’ of ‘Camp 
Malaig’ addressed to Harrar, Ethiopia bearing SG 320, 4c carmine tied by Batanges duplex routed via 
Singapore, Alexandria and Port Said with framed ‘E.P.C’.’ in violet (Egypt Passed Censor) and Harrar 
arrival in blue. Interesting item of destination mail.

Ethiopia SG 
320 Ak 220,-

P 3192 1917/28, 6 c.violett, 8 c. yellow-brown and 1828 2 c. green red ovpt. on Long-Distance Seaplane 
Flight cover ”MANILA-KATSUURA/Japan” from 27.July 1931. Nice cachet, only 872 covers were fl own, 
signed by the aviator F.Chichester 277, 278, 312 b 90,-

P 3193 1925, 11.12. Erstfl ug Romblon - Manila mit U.S. Militärfl ugboot auf Ganzsachenkarte mit Zusatzfran-
katur. Extrem seltene Pionierfl ugpost, da nur 8 Belege befördert wurden. e 250,-

P 3193A 1926-13-5, Erstfl ug APARRI - MANILLA durch GALLARZA - LARIGA im Rahmen des Erstfl uges ”Madrid-
Manila” vs und rs dekorative Cachet-Stempel. b 200,-

P 3194 1926, defi nitives with violet or red opt. ‘AIR MAIL / MADRID-MANILA’ part set 2c green to 4p. dark 
blue (13 values), mint heavy hinged scarce stamps, Mi. ~ € 2.100,-- 291-303 *    800,-

P 3195 1932, Airmail cover from Manila by Chichester around the world attempt to Katsuura, where his air-
plane crashed, franked by 1926 10c Madrid-Manila and 1928 6c L.O.F. airmail stamps, addressed to 
Reyhjavik, ICELAND, with Japanese ‘.6 .9 .5’ backstamp. 295, 314 b 100,-

3195A 1932, 4 C, 8 C and 2x 16 C with pentagram-cancel sent registered from ”ILOILO FEB 11 1932” to 
Lucerne, Suisse with arrival 19.3.32 b 60,-

P 3196 1940, waager. Paar 2 C. als Zusatzfrankatur auf 2 C. Ganzsachenkarte von Manila ”via Formosa di-
rect, Japan and siberia per S.S. Mexiko Maru” nach Landau, Deutschland. Interessanter WK II Beleg 
mit dt. OKW-Zensur in guter Bedarfserhaltung. 410 (2), GA GA 100,-

P 3197 1941 (Sep-Oct) censored correspondence Manila to Miss Rowena Neal Sydney and redirected, ra-
tes of 2p 74 (2), 1p 78, 1p 40, 2p 10 and 2p 16 for Pan Am service to connect at Singapore with 
Imperial Airways, “AIR MAIL/(SINGAPORE)/VIA “CLIPPER”” and “TO BE FORWARDED BY/AIR FROM 
SINGAPORE” handstamps to that end, Singapore triangular Censor and three-line handstamps for all 
but one, three censored at Sydney, some handling faults, generally attractive and a very scarce and 
useful group, (6). b 600,-

P 3198 1941 (Jul-Aug) covers featuring frankings of 1941 Air series, earlier Manila-Melbourne at 72c sent via 
K.N.I.L.M. service, latter Cebu-Perth at 1p 32, censored upon arrival, (2). b 120,-

P 3199 1941 (Apr 26) Villamor University Manila censored cover to Melbourne franked 66c (2c x33), “AIR 
MAIL/(KNILM)/VIA “BATAVIA”” handstamp, Melbourne Censor tape/handstamp. b 100,-

3200 LIONS CLUB: 1952, Philippinen,  seltener, signierter Farb-Probedruck für 5 C. Lions-Konferenz in blau-
grün auf dünnem Papier, zugehöhriger Trägerkarton beiliegend. (T) 564 Proof (*)  60,-

PORTUGIESISCH-INDIEN    
P 3201 1880-81, 1t on 10r green, Perf 12¾, used 1882 with parts of Goa cds, weak brownish gum patches 

otherwise fi ne. (Mi. 360,- €) 115A g 90,-
P 3202 1883, 1½r black, variety PRINTED DOUBLE, used with small ‘’...GAO’’ cds, with four wide margins, 

fi ne and scarce. 148 Var g 100,-
P 3203 1886. Envelope to Karachi bearing Yvert 116, 6r green tied by Nova Goa date stamp with adjacent arrival. Yv. 116 b 180,-
P 3204 1916, King Carlos I. 2 t. brown and black in horizontal pair, tied by cds. ”NOVA GOA...” to registered 

cover with censorship label ”INDIA PORTUGUESA Censura Postal Militar” and cancel in violet to Zürich 
with arrival mark from 31.VII. 230 (2) b 80,-

P 3205 1917, 3 rs. postal stationery card as ”FRANC DE PORT” card from camp ”Bicholim” by Goa with cen-
sorship cancel in green via Lisbon with four line ”Commission Portoguise des Prissoners de Guerre/
LISBONNE” and ”GENF 17.V.” with committee sender cancel to Hamburg GA 100,-

P 3206 1917, P.O.W. registered cover without stamps Nova Goa with censorship label ”INDIA PORTUGESA” 
and two cancel plus French label and cancels via Lisboa to Stockholm with arrival mark ”STOCKHOLM 
19.10.17” b 100,-

P 3207 1930 (March 7), Registered airmail cover from Nova Goa to London ‘Via Karachi-Great Britain’, fran-
ked with Ceres 12t and 6t tied by Nova Goa diamond dater, with airmail and reg. labels on front. 345, 353 b 80,-
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P 3208 1945. Registered Air Mail envelope written from an Italian Internee on the ‘S.S. Anfora at Marmugao, 
Portuguese India’ addressed to the International Red Cross, Geneva, Switzerland bearing Portuguese 
India ‘Air Mail’ Yvert 1, 1t orange and Yvert 6, 7½t green (3) tied by Vasco da Gama registered date 
stamp with matching registered label and ‘Crown/Opened by Examiner/430’ censor label, routed 
via Bagdad with ‘Opened by Examiner/PC 90’ censor tape and boxed hand-struck ‘Crown/Passed 
DHG/2’ with Geneva arrival. Fine item. Yv. PA1,PA6 (3) b 180,-

P 3209 1945. Registered Air Mail envelope written from an Italian Internee on the ‘S.S. Anfora at Marmugao, Por-
tuguese India’ addressed to the International Red Cross, Geneva, Switzerland bearing Portuguese India 
Yvert 1, 1t orange, Yvert 2, 2½t violet (pair), Yvert 4, 4½t blue and Yvert 5, 7t brown tied by Vasco da Gama 
registered date stamp with matching registered label and ‘Crown/Opened by Examiner/430’ censor label, 
endorsed ‘via Bagdad, Sofi a and Chiasso’ with ‘Opened by Examiner/PC 90’ censor tape and boxed hand-
struck ‘Crown/Passed DHG/2’ in blue with Geneva arrival. Lovely item.

Yvert PA 1, 2 
(2), 4, 5 b 200,-

3210 1949, Hl. Maria of Fatima complete set in horizontal strips of three, mint never hinged, scarce strips! 
Mi. € 240,-- + 445/52 (3) **   60,-

P 3211 1951, Heiliges Jahr 3 R. rotbraun im senkrechten Paar davon die obere Marke nur am Oberrand ge-
zähnt und die untere Marke nur dreiseitig gezähnt, Gummimängel und diagonaler Bug im Unterrand-
bereich, bildseitig sehr dekorativ! 464 var. *    100,-

PORTUGIESISCH-INDIEN - ZWANGSZUSCHLAGSMARKEN    
3212 1952, Compulsory surtax stamp 1t grey IMPERFORATED marginal block of 12, fi ne unused. 10 (12) var. (*)  100,-

QATAR    
see also 4482

3213 1954, Air letter - 6 p. aerogramme from Great Britain (LF7) overprinted with ‘6 Annas’ and 2 black 
bars on britsh val. Clear strike „DOHA 12 AP 54”, GA Gebot

P 3214 1961/1966, Mixed currency registered airmail cover, 1 Rupie revalued with 1 Riyal and 20 np from 1961 
together on cover from Doha to Netherland, cancelled „REGISTERED  31 JY 68 DOHA QATAR”, rare. 28, 169 b 350,-

P 3215 1964, Registered airmail cover from Doha to Hamburg, Germany franked with 1963 75np ovptd 
‘John F. Kennedy 1917-1963’ and 5np, tied by ‘’REGISTERED/29 DE 64/DOHA QATAR’’ oval d/s, with 
further strikes on reverse, and Reg. label alongside, fi ne. A scarce commercial usage. 43, 26 b 80,-

3216 1966, Centenary of ITU 2np. imperforate progressive DIE PROOF vertical pair in BLUE only with addi-
tonal two part proofs on right side, mint never hinged 65 proof  (2) **   150,-

P 3217 1966, 40np circular ‘Coin’ stamp on airmail cover to Germany tied by two fi ne strikes of ‘’DOHA/
QATAR/20 AP/66’’ cds. A scarce usage of this stamp. 107 b 60,-

P 3218 1966, Centenary of ITU 1r. imperforate progressive DIE PROOF vertical pair in GREEN only with addi-
tonal two part proofs on right side, mint never hinged 71 proof  (2) **   150,-

P 3219 1966, New currency Riyal on 1r red together with 1967 20d ‘Apollo’ on registered airmail cover from 
Doha to Germany, fi ne and scarce. 169, 304 b 200,-

P 3220 1968. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to the Netherlands bearing SG 29, 20 n.p. lilac and SG 
148, 1 riyal on 1 rupee red tied by oval Registered/Doha Qatar date stamp with registered Doha/2 
label. Very Scarce stamp on commercially used cover. SG 29, 148 b 160,-

P 3220A 1972, Peregrine Falcon 3r and 1971 Child 75d on Airmail envelope from Doha to Melbourne, AUSTRA-
LIA, with related datestamps on front and on reverse. Cover roughly opened (creases, short tears), 
but still good appearance. (T) 535, 465 b 80,-

P 3221 1977, PROOF SHEET of Sheikh Khalifa defi nitives with eight similar designs of different deno-
mination in bright mauve (inner background and basis), the 80d value was accepted, the others 
have been crossed out, very fi ne, and very scarce. (M)

(715-21) 
proofs **   1.500,-

P 3222 1977, PROOF SHEET of Sheikh Khalifa defi nitives with eight similar designs of different denomi-
nation in red (inner background and basis), the 35d value was accepted, the others have been 
crossed out, very fi ne, and very scarce. (M)

(715-21) 
proofs **   1.500,-

P 3223 1977, PROOF SHEET of Sheikh Khalifa defi nitives with eight similar designs of different denomi-
nation in turquoise (inner background and basis), the 10d value was accepted, the others have 
been crossed out, very fi ne, and very scarce. (M)

(715-21) 
proofs **   1.500,-

P 3224 1977, PROOF SHEET of Sheikh Khalifa defi nitives with eight similar designs of different denomi-
nation in green (inner background and basis), the 5d value was accepted, the others have been 
crossed out, very fi ne, and very scarce. (M)

(715-21) 
proofs **   1.500,-

P 3225 1979, 50th Anniv of International bureau of Education. Both stamps 35 and 80 d. not perf., mounted 
on Harrisson & Sons LTD printers archive card, ovpt. „SPECIMEN”, very rare. 770-71 proof SPEC 200,-

P 3226 1980, Independancy, 4 values as fi nal progressive proof, size 14,3:20,3 cm, on ungummed paper, 
showing the colours of the printing process as stripes at left. Attractive and rare! (T) 786/89 (*)  380,-

P 3227 1992, Children paintings souvenir sheet, mnh, very fi ne. (Mi. 320 €) Bl. 26 **   200,-

RAS AL KHAIMA    
P 3228 1965, Illustrated airmail cover to Bethesda, U.S.A., franked with high values of 1964 fi rst issue (15np, 

75np, 1r, 2r) tied by violet bilingual ‘’RAS EL KHAIMAH P.O. ...’’ cds, with related Reg. label on front, 
Washington D.C. transit and arrival backstamp (19 Oct 65). An extremely scarce cover. (T) 2, 5-7 b 300,-
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P 3229 1971, defi nitive 20 dirhams ‘drilling derrick and supply vessel’ in an imperforate PROOF block of 
four from upper left corner, mint never hinged, scarce item!

H 528 proof  
(4) **   1.100,-

P 3230 1971, Sheik Sakr bin Mohammed al-Kasimi 5 dirhams in an imperforate PROOF block of four from 
upper left corner, mint never hinged, scarce item!

G 528 proof  
(4) **   1.100,-

SAUDI-ARABIEN    
P 3231 1910, Forerunner: Turkey 1876  20 pa. green DULOZ VI blue-green strike ”DJEDDAH” on cover to 

STAMBOUL, perforation damaged at right side, cover heavily damaged at bottom nevertheless rare. Türkei 20 b 320,-
P 3232 1934, Proclamation of Abdul Aziz Bin Saud PERFORATED set mint never hinged but small faults on 

some values, scarce set, Mi. € 2.500,-- 1-12 A **   400,-
P 3233 1934, Proclamation of Abdul Aziz Bin Saud IMPERFORATED set mint never hinged but small faults on 

some values (20g heavy faults), scarce set, Mi. € 2.500,-- 1-12 B **   400,-
3234 1934, Proclamation complete set of 12, very fi ne mint lightly hinged (fi rst hinge mark). (Mi. 2.500,- €) 1-Dez *    500,-
3235 1934, Proclamation of Abdul Aziz Bin Saud PERFORATED and IMPERFORATED complete sets 

mint lightly hinged, scarce sets! Mi. € 5.000,-- 1-12 A+B *    2.300,-
3236 1937, complete set of 13 values, mint never hinged exept 7/8 G and 20 G, 3 G thin, apart from that 

very fi ne and rare, catalogue value £400.
SG 329B - 
342B **   100,-

P 3236A From 1937: Airmail envelope from Dhahran to Melbourne, AUSTRALIA bearing 1934-42 ½g (x3), 1g, 
3g, 5g (x2) and 1/8g Charity tied by indistinct strikes of oval postmarks, with ‘’RETURNED FOR / 
POSTAGE DUE’’ cachet alongside. (M) ex 14-19 a.o. b 80,-

3237 1945, Visit of King Farouk of Egypt complete set in vertical pairs, mint never hinged, Mi. € 320,-- + 24/27 **   70,-
P 3238 1945, cover franked by 3g. deep blue and 1/8g. red charity issue tied by scarce ”TAIF 25” cds., violet 

boxed censormark ”IRAK 10” alongside and reseal censor tape at right, on reverse transit marks 
Basra and Baghdad, arrival mark Bursa Turkey, corner fl aw, fi ne (T) b 120,-

P 3239 1946/48, Partie mit Buntfrankaturen der 2.Freimarken-Ausgabe auf drei Luftpostbriefen nach Aust-
ralien. Dabei 2 Einschreibebriefe von Djeddah nach Perth bzw. Sydney sowie Brief von Dhahran nach 
Melbourne. Bedarfserhaltung. Seltene Destination. ex 15/21 b 80,-

3240 1949, Airliner, 1 G. green, error, block of eight from upper sheet margin with kissprint on reverse.
(S.G. 357 var). 29 **   120,-

3241 1950, 50th anniversary of King Bin Saud’s entry to Riyadh complete set in vertical pairs, mint never 
hinged, Mi. € 360,-- + 37/41 (2) **   80,-

3242 1952, train and camel rider complete set in vertical pairs, mint never hinged, Mi. € 360,-- + 44/48 (2) **   80,-
P 3243 1952, Inauguration of the Saudi Government Railroad complete set in vertical pairs with punch hole 

and red opt. SPECIMEN, mint never hinged MNH 44/48 (2) var. **   400,-
P 3243A 1953, Registered airmail envelope from Mecca to Christchurch, NEW ZEALAND bearing 1934 ½g, 

1949 3g and 10g airmail stamps and 1/8g Compulsory surtax stamp (one stamp missing), tied by 
bilingual Mecque cds, bilingual ‘Airmail’ h/s and Reg. cachet alongside, violet Jeddah transit cds and 
part of arrival cds on reverse; one stamp missing. 15, 30, 32 a.o. b 80,-

3244 1953, visit of King Hussein, 1/4 G. carmine, error, vertical pair with kissprint on reverse. (S.G.381 var). 35 var **   80,-
3245 1960/61, Oil refi nery part set 1/2pia to 75pia (14 values) all in vertical strips of three, mint never 

hinged, Mi. ~ € 300,-- + 87-100 (3) **   60,-
3246 1961, Wadi Hanifa Dam 50pia. black.green/brown and 75pia. brown/grey both in vertical strips of 

three, mint never hinged, Mi. € 345,-- + 83/84 (3) **   70,-
P 3247 1963, Oil refi nery 1/2pia. with wmk. ‘Palm tree and crossed sabers’ with printing of red frame only 

(MISSING orange picture in centre), mint never hinged MNH, a very spectacular variety! 134 var. **   500,-
3248 1964, 4 Pia dark-blue/emerald ‘Inauguration of King Feisal’ in special folder, issued by Ministry of 

Communications with special blue post Mark „ARAFAT”, Rare. 195 b 80,-
3249 1968/72, Falcon complete set of four values, mint lightly hinged (1pia., 10pia. and 20 pia.) or fi ne 

used (4pia.), scarce and fi ne, (Mi. € 174,-- for **/o) 454/65 */g Gebot
3250 1971, registered letter sent from „DAMMAM” by HRH ABDUL MOHSEN BIN JALAWI of Saudi Arabia to 

a German woman living in TAIZ, Jemen, dated at reverse 17-1-1971, handwritten by HRH, franked by 
3 and 7 Pia. Rare. (T) 361X, 495W b 80,-

3251 1977, oil rig ‘Al- Khafji’, 15 H. yellow-brown and orange, spectacular error, block of 6 with ‘bridge’, 
totally shifted perforation, scarce (S.G. 1169 var). 602 **   120,-

P 3252 1977, Oil 15 H. brown orange gutter block of 6 with shifted perf., scarce and attractive variety 602, SG 1169 **   130,-
3253 1977, Oil 15 H. brown orange gutter block of 6 with shifted perf., scarce and attractive variety 602, SG 1169 **   130,-

P 3254 1977, oil rig ‘Al- Khafji’, 55 H. pale turquoise-green and orange, block of six from right sheet margin 
with a very impressive vertical paper fold lookin’ like a trident, very scarce, the lower left stamp in the 
block has perf. fault. (S.G. 1177 var). 610 var **   250,-

3255 1977, oil rig ‘Al- Khafji’, 40 H, vertical pair from lower sheet margin with sheet inscription. Rare color 
error deep-purple and orange instead of dull-claret and orange, not listened in Michel. (S.G. 1174a, 
Sc.738A), rare

607 color 
error **   250,-
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3256 1977, oil rig ‘Al- Khafji’, value unknown, unprinted stamp in block of 10 from the upper sheet margin, 
watermarked ‘national coat of arms’ and perforated **   220,-

3257 1977, Oil 30 H. blue orange block of 6 with large blue spot on bottom right stamp, scarce variety 605 var., SG 1172 **   170,-
3258 1977, Oil 25 H. violet orange margin block of 10 with double perf. at bottom, scarce and attractive 

variety 604 I, SG 1171 **   100,-
3259 1977, Holy Kaaba 10 H. violet black margin block of 10 with double perf. at bottom, scarce and 

attractive variety (T) SG 1138 **   100,-
3260 1977, Oil 20 H. dull green orange corner margin block of 10 instead of dark green , scarce and at-

tractive variety (T) 603 I, SG 1170 **   130,-
3261 1977, Oil 10 H. green orange gutter block of 8 with shifted perf. on top margin, scarce and attractive 

variety (T) 601, SG 1168 **   70,-
3262 1990, 75 H. Holy Kaaba block of 14 mnh, part black print missing, scarce variety 1048 **   130,-

SCHARDSCHA    
P 3263 1964, Commercial registered airmail cover Sharjah to Hamburg, Germany franked with 1963 fi rst 

issue 50np pair on front and 1964 land-scape 10np pair on reverse, all tied by Sharjah & Dcies bi-
lingual cds, also with Reg. label, fi ne. A scarce commercial usage (M) 13, 81 b 100,-

P 3264 1965 (Aug), two Ryals local overprint, various issues of Shaik Saqr with portrait obliterated by 
four black bars. The 2 Ryals value was not included in the overprint set (S.G.139-43) because this 
value was nearly sold out. Only 3 sheets of 25 were overprinted with 4 bars (as type 19 in SG) and 
were found 40 years later. Perhaps the rarest stamp of the Emirates. RRR **   3.500,-

3265 1968, Shaikh Khalid 2r, 3r, 4r and 5r each in complete sheet of 25, mnh, light marginal toning, still 
good/fi ne. (M) 443-446 **   150,-

P 3266 Offi cials 1968, 10 Dh to 5 R Sheik Khalid in blocks of four, mint NH, very rare! D 10-14 (4) **   2.000,-
P 3267 Postage Due 1968, 15 Dh to 2 R in blocks of four, mint NH, very rare! P 1 - 4 (4) **   500,-

3268 1970, Four Progressive Proofs of 1dh ‘Exhibition of Paintings’ with designer name ‘Samir Ghantous’ 
on margin, imperforated, fi ne. (M) (647A) proofs (*)  100,-

P 3269 1971 (Dec), ‘Proclamation of United Arab Emirates’ 25 d to 2 Rs. cpl set in vertical pairs from lower 
left sheet margin, not perforated, rare, only little quantity issued, not prized in Michel or SG 1392-1398B p/** 500,-

3270 1971 (Dec), ‘Proclamation of United Arab Emirates’ 25 d to 2 Rs. cpl set in vertical pairs from lower 
left sheet margin, perforated, rare, only little quantity issued, not prized in Michel or SG 1392-1398A p/** 400,-

3271 1971 (Dec), last issue two souvenir sheets 3 Ryals „Foundation of the United Arab Emirates”, original 
issue on thin, lusterless paper. Not supplied to the trade. (Only the reprints on thick, glossy paper and 
only cto were supplied). Extrelmy scarce. Bl. 155-156 **   800,-

P 3272 1972, approx. 4 Ryals Souvenir sheet, not perf. with image of the ruler Sheik Khalid, unrecorded in all 
catalogues. Only a few are know. Most of the small issue given away by the ruler, less than 200 sold 
at the post offi ce, most were bought by a libanese collector who lived later in Sharjah, Most of the 
Souvenir Sheets  are in bad condition. This is very fi ne. Brown gum as usual. **   400,-

SINGAPUR    
see also 217, 585, 1114, 1619, 2216, 2235, 2307, 2788, 2793, 2797, 2798, 2804, 2808, 2812, 
2814, 2820, 2831, 2835, 2839, 2840, 2842, 2843, 2853, 2866, 2933A, 3175, 3394, 3574, 3590

P 3273 1819, NETHERLANDS INDIES ACHIN EXPEDITION, stampless envelope with complete message 
inside, written  On board THE INDIAMAN at Anchor in Achin Roads , dated 29.3.1819 addressed to 
Dover rated  2/2  with various m/s charges erased, routed via Penang and India with framed  India 
Letter / Deal  in black on face (Robertson In 1), endorsed  July 4th  Dover/Gone Away and forwar-
ded to Noth Britain with arrival  Oct 8th  on reverse and face and charged with hand-struck framed 
 1/2  for the Scottish turn-pike charge. After founding Singapore on 6th Feb.1819 Sir Stamford 
Raffl es left on the 7th for Penang. He had to appease the jealousy of the Governor and having 
obtained troops from him he left for Achin, Sumatra where he planed to establish a British pre-
sence. He landed on 14th March 1819. This letter had been written on the 29th March on board 
the Indiaman with text  We have been a fortnight at anchor. I hope in a few days we shall return to 
Penang. Historic letter from the Achin Expedition. Very few items known. b 3.000,-

P 3274 1861, predecessor letter entire to Saigon ”Per Formosa” (ship) with Indian 1 A brown tied by very fi ne 
”B/172” cancel of Singapore, poor boxed ”SINGAPORE/SHIPLETTER/...’ d/s” in red (Proud #SL3) on 
the fl ap, horizontal fi lling fold & minor staining, an attractive letter to a unusual destination! b 850,-

P 3275 1865 ca: Hongkong 12c blue cancelled by ‘’B/172’’ Bengal type numeral at SINGAPORE, top right 
corner perf missing and tear at foot otherwise fi ne. A lovely and very scarce item.

Hongkong 
SG 12 g 300,-

P 3276 NETHERLANDS POST OFFICE in SINGAPORE: Usage 1883-90 Type II Ned.India PSK 5 c. dark-oli-
ve green with add.franking to s’Gravenhage (minimal stains), clear strike ”NED.IND.SINGAPORE 
17/5/1886” from Makassar via Naples (Neapel), ”NED:INDIE OVER NAPLES” GA 60,-

P 3277 NETHERLANDS POST OFFICE in PENANG: Usage 1883-90 Type 2A Ned.India PSK 7 1/2 c. brown from 
Deli/Sumatra to Heidelberg, clear strike ”DELI 18/3/1886” and ”NED.IND.PENANG 21/3/1886”, 
arrival postmark ”HEIDELBERG AUSG. 19.4”. GA 60,-
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3278 NETHERLANDS POST OFFICE in SINGAPORE : 1891 Strait-Settlements postal stationery card 2 c.black 
on 3 c. blue, tied ”SINGAPORE” and postage mark ”N.L. POSTAGENT SINGAPORE 25/11/1892” H & G 9b GA 60,-

P 3279 NETHERLANDS POST OFFICE in SINGAPORE: used 1891/92, two PSC one from India 1879 ”One 
and Half Anna” blue sent from Bombay  to Serdang/Sumatra, Singapor transit ”N.I. AGENT SINGA-
PORE 25/10/1891”.The second PSC Ned.India 7 1/2 c red from JAKARTA to Breda/NL fi ne strike 
”N.L.AGENTSINGAPORE 19/9/1892” (M) H & G GA 80,-

3280 NETHERLANDS POST OFFICE in SINGAPORE and PENANG: two covers, one from the ”N.I.POSTAGENT 
PENANG” the other from the ”N.I.POSTAGENT SINGAPORE” with dutch or Strait-settlement postage 
paid. Neatly mounted on album page. (M) b 80,-

P 3281 1894/1899, two cards, one stationery from COLOMBO to SINGAPORE with different cancellation 
”PENANG TO SINGAPORE” or front or at reverse, both franked with the 5 c. rate. GA/b 80,-

P 3282 1899, early picture postcard ”Greetings from Singapore” showing working Elephant and village sce-
ne. 3 cts. red from Strait Settlements cancelled ”SINGAPORE MAR 7 99” to Belge , receiver from 
LIEGE and ”TILFF 4.AVRIL 1899”, vf Ak 100,-

P 3283 1900, portofreie Feld-Postkarte ”KAIS.DEUTSCHE MARINE-SCHIFFSPOST No.28 26/08/00”, frühe 
Karte eines Marineangehörigen dessen Schiff den Hafen von Singapur angelaufen hatte um neue 
Verpfl egung aufzunehmen. Geschrieben aus Singapur mit dem K2 ”S.B.ASIATIC EXPEDITION 1.IN-
FANT-REGMT.”, Ankunft Kiel am 30.9.1900 b 80,-

P 3284 1900/04, zwei Ansichtskarten - Singapur Court House und Singapur Strassenszene beide nach 
Deutschland gelaufen - Berlin und Colmar - beide entwertet mit  KAIS. DEUTSCHE MARINE SCHIFFS-
POST  No. 39 vom 21/11/04,  HERTHA  später Gebrauch und No. 53 (Schiff unbekannt) mit zusätz-
lichem K3  S. B. OSTAS. EXPED. BAT. 4 INF-RGMTS b 80,-

P 3285 1900, early picture postcard ”A Greeting from Singapore” showing ‘Raffl es Square’, ‘Museum’, North 
Bridge Road’ and ‘Scenery at Tandyong Katong’. French stamp 10 cent. black ‘Allegorie’ via SAIGON 
to ZURICH, Receiver ”ZÜRICH 1 BRIEFTRÄGER 4 XII.00”, vf Ak 90,-

P 3286 1900, Ansichtskarte - Greetings from Singapore - nach Leubnitz-Neuostra in Deutschland gelaufen 
- entwertet mit ”KAIS. DEUTSCHE MARINE SCHIFFSPOST” No. 67 vom 7/10/00, vom Schiff ”BIS-
MARCK”. Ak 80,-

P 3287 1900, Deutsch-Neuguinea, GA Postkarte 10 Pfg (Buchstabe ‘f’ rechts von der Ziffer im Druckver-
merk) mit klarem Abschlag ”DEUTSCHE SEEPOST NEU-GUINEA ZWEIGLINIE (SINGAPORE)” nach 
Wiesbaden, tadellos, gepr. Bothe BPP. P2 GA 150,-

3288 1900, 10 Pfg. GA-Karte aus ”OCHTERSUM (OSTFR) 13.1.00” nach Hongkong via Singapur, dort wur-
de bei der Verteilung der Post für die ostasiatischen Hafenstädte der Sortierstempel ”SINGAPORE TO 
HONGKONG B 12 FE 00” abgeschlagen. GA 60,-

3289 1901, portofreie ansichtskarte  ”KAIS.DEUTSCHE MARINE-SCHIFFSPOST No.27 24/08/01”, frühe 
Karte eines Marineangehörigen. Geschrieben aus Singapur, Ankunft Colmar am 21.9.1901 b 60,-

3290 1901, German Mail Boat Cancellations: 1 c green Strait-settlements on picture postcard postet at PE-
NANG 11-6-01, tied ”KAIS.DEUTSCHE MARINE SCHIFFSPOST No.26”, the stamp has been obliterated 
with crossed pen strokes. (M) b 80,-

P 3291 1901, Ansichtskarte aus Deutsch-Neu-Guinea befördert mit deutscher Seepost ” 5 Pfennig mit zarter 
Entwertung ”DEUTSCHE SEEPOST DEUTSCH-NEUGUINEA SINGAPORE” (Arge 1.000,--) Ak 450,-

P 3292 1902/06, three picture postcards all with fi ne and clear strikes of the ”SINGAPORE TO HONG KONG”, 
sorter mark: 1.) Southhampton to Hongkong, 2.) Perth to Tokyo and 3.) Colombo to Nagoya, Japan. Ak 90,-

P 3293 1902/03, two picture postcards sent by french sea post franked by Strait Settlements 3 cent orange/
violett King Eduard, both  with different fi ne strikes ”MARSEILLE A YOKOHAMA”. Ak 60,-

3294 1902, Ansichtskarte - farbige Abbildung eines Reichspostdampfers - nach Graudenz in Deutschland 
gelaufen -  entwertet mit ”DEUTSCHE SEEPOST OSTASIATISCH LINIE 6.6.02” Code ‘b’ Dampfer ‘Prinz 
Heinrich’, Durchgangsstempel von SINGAPORE. Ak 80,-

3295 1903/10, SINGAPORE PAQUEBOT : two picture postcards - one showing chines execution - franked 
with british stamps and clear strike of Paquebot cancellation. Written on board ”S.S.Japan Singa-
pore” and ”S.S.Delta”. Ak 80,-

P 3296 1922, 12 c ultramarine on cover handled by the netherland Postal agency in Singapore. Fine strike ” 
POSTAGENTUR ROTTERDAM 29.V.32”, dispatches with ship ”BALOREAN via MAERSEILL” . This cancel 
is not recorded by Bultermann. 182 b 100,-

P 3297 1936, ship letter ”Dollar Steamship Company to Shanghai franked by a USA stamp 5 c. Roosevelt” 
fi ne clear ”PAQUEBOT SINGAPORE 27 JU 1936” at reverse receiver from Shanghai, letter horizontal 
fold, otherwise VF. b 60,-

P 3298 1936, cover from a Thai-Chinese trading company franked by 15 Sen blue with fi ne strike ”PAQUEBOT 
PENANG” chinese written adress. Flap of cover rough opened. 203 b 70,-

P 3299 1940, offi cial military cover from the dutch contingent in Singapore to s’Gravenhage, no postage 
stamp, ”on active Service” and violet strike ”NETHERLANDS POST OFFICE SINGAPORE 15 FEB 1940”, 
with dutch censure. b 60,-

P 3300 1941, 9 May, First Flight cover ”MANILA - SINGAPORE” (Ivory), pair of 10 c. Initial fl ight , fi ne strike of 
fl ight cachet and at reverse SINGAPORE receiver. 377 (2) b 60,-
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P 3301 1942, INCOMING MAIL, Australia, 2 1/2d on 2d scarlet KGVI, single franking on cover from Auburn, 
28.1.42, to Singapore. Cover bearing red censor tape ”Opened by censor” and purple ”PASSED BY 
CENSOR S.187” along with red cds ”DEAD LETTER OFFICE - SYDNEY” and further dead letter marking 
in magenta. VF condition. b 80,-

3302 NETHERLANDS POST OFFICE in SINGAPORE : 1945/46 violett strike Typ 6 in use from 10.12.1945 
up to 20.5.46. ”25. JAN 19486” on postage-free mail for returning POW’s and active serviceme, on 
each envelope was to be written ”On avtive Service”, this envelope was sent to USA from a member 
of the brigade staff b 60,-

P 3302A 1949 (29 May), Registered airmail cover to England franked with KGVI. $5 (x2), $2 (x2), 50c and 20c 
all Perf 14. (T) 20, 19, 17, 12 b 80,-

P 3303 1954, ‘’SALVAGED MAIL/AIRCRAFT CRASH/SINGAPORE 31.3.1954’’ cachet on Australian 10d Ae-
rogramme from Burwood n(12 March) to England. The BOAC Lockheed L-749A Constellation (from 
Jakarta) crashed at landing on Kallang airport. GA 60,-

P 3303A 1953 (2nd May), AIR CRASH cover from Singapore to England with cachet ‘’SALVAGED MAIL / ”Co-
met” Crash, Near Calcutta / 2nd MAY 1953’’. b 80,-

SYRIEN    
see also 4422

P 3304 1852. Envelope written from the ‘Consulate General de France a Tripoli’ dated ‘23rd Feb 1852’ 
addressed to the ‘Algerian Ministry de la Guerre, Paris’ sent by diplomatic mail via Marseille be-
aring France 4a, 25c deep blue tied by 1896 petit chiffres with adjacent Marseille ‘10th Mars 52’ 
and Paris arrival ‘13/3’ on reverse. Wonderful item with three page text written by Arab historian 
Eugene Pellissier de Reynaud with reference to the Russian infl uence in the Crimean War. Great 
rarity with the French fi rst issue on cover. Exhibition item. France Yv. 4a b 3.000,-

P 3305 1856, Folded envelope from TRIEST tied by black cds. and blue commercial mark, ms. ”p Vapore” 
to Aleppo and on arrival tied by very clear blue oval ”AGENZIA DEL LLOYD AUSTRIACO ALEPPO”, blue 
crayon tax mark alongside, usual fi le fold, fi ne and extremely scarce usage at arrival, fi ne Syria postal 
history, showpiece for an high-grade collection! b 800,-

P 3305A 1865-1911, Nine covers / cards including Duloz / Ampir issues mix covers with good cancella-
tions of DAMAS TURQUIE, ALEP TURQUIE, HALEB 81, HALEB POSTA SUBESI, SAM 81, few very 
scarce and high Duloz frankings including 2 Pia. & 5 Pia. values, a wide range of rates & routes 
including destinations Italy, Trieste, France & England, a real good chance for the specialist! (T) b 1.400,-

P 3306 1873, SAM 81 (DAMAS, Isfi la no.3) cancellation on folded envelope with bisect 2 Pia. orange to 
Beyrouth with arrival mark on reverse, small repaired fl aw on top and on bottom, very scarce and 
attractive! b 300,-

P 3307 1905, BUR AMB DAMAS BEYROUTH 3 (Isfi la no.503, RR, Sam-Beyrut Seyyar Merkezi 3) on postcard 
(small corner fault), adressed to USA with arrival mark on front, fi ne and very scarce Turkey Railway 
& Syria postal history! Ak 350,-

P 3308 1912, cover from Homs to Ohio / USA bearing 1909 issue pair 20 para tied by very clear bilingual 
octagonal ”HOMS 1” (Isfi la no.8, R) postmark on reverse Ohio arrival cds.tiny spot, fi ne and scarce 
Turkey postal history b 200,-

P 3309 1914, KHASSA 8/1/14 cds. (Isfi la no.2, RRR*, unknown on cover) clear cancelled on cover with 20 
Para pair, on reverse forwarding agent cachet ”LA TRAPPE DE N. D. DU SE COEUR PAR ALEXANDRET-
TE (SYRIE)” violet foreliner, transit mark Alexandrette and arrival mark Istanbul, fi ne Turkey postal 
history and unique on document, ex Arsman Coll. b 600,-

P 3310 1917, BAB (Isfi la no.1, RR, today Al Bab) on 1 Pia. blue postal stationery envelope, Beyrouth censor 
mark in star & crescent alongside, adressed to Alep with arrival mark on reverse, fi ne and very scarce 
Turkey & Syria postal history! Ak 400,-

P 3311 1919, French Syria: overprint stamp ”T. E. O. / 3 MILLIEMES” on 3c orange, unused, hinged. (Yvert 3) 94 *    140,-
P 3312 1919. Unstamped picture postcard written from Beyrouth dated ‘8/3/19’ addressed to France can-

celed by ‘Trésor et Postes/600’ date stamp with circular hand-stamp ‘Haut Commissariat Française 
en Syrie’. Very nice item from the French Detachment in Syria. Ak 300,-

P 3313 1920, Merson 5 Fr. blau/sämisch mit schwarzen bzw. roten Aufdruck ‘O. M. F. / Syrie / 20 / PIAS-
TRES’ in Type II, ungebraucht mit Falz und mehrfach signiert u.a. Scheller, seltene Marken, Mi. € 
500,-- (Yvert 29/30, € 500,--) 116 II a+b *    200,-

P 3314 1920, Merson 5 Fr. blau/sämisch mit roten Aufdruck ‘O. M. F. / Syrie / 100 / PIASTRES’ sowie eines 
kleinen schwarzen Ornamentes, ungebraucht mit Falz und Eckbüge rechts unten, signiert Calves und 
Brun, seltene Marke, Mi. € 3.000,-- (Yvert 56A, € 3.150,--) 143 *    750,-

P 3315 1920, vertical strip of 3 M. on 5 Pa. with margin and EEF 2 Pia. olive on reverse of registered cover 
to Caire, clear Damas cancellations and arrival mark, few crease and red ms., armenian imprint Kri-
korian-Damas, fi ne and very scarce Yv. 10, 66 b 100,-

P 3316 1920, turkish Reply-Lettercard 1pia dark blue with both parts optd. ‘O. M. F. / Syrie / 2 / PIASTRES’, 
very fi ne unused and very rare stat. item of which only 17 are known to exist, ex collection Gilbert LC GA 850,-

P 3317 1921, envelope bearing 3 Pia violet with overpr. ”O.M.F. Syrie” and rare railroad cancellation  ”DA-
MAS-HAIFFA ” to Haifa (with arrival). Very fi ne. Maury # 63. Cert. Duvachat b 200,-
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P 3318 1921, envelope bearing 3 Pia violet with overpr. ”O.M.F. Syrie” sent from ”DAMASKUS  23.10.21” to 
Beyrouth. b 80,-

P 3319 1921. Registered envelope headed ‘Societe des Tramways’ addressed to Belgium bearing 2pi green 
tied by bilingual Damas date stamp with m/s ‘Recommandee’ and Uccle arrival on reverse. Very fi ne 
single franking. b 220,-

P 3320 AIN-TAB: 1921, turkish 1pia. violet and black with red half-moon opt. and additional black opt. 
‘O. M. F. / Syrie / 2 / PIASTRES’, mint never hinged but some tonespots, scarce stamp signed 
Scheller, Yvert 7, € 2.500,-- + (not listed in Michel) Yvert 7 **   1.000,-

P 3321 1922, French Mandate: small cover with ”O.M.F./Syrie/ 3 PIASTRES” overprint  on 60C Type Merson, 
tied by ”BEYROUTH 6” c.d.s., to Lüderitzbucht/South Africa. Scarce destination. 160 b 80,-

P 3321A 1922. Mourning envelope addressed to Madrid bearing France Type Sower Yvert 158, 5c orange (3) 
mixed with French Occupation of Syria Yvert 57, 25 on 5c green (7) tied by Tresor et Postes/615 date 
stamp of Beyrouth with Madrid arrival on reverse. Very fi ne and scarce.

Yb. 57 (7), 
France Yv. 
158 (3) b 220,-

P 3322 1922, French Syria: complete set of 4 overprint stamps ”Poste par Avion / O. M. F.”, mint, NH, Mi. 
#177 litte perforation fault. (Yvert PA 10/13) 176/79 **   140,-

P 3323 1923, French Syria: complete set of 4 overprint stamps ”Poste par Avion / Syrie - Grand Liban”, mixed 
editions, mint, NH, Mi. #203 little gum fault. (Yvert PA 14/17)

202/04 II, 
205 I **   170,-

P 3324 1924, Olympic Summer Games Paris 25 C. carmine rose vertical pair with INVERTED overprint ‘SYRIE 
/ 1 PIASTRE 25’, mint never hinged and very rare pair! Maury 128, € 1.700,-- 228 var. (2) **   800,-

P 3325 1924 three Turkish Revenue Stamps  ”A.D.P.O  P.S.2”  (Administration Dette Publique Ottomane) with 
”P.S.2” surcharge, used as postage stamps on parcel-card sent from ”ALEP 26.9.24” to Constantino-
ple, VERY RARE POSTAL USAGE OF FISCAL STAMPS. (T) b 600,-

3326 1926, French Syria: 1.25 P with black (!) overprint ”Secours aux Refugies / Afft / 0 P 50”, mint NH. 
(Yvert 171a) 288 **   100,-

P 3327 1930-31, Buildings & Landscapes set of 20 imperf values up to 100 Pia. with margin, all mint never 
hinged, very scarce offer. 339-55U **   300,-

P 3328 1930, ”INCONNU” rare label on airmail cover from USA via Netherland-Dutch East Indies to Aleppo 
and retour. e 60,-

3329 1934, French Syria: airmail stamp ”100 P redbrown, Airplane over Bloudan Village” out from the issue 
”Republic 10th Anniversary”, mint, NH. (Yvert PA 69) 395 **   100,-

P 3330 1934, Lot von 8 Marken der Flugpost-Ausgabe »10 Jahre Republik« OHNE WERTEINDRUCKE (ohne 
Nominale), ungebraucht. (ex Yvert PA 60/69; 1.500,- €) ex 386/95 *    500,-

P 3331 1934, French Syria: subset ”Republic 10th Anniversary”, 18 stamps, mint, NH. (Yvert 222/39) 368/85 **   150,-
P 3331A 1934, 25 Pia. Ali Bey el Abed, variety ”missing denomination”, complete sheet of 50 stamps, 

unmounted mint. Maury 10.000,- €. (M)
Maury 242 
a (50) **   1.750,-

P 3331B 1934, 10 Pia. Ali Bey el Abed, variety ”missing denomination”, complete sheet of 50 stamps, 
unmounted mint. Maury 8.750,- €. (M)

Maury 240 
a (50) **   2.000,-

P 3331C 1934, 50 Pia. Saladin, variety ”missing denomination”, complete sheet of 50 stamps, unmounted 
mint. Maury. 12.500,- €. (M)

Maury 243 
a (50) **   2.500,-

P 3332 1941 (Sep 29) use of Stationery 4p 50 Postal card uprated 48p for airmail Damas to Gisborne N.Z.,  
circular “Cross of Lorraine” symbol “11” handstamp and Egyptian censorship, numerical handstamps 
possibly indicating further such scrutiny, one of the more exotic origin/destination items in the col-
lection. b 240,-

P 3333 1942, Porclamation de L´Unite Syrienne 18 stamps with mourning overprint on both sides or on 
reverse, mnh, scarce variety SG ex 364-384 **   100,-

P 3334 1945, lot of 8 different postal tax stamps, all used. Yv294/5, 
294/5a, 296a-d g 180,-

3335 1955/58, 2 unperforated issues, Aleppo 1955 in vertical pairs and Intl. Fair Damaskus 1958, mint 
never hinged

674/6 U (2), V 
9/11 U **   80,-

SYRIEN - ZWANGSZUSCHLAGSMARKEN    
P 3336 1945/47, Partie mit drei Briefen nach Australien, dabei Luftpost-R-Brief von Aleppo nach Sydney, 

Luftpostbrief von Damaskus nach Melbourne und Zensurbrief von Aleppo nach Whyalla. Neben den 
Freimarken auf jedem Beleg eine Zwangszuschlagsmarke für die Armee, dabei 5 P blau mit Aufdruck 
III+V, 5 P blau mit Aufdruck IV+V sowie 5 P rosa mit Aufdruck II. R! 2, 4, 8 u.a. b 100,-

SYRIEN - VEREINIGTE ARABISCHE REPUBLIK    
P 3337 1958, Kinderhilfe Marken von Syrien mit schwarzen Aufdruck ‘R.A.U.’ in waagrechten Dreierstreifen, 

postfrischer seltener Satz, Mi. € 600,-- + V 22/24 (3) **   120,-

TANNU-TUWA    
P 3338 1921, Registered cover from Krasnij Enis. (later Kizil) to a company at Wladiwostok, franked on 

reverse with 1921 300r marginal block of four and two singles of 1908-18 25k all tied by ‘Krasnij 
Enis./10.11.21’ double-ring d/s, with similar arrival date-stamp (23.11.21) alongside. A fi ne and 
very scarce cover from the Tuwa pre-philatelic era. (T) Russia 73, 159 b 3.000,-
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P 3339 1933, 15k on 6k orange (large numerals) and 35k on 15k brown (small numerals) tied by violet 
‘’KIZIL c TUWA/29 9 36’’ double ring date-stamps to registered cover probably sent to Moscow, with 
address cut off (sometimes this was advisable in order to avoid trouble), and three different ‘MOCK-
BA’ arrival date-stamps Oct 9/10, 1936. Few toned perfs of the orange stamp otherwise fi ne. A 
philatelically infl uenced but fi ne, attractive and scarce cover. (Philatelic covers franked by stamps of 
this issue are found more scarce than commercial ones, which is an exception in Tuvan stamps.) (T) 39II, 40I b 800,-

P 3340 1934, Complete set of 8 on registered cover from Turan to the Senf Brothers in Leipzig, Germany via 
Moscow, tied with fi ne strikes of Turan date-stamp (April 2, 1934), with Moscow transit d/s (Apr 20) 
alongside, fi ne. (T) 41-48 b 100,-

P 3341 1934 (Apr 4), ‘Landscape & airplane’ complete series of 9 on FDC from Kizil to Germany via Moscow, 
cancelled with bilingual Kizil date-stamp (4 IV 34), and Moscow transit cds (20.4.34) alongside. Few 
toned perfs (corners of envelope) otherwise fresh and fi ne. (T) 49-57 FDC 150,-

P 3342 1935, ‘Fox’ 10k crimson red, nine examples (incl marginal pair and single) with more or less shifted perfo-
ration (from 1mm to about 3mm), mint never hinged, few brownish perfs otherwise fi ne/very fi ne. 69 (9) **   100,-

P 3343 1935, Two set covers: Both series issued 1935 each as complete set on registered cover with Turan 
datestamp (25/26 March) and Reg. cachet: ‘Landscape’ 7 values on cover with blackened address, 
no arrival mark, and ‘Animals’ 10 values on cover to Paris with arrival backstamp, good/fi ne. (T) 59-75 b 150,-

P 3343A 1936, Six values of 1936 long series (10, 15, 30, 35, 70 and 80 kop) on cover sent to Luzern, Swit-
zerland, cancelled with black ‘Kizil c’ cds (17.3.37), violet Reg. cachet alongside, arrival cds (6.IV.37) 
on reverse, fi ne. (M) ex 83/93 b 80,-

P 3344 1936, 25k Zeppelin along with 4 stamps of 1936 long series on registered cover to Munich, Germany, 
cancelled by black Kizil d/s (10.2.37), violet Reg. cachet, ‘’MÜNCHEN 2 BZ/4970/24.2.37. 21/a’’ oval 
arrival datestamp on reverse, and with green stamped customs label ‘’Zollamtlich abgefertigt’’ (cleared 
through customs). Trace of horizontal fold and marginal creases, but an unusual and interesting cover. (M) ex 78/101 b 150,-

P 3345 1939, Brief von Kizil nach Leningrad, frankiert mit 15k Luftpostmarke von 1934 und 50k ‘Reiter’ von 
1935, entwertet mit K2 ‘’KIZIL TOUVA 10.IX.39’’, rückseitig mit Ankunftsstempeln. 52, 65 b 200,-

THAILAND    
see also 373, 2867, 2869

P 3346 1874, incoming mail, France, Ceres 25 C. (strip-5) tied ”FP2” w. ”GARE DE COMPIEGEGNE 5 JUIN 
(74)” alongside on small cover to the chancelor of the french consulate at Bangkong, pre-UPU 
destination and one of the earliest known covers to Siam with stamps, rarity b 2.000,-

P 3347 1883, 1 So. blue, marginal block of 20, mint o.g., partially attached to underlay, some imperfections. 1 (20) *    100,-
P 3348 1883, 1 Sio. brick and 1 Sa. orange, each in horizontal strip of 3, unmounted mint. 3 (3), 5 (3) **   150,-
P 3350 1884, Straits Settlements defi nitives 5c blue and 6c lilac both with wmk. Crown CA optd. ‘B’, fi ne 

used with part ‘Bangkok’ cds., the 6c with small ink fl aw on reverse (top right corner), scarce stamps! 
SG. £ 300 SG. 18/19 g 60,-

P 3351 1884/5, four used PS cards from Bangkok with arrival marks of British PO (dates 20 JU 84, AP 28 
85, MY 15 85, JU 9 85) used abroad on reverse, fi ne group, one written by the british consul and 
postmaster ”Gardner”! GA 400,-

P 3352 1885, One Solot blue surcharged 1 Tical red, type I, little thin and horizontal bent, nevertheless a very 
rare stamp. Signe Kosak, cat.val. 4.800,-- 6I *    750,-

P 3353 1885, Prov. issue 1 Tical on 1 Solot dark blue with overprint (Type 2 Plate 3), mint no gum and few 
thin perfs at bottom left, fi ne Mi. 6 III, Sc. 8 (*)  200,-

P 3354 1885, Prov. issue 1 Tical on 1 Solot dark blue with overprint (Type 2 Plate 1), mint part gum vertical 
crease and few toned perfs, fi ne Mi. 6 II, Sc. 7 (*)  100,-

P 3355 1885, Prov. issue 1 Tical on 1 Solot dark blue with overprint (Type 5 Plate 3), mint and used, fi ne pair Mi. 6 V (*)/g 100,-
P 3356 1887/1905, 12 A lilac/carmine and 24 A brown on registered cover from Bangkok to Germany 12, 59 b 200,-

3357 1887/91, King Chulalongkorn complete set to 64a, unused mint hinged or without gum (8a and 64a), 
Mi. € 200,-- Jul-14 */(*) Gebot

P 3358 1887, 24 Att lilac/blue, blue strike ”BANGKOK 20.3.06” on registered cover to Berlin ”Bestellt vom 
Postamte  8 20.4.06” written by a member of the german consulat’s staff. 13 b 400,-

P 3359 1887, 2 A green/carmine single franking on cover used in Bangkok from ”Andreas de Richelieu”, 
Danish naval-offi cer, he made a brilliant carer in Siam from 1875 to 1902, from 1893 admiral of 
the Siamese navy, Siamese letters read: ”The Naval Department”, on reverse handwritten: ”This 
is the reply to a note I sent (them) Comodore about the two torpedo boats”, cover with defects, 
very interesting document! 8 b 1.000,-

P 3360 1887, 4 Atts. uprated postal stationary card, overprinted with small type UPU, with ”BANGKOK P PAID 
21/1/87” cancellation, via ”SINGAPORE A/JA/26/87” cds. on backside, to Germany with several 
arrival marks Berlin. GA 200,-

P 3361 1887, 2 A. green/carmine, a vertical pair tied small size all native ”Phang Nga” to small cover, red 
notes of addressee plus date ”4/3/93”, on reverse and on printed contents large vermilion seal 8 (2) 500,-
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P 3362 1888, 4 A. green & orange brown and 8 A. green & yellow on cover tied by clear ”BANGKOK 3/1/88” 
cds. to Germany with arrival mark on reverse, fi ne and attractive Sc. 14-15 b 100,-

P 3363 1889, 1 Att. on 1 Sio. brick, horizontal strip of 6 on piece, neatly cancelled, some imperfections, but 
attractive appearance! 15 (6) d 150,-

P 3364 1889, 1 Att. on 1 Sio brick, block of 40, mint o.g., at margins partially separated, almost all perforati-
ons reinforced by paper strips; nevertheless attractive appearance and rare unit! (T) 15 (40) *    600,-

P 3365 1889, King Chulalongkorn 1 Att on 2 Atts. green carmine, mint hinged with full gum, fresh and very 
scarce, signed Holcombe, certifi cate RPS

Mi. 16 IV, 
SG 23 *    300,-

P 3366 1889, 2 Att on 1 Att on 3 Att blue green, mint hinged with full original gum, fi ne and very scarce, 
Michel catalogue value 2.100,- Euro Mi. A18, Sc. 29 *    300,-

P 3367 1889, King Chulalongkorn 1 Att on 2 Atts. green carmine, six stamps showing different surcharge 
types, all mint hinged with full gum, fresh and scarce group

Mi. 16, Fr. 
21var. *    100,-

P 3368 1890, Palace stamp violet brown on yelowish paper, perforated, mint hinged with full gum, fi ne and 
very scarce (*)  200,-

P 3369 1892, 4 Att on 24 Att blocks of four and six, each very fi ne cancelled, fi ne and very fresh Mi. 19 II g 100,-
P 3370 1894/99, 8 A green/yellow, 1 Att lilac/carmine type I and two items type II, 24 A lilac/blue type 

I and 2 A yellow green on registered cover from Bangkok to Germany, in this combination very 
scarce!

11, 22I, 21II 
(2), 27I, 29 b 2.000,-

P 3371 1894, 1 Att on 64 Att three stamps showing surcharge errors, inverted, double and print on reverse, 
mh, very fi ne and attractive group *    100,-

3372 1894, King Chulalongkorn 64a lilac/brown orange surcharged ‘1 Att.’ block of 10, mint never hinged 
or hinged with some gum toning! 22 (10) **/* Gebot

P 3373 1894, 2 Att on 64 Att blocks of 50 showing different surcharge types, most mnh, few hinged, very 
fi ne and attractive (M) Mi. 23 **/* 200,-

P 3374 1894, 2 Att on 64 Att pair and four stamps showing surcharge errors, inverted, misplaced and print 
on reverse, mh, very fi ne and attractive group Mi. 23 var. *    100,-

P 3375 1895, 2 Atts. on 64 Att., block of 4 on reverse of cover (another vertical pair has been removed) from 
”Wang-Bang-Pa-In 14.6.” to Belfort/France, several transit marks alongside and on front. 23 (4) b 100,-

P 3376 1894, King Chulalongkorn ”ULTRAMAR” surcharged issue 1 Att. on 12 Atts. strip of fi ve, mint never 
hinged, very fi ne and scarce

Specimen 
Fr: 66 **   200,-

P 3377 1894, 2 Atts. on 64 A., small 2, a block of 24 (6x4), mint never hinged MNH, clean condition 23VII (24) **   170,-
3378 1894, 1 Att. on 64 A., large letters, block-4 resp. block-6, ex one copy with small paper remnant on 

reverse mint never hinged MNH 22I (4, 6) **   50,-
P 3379 1894, 4 Atts on 12 Atts four stamps showing surcharge errors, double and misplaced, mh, very fi ne 

and attractive group Mi. 25 var *    100,-
P 3380 1894, King Chulalongkorn 64a lilac/brown orange surcharged ‘2 Atts.’ in a large block of 28, mint 

never hinged with some toning and one stamp hinged but great exhibition block and good for studying 
the surcharge! 23 (28) **/* 350,-

P 3381 1896. Registered envelope addressed to Paris bearing SG 15, 8a green and yellow, SG 16, 12a 
purple and carmine and SG 51, 4a on 12a purple and carmine tied by Bangkok/2 date stamp and 
framed hand-struck ‘R’, routed via French paquebot with octagonal ‘Ligne N Paq. Fr. No J’ date 
stamp (Salles 1924) on face with Paris receiver. A very fi ne item of mixed issue mail to France 
paying the 24 att registered rate. SG 15,, 16, 51 b 2.200,-

P 3382 1898, Postcard with 10 A. on 24 A. violet & blue, 2 A. rose & green, (Scott 12, 49) tied by ”BANGKOK 
2 - 23/12/98” cds., few perfs tiny toned, adressed to Germany with arrival mark Lübeck 22/1/99, 
fi ne and attractive. 8, 27 I Ak 280,-

P 3383 1899/1901, 2 ppc from Bangkok to Germany with arrival mark. 24 (2), 28 b 100,-
P 3384 1899-1905, Cover and two postcards with surcharged issue frankings from Bangkok, fi ne group b/Ak 100,-
P 3385 1899, Cover from the french occupation of Chantaburi with blue circular ”Detachment d´occupation 

de Chantaboon/Siam” and ”SAIGON COCHINCH CORPS EXP 1/OCT/99” cds., countersigned by the 
commanding offi cer of the detachment, to France with arrival mark on backside. Fine and rare postal 
history! b 200,-

3386 1899, 2 A. yellow green, a vertical left margin pair canc. „BANGKOK 7-12.1906” on ppc „No.154 - 
Bullock cart. by J. Antonio, Bangkok” to Munich/Germany 29 (2) Ak 250,-

P 3387 1899, 1 A. olive, a vertical strip of fi ve canc. all native style via ”BANGKOK2 7-5.1904„ to Germany 
w. arrival ”HAMBURG 4 6 04„ 28 (5) Ak 350,-

P 3388 1899, King rejected complete set of fi ve values, each clear cancelled, fi ne and scarce, cat. 1.350,- Mi. II-VI g 200,-
P 3389 1899, 10 Atts lilac/blue with overprint type I and 2 A yellow green on cover from BANGKOK to New 

York 1901 27I, 29 b 350,-
P 3390 1899, REJECTED DIE stationery card 1 1/2 A. red, uprated by 1 A. olive-green and vertical pair 2 A. 

green from ”Bangkok 21.7.1903” to Germany. 28, 29 (2) GA 600,-
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P 3391 1900. Envelope to France bearing SG 60, 4 on 12a purple and carmine and SG 75, 8a green and 
orange tied by Bangkok/2 date stamp sent on French paquebot ‘Tonkin’ with octagonal ‘Ligne N Paq. 
Fr. No 4’ date stamp (Salles 1924). A nice mixed issue combination. SG 60, 75 b 450,-

3392 1900, Postcard with rare single franking 4 Atts. / 12 Atts. stamped ”BANGKOK 4/10/00” cds. to 
Basel Switzerland with arrivel mark, fi ne and decorative. 25 Ak 200,-

P 3393 1900. Picture postcard of ‘Wat Rajapophit, Bangkok’ addressed to Paris bearing SG 99, 5s carmine 
tied by ‘Ligne de Saigon a Bangkok’ date stamp in blue (Salles 2011). Lovely item of mail carried on 
the French Fluviales between Bangkok and Saigon. SG 99 Ak 600,-

P 3394 1901. Picture postcard of ‘Native Family at meal’ written from Bangkok dated ‘16/10’ addressed to 
Germany bearing SG 57, 3a on 12a purple and carmine and SG 67,1a olive/green tied by Singapore 
double ring transit ‘21/10’ with Hamburg receiver. Superb. SG 57, 67 Ak 400,-

P 3395 1901. Picture postcard ‘segmented views’ addressed to Germany bearing SG 68, 2a grass-green (3) 
tied by Kosichang date stamp ‘4 July 01’ with Altona (Elbe) arrival ‘9/8’ on face. Very fi ne and scarce 
cancel from this small island. SG 68 (3) Ak 450,-

P 3396 1902, Royal Siam Telegraphs form fi ne used with blue label ”Bangkok Telegraph” separated, minor 
border faults, fi ne (M) b 80,-

P 3397 1904. Registered picture postcard to Saigon bearing Yvert 37,10a blue, Yvert 44, 3a green and Yvert 
45, 4a brown and carmine tied by Bangkok date stamp with boxed hand-struck registered and Sin-
gapore transit. Scarce. Yv. 37, 44, 45 Ak 350,-

P 3398 1904. Registered picture postcard of ‘ Wild Elephants crossing the Menam at Ajuthia’ addressed to 
Saigon, French Indo-China bearing SG 71, 3s green, SG 73, 4s chocolate and pink and SG 76, 10s 
blue tied by Bangkok/2 date stamp with hand-struck framed ‘R/Bangkok’ routed via Singapore with 
transit. Scarce registered postcard from Siam. SG 71, 73, 76 Ak 350,-

P 3399 1904. Envelope addressed to France bearing SG 68, 2a grass-green tied by Bangkok date stamp , 
underpaid with ‘T’ hand-stamp, rated ‘5’ in m/s and bearing French postage due Yvert 18, 5c blue 
(two) tied by Paris receiver. Lovely item of underpaid mail from Siam.

SG 68, France 
Yv. P18 b 1.200,-

3400 1905, King Chulalongkorn Wat Jang issue 2 A. violet/grey, a block of 14, very fi ne used with all-sia-
mese dater ”Yasothon„, clean condition 48 (14) g 80,-

P 3401 1905, 1 Atts. on 14 A. blue and horizontal pair 2 Atts. on 28 A. brown/blue, on ppc ”Siamese life at the paddy 
fi elds” from ”Prapatom” to Copenhagen/Denmark with Bangkok transit and Copenhagen arrival mark. 45, 46 (2) Ak 100,-

3402 1905, 2 A. violet/grey, blocks of four canc. small size all-thai daters: „Yasothon” resp. „Roi Et”, clean 
condition 48 (8) g/v 50,-

P 3403 1905. Picture postcard of ‘Natives Fishing’ (corner faults) addressed to Australia bearing SG 90, 1a 
on 14a blue and SG 91, 2a on 28a chocolate and blue (pair) tied by Bangkok date stamp with Singa-
pore transit. Nice franking with 1905 Surcharge issue. SG 90, 91 (2) Ak 300,-

P 3404 1906, 24 Att. brown, single franking on registered cover (some imperfections) from ”Bangkok 
...11.1906” to Austria with arrival mark 30.11.06 on reverse. 59 b 200,-

P 3405 1906, REJECTED DIE stationery card 1 1/2 A. red, uprated by 2 A. green (another stamp missing) 
from Chinagmai 7.6. 29 GA 500,-

P 3406 1906, Incoming mail: German picture postcard (showing 3-countries-borders) franked with German 
Reich 5pf Germania (x2), Austrian 1h and Russian 1k, addressed to an engineer at Royal Railway in 
Bangkok, with arrival d/s. Ak 200,-

P 3407 1906, Incoming mail: Japanese picture postcard bearing 4 Sn from Yokohama addressed to an en-
gineer at Royal Railway in Bangkok with HONGKONG transit cds, and English and Thai arrival cds’s. Ak 100,-

P 3408 1906, 4 Atts. / 1 1/2 Atts. uprated postal stationary card from Cambodia ”BATTAMBONG 17/8/1906” 
cds. adressed to Marseille, fi ne and rare item from Lost territories during the reign of King Chulalongkorn. GA 500,-

P 3409 1906. Envelope written from the French Consul in Korat addressed to Bangkok headed ‘Républi-
que Française’ and ‘Le Vice-Consul de France a Khorat’ with ‘Vice Consulat de France a Khorat 
‘ green cachet on face and reverse with Bangkok/2 and Bangkok/5 vernacular date stamp on 
reverse. A beautiful item. b 2.200,-

P 3410 1907, Wat Chung Issue, 1 A. yellow/green, horizontal pair, and 2 single stamps 8 A. black/olive, cor-
rect 18 A. rate (valid from 15.8.07) on registered letter (usual traces of transportation) from Bangkok 
27.9.1907 to Richmond/USA, transit marks of London 29.10.07, Washington 7.11. and Richmond 
arrival mark 8.11. on reverse. 47 (2), 55 (2) b 300,-

P 3411 1907, 5 A. red (slight faults) on ppc ”Royal parade”, canc. ”SINGAPORE JY 22 1907”, to Germany. 54 b 80,-
P 3412 1907, King Chulalongkorn surcharged issue 10 and 20 Ticals gray green, each  cancelled, fi ne and 

fresh color, Scott catalogue value $450 Sc. 106-107 g 100,-
P 3413 1907 Incoming mail: PPC bearing KEVII. 4c from HONGKONG to an engineer at Royal Railway in Bang-

kok with bilingual Bangkok in blue and black arrival cancellations, fi ne. Ak 100,-
P 3414 1907, King Chulalongkorn surcharged issue 40 Ticals gray green, mint hinged, fi ne and fresh color, a 

rare stamp, Scott catalogue value $3.400 Sc. 18, Fr. 110 *    500,-
P 3415 1907, Provisional Fiscal issue complete set 10 Ticals to 40 Ticals green with additional hand-

stamp ‘Specimen.’, mint hinged rare set! 61/63 spec. *    1.000,-
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P 3415A 1908, 9 Atts. rate to USA, 2 covers franked with 1905 Wat Chun, to same address in Madison/USA, 
from Bangkok 3.9.08 and 10.9.08, with arrival mark 11.10.08 and 18.10.08, slight traces.

47 (2), 53 
(2), 55 b 120,-

P 3416 1908/10, jubilee set cpl. mint; also King revised design 2 S.-28 S. cpl. in clean used blocks of four 
inc. clear „Rajani”; 2 S. another block-4 with commemorative marking, resp. top margin block-6 canc. 
„Korat” (T) 68/72, 94-99 g/v 400,-

P 3417 1908, Wat Chung Issue, 1 A. yellow/green, 9 A. blue (2) and 4 on 5 A. red (2), attractive franking on 
cover from ”Bangkok 11.10.08” to Singapore with arrival mark 17.10. on reverse.

47, 56 (2), 
66 (2) b 150,-

P 3418 1908, Jubilee issue 4 values on registered philatelic cover with clear cancellations Bangkok, registra-
tion label on top left, two fl aw on top and left, fi ne b 100,-

P 3418A 1908, Jubilee, 8 A. black/olive, sheet of 100 stamps (without margin at top and at right), unmounted 
mint, 2 fi elds showing variety ”small i”. (M) 71 (100) **   500,-

P 3419 1908, 4 A. grey & red two single stamps and 1 A. on 24 A. provisional issue on mourning cover tied by 
clear blue ”BANGKOK 2” cds. to Belgium with arrival mark on reverse, fi ne and attractive Sc. 96, 109 b 100,-

P 3420 1908, 1 Atts. Jubilee surcharged on ”GERMAN TELEGRAM SERVICE” cover fi ne cancelled, used local Sc. 113 b 60,-
P 3421 1908, Picture postcard (Shipping on the Menam) bearing 4 att from KO SI CHANG, addressed to an 

engineer at Royal Railway in Bangkok with bilingual Bangkok arrival cds’s in black and blue. Scarce 
origin and rare in this condition (commercial usage). 33 Ak 300,-

P 3422 1908, PPC bearing 2c and 5c (with JAVA ovpt) from BATAVIA addressed to an engineer at Royal Rail-
way in Bangkok, Siam with Singapore transit killer type transit d/s, bilingual Bangkok arrival cds in 
black and blue. Ak 100,-

P 3423 1908, PPC bearing 5c from GAROET, JAVA to an engineer at Royal Railway in Bangkok with Singapore 
transit cds and ‘Bangkok 2’ and ‘Bangkok 5’ bilingual arrival cancellations in black. Full of character 
and scarce origin. Ak 100,-

P 3424 1908, King Chulalongkorn Jubilee issue complete set 1 Tical to 40 Ticals, fi ne used with few toned 
spots on 10 and 20 Tic., scarce set! Mi. € 650,-- g 120,-

3424A 1908, King Chulalongkorn Jubilee issue 18a redbrown block of nine frpm lower left corner, toned 
and wrinkled gum with 3 stamps partly ungummed and other parts never hinged, scarce block! Mi. 
€ 360,-- + 72 (9)

**/*/
(*) 60,-

P 3425 1908, 4 A. grey & red two single stamps and 1 A. grey green on cover tied by ”LAMPANG” cds., tran-
sit marks Raheng and Bombay to Denmark with arrival mark on reverse, tiny fl aw on front, fi ne and 
attractive Sc. 75, 97 b 100,-

P 3426 1909, King Chulalongkorn, Wat Jang 3 S. on 3 A. green, pane of 100 stamps with left and lower 
margin, mint never hinged MNH, violet control marking on reverse, nice and scarce sheet for plating 
ec., Mi. € 1.500,-- ++ (M) 83 (100) **   400,-

3427 1909, PPC from Kristiania, NORWAY to an engineer on board s/s ”Chakrabong” of the East Asiatic 
Company, BANGKOK, with bilingual arrival datestamp. Ak 80,-

P 3428 1909, 2 S. on 2 A. green, block of 15, unmounted mint, canc. on reverse. 82 (15) **   60,-
P 3429 1909, 14 S. on 12 A. blue, six blocks of 8 (2x4), mint never hinged MNH, Michel cat. 1344.- (M) 91 (48) **   400,-
P 3430 1909, 6 S. on 5 A. red, a block of 100 with sheet margins at left and bottom, almost separated 

between 5th and 6th column, also margin separation between pos. 50-60,  with violet part-sheet 
security hs. on reverse, mint never hinged MNH (M) 87 (100) **   400,-

P 3430A 1909, 2 S. on 1 A. yellow/green, 124 UNMOUNTED MINT copies in block of 25, block of 49 and block 
of 50, very fresh colours, 2 units backstamped. (M) 80 (124) **   150,-

3431 1909, King Chulalongkorn, Wat Jang 3 S. on 2 A. green, a block of 25 (5x5, some separation), mint 
never hinged MNH, violet control marking on reverse, scarce thus 82 (25) **   90,-

P 3432 1909, King Chulalongkorn surcharged issue six stamps up to 12 S. on 8 A. black olive bistre on regis-
tered cover tied by BANGKOK 2b cds. to Switzerland with arrival mark, on front red registration label 
BANGKOK 2, fi ne and scarce. b 100,-

P 3433 1909. Registered picture postcard of ‘Ruins at Loburi’ addressed to Bosnia bearing SG 81, 64a 
brown and chestnut and ‘Jubilee’ SG 113, 1a green and yellow tied by bilingual Bangkok/2 date 
stamp with registered label. A beautiful item with the only 64a recorded on post-card or cover. SG 81, 113 Ak 1.000,-

P 3434 1909, King Chulalongkorn surcharged issue 2 S. on 2 Atts violet grey mint never hinged block of 12 
with toned gum, left margin, very scarce block! Mi. € 720,-- Mi. 81 (12) **   80,-

P 3435 1909, 3 Sat. auf 3 Atts violett/grau, waagr. Paar auf Briefumschlag mit Sonderstempel von 1910 
aus Anlass der 25-jährigen Mitgliedschaft Thailands im Weltpodtverein entwertet. Sauberer Abschlag 
dieses frühen Sonderstempels. 84 p/b 80,-

P 3436 1911, 2 S. yellow/green and horizontal pair 6 S. carmine on cover from ”SIngora 31.7.11” to Germa-
ny, Singapore transit mark 7.8.11 on reverse, cover with some imperfections at reverse. 94, 96 (2) b 70,-

P 3437 1911, 6 S. red and 3 copies 12 S. black/olive-brown on registered cover from ”Bangkok 8.9.11” to 
London with transit and arrival mark 14.10. on reverse, envelope with some imperfections. 96, 97 (3) b 80,-

P 3438 1910, 12 S. black/olive, block of 15, cancelled ”Bangnara”, slight imperfections. 97 (15) d 60,-
P 3439 1910, 14 S. blue on cover from ”Rajaburi” to London, Bangkok transit mark on reverse. 98 b 80,-
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P 3440 1910, Registered local Bangkok cover bearing 2s on 2a green two pairs and 6s on 6a green pair tied 
by Jubilee commemorative cachet with Bangkok 1 registration label, few little stains, still fi ne and 
decorative. 82, 88 b 250,-

P 3440A 1910, 2 S. (3, one on reverse), 3 S., 6 S. (2) tied ”Bangkok.2 16.11.10” to registered ppc (R-label on 
viewside) via ”NAPOLI PORTO 10.12.10” to Rome/Italy

94 (3), 95, 
96 (2) Ak 100,-

3441 1910, King Chulalongkorn ‘Garuda issue’ 2 S., block-8 (2x4) used bilingual „Bangnara”resp. block-10 
(2x5) bilingual „Paknampoh”;  3 S. , fi ve blocks-8 (2x4) used bilingual „Pakpreo”(3), „Chaiya”, ”Krug 
Kao„ 94 (18), 95 (40) g 70,-

3442 1910 (1.7.), 2s yellow/green ‘Garuda’ issue block of six on local cover with commemorative postmark 
‘Silver Jubilee, Universal Postal Union’, minor toning! 94 (6) b Gebot

P 3443 1911, 2 S. yellow/green (2) and 12 S. black/olive (2) on mourning cover from ”Bangkok 14.4.11” to 
Cambridge/USA. (T) 94 (2), 97 (2) b 100,-

P 3444 1912/17, 6 S., 15 s. (2) tied ”BANGKOK 1B 12-10-17” on cover to Holland, printed returrn ”Siam 
Electricity Co. Ltd. / BANGKOK”, on reverse transit ”Bangkok2”, british censor label tied by dutch 
arrival ”ROTTER(DAM) 14.12.17” 102, 123 (2) b 70,-

3445 1912, King Vajiravudh defi nitives part set 2s to 28s (small values complete!) in blocks of four, mint 
never hinged MNH with 3 lower stamps lightly hinged, scarce blocks! Mi. € 204,-- ++ 100/05 (4) **/* Gebot

P 3446 1912, Vienna printing complete set mint  hinged with full gum, fi ne and fresh 100-111, Sc. 
145-56 *    150,-

P 3447 1912, King Vajravudh group of center proofs in black including three imperf pairs and three sing-
les (two perf), fi ne and a very scarce group (M) (*)  1.000,-

P 3448 1912, King Vajravudh surcharged issue 5 S. on 6 St. carmine block of four vertical imperf between, 
fi ne cancelled, very fresh and fi ne variety, Scott catalogue value $1.800 Sc. 158a g 200,-

P 3449 1912, King Vajravudh surcharged issue 2 S. on 14 St. ultramarine block of six bearing two vertical 
pair imperf between at bottom, fi ne cancelled, very fresh and fi ne variety, Scott catalogue value 
$1.800 Sc. 157a g 200,-

P 3450 1912, 2 S. yellow/green (2) and 8 values 2 S. green (incl. strip of 6) on cover from Bangkok 3.8.12 
to London with arrival mark 2.9.12, redirected to Boston/USA with arrival mark 16.9., few traces of 
transportation. (T) 94 (2), 95 (8) b 200,-

P 3451 1912, King Vajravudh 1 B. blue & black horizontal pair imperf between, mint regummed, very fresh 
and fi ne variety, Scott catalogue value $1.250 Sc. 151b (*)  150,-

P 3452 1912, King Vajravudh 3 S. yellow green horizontal pair imperf between, mint hinged, very fresh and 
fi ne variety, Scott catalogue value $500 Sc. 146a *    100,-

P 3453 1912, King Vajravudh surcharged issue 2 S. on 14 St. ultramarine vertical pair imperf between, fi ne 
cancelled, very fresh and fi ne variety, Scott catalogue value $900 Sc. 157a g 100,-

P 3454 1912, King Vajravudh surcharged issue 2 S. on 14 St. ultramarine vertical pair imperf between, fi ne 
mint hinged with tiny toned gum, fresh and fi ne variety, Scott catalogue value $900 Sc. 157a *    100,-

P 3455 1912, King Vajravudh surcharged issue 10 S. on 12 St. black and brown horizontal pair imperf bet-
ween, fi ne cancelled, fresh and fi ne variety g 100,-

P 3456 1912, 6 S. scarlet tied ”N. Sridhamanet” to ppc to Matadi/Belgian Congo, transits ”KANTANG” (ties), 
”PENANG 10 JU 1918” plus censormark, arrival ”MATADI 23 OCTO 1918”, very unusual destination 102 Ak 80,-

P 3457 1913. Picture postcard written from Saigon dated ‘Saigon 8/2/1913’ addressed to France bearing 
SG 142, 3a green tied by ‘Ligne Bangkok a Saigon’ double ring in blue with Perpignan receiver on 
reverse. Scarce French maritime mail cachet on Siamese stamps. SG 142 Ak 280,-

P 3458 1914, King Chulalongkorn issue two pairs 2 S. and 1 Tic. together with two 28 Stg. chocolate King 
Vajravudh issue on ”Bulletin d´Expedition” each tied by BANGKOK 2b cds. to  Canada with arrival 
mark, on front black label BANGKOK 2, small corner fl aw, fi ne and very scarce. (T)

Sc. 105, 142, 
150 b 400,-

P 3459 1914. Registered envelope addressed to Canada bearing SG 162, 15s on 28s chocolate (pair) tied 
by bilingual Makeng date stamp ‘3rd Aug’ with ‘R/Makeng’ registered label, routed via Bangkok with 
Bangkok P.O. 1 & 2 ‘11/8’ with Registered/GPO Hong Kong’ transit ‘22 Au’ with Kerrisdale and Van-
couver receiver ‘Sep 26’. Superb item of registered mail from this small offi ce in Udon Thani Province. 
Remarkable item of destination mail. SG 162 (2) b 900,-

3460 1914, King Vajiravudh Provisional issue ‘5 Satang’ on 6s dark rose in a part pane of 42 stamps, mint 
never hinged MNH with control marking over 5 stamps on reverse! Mi. € 294,-- ++ (M) 112 (42) **   80,-

3461 1914, King Vajiravudh Provisional issue ‘15 Satang’ on 28s brownish black in a part pane of 48 
stamps, mint never hinged MNH with control marking over 9 stamps on reverse! Mi. € 528,-- ++ (M) 115 (48) **   120,-

3462 1914, King Vajiravudh Provisional issue ‘10 Satang’ on 12s black/olive brown in a part pane of 50 
stamps, mint never hinged MNH with control marking over 8 stamps on reverse! Mi. € 350,-- ++ (M) 114 (50) **   100,-

3463 1915 (ca.), 28s brownish black surcharged ‘15 Satang’ single use on cover from Bangkok to Berlin, 
minor wrinkles at top right corner! 115 b 100,-

P 3464 1915, King Chulalongkorn, Wat Jang 2 S. on 1 A., a block of 16 (4x4), mint never hinged MNH (T) 116 (16) **   400,-
P 3465 1916, Registered cover with pair 15 S. on 28 S. brown tied by ”BANGKOK 2” cds., black reg. label 

alongside, transit marks Swatow and Shanghai, adressed to Philadelphia, fi ne and attractive Mi. 115 b 100,-
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P 3466 1917. Envelope addressed to Switzerland bearing SG 160, 5s on 6s carmine (3) tied by Bangkok/2 
date stamp with ‘Straits Settlements./No 6864/Opened by Censor’ censor label. Nice item of cen-
sored mail. SG 160 (3) b 280,-

3467 1917, registered cover from POW Camp in Bangkok, franked on reverse with 5 S. and strip of three 10 
S. tied by ”BAGKOK 4” cds., red registration mark on front ms.no 499, the seal of the camp comman-
der in violet on front, few small fl aw on top. Registered camp mail is very scarce! (M) b 400,-

P 3468 191-07, Two postcards and postal stationery (fl aw at right) used uprated with attractive franking, fi ne 
group Ak/GA 100,-

P 3469 1917, King Vajravudh 15 S. blue horizontal pair imperf at right margin, mint hinged with toned gum, 
fresh and fi ne variety Fr. 170a *    100,-

P 3470 1917, King Vajravudh 3 S. emerald block of four horizontal imperf between, fi ne cancelled, very fresh 
and fi ne variety Fr. 167b g 150,-

P 3471 1920 Scouts overprinted complete set of six values mint, 1 Tic. regummed other values mnh, Scott 
catalogue value $980

Sc. B12-B17, 
Fr. 211-16 **/(*) 100,-

P 3472 1920 Scouts Fund overprinted complete set of six values mint hinged mh, Scott catalogue value 
$600 Sc. B18-B23 *    100,-

P 3473 1920, Boy-Scouts Fond, third issue, cpl set mint, three values mnh. 176-82 **/* 220,-
P 3474 1920, Boy-Scouts Fond, second issue, cpl set mint, 3 S. light gum bent. 158-63 *    300,-
P 3475 1920, 2 S braun/yellowish and 3 S brown-lilac two stripes of fi ve on reverse of a registered cover from 

”KHUKHANDHA” fi ne strikes of provincial pmks and bilingual registration cancel. 164 b 200,-
P 3476 1920, Boy-Scouts Fond, fi rst issue, cpl set mint, two values mnh. 152-57 **/* 400,-
P 3477 1920, King Vajravudh 3 S. green vertical pair imperf at top margin, mint hinged with toned gum, fresh 

and fi ne variety Fr. 200a *    100,-
P 3478 1920, King Vajravudh 2 S. brown vertical pair imperf between and at top margin, mint hinged with 

tiny toned gum, fresh and fi ne variety Fr.199b *    100,-
P 3479 1920 Scouts Fund overprinted complete set of seven values on air mail cover via ”K.L.M.” to Eng-

land with arrival mark on reverse, very scarce and attractive (M)
Sc.B24-B30,Fr. 223 
-29, Mi.176-82 b 2.000,-

P 3480 1920 Scouts Fund overprinted complete set of seven values mint hinged mh, Scott catalogue value 
$415

Sc.B24-B30,Fr.223 
-29, Mi.176-82 *    100,-

P 3481 1920, boy scouts 2nd issue with small tiger head opt., complete set mint hinged with black corner 
cancels on gum side, scarce set, Mi. € 590,-- 158/63 *    120,-

P 3482 1920 Scouts overprinted complete set of six values fi ne cancelled, Scott catalogue value $690 Sc. B12-B17, 
Fr. 211-16 g 100,-

P 3483 1920, King Vajravudh 50 S. ocher and black vertical pair imperf between, mint hinged with tiny toned 
gum, fresh and fi ne variety Fr. 210c *    100,-

P 3484 1920, King Vajravudh 10 S. black orange imperf at bottom margin, fi ne used with few toned perfs, 
fi ne variety Fr. 205b g 80,-

P 3485 1920, King Vajravudh 10 S. black orange horizontal pair imperf between, mint regummed, fresh and 
fi ne variety Fr. 205a (*)  100,-

P 3486 1920, King Vajravudh 2 S. brown horizontal pair imperf at left margin, mint hinged with toned gum, 
fresh and fi ne variety Fr.199c *    100,-

P 3487 1921. Picture postcard of the ‘Menam & Wat Chang, Bangkok’ addressed to France bearing Scout 
SG 206, 3s (+2s) green tied by Bangkok/1 date stamp. Nice item of 2nd issue Scout fund on card. SG 206 Ak 600,-

P 3488 1923-36, Three air mail covers, including ”DURBAN PAQUEBOT” cancellation and two registered co-
vers from Ubon and Roi Etch, fi ne group (M) b 100,-

P 3489 1923, König Vajiravudh 10 S. im senkrechten 6er-Block nebst 2 S. auf R-Bankbrief mit zweisprachi-
gem Einschreib-Stempel von ”BAN DON” in die Schweiz, gute Bedarfserhaltung. (M) b 200,-

P 3490 1924, 01.10. Flugpostbrief als Einschreiben Roi Ed - Bangkok und weiter nach Bern. Interessante 
Entwertung der Marken durch Stempel mit einem stilisierten Flugzeug. (T) e 80,-

P 3491 1925, 15 S. carmine bottom margin piece canc. framed commemorative airmail marking w. „BHUKET 
3.11.26” alongside on cover to England, transit Singapore on reverse 187 b 250,-

P 3492 1925, Airmail letter from ROI ETCH via Bangkok and San Fransisco, with additional US franking and 
transit mark New York, to Philadelphia with arrivel mark on backside, fi ne and rare. b 250,-

P 3493 1926 (18 March). Letter with Thai adhesive to Germany, cancelled at Penang with ‘TRAIN LETTER’ 
SL3 cachet. Only second recorded example (E.R.D.) (T) b 270,-

P 3494 1926/39, 1 B. tied ”BANGKOK GPO 2 I 40” to illustrated air mail envelope ”TROCADERO HOTEL BANG-
KOK” to Denmark, triangular censor mark of Calcutta; 15 S. blue tied ”BANGKOK GPO 20.9.1939” to 
surface mail envelope to Switzerland, British India censortape 191, 231 b 80,-

P 3495 1926, Special issue ‘Kings Throne’ cpl. mint set, light toning. cat.val. 1.100,-- 191-96 *    450,-
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P 3496 1927, Printed ‘AMERICAN LEGATION’ (Bangkok, Siam) envelope bearing 1926 1 Tical tied by bilingual 
‘’BANGKOK G.PO.O./6.5.27’’ cds, addressed to ‘The Honorable THE SECRETARY OF STATE, Washing-
ton D.C., U.S.A., sent by ‘AIR MAIL - Via KLM’ m/s, with related offi cial seals on reverse. A scarce item 
from the Franklin D. Roosevelt collection. (T) 191 b 300,-

P 3497 1928,  imperforated proof 3 S carmine in offset printing (original issue in gravure printing)  block of 
four, mint NH

Mi. 200 P (4), 
Yv. 194 (4) **   220,-

P 3498 1928/41, 20.45 B. franking tied „BANGKOK GPO” to 1948 registered cover to US. Includes pair of 
10 B. (one cut in).  AV2 Heifetz type 8. US 10 C. due applied and on reverse US repair seal tied by NY 
dater, a rarity. 211 (2) etc. b 600,-

P 3499 1929, BANKOK-DEHLI FLIGHT (22nd Dec) cover registered to Rangoon, bearing Air 10s, 15s and 50s 
tied by the ”GOODWILL FLIGHT BANGKOK - DELHI” special cancel, signed on reverse. b 80,-

P 3500 1930-39, Two early air mail covers including registered mail to Amsterdam and cover with red censor 
bars, fi ne pair b 100,-

P 3501 1930, Registered cover franked with three 15 Stg. dark blue from Bangkok G.P.O. to Hua Hin with 
arrival mark on Hotel ms. label, some crease, fi ne and unusual Sc. 211 (3) b 170,-

P 3502 1930, BANKOK-AMSTERDAM FLIGHT cover registered to England, bearing Air 5s green and attractive 
multicolored franking tied by air mail special cancel, arrival mark on reverse. b 80,-

P 3503 1932, Registered cover franked with two 15 Stg. dark blue and air mail 1 B. from Bangkok G.P.O. to 
Germany with arrival mark on reverse, boxed ”LATE FEE PAID” & ”PAR AVION” marks alongside, fi ne 
and unusual (T) b 250,-

P 3504 19340, cover franked with 15 Stg. dark blue from Bangkok G.P.O. to Denmark with threeliner ”PAS-
SED FOR TRANSMISSION”, tiny border fl aw at right, fi ne Sc. 237 b 80,-

P 3505 1934, AIRGRAM by Air Orient franked Garuda 1 B. and Kings 2 S. canc. ”BANGKOK 3.2.34” to Rönne-
beck / Germany, scarce airletter forerunner, fi ne 190, 216 b 100,-

P 3506 1937,stationery envelope 10 S. king Prajadhipol (tonings) uprated 5 S. violet on reverse canc. „PA-
QUEBOT PENANG 25 FE 37” to Ramnad/India, three backstamps GA 220,-

3506A 1940, 75 Jahre Rot-Kreuz Aufdruckausgabe komplett nebst Zusatzfrankatur auf R-Brief mit indischer 
und deutscher Zensur von Bangkok nach Kiel - Deutschland, gute Bedarfserhaltung. 224-26, u.a. b 50,-

P 3507 1939, Registered FDC Red Cross with complete surcharged set, some toned spots, fi ne (T) 224-226 FDC 80,-
P 3507A 1939, 10 S. carmine w. 1940 15 S. dark blue canc. „SOUTH EXPRESS 2.7.40”  on cover w. s. l. ”LATE 

FEE PD.„ in violet to London, Penang censor 230, 236 b 100,-
3508 1940, 15 S. dark blue canc. „SONGKHLA  4.3.41” on censored cover to USA 236 b 100,-

P 3509 1940, Chakri Palace 10 S., 5 S. tied by ”BANGKOK GPO” cds. on censor cover (toned at left), censor 
label and censor mark at left, attractive commercial usage b 120,-

P 3510 1940. Air Mail envelope addressed to Holland bearing ‘Red Cross Fund’ SG 277, 5+5s on 1b sepia 
and blue, SG 278, 10s+5s on 2b brown and carmine, SG 279, 15s+5s on 3b black and green and 
SG 284, 15s blue tied by Bangkok/GPO date stamp, endorsed ‘By Dutch Airmail K.L.M.’ Very fi ne and 
attractive.

SG 277/279, 
284 b 280,-

P 3511 1940. Envelope written on the Malay/Thai border bearing Siam 15b blue (un-cancelled), endor-
sed ‘via Bangkok, Japan, Manchuria, Siberia, U.S.S.R., Finland and Sweden’ cancelled on reverse 
by Hat Yai railway date stamp, mail cannot be forwarded because of Russia/Finland war and 
Pearl Harbour (8th Dec) so routed via Penang with boxed Passed by Censor/11 and label with 
boxed ‘Retour’ and instructional ‘Postal Communications / Suspended’, sent to the Dead Letter 
Offi ce/Penang (28 Nov 40) and returned to Thailand with ‘Post and Telegraph’ label tied by South 
Express railway date stamp in violet. Extraordinary item of interrupted mail. Only 3 recorded of 
the ‘Postal Communication/Suspended’. 15b b 1.100,-

P 3512 1940. Registered ‘Advice of Receipt’ envelope addressed to Australia bearing SG 254, 5s violet (4), 
SG 255, 10s carmine, SG 256, 15s blue, SG 285, 2s chocolate, SG 286, 3s green, SG 288, 10s 
carmine and SG 289, 15 s blue tied by Bangkok/GPO date stamp with matching registered label, 
framed ‘A. R.’, routed via Penang with ‘Passed by/Transmission/Penang16’ censor and Singapore 
with boxed ‘Passed by/Censor 5.’ in violet, Brisbane transit and Cairns arrival. Superb item of Receipt 
mail from Siam.

SG 254/56, 
285/86, 
288/89 b 450,-

P 3513 1941. Censored envelope written front Phuket addressed to Penang bearing SG 289, 15s blue tied 
by ‘Field Post OJfi ce/S.P. 502’ double ring with ‘Passed for Transmission/37’ censor cachet. Very rare 
item of military mail. SG 289 b 600,-

P 3514 1941, First fl ight registered air mail cover from HUEY MOOD with attractive pair 15 St. franking, to 
Penang with arrival mark, fi ne and rare b 100,-

P 3515 1941 (May 10) registered cover Yala to Otago N.Z. franked aggregate 1b 05 (one stamp defective) 
bearing at side Posts & Telegraphs “OFFICIALLY/SEALED” labels (Censor?) and tied by circle “3” 
handstamps, backstamped Bangkok, Sydney, small handling faults. b 200,-

P 3516 1941, 11 values in imperf proofs with specimen punch, 7 high values including center omitted prin-
tings, a scarce and attractive group

Proofs ex 
237-48 **/* 100,-
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P 3517 1941, 15 S. water buffalo, two single frank censored covers to Singapore: ”BANGKOK GPO 6.5.41” 
on YMCA envelope (vert. crease) to US Consulate General, siamese censor seals (strip-3) and malay 
censor tape. And ”BANGKOK G.P.O. 3 NOV 41” machine type with slogan ”THAIALND / IMPLORES 
FOR / WORLD PEACE” with covered siamese censorship (circular framed ”6”) and malay censor tape. 
Framed propaganda hs. ”THAILAND / IMPLORES FOR / WORLD PEACE”, on reverse violet 6-line: 
”MALAYAN CENSORSHIP REGULATIONS / PLEASE REQUEST SENDER IN FUTURE...”, attractive pair 241 b 100,-

P 3518 1943-44, Two postcards with reverse imprint ”IMPERIAL JAPANESE ARMY” used in a POW Camp in 
Thailand and adressed to England, light usual border crease, fi ne pair b 100,-

P 3519 1943, Swiss 60 C. (3) tied ”LAUSANNE 2.VI.43” on air mail cover (slight faults) via Japan to Bangkok/
Thailand, japanese and siamese censortapes, unusual. Detailed description in french included. 150,-

3520 1947, Thailand air mail cover to Canada with rare ”A.V.2” cancellation, fi ne b 100,-
3521 1948, Registered air mail cover from BANGKOK with blue registration label on front and attractive 

franking on reverse, to Italy with arrival mark, fi ne and rare destination b 100,-
P 3521A 1953/55, Red Cross, both issues on FDC, slight toning. 302/04, 319/21 FDC 120,-
P 3521B 1951, defi nitives Bhumipol, 15 imperf. proofs in issued design, but mainly differing colours, with 

punching hole each.
282/95 proof  
ex **   200,-

P 3522 1955, elephant with King Naresuan complete proof set in horizontal marginal pairs, imperfora-
ted, all with small punchhole from printer ‘Waterlow & Sons’, 25 St. and 1,25 B. lightly creased, 
original gum with some spots and manual inscriptions, scarce! 311-315 */p 1.100,-

3523 1955, elephant with King Naresuan complete proof set in horizontal marginal pairs (25s two pairs) all 
with small punchhole from printer ‘Waterlow & Sons’, mint never hinged MNH and scarce!

311/15 proof  
(2) **   420,-

P 3524 1956: Printed ‘UN - Ecafe Secretariat, Bangkok, Thailand’ envelope from Chiengmai to Saigon (arrival 
b/s) with 15 different adhesives issued 1955/56. (T) b 80,-

P 3524A 1961/68, defi nitives Bhumipol, 5 S. to 40 B., 18 values complete unmounted mint, 25 B. slight gum 
toning. 358/69 **   100,-

P 3525 1965, 50 S multicoloured ”Bangkok/UNO” imperforated Proof on presentation card of ”BRADBU-
RY,WILKINSON & COMP., ENGLAND” with original envelope and comments, scarce (T) 451 Pr d 500,-

P 3525A 1973/75, defi nitives Bhumipol, 5 S. to 10 B. and 20 B., 8 values in blocks of 4, unmounted mint. 670/76 (4), 
741 (4) **   250,-

P 3526 1976, Briefträger Uniformen Phasendrucke in 38 ungezähnten Viererblöcken vom Eckrand, selten (T) Proofs 813-16 **   300,-
P 3526A 1976, 20 S. ultramarine, imperf. block of 8 with right margin, unmounted mint, slight gum toning 

(apparently due to printing process).
623 Y imperf. 
(8) **   100,-

3527 1981, 5 B and 75 B disabled issue, both imperforated, mint NH, not noticed in Michel. (T) 969/70 U **   80,-
P 3527A 1985, Thaipex, imperf. miniature sheet, unmounted mint. (T) Bl. 14 B **   120,-
P 3527B 1994, 2 B. Songkran Day, corner-block of 20 and corner-block of 9, vertical perforation shifted, un-

mounted mint. (T) 1594 (29) **   100,-

THAILAND - STEMPEL    
see also 2455, 2653

P 3528 1922, 15 S. red single franking on cover to Danmark with special postmark ”BANGKOK 12.11.28” g 350,-
P 3529 1898, Bang-Pain: UPU card 4 Atts. red cancelled all-native dater (lunar calendar) ”Bang Pain” (nearly 

perfect strike of this central region p.o.) via ”BANGKOK 13 7 91” to Germany, tiny crease on top left, 
fi ne and attractive GA 350,-

P 3529A 1914, Boxed ‘’MISSENT TO BANGKOK’’ in black on cover from Manila, Philippines to Switzerland ‘Via 
Suez’ with Bangkok cds alongside. A perfect strike of this scarce handstamp. b 600,-

P 3530 BRITISH POST OFFICE IN BANGKOK: 1884. Hong Kong Queen Victoria 2c carmine tied to small 
piece by British Post Offi ce Bangkok date stamp dated ‘Feb 5th 84’. A wonderful fresh colour and 
complete strike. A superb exhibition item. d 2.200,-

P 3531 1891, 4a. green orange brown tied by clear ”CHAINAT” cancellation, (Gmähle type 3), fi ne and very 
scarce, cat. $700 Sc. 14 g 80,-

P 3532 1903/04, CHANTABOON - CHANTABURI, ppc ”Wat Cheng”, franked on front and on reverse with 2 
types of cancellations (latin and bilingual inscription), sent 29.2.04 to France with Bangkok transit 
mark 3.3.04 on front. 28, 35 b 150,-

P 3533 1903/04, CHANTABOON - CHANTABURI, ppc ”Natives fi shing”, 2 types of cancellation (latin and bi-
lingual inscription), sent 25.1.04 to France. 28, 31 b 150,-

P 3534 Chantaburi:, 1904, 1 A. green tied small size „CHANTABURI 18.10.04” to viewside of ppc to France, 
on front large bilingual ”CHANTABURI 8.10.04„ w. negative seal, very scarce, VF Ak 350,-

P 3535 1887/91, King Chulalongkorn six fi ne used blocks of four incl. 3 x 12a, 1 x 24a etc. with good post-
marks incl. siamese KANCHANABURI, SONGKLA etc. and bilingual UBON and NARN, nice group! ex 7/13 g 200,-

3536 1910, King Chulalongkorn ‘Garuda’ issue 6s carmine in 20 used blocks of four with a nice variety of 
postmarks incl. RAHENO, RAJAHURI, ROI ET., PACHIM, LANGSUEN, CHIENGMAI, KAMPENGPET etc., 
great study lot! (T) 96 g 100,-
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P 3537 1904, 4atts PS card used ‘’KEDAH/8.2.04’’ to Hamburg, Germany (3.3.04 arrival cds), with ‘’PE-
NANG/FE 9/1904’’ transit cds, fi ne, rare usage in Malaya GA 1.200,-

3538 1894 ca., ”LOPBURI” cds. on 4/12 Atts. carmine / lilac clear cancellation, Gmähle type 4, plus nice 
cancelled fi rst issue 1 S., fi ne and attractive pair g 80,-

P 3539 1897, LUANG PRABANG, clear strike on postal stationary 4 atts 1897 to Hayingen, Lothringen / Ger-
many with arrival mark, no message on reverse, fi ne GA 400,-

3540 1906, ”MAKAENG 16/8/06” cds. on 64 Atts. brownorange / lilac clear cancellation, Gmähle type 5, 
fi ne and attractive 14 g 60,-

P 3541 1891-1905, two blocks of four and three singles with fi ne cancellations including Korat, Ubon and 
Nan, a scarce group g 80,-

P 3542 OOTARADIT, clear strikes on block of 24 of 14 S. blue (slight unobstrusive imperfections at bottom). 98 (24) g 60,-
P 3543 1946, stampless cover from a  displaced person (dutch) from ”D.S.P.-Store No6 NAKORN PATHOM 

SIAM” (were former POWs from japanese captivity waited after the end of the pazifi c war and the 
liberation of South Asia to bring them home), vf strike ”NED.POST KANTHOM BANGKOK 23.7.46” b 320,-

P 3544 1891, 12a. lilac carmine tied by clear ”PRACHINBURI” cancellation, (Gmähle type 3), fi ne and very 
scarce, cat. $600 g 80,-

P 3545 Samut Prakan: 1893, Postal stationery card 4 A. red tied by ”SAMUT PRAKAN” (Gmähle type 2, page 
46), to Denmark with arrival mark, fi ne and very scarce. GA 300,-

P 3546 1935, SOUTH EXPRESS, clear t.p.o. cancellations on 2 covers, one with single franking 25 S, the 
other with mixed franking 10 S and 15 S airmail-stamp, each sent to Thalwil in Switzerland. F/VF 
condition.

187A, 202, 
204 b 150,-

P 3547 1910, 25th anniversary of Thai Post, U.P.U. special cancellation, 2 strikes on cover with 2 copies 3 
S. green. b 60,-

3548 1910, 25th anniversary of Thai Post, U.P.U. special cancellation on complete set of 1910 issue. 94/99 d 60,-
P 3549 1885, WANG BANG PA-IN cancellation (Gmähle Type 4) on provisional 4 Atts / 1 a. postal stationery 

card, fi ne H&G 2a GA 150,-
P 3550 1891, 4a. green orange brown tied by clear ”LUANG PRABANG” cancellation, Siam used in Laos, 

(Gmähle type 1), fi ne and very scarce Sc. 14 g 100,-
P 3551 1891, 4a. green orange brown tied by clear ”KRUNG KAO” cancellation, (Gmähle type 2), fi ne and 

very scarce, cat. $800 g 100,-
P 3552 1899-1905, Three stamps with rare cancellations of ”SINGORA” ”KEDAH” & ”PAK NAM PHO”, fi ne 

and attractive group g 80,-
P 3553 1899, 3a. red blue tied by clear ”SUPHAN” cancellation (Gmähle type 4), fi ne and scarce cat. $550 Sc. 78 g 80,-

3554 1901, 4 Atts red postal stationery card tied by ”HONG KONG B 23/5/01” cds. to Shanghai with arrival 
mark on reverse, tiny toned at border and no message inside, large corner fl aw, still fi ne and scarce. GA 100,-

P 3555 1906, 3a. red and blue pair on postcard tied by ”SIEMRAT” cds. (Gmähle type 5), scarce usage in 
Cambodia (today Angkor Wat), unadressed, probably shipped in a cover Sc. 78 Ak 500,-

P 3556 1906, 3a. red and blue pair on postcard tied by ”SIEMRAT” cds. (Gmähle type 5), scarce usage in 
Cambodia (today Angkor Wat), unadressed, probably shipped in a cover Sc. 78 Ak 500,-

P 3557 1906, 3a. red and blue pair on postcard tied by ”SIEMRAT” cds. (Gmähle type 5), scarce usage in 
Cambodia (today Angkor Wat), adressed to France Sc. 78 Ak 1.000,-

P 3558 1906, 3a. red and blue pair on postcard tied by ”SIEMRAT” cds. (Gmähle type 5), scarce usage in 
Cambodia (today Angkor Wat), unadressed, probably shipped in a cover Sc. 78 Ak 500,-

3559 1906, 3a. red and blue pair (toned perfs and faults) on postcard tied by ”SIEMRAT” cds. (Gmähle type 
5), scarce usage in Cambodia (today Angkor Wat), unadressed, probably shipped in a cover Sc. 78 Ak 300,-

P 3560 1910, 25th anniversary of Thai Post, U.P.U. special cancellation, 2 strikes on philatelic cover. (T) b 250,-
P 3561 1940, 3 St. green postal stationery card tied by clear black ”NORTH EXPRESS” cds. to Bangkok with 

arrival mark, few tiny spots, fi ne GA 100,-

THAILAND - GANZSACHEN    
3562 Postal stationery card 2 S. brown used local with attractive violet commercial mark, fi ne and unusual. GA 100,-

P 3563 1885, 4 Atts. surcharged PS card tied by clear black ”BANGKOK PAID P 10/7/85” cds., transit mark 
Singapore on reverse, fi ne and attractive GA 200,-

P 3564 1885, 4 Atts. ovpt. stationery w. large UPU, canc. native  dater to Manila/Philippines, scarce destina-
tion (philatelic/not travelled?) b 200,-

P 3565 1886, 4 Atts. on 1 Atts carmine, UPU ovp. stationery card (minor stains), used from ”Bangkok 7.7.86” 
to Berlin/Germany, Singapore transit mark 13.7. on front. GA 100,-

P 3566 1890, stationery card 4 Atts. carmine, used from Bangkok 23.3.00, canc. with latin cds. without stars 
and native canc. alongside, to Germany with Bremen arrival mark 28.4. H&G 3 GA 80,-

P 3567 1890, UPU card 4 Atts. canc. ”BANGKOK 24/4 90” to Shanghai/China, on reverse transit ”HONG 
KONG C MY 4 90” and Shanghai BPO arrival MY 9 90. GA 100,-
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P 3568 1894. Postal stationery card 1 att orange/red cancelled by Bangkok date stamp addressed to Pe-
triew with Chachoengsao arrival. Superb item of incoming mail to Chachoengsao Province. GA 600,-

P 3569 1894. Postal stationery card 1 att orange/red cancelled by Prachinburi single ring date stamp 
(Chula Sakarat) addressed to Bangkok with Bangkok/2 arrival. Very fi ne item of Provincial mail 
from Prachinburi Province. GA 1.000,-

3570 1899 (ca.), rejected die, card 1 1/2 A., unused mint in very clean condition GA 100,-
P 3571 1901, 10 Atts brown on blue postal stationery letter card used uprated with 2 Atts green, tied by 

”BANGKOK 30/12/1901” cds. to Berne Swiss with arrival mark and commercial mark on reverse, tiny 
toned and no message inside, fi ne and scarce. GA 200,-

P 3572 1901. Postal stationery letter card 4a blue written from ‘The Bangkok Outfi tting Comp’ upgraded with 
SG 75, 8a green and orange tied by Bangkok date stamp with adjacent vernacular Bangkok and fi rms 
cachet in violet addressed to Germany. Attractive item of stationary. SG 75 GA 300,-

P 3573 1901. Postal stationery card 1 att orange (surcharge) upgraded with SG 67, 1a olive-green and SG 
68, 2a grass-green tied by Bangkok/2 date stamp addressed to Belgium with Spa arrival on front. 
Attractive item of stationary. SG 67, 68 GA 450,-

P 3574 1904, letter card 10 Atts. brown on green uprated with 2 Atts., used from ”Bankok” (with messages 
inside) and cancelled in ”Singapore”, to Germany with arrival in ”Bergdorf”, unusual and rare item! GA 600,-

P 3575 1906, postal stationery card 2  Atts uprated with 24 Atts commercial usage from ”BANGKOK 
10.5.1906” to Leer, Germany with arrival 7.6.06. Very fi ne. H&G 10 GA 150,-

P 3576 1906, 10 Atts on 24 A, small roman surcharge, rare usage on postal stationery letter card 2 Atts sent 
from BANGKOK 2 / 24.10.1906” to Forst Lausitz, Deutschland with arrival b/s  21.11.06, extremely 
fi ne and fresh! Mi. 27 I GA 750,-

3577 1906, stationery 2 Atts uprated with 1 Att, local usage with advertisement  of the ”DEUTSCHER CLUB 
BANGKOK”. stamp minor corner fault, otherwise sound. GA 80,-

3578 1907, card 2 A. on 1 1/2 A., unused mint resp. used „Bangkok,5 15.5.09” local H&G 10 (2) GA Gebot
P 3579 1907, UPU card 5 S. on 4 Atts (two tears, stains) canc. ”Bangkok2” to Galleries Lafayette, Paris. Sen-

der italian ambassador to Bangkok with respective violet seal GA 70,-
3580 1909, Lot von 2 Kartenbriefen 10 ATTS und 12 ATTS, je gebraucht am 29.3.09 von BANGKOK nach 

HERBORN/DILLKR. (28.4.09). K 3, K 4 GA 150,-
3581 1910, card 1 1/2 A. surcharged, cto with jubilee cds of 1910.7.1, 1912 with text but uncancelled, 

1912 used with all-native Bangkok w. on reverse printed invitations of „Deutscher Flottenverein” 
(german fl eet club) for Jan. & March, 1912 H&G 18 (4) GA 70,-

3582 1913, two locally used stationery cards 3 on 1 1/2 Atts. red from Bangkok. GA 60,-
P 3583 1924. Postal stationery card 2s brown (written from King’s College) upgraded with SG 214, 5s carmi-

ne/pink (3) tied by bilingual Nondaburi date stamp addressed to a passenger on the ‘S.S. ”Angers” 
c/o Messageries Maritimes, Djibouti’ with framed ‘Cie des Messageries Maritimes/25 Mars /924/
Paquebot ”Angers” in grey and framed ‘Cie des Messageries Maritimes/4 Avril 1924/Paquebot ”Chi-
li” in violet on face, endorsed ‘Inconeu’ and ‘Retour a l’envoyeur’ in red m/s with Bangkok receiver on 
reverse. Very scarce, an unusual piece. SG 214 (3) GA 900,-

P 3584 1931, stationery card 2 S. brown, uprated by 3 S. brown and 5 S. purple from Bangkok 8.9.31 to 
Germany. H&G 54 GA 120,-

P 3586 1940, postal stationery envelope 10 S. red ‘King Prajadhipok’ with add. postage paid 1940 5 S. vio-
lett, censured ”Passed by Censor” sent to Penang. GA 100,-

P 3587 1940. Postal stationery envelope 15 satang blue endorsed ‘On Active Service’ written by Dutch Ser-
geant in Sumatra, Netherlands Indies, cancelled by Palembang date stamp, addressed to Soembawa 
and forwarded to Makasser. Very fi ne. GA 600,-

3588 1947, stationery card 5 S. Bhumipol Adulted violet on thin gray paper, mint (b/s few minimal stains) 
rare! H&G 78 GA 120,-

P 3589 1951. Air Mail postal stationery card 10s carmine upgraded with SG 317, 1b blue and violet and SG 
340, 25s carmine (4) tied by Utaradith date stamp addressed to London routed via Bangkok. Rare 
item of stationery. SG 317, 340 (4) GA 280,-

THAILAND - BESONDERHEITEN    
see also 373, 507, 1520, 2038, 2741, 2743, 3298

P 3590 1871 (INCOMING MAIL). Folded letter sheet addressed to Bangkok bearing Straits Settlements 
SG 13, 6c dull lilac tied by Singapore/D14 duplex with m/s date ‘21/2/71’ on stamp, routed on 
the steamer ”Bangkok”. Fragile item but scarce early incoming mail. Straits SG 13 b 1.600,-

P 3591 1880, „Pfennig” 10 Pf. und 50 Pf., entwertet „LEIPZIG 25 4 83” auf Brief nach „Bangkok, Siam, ‘In-
dia’”, rückseitig Transitstempel „NAPOLI PORTO 29 4 - 83” und in rot „SINGAPORE PAID MY 25 83” 41, 44 b 500,-

3592 (ab ca.1885) „Offi cially sealed”, red&white embossed seals (2, NG); plus four used revenues (*)/g Gebot
P 3593 INCOMING MAIL: 1892, uprated Austrian stationery card from TIREST 30.5.92 to Bangkok GA 100,-
P 3594 1892, incoming mail, Mexico, UPU card 3 C. canc. ”MEXICO 24. V. 1892” via Nuevo-Laredo, NY, Lon-

don and Paris to ”BANGKOK2 17 6 92”, quite unusual GA 100,-
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P 3595 INCOMING MAIL: 1897, uprated stationery envelope from Freeport/USA to Bangkok with Marseille 
transit and Bangkok arrival mark on reverse. GA 60,-

P 3596 INCOMING MAIL: 1899, mourning cover from BELGIUM to Mr. Emile Jottrand/Bangkok, Paris transit 
mark and Bangkok arrival mark on reverse. b 100,-

3597 INCOMING MAIL: 1900, cover from BELGIUM 6.8. to Madame Emile Jottrand/Bangkok with arrival 
mark 9.9. on reverse. b 70,-

P 3598 1904. Indo-China postal stationery envelope 5c green cancelled by Ligue de Saigon a Bangkok date 
stamp in blue (Salles 2011). Very fi ne and rare item paying the printed matter rate. (Ex Desrousseaux). GA 1.000,-

3599 1904, french occupation of Chantaburi with „CHANTABOOM 18.10.04” dater (also on reverse tied to 
1 C. stamp) on ppc ”315 -  Siamese bullock cart. J. Antonio Bangkok„. Intaglio seal to permit postal 
transport from the occupied province sent to France. Extremely rare postal history. Ak 250,-

P 3600 INCOMING MAIL: 1907, cover from New York 26.9. to Mr. Eugen Ledeganck/ Bangkok (fi nancial advi-
ser of Her Majesty the King), arrival mark 5.11.07 on reverse. b 120,-

P 3601 INCOMING MAIL: 1907, registered cover from NATAL 25.4.07 to Bangkok, Colombo transit mark 
22.5.07 and Bangkok arrival mark 4.6.07 on reverse. b 100,-

P 3602 INCOMING MAIL: 1907, Avis de Reception from Braunschweig/Germany 11.11.07 to Bangkok with 
arrival mark 12.12.07, received in Germany on 11.1.08 (arrival mark of District Court). (T) b 100,-

3603 1908, jubilee 1 A. resp. 3 A. with ovpt. variety ”small ‘i’ in Jubilee„, unused NG resp. mounted mint; 1 
A., four used copies with damaged overprint 68 (5), 69 */(*)/g 70,-

P 3604 1909, King Chulalongkorn provisional issue small group incl. 7 stamps with mostly different BAMBOO-
CHOPS and six stamps with PRIVATE PERFINS, mixed condition but very unusual and interesting study lot! ex 80/86 g 170,-

P 3605 1912 (SIAMESE POST OFFICE IN KEDAH). Thailand postal stationery card 4a on 1½a carmine 
upgraded with SG 92, 1a yellow and green tied by Kedah cds ‘11th June 12’ addressed to Holland 
with Penang transit 72/6’ and arrival in Schiedam and forwarded to Nieuwveen ‘6/7’ on face. 
Rare stationery used in the Malaya States. Exhibition piece, very attractive. SG 92 GA 3.600,-

P 3606 1916, UPU card 5 Sat./4 Att. canc. ”BANGKOK 8 16.3.16” to german POW in camp Matsuyama/Ja-
pan, via ”SWATOW  8 APR 16”, Shanghai, ”NAGASAKI 15.4.16”, oval violet camp seal of Matsuyama, 
vermilion framed ”furyoyubin” (POW mail) plus han of censor Motomiya, unusual GA 100,-

P 3607 1916, UPU card 5 Sat./4 Att. canc. ”BANGKOK 8 12.7.16” via China ”SWATOW 24 AUG 16” and 
”SHANGHAI 29 AUG 16” and USA to Kirchheim/Teck, Wurttemberg/Germany, unusual wartime rou-
ting via neutral states GA 70,-

P 3608 1916, ”CONCENTRATION CAMP SIAM / PRISONER OF WAR MAIL” plus violet all-thai censormark on 
stampless envelope endorsed ”Service des prisonniers de guerre” from interned german in Camp 
Ayuthia via ”Bangkok 16 8-12-17” to Copenhagen/Denmark,  violet ”CONTROLE POSTALE MILITAIRE 
348 P. de. C.” (Marseilles, France), on reverse also ”Bangkok2” transit, unusual b 150,-

P 3609 1917 (PRISONER OF WAR MAIL). Stampless envelope addressed to Germany written by Civil Internee, 
Bangkok Camp hand-stamped ‘Concentration Camp, Siam/Prisoner of War Letter’ cancelled by bilingual 
Bangkok date stamp with circular ‘Controle Postal Militaire/Controle/348’ double ring in violet and verna-
cular ‘Prisoner of War Camp/Censor by the Colonel/Bangkok’ on face. Very fi ne and rare item. b 850,-

P 3609A 1920, fl ight cover Bangkok-Chandhaburi 17. Feb., franked with 5 S. red horizontal pair, canc. with 
boxed fl ight cancellation, only 300 covers have been fl own! 121 (2) b 100,-

3610 1925/39, airmails 25 S. (5 inc. strip-4) and national day 10 S. carmine (pair) canc. „PHUKET 
30.10.32” on censored airmail cover to Australia, on reverse transit „BANGKOK 3 FEB 1940” e 150,-

P 3611 INCOMING MAIL: 1931, ppc from HONGKONG 15.5.31 to Bangkok. Ak 60,-
P 3612 1941, incoming mail, three censored covers from India (1, air mail) resp. South Africa (2, surface, one 

1 DC 41) to Bangkok, all with circular framed siamese censormarks e/b 80,-
P 3613 1941, total 1.75 B. tied ”BANGKOK G.P.O. 23.8.41” on cover endorsed ”CALIFORNIA CLIPPER” to Ft. Wayne/

Indiana, USA. Circular framed ”6” thai censor, Malaya censor tape and mark Travelled via PAA FAM19 Auckland 
NZ-NOumea-Canton Isld.-LA, the Tans-Tasman route. Detailed description in french included. e 60,-

P 3614 1941, incoming mail, USA, Oct.10  - Nov. 1, three censored clipper air mail covers to Bangkok/Thai-
land, all w. 70 C. franks, endorsed ”Per Philippine Clipper”, ”Per China Clipper”, ”via Pacifi c Clipper”. 
All with thai circular framed censormarks, also one with violet ”AIR-TRANSIT/4” of Hong Kong. Detai-
led descriptions in french enclosed. (M) e 80,-

P 3615 1944/45 Japanese Military Post: Japanese stationery card from «Saburo Kuramato, Hozumi Party, 
‘Tai’ 15825 Unit, Thai Dispatch» to «Masahoru Fujio, Kin-eicho, Hino-Town, Gamo-Gun, shiga Pre-
fecture» censored by ‘Hozumi’. ‘Tai’ menat Independent Mixed 29th Brigade, which was formed 1st 
Jan 1944 and served as guard in Thailand; ‘15825’ meant Mixed 160th Battalion, which served in 
Chunpong until December 1944. From 1945, the Brigade served around Bampong for the guard of 
Southern Thailand and Malay Peninsula until the end of the war. GA 250,-
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3616 1944/45 Japanese Military Post: Japanese stationery card from «Turujiro Koyasu, (Tu) Yoshinuma 
Pary, Oka 9253 Unit, c/o F.P.O. No. 223, Southern Dispatch» to «Mituharu Okamoto, 20 Kikuicho, Us-
hogme-ku, Tokyo City», censored by ‘Nakamura’. ‘Oka’ means Southern Army H.Q. at Singapore; F.P.O. 
No. 223 was located in Bangkok. Message reads ‘In this season of sunny spring days I hope you are 
all fi ne. I am now serving at QO Peninsula having left French Indo China. As it is close to the red line 
here it is very hot ...’ Interesting early usage from South Thailand. GA 250,-

P 3617 1944 Japanese Military Post: Japanese stationery card written on 8th Nov 1944 from «Jokichi Azuma, 
Katayama Party, Tai 15823 Unit» to «Famikichi Kusunoki, Kawasakicho, Ujiyamada City, Mie Prefec-
ture», censored by ‘Inoh’. ‘Tai’ meant Independent Mixed 29th Brigade; ‘15823’ meant Independent 
Inf. 158th Battalion, which was formed on 1.1.1944. It was based ata Kanchanaburi from Janiuary 
to December 1944. GA 250,-

3618 1945 (28.1) Japanese Military Post: Japanese Military pictured stationery postcard from «Tamagoro 
Kiyana, Takasashi Pary, YU 1314 Unit, Thai dispatch» (= 2nd Field Hospital of 2nd Division) to «Kyuya 
Kiyana, Shikawa, Mikawa-Village, Higashikanbara-Gun, Niigata-Prefecture», censored by ‘Takashahi’. 
Translation of text: ‘I am sorry for taking so long to write. I am well and I hope hat all is well for you at 
school. I imagine you are enjoying the ski-ing. Make sure you study in your free time! Give my regards 
to all’. Interesting item. Ak 220,-

P 3619 1945, stampless cover from a  displaced person (dutch) from ”NAKON PATHON SIAM” (were former 
POWs from japanese captivity waited after the end of the pazifi c war and the liberation of South Asia 
to bring them home), no strike but handwritten ”EX.POW.MAIL” sent to BANDOENG, Java and then 
returned to BANGKOK, label on front ”Tjihapit obk. dd /”, Very unusual. with cpl. long content (Neder-
lansk), rough opened at riht side. b 160,-

P 3620 1946, stampless cover endorsed ”on active service„ from ”NAKOJN PRAKON 27.6.46„ to Soerabaya/
Indonesia, sender dutch soldier to Major Gen. of KNJL, scarce b 300,-

P 3621 1947 (FRENCH AVIATION DETACHMENT IN SIAM). Stampless military mail envelope addressed 
to the ‘General Commandant Superior of the Army’s, S.P. 50630, Saigon’ cancelled by ‘Escale/
Francaise/Bangkok’ with ‘Croix de Lorraine’ and arrival ‘Poste Aux Armees/405’ cds on reverse. 
Unique item from the French/International excursion in Siam January 1947. As the result of the 
French-Siamese War 23/Nov/1940 until 22/Jan/1941 France succeeded territories in North-
West Cambodia and West of the Mekong in Laos to Siam. After the liberation of French Indo-Chi-
na by French and Indo-Chinese Troops and with international pressure Siam voluntarily relinquis-
hed the territories annexed to them in 1941. The region around Bassac (Laos) was returned on 
15/4/1946. As a result of the unrest in the region an alliance between Ho-Chi-Minh (Communist 
China) and the King of Laos to reclaim lands in Northern Laos led to strong tension in Siam. A 
coalition of Japanese Troops plus Viet-Minh army re-inforced with Siamese Troops led to a French 
Detachment been sent to Bangkok in January 1947. On the 27/Nov/1947 all territories annexed 
in 1941 had been returned to France. b 6.000,-

P 3622 1948, ”offi cially paid” typewritten endorsement with signature of offi ial in charge, on registered offi ci-
al cover to USA ”BANGKOK 7 2 6 91”, red crest hs., transits and arrival on reverse b 120,-

P 3623 1948, ”OFFICIALLY PAID” violet s. l.  plus with handstamped signature of offi ial in charge, on regis-
tered offi cial cover to USA ”BANGKOK 7 9 3 91”, red crest hs., transits and arrival on reverse b 120,-

P 3624 ”ELEPHANT”, imperf. essay in olive with red center, sized 2,9 : 3,6 cm, inscription ”SIAM - 0 Penny” (*)  200,-

TIBET    
see also 594

P 3625 Complete mint set of pin-perf stamps SG 9a to SG 13a. A lovely set with full original perforations. Cat 
405 GBP. Full Geoffrey Flack Certifi cate. Ex Geoff Flack. SG 9a - 13a *    190,-

P 3626 Bilingual Loan document from 1852, Feb.17th, of a Nepalese trader, trading in Tibet. From the con-
tent „.... I have given the loan of Rs.900/Nine hundred to Tash Shilpaji. The debtor promised to pay 
along with its interest at the rate of 9 Rs.....” The document bears two seals of the loaner and the 
debtor. Written in Tibetan and Nepalese handwriting. . (M) b 150,-

P 3627 TIBETAN-NEPALESE WAR (1858-61), 1916./1/2/4  Bikram Sabat.(= March 1858) fi eld cover sent 
by Captain Katak Bahadur Basnayat (from the norther borderside of Nepal to Tibet) to the Prince 
Commanding General Sir Jagat Shamsher Jung Kunwar Rana which was the Commander of South 
Nepal  and one of the fi ve commanding persons at the second level of the Rana Era Hierarchy. 
Nice negative seal on back. (M) b 1.500,-

P 3628 TIBETAN-NEPALESE WAR (1858-61), 1918/2/9/ Bikram Sabat.(= May 1861) fi eld cover sent by 
Captain Ausat Sing Thapa (a member of the the famous Thapa Family) showing a very clear strike 
of the negative seal „Shree Dantakali” from Bishu Dutta. b 1.500,-

P 3629 TIBETAN-NEPALESE WAR (1858-61), 1915./7/6/ Bikram Sabat.(= August 1858) fi eld cover sent 
by Major Captain Maha Rudra Khatri (a member of the the Khatri Family) from the Nepal-Tibet 
border (northern side of Nepal) to the Prince Commanding General Sir Jagat Shamsher Jung Kun-
war Rana which was the Commander of South Nepal  and one of the fi ve commanding persons at 
the second level of the Rana Era Hierarchy. Nice negative seal on reverse. b 1.500,-
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P 3630 Early 19th Century, AMBAN COVER : a similar cover with the stripped, shaped red-seal of the Emperor 
of China in the middle portion of this cover. At back with the received date in Bikram Sabat . Wrinkles 
and paperholes as usual but nevertheless a very rare cover for the postal history collection. . (M) b 400,-

P 3631 Early 19th Century, AMBAN COVER : at right the stripped brick shaped red-seal of the emperor of 
China. This red seal was authorised  to be used by the emperor of China. The usage has been found 
between the time of the nepaleses Kings Rana Bahadur Shas and Prithvi Bir Bikram Shas. The story 
with these covers beginns in 1792, at this time of Bahadur Shah was a war between Nepal and Tibet, 
in which Tibet requested military assistance which was granted by the Emperor of China. Nepal had 
not the ability to resist such a reat army so it cames to a treaty between Nepal and China and a chi-
nese Ambassy was etablished in LHASA. The ambassy People were called „Tuchyang Tathin Amban”. 
And so  covers from the ambassy in Lhasa were called ‘Amban Covers’. At the upper portion of the 
cover the name of the emperor is written and the lower portion  bears the name of the King of Nepal. 
This cover is in usual condition with paper partly damaged and wrinkles. Nevertheless a very rare 
desirable cover for the great Tibet or Nepal collection. . (M) b 500,-

P 3632 1908, Experimental P.O./C 14 from CHUMBI VALLEY to FINLAND: India QV 2a6p PS envelo-
pe used from Chumbi Valley to Helsingfors re-directed to Tammersfors, with ‘’EXPERIMENTAL 
P.O./C-1(4)/15 JU/08’’ despatch cds on front, Gangtok transit cds, and Finnish arrival cds’s on 
reverse. Although the ‘4’ in ‘C-14’ is not clearly stamped, this envelope undoubtedly was sent 
from Chumbi Valley, because it is from the same Elli Hertz correspondence to Finland as an PS 
env (with distinct strike of the ‘Exp.P.O./C-14’ cds) we sold in our 23rd auction (lot 3222). A rare 
item, and the only one known re-directed. GA 2.500,-

P 3633 1912, mint (NG as issued) and used lot of 13; plus right corner block-of-9 of oilve service samp (*)/g 100,-
P 3634 1912, 1/6 T. olive green shade, shiny ink, part sheet reconstruction by Peter Holcombe using 19 

copies used/on piece, all identifi ed on reverse 1 (19) g 600,-
P 3635 1912, receipt for a letter from Tsarong to Delek Rapten with violet seal of Shigatse p.o. dated water 

mouse year 15th of the 12th month b 400,-
P 3636 1912, 2/3 T carmine in complete sheet (touched on top) with 12 stamps, two with error „POTSAGE” 

(on fi eld 6 and 7), used with canc. „LHASA” (typ 8 III), expertise Dahnke
4 b (10), 4 b 
I (2) g 250,-

P 3637 1912, 1/2 T. purple, shiny ink, a full sheet of 12, unused no gum as issued, pencil sign Holcombe SG3B (*)  1.000,-
P 3638 1912, 2/3 T. purple, shiny ink, a complete sheet of 12 canc. ”LHASSA P.O.”, inc. variety ”POTSA-

GE”, pencil signed Holcombe SG4, 4c g 1.100,-
P 3639 1924, Mount Everest Expedition pre-printed envelope from YATUNG, Tibet to Srinagar, Kashmir with 

special Expedition vignette tied by violet cachet and India KGV. 1a tied by ‘’YATUNG TIBET/5 JUL/24’’ 
cds, on reverse with Srinagar Delivery and Srinagar Depot arrival cds’s. Cover with trace of folding 
(through vignette also) otherwise fi ne. An unusual Mount Everest 1924 cover sent from Tibet. b 150,-

P 3640 1928-35, India used in Tibet: Cover from Gyantse to Nepal franked on reverse with India KGV. 1a tied 
‘’GYANTSE/28 JA 35’’ cds, Nepal arrival cds (5 FEB 35) alongside, and three Indian KGV. stamps (two 
ovptd SERVICE) on two pieces with Tibet cds’s. b/d 100,-

P 3641 1933/59, 5-colour frank tied ”LHASA” to small cover from Indian Mission Tibet to USA, on reverse 
India stamps 4 1/2 As. canc. crayon and US arrival ”ELIZABETH MAY 14 1951 N.J.”, as is 9-13 etc. b 500,-

P 3642 1933/59, 1/2 T., 2/3 T. tied ”PHARI” on reverse of cover with India 1 1/2 A. tied ”PHARIJONG 14 NOV 
1944” to Nepal with scarlet stamp tied local dater, commercial usage 9, 10 etc. b 600,-

P 3643 1933/59, 1/2 Trangka gelborange, 4 Trangka olivgrün, untere linke Bogenecke Stempelfragment 
LHASA und vollständiger Briefumschlag frankiert rs. mit 4 Trangka gelbgrün entwertet LHASA. (M) 9a, 13b, 13c

g/
p/b 100,-

3644 1940, 4 T. yellow green in complete sheet with 12 stamps and replaced cliche at position 12 (cliche 
in larger size). Full margins on all sides, used with canc. „LHASA” (typ 8 III), expertise Dahnke. 13 c (11), 13 I g 130,-

P 3645 1955, very rare external combination cover - incoming mail - to LHASA, Tibet, using a franking by 
Nepalese and Tibetan stamps. On front of cover a horizontal pair of 1941, 4 p. green, not perforated 
and two copies of the Tibetan adhesive 2 T. red one of them perforated at three sides both cancelled 
at PHARI, on reverse the 2 p Color Error green instead of brown., some soling.

Tibet 
12aA,12aB, 
Nepal 52F  etc b 300,-

P 3646 1955, very rare external combination cover - incoming mail - to Dharma Bahadur at Pharijong, Tibet, 
using a franking by Nepalese and Tibetan stamps. On front of cover a horizontal pair of 1941, 4 p. 
green, not perforated, on back the 2 p Color Error green instead of brown, further two Tibetan stamps, 
a vertical pair of the 1/2 T. yellow and one copy 2 T. red an two sides perforated. Both Nepaleses 
stamps cancelled by late Pashupati postmark, the Tibetan stamps cancelled „PHARI” the most sout-
herly of the native post offi ces.

Tibet 
9Bb,12aA, 
Nepal 52F etc. b/p 450,-

TIMOR    
see also 5221

P 3647 1947, port. colonial empire complete set of defi nitives and airmails (20 stamps) with black opt. ‘LI-
BERTACAO’, mint never hinged, very scarce set! Mi. € 350,-- A268-V268 **   100,-

P 3647A 1905, ”10 AVOS” on 12 A blue/black and 8 A Vasco da Gama, both ovrpr. ”REPUBLICA” sent from 
”DILI 24 .. 152 to Sydney, NSW 158, 185 b 280,-

P 3647B 1913/14,16 Av. yellow-brown ”REPUBLICA” ovpt. together with 2 Av. bluegreen/black on normal pa-
per on Cover ”CORREIO de TIMOR DILI 29.11.23” to Australia. 160, 164ya b 250,-
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TRANSKAUKASIEN    
P 3648 1923, 300.000 R., a horizontal left bottom corner margin pair w. 150.000 R. tied „TIFLIS  3.10.23” 

on reverse of cover (bit unevenly opened) to Berlin, sender staff Goldlust & Sohn 20, 23 (2) b 80,-
P 3649 1923, 2 K., 18 K. canc. „3.11.24” on cover to Paris/France, transit on reverse „TIFLIS 1-2-24” 28, 33 b 80,-

TRUCIAL STAATEN    
P 3650 31963 approx., ESSAY SHEET of 42 stamps in pairs for the Emirates Umm-Al-Qiwain, Fujeira and 

Ajman. Similar design as the fi rst issue of Dubai, Litho printed by N.C.R. Joseph Chalhoub. Sheet has 
margins at three sides, Rare. (M) **   250,-

VEREINIGTE ARABISCHE EMIRATE    
P 3664 1976, 50f on 75f complete sheet of 50, mnh, folded and minor marginal creases, stamps fi ne/very 

fi ne. (Mi. 3000,- €) (M) 35 (50) **   500,-
P 3665 1977, Sixth National Day, 50 f. and 150 f. fi ne used, 150 f. on piece together with 1976 1 Dh. greyish 

blue „SHARJAH 8-1-1978”. This set was withdrawn from sale on the day of issue. 96-97 d/g 250,-
P 3666 2001, Automatenmarke (Mi.-Nr. 1) als portogerechte EF 6.00 Dirhams auf Einschreiben-Ersttagsbrief 

von „DUBAI 15.9.2001” nach Deutschland, kodiert, Einlieferungsschein liegt bei, Gesamtaufl age nur 
143 Stück, RARITÄT. ATM 1 b 800,-

VIETNAM    
see also 1583, 1584, 1589

P 3667 1946. Air Mail envelope addressed to France bearing SG 1, 1c brown and SG 4, 4c bistre tied by Poste 
Aux Armees/T.O.E. date stamp ‘29th Sept 46’ with military cachet ‘de L’Indo-Chine Section des Infi r-
miers Coloniaux/Le Vaguemestre’ in violet and endorsed ‘S.P. 76, 635’. Scarce item of Military mail. SG 1, 4 b 450,-

P 3668 1946. Registered envelope addressed to Hanoi bearing SG 14a, 15c brown/purple with green over-
print (block of four) and SG 16, 50 c brown-red tied by Hanoi R.P./Tonkin date stamp with registered 
label and arrival on reverse. Scarce stamps on cover.

SG 14a (4), 
SG 16 b 450,-

3669 1951/1952, two booklets with souvenir sheet number 1-10 and Red Cross booklet with 20 stamps 
1,50 p + 50 c., fi ne, 600,- **/(*) 120,-

3670 1951/1952, two booklets with souvenir sheet number 1-10 and Red Cross booklet with 20 stamps 
1,50 p + 50 c., fi ne, 600,- **/(*) 120,-

P 3671 AUSGABE FÜR DEN SÜDEN VON ZENTRAL-VIETNAM: 1952, 30 d. on 5 d. and 60 d. on 1 d., unused 
without gum, fi ne, 800,- 5-Jun (*)  150,-

3672 1954, Bao-Long, 7 values complete in blocks of 4 with lower margin. 91/97 (4) **   Gebot
P 3673 AUSGABE FÜR DEN SÜDEN VON ZENTRAL-VIETNAM-DIENSTMARKEN: 1954, 0.300 Kg Thoc on 30 d. 

on 5 d., unused without gum, fi ne, 500,- D 7 (*)  100,-
3674 1956, Rückkehr der Regierung nach Hanoi kompletter Satz ungebraucht ohne Gummi wie veraus-

gabt, Mi. € 320,-- 35/38 (*)  60,-
3675 1956, Eröffnung der Eisenbahnlinie Hanoi - Muc Nam Quan kompletter Satz ungebraucht ohne Gum-

mi wie verausgabt, Mi. € 160,-- 31/34 (*)  Gebot

VIETNAM-NORD    
P 3676 1946, 20 c. fi scal stamp with overprint ”VIETNAM”, used, fi ne, rare g 1.000,-
P 3677 1953, 50 D./5 D.; also service stamps 0,100 THOC on 2 D. brown resp. 5 D. orange, each in bottom-

margin blocks of four, unused no gum 53 (4) etc. (*)/v 80,-
P 3678 1955/1956, agrarian reform 5 d. - 100 d, opening of railway line 100 d.-500 d. and retourn of govern-

ment 1000 d.-3000d, three complete sets with 13 block of four, unused without gum, fi ne, 2.360,- 26-38 (4) (*)/v 400,-
P 3679 1956, Railway and Return of the Government, 2 complete issues, without gum as issued. Mi. 480,- € 31/38 (*)  140,-
P 3680 1957. Envelope addressed to Abidjan, Ivory Coast bearing SG N58, 100d violet and brown and SG D59, 

200d claret and black tied by Hai-Phong/Viet-Nam double ring. Lovely destination to West Africa. SG N58, D59 b 150,-

VIETNAM-SÜD    
see also 1554, 1556

P 3681 1949. Stampless Air Mail envelope written from Tank-Linh/Annam ‘S.P. 72.835’ addressed to France 
cancelled ‘Poste Aux Armees/T.O.E.’ with military cachet ‘Garde Indochinoise/Le Chef de Poste/Poste 
de Tanh-Linh’ in red with adjacent ‘X.S.P. 31.113/Extreme Orient/Le Vaguemestre’ double ring in 
violet. Superb item of Indo-China military mail. See Desrouddeaux Book 4. b 220,-

P 3682 1949. Stampless Air Mail envelope written from Tanh- Linh/Annam ‘S.P; 72.835’ addressed to France 
cancelled ‘Poste Aux Armees/T.O.E. ‘ with military cachet ‘Garde Indochinoise/Le Chef de Poste/Po-
ste de Tanh-Linh ‘ in red with adjacent ‘Compagnie de Garnison/Dalat/Le Vaguemestre ‘ double ring 
in violet. Superb item of Indo-China military mail. See Desrouddeaux Book 4. b 220,-

P 3683 1950. Stampless Air Mail envelope written from Tanh- Linh/Annam ‘S.P. 4103’ addressed to France 
cancelled ‘Poste Aux Armees/T.O.E. ‘ with military cachet ‘Garde Indochinoise/Le Chef de Poste/
Poste de Tanh-Linh ‘ in red with adjacent oval ‘Le Vagumestre/S.P. 57.672’ in violet. Superb item of 
Indo-China military mail. See Desrouddeaux Book 4. b 200,-
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3684 1951, Landscape and Emperor Bào Ðai, complete booklet with 6 souvenir sheets, mint never hinged, 
fi ne and rare. Bl. 1-5 **   140,-

3685 1951, Landscape and Emperor Bào Ðai, complete booklet with 6 souvenir sheets, used, fi ne and rare. Bl. 1 - 5 g 200,-
3686 1952, Red Cross, complete booklet of 20 stamps 1.50 P empress Nam Phu’o’ng with red overprint 

”+ 0,50” and red cross. 88 MH **   120,-
P 3687 1955, 1. Jahrestag des Genfer Abkommens 1.50 P. mit Abbildung einer Schildkröte als EPREUVES 

d’ARTISTE in dunkelgrün und violett in nicht verwirklichter Zeichnung, sehr selten! 100 proof 700,-
P 3688 1955 (ca.), nicht verausgabte 20$ Flugpostmarke mit stilisierter Abbildung als EPREUVES d’ARTISTE 

in schwarz mit Signatur, sehr selten! proof 550,-
P 3688A 1955 (6.9.), 3,50pia Aerogram uprated by 1955 0,30pia and 1951 60c and 2pia from Saigon to 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA, fi ne. 65, 68, 98 + GA 80,-
P 3689 1955, 1. Jahrestag des Genfer Abkommens 0.30 P. mit Abbildung einer Schildkröte als EPREUVES 

d’ARTISTE in violett und lilarot mit Signatur, sehr selten! 98 proof 470,-
P 3690 1959, Agrarreform NICHT VERAUSGABTER Wert zu 0.50 D. im senkrechten ungezähnten PROBE-

DRUCK-Randpaar in rot bzw. orange, postfrisch und sehr selten
zu 184/87 
proof  (2) **   190,-

VIETNAM-SÜD - PORTOMARKEN    
P 3691 1952, postage due ‘dragon’ 1$ printed in blue only (missing silver) in a complete IMPERFORATE 

sheet of 50 stamps, mint never hinged MNH, scarce! (M) 6 U var. (50) **   850,-
P 3692 1955/56, postage dues ‘dragon’ six different values (2$, 3$ and 20$ to 100$) in complete IM-

PERFORATE sheets of 50 stamps, mint never hinged MNH, scarce! (M)
7/8 + 11/14 
U (50) **   1.100,-

VIETNAM-SÜD - MILITÄRPOSTMARKEN    
P 3693 1960, Military stamp dark green, yellow orange, dark brown and black in a sheet of 60 stamps rou-

letted and without gum as issued, very scarce sheet! (M) 1a (60) (*)  700,-

VIETNAM - BESONDERHEITEN    
P 3694 1949. Stampless Offi cial mail envelope addressed to Saigon headed ‘Province de Giadinh’ in blue 

with circular cachet and bearing ‘VIET-NAM’ timbre de Service label and Saigon arrival on reverse. 
Rarely seen item on cover. (T) b 350,-
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By the submission of bids, the following Auc  ons Condi  ons of the Auc  oneer are recognised and accepted:

General Auction Conditions

1. The auction is held public in the name of the auctioneer on his behalf 
for his own invoice against immediate payment in Euro. 
2. The lot goes to the highest bidder. The Auctioneer reserves the right 
to refuse knock down a lot, or to withdraw, recombine and divide lots. 
Bidding increments can be seen in the actual auction manual and are 
from 5 to 10% and according to the present submitted bid and depen-
dant on the situation. 
3. The Auctioneer has the authority to knock down lots pending the per-
mission of the seller. The bidder is bound by his bid for a period of 4 
weeks beginning on the day of the knockdown. It is allowed to hammer 
an under reserve lot to another limit bidder.
4. The Auctioneer has the right to exclude persons from the auction wit-
hout giving any reason. Trading and exchange are not allowed in the 
Auction rooms. 
5. The knockdown is allocated to the highest bidder after the third call. 
The Auctioneer has the right to refuse a knockdown for founded reasons 
or to make knockdown under reserve. When a bid is refused, the previ-
ous bid is valid. When more than one bidder has submitted the highest 
bid, the decision will be made by draw. In the case of written bids, the 
order of receipt of bids is valid. These bids will be treated with confi den-
ce and will only be used to top the previous bid. Telephone bidders must 
offer at least the limit price and a written confi rmation must be submit-
ted thereafter. In the event of non-reachability, the minimum bid is valid. 
Lots, which receive a „counter-bid“, require a minimum bid of 20,- € and 
will be knocked down to the highest bid.
6. The Auctioneer receives a premium of 20% of the knockdown pri-
ce from the buyer plus 2,- € per lot. In the event that the goods are 
 despatched by post/courier, the postage and insurance amounts will be 
charged additionally. Value Added Tax will be added to the knockdown 
price as well as to the miscellaneous costs. For purchases from abroad, 
which we dispatch directly to a third country (non-EU!), the Value Added 
Tax will not be invoiced. This also applies to companies in the EU coun-
tries, when the Sales Tax-ID-Number is given (so called inner-community 
delivery).
7. The Purchase Order contract between the Auctioneer and the Buy-
er becomes valid with the knockdown. With this contract, the buyer is 
obliged to accept and pay for the goods at the point of sale. In the case 
of bidding for a third party, both buyer and third party are liable. The 
moment of knockdown, all risks concerning losses or damage are the 
responsibility of the buyer. The ownership of the auctioned goods will 
only be transferred to the buyer when full payment has been effected. 
Bidders making written bids will in general receive a pre-payment invoice 
that is due for immediate payment. Only when the invoice has been paid 
fully, has the buyer the right to demand possession of the auctioned 
goods. 
If it is agreed to ship the purchased lots, the purchaser is obliged to 
inform the auctioneer in writing for reasons of investigation within ten 
weeks after the end of the auction (in case of prepayment: after the 
payment of the goods) if the goods to be shipped are not or incompletely 
received.
8. All invoices that have not been paid at the latest 14 days after the 
auction and/or receipt of the invoice will be subject to interest of 3%. 
Furthermore, 1,5% interest per month will be charged, unless the buyer 
can prove that only minimal or no damage has been caused. Furthermo-
re, the Auctioneer can decide whether after a set period, compensation 
will be charged, due to non-fulfi lment. The damages can be regulated 
in such a manner that the lots are taken into a future auction and the 
debtor is charged the difference between the knockdown bid and the 
previous bid as well as all the costs connected with this transaction, 
including the additional costs and charges of the Auctioneer. There is no 
demand for higher realizations.

9. The objects for auction may be viewed and inspected prior to the auc-
tion. These objects will be auctioned in the condition they are in at the 
time of auction. The catalogue descriptions were made in the best will 
and conscience and do not guarantee any characteristics. The buyer 
cannot hold the Auctioneer liable for any faults, on the condition that 
the Auctioneer has not committed any acts of negligence. Collections, 
lots etc. are excluded from complaints, otherwise the Auctioneer is obli-
ged to hold the Vendor liable for any complaints made within the limited 
period of 4 weeks after the auction and which are covered by one year 
guarantee. 
Complaints of individual lots must be presented on the original auction 
lot cards. The complaint lots must be presented in their original con-
dition. This applies to the removal of hinges, submersion in water as 
well as chemical treatment. Only the application of sign information by 
a member of the Bund Philatelistischer Prüfer e.V. (BPP) will not be re-
garded as tampering. In the event of complaints, the Auctioneer can de-
mand a written expertise of the respective BPP expert. In the event that 
a buyer intends to get an expertise, then he must inform the Auctioneer 
of this fact before the Auction. The period for complaint will be prolonged 
respectively. However, this does not mean exclusion of prompt payment 
for the lots. Any faults, which are obvious at the time of photography, are 
excluded from the right of complaint. In the event of claim, the Vendor is 
obliged to refund the purchase price as well as knock-down commission. 
Any additional claims are not possible. 
Descriptions such as „Pracht“, „Kabinett“, „Luxus“ etc. are a subjective 
opinion of the Auctioneer and under no circumstance a statement in 
regard to trading rules and regulations. Lots which bear the description 
„feinst“ or „fein“ may possibly have small faults. Pieces where the va-
lue is defi ned by cancellation are excluded from complaint of any other 
defects.
10. Objects dispatched for viewing only include individual lots. These 
must be returned to the auction company within 24 hours, whereby our 
choice of dispatch must be utilized. Any dangers and costs are for the ac-
count of the requesting party. In the event that these lots are not present 
in the auction house on the day of auction, then these will be knocked 
down in favour of the requesting party one step higher than the highest 
bidding price, however at the least for the call-out price. 
11. Place of fulfi lment is Bietigheim-Bissingen. Place of jurisdiction for 
the full trading is Ludwigsburg.
12. Only German Law is valid. The UN Treaty for contacts concerning 
international goods sales (CISG) is not applicable. 
13. The above conditions are valid in the general sense and also apply to 
the post-sales and free sales. The regulations concerning sales in “Fern-
absatz“ are not applicable. 
14. Should one of the above conditions become invalid, the validity of 
the other conditions will remain unchanged. 

(This translation of the „Allgemeine Versteigerungsbedingungen“ is 
provided for information only; the German text is to be taken as aut-
horitative)



BANKÜBERWEISUNG / BANK TRANSFER

Begüns  gster / Benefi ciary Name:
Auk  onshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG

Deutsche Bank PGK AG Ludwigsburg

Myliusstraße 16 
DE - 71638 Ludwigsburg

BLZ / Bank-ID: 604 700 24
Konto Nr. / Account No.: 0888016  
IBAN: DE06 6047 0024 0088 8016  00
BIC: DEUTDEDB604

Kreissparkasse Ludwigsburg

Schillerplatz 6
DE - 71638 Ludwigsburg

BLZ / Bank-ID: 604 500 50
Konto Nr. / Account No.: 30016215      
IBAN: DE16 6045 0050 0030 0162 15
BIC: SOLADES1 LBG

Postbank Stu  gart

Pos  ach 600464
DE - 70304 Stu  gart

BLZ / Bank-ID:  600 100 70
Konto Nr. / Account No.: 108363707     
IBAN: DE69 6001 0070 0108 3637 07
BIC: PBNKDEFF

Zahlungsmöglichkeiten – Payment Options

KREDITKARTEN / CREDIT CARDS

Wie akzep  eren Zahlungen mit folgenden Kreditkarten:

VISA MASTER CARD

Bei Zahlung mit der Kreditkarte berechnen wir eine Bearbei-
tungsgebühr von 3% auf die gesamte Rechnungssumme. 
Folgende Angaben sind erforderlich:
 Karteninhaber, Karten-Nummer, Verfalldatum
 3-stellige Sicherheitszahl

Accepted credit cards

VISA MASTER CARD

For the use of a credit card, a transac  on fee of 3% is
charged on the invoice total. 
Following informa  on is required:
 Credit Card Holder, Card Number, Expiry Date
 CVC number

SCHECK / CHEQUE

Bei Zahlung per Scheck erhöhen Sie bi  e den zu 
zahlenden Betrag um 15,00 EUR. 
Der Versand der Lose erfolgt nach Gutschri   des Schecks auf 
unserem Konto. Bi  e beachten Sie, dass Bankge bühren zu Ihren 
Lasten gehen.

If you pay by cheque please add EUR 15,00 (cheque-fee). 
Shipment of the lots a  er credit entry. 
Bank fees at your cost.

Steigerungsstufen – Bidding Increments

bis / to  100,- € 5,- €

von / from  100,- € bis / to  250,- € 10,- €

von / from  250,- € bis / to  700,- € 20,- €

von / from  700,- € bis / to  1.500,- € 50,- €

von / from  1.500,- € bis / to  3.000,- € 100,- €

von / from  3.000,- € bis / to  10.000,- € 200,- €

ab / over  10.000,- € 500,- €

Die unverbindlichen Steigerungsstufen liegen im Ermessen 
des Versteigerers und betragen 5 bis 10 % vom Ausruf:
Wir bieten für Sie bei Geboten wie „bestens“, „höchst“, „kau-
fen“, „auf jeden Fall“, „bis ultimo“ oder ähnlichen  Formulie-
rungen bis zum zehnfachen Ausruf! 

The non-commi  al bidding increments are subject to the 
assessment of the auc  oneer, they are between 5 to 10% of 
the bidding price:
We bid on your behalf such as “best“, “at the most“, “buy“, “in 
any case“, “without limit“ or similar description up to 10-fold 
of the bidding price! 



Gebotslose unter 20,- € werden nicht eingegeben – Minimum bid for lots named as „Gebot“ is 20,- € 

Wenn notwendig  erhöhen Sie meine Gebote wie folgt: – If necessary please increase my bids as following:
     10 %        20 %        30 %       _____ %

Ich begrenze die Summe meiner Zuschläge (ohne Provision und Spesen) auf:                                                        (Minimum 300,- €) 
I limit the sum of my bids (without commission and fees) to:          _________________________________________________  EUR (10% Toleranz)

Ich ermäch  ge die Firma Auk  onshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, Bie  gheim-Bissingen, für mich und auf meine Rechnung die unten aufgeführten 
Lose zu den mir bekannten und anerkannten „Allgemeinen Versteigerungsbedingungen“  im Auk  onskatalog bis zu den nachstehenden Preisen zu kaufen. 
Ich beau  rage die Firma Auk  onshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, in meinem Namen und auf meine Rechnung, den Versand der Lose an mich vor-
zunehmen. Die Zusendung der Lose erfolgt grundsätzlich nach Vorauskasse, falls Sie in unserer Kartei nicht anders registriert sind.

I authorize the fi rm Auk  onshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, Bie  gheim-Bissingen, to buy the lots for my account up to the limits stated. I have read 
and agree to the „General Condi  ons for auc  on“ in the Auc  oncatalog. I request the fi rm Auk  onshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG to forward the 
lots to me and on my account to the above address. Unless otherwise agreed lots will only be dispatched a  er the receipt of payment in full.

Datum – Date ______________   Unterschri   – Signature  __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Referenzen – References: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Los-Nr. – Lot No. Gebiet – country Gebot € – bid € Los-Nr. – Lot No. Gebiet – country Gebot € – bid €

Name – name ________________________________________________________________________________   Kunden-Nr. – customer No. ___________________________________ 

Telefon/Fax – phone/fax __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Straße – street  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLZ /Ort /  Land – post code / city / country  __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

e-mail  __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       privat – private     Firma / USt-IdNr.  –  company / VAT number _____________________________________________________________________________

      Ich hole die Lose persönlich ab – I will pick up the lots personally

Bitte belasten Sie meine Kreditkarte / Please debit the total invoice amount to my credit card                                         
(zzgl. 3 % Kreditkartengebühr /additional 3 % credit card charge)

Karten-Nr./Card No.

Ablaufdatum/expiry date: ______________________________                       Kartenprüfnummer (CVC)* : 
(* Die Kartenprüfnummer (KPN) wird auch CVC (Card Validation Code) genannt, ist dreistellig und auf die Rückseite Ihrer Kreditkarte gedruckt)

Unterschrift für Kreditkartenzahlung  – Signature for credit card payment : ________________________________________________________________

AUKTIONSAUFTRAG – BID FORM  26. Auk  on / 14. - 18. Oktober 2013CG



Ich möchte telefonisch bieten. Bi  e kontak  eren Sie mich rechtzei  g. (Mindestgebot für Telefonbieter beträgt 300,- €)

Ich bin unter folgenden Telefonnummern zu erreichen  ____________  / __________________________  oder   ____________ / __________________________

I wish to bid by telephone. Please contact me in  me. (Minimum bid for telephone bidders is 300,- €)

I am available under the following telephone numbers  ____________  / __________________________    or     ____________  / __________________________

Für diese Lose: / For these lots:  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Datum – Date: ______________   Unterschri   – Signature: _________________________________________________________________________________________

Referenzen – References: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Los-Nr. – Lot No. Gebiet – country Gebot € – bid €

Los-Nr. – Lot No. Gebiet – country Gebot € – bid €

Kunden-Nr. – customer No.  _____________________________ 

WICHTIGER HINWEIS FÜR UNSERE EU-PRIVATKUNDEN: 

Nach Zuschlag eines Loses werden wir Sie für die Versandformalitäten anschreiben. Dies ist auf Grund der gesetzlichen EU-Versand-
handelsregelung notwendig.

IMPORTANT NOTE FOR OUR EU-CUSTOMERS: 

A  er knocking down and acceptance of your bid, we will contact you for the special shipping formali  es. This is necessary because
 of EU legal regula  ons for distance sales.

NOTE IMPORTANTE POUR NOS CLIENTS PRIVÉS EUROPÉENS: 

Après l‘a  ribu  on d‘un lot, nous vous écrirons pour les formalités d‘expédi  on. Ceci est nécessaire en raison de disposi  ons légales 
communautaires sur la vente par correspondance.



Zeichenerklärung und Qualitätsbeschreibung
Legend and Quality Description
Legende et description de qualité

** pos  risch  mint (never hinged) (MNH) neuf sans charnière

* ungebraucht unused (MH) neuf avec gomme originale

(*) ungebraucht ohne Gummi unused without gum (MNG) neuf sans gomme

g gestempelt, Stempel used, cancell, handstamp (hs.) oblitéré, cachet

h handschri  liche Entwertung pen-stroke, manuscript (ms.) trait de plume

x gefälligkeitsgestempelt canceled to order oblitéra  on de comlaisance

d Briefstück on piece fragment

b Brief cover, envelope le  re

FDC Ers  agsbrief First Day Cover le  re de premier jour

e Flugpostbrief air mail cover le  re poste aérienne

f Flugpost air mail poste aérienne

Ak Ansichtskarte, Karte picture postcard, card carte-vue, carte illustrée

ETB Ers  agsblä  er First Day Sheetlets feuilles premier jour

GA Ganzsache postal sta  onery en  er postal

Mk Maximumkarte maximum card carte maximum

p Paar pair paire

v 4er Block block of four bloc de quatre

s schön f (fi ne) b (beau)

ss sehr schön vf (very fi ne) tb (trés beau)

vz vorzüglich ef (extremely fi ne) superbe

ST Stempelglanz Mint State FDC (fl eur de coin)

PP Polierte Pla  e proof fl an bruni



Abart variety variété varietà

angeschni  en, berührt touched touché, coupé intaccato, toccato

Aufdruck overprint, surcharge surcharge soprastampa

belanglos insignifi cant insignifi ant insignifi cante

berührt touched touché toccato

beschädigt demaged endommage danneggiato

Bogen sheet feuille foglio

Bogenecke sheet comer coin de feuille angolo di foglio

Bogenrand sheet margin bord de feuille bordo di foglio

breit wide large largo

Brief le  er, cover, le  re le  era

Briefstück on piece fragment (sur) frammento (su)

Bruch (Spur) crease, creased pli, trace de pli piega

Bug slight crease légèrement plié leggera piega

dezentriert off  centre mal centré mal centrato

Dienstmarke offi  cial stamp  mbre de Service francobollo di servizio

Doppeldruck double Impression double impression doppia stampa

Dreier-, Viererstreifen strip of three, four bande de trois, quatre striscia de 3 pezzi, 4 pezzi

dünn thin mince, aminci asso   gliato

durchstochen roule  ed percé perforato ad archi

entwertet cancelled oblitéré annullato

Erhaltung (unterschiedlich) condi  on (mixed) état (diff érent) stato di conservazione (mista)

ESST, Erstagssonderstempel fi rst day commemora  ve cancel cachet speziale (1° jour)  mbro speziale (1° giorno)

F, P, Foto, Photo illustra  on photo foto

Falz hinge charnière linguella

Federzug pen-stroke trait de plume tra  o di penna

Fehldruck error erreur errore

fehlerha  defec  ve défectueux dife  oso

fein fi ne fi n fi ne, squisito

Fleck spot, stain fache macchia

gepr., geprü  exper  sed exper  sé fi rmato

geschni  en imperforated non dentelé non dentellato

gleiches Los id., same lot id., même lot analogo lo  o

gezähnt perforated dentelé dentellato

Gummi (ohne) gum (without) gomme (sans) gomma (senza)

halbiert bisected coupe en deux tagliato a metä

handschri  lich, hs. in handwri  ng par écrit scri  o a mano

Handstempel handstamp cachet à main soprastampa a mano

hinterlegt repaired repare riparato

K1, K2, Ein-(Doppel-)kreisstempel one (two) circel cancel oblitéra  on avec 1,2 cercle (s)  mbro circolare (1,2 circolare)

Kabine  stück superb copy in every respect pièce hors ligne pezzo soperbo

Kehrdruck tete-beche tête-bêche tete-beche

komple  , kpl. complete complet completo

knapp short, cut close court scarso

kopfstehend inverted renverse inver  to

Kreidepapier chalky paper papier de craie carta gessata

 Fachausdrücke / technical vocabulary / vocabulaire technique / vocabulario tecnico



Lokalausgabe local issue émission locale emissione locale

Lupenrand very small margin marge tres étroite margini cor  

Luxusstück, Lux. luxury quality pièce de luxe pezzo di lusso

Mangel, Mlg. defec  ve défaut dife  o

Michel. Mi. Michel catalogue catalogue Michel catalogo Michel

Nadels  ch pin hole trou d’épingle foro di spillo

nachgummiert regummed regomme rigommato

Nennwert face value valeur faciale valoref acciale

Neudruck (ND) reprint réimpression reimpressione

ohne Gummi without gum, no gum neuf sans gomme nouvo senza gomma

Originalgummi original gum gomme originale gomma originale

Paar pair paire coppia

Pla  enfehler plate error erreur de gravure errore d’incisione

Portomarke postage due (stamp)  mbre-taxe segnatasse

pos  risch mint never hinged neuf avec gomme nouvo con gomma integra

Ra1, Ra2, Rahmenstempel boxed or frame cancel oblitéra  on du cadre  mbro incorniciato

Rand margin marge, bord de feuille margine - bordo di foglio

repariert, rep. repaired reparé riparato

Riß(chen) (very small) tear fente (minime) taglie  o, crepa (piccola)

rücksei  g, rs. back side à l’envers la parte posteriore

Sammlung collec  on collec  on collezione

Satz set série serie

(sehr) selten (very) rare (tres) rare (multo) raro

signiert, sign. signed exper  sé fi rmato

Sonderstempel special cancel cachet special annullo speciale

Stempel cancella  on oblitéra  on annullo

Stockfl eck stain tache jaunie (tache de rouille) punto di ruggine, macchia di ossido

Streifen Strip bande striscia

Stück piece pièce, exemplaire pezzo

Tintenentwertung (en  ernt) pen cancella  on (removed) oblitéra  on à l’encre (eff acée) annullo a penna (cancellata)

ungebraucht, ungebr. unused, original gum with hinge neuf nuovo, non usato

Überdruck overprint surcharge soprastampa

überrandig very large margins marges de luxe margini enormi

ungezähnt imperforate non dentelé non dentellato

unterlegt repaired réparé riparato

vollrandig füll margins marges de tous côtes margini comple  

vorderse  g, vs. front en face la parte annteriore

Vorläufer forerunner précurseur precursore

Wasserzeichen, Wz. watermark fi ligrane fi ligrana

Zähnung Perfora  on dentelure dentellatura

Zahnfehler Perfora  on fault dentelure défectueuse dentellatura dife  osa

zentriert (gut, de-) centered (well, badly) centre (bien, mal) centrato

Zierfeld ornamental coupon ornement fermant cadre appendice ornamentale

Zusammendruck se-tenant se tenant in coppia con

Zwischensteg gu  er interpanneau interspazio
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Montag / 14. Oktober 2013 – Monday / 14th of October 2013
EINZELLOSE
SINGLE LOTS

ab 9.00 Uhr
9.00 am

China Banknoten / China Banknotes 1 - 72

ab 9.30 Uhr
9.30 am

ASIEN Spezial-Auk  on / ASIA Special-Auc  on 100 - 3.694

Dienstag / 15. Oktober 2013 – Tuesday / 15th of October 2013
EINZELLOSE
SINGLE LOTS

ab 9.00 Uhr
 9.00 am

Thema  k / Thema  cs 4.000 - 4.749

ab 9.30 Uhr
9.30 am

Übersee / Overseas A - Z 5.000 - 7.348

ab 12.30 Uhr
12.30 pm

Flug-, Zeppelin & Schiff spost Weltweit 7.400 - 7.854

ab 14.00 Uhr
2.00 pm

Europa / Europe A - O 8.000 - 10.663

ab 17.30 Uhr
5.30 pm

Europa / Europe P - Z 10.664 - 11.994

Mi  woch / 16. Oktober 2013 – Wednesday / 16th of October 2013
EINZELLOSE
SINGLE LOTS

ab 9.00 Uhr
9.00 am

Altdeutschland / German States 12.000 - 12.866

ab 10.30 Uhr
10.30 am

Deutsches Reich - Zensurpost 13.000 - 16.737

ab 16.00 Uhr
4.00 pm

Deutschland nach 1945 / Germany a  er 1945 16.800 - 19.074

Donnerstag / 17. Oktober 2013 – Thursday / 17th of October 2013
SAMMLUNGEN
COLLECTIONS

ab 9.00 Uhr
9.00 am

Übersee / Overseas A - Z 19.100 - 21.242

ab 14.00 Uhr
2.00 pm

Flug- und Zeppelinpost, Schiff spost 21.300 - 21.381

ab 14.15 Uhr
2.15 pm

Thema  k / Thema  cs 21.400 - 21.745

ab 15.00 Uhr
3.00 pm

Europa / Europe A - O 21.800 - 22.828

ab 17.00 Uhr
5.00 pm

Europa / Europe P - Z, Europa Sammlungen 22.829 - 23.734

Freitag / 18. Oktober 2013 – Friday / 18th of October 2013
SAMMLUNGEN
COLLECTIONS

ab 9.00 Uhr
9.00 am

Liquida  onslose Übersee / Thema  k / Europa 24.000 - 25.311

ab 10.30 Uhr
10.30 am

Nachlässe, Wunderkartons, Nachtrag (bi  e anfordern) 25.400 - 25.670

ab 12.30 Uhr
12.30 am

Deutschland vor 1945 / Germany before 1945 26.000 - 27.105

ab 15.00 Uhr
3.00 pm

Deutschland nach 1945 / Germany a  er 1945 27.200 - 27.975

ab 16.00 Uhr
4.00 pm

Liquida  onslose Deutschland vor / nach 1945 28.000 - 28.632

ab 16.45 Uhr
4.45 pm

Ansichtskarten allgemein 28.633 - 28.700

ab 17.00 Uhr
5.00 pm

Ansichtskarten Sonderauk  on „Karl Stehle“ 29.000 - 29.400

ab 19.00 Uhr
7.00 pm

Münzen / Coins 30.000 - 30.350

Versteigerungsfolge – Auction Schedule

Wir freuen uns, Sie in unserem Auktionssaal zu begrüßen:
We are looking forward to welcome you in our auction hall:

VERSTEIGERER – AUCTIONEER:  Christoph Gärtner

© 2013 Auktionshaus Christo
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